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Coincidentally_in Manhattan last

week ‘to herald: separate -pictures
By “ART |WOODSTONE.. ~| SINATRAMULLS BURLESK
i: 77. “now. has.:spread’ around the globe. ianatk HOROWITZ,
American producer William. Wyler
+
0 - Some 19,000 Twist fans packed the’ «
Unitea|
">: Sydney," : Australia, - ‘Stadium ' last. - MAKING “COMEBACK?!States. ig Teady to take ‘show. bust-|'PIX WITH HANK HENRY and British ditto Michael. Relph.:_
‘Wyler, whose “The Children’s -.
-.. .dMonth: ta. gander’a show ‘headed by.
ness-along: for:the ridé. Skiing ‘has
‘|:

2 The‘Twist
1
‘may.have. ‘had. an:‘ob-4:

_geure’ origin,: but: the. dance’. craze

touching

-

‘on

homosexuality

were

“The: ski - boom’: ‘in: ‘the.

‘Las Vegas, Feb. 6:
“Will . Viadimir Horowitz. ‘return ;
(UA) has a Production
.Chubby. ‘Checker’.and. Bobby -Ry-|; to the concert ‘platform? ‘This issue shaped. as-a.large“boost for tour-|:“Frank, Sinatra. ‘has been hud- Hour”
oy’ dell. .Checker. pulled. ‘another’ .15;- J is-up ‘anew,’ ‘though unconfirmable, ism,,. hostéling, clothing: ‘manufac:|dling with. Silver: Slipper top. bana-: Code Seal, says he was not. influ' -3°9900' kids ‘last week. into. San. Fran-” |The virtuoso. who has ‘not: - given turers, : ‘metals, laminated hickory: na Hank Henry and second banana enced by the Code (which -doesn’t
me, Cisco's: ‘Cow Palace...
.
‘(for |skis),.: ‘automobiles, ‘busses, Sparky. Kaye on the possible Las’ spell it out) to skirt. direct dialog:
Sow
4 Syria, however, has, hanned The. ‘publie performances. in: some years publishing, ‘eredit. cards—and: now: Vegas filming of:a two-reel comedy.; usage of: the word “homosexual” .
in his
wen = pwist:. ‘The: new datice, -according has’: ‘been:, teaching, also . ‘actively: eritertainment’ -is :making a.’“shaky, series starring the:‘burlesque: com- . (specifically lesbianism)
‘adaptation. of the Lillian. Hellman.
22°: to’ - Syrian “Information -..Minister socializing | ‘around - Manhattan. yet obvious move: ‘to:sab. its:‘share edy, team: iS
play. Also, even if the Cod¢ ‘did
ts (Fuad ElAdil, is “sexually “disturb- His: ‘health. was: ‘never. ‘poor. ‘but.‘tof the: loot, "ng" and: cannot ‘be: ‘pérformed ‘by. usually . described by. friends. BS: ‘Well- over’ 1‘Onn.000: “Amerieans 4 The sharts: would: be.made by. sanction’ such frankness, he: still.
-Sinatra’s. Essex. Co.,. and. designed would not have gone for a :more
Jocal musicians. :-Furthermore,’ the a‘nerves."”
° ministry. has banned imports of.any} “Slant ona. retura. arises from’‘his |are ‘due to hit the snow. areas of for: ‘theatrical: release. - Hershey blunt ‘soundtrack. No reason to,
expected:
shift
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year.
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Martin of the William Morris. agen- he states, because the film leaves
_ &Bwist ‘records, ‘..
“, Sey. is coordinating the.déal~
“ (Continued: on page 18)"
Jno doubt as to its reference.;; But .
"The “Syrians,-“apparently;. fear |from Victor: to Columbia Records, |.
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oa .’ that The Twist invasion may drive |=

for :another
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their’ union. of ‘bellydancers out: of |”
Elsewhere,: the dance” craze. “ts |: . getting . a’ new: showcasé in London
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Colony and Cafes.
Rome, Feb. 6.
That Rome has a film industry
boom is well established. but lessmentioned is the upsurge here of a
Negro. colony with resultant impact,
upon daficing, night clubs and jazz.
Some of the color: ed here are titeatrical, many are students, mors
| are diplomats from the new. Afri4 can republics. - ‘Their presence is.
increasingly evident. Ex-members
of Katherine Dunham’s dancing

ke little ignowen |tax’deduction de: -

Soe vice, provided. by’ law, is ‘being .de-| '
“(: veloped|.-by:. Ralph :Newman for |.
“people -. in. ‘show: ‘biz < and’ literatt.|-

_:Newman, who. is. with the law: firm, ;
:/\ of -Greenbauni,; Wolf. &: Ernst; has|
** peén- appraising’ . -original’. manu-|*

_._. geripts, ‘letters,: "and.anything. else}
wei? he-thinks. of- value, “as a gift. item |ce t0, an. institution: and: establishing] .

‘|-troupe,. which toured Europe ‘for.
| years, have settled here.
There are ‘few night clubs (iin
(Continued on page: Br

. "sa" fair ‘market: value” which can:‘be
: ‘deducted from the.tax rap.
sy
“. Y) Newman, -whoalso:runs the. Line -
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‘|Talk
$1,000,000
FeeFor.

eolie Book Shop. in ‘Chicago, .‘says: :

cio. that. ary ‘public: persorality whose o
life:arid actions. and: writings. are ‘.
- (Continued orkpage 66) *
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A ‘three-network,

000,000 fee —
word preferred

its opening festivities, The “donation” would go to the. educational

funds, ‘50-50, of both the Fair and

mar
acts: ”-may. . bey ‘passed... by © the ..
ORs Michigan. legislature -‘as’ a: result of |:.

Lincoln Center,

Tesidual

>“. ~'the “death-of.two members of the].

. dast week. during a performance.of |°™

" Philharmonic

. ‘the Shrine Circus: at’the ‘State Fair. Pls
“2Coliseum :-here..

“hurt: ‘with. a:‘skull’ fracture,: and]

. “Wwerel has nO.
n ‘nail, we’re more popitlarswith advertisers! ‘Anextra- f
|

ofdinary statement, except ‘when you: understand the:kind ofmail we

OO arb ‘Wallenda;:. 57; ‘the.troupe's’ oe
-. .“Jeadet: sufferéd “a slight’ pelvic-in-| mean: No Mail Order. Adver tisers! WPIK-11 advertisers ‘are national,
0.27" Jutys Also“hurt “was: Jana ‘Schepp,.| |=,: “representing the foremost. advertisérs i
in the land. It’s Bood sense
s
to!

J.

+ ‘sister. of: ‘Dieter: ‘Schepp who: died: oy

walv in the fall.
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Tous 7 - Join inthe firecompany of.‘national advertisers” onWPIX-11."
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Gunther’ and |Herman ‘Wallenda, ate
together- with: Gene “Mendez, :‘who |"

_ Where are:
a ‘Your.60.secorid commercials tonight|
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BIG
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Pro- .

ducers, Directors and: Engineers!
.—100% optical improvement ‘in |
' the. SUPER UNIVERSAL :

. ||-ZOOMAR LENS,
_|q

Now. ready to. demonstrate on
your -cameras—Same size and

-weigsht—The original-still -the
‘: Til fastest, lightest and most flex-

was -flown: in from. ‘Stockholm;. Fee} fob erectBe a 8
“- turned. to ‘the’tanbark the
e following a
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likewise:

part’ of the Lincoln Center pickup,
Latter’s completion is being time(Continued on page 66)"
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since. the former's

profit is

marked for educational purposes. .
‘Leonard Bernstein and the N. Y.:

et -Gréat: .-Wallendas ‘troupe ‘in ‘a: fall

“'gnan, -29,:. and. Dieter ‘Schepp, .23.
“Mario. - _Wallenda’~ “was . ‘seriously:

“donation” is the
—is being targeted:

[bythe N. Y..World’s Fair 1964 for

. Detroit, Feb. €.ae law Jnaking it.Mandatory: that:|.-

hy ‘natsbe‘ placed ‘urider all high ‘wire |.

-The dead. “were: Richird: Faugh?

two-hour. tele- °

‘|cast, in’ prime time, for a $1-

Wake ofWallenda Deaths .
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it is thereby

(Continued on page’ ‘W)
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“lewishProblem,’ =

“TeRey:WyTht
Clever’naor

Preems Rousingly i
in3German Key.
Cities;Due «
on5Stages iin1982 |
By. HAZEL. GUILD
Frankfurt, ‘Feb.. 8. .

Hollywood, ‘Reb: 6.
Mervyn. LeRoy: “at:‘ajuneligon conferences given at “Warners. for ._ .
some of’ the foreign press. Yeporters. to help launch “Gypsy,” ‘said, ~ -- 0 -.
: “I have.neyer made a picture I. am.ashamed_of. I have-never made ’
4: an‘ off-color film..-It. is“ easy. to- hake’'an- oversexed picture one . ‘wouldn't want’ one’s grandma-or children to see: But Ihave no Jn-' a

:
‘|

|:
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[ LauehtowSs Painful Slip AB:

|

like to see ‘pictures iin the’ hands: of creative people. I'm not: saying
a that: producers have. to make every: ‘bleture: an: ice cream Gone. ‘But

‘German stages since the gripping |: eg a separation: of his right’

‘you can have ‘drama without-dirt.”: :a
“: °;"In ¥esponse -to ‘a’ question: about’ “ha Dolce: Vita;M3 he:‘naid: he. PE

simultaneous openings’ of “Diary |:.: shoulder when he ‘fell in:the. ’.
_bathroom. of “his “Flint.Hotel.. *:
of Anne Frank” five years ago ere}
er-| last ‘Tuesday | (30).:' He was a |
has: just occurred in ‘West
. patient in ‘Hurley Hospital. for .:many,’ Three leading West German
stages—in Frankfurt, Munich and |- a. week. -before. returning: ta.
New’ York Saturday." (3) for oy
Duesseldorf—simultaneously. -pre-}
_
sented the West German’ preem: of } further. hospitalization.:

Max

Frisch's

poignant, powerfull |.

recently.

Openings .followed

during. ‘the |: is-complete

next. week in Tuebingen, -Nuerti-}_.
‘berg, Karlsruhe.. Heidelberg. “and|
Augsburg. -By. Athe end - of this.

year’s theatre = -season,,. >the well
written
and “excellently played
theme will have been revealed on
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1 LucianoTitles

: Laughton, who -was:here’on.. |:
until, his recovery. J

pa el

_ ‘thought the film dirty and: glever:. “But t‘would: rather’make 2: film -

‘| - that:is, clever ‘and clean.”. "2003.0

tour, . has ©“cancelled... further *.: |.
appearances

aananee

“Dm not against sex. I'm-Just against. treating: it in.pictures:‘done. rere
In poor tasté, in: the. hope that-people will.go to see: ‘it not. because. wleet
tee
of. merit but because. it-treafs bankers’
a sensational
subject.”
‘motion. -pictures.: 40 , hae
making

:. “Today. we. have :too- many

Probably. the. most sensational; |
2
Blint, Feb. 6. - |
penetrating and probing search of|
the Jewish problem to cross the . “Actor Charles Laughtoii. ‘suf.

’ “Andorra”

tention of. ever ‘making such a picture.*

.

ve ‘ED'SSULLIVAN.

“Nationally . syndicated. -eolumnist
‘whose po
popular TV. show. is::now: inWarners; ‘Skourases Follow.

wey ‘tts* FOURTE

‘Earlier Stakes—Angles ©
a a. Ta Capone.eg tr
;
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ON TH. ‘YEAR. on. CES.

Pratfalls:a Fadingre ~]enctge
PAUL,ANA ibooked
or~“No Laughing Matter

“ate

Holly wood: “Feb, e:

a . a
we
“Sudden death of Charles Euieky).
‘showman- |... .
Brooklyn Attorney Finds:
- San Francisco; Feb. 6::.": 2. Luciano‘10 days ago: in Italy has~-: °°".
25 West. German stages.: It’s’ be-}
” dast. summer, ’.‘01 ‘wings. ‘ot:
| brought. on ‘a.rash -of title registra-.
>
lieved that ‘people | all ‘over ‘the|.-.During Girl’s 506 Action} tis’ success. next ‘Sunday, Feb
11), ‘great’ blast. of publicity, .“Ttians
:on, possible.pix’ cor:‘his lite. - oe ”
Jand.. once... more. “will be. rea
“Enrico. -Banducei' signed ‘Clar| there's. @& reason. Paul's popularity, |-:
|} talent,-:‘ personility- and.
ship’
warrant his.return, and. ensure: >.

and activities.
_- awakened to.the sad theme ‘of the| “The ‘art . of. doing”: prattfalls:: is]:
hos wie
a
iy
Be
oh eD -enee ' (Clancy) -‘Knight’ -to -a°-. ‘|.
t. week- Warner
“Jew who is not a Jew,. and :the disappearing. _accerding:.to Brook-Within ‘the: ‘pas
“| ~ four-week’ stirit -asa. comic ‘at -.
lyn. attorney :Avruni’ J. Schrager, aN:
curse of anti-Semitism... _
| Bros. registered ‘five titles ‘and Trf= 7.0") 7.22.
|!
the
hungry:i:
Knight“gave
up
-*
**Y.
. Reeently
Max” ‘Lippmann, diz: who, -.after. looking for. experts in|
|
an’ $1,100-a-month: job’ as’ Sani.”..ton‘ Productions, (Plato-and Charles: - -.“rector of the German Institute ‘for ‘this. field ‘through |ordinary - chan-|,
-' 9
Mateo -‘County ‘assistant =dis-, |Skouras). filed a like -riumber ‘with °° °- "':..
‘Film Art, speaking: about.*‘the ‘ap- -nels, finally took -to advertising in|8.
L -trict: ‘attorney’ ‘to:80 into show. | the “Title Registration: Bureau of 2:2). 0°:
‘pearance’ ‘of the Jewish, individual. “Variety for those with. ability‘to. - °
"tthe:
‘Motion |Picture. Assn. jn. New. Je
te!
business, .
=
in the films,” ‘complained that the . perform. that tritk:
York,”
.
eee Lota
1,” Last week, Knight ‘said “hie a
West German public. is:apparently | Schrager. is attorney for former | :
Washington: Feb. 6:
The’
tities
subriitted
by:
iw
come’
Wok
see
ping “Lavaner, Jr.;- has: Spankedit was. snetiring - ‘from:'the’ stage - |.‘panies. supplements -‘three ‘entered: * .
wh
injuréd °‘a few.|an angry revival ‘of interest by Rep. : to:. open a law. office. in: sub-acter of.a Jew or a. film. concerning |:
‘in
1959
-and
1960:
by.
Trophy.
Prods.
NE
Kramer,
who. was. inj
Francis’ Walter in thé old ‘issue*of - "urban: Millbrae. -“He.,added::....
Jewish problems at: this time.
“T years ago. . -attempting - ' pratfalls:
and more recently by. :‘indie._Pro~ eo
But an- the stage, ‘perhaps | a during :‘rehearsals: of: “Puss <in: ‘Reds: in Hollywood, |put: there -is @P his comedy.” thirig -.is- pee
° ducer. AL ‘Zimbalist. .
sharper and more personal. eni- ‘Boots” for the school. Miss Kramer, still: no. evidence the ‘Pennsylvania E “but you've- gat. to eat, too.” Tes
‘Warner entries’-4nelude. “Charli:
no —_
.
phasis ‘can be made- successfully. ‘it’s. claimed; ‘broke. her. ankle in ‘Democrat ‘will cbestit..“himself to}
“I Lucky, ” Mr. - Eucky- -Lu¢iano,”) 7... 5.
And in. ‘the -‘case. of -.“Andorra,””| the attempt. ‘Asa result of a’pro- a new probe.. ~
_£“The
"Story
.
Of
Lucky‘Luciano?
2!
while there were some. individual tracted period: in which she: missed |- Walter, . ‘Chairman: cof “the House
pf SLucky- Luciano” and “The. ‘Life of.a
«Continued on page :66). . . ‘[elasses, her “attorney..says: she Un-American Activities Committee, ;
‘Lucky,
“Luciano,”
Pot
we
at,
| ultimately. had-to drop.out; ‘of ‘issued“a voluminous retort to Lard| ' Triton ° listed” " «Confessions *“of oer,
| sehool.: She's. suing the college for ner’s Saturday: ‘Evening :‘Post ‘arti-|
ae ‘cle—"“My :‘Life. on. the Blaeklist.”. -..
Tricky: Lieiano.” “King -of the’ Mae °° 2) 2.7"
He “had: ‘initially sent. the.: reply, 7
| fia,”“Lucky, ‘King: of. the Mafia” a
“Hollyw ‘ood, ‘Feb: 6...
It's, "Schrager’ss. contention: ‘that which seethed. with: ‘rage; .to.the}“(Continued on ‘page.86):
pratfalls
require a certain amount [:magazine: but the éditors. could only.)
of :‘expertise,. and ‘it’s a: mistake: to publish a “brief.-excerpt :from the Jatnes Garner: and :20th-Fox are’
“St. Paul, ‘Feh. 6.:
ee
‘Edward. C: :Slettedahl,. a. Yoeal ask an..amateur to do- them. with- approximately, 14,000 ‘words Walter ‘$60.000:apart on making’ a:‘deal: for.
a
a
junior | high - school- teacher, out intensive instruction and train-| ‘was stirr ed to: Unleash, at Lardner. star’ to ‘appear’. opposite Marilyn 1
publicly apologized to’ actor ‘Ron- ing. After:canvassing. -dance schools, Walter, ‘who “recently-Fevedled Monroe... in: “Something's ‘Got: -to
on
:.
wth
ts
.mo
ats
ald Reagan for: what he considered judo’ instructors. and cthers;. with] -.."
OC Continued °‘on:‘page. 78)
} Give. ”- ‘ Garner; . it is learned, : is
an “tm-American: insult” to Rea- no -.success,. Schrager, finally *ad-|" *:
A’
company.’
“to
‘be
known.
ag
.
‘[Rolding out. for $200,000 ' ‘but:filne |
gan by the St.. Paul: ‘Federation ‘of -vettised in VARIETY: and. found. @
Cleopatra Enterprises: is. ‘currently: ..: ; ee pee
oe
ale
oO
Teachers. ‘After Reagan’. had..de- ‘pair’ who. will: explain: the intri-.
company: -ris.:: willing |ta: ‘hand: him’ being set. up, in New ‘York ‘under. livered a. talk -before..1,500 -per- ‘eacies of. pratfalls :‘in. ‘the.- Kings.
° |$150,000, ‘same amoiint: -he ‘got’ for |the: joint. auspices .of 20th-Fax and: 7 .2
“
ae
:
‘sons ‘at a ‘Minneapolis meeting ‘Couity. Supreme ‘Court. “in.their}
or.
role. in’‘Mirisch ‘Bros.’ “The- ‘Chil-}“Eddie - Fisher-Elizabeth .: “Tayl

| Garner.AsLead: Paid
Higher Than Marilyn.
On Her.Last Pic for:Fox|

PUBLICLY APOLOGIZES: °
TO RONALD REAGAN

{LIZHASCUT ON20TH'S.

CLEOPATRA’ TIE-INLOOT:

Palm:Springs’Folksy

sponsored.

Citizens

‘by: the

Conservative

committee prior

to

-‘Home-Town’ Bash For.‘|dren’‘Ss Hour"

| Haspital=At: $100 Per|

roles: as expert:witnesses.”

his}"

return to: Hollywood, ‘Slettedhal
arose .ahd expressed. - his - regrets. JessetToToastmaster
and declared he was talking on|--: Dimes’. Fete for Cantor
behalf. of teachers. and’ himself.

be to ¢on-/-.. **”

will
at. United . “Artists.” | Purpose of the firth
‘trol various: ‘Cleopatra: merchandis- .
-Feeling. at 20th is. that. if Garner. -ing.”: ‘tieups |
‘which*-utilize”: “Miss ae
-]doesn’t. accept’: “offer. -made-.him; Taylor's: name ‘and/or: likeness. :.

‘By. FRANK: ‘SCULLY:
“| Within |next’ 10 days. ‘negotiations| . ““A' numberof such tieups ‘already: ee
Palm, Springs, .
Feb.re7
The Federation, of which Stet}: George’ Jessel-‘ will _ toastmaster'| Must |‘be. something. to- ‘this: free “will: -hegin with’: ‘another. ‘star: “int has’. ‘been... discussed, ‘With major. 0007
tedahl isn’t:a member, agopted..a the. March’of Dimes Tribute’ to his: énterprise ‘bit. after. all. JA -town. mind for the. part:: --Incidentally:. .aecent on Jewelry and fashions.-Ag *): 22 *:
-resolufion protesting ©against. ‘the. longtime friend, Eddie ‘Cantor, Feb: |which : turned ‘down’..a*- $2,000,000 Miss Monroe will receive $100,000 |‘yet, nobody. has -yet’¢onie-forth we
-invitation’ extended’ by” the school ‘27. at the ‘Hotel. Waldorf-Astoria, : bend ‘issue (twice). to: enlarge its. for last. film under :old, 20th pact: ‘With -a-Cleopatra teeshirt, buf-one®.":. -°board

and. schools

superintendent

| we|

‘N-Y. The-presentation to the come-: hospital

‘so. it.‘wouldn’t . ‘have to].

-to Reagan..to address’ students ‘at: dian ‘will-be made. by MOD |Prexy: house patients in its’“halls isn’t, bean all-eity..high school. assernbly: ‘Basil .Q’Connor. .. *
lirig allowed. to enjoy. its failures. ~
at this: city’ s largest high.school. - Fete will mark Cantor’s “0th:birth: .. Bill Perlberg,. who ‘has ‘a winter
The resolution was. sent to ‘the ‘day as well as.his half-century, ‘in- home: ‘here,’ and “Milton ‘Prell,-.a

‘members and -‘Superintendent, -but |show. business. -One ‘ofthe largest |Vegas -boniface’ -who' also. comes

wouldn't. ‘be™'

“Something” script: Is” niow.. being| 20th - official: says” he’
‘rewritten °in: ‘London by Nunnally | ‘surprised “if-the. niatter is-—-at:‘least on vay
Johnson.’ He: is expected .‘to: - have’. suggested,
job: finished .by.“ March: 15, latest|- : ‘Phe:“historical ©‘Cleopatra’ is, ‘of. “es
‘date .for ‘caméras: to “start. rolling |.
‘course; in. the -public: domain, but’:*-.
‘on: Henry T, ‘Weinstein: ‘production “the. -use of -“Miss. Taylor's. name or --”
Loe

‘failed to halt the talk:
| show biz. turnouts is expected. Jack:|dewn here: ‘for..a- rest, :decided’ to’ to be. directed ‘by: George :Cukor.. “picture- in’ connection.” with -any’
°°. .°. 7: *
“This. is ‘an -attack on freedom | Beniny,. George Burns «and: Jimmy |raise ‘the: money. by- private enter-: Gene Allen is ‘associate: ‘Production |-Cleo':items. must: be:‘authorized: by People

of speech,” Slettedahl told. _Rea--|Durante are among those ‘who. have
"|
} sent in.‘their acceptarices.”_
€ Continued on page wy
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|prisé. ‘They. had .got up to :$500,000

and artt director. +

a

At\they buttanholed: the. old ‘standbys.
| |/for--entertainment — Hope, Sinatra,

Dine, ‘Harris. The Groaner was un- |,

[lavailable ‘so: they tapped his older |}
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e. “expan
‘expansion
art} tt || House, Reviews. . ". weswpe.
F Radio. *

ook, “Two Yeors—$28.00"

.

=
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| sale last December .of Tennessee’ |: Chatter.:
' voce be ek ee:
-| Night Club Reviews setae 64 .
-Williams’ first ‘ draft“ of -his-“‘Glass |||‘ Film Reviews:nes .aeseeaaee 6.) Obituaries
9G.

:

One Year—$15.00
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;

$16; Single. Contes. 35 Cents
_ SUBSCRIPTION Annual. ‘e185; Foreign,

“ ‘sees- : Tl}pencil
‘script
of: his first Broadway |} - ‘Bina.
success,
“Once. in. a. Lifetime”. for

-

cn

4581-23 eo.
rySe.‘James's. Sireets Piveadiily,ave Park.

Perke Beret ‘Galleries; NY, Ysi
f:‘négotiatinig with a’ private: owner
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Bavaria’ release’ of Utz Utermann and|: Boyer: (a governmental minister). which: financed: them. In the. eourse ‘of last year’s.Cannes fest, ‘Ed and rc
Although” filmed “tn Eastman. Claus Hardt. production, in collaboration gets’ a call’from a married: woman his wife-Lee madé a short: sidetrip |to. St.: Tropez, “the-shrine where-it. Les Films: Gibe (Paris) and Filmauf-:
_ Color.and apparently designed :for ‘With
bau (Goettingen): With. Magali Noel. ‘Har. ‘who . threatens. to: ‘commit: ‘suicide’ all: bégan,” ‘meaning. the louse. and town, where: much’ ofAnd: 30d
oe
somewhat more ambitious commer- ry Meyen, Goefz George, George Riviere, because of -his.son:) Not knowing .Created “Woman” was filmed: .
mI as
Hanne Wieder... Directed. by Helmuth: Ash-’
cial purposes, Alex Gordon’s: pro- ley.
where. to find her; he. goes looking |. ‘The filins: in which ‘Kingsley: took: niést!‘pride: were. often: those ‘which es
Screenplay, Thomas “Keck, . Helmuth
duction of “‘The Underwater: City’! “Ashley; camera; Sven. ‘Nykvisti ‘music. for his son..He méets 4 young .un- were ‘least successful: atthe boxoffice. He. brought: an.Carl Dreyer’s - : 27°:
‘has been. re-ticketed by ‘Columbia Martin Boettcher:. Rolf Zehetbauer; edi- happy’ ‘Tich “gil who helps.: On: the ““Ordet,”.- Buinuel’s. “The Young: and: the’ Damnéd,”’ Max’ Ophuls’:: Le:
.
tor, Walter Boos.
t Ufa -Pavillony. Ber-’
for domestic release: in black-and- lin. Running time, a. ‘MIN
NS.
.
- arid. the -first ‘film’ written ‘by’ Ingmar~ ‘Bergnian, “Borment.’ .
° 1°.
1.Plaisir;”

white, a marketing revision apt. to
alter ifs programming ‘status and:

Eva Troger
.°......5.°
Magali “Noel
. Andreds* Troger. ; rele sr aseree ” Harry Meyen

Kersten...

©0° sn... eta t. Goetz George

|.“exposed :‘jin’‘strip. poker: games--‘and: Typicat of Ed, he waited for over. a‘year to get thé-proper date for.the™..).. .:.
‘other. pursuits. ° The..son, is: found -U.S. premiere. ‘of’ Leopolde. ‘Torre-Nilsson’s ‘Argentine: film;. “‘House ‘of. "|| ¢

resultant. boxoffice destiny. Being) Female Journalist
“anne: Wieder and .goes.-ta see. the’ woman: who ‘the .Angel,” only: to ‘have ‘it. acclaimed: by” the: film. ‘buffs. and almost me
_.an underwater melodrama, there is ‘Dr Rosen. <.'.+>. Wolfgang Relehmann |:
‘he’ has ‘jilted.‘while. Boyer. finds:‘a. totally ‘ignored: by: the public.’ | ae
no question ‘but that disregard .of Dahiberg. fervent TItIth eanita. Riviere, :brief: ‘moment’. ‘of *‘Tove. with: the|’ -Kingsley,. -however,; ‘did Have a shrewd: ‘conittiercial. sense ‘of:‘the.film pe
tint represents. significant loss of} Claudia Ahrends. wees “Margot ‘Hielscher. |- girl.
iniporting ‘field—which ‘talent--was extensively used by ‘Columbia Pic-:..zs.
pictorial value.. However, color Margit stedisy te See bee
alone does nat make an attraction].
Tyrer reer

‘Heinz. Klevenow‘|’

a
_ Uschi” Siebert | . Boy er.CWalke. through ‘this with tures. In addition ‘to being associated’ with him.. in “Kingsley Interna-~ his ‘customary. elegance" as’ do the: tional, Columbia: ‘used his ‘services’ as ‘an advisor on-foreign acquisi-::.
of “A” quality out. of a- product. in . The most: notew orth thing about others. But: this..is soapy: in . out. tions.: ‘These. “ranged. from’ the highly-.-’successful =.Swedish-made~ :-:
which more attention-has. been’ de-|inis German film. is the great cam-. look and conventional in’a treatment | exploitation ‘documentary,. “Mein ‘Kampf,”* tothe hilarious: ‘Peter. ‘Sellers. :
voted to exploitability than to dra- erawork: ‘by Sven. Nykvist, a. ‘Swede, and...
‘Scripting.
Mosk, « Spoof ‘of -Tanlagement and.‘ labor,. “I’m* All Right, Jack.” It. “was’.also.
matic flow and substance. .Chances whose. pictorial. account: “becomes. -.. [largely at Kingsley's insistenée that Col picked up‘-such: shorts ‘as-the. “ 7 vo
are “The Underwater City’ has much of the thrill in. this -mystery.|> -~
oepe “The Golden: Fish” and the America-made:e:"Rooftops: of Rew: Tarr
Me Nor ne
Aim
found a home if its natural ‘ele-| Eensing -offers :fascinating scenes|... . - ules ‘Et
Pel
pte.

ment—the. bottom half of a double. and: ‘remains interesting .through-|
(Rules ‘and Jim)~
‘Dill. :.
‘lout. Along: with the-superb --acting, |:.. * (ERENCH-FRANSCOBE)
Owen Harris’ gabby; waterlogged this “expertly-directed film comes |..”
screenplay amounts to a rather ul-!close.-to being inthe’ international
|: ‘Cinedis: Telease

. fathomable

fish story about

man ’s class.

ters. in

a ‘kind. of.. sub-suburbia| . Although the. ‘yillain a8

housing ‘development on ‘the ocean: right: at: the outset, ‘this:
The object of .titis|curious | story - contains

” Stuck. With’ Shorts”

“phough :t
nothdie “istributor. has. made: ‘anything: reseuitiing a.pron: es
on ‘short: ‘subjects - in thany years, ‘Kingstey- persisted. in, dipping: into: . os...
this field, believing, that. this was. the-natural.area-in which the film.) -.
‘talent of ‘tomorrow: must develop: Some. 10 ‘of.,his- Short ‘releases. won: —
-Academy nominations,. and: last: year his.“Day. of the. Painter,” produced

of ‘Sedis-Films: De. Car.
for. rosse.’ prodiiction. ‘Stars Jéanne’ Moreau,:
Oscar’. Werner, Henri Serre; features: Ma| rie “Dubois,” Vanna Urbino, Boris. _Basgsiak.
“Known ‘Directed by Francois Truffaut... ‘Scréen:
Te oct Jean Griault. from ‘novel’
murder. Aeaiel
Roche; eamera, Raoul: Coutard; |
by

and. -Tecommiends Atself

first: attempt to set up living quar- export...

floor.

"Paris, Feb.: 6.

suspense - which:

‘expedition appears to be the con-|néver lets ‘up.:.'The.-question

is

editor, Claudine - Bouche.” "At: Studio.taal

licis,. Faris. :Running time. ‘110

by. Little Movies,’ took, the’ Oscar: as’ the best’ live: action: subject:
-Kingsley’ first job in films. Was: as a: -publicist: for.‘Paramount, .Sub- cpelY
'Séquently. ‘he. worked’ for.the. -Academy:. -of Motion. Picture “Arts: and °+..°" - -

‘Sciences: while :running <a:“Los” Angeles: theatre that’ featured’. silent’ wba
films: He. served four: years .in, the infantry. during -“World ‘War. IE,..-: 2).
-after,.which ‘he’ ‘worked. for. a- short: time for the Jate Joe. ‘Burstyn, . the. re
reom. where folks can. cool ‘off in|murderer of *.blonde’ svomen,’ ‘has
“dean of importers: and: whose nanie has been: given.to-the annual award: :case things get. too hot on-the. sur- |just’. added another vietim: to- his},
for the best. foreign ‘film. selected by the’. ‘Independent. Film: Importers: ...:face. The film drags: along at anjlist. ‘When “leaving” the’ house:in| & Distributors. of . America.’ At. ‘the’ time :‘of his death, Kingsley, was: ee
octupus pare,. with more than the which he: ‘committed: the. crime, he'’s'-". “Feanedis. “Teuftaut, “ho “made | treasurer of:-that '‘organization, : an
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endurable quotient of prétentious, [seen by: a ‘man--who “knowns him, “The: 400 Blows,”. ‘one. ofthe. “topt
‘pseudo-high
falutin’ ‘knots and/Fearing. the: person. ‘could’ become New: “Wave ‘pix; has put. ‘together. af -. Before: forming: ‘Kingsley ‘Thternational: ‘in 1953, Kingsley’ Had ‘organics. yet
. Catherine. .

struciion of a kind of giant fall-in}here: -How dogs ‘he-~geéet -tracked}.3

pe olntydole Bele

shelter down in Davy Jones’ locker} down?. ‘The: Villain: a pathological. 33

Jeanne. ‘Moréau
Oscar. -Werner:
..” Henri, Serre.
.> ‘Marie Dubois:
. Vanria Urbino
othe ‘Boris. Bassiak

———"
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-what-knots about. just what this | dangerous: to him, -he follows him
escapade is. all ‘about, with the re- ito a- high-society party. at which. he
sult that most customers. may’ ‘find. intends. to kill him. .A: good chance
themselyes nearly. asleep ‘in’ thie to. do ‘it occurs when. the biinch of.
deep until the turbulent conclusion ‘snobs: play ‘a ‘“‘murder garie”- just
-in which the ocean” ‘floor ‘caves in,|for fun., By mistake, ‘he’ kills. an-.
Jeaving only one* ‘cell’: athe.sym-|other. one. - He’ manages. to- escape
‘bolic “honeymoon cottage’ *) ‘erect, police |suspicion via‘ h‘s ‘cleverness
jvet-a little carelessness finally’ beand. livable.
Caught up in the aquamire are: trays. him.
costars William Lundigan and-Julie|: Harry: Meyeén’ s: ‘portray al of the
Adams, along with featured players Cold-blodded. killer. ‘is-impressive.

’ Roy Roberts, Cark Benton

Reid,|The lineup of.top. support’ includes:

Chet Douglas, Paul Dubov, Karen: ‘the’ French. thespians’ Magali ‘Noel

Norris, Kathie Browne: and:Edward |and George Riviere; -Goétz: George,
‘Mallory.

These players give their; Wolfgang .Reichmann. ‘and © Hanne
all in. a Iosing cause, as,--Tregretta- ‘Wieder -comes ‘along. with a particu-:

bly, do director. Frank McDonald| larly. memorable. performance- as 'a

see
tender “tale:-that -avoids. mawkish:=: ‘ized. Oxford. Filnis .in ‘1946;-and' in 1948: went. into,’ partnership -Withe p60
00.
‘ness’ -and- impropriety. ‘in. treating’ Arthur . ‘Mayer: to present such’ films: as “Jour -de.-Fete”: and “Seven: :
‘the: ‘livés: of ‘two friends. who are. ‘Days to"Noon.” Ed‘ was ‘in. the: forefront. of .a number of. lively censor-- -"-! ..
‘mixed™: up -With’: a. -wonian’ ’ they: ship: battles’ concerning. “And God Created: Woman”.and another French-oe
‘impoart,..“Lady ‘Chatterley’s Lover.’ The latter case finally. reached: the: ‘::
share: ..One is: a: Frenchman, ‘the,
U:S.. Supreme: ‘Court and resulted ina precéeridental. ‘ruling to the effect: -.other an ‘Austrian, andthe ‘girl: is
that: itis “unconstitutional to: ban: the exhibition of.a film on the-grounds. -"

French: :; Plot’ covers’ from 1912 un- that-.it: advocates: “an ubconvenional idea:”a In ‘that.casey:the,idea: was:sn.”
' adultery, ;
a
a
It depends: whore: on. ‘atmosphere; - ‘Worked: Both, Ways
insight: into characters ‘and. emo-. "Kingsley.‘Jriternationat Films. handled pictitres: sequited ‘privately:‘by.!
tions than’ on’ story|:values. Thus ; Kingsley himself and pictures in‘ whieh’ Col had an interest, with the’. -:--:
this...film ‘‘appears-“Something -for: overhead: of. the opération split- between: Kingsley: and -Col- according to... |.
‘foreign arty spots’ via its adroit, ‘the: billings. .Actual distribution’ of: the: pictures *was handled by. Peter:
|.
‘Knowing: ‘handling: of ‘theme. *: Sub-. ‘Horner's. Union Filf. Distributors: Kingsley and Horner were also asso- "-:
sequents. are, somewhat more’ ques-. ‘ciated. in two other: operations, .Art-in-Motion-Pictures .and Brigadier.” °-:
‘tionable for “it. But:with stronger: ‘Films, the latter formed’ recently bo.handle imports. ‘designed for the: ne
‘fdre *becoming | arty :: draws °-this | ‘mass. rather. than. class market, .
might) fill. the ticket. .
.
: Althdugh’ ‘he -funnctioned well: ‘and suécessfully -‘in-“both. ‘tlie.‘Thass®er

‘til aout 1930..

-and the various’ craftsmen, who frivolous gossip columnist. .
have mauaged -to make the phy-|:: : Helmuth. Ashley, a- former: cam}. . “Truffaut: has” shrewdly: employed. ‘and the. class“ market,. he’ sometimes. ‘became-‘exasperated. with|the.
sique and decor of. oceanographic ‘éraman, directed: this: with ‘muclt thie. phy siques.. ‘and characters - of “cultural: ‘lag ‘among: the masses. ‘An. associate. tells. the’ story. of ‘having. Seen
real estate reasonably convincing. ‘Kriowhow. Technically; ~“this film his“ .-principles .‘.sans - “exploiting ‘heard’ Ed. barge :into. Peter’ Horner's. office ‘one. ‘day ‘and: suggest. imn- ..
if uninviting, through |the use of. makes. a ‘polished : impression... In. them". Jeanne: “Moreau -is excep- | patiently: |“All -you're: doing. is: selling. “God. Created, ‘Woman.’
:
oa
_Fantascope- -effécts, miniatures and toto, «one. of ‘the: best, German ‘pix tional. asthe .headstrong. girl .wh6 -don't: you get. out ‘there’ and. ‘push. ‘Ordet.!!? .-.. *
.
Hans. : ‘hever: quite,-firids’ what :she. wants |- -Services: were held: in‘ the:Universal ‘Funeral Ghiapel ‘i
in’ New York oe
some. plain old resourceful ingenu- of the. ‘Season.
ity.
fas. shé -ends her: -life ‘of-’W ‘him, | Sunday (4) morriing, with. Bosley Crowther, film. critic ‘of. theNew,York Te!
a
Tube.
. female - demands. in. .a. ‘Sudden: “Times. and longtime friend, ‘delivering: ‘the “eulogy.”
nes
eae
ett,
.
| death. plunge in: -her ear with. ‘Jim, |
:
-

Why: aah

|

‘Reushfire.

: Peace Research Seeks

‘NextTulRevueFeb;23.|us.
Soe ms

“her ‘husband’s best ‘friend. . Latter {::
is . solidly ..‘immed: ‘by: ‘Henri: Serre.
-: SHipshod, sluggish. melodrama- .be
Ottawa. Jan. 30: * Phe thusband Js: done: in a‘vein of les
‘ Toronto, Feb. 6. .
‘|rumpled
honesty” and “dignity: by; A."
tic
account:
of
modern
‘guer|
rilla skirmishes in Southeast
||
Peace fieséarch ‘Institute, |which
Osear. “Weérner..: “The . three-: are: ” MeGuire:. Sisters’. “and: ‘speeial|
for
"Washington, Feb, 6. rae “ae
seeking $2,000.000 as. a.fund
Asia. Slim supporting item. [ds.
researching the~ cause of. War,-and- shown’ at their first: meeting -in|.a guest :“Jose. ‘Jiminez,” {Bill ‘Dana} |.
‘means of.preventing -‘same, ‘has..en- frilly”, 1912 * ‘Paris; : with’: Werner} ina ‘nitery ‘show ‘tagged. “Headlines |: : Yegiie:’“of. ‘military ‘eooperation.. apo.
with. the. film industty.-has arisen).°
|
winning ‘the :girl put: Serre ‘holding
Hollywood, Jan. 29...
lof Toronto,” willbe ‘presented: live “anew
|
ow
:.
Paramount release. of Jack: ‘Warner ‘Jr. listed the.aid of many: show:‘busi: ‘aloof. though: attracted. ‘The ‘first.
‘with ‘the accidental death of?! > °:.-.
over Telemeter: from, Toronto :“on -a sailor. during the shooting of:“Ne -. -production.
Stars Jotm Ireland, Everett ness -people: in- Canada. . BO
,
war,
:
comes
and”
goes,*
and
‘Werner
Theatrical
trailer
:
‘running
one
Sleane,-Jo Morrow.: Directed by Warner...
takes: her.‘to Friday. (233: at’ °8230:-P.M:: ‘Timing “Man: Js An Island” néar Manila. 200°"):
_ Screenplay, Irwin, Blacker; ‘camera, Ed. ‘minute. has: been filmed ‘with: Fred: marries :the-. girl. and ;
: . Fitzgerald; editor,-Roy Livingston; music,.
‘and -price: to ‘Telemeter. ‘Subscribers |: Protests. ‘and. démands for.curb-_°° 2
Davis, .‘one --of. Canada’s highest- | live. :in: Austria.
Irving Gertz; assistant director, ,Robert
.Serré comes. to visit!‘thei: ‘and. not -yet: fixed.- Show: will be: ‘taped: ing’ use... of: ‘sérvicemen.as-extras:.” -/
Farfan. Reviewed ct ane, studio. ‘Jan. 29, paid tv ‘personalities; is seen plug:
{came -from both: ‘sides’ of::Capitol *. :-.a.°“fwae.e
"62. ‘Running. time, 80 M
oe
;
finally has. a love, ‘fling: with: Miss. for’ ‘showing, @. full” -week..::
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Jeff Saygure
sSohn ireland
“Hill, and the ‘Peritagon .was- asked:?. *. «.:¢.t
Chevern McCase NENT! Everett Sloane: Shown _over .:the Famous Players “Moreau, now also-a° mother. :“Wer- : ‘Telecast | - will "originate... ‘from.
.
-/ner;: wishing -to. have: her somehow, ‘CFTO-TY, ‘Toronto, where. studio. ‘to make an Anquiry.. Anto, ‘the Anes 5:
_ Easter Banford ........2-..
and ‘Odeon houses..
‘Tony Banford. eaceccee aaa ‘ Al Avalon
With: Davis, ‘among “otliers, sup-| accepts: this: nev. ‘situation. -as ‘he will be’ ‘Teconverted into nitery rep: cident:
Martin
weed
ce
-Cazl -Esmone
Walter. ‘Notblad” (R.Ore)". nr
|:
* Wiad ..
ede
dee te ae Howard Caine: porting the cause are Julian. Roff- has : accepted. all. of: :her-. ‘desires. ica, . with. Norman -Campltell : stag- Rep,
man, Gordon ‘Sinclair, Pierre -Ber- ‘They then ‘drift’. apart. -and -back. Ing . under |Jean. Dalrymple, «with “was ‘among-‘thé most: vocal ‘eritics,... «>
'.{declar-in
g. that: the filmmakers:. - |.:
There is a mood. ‘film story in: ‘ten, William. ‘Freedman,4 Tony)Tob- The last. caprice,’ of. course;- is the. supervision ‘by.Leslie: Winik. °
*..."
.
on
6 | should: hire. thdir-.own. extras’ and,
} suicide- ‘leaving. the. . bewildered
the current small scale warfare: of .bns, et. al. vs
-" ‘moreover, --should: ‘employ’ civilian. . ee
: ‘Werner. with. at. least-.a. daughter.|politically problematical. baad
‘|
experts.
for
dai
igerous,
.
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“Truffaut .has. 4. light ‘touch for Industrial Producers’ .
e
Asia, but “Brushfire”’ isn’t ‘it
fects'.jobs. “The U-S:-‘sailoy and a
-Jack Warner Jr. production for Producers Guild.‘Best? evoking moods,’ time,. place and de- a
First. ‘Theatrical. Film| Filipino. civilian. were killed ‘while. .™ ‘Hollywood, Feb. .6,°: Sires: There|. ‘is.. “nothing™ ‘dank,
Paramount -is. a -talky, : shallow, .
—
_Sereen’ Producers Guild's 1961, -desparing or: . thematic: about... all|:“Kenold Panken, Jiead: of: Film preparing | an: losive to.be. used
sHpshad ‘B’’. melodrama, servicea
‘able as a supporting item. in situ-. fourth-quarter. winners, ywhich will ‘this, It'is‘a “successful, Jook at. life:. Programs. Ine., producers: ‘of indus-. ; an the filming...
“Tsland’” | stairs - Jeffrey "Hunter Joe
ations Where particular people: do. compete -with- entries in. previous: Its . very - ‘forthright - “attempt _ to. trial-. ‘films, - will.” ventire into- ’ feathree quarters for. _organization’ S$ ‘grasp life sometimes. makes: ‘it un-.
and. is :being.
ndion
by: Richard* -.. ="). *:
. not: ordinarily ‘congregate.
mt
and. John, Monks dr:for Cog ie:
The film, directed by ‘Warner ‘best picture. award. ‘include “two: _even.. But, “overall: this -is candid |.ture- production. |‘He’Ss.“set. to “aol Goldstone 2
and ‘written. for. the screen by Ir- United . Artists . releases. ‘and: ane’ entry:..that: ‘should. ‘pe -heard. of. on. “Lukey,’2 based. on ..a: story ”-by: Universal. . on
Poa,
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| Harold: ‘Lee; which will be shot -in:
win Blacker, describes the efforts each *.from. |-20th-Fox, *‘and.Para- Jocal and, Yank. art. marts, . :."..
-of a makeshift. band af: freedom- mount.
_ Jacobs, in From. Towa =eeote: 4
Truffaiit .usés “the. ‘scope: screen |New ‘York.starting: in. March. Leads}:
fighting . residents.of «the. South‘Quartet: UA's “WW est-Side.Story,ie! well: . A-Jittle ‘pruhing can _fake | Haven’t: beeti -pacted:‘as yet:
Gehe Jacobs;-United Artists Des: ©. ...-°*
east Orient, ted by two: veteran|Robert Wise,.. and. “Judgnient :at ‘his even: ‘more palatable. and: ‘avoid|:
ae Panken has. produced 100. indus- “Moines: branch-‘Mnanager, has been
soldiers:
who..have stayed. on .after Nuremberg,” :.. Stanley | Kramer; -some: pranks. that. are- not. abso-. -trial pix *for:. -various: ‘firms. and. promoted 6.‘southern division mane. OLR
the war as. plantation . owners, :td 20th’s’ “The. Wastler 2”2 “Robert. Ros: Iutely. necessary... “An: offbeat. pic: institutions:
Pla et
His- current. indus- ager.-.
Tescue a -piir of young. Americans ‘sen: Par's “Breakfast. at. Tiffany’ Ss," with potential.’if:well.
handled, and ‘trialer ‘is “being. produced for.‘the|. - In the. new. y sty he'll hesdquar WUE
who have been apprehended and] ‘Martin Turow, Riehard} Shepherd. placed, Hohl.
Mosk. AN.x“Pep. Rock
COR. ;
» ferina,New.Yor ‘homeofiee. Pan Z
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_Givemas,Prod.Exceptfor TV Pix)

Stress‘Dei.

‘Mack has: ‘been wiitten. in-recent
a] Bank
Befriends: ‘Baseball “: By VINCENT: CANBY"
" Tyears. of the. “jew breed” ‘of. young, :
tt:
43 a: ‘truism of: recent. seasons
: Minneapolis, Feb. 6.
**.
. ‘<7 film’. producers. -As: often: as’ not, |" : “this. ‘area’s extibs. and nit = ‘th:‘the! intérnationa¥. film ‘fusiness |
“ghey. divide ‘between. tthe: Brooks:'| nh°.’ “ery. ‘owners’... aren't - at all... ‘that. the -old: order ‘changeth_ fast.|

“suitéd” heirs |
‘of film ‘colony names; :“ : pleased .or- happy. because the: ..| The tradés and deals on ‘both: ‘sides |
oe OF: the... _avant-gardesmen “usually. ‘- Minneapolis. ‘First: “National ., _| of ‘the Atlantic “have :created. situ-+|”_

ae

imagined: as poking ‘their. cameras,

4 into. dingy Manhattan - lofts...
- Of ‘the former, there. is indreas-:

o ingly -the- penchant for operating
“Gn. tandem; as for example, Wesley

- “Ruggles. Jr. and-.Tim’-Whelan.- Jr;
- *. (aged 29. and-.28,: -respectively),

By: ‘HAZEL GUILD.

,

Redskins BitePR

Frankfurt, Feb. -@.

The ‘44-year-old UFA_film outfit
* “Albuquerque, Feb. 6:
‘
a ~Lw hich ‘roughly comprises. produc-.
." Bank of ‘its: own’ ‘Volition: iis ‘ations. -practically © unknown... until. |
Navaio, Indians: in. the.‘four{tion, ‘distribution, cinemas, news- |
-" producing a sound. film'to-plug .. - ‘recently:”..And the current organi- |. ‘ corners’ area of the ‘states of: | reels .and television commitments). ©
‘ . the:: Minnesota: Twins. Ameri-' ° | zation ofall major“European coun| _*..Cart “league. : ‘baseball |team, *" tries: into a Cemmon. Market. willy t New Mexico; Arizona, ‘Utah and .has. just cried. quits for film production; with estimated: losses of
|-’*. Tocated: in’ the,-Fwin' Cities,’ at. 7 multiply: thie” changes.
—
a ‘Colorado. recently took a twoaround «$6,000,000. Intimation in” -| * dts.cown: cost-and-‘will make | eB Showmen, ‘and: bankers. operating _
" -more™ ‘than .100."copies “of. the. © ‘in .the: ‘Rome-New- .York. ..and/or- |...
-tlons,’.
;
*. J tinues in ‘the film produciton ‘an#~- ‘| film‘: available. - ‘pratis. in: ‘the ...

day: ‘workshop’on:
a. public:Telar: ‘the-industry. is that if;UFA con-

©

“both” filmbiz’ :Seions, the first. sired
Holly wood:London-Paris-et al: axis'|.
‘Accent of ‘the.‘gestion, con." distribution, business at all; it wiil
7. lby. director Wes: Ruggles. and:-ac-. Upper | Midwest «. for. public :: *| point: out. a3~ the:. significant ‘inno“ducted ‘by. tribal PR than ‘John | da.so:via. negotiations with Columio. ‘tress: Arline: -Judge,. the. : latte® |: -:. showing.
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Uptown .(SW) -(1,300; $1.“49-$2)=- “Mexican -films. and: present:- stage (UA) (8th. WK). ‘Robust 88,5Q.. Last | : Saxon. (Sack). (1.100:: $1:50-$3)— >* - vo
(Ingie). ‘Slow: $4,000.-: ‘Last week,
“King-of: Kings” (M-G). (15th wk), 0
shows throughout ‘the-year: .° ” week; $8,2
. “Hey,
Let’s .Twist”- (Par) and “West Side Story” (UA). (12th. wk).
.° 02°. 7
‘Ignacio Torres, Jnahaget . of ‘the|. El Rey (FWC): (861; -90-$1:50)— Good $10,000. Last ‘week; $9,000...
“Siege of Syracuse” (Par), (6 days), Sock $15,000 or.near. Past: week, : ‘three- theatres for inany_ years, will “Innocents”.- (20th). ’(8th. wk).
: State .«Frans-Lux). (730; 75:$1.25): oe?
ditto.
$2,900.
‘be named: genéral ‘manager ‘by: the ‘Rugged ."$3,200. ‘Last: week, '$3,100., _—Immoral. Mri, Teas”: (Indie) and-*.\:*.:
21st Ave. (Foster) (650: $1-$1.50)| ‘Warner «swy:* ;440;$1'80-$2.75): ew ‘owners.‘and: Miss: Marie Luc- ‘ Fine :Arts (FWC). (631; $2-$2. 40): “Girl Trap” -(Indie). --Hot: $5,000." ,. 2.
—-“Ea - Dolce -Vita’™ (Astor) (43th —"King
|:
- of.. Kings” : (M-G). (4th chese, sister. of :the .
founder, :will. |—"Siminer.
‘and... Smoke”:..(Par) Last week, ~“Sorcerer’s :-Village”.) . -.°
wk)
‘m.o.), on. ‘popscale. ‘Okay wk). - Dull. 95,000. at “week, remain as’ manager, of the:‘Anterna- (11th... wk).ands
at 500. Last (Indie) vand.: “Love. Daye: Work”. ns
.
$2,000. Last week, $2, 300. 7 oo‘oral.i Bldg.
re: week, $5,500

“aud “Dead

;

(F WC)

$3, 000. :

wk): Lofty
$6,100.
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{-Ts a. portion. of the consent
By, “WHITNEY: * WILLIAMS
"ItalianDecision Due ‘|
decree, instead of any. of the. dis-.
Albany, Feb. 6. °
- Modest, ‘Cal, Fep.. 8.
et ” New.
¥.
$200,000 Capitol Theatre: in|’: :
tributors, that’s now. engaging the.
San ‘Antonio, Feb. 6. :: |, “AC “Loa “Angeles. vice’ -equad in| Board: ofRegents is expected
aot nearby: * Honesdale, ‘first: conven-]. ; - ae character: here: {s.calling. -‘the. antagonistic: attention - of ex“to hand. down a ‘decision in Al‘“+ tonal - playhouse. to. be. -built “in: “Joeal’ residents. :for. donations -. vestigator. giving: historical: data. on _. bany. oni appeal. filed ‘on behalf. a hibitor ‘Bennie Berger.. He’ g cur-: Northeastern. Pennsylvania. ‘in’. 15 “to a “Catholic .Film Guild.” °. strip-teas¢ dancers, the’ District: At-| "of ‘the Italian-made “Ladies of
‘{rently: lambasting: that~part of the.
:", years, is: operating. on. a niglitly. '. He asks .$10 ‘to: $50 ‘for the’.. | torney -being “held-in contempt of |: the ‘Evening.”
consent decree that enables local
_ ..echedule, following its grand “open- “avowed -purpose -of. taking ‘or-..’
It lias. been denied: a ‘Hicense.
court—even - the: introduction ‘oft:
: “fing amid civic. fanfare:
: phans* to “see religious ‘films...
: ‘by the Motion Picture Division, 2 neighborhood. theatres’ to bid. com. .
the.
Twist—were
‘piquant
:
*
aspects.
=
vi. 7, 1,Bhe-600-seat house. was. built’ by’ He . Theére’s.. no: such: thing. as. ‘a:
‘State: Edutation Dept...»
. petitively . with those downtown for
:.:*,/ Comerford’ Theatres -of Scranton - Catholic . Film Guild... °°: - to ‘the ‘Toeal. ‘obscenity. trial: Anvolv- |;
firstrun product:
. ".@n. the site of the old: ‘Lyric;; ‘which | ::. ’-The same ‘individual : appar- - : ing | “nudie - film, |“Not:- Tonight, |
His present. outburst is prompthy, burned ‘to the ground “in :a. fire .|.- enly. used ‘to operate here uns -° Henry,”aewith enough explosive’ ele‘ted. by the fact. that on the’ heels
-*\. @arly.Jast-year. It is the only thea-' ’ der’ the’ fake. title. of “Protes:
-of “One, Two,. Three” (UA) Harold
aments to: “provide - the - sauiciest
«+. -tre: dn “Honesdale; “Wayne ‘County. tant Film: Guild.” -—: Field on competitive. bids has been
He: doés. show. &@ ‘fim now. - ‘tourtroom. show ‘in many a month |
a “Community * with * “Population -of an2
awarded for. either of his two
and: then: to: ‘some kids, and’ | ‘in this: central California city. an
“., about "5,000:
‘neighborhood ‘theatres here ‘‘SerComerford .was" lauded for “tts. "that’s “why*:-local.. police, the. -[’“Trial, now.’ “entering: its: “third.
‘geants' 3” (UA) and “Sweet Bird
. Judge
. “faith: ‘in.the comunity ‘ata: banquet a District: Attorney’ Ss:Office’ and ‘lweek © before... “Municipal
of Youth”: (M-G). Berger, whose.
* “Washington,. ‘Feb. 6. {circuit includes:.the
Better. Business- : Bur, au. - ‘|-Carson Taylor, ds a..test case: of] :
OOS eld” by. the. Honesdale., Chamber
downtown
m,
.
|
California's
new,
obscenity.
laws,
‘in }-. * Miystertoms ways, of: blue-pencll Gopher firstrun house here, also
haven't’
been
able
to.
nab
|... \@£-Commerce. preceding: the ‘open- |"
, |which. three defendants are. charged. ‘pushers: - Chapter: I 601°(Washing- had bid for the. ‘pictures, “One,
"dng. ‘Civic’. leaders:-pressured., offi-:
‘| with--sho
_ obscene ™. matter, ton. edition).
7) elals ‘of. the theatre company “for [ea :
_:| Two, Three” now is in its seventh”
"namely," “Not: ‘Tonight, Henry.”
“The. K-B art’hain’ ‘here’had one ‘week: at :Field’s uptown Park Thea-_
-* +) “months: to replace. the. Lyric: ‘with. .
:.
|
Prosecution
has
- been" parading ‘a. ‘ad: for. “The: Devil's Eye’: (Janus) tre here Where. it.had its territory
et a new: hoiise. .
' -. |flock ‘of witnesses, both: minors and ‘dressed. up :by- the Evening. Star préem. :
J
UR. Willard: Matthews. vice’‘pres: 7
‘|Sexpert”. ‘adults, to ‘prove ‘its. ‘case: last. week. Result was-an innocuous |. “T's | entirely’ unfair to . down*,) )” fident--of Moco. Realty Co. Comer:
‘that the. -picture,. confiscated | by}. -line-drawn “nude .made™--lewd .by. town. exhibitors -to ‘have. to bid
“2 ford: subsidiary,. said the:-decision|:
District. Attorney ‘Alexander. Wolfe attiring: her in provocative. under- ‘competitively .against
to. make’: the investment: was |: :
neighbor‘from: thée-Covell: Theatre: last.Oct. garments of the revealing, yet COM ‘hood houses here# for the ace pic-.
" reached because: “of the: profitable .
: feealing | variety. .-:
./ tures, but the consent decree com-.
.
*-tone-of -operafions.. at’ ‘the “Lyric: “When a ’ motion: ‘picture ‘house: 22, As. “obscene.”
vay Gespite. the. competition of the ty pute. ‘together - a- program. ‘of. ‘four |. ‘Highlighting one. day’s. * session |. The: .Post? a “Tinies -- Heraid ‘pels: the distributors to extend the
'., @Fa,
'. | features, .each of recent. firstrun: ‘was appearance. of. Sst. Everett: thought: the: nudie: was. okay, and. privilege uptown, -too,” asserts:
|
“We. stillthink there. isi
7 terrific ‘vintage- ‘and each’: ia- ‘color, - nd -McFée, director: of the L.A. County. ‘lét .her: remain:.in her nature girl Berger.
:AS ipotential in: | movies *in. -eértain |-sells tickets. at: ho advance. in ‘Sheriff's. office pornography: squat -|innocence. - But another ‘blurb, fea-.} The reason that: he deems it.
who
methodically
dissect
|
turing
the
same
unclad
femme
‘in
: | felected.” ; situations,” - Matthews: price, this-is -either a-bargain‘or a
“tnfair,” he ‘explains, is because
.
‘Henry:
-by.. scene. to point ‘2. different attitude (still about as ‘the uptown theatres, having such
added...
'-elassie’ example: (though. not rare) |:
‘out ‘why-inscene
his ‘opinion’
the film. is sexy: as .‘Whistler’ 's Mother), was. lower operating costs than the lopp
a
Consiruction: Was. ‘started: Jest of. how to squander. product,
ae “August: by Pernn-York.Co., another |- -Aforessid-“splurge —- comprised | obscene,out see “to” law. He rubbed: ‘out on. a ‘subsequent -day. theatres, are in a Position to outwt
| That is, hér-bust.and leg lines were bid the -latter.
oe Comerford: stibsidiary.-It'alsé built |of. “Honeymoon. “Machine,” ‘“Tame-|.
>».
| erased so. she emerged. ‘as. a :bare. We. “Minneapolis dawntown exe |
‘cl the last theatre ‘to ‘be. constructed: ‘my. Tell -Me True,” “High: ‘Time”.|
coals
and
lesbian
‘activities.
(sic)
outline,
hy
wey
‘| hibitors “must employ three: pro- _
er dn Northeastern’ Pennsylvania,’ ‘the >“April. Love” —is. pretty. much:
re Comerford’ in Ciark’s Summit, da: ‘par for the Beach Drive-in, Riviera|" '‘McFee . “‘even:. attacked °‘the. ” The News, ‘the city’s: third.‘daily, jectionists and one to two stage- .
=? °the: ‘heart.of the: ‘booming. -Abingtons |Beach,’ ‘Fla., which came up with °epedite:
pointing :‘out @. ‘picture.J didn’t have..much of: a chance to: hands at a considerable cost, while
|":
Ee suburban.area.ee was. Opened 4n {the parlay ‘recently..It is not alone}: ‘of, the.-casting director being - display ‘its: rep .for .broadminded- ‘the uptown theatres ‘are required
et .104
a7..
:
. " : | among .ozoners ‘in ‘the practice, .‘to * carried on‘a stretcher after the~ ‘Hess..-It ran a ‘small ad. illustrated. to..have only one booth man and
oe -. {be sire, albeit most pastures seeni |- femme cast.‘had. ‘been. shown ‘{ only. by:‘a black cat; whieh it.sanely. no. stagehand,”. Berger points out.
\“This makes’ for a wide spread in
‘their. -panties. im. made ‘no. attempt: to ‘dress,
oe ‘to’ deplore: the -pile-it-on penchant. | hanging..up '. }Sedres of drive-in. managements, .. ‘plied he was “weak” after his. on All of: which ‘recalls’ the Post’s operating co:
“While, with. three projection-' however, evidence .persistent. ad-|. | ‘sexual : ‘activities oUt * ‘the. ‘ temporary. : taboo. applied against:
any-.use “of: ‘the -word: “naked”— ists; we: do. have five more mat-| dletion .to .the razzmatazz: bills -as |’.“ertelad “actresses.” |...
:.. integral’ to : peripheral ‘lures—the |; Prior. to. his. ‘testimony, ‘there: was even dn’ a. film: ‘title-a number: of inees. per: week than the uptown
1 balloons,._ lollipops, ‘Kiddie Diary much ° argument: between prosécu- years: ago.- K-B- was .obliged; : ‘in houses much ‘of. the. time, .nearly
'Seranton; ‘Feb.‘ae |
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As Metro's Apocalypse
"Gallons Into Capt

all’ of our business on those days.
‘Pens, . ete...
‘tion :and: defense as. to.“the. ser- ‘order: to .get’eveti. a listing, . to. in. question is done at night in
as‘:-Washington, : Feb. 6.
. As for. ‘the: “Florida ‘ozoner,. ‘the geant’s qualifications: -as- an: “expert: ‘change. ‘a pic: title’.from “Naked
"Metro'ss- ‘Four’ Horsemen. of: the perhaps: ‘inioré startling Instance. of witness.” The D.A. finally: ‘won a Spur” .to.“Golden. :Spur’” ‘It’s any-. competition -with - _ neighborhoed:

firstrun theatres.”” -'
from Sudge’ ‘Taylor: in his ‘Body’s guess what would ‘have hiapj pened if a-drawing’ of a spur ‘(un|- ‘Berger also. figures it out that.
clad) ‘had been submitted to. the the pictures which receive their
“|e Zhursday’ (8) “stirring. up .consider- “Rosemary.” . But ‘again’. in” tte ‘Judge -‘Taslor,
“however,” -elted man. ‘with, the:wild blue:
e pencil. _| firstruns. uptown here can’t do as
> un. @ble activity among ‘the town's hi: ‘quadruple=instance: the’ Beach pro- D.A. Wolfe. ‘for- ‘contempt
uring
|.
‘: |well. in the other local neighborat,- both.’ foreign: and: ‘domestic. . | grammed “Mating: Gamé;”".. Ga
a. verbal: ‘exchange. on. California's |’
:
+, [hood and
out-in-the-territory
‘. From. the ‘top. rung ‘of the local zebo, ”. “Elephant “Walk”: ” and].
‘houses: than they would if their:
RRBANY.|
TENT
“5
DRIVE
wey * social. ladder,. Mrs, Perle: -Mesta, “Place in-the Sun.” The custome}; gested
fn reference to ‘defense ‘at-|.
ae initial showings were in downtown..
i fs. Serving: as the’ hardworking’ gen-/ of course, decides if this is :a-sixtorney Robert Carter: “Maybe. Mr. SeeksMore. Members and‘Sha er. Minneapolis. and that, accordingly,
‘eral: ‘chairman: of the. benefit open-| or .seven-hour--bargain .or-more:
Carter has. a dirty ‘mind.”. ::‘
the film. “companies «are hurt’ in © be_, Public Image
- fy:
"ing. tlk, aid the American :News- ‘than,
his derriere: can take...

an Apocalypse’

rides-into the national |-profligacy: “was ‘the ‘pairing, also Puling

£ ..1,@apltal for. its: “American |-preem| recent, of “La -Dolce... Vita”” and. favor.-.°. -:“

“

papers’ Women’s Club: in: ‘buying al:

‘

|

og.

Citation:. “came: “after -Tepeated : wise

‘But for sure {t™goes against: the; ‘warnings to“ both... ‘sides . that}uae
.
‘Albany, ‘Feb. 16.
“., townhouse for club’ headquarters:|‘grain.
of. conventional ;theatres, “speechmaking |“and - “accusations” ” Abaay, Variety Club is engaged,
: . Loew's Capitol Theatre. will be: the

.

these. ‘instances;

Tt‘arembers? Dates

which ‘must wander if the skytops: would: not be. allowed
| under
the: new: : gadininistration
scene -of. the black-tie.-affair:.with
‘are somehow. beyond the pale. Let’): Earlier, | “Judge * Taylor
“> =" plumeraus. :
‘dressy « dinner «parties|
aa headed - by ..E. David. Rosen; ..(of.
a four-waller make’ like: a glutton'|:
0 nslated- for’ “fancy. homes: beforé- owith
'WAST-TV),. in: a drive to’
‘ease ‘
‘monished
the
~
‘courtroom
:
for.
its
-Teference * specifically’,
vhand:
.
| laughter. . ‘and’: said’. it. especially: its: membership. ‘and: expand “its:aceurrent. upper-berth product—and. ‘would ©not |-be-‘tolerated
tivities: Now. rosters :175.: A wom- |.
‘The Amibassador. Of: France’ ‘atid the
*
“from.
‘outcries: thurider., There. is, far.|Poe - Madame -Herve :Alphand have. :inreounsel,””. ‘directing his’ remarks, to “en's: auxiliary: coming into. exist_Jence. New rooms. will soon ta. be |. Stanley. Kraimer’s “Judgment at.
7. ‘witations outfor'a tea-in their posh} instance, the- ‘sometime... -plaint:.-of : ‘the. Prosecution table...
hicago’s:
Eddié Silverman’ -when‘|
1, ':2, embassy. for’ Wednesday... honoring,
‘ Admonishment camé ‘after ‘Sgt: ‘eccupied.in the Sheraton-Ten Eyck. Nuremberg.” now playing reserved
aval,
Balaban.
&
Katz.
chooses..to.
Hotel, and an elaborate: program seat engagements in New York,
vn director: ‘Vincente Minnelli; © ..
[McFee’.
‘answered.
.
that
..
strippers
‘two. “A” —pix.. ‘for:. its) nabe
‘for:wariety ‘Clubs’ ‘Week.
| Los Angeles and Miami, has been.
Thursday. at “noon-‘Defore . the,
holdings. -Such_ distréss: is evident working in: Los “Angeles. ‘County do - Highlights--of. the : "week-_de-. ‘set to open in 11 more dates, five
pe ‘préem, three. US: Sénators,, Everett|
‘in -other keys, too,’ ‘and: the reme-. not. ‘strip: to ‘their. bare. breasts and. ‘signed to ‘ereate in- ‘the pubile mind. -of which will ‘be straight’ hardtickoa . Dirksen. (R-01):); Kenneth :B. Keat--.
added:”. “If: they 40, well
i
dial:
Steps,
if
any,
‘remain
elusive.
a clearer image’ of ‘a showmen’s or- et and six on:a “limited perform*.. fing (R-N.Y,)-and .Clair Enigie ((D-' ©
*Larrest. emi: vee

7

Added on: Hardticket
-Adyance-Sale Plans.

to:

~

ualif.), will bé-co-hosts .at.a-lunéh-|”

“eon: jointly: honor ing’-Mr, and Mrs.:

:.) Mininelli,.:Glenn. Ford .and Yvette

man ganization.. formed. for: ‘charitable’ ‘ance’. policy—meaning tickets can
be purchased
in ‘advance though

‘The. ‘Twist. “Stared: the record -purposes—will' be an. Open: House,
Carter's’. colleague,. “attorney. a Luncheon for Past Chief Barkers
‘Stanley -Fleischman, asked .McFee. and a: Champagne Ball. The week

Lippert’s
‘Henning. Encores. when
|:

seats might not be individually re-

served.
et -Mimieux, it will’ be held -in the Old |" As Catholic. Guild: Prexy
Jif. it’ |contained: ’--“undiilations is being publicized :in” newspapers, | .. ‘Supreme Court chambers (no longer | ©
The “hardticket “dates. are the
San: Fraticisco, Feb. 6:
sors” Used. by. ithe :eourt) af: the.‘US... J Eait -Henning, .“vicepresident,“| similar: “to. ‘those -performed. . by On..Tadio and -via: television: |
Saxon; Boston, .Feb. 13; Imperial,
night. club: strippers.” -McFee: ‘said .

[A Champagne ‘Ball, .in: the En- Montreal, Feb. 15; Boyd, Philadefof ‘Lippert. Theatres; -has been. re-.
Mike. Wallace ‘will be master of ‘elected president of ‘Catholic. En- it-did. not. and went, on. to; éxplain ‘pire and Harlequin Rooms of the ‘phia, Feb. 21; Coronet, San Fran‘how: ‘Strip-tease :“dancers. begin. -and. Sheratori-Ten: ‘Eyck, will cost $15

ae ‘Capitol. *.

ane

— “ceremonies -at the . benefit ‘preém. tertainment.- Guild|OF ‘Northern. how-: their acts.‘progress, as pihey.
-Ciséo, Feb. 28: and the Cinestage,
a. couple. “A. five-piece - orchestra, Chicago, date, still to be set.
a
: Co-workers: with. Mrs. Mesta ‘as Californa “for 1
become” successful.
‘1 furnished ‘by Johnny :Costas wai . The. six other. dates are’ at the .
S82:
yon ‘chairman of: the :-benefit :-include|‘:
’-Other-:. officers, named: ‘William | ‘Police’ sergeant ~‘refused: © té~ Blay fi
for dancing. °
Wo -Mrs.-J. William. Fulbright, wifé-of ‘Bolarid.‘Hardy Theatres; first vice-|:
. |Warner, Pittsburgh; Warner, Wash--. :
ne -the: Senate Foreien Relations: Comand
‘ington;: Capitol, Cincinnati,
ident;: A. R.. Feliziant,Strand . quest.‘ by .Fleischman. to’ stand:.up
“Mrs. “Lewis ‘president; setond: . vice-president; ‘and demonstrate. to ‘the: ‘jury. how|:‘on it to:‘oharity woeSy ‘thoight that ‘University; Toronte, all Feb. .44,to: do &. “buimp’ and -“grind,”
”
. °on ‘Strauss, Wwvife ‘of. the former. Atomic |-p
‘if I talked. to:-you it might
some, ‘plus the Palace, Cleveland, Feb. 29..
uck,: -20th-Fox, treasurer;.
-Enérgy -Commission' ‘chairman; Mrs.. aul -Sehm
- Hank’ Henry, . nitery- toric; who.! sort.‘of vindication
y
be.
; and the. United. Artists, ‘Detroit,
on ight
my. ‘part.
ay ‘Hackett.* MGM. recording |"‘starred
| ‘in, film,: also: ‘entered: ‘the. My: kids dre asking.” mé,- “Daddy, {Feb. i.
2. -Erie Johnston.and athers:. Florence]. -secr
efary;. ‘John .J: O'Leaty,” ‘20th- |
. proceedings’. “by: *téléphoning «.. the What are- you.-doing?’.””” : ..
Lowe, formerly of te aaa ‘Is in Fox, ‘board. chairman: °
ve Peat “of the.Backers,
Elected: directors:. Ralph -Clark; -eourt: from. -Las Vegas, ‘where he’s “Judge” Taylor. reported’ he® told
mo,
‘
_ VAS ‘Gene- -Newman:. 20th-Fox;. currently | appearing, ‘asking “court: Henry’ he. could: not consider "any~|"‘Progress Report on.1 BOth
RS Ie“Norton’s8"purchase.
“ Sames a Donohue, .Borde. ‘Assos |‘if-he could -‘give.my side.” Henry’ thing ‘about ‘the: ‘case “on. a. Der- |- - Universal -brass ‘hag skedded’ a
oT Edmonton, Atla., ‘Feb.. 6. :||-¢fates;
Fre
Dixon, . ‘United
“:Cali-. said he. had ‘been. reading about: sonal basis,”*- but :would: be. happy
lunchean.::. press. - Session. today
:
RR J: Norton, owner of the: Gaiety. fornia: | ‘ Theatres;: ‘Peter :“Vigna; the trial “in the -trade papers’”” and ° to-read -a letter. ‘Henry. promised | (Wed.) in. Manhattan, billed as
j ‘would write.
=‘Theatre, Grande Prairie,. Alta., ‘has -FWC; “Charles - Maestri,..: : Lippert, his five children -were . “coming ! he
|.”
_
“progress .‘report’ eovering © the
‘.:
“pought.: “the “town’s - other: theatré; | Theatres: Joseph Flanagan; Wariety. {home -from: ‘School. asking -ques:
-Defendaiits are ‘the -“Redwood ¢eurrent- Presidential Sales..Drive ..
<..: Phe. .Capitol; -and” the .Donald_ _Club:: Ugo Fratto,:20th -Fox;, Joseph tions.” ....‘Cirpuit: disttict . ‘manager © ‘Rose and ‘upcoming product in U's gold-_
a Recreation |‘Centre; which includes. ‘Gane, -. 20th-Fox;- ‘Howard *Butler, : Comic: added, vin:his: telephone: Saso and :Covell. Théatre -- Manager en anni year. ...-:
-. * @ bowling. alley .and.. billiard hall,. ‘ Allied ‘Artists; . James... Chapman, conversation. to Judge.: ‘Taylor: «“| |Mervin . Worley, each-:charged with |. Prexy.. Milton: Rackiil ‘and. sales
- , from. ‘Francis Donald. .
vf Harvey: ¢‘Amusement - Lo. Barry, am: very ‘unhappy: with ‘the ‘picture.
me
lineobsceng matter, and show: g.m,- Henry ‘(Hi) Martin will do
“fPrige ot Miscloséd. - aa
|
. a rRive,.‘Embassy, 1
Theatre,
Ee Pe Oeaa donated: ‘allthe money, 1 made ingit to. minors.
¥the ‘briefing..
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Iwo titans
of the screen-.

together for
the first
time...in the
masterpiece
of four-time

Academy Award
winner
John Ford!
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French AidonLan toiiPx |
|
Another Headache forUS.Majors;

._waniet ys. LolooN orcice.
m2 Bf. James's Streets Piccagilty

Madrid, Jan..30. “the:‘Toca. bulifighters :‘seem;

to: be ‘making ‘their ‘way: om: 1

cinematic. chistrionies ..wit.
“e greater | consistency:.

. Paris, *Feb. 6. ‘$<
French tutors. likely will’ be. happy. about the new government: Teg-

‘ Latest to be. ‘working® in films aoa|
4s. EL. Cordots. ‘He’s‘a young:
Baran Miles, 18, “Fults‘Foster, 19,and Barbara: Fertis,- nn.‘ake.van
if “Aprendiendo. a Morir”: (Learn | - making” their screen’ debuts’ in James. ‘Woolf's, “Term of. Trial,”.:now:.
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| D
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F
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.
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‘A‘theatre:‘here‘4s.‘oivned; managed. ‘and staffed. principally by:
women. ‘Mrs: Gertrude’ Bailey,: leasee-owner. and. managing: director. “poate Th
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: igs ‘to .use him .whenever’ possible
"TOM: & “‘manag

:National’” Hockéy” Leégue

L:
>

(Altare carried: bythe Cana: :

eniént-consultancy-pro-.

= DuPontToStay
It'sBiddingTime | Godfrey’s,‘Nixix”—| OnNBC,Switch:
(Ores$6,000000) |
To LiveDramas

- gramming. lével-: (as-pertains ‘to.
*: NBC's active participation in: Ni-|-

3... gerian TV) or on-a: _part-ownership,| :
:,, :: 2 basis. Both. of ‘these: countries: are}:
an reportedly .“on ‘thie’ verge” of em-|
=.'-"bracing: video for’ the ‘first. time,}
2 5- although’ in the ‘ease of Israel. there|
“2. +, @ould be: ‘protracted -discussion andy.

"Now ‘that |‘Johnny Carson ral

“alr set as Jack Paar's ‘succes-._

l
_ OnNCAA Gi

in the ‘Fole of gucstar on

the :90-_

minute. “Virginian” series which’
‘|NBC is instaHing to. compete with
‘| ABC's: “Wagon ‘Train” Wednesday
-evenings.

“Wagon

Train”

stories.

for next season will be pegged ©
‘around John Melntire ‘who’ suc-.
that Arthur Godfréy had ‘been .*
"The ‘coveted ‘$10;000.000 ‘DuPont teeded | the late Ward Bond).
“approached.
‘by night
NBC reins.
‘to. ‘take
over
the.-late
at: a.: ‘billings: are practically all w rapped | Wrapping up. Horton for NBC
-..’* controversy. -in. view .:of.; Premier|
up* for ‘a continued NBC-TV. Sun- was ‘tempting. enough to. invite a
‘; “SDavid.. Ben-Gurion’s: known’ oppo-|.a “athe -multimillion: “dollar -“quiz: =. .what: was ‘described, as_a- habs
‘Tday: ‘aight, ‘tenure. “ABC. had ‘been ‘departure in network policy, ‘for
“.. gition’ -to its’. ‘iricéption . ‘on- the} ‘game -about. who? gets ‘the. ‘NCAA - ‘lous” ‘money’ deal.©
‘in recent years NBC, in sharp con“In.
fact’.
NBC:
dangled:a
‘tivo.
- grounds ‘that, tt may: not.‘be‘good football: ‘games.: for the next. two
os ‘pranjinently: in the. picture. in-a bid
trast .to the Pat Weaver era, has
way, deal’ which "would: “haya:
a for: the kids...
:]} to. r00- over.. the, biz: hut as of‘yes- been. steering clear of pacting per‘years
is:
“due:
to
have
‘an:
“early:
‘an:
>given:
Godfrey.an
and/or.
priv-.°*:
‘+. ‘Greek:tv.“ig:
thought‘more,“Am:
.Lewer. With. ABC-TV “and “NBC-TV| -. flege of doing “Tonight” or the...” terday. (Tues): it appeared’ a clear- -sonalities to. longterm contracts.
. minent.”
Horton, incidentally, does a one-.
‘Lin: hot-:contention- for. the: ‘sports... ‘early. morning: “Today.” show.. *--Leout. victory for’ ‘NBC.. ne
: starring role on: ‘CBS-TV's
‘However, ‘DuPont will serap its ‘shot
|
plum.” Bidding °‘for the: .coHegiate- _ . Godfrey nixed it,:‘preferring:
“U:S..
Steel Hour"
on. Feb, -21,.
| cuzrent.“Show ‘of the’ ‘Week? -‘for- playing | an insurance. claims” ingames. “will . be céicluded -by- Feb. |-.: to stay. with CBS. | as

|- DimhPe

ry
vTo.

:

13 and ‘the prite is-expected. to. be

sor, it’s. just ©“for. the: record - \

S—————

considerably. over “the $6,000,0001creasing

mat; ‘with. ‘its heavy’ accent, on: mu-

vestigator.

ao

netivork costs,’ underscoru
sicals ‘and. . “specials” and. instead
‘which- ABG-TV™ -paid _to’ carry’ ‘the | ing ‘the’ suggestion: ‘that .the «webs
will convert it ‘into’a major show-j ¢
games: over -the last-‘two. years..
too: ‘frequently are obliged to.‘write case.. for. ‘live: ‘drama.’ In. fact NBC,
NBC, which ‘had: the. games. be-. off. ‘show's. in-red. ‘inkoc
y whieh®- will. “produce
the weekly
“Since ‘Dinah. “Shore . “is --almost fore*ABC grabbed them,-reported: | -.- Scott's testimony. last.week: came: Series | “(fprogram: :-ehieftain | Mort.
-- . @ertain, to be deprived ‘of :a Friday’ -ly: prepared. to ‘shell out. about};the: yery- day. it ‘was definitely” es-: -Werner ‘has: yét to ame an execu$7,000,000.
|...
At
least,
‘that’s
‘the
>.” night 6lot. ‘next, ‘Season, :“and since
tablished. “that -Johnny—“Carson. tive. producer:. ‘says the Sunday
| Perry: ‘Como still ‘doesn’t: ‘want’ to |.figure. ‘that: -ABC -execs feel that. would succéed. ‘Jack’ Paar “on: ‘the’ night 10. to 11. series’: will: be. the
J” siswork’ 30 or:31- straight ‘weeks any-. they: will ‘have: to. match .to. retain: “Tonight” “show ‘next. -Octobér,. web's biggest. stab. toward reactivat- 1.
-NBC-TV. has decided on-.a
Sat*“\. umore,:. there ‘is. talk siow thatthe the -* ‘ Saturday ::afternoon; games... Paar, An, fact, making |the. announce- ing full hout live: drama.
a two. ‘singers: may». alternate. hours. ‘CBS is also expécted- ‘to: keep ‘a ment: on: ‘his ‘show: that. night: -.
‘Schedule: calls*-for. 19 dramas, ‘urday night 7:30 to. 8:30 slotting
hand. in the NCAA: -bidding, but ts:
next
season
for
the
new
“Empire”
, Hext -‘season. :
’
‘It’s éhardly: a'secret that.the. ‘com: | with, seven repeats: These ‘will be
-replacing
the
current
.Como; who ‘last, year: wanted to Not: slated to make_.a really: ‘deter: bination:of the Paar’ and-the?early i terspersed ‘With: actuality. shows series,
tenant, “Tales .of Wells Fargo.*
Ae -“¥etrench:: on...his: :production.: com- |) mined: effort: for. the: games.*:
morning “Today”. shows, as: the: two td round: out the *62-'63:season. .
Expected
‘to:
£0:
along:
‘with
the
‘The 8:30 to. 9. “Tall Man” won't.
-. . Miitmients ‘to sponsor” Kraft,.; and |:
most
successful
|
programming
‘en-|.
Despite
its..choice
:
time.
‘period
|
games-: is .the Gillette. business.
but. ‘the
replacement
Miss Shore: ‘could Teadily. alternate:
‘tities: ‘on the network (with billings (following ‘“Bonanza”) ‘the-“Show ‘be ~ back;
el ‘Wednesday :nights” inthe 9. to 10: ‘which has- been an adjunct of: the: at one-point. hitting ‘an. estimated. .of.: thie. Week’ - series has. been a show hasn't been decided upon
as
yet.
.
.
cahour. It’s understood: S&H. Stamps, |)NCAA games. ‘on, ABC-TV for ‘the. $18,000;000), tias‘played. a large part disappointment
-,: the: -Tating
.
‘Continuously.
Continuing 9 to 11 will. be. the
_: © e0-sponsor .”of’ Miss. -Shore's*.oc- last... “two- * years.
‘growing audiences “for the. NCAA ine helping to. offset sonie of. those |charts,
“Saturday
Night
Movies”
.
but
i+ 1 @asional Friday” forays,:. is-“inter-deficits. to which Scott: alluded, in|
‘with: a new
catalog (probably.
- .* @sted: fn. renewing‘its share -of. her: ‘games... will likely’: cue--Gillette to his-testimony. Infact it can“be said.|‘stay. with, the.games .‘Irrespective
ae other than 20th-Fox pix} goirig in.
“show: As :-for. Kraft". and.. Como,.
thaf,: over: the’ past few-year: span;
‘of‘the:‘network.’
20) there: ‘is some. doubt:.about: the-|
Saturday
decision
reverses what.
‘-.l the “Poday”’: ~"Fonight®..combo hag'|_
up till now was to be: the NBC
company's. desire to, sponsor Como:|:
; represented (perhaps matched oily}.
ot
ee
Tuesday plot. -“Empire,”
which
Oot, hie. goes. only: 15 or 16 weeks. .
by~an earlier-day. ‘Arthur Godfrey
-has many advertisers standing by
“i+
+ Last ‘week NBC: virtually tied: up|. Brish
MiraclePhy:
P
on. CBS) far and: away. the -most'} -“A new/ sitiiation comedy’ Series,
(including | ‘Procter
&
Gamble),.
its: ‘Friday .sked for ’62-’ 63,.:with J.
financially guccessful ‘venture in tv" “Our. Man: Higgins,” ‘starring. Stan|was fo-have gone into the Tuesday
~ \“Tnternational -Showtime,” :“Sing|°
network. annals. It:can: also.be- said Jey: ‘Holloway, will be’ among the night lineup ‘with “Dick Powell
a -_Along ;With. “Miteh,”" “Vive Judson |
‘that.
the’
Jack
Paar
‘phenomenon:
is
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shows
‘on
the.
ABC-TV
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”
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s
“Laudes
*.. McKay”. ‘and. -Jack. ‘Paar, :leaving |
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a0 .nO- room: for. the current : Shore-: Evangelii, "oa! : miracle. ‘play, -‘has also without Precedent in. the:“me-: during -the 1962-63. season. Tt was web's. Tuesday plans are Dartly.
“dea ‘Telephone: ‘Hour aiterna-. ‘been. picked ‘up. by. CBS-TV “for dium.:
‘1ereated by. Paul Harrison and: pro-|.unsettled again.
‘But “NBC: at this: point. fn’:‘ape
telecasting as: a: ‘Sunday . afternoon
‘duced :‘through . ‘his . Company of:
Bo OF course,:: a ‘serious “problem |pre-Easter -- special: ‘on April 8:: praising the. futur e,, must’ ‘Tealisticé. ‘Writers: -‘Production: organization.
oe that. could. ocetir,.
mitigating|. ‘Te 90-minute :vidtape* “produc-.‘Tally face’ a: whole. new: set.of .cir- for ‘Sereen: Gems.
ne against a: Shore+Como rotation “is: tion depicts. the.Nativity.and Cra- cumstances.. First -off, -Paar. will be
Co-starring Audrey” Totter and |.
+ the® fact” ‘that : the.’ -other. Shore eifixion. in eight ‘main::episodes ‘lost ta the’ “Tonight” -show. For. all.‘Frank. Maxwell, “Higgins” will be | .
“Sponsor now ‘is -Anierican. “Dairy, with | choreography :. ‘by: ‘Leonide (of NBC's cutrent’ enthusiasm ‘over | pegged. -to the adventures: ofa. we in “Tour of the White House
_.: Assn, ‘which’ might . not. _prove a Massine.: ‘It was. originally’ telecast: locking iup Carson: ‘for. next October, ler in a “‘suburbanite ‘home.with Mrs.- -John F. Kennedy;” will
oa suitable. companion: ‘to Kraft. -How::|: ‘in. the: United -‘Kingdom: ‘On ‘Good when his contract. with ABC-TV. ex‘be repeated. by CBS-TV on the
‘pires; -as .of row “a: Carson-helmed |
a
ever, - various. ‘NBC::sotirces figure. Friday,’ Mareh. 31, 1961. cts
‘||Sunday afternoon .of March 25,
CBS
‘Sports
Spectacular’
“Tonight”
.
entry:
remains.
an:
un_ 52 on’. erossing.: that.’ ‘bridge: A and}.
‘from 4 to 5° p:m.,. for. tie benefit
known ..quantity.-: The peculiar. °
- elwhen.‘they. ‘come. to it.
ey
‘Mulled for’ Summertime !of . soungsters.
. ‘chemistry. that. “cannon-balled” Paar |:
. Web took the unusual step of
““§ports
_Spectacular,””
”
.CBS-TV's
ABC-TV: ‘NEWS: ‘SALE
NBC-TV"- ‘says’: At -has” signed: into..preeminence may’. also. apply.|: 90-minute ‘Sunday. ‘afternoon: week- announcing: a repeat prior to tele-.
:
Siles ~ ‘on~ “the * ABC-TV: :“news ‘Mitch Miller: to ‘a “firm: ‘two-year |‘in’ ‘Carson's. case; ‘but: at: this: stage “
casting because of his effort to
it's:only. guesswork.. Nobody. knows.: .ly ‘outing thay: ‘get: a summer. night. achedule perked. last. week.: Amer‘lreach the youngsters. ABC-TY, be_. tean’. Tobacco,” t.ro
u gh SSC&B,}: renewal,.: swhich’ ‘evidently’ :guaran=|° ‘Secondly, ‘Soniething | ‘has-:gone |time ride in a shortened: 60-minute fore it’ bowed: out of telecasting
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bought. participation onthe: 6°“Pm: ‘tees: ‘the musician-host’s. retention: out .‘of ‘the ‘Today’ show. .That

format: ":

-[the’ hourlong: special

hecause. of

| through’ the. end: of the: ‘63:+64, something may or-. -may not: “have -'Show, :7 sitiien cembraces _many economy measures, had. scheduled cou” “Evening. Report” show."
:| Been’ -Dave.:Garroway.
although sports: activities. of the: “week, “is: it.at.an early evening hour. NBC. -At::the’ sdme -.time,..Sunoco. “Fe-}Season... 2,
: “mewed- ‘its buy: ofan. eastern re-| Miller’ gets. a.F riday ‘aleht slot | there, are .many, even <within-. the. currently ° being. pitched . ‘to pos- TV will telecast the snecial at the

os gional hookup: ‘for-the®“network'ssin: "62-'63, on NBC-TV,: at 8:30 ‘be- wetwork »précincts, “who, pinpoint. ‘Sible -clients.:“Ts current: blot: ‘ds same time as CBS-TV, next’ WedMepm." “News Fryen
S
°
hing“international:
*
Showtime,”-"an
from. 2:30: ae & pam.”
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| “ABC Murder Mayhem.Tap |
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el a
“the bus stopied atthe Federal:‘Communications & aid is likely.thea.to:windupihefinalPhaseof

Commission Monday:: (6)—right on top of unhappy. “Proceding.
ABC-TV prexy: Oliver’ Treyz. and his fellow. execs...
- The celebrated’ Dec. 3. “Bus, Stop”: eplsodé—"A ¢ NBC: came into the. Federal: a anunicationa
Chicago, Feb. 6: Firion Walks Among’.Us” —-brought out. @ little of: the* ery
‘Toronto, Feb. 6. ’ Moderator Irv -Kupcinet didn't. tiger in FCC Chairman. Newton. Minow.who displayed |Commission: programming hearings with the idea of Danger. of:‘Canada’8 btéadéasticg: . ; 5ot
his
liveliest’
form.
to
date.
in:
the
network
program-:
"being
on the offensive, it succeeded in. offending—
‘mention: any. ‘eall letters when he
ve
2 ‘the sense of:stirring.‘up ire.among the Commis- industry” falling ‘into -éxploitation -‘asked
the : question... but FCC} ming hearings.’*
by. ““immature:.and “irresponsible And. Treyz, in ‘the fice offire:from:‘many. quarters, a oners.
chairman - Newton “Minow’s -response is taken as an indication of | for the ‘first.:time ‘conceded: it was: a:“mistake” to . Not’ mincing his miessage,. Board Chatrmai. ‘Ropert: men and hidden: persuaders” was.what’s to come anent the. petition. have unleashed the ‘segment. starring. Fabian ‘as -a.. [Sarnoff ‘wielded .NBC’s: position’ against: web. regu- warned :by: Emlyn: Davies, member’.
by the Cht chapter of American warped juve ‘who ‘works: mayhem, murder. and. Buln ‘lation like.-a- lunt, heavy. instrument: He “and: his. of the Board of Broadcast.Govers |... : ‘cohorts. mounted --@-frontal assault; on.the. notion of }Mors; at a luncheon meeting of the"). -: ' Federation of Television &. Radio cide with a switchblade...
Artists for public hearings ‘on’ the }. Having. ‘the bus thrown “at him. ‘in:the:form: “of:-. FCC. statutory). authority .to. regulate. the. networks, ‘Radio and Television. ‘Executive eltvet tage
-here,...°.
-fall.
Sts. thatt
license. renewals of. NBC. stations. documentation of network. communications :-concern-' “ina Jet-the-chitps-fall-where-they-may
spirit. In what what.||:Club
‘Davies
- said’
“diewspaper ee
WNEQ and WMAQ. Jing the program (courtesy-of the ‘Dodd Subcominit- *. appeared:to be a calculated. attempt to avoid'a con- |
Kupcinet couched - the question tee’ which: aired it only two weeks ago), Treyz: shoul-. ciliatory: stance, Sarnoff ‘and senior exec v‘p.. ‘David| does not. need to:‘sink.to:the level; 9.
of
the
yellow
press
to
achieve
:dis-: 9°." ".'. :
as hypothetical, and..it- went thus: dered responsibility for. the show. and then: told ‘the. Adams‘ told the Commission ‘their object -was: not.
_ simply.’ ‘passive: resistance .to.-web. ‘regulation, «but|.tinction’ in. jourrtalism:..and the':°)- |”
“Suppose that in ‘a/ four-station Commission: . Saget
‘same
‘could
be.
true
of
‘Tadioand:tv...0
000:
. Market-one station was.not carryes 4 do:‘Bay “tiow: ‘that in.view ‘of:‘the:reaction:‘ofihe”"- active: persuasive efforts to’ get. the Commission to:
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“NBC'sFrontal Assault”

it to. ‘be... - .”
; Head ‘never...believed
own: weight -in. public |Public—te :‘which :we have to be: most ‘sensitive, all -backtrack on iterecommendations. for:Such” legisla-_{mecessary’
to -be. suggestive, ‘wulgar 0:

service programming. ‘Doesn't this af us (at ABC-TV) agreed that- dt was: a mistake. ”

~ "1 tions’:

‘or’offensive’ in order tobe funny.

-*:....

But the coiicession failed to appease, ‘and Minow |. .The NBC testimony through three: and: a half ‘days | “Yet we:are‘all conscious of the*= -.*,
sallied forth. He wanted to know. why. ‘Treyz did it, of earings featured an: attitude by. the:execs. which, | ‘debasing: tendencies:, which :miany %-"..”. ¢
anyway? “ABC is not. a benevolent. institution. You. “while. ‘not: bull-headed, was: not: apologetic. either. It’ ‘exploit. .Their-cruel. and: ‘Malicious,....- “. :
Without hesitation Minow" ‘Te- had. this. loss of aiivertisers. annof om pulled’ out.
0 vwas in marked contrast. to, the: tenor ‘of. the: CBS gibes are“intended to-hurt. and to: -* ©:
_ plied: “Let's have hearings. in the. ‘}and 25° affiliates ‘unp! ugged.
the Tietwor:
: . testimony wherein’. prexy Frank: Stanton. tried, and: darnaze;:. they ‘shelter behind: the ::. |. -:..
‘aggrieved cit
.. apparently suceeeded, in leaving: the impression He’ facade’ of entertainment to’ justify.
rent, se putback 1” “National "Assn. of Broadcasters told you petfo put .
office
in
.practically saw. eye ‘to eye with - the Commission: their. crude: _ and: immature. “prac ann
it on the air., .. What more does:it take?”. te
‘where the people who are involved.
-with only'a thin,area of friendly disagreement: ‘he tices.” ee
can. have their say.”
’ When the: ABC-TV chief said. NAB.’ ‘really. didn't. _tween them. " Emphasizing that:he.“spoke for a
(This fs what the- AFTRA loéat tell the web not. to show “Lion,” ‘Minow .confronted- . The: conciliatory: tone :“of Stanton’ $s“présentation: himself ‘and ‘not ‘officially. for the)“.
‘ia’ hoping. will, happen, but, of |Treyz. with. the facts .that. ABC ‘had: spurned a. Fequest ”
moet
and’ his sheer eloquence were employed: to’ keép the BBG, Davies deferided. the broad-..’
course, the other. FCC commis- by ‘the Assn..to screen. the. segment, .FCC in good ‘spirit’ without ‘really. compromising his |casting «.regulations. which | the = 2:-""°.
‘He asked Treyz. whether he didn't think. self-regu-.. asic ‘opposition to the network bills: and the Philoso:. Board -:.administered .‘and ‘“inter-.*-’sioners: will have tobe heard.
from. As a. result. of the. AFTRA. lation’ was. important, noting: all ‘the clarion. calls - phy of ‘the -big: stick.:
preted as a whole. “The broadcaste™.. .. - >
charges
against. - WMAQ-WNBQ from industry: leaders. touting ‘do-it-yourself ‘Super-" : As‘ if to- disassociate: ‘itself:trom’: CBS, ‘the. NEC. ing: industry :concerned.with make
an
allof the four ‘Chi.eevee stations t vision as.the. first defense. against. tlie ‘heavy hand. execs ‘generally gave the:impression they..were fairly. ing: a..profit ‘could purchase Teady=
. dof: government. NAB, .of course, is the. instrument. satisfied with the way their network: was.run; While’ made. programs from. abroad ‘and, °...°:
ve
| for:self-regulation ‘Minow. had in mind. me
at. . Stanton pledged to’ strive strenuously for improve-: good‘ or ‘bad, :these were saleable
: :mnent, particularly in:the area. of affiliate relations, commodities; . “put. Canada’s. radio...” =. :,
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not
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With “+. Minow then: lechired: Preys
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{Fabian ‘caper, and” asked “whether: Treyz’ children” Sarnotf took the brunt of the Commission’ 3‘fnttiad
|Wwere- “among them. No, said-‘Treyz,, “withous elab>
‘fire, ‘sparked’ by. his prepared statement and‘subse-
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parts was presented fo Minow
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pressed. down . harder on. the ABC-TV" topper. than ©
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atmasphere ‘in ‘the. Interstate .Commerce : Com-.
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‘but. not agnusin’?.
tional continuity. acceptance ‘chief’ for ‘the..web, ine .._ mission’ hearing-Toom. used. for: ‘the’ ‘Proceedings. ' -Make' your’ own ‘interpretation: ‘of
stayed. coolish. sisted ‘the show, as aired, had been’ given the .green-:. “ Adams,. just. before. the élose of.the ‘sesigon: ‘Friday, President! Kennedy's news. confere,-.|:
light. by: both herself:and Miss Brown. (Tréyz’ admis-. *.,
made some statements which appeared. to reflect: ap-| ‘ence’ - remarks ‘‘re’: a’ query on:
‘sion of responsibility had’ been. to- effect:he:aid not.“prehension. that the: network, ‘in spurning: the kow- ‘apprehension of .then
ét wo reo. se:
Thursday (1)-at the annual.-meet‘
“overrule” their decision to let it go)."
i
. tow, might Have taken: too rigid,, even ‘vaguely ‘arro- bosses about Program, (ornetwork?), Fey
‘*-fng of the Jewish ‘Community.
. Tegulati on.
.
‘Centers of Chicago, of which he. Mike Foster, - ABC p.F. ‘chiet! ‘was “subject to.‘ques-* :, gant, --8: posture.once was a director. Others on the tioning -about ‘the. publicity Campaign. he. launched :: Referring to an. “exchange: ‘Thursday a) with:‘Com- | "Here's \the’G&a, ‘front ‘last. ‘Wea 7 oA
were
Ward
.
.L..|
Quaal,
in:
advance
|
of
the
show.
:
;
::*fnissioner: ‘Frederick: Ford,: the..NBC. exec.. v.p: -said, ‘nesday ‘:meeting..with the: ‘press. 7°
panel
Awhile the FCC adjourned the:“net”: ve
Y
executive. .veepee of WGN Ine; |}: Foster flatly. -deriied. ‘Bryant's 4nsinuation thatthe: on hindsight .he- was. “unhappy” ‘about: the: colloquy.
inquiry-for one day): Fairfax .M. Cone, thairman of the. ‘publicity -was ‘intended ‘to. offset-the ‘advance ‘criti-... There: had been no desire on his: part:to:- appear in-||.‘worl
: Q. ‘Two.:néetwork: chiefs recently. 2...
executive
committee
of Foote,| cisn. He.-had a goed. angle—Fabian—to tes" off,on “-stransigent. in: his. opposition. to network ‘regulation. :
-Nor ‘was’ there. any smug. Satisfaction. -with .the have ‘expressed fear-of government ..’
Cone & Belding: arid Harry Kalven |for’ the publicity. drive-and he used it.~
ne.
supervision of . the.:“tv.. networks, (2.
‘Jr., professor of law. at.the U; of | — “My job is to’ see. that’ the dewspapers. ot.‘America. ~ status: quo. at: NBC. He hoped ‘the- Commission. had."LECC has denied. any such-inten-:.*
-° *-.
“Chicago.
know ‘what is. going..on at--ABC” Foster .said|‘with — :"net received this impression. ©
{ tion. . -Can* you foresee .circums.- °°
The -” panel: struck.’ oécasional. some force. ‘He. further. rejected’ any. notion: ‘that -his:- “When Sarnoff was ‘Jamped.on. by!the Commission stances undér. which FCC: supervise Aialectic sparks, ‘but-‘it:Was :.ap- desire’ was tocorral the: ‘teenage. audience who, ‘Bry-. “at, the. outset, there: was.a feeling among ‘some ob-. ‘sion ‘of: tv. programming .might bes -.:
parent that Minow was utilizing it
_’seryers'it .was patently -unfair—he'. had just ‘said:
it said; “idolize”: ‘Fabian.

i

ri

or ‘useful?:‘said -but in.‘more direct:-terms. ‘How- Peorme ecessary
Do you: mean a.aie

if his con-| 7”

a Hitie: . what.‘Stanton
r
rose.
vote foe $e 100 people ‘in the |’ Treyz,. having confessed ‘the’ mistake,’
““ever,.as: the week: progressed, ‘the impression jelled’
-audience,: rather: than as an op- when Bryant kept:rubbing"it in. The -FCC staffer that. Sarnoff’s tack ‘was: deliberate, ‘in: line’.with the:
‘portunity. to slug it out: with ‘the. quoted. criticism that casting Fabian in the‘roleé of:-“call going. out. from some: indiistry ‘circlés these. days:
dissenters on the panel... Asked -if: the. psychopath ‘made: the :“whdéle sordid. mess: an “to.quit: being so abject and ‘apologetic. NBC, it should.
le had ever clearly defined the Llopen inv itation” for teenage Fabian followers to.take.. be ‘said, struck back—but just.so far.
~~
“gtations’ -responsibility in the aréa the sdme violent route. in real: life.as their hero: did. : Adams plugged for .the .Commissipa’s: retreat’oh
of public ‘service - programming, in make-believe. ‘The ABC-TV ‘head: challenged. the. “network:
:
licensing. But. asked by.Commissioner Fred-:
theory.
‘thatyoungsters
‘emulate
the
villain,
°
‘As
a.
‘Minow ‘replied. vaguely: “We. ‘are
erick Ford point-blank, ‘hé said ‘he didn’t want .any
‘living in perilous’ times. : Our boy,. he was: simpatico. with Jack not the Giant:’ Treyz :.‘fepeal of Section. 326, the: Communications. Act's |
revealed this was the. usual ‘bent. of ‘small fry.”
survival. may

well (depend. upon

"anti-censorship: proviso.

:

férent :Kind :than:-now,: a: Gifferent-

.

ES

‘relationship | ‘than’ that which ‘now. Pe

..-:

exists... |

Sever ‘program content... pe
. _ JEK: - No; :,I- don’t.
I :think .as -:*

So "*Q:. -Ye

‘you: know the-Fedéral—the FCC. eg!

does: have certain. regulations with’ | -:.". °
F¥egard' to. the percentage used in...

public ‘service. “Mr: Minow. has at- <°.° -.

*, tempted. not to use force; but to-.:.:-

our ability to know.”
. “Treyz, as expected, -Was questioned in. depth about |: -A clique of militant’ industryites, opposed to:what's. ‘use’ -encouragenient in persuading ~. -..
‘Minow. reiterated his ‘stand on the “counter-programming” strategy: ABC-TV. Sprang. | . going’ on‘ at -FCC, is. pushing for 4. big: legislative the networks to ptt on better chile.
the need for. greater competition on the competition. He. described it as “‘part-of the. offensivé. to’. turn -‘the tables on. Minow and: ‘the: Gren’s programs, more public serve.) ° | in the industry. “‘The broadcasters structure” one: of -Several.means: of shaping: the‘net-* philosophy. he’s ‘been’ identifed with. Object is. to: ‘ice.-programs.: I don’t, know-of ahys: |©. .;

can’t. have

it both

ways.. Either |-work. schedule—rather::than .an objective .in itself:;“-strip: Commission. of: authority via: legislative aver: one, “and: Mr. ‘Minow: has already: ~

‘you Will have limited channels ‘and as when ‘originally essayed. Also, ABC-TV--was not -haul ‘of the ‘Communications Act;:
denied, ‘who ds considering changing ....
government ’regulation,’ or. un- just |counter-programming. “with ‘action-adventure, - - Sarnoff ‘has.seconded ‘Stanton in.‘support: of ‘all ; theDasie ‘Felationship ‘which WOW"
foe

limited ‘channels

and no. control. but was spotting entertainment and pubaffairs op-.:. channel receivers, @ more. significant: aetion on

part.

vet

The ills of television, unlike ‘many posite: action-type fare: on: the- other networks. Aim. .- of the NBC exec than
* Stanhton’s despite fact: Sarnoff
Pp
{‘ ‘The ‘President: left:the: lear. ime.
problems ..which face. the. world of. counter-programming ‘is’ diversity, said: he. ~ al
"stated. ‘reservations about the: legislation—its . im-. ‘plication: he‘thinks: the Commission
today, can’ be cured, and opening:
Qverall, ‘Treyz and his: lieutenants ‘(including news: “position: higher. set. prices on consumers and its -pos-. has:.a- requirement. that broadcast-. |):
“up UHF channels. 14 through 83- v.p. James’ Hagerty): were trying to. please—or avoid | sible: conflict: -with :the
stitution. But, ‘on balance, _ers.'set aside ‘a :certain: percentage so
for more television stations is a ‘incurring. displeasure at least. In his prepared state-.
he said, ‘NBC felt the public interest: ‘would be better. ‘of. their schedule .for-public service,’.
‘solution. 7.
:. |And,.- carry: -out. the .same .idea,’:": ..
ment, Treyz strumnied. on the ‘ola -ABC theme of

: served with the. all-channeél. requirement.-:
"Asked :how- he. felt about -being how. his web—and: television generally—is_ stymied.
“;, Together with Board ‘of..National Assn. of Broad-| Minow. would prefer not: ‘to. -wield- |: :. ..accused of censorship: by: two -net.
mT
by: the. channel famine: Inability .to clear its: fare in. : casters endorsing the all-channel proposal (see sepa- this. power, and instead use Pere.
work chiefs only’ a few days: ‘pre‘two-channel cities-has. thwarted “ABC's desire. to. rate’ story) Adams ‘statement Friday that. -payent: RCA “suasion. .
viously, Minow. Said -tartly: “I can:
JAt
any
rate,
the’
fear,
i
as
Yeflected””
ot
“had ‘been ¢onsulted in‘: NBC's. ‘pronouncement. of
only feel that ‘the Federal .Comi-}.serve. the public as best it ean.
in’ ‘the program ‘inquiry testimony,
°°."
munications Commission ‘is not | " Treyz plugged for: all-charinel. receiver. legislation, . : /support‘ lent‘ the strongest impetus the proposal has is not of direct programming‘ su-' ~....
ever received, capable perhaps of. carrying. it through
; making the network ‘lineup. cémplete;. But. he was’
communicating too well.”
pervision,”*. but of: creeping censor-.*.Incidentally, .as to ‘the’ ‘title ‘More anxious ‘to: have ‘more VHF. drop-in’ 8.ant: do - Congress..and ‘its. myriad barriers after: years: of wal-: ship—via ‘the.“baek. ‘door, :lifted:‘eye. a
. lowing in pigeon holes.
to. furnish immediate relief.:
question of the panel.’ “What's intermixture
|}
Hagerty, who had: an’ easy time of it,. read:a ‘states.
_ Right: With .Television?”,. Minow:
‘And what some “network ‘toppers et
“te:‘day,. Sarnoff,. in:response to questioning, : ‘opined: ‘how’ regard-asorie of the. biggest _-.;
ment
puffing
the
‘néws
blitz
he’s:
‘mounted.
since
leav-.
:
‘ said ‘that. there was-a good: deal
L
that was. good. However, when he| ing. the ‘Eisenhower White. House..to: soup. ‘up -pub- «: ‘that’ minority. teggheads) could.-get ‘the kind of pro-. threats ‘is.exactly- what the -Presie . - -:°.
‘set out to enumerate the pluses lie’ afairs: at’ ‘ABC-TV: ‘A big. point. was, that. he’s his: own’ . grams_suited for t2eir. refined palates if they did-a -dent said“ Minow: is doing. .(with: ~~. mentioned only -the .coverage.of ‘boss (except..he reports to..AB-PT. ‘prexy. Leonard: bit. of dial switching: and. log :reading. He indicated. White House. endorsement ‘clearly: wees
the space shots and: “some .dra- Goldenson): and: tolerates no- outside. OF ‘Anside. ‘med. some skepticism that their much-vaunted: thirst: for 'implied).”.
; elassy fare.“waa: for real. ‘Although’ Stanton. ade. a
Namely, -“enbourage’ as:‘*
de7 My
‘matic shows” before |his voice dling

Running down. the NBC testimony as‘it went day'|PTO™, °°:

trailed off,

.

a

‘The.‘ABC team.Cones hackforamore Wednesday

-

Continued <
02: page 30):
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"Hollywood: Feb. @ i
a
-Seventytwo. pilots -“sre: ‘batng.bankroliea :by’ the’ networks as
are te ‘annual .pilot. season. nears:-its. cHmax. ‘Only a. comparatively. . |
“J. féw<are. left to roll-as’ most: ‘producers: ‘and companies try:‘to wind a

Vo,

them and have them. on Madison Ave:'in February.

ul

AS

<7” NBC-TV paces the nets; with’ 28 -pilots ‘deals,"Ancluding:
'
several: :
Cas “being: filmed. in: England; ABC-TV Is ‘Tunnerup, ‘with -26 and. CBS...
nna TV is: next-with 18, five -of:-which are being. filmed in N.Y.eg
as -NBC-TV-financ id: pilots, “include..333° Montgomery: :St,”,
, "two":
‘+: “Dr, Kildare” ‘spinoffs, “The Search” and.“‘The: Eleventh. Hour"; a

way
oe

the westerns: that'll’ stay aren't very:
“western”: : any:‘More,Aw.“Magon}

an“Outlaw” spinoff; “Empire",. “Andy
C8"+. “Bogan’s Cove”: “Outpost,”
* Hardy”; “Amy”: and. “Ensign O'Toole.”

.--

-

es

ted By Strike

- More atid: more. the westerns are ;
disappearing as the. 7:30-8:30 staple {:
|”
for luring the kids. Even some: “of 17

London, Feb. 6.
- Despite the Variety Artists Fed-

_

Bs Gee Whiz. Audiénee |:
‘eration’ s efforts

to secure the ‘safe.
“Evidence: of the |audience...7 | passage. of US. Performers inte. :
. ‘pull. of: the Chet: Huntiey-Dave
~ commercial tv here, British Actors’

.CBS-TV ber. ds’ on® “projects such: as’‘Young: “Man. ‘in- a Hurry,” a ‘Train. m..
Brinkley -cross-the-board news .| Equity has made its position clear.’
“Little Amy," ‘True mag: anthology: ;.“The Adventures -of :Hercules *: |. ‘ ¥or. exampie, INBC-TV, is jetaten: -”. stiow.on
'NBC-TY; eo-sponsore d_: to. America’s Screen Actors’. Guild ~
: “47, Poirot,"-“The- Victor: Borge Show,”“Call to: Danger,” “Howie. and : fing. “Outlaws”. from the: Thursday S
> by. Camel. ‘and: * Texaco, is: -|—any.-SAG. member who “inter-ae “Defiance ‘County.”-:
a
venes” by accepting a British en- |
>= ABGATV deals" include’ “The Plainsman; "Josie. and Joe,sd “ihe. ‘| 7:30°-hour -next .season: and. plans. ~ “ gleaned.:from --the -following°°; agement
on the indie web will at. tS Humant Comedy,” Entre: Nous,”7. “Come. AeRunning” ‘and“The: 7“|te: tnatall: the new: ‘hourlong ‘Peter, ae intelligence. _Fesearch by: the
.
en

Oe i|Fa
etherattheeae
, | Barnste rmers.” ... aa

wo,

-

Se
ee

Tewksbury ™ comedy;

“The: - Young i

| no time receive an Equity |card:-

network: .

. Over’ the Season's span, the. .

", | Men.” It's: -about ‘four. youngsters. Ps: 6:45-7° program.’ has. averaged

_’ Piiving ‘on a.‘house ‘boat:‘in contem-

Brusque warning.to Yank talent:

'].—it means for example, they could:

never. work in British films—fol-

". 6ut to 9 ,500, 000-homes nightly -

.”'|porary.--Amierica:..NBC-TV_ has. al- “exposure, ‘or something . like... lows’ a flurry. of transatlantic ca{ready

4ibles between

committed. 26 ‘weeks. of.‘the - ‘27,000,000 ‘people:.. And :-that,

VAF,

SAG, and

"4 60-minute ‘series.’ on ale.
. Bay. -the NBC -Fesearchers, is | Equity. regarding © the scheduled’
. The “same. network ‘is ‘bumping oe 20% :.higher’. than the homes | appearance..of Dorothy Provine in
Saacds
Young,Stats“invthe Case’ ot:theStcing “wells ‘Fargo” from its Saturday “reached for the average. night- } Associated ‘Television’s variety.

as
ets we

“CBS-TY. Shows:

: * thie’
ne-oiga of
of:““Pather atthie
> Win:| s

OE_ down

“finds “Window .on Main] aes
©

show “Sunday: Night At The Lon“}ifineup..and is going to fill. the ‘time time « show. '‘in * any. category
don ‘Palladium.’ -Now, the” union.
he’
prime :hours. of.
witha “contemporary: south-west= ns
|’: between’ the
prime
ee «fis also looking into the -case of
erm,” an Sour ‘show: ealled: ‘Em: 7:30" ‘to-11 o'clock:

.'.”

+-

Man’"s:‘Gare ©

= pire."

‘Buddy ‘Greco, another US. inking
of for, the. ATV showcase.
VAF maintains, however, Equity

‘8ByJaffeAs
\Producer Expands
Or & Goes Film|

It's trie:that.(NBC-TV: 4g also:|:¢

- Chicago,. ‘Feb, e

7 likely to. renew.a’ ‘western. ‘known | —— iy, Street” and. “Father ‘Knows’ Best”... “Six years. “ago, three ‘of:‘the:-} as. Laramie” as’ its: ‘Tuesday. night)
.atfour. Chi..:telecritics “were +1'L:30‘opener. |‘It’s‘also ‘true, that. the:
meee ~gwitehing. slots: ‘on CBS:TV, "effec-. ot,“SJadies:
With: Janet Kern leav-"* sanie web «is going ‘to. réplace’ ‘pne
rn tive the week starting’ Monday (22)..| - ing. the Aimerican ‘last’ ‘week:
‘Jength:

weet
The. ‘Saga, before. its resolution, |- “and ; Bill .Irvin’ ‘replacing. her, . ‘western ‘of. -60-minutes:
“Wagon: Train”) With ‘one’ ‘90-mines ‘tok as many. twists. ‘and “turns ast “ithe male byliners now outnum-.

og

;

it

comes

to

blocking .

-vaude talent for vaude shows—

especially -‘as VAF is no- longer iz:
dispute. with the indie web. The

actors’ standpoint is that it: will.
not allow foreign talent to-be im-.ported..to replace_ native. artists .-

'. .. “found ‘in “plots. of * half-hour’ ‘epi- : ber the femmes; intelevision, . * utes --long’ ("The Virginian”) -*on |
. : Wednesdays." “Moreover, -ABC .fn]
Ty 7 godes, - Sponsors Scott’. Paper: and} “four to zero... |.

eee

is-opérating outside of its jurisdic-

‘tion ‘when

who. are kept out.of* video because
the | herits “Train”. for its own ‘Wednes-|“"? Pant, riding the new. Robert Young |." ”..Itts safe” Tow’ ‘to.calltt
| of their Equity membership.. |
oe
a
day . berth :‘anid ”-will. Undoubtedly. |:
.
2" starrer, “Window “on. Main Street”|:a “reviewing fraternity.”
.Associated TeleVision is expect- “!
=| keep “*Cheyetine” for. “Mondays: at Q : Henry’ Jaffe ‘Enterprises, whieh:
"were ‘mighty’ unhappy. with the’.
“ing.
Miss
Provine
to.
“honor
her
:
‘has.
been.
‘active
almost,
exclusively’
J
7:
30:°.
vey
; “Window,”” “slotted. ‘Mon:
aaa ratings.
«

CBSThurs.Plot
Tt.Ed’Mason’
~Hitchcock Hour|

Yet, ‘there'll: ‘only: ‘be: six: west. in live’or. ‘taped tv. Shows, .is head- contract” ‘notwithstanding the fact
‘ern. ‘opening’ ‘ niglits” out :of © .a: pos: ‘ing. into ‘its: first. sustained. effort: ‘that-SAG—of which.she is a. mem‘ber—has a resolution instructing ,
in “film production -‘for’ television. members. not to take work In comnetworks. ‘The upcoming: ‘season js.
Jaffe is embarking .into this -mar-- -mercial video hete after. Qct. 31-:
in‘sharp .contrast: to the hoss opera|. ket.in association with Jerry Stagg, . ‘Meantime, another section
of the |
filled: kid :times' of. a féw séasons ‘producer. of such. shows as “The
iters,
back.. Such’ items. as. comedy, ‘panel. Pulitzer Prize ‘Playhouse,” “Cela U.K. video community, the writers,
have also been hit by the layoff.
‘With
the
demise
of
live’
series
and.
case. “of: “International Showtime") | 2&2. Theatre’’ and others.

3) days -at:-8:30, “just. didn’t catch .on!
‘in the Nielsens..: ‘In. - fact,-reruns
- . of the Robert Young’: ‘starrer, -“Fa-|.
ther ofthe Bride,” ‘slotted Wednes- |: '
-. “days. at 8 p.m., were :outdrawing|:

:. tsible..21°.divided among’ the ‘three’

or.: " ¥oung..at the ““Window" dn- -the }.”
oo ‘Nielsens.
re

What - to”“aoe ‘Scott: ‘Paper:“and ;

= Loni: Were “reported

willing and-|:

“J: able: to- move. their dough -aver ‘to |:
have been: moving ‘into. the -all-im= J’ At. this: stage, “Jaffe and. Stagg.
vo "Father" for: the: remainder of -the
|. the” Programming”: : plot’:to: ‘tuin| ‘portant, , kid-slanted. hour’, on”“all are focussing on @ half dozen. prop:
-terties in various. stages. of .com-.
eth “i Season.: - Producer -Gene ‘Rodney
|;
‘webs. :
pletion. ‘Jaffe. has. already. lined’:
:
-.'. and partner. Young, though, had a: Thursday: nights from the. Weakest
“CBS-TV.: is.‘cancelling -“Frontler|

so on, upwards of 100 writers. are
‘having | to seek work outside the
commercial network,- says the’ TV
and: Screen ‘Writers’ Guild.
up a:stable. of. writers. to work ‘on |-

“": | ‘ffrm_ commitment -from.CBS-TV- to’ rating ‘night: of the week for:-CBS-| Circus”. at the. Thursday :7:30-8:30'
‘the shows: ‘and* casting is now. un0 finish |out:the season, . and. it’s :unentry; and ‘this show has been:-in--|:
TV: to ‘the: strongest, if:‘possible,. is

on ‘several. ~ Among: the

- derway.‘out - in the’ open.” “ICH be: -a' “Mr, } finitely. more’ western than. “circus.”” -seripters now:on: assignment from |
‘The .only ‘7:30. westerns ‘ta be.on:
oat the committed ‘number: of episodes. ‘| Ed,” at 7:30. p.m.; followed. by- “Per -CBS next season willbe: the repeats|Jaffe are--Dale: ‘Wasserman, Max
-Wilk; Larry Gelbart,. Burt. Sheve-'|
Ty ‘Mason, ” the hourlong “Alfred

eet settlement. for: anything. less. ‘than

a
yt

‘
”

62-63 Pileup On
Psychiatrie Pilots.

="
Gow «.ratings.- ‘caused : production |
of “Gunsmioke;”ae Tuesdays Nealled
plan alterations.” In-'an effort ‘to. Hitchcock “ ‘Show, all hopefully: “Marshall. Dillon, ") and a Friday. ‘love, Tom: Waldman, Frank Wald-|:
man: and. Nat” Wilk.::
bolster “Window?” “Rodney. insti- “| lending. _Tating . support .-to “CBS: continuation of “Rawhide: wo,
---'tuted. a change in- format, accord- Reports,” the web's” Prestige’ ‘pub- -- On’ the other. hand—and: perhaps}: Jaffe. is accenting the “‘tndepend-|
-television has public .health~
affairs
“‘outing.::
°:
ent’ -character of the. film. projects. ove ‘and ‘psychiatrists all over the
i:
fing to ‘Feports: from the’ Coast.. In-}"
this ‘is-one-of the contributing fac-:|
i.
ptead:of- Young playing the snoop-.|;:That's thé. "Thursday" night plot tors. for. the. decline:in: ‘dependence. which are being ‘wholly "financed|spectrum next season, it'll ‘mainly:
er: ‘from ;hig Main ;Street window,: for next: ‘Season... “Mr. Ed,” taken: on’: oaters—is. the ‘success of “Fo. by: himself. “He: is' not’ aiming. at |be:. because of the two hospital. |
1. the: upcoming :segmenfs- have:-him: out: of-‘syndication. ‘and ‘given: a Tell. ‘the Truth;”. a. 7:30° paneler network financing or participation: series, “Dr. Kildare” and. “Ben
moving’ in’ with’ a family... ‘Switch : Sunday .6:30-p.m:’ ‘berth, has. proven.|: ‘which:;opens- the CBS-TV' Monday|.at this.stage in order to preserve Casey,” which are now. hitting the.
poue in its: first. season ‘on the. web|
‘his: freedom of motion’ ‘and. choice |inetwork Nielsen wickets with: re«Continued ‘on ‘Rage 48).
to ‘be-“a. rating .Sleeper. “Perry A|‘lineup. It’s now. -considered ‘a -hall-'| ‘with: ‘Tespect to. the ‘development | ‘sounding | Smacks,
er
rs
mark.for the kindof early. evening: of -the™ ‘properties. ©
{-Mason,”.
one:of
the.
toprated:
shows
“There are at least three “ollots”
eg.
woos
- 7
.
on‘ any. ofthe: webs;: would ‘be ré- ‘operation «CBS likes ‘to.run.”
Jaffe is also pitching ‘a new ‘tele- |for next season based on the activian
woes
-placed :by “Checkniate”. in its pres: |: Out: of. seven .nights:. ‘NBC-TV}; Vision. series” titled “The
New.!4ties of the public health departent.7:30 p.m. Saturday night berth, will” ‘only: have ‘two westerns: (in-: -America;” based’ upon contrasting |ment,. -All the: shows, ‘hour in
a
according - to: present ‘plans, =~
‘Stead of four): to open. the -night:: the’ old .with. the new in’ various!‘length, are spinoffs from existing
.
World aspects: of our culture. Show plans |ccries. Metro’s. “Kildare” on NBC- .
“Ii thie Nielsen‘rating derby, Bs. |“Walt :‘Dsiney’s. “Wonderful .:
TV: at: midseason’ claims. five. out ‘of. Color’’ ‘stays Sundays,’ Mondays|:‘to-use a: “stock company” of young | yy js- supplying: an item called.
of ‘seven .nights: ‘of.. the: -wéek. as ‘are :now- unskédded (but. it. hardly. performers who -will’ appear. each: \“The Search.” Crosby. Enterprises’
‘wins. in: the’ ‘three-network- Face. looks like. ‘a ‘western),; ‘Thursdays.
0: Beery: is.planning. to shake up: The .other” losing night: for. CBS- it’s:no more “Outlaws”: and -Satur-|-week,"in a new. setting ‘anda new ‘;ABC-TV entry, “Casey” has a spin“ ‘its: early Sunday :night ‘lineup ‘for. TV: this: ‘season’ has:‘been Wednes- day. it's:Empire” vice’ “Wells Far- thenie. Guest stars.will be fitted: off, too, and, last, Dick Powell's
into |the: ‘themé. or locale of each {hour on NBC-TV, made by Four.
-) ext! season :‘and. put.‘stress on. a' days.. Set for. that :night next. sea- go.
show. ‘Among the ideas to be. ex- Star, is. supplying a similar show.
ae ‘weekly: hourlong show for the |mop- son: are Dick Van: ‘Dyke ‘aiid: the}.
Of. course; “ABC might always end}. -plored in the .now-and-then format called “400 Independence. Drive,”.
“l.:° pets in. what appears: -to’-be- tha alternating ““U-S.- Steel Hour” | and:
77+ Wweb’s answer: to” Newton. ‘Minow’s | “Armstrong.-Circle Theatre.” -Pen- “up: witha: “western. on either: Friday would-be New: Orleans, ‘the’ world tbeing fronted by David MacLean
.or Saturday. nights, since ‘on “both. of: fashion, railroads, .‘the. Far and Bill Bendix.
“Cry...‘for. better .juve. ‘programming. cilled .in-“from: 7:30. to 8:30. p.m: :is:
.
As for psychiatrists, there'll be
:- Network. is laying aside. the Sab- ‘the: new. -Max -Liebrian: comedic: nights .‘the. .'7:30-8:30:time: is’ pres- ‘West,: ete.:
ently.
unskedded,.
but.it
doesn’t
look
“With
‘the
exception
ot
“The
Shir|
|
certainty”
one
pilot
on.
neurotic.
bath. 5. to.6 p.m. slot. for the -kid- live’ ‘éntry, ‘with: the: remainder. oflikely at the: moment. :This being ‘Jey: Temple Storybook,” which.was {‘noodling; maybe two. The one...
-. - ophaw. “One. -particular. reason... for. the: night:
‘up.-for -grabs ‘among the:
“": the advent of the new kidvid stanza “many. “projects - of. the web,-: and./ ‘the’case :‘ABC'L- only have.“Chey: | telecast partly on film,, Jaffe. ‘has | certain is a “Kildare” spinoff, the ©
been. active. chiefly’ on the live: side |one maybe is from “Casey.”
And,
wei” fs ‘the high. .degree.. of probabiltty. -possiblée:~ ‘gutside -;Packagers “and |
"(Continued on page 58)".
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‘surrounding: the demise: “at the end|:sponsors:

1”. O£ this season, of NBC-TV's: present|.

: Herb "prodiin’s‘6 The Nurses"
.! eulture kiek ‘for. the kiddies,’ the|’
“hour series .has” ‘been: slotted. for

|.
1) 66:30, "12.3—Go." “Go: is under. ‘Fridays. 9:30 next: season, ‘with .the | i
Pee ‘Irving: ‘Gitlin’s « ‘production: -aegis present twa-half-hours’ shows out}: 2-0.) 5%
“J aind |it's-‘understood -he’d. liké. to. at.that slot:. “Twilight. Zone,””.. cur-| °~:
. *+. shed ‘the. weekly “half-hour, ‘since’ rently ‘occupying the +10 ‘p:m. “slot, | .
JS): he Vhag such” heavy ‘commitments :will be .moved -‘elsewhere,:cand'|.on
- . "fin the straight “pubaffairs area.. ‘Father of the. Bride,” the’9 30,Bim,
ry And: with’ the 6:30 ‘Bullwinkle’ a: holder, -Will: be’ axed: »
Neer: “plans”:‘a ‘special

ty. During: the next 12 weeks, '!
furthermore,

other producers -are

his company: willbe delivering. 12 ;‘reportedly. planning
psychiatric:
hour-long..color ‘shows to NBC-TV. «‘pilots for the .°62-'63 semester.
i "| These : will. comprise ‘eight ‘Jive, “Looks like the notebook and: the

_ -Tshows. for. the .“Bell Telephone’ stethescope are edging out the’ 45
Hour,”.. one ‘taped ‘and two-: live 'as- tv's. favorite ‘sidearms. |
. |‘Dinah Shore shows. ‘and: one. taped’! ”

|-“Highways: .of'..Melody”-. stanza. !

It'll bring “Jaffe’s total ‘of: specials |
ibe Pa
act Fe
or

to 28;
NBC’ $ Hugh Downs
siudy. ‘tion. © A.new:nigh for’‘the organiza: 7
1"
:' 2. probable: loss. NBC-TV -now: has to |. - Bob: ‘Banner'’s.- da
on’ Communism. for. ‘younger teleTV. Tonight 1s|‘vision: viewers.
“4 plan’ out’ a new. lineup ‘for’ the. 6-7:|
“NBC-TV
signed Hugh Downs: to
- The. special, ‘ac- |:,
:-(Continued” on’page 46).a ‘| cording’ to° NBO p esident.. Robert.
. Sunday, time:- ‘Time: ‘is: wide open}:
a new .longterm exclusive pact,

- cane “for the moment...

E. Kintner, is-slated

‘for the ’62-'63.

BayatCarnegie

-made last week, with a couple of |
Chances: for™: “Tom Sawyer” at:7
; ‘season, ”‘and will be... produced _:by |-:’
million dollars: reportedly guaran-.~
“have, ‘grown: hotter; NBC. ‘Sources|°
“| the. - same. - group, -. ‘including *:'re- }.
, ui. 7. report. - Last. -Week, it ‘was: under- LE
porter: ‘Robert, :;Abérnathy,. which’ . : Lipton. ‘Tea, via. SSC&B, has ‘teed over a four-year period to the
picked up the rerun of “Jack Benny ‘performer.. First: off,, Downs will
Wa.
>. stood that -CBS. had a chance .at
|”
did:“Update. forthe web:
-. .
“22 this half-hour - telefilmer,-- which]: “th, Those Bells,” “the-slapstick
|.".Kintner ‘told: a‘ veteran's’. ‘group ‘at Carnegie Hall’. for telecastng by: continue. being second man_.on the
:
:" Kraft’ will-‘Sponsor: and .‘Screen ‘comedic ‘skein .starring: the. Wiere. in’. Washington. last’ night: (Tues). {CBS-TV. sometime’ in: August. .For- web’s latenight :strip, which. means
Gems. will ‘produce
4Bros:; looks like the replacement. that NBC is:contemplating. several ‘mal Signing of the.déal As.due any: ‘he’ll-backstop Johnny Carson next
- Rest of :the NBC. ‘Sabbathi “gked for the. “Bob. Cummings: Show”. on ‘such’ shows on. “Communism. -and |. day..::
fall as. he -has Jong backstopped
a will retain Walt Disney, “Car 54:"° CBS-TY. .
: its challenge . .to” ‘the ..fréeeworld” Lipton Tea alsa will sponsor. the’ Jack.‘Paar...
:+.i* ° “Bonanza” and DuPont, latter ‘with:
: |- “Cummings.”:
” -#hifted™ ‘to:‘Thurs-: next. “season, but- ‘only. the: one has Julie::-Andrews-Carol Burnett spe- | ‘He'll also stick with: ‘NBC-TV's '
Te the.2
accent.On. lixedrama. |
wre daysat:‘730:p.m,Goes.off:March ia‘30- far.been. made:definite, .
poh * ih. ‘to.be:‘telecast in early. J une. daytime: “strip, “Concentration. ”
we
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. Shirteén: of:thelargest,snievisien |IN: NEW.

YORK ‘CITY

” Los- Angeles, Feb. 6. oe
i station ‘grdups~ “will. ‘be the core :of]:
CBS-TV prexy..Jim. Aubrey: ‘anid ‘prograim: Vp. Oseak:‘Katz on
o1 Coast Winsett
“When CBS -c&0 KNXT “here!
on a . luncheon * ‘tomorrow -” (Thurs.) for program. confabs. aise.‘ Charlotte: N. ce sales: and. tharketing’ execs les
- started. “The Big News,”. an-hour- being given by the: National- -Acad-: Jong news show “Monday ‘through |.
amed Andy: Griffith; a: native son, to receive. tts ‘Distinguished Salese 00.6 -emy: of: Television Arts & Sclerices. .
Friday last October, ‘it represented |.
& major programming decision.and
‘ATAS "prexy: Bob’ Lewine. ‘invited . man Award.., Griffith: goes’ home. Apiil 27:to ‘accept. the prize.eee. Larry” BTS
oy
‘Hollywood,
Feb.
G..
-them -to: the . Waldorf’ to :discuss ‘White, -CBS-TV:" daytime. program’ v.p;,.“back from -:Coast.”°.-."Doug.) © 00-3 ..
financial gamble by the station, but:
fact that. the show is.. SRO: ‘ana. - Interlingua International Inc: of. ‘addition, of new Academy’ chapter. ‘McClure’ of CBS-TV’s “Checkmate” . and’. his °
wife, :“actress. ‘Barbare
vos
‘ratings are inching. up indicate that ees‘will bée.sales-rep for’ distri-. cities and ‘to:‘encolirage: wider ‘par-|- ‘Luna; back: to Coast: after: ‘a'trip to, ‘the St. Paul’ ‘Winter: Carnival: ee
Sores
Los ‘Angeles viewers are watching bution of. Desilu’s filmed inventory | ticipation ‘in ‘the -“Org’ste -Prorosed
“
‘| Gordon Mason, general. sales manager, ‘of. KNX, GBS" owned: LosAn= = 0
i,
tin the-Far East. ~"! library, and museum.
and the gamble is paying ‘off.
. Strip. consisis -of 45--minutes.. of [ - Desilu product will’ be repped. in| Attending - will. pe. "Frank: Sinith |.
‘CBS
Radio’
's
field
‘manager
‘of.
affil.
telations;.
effective.
Sunday:
11)
ge
ne
Peters-.
C.-Wrede
Cities:
Capital
of
Hong.
.
:
.-THailand,
Korea,
.‘
local. ‘news plus the wetb’s Doug} Japan,
-Ken Banghart. plays host: ‘to -Shelley _Berman,“author Will. Oursler and: eee
_Edwards. feed. Importance of the :Kong and; other. Far East ‘markets. meyer: of Corinthian Broadcasting;:

SeFar.East.Distrib” “

> Deal: on Desilu Product

foreign. correspondent ‘Philippa: Schuylér on. his’ “WCBS* Radio. show” ‘strip also. fies in the. proposal . of |‘Desilu’ Sales will open. ai. office.at| ty “Peter: Lasker of Crosley Broad- next.
Week: .«.-.:Jack ‘Sterling, WCBS Radio.-early: morning personality, .

the web's news: department seek-. Interlingual’s “Tokyo headquarters.jpsasting, John -W..Kluge .of.. Metro-takes his ‘winter: hiatus starting, Feb:'16 ‘in Puerto Rico. He'll. return’; . |. ..-.-"ing. affil ekay for. increasing the and deal. also. calls : for. mutual politan Broadeasting, '‘Tom O'Neil

meb news: feéd from-15-minutcs to:|agenting services under which both: ‘of RKO -General:;and|-George . B.
half an hour. ‘The. seb. proposal! firnis: will. handle acquisition - of ! Storer. ‘Jr. of ‘Storer: Broadcasting.
has becn dormant, but any Jocal ; new ‘product’ for’ each: other, “The|. Others’. there from: ‘Jarge ‘chains:
hreakthrough ifn-increasing pews’, current. deal makes total’ of: ‘shows !Lyi] - ‘be: Weston: .C..,Pullen - Ji, of:
_ bloes successfully could be uscd as ’ bought by’ Interlingual for’the. Far’' Time, :“Walter. Annenberg- of: -Trij: Past to($2,000, 000, .
‘bangle, John. Hayés -of. thi Washing:.
~ ammunition in: wooing affil- okay.
At. KNXT, first‘ ‘rating, report
:|ton Post‘Co., ‘Donald -H.’-MeGannon
tof: Westinghouse. “Broadcasting,
last November ‘gave. “The, Big:
News” an-8. This figure shot ‘up to!HART ORD SETSTUNE Julius: ‘Barnathan of ABC-TV o&0's,

-part: of ‘his Seriés,. titled ““You Have to‘ Write, ‘Too!”,-a study'on. how to" °

“share. of audience: for’ ‘December
(ARB)
was -22.7 - With “Fhe - Big

"ss

prepare .a.néws ‘script for radio and tv::.:.'. ‘Gloria ‘Okon; weather girl °°"?

and: spokeswoman for Arnold's, baked goods is expanding. into ‘the eofe,: sr
lumbia-Presbyterian

‘Medical. Center.) Mack: was operated. on: ‘Thursday ww

US

(1). for impacted - wisdom -tecth. “Fed Mack and the Original. Amateur: «°°-)-..
Hours,” taped: several: weeks: in “advance. ‘continues. during” his. ‘illness: ae
pen Larry Kert of “A: Family Affair” will visit. Joe: Franklin’s «Memory... ea
Lane” oft Feb. :22- on: -ABC-TV..

.'i: CBS. News .créw.. accompanies At»

torney. Genefal ‘and Mrs. Robert F.. -Kennedy. on: their round-the-world wert
Among them,
Hartford, Feb. 6.. f:| nearly
every. major -marset’ ‘ia’ the. trip. to-prepare- a. filmed report -of their:tour on “Eyew itness ;0, WCBS22!

“First of. ‘this: state’s* three’ edu-.! ‘countty:.

news:

:,

fee. field. Arnold’s ‘recently ‘purchased. .a Colombian: coffee: firm...
Veteran’ tv. emcée- Ted Mack: is. hospitalized ,at: Harkness :Pavilion (Co-" ~.. °°

~BOWFOR EDUC'L-TV: 2nd Peter Suspthese
SENBO
thoes
13, chams:rep:

_a 10 in December and-is: still hold-|
_ing. strong: at that level. Average |

News”. beating. "all. other

‘on. March 7. .... CBS. Newsman. Allan: Jackson is planning: the. ‘second 2.0.

Byes

Except: for NAB ;con

TV, N.: ¥:;for the first .time -placed a ‘full ‘page.‘ad “in.“the: "Spanish © - re
shows in. the “6: 20. to. at :30 P-m.| cational ‘ty outlets: will start, ether= -claves,. this ‘well ‘may- “be. the: first: language: “Ey Diaro.”: Prompting WCBS-TV’s: -ad-publicity -‘director.Lem. 2.03.0) ¢
period.
“ing sometime’ in’June: ‘Channel 24;,| time all the: chains: were-repped: in -T¥aub:to make the move: was.2 local program on’ Puerto. Rico and Sun=-- - 0:7
Other stations: knowa to be ‘try-|! sponsored’ by the Connecticut Edu-;‘the same room—and, in: mosteases; day’s :(4)- “Twentieth .Century”. outing, ‘titled ‘Puerto. Rico—The.. Peace- —
:
ing ‘the 60-minute news format are }{ cational.
Television . Corp., - an | PY.”
‘their:“topmost: brass,
ge ful. Revalution.”. Preceding’ the: web's* ‘outing, station on’ Saturday ). tot
KOGO. San’ Diego, KCRA, -Sacra-}eeiness that.itthat.bezeae eat —s
| had-its “Eye on.New: York” deal.‘With: the problems .of ‘Puerto’ Ricans °.
mento, WIVT. Tampa: WAGA-TV,
. in -the: ‘thetropolitan -area‘: :.*. former ‘Pittsburgh . Pirate. ‘slugger and
ry)
at-.time.
\y
“Atlanta: and W WAS-FV;. Louisville. }, Share: ithe: transmitting: facilities of:
:| Chisox: play-by-play: announcer ‘Ralph. ‘Kiner joins Lindsey: ‘Nelson’ arid
“San. Diego's KOGO and KCRA,
‘Bob Murphy as the. broadcast, team. for. WOR's: ‘broadcasts. ‘of’ the new
"°°:
i
WTIC,
atep
‘AvonMountain...
Sacramento: are .NBC -affils: with |
‘New: York Mets. this season 3,3.5 First’ month. of "62.saw: Mutual’ ‘Tadio 2°.
=
Cooperative. -ventiire With -‘wric]:
the remainder CBS affils.
-web, Picking up 11:new affiliates in’ as: many ‘states- . Former. “March. 02s
Sold out’ from the‘start, KNXT'S! will ‘save the. etv. station some_|.
: Minneapolis, -Feb: 6. | of Time”’ ‘producer-director Richard Krolik, has- joined. ‘Time-Life ‘broad a
“The Big News” ‘has ‘a. strict: ‘rule ; $125. 000. in: capital outlay and al-} Beat: non-commerciak*: educa-. Cast, as.a general exec. with duties in-sales and. promotion; me
mete
eT
than otheragainst spotting commer cials _be-.:: low. for an’ earlier. start
é
fignal station: KTCA-TV plang. to}. “Harry. Rasky. becomes: ‘Producer: ‘of ABC-TV's “Meéet.-The’ Professor” ee

nare the: tran

naKTCA.1VtoBow

Junior
|
CollegeofAir’

tween nevis stories, spacing. them |ise.Projected.

ey

instead at five.or 10-minute -inter-1

"1a

e-

three

Its..anticipated,

stations

wil

-

start. a television

”

“junior: college

with’ ‘the Feb. 11 show.::.”.: Linda’ Barbanefa,' production, secretary. for.)

vals ‘between segments, At. prés:| quire $1,000,000" plus: $300,000, op:|
ef:thearzwald’
air” next
fall. ‘Dr.
John C;
1 Segw.
and’ WW.
:Kemimerer,.
ent

the

show: has

27 -spansors, erating expensés per year:

7°: ao

“Naked
‘City?’ is. really: sold on that, show. She’s ‘marrying ‘a N.-¥. City: .*: ..
7
patrolman: James. Walsh in. May«...: ‘Actress Thelma Pélish appearing: :

°:

iGeneral. manager. and research |‘and ‘ina Four’ ‘Star. pilot. based on: H. ‘Allen: ‘Smith's writings: ‘and just: com=
spots || Two. other -ety ‘stations: one. at®
‘development
director, : respective- pleted in ‘New. York
. .... Gene ‘Rubin joins-WABC Radio's.'sales ‘staff...
-:.-.
! Bridgeport’ -and_the. other at Nor-.
n
To provide “magazine of the. air’;;wich,.
will’ get ‘under ‘way once. the.| ‘ly,
7 “say. that .local. business ~and /-assigned -to- ‘New. Jersey’ ... Jane’ Pinkerton: openiiig her:-OWR, publie™.. _
rtf ord. ‘Station .zhas. been |:foundation: financing for the.’ “¢dél- relations office.in New. ‘York March'1 upon’ ‘resignirig. as managing. edi>
Ha
coverage. thé: show uses five ‘men,
| lege of the air’’-is virtually-assiired:. tor of U.S.’ Radio’.-.
ABC. News. ‘opened. its. Paris headquarters Jast.
|.
gach with a specialty. These ate launched.
‘Kemmerer asserted: that the new: week’ located :nearby.’ the Eiffel .Tower. It.'was ‘designed: to serve..asi- 00/2". |
Jerry Dunphy,’ top stories and an-|.
|eollege to be set-up. ‘probably: wil!
‘ABC's: European ‘news center.” :.. ‘J. Robert Myers..signed by NBC.‘Ine"*.
™:
:
Stratton, . sports;:
‘chorman:
‘Gil
.
“be ‘unique in the: nation” and: that
‘ternational as director of the brand-new Federal Nigerian TV Service,
<<
', Maury. Green, ‘special assignment; Aled
AitistsBundle
‘| eventually- it -will seek: recognition.
‘in
which
the
American.
company-has
an-intérest::.....
Donald.
Bohl
Tee
Nk
s
“Human — Predica- |Ralph. Story,
~ by: U: ‘of: ‘Minnésota: and - Northment” ‘segmerit; - and Bill Keen,
OF. Science Fiction
Piz
;Central. .Asséciation, .the ©Jatter | a placed Dick ‘Schneider as director of. NBC-TV’s “Say When” .. :.. Eddie: \ 00.0.
eight

of which rotate

their

throughout. the. week.

—Tipteerers

|

w eather.

.
Saftanski and NBC News réportedly, dickering to have. the ‘former: come

‘Bob Wood; KNXT’s station top- | Getting into the: ‘space: act, Al} segionat accrediting. agency.
] pose the regular. ‘background musi¢ for “Chet: ‘Huntley* Reporting” now”
0.0!
Artists Television. has’a. new |< At... the:. _outset.: in. September,. that ‘it’s assumed: a ‘prime time slot,:. ‘s Fred Danzig ‘quitting UPI radio ©...)
=.”
| there’ 1. be -five ‘basic cqurses teleé-.

"per, says ‘‘we threw a 35-man ‘staff.‘lied

into ‘the show. and that’s not. too package.

of |- 20:
Bele ‘out. a the:| vised: in’ the:‘late. afternoon: or early. ‘tv. column for::a post: with :Ad ‘Age’....: Jean‘H. Felker of AT&T;today:: — .eveening, --, permitting. “employed: (Wed.) describing transatlantic telecasting potential of-shooting: signals” Te

ee
people .to‘ enroll. ‘Initial courses:
24 -hours .a day and. these. men} “Among the. titles in the: packige'}jwill‘be English, Science, history,a
are “Queen for. Outer Space, wi
never sit down.”
foreign. language and mathematics.’
Having such a. large staff. backing ‘Zsa -Zsa “‘Gabor; _House. - on

‘camera crews

covering’ Tocal news: \for. the: 60's:“ane

off ‘spate. satellites;. his ‘talk is at. the:Radio-Tv ‘Exec Society Newsmaker. °°
juncheon. ..:
-..Bob! Lucas. did: the script: for. the. Sunday -(11) “Lamp”. © 2.
‘Unto.My Feet:” a drania based: ‘on: discrimination | Practices in
n employ. ta

It’s hoped’:to. have lower tuition ment’ ‘called, “Don't, Call, Us.""9.
up on-the-air reporters’ makes. for|Haunted Hill,” ‘Vincent Price;“‘Theé|“fees than-‘these :”
OF.‘fhe.Boa ‘ofl,
more news than “The Big News” |.Bat,” — Vincent: Price ‘and. “Agnes | Minn es ota..,
can. always ‘handfe.. According ‘to ; Morehéad; -“Frankenstein ©1970,”
wee
: .Clatide ‘Binyon Jr.;: ‘who followea: hig:‘dad:by” manyy ears)‘on,- Dally: Ba,
-anchorman.
Dunphy, ‘things: get i Boris: Karloff; * “The: Atomic’: Sub-"
0) 0 21-22...
See ‘Sales Vantery, -Was giv en full director’ ‘status at Warners-TV. «¢. Don Feddere.
_-pretty: hot in the show’s. closing. | marine,’*. - “The . Hypnotic. Eye,’ ‘MCA: TV: Hour
3: °° .:
“minutes when he ‘starts throwing i “Not :of.;This. Earth” and. “The :
“Another 15 stations. Have. ined up| son ‘coming out. of: it ‘atter a bad appendectomy ... « Gordon: ‘Masog:

: (N.‘HOLLYWOOD:

ots
away prepared material. in order. Disembodied:
in. deals. for. MCA-TV’ s off-network named field manager: of. CBS..Radio. affiliate stations. . Ad: Council’s. *:""
to finish off wh at he started.,
In a
separate. “dev élopment, ‘hour series,. “Suspicion, ” “Cimarron Allan. Wilson here. to; pick a successor: to “the: late. Fred: ‘Wile’ from'25 "5. 0-5.
.,}WOR-TV, “-N.Y:,.- bought. - Allied! City,” “Riverboat;’". and’ “Overland | applicants . oe < Jack: Kuney ‘around: fer.a week to film: four segments .-.- .. 0.2555.

$7,000,000 Sale
OfDenverKTVR

‘| of “1, 2,.3 Go" . Lennie’Stern Wants.to ‘prove “Frank. Cooper Tight..7
60:7
Artists Television's '““Cavatcade’ ‘of: [Trail:”...
;, the 60's, group No.1 Package” of]; New °. deals: “include: -EXAB, “by. -whipping’ up a terrif pilot ‘script for “The: Workers.” Cooper;-his-. 0. ' |: ary pix.. ‘Cinematies: ‘in’ ‘the .package|“Aberdeen; WIZ, Baltimore;. WBEN;. ‘agerit, had. said ‘that| good’ writing .cari. make’ ‘stars. out of'- ordinary Pe

include

.“Friendly |Persuasion,” |Buffalo; -~ -WEeAX:.

- Burlington; ‘actors. He* has ‘three ‘little-knowns- as ‘toppers -in'“The Workers”.: 2.0000.

2")

Soe Us
Gary . “Cooper,- Dorothy ‘ McGuire, KMBC. ‘Kansas ' City: --KSHO;: ‘Las: Hawaii's: greeter extraordinaire, Hal Bock, tuned: up the wedding. bells...
for. Jim. Jordan ‘(‘‘Fibber MeGee”).and Gretchen Stewart,’ widow-of the 0/7000 “2:
Anthony. 'Perkins _ starrér; :“‘Al- Vegas: -WLUC, Marguette;: ‘WCKT,,
jGanong:" “Rod: Steiger: and. “Wich-: I:
‘Miami; :: WSFA, -Montgomery; @ialect: comic; Yogi. Yorgenson. Jordan’ will. cook: up.a new tv format." :3°°.-.'

lita,” Joel MeCreay ‘and “Phoenix ( ‘WVUE: . Néw:’ Orleans;- “WTAR, on.his six-week honeymoon-in the far Pacific ..... Henry Katser‘would® “- > Denver, . Feb.: “
ae
cone
. :fNorfolk: KWTV, ‘Oklahoma: City; like. “The Splendid. ‘American’’ .better’ if he: knew.;who Mould Play:af an
J. Elroy: ‘Necaw. ‘president: of j| City, Story."a.
He’ s.followed: the sun:aS ‘Tong.as he.cares fo
WPRO, Providence: “WSLS, :Roa-:
. Gotham ‘Broadeasting, has sold his’
HOUWINK’S D.C:“STRIPES: 3p1 pokes: and KREM, _ Spokane. -.
independent. Denver _ station—

ad IN CHICAGO™:

“KTVR.,- Channel 2—for $2,000,000. }‘Washington, Feb... 6.
=
The deal‘ was set ‘by Bill ‘Daniels, | Frederick. -C. Houwink: has ‘been. M ‘GALLANT! LATINO: SALES.
whose Daniels &. Associates is. one | named: vice-prexy --of the. Evening L “Captain, Gallant® of: the: Foreign
‘of the nation’s largest: community” Star: Broadcasting ‘Co,,'succeéding Legion” -has.béen placed. into.syn-‘antenna ty brokerage: firms. —_
|Bi:M. McKelway who- continues as ; |dication inareas outside the .U:S.
Although Daniels.-purchased |the !.a member of* the ‘company's: board: via’ Irving Field’s. Overseas: ‘Pro-.

station ‘in his name; hé said that jof directors:

when

and if the FCC

okays

to:Latry Wolters: on. ‘the’ Tribune’s-tv. ‘desk, as Clarence Peters. 22°"
‘general’ man-| The -Buster. Crabbe .starrer. -al- ‘assistant.
Houvtink has been
ae
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lowed topical allusions. ‘such as to! ‘'Dahmen; others!
‘just’: routine. talk “which ‘revealed|(Evergreéens: Forever):
: Charles and” his. edgy: wife |(Gwenhs
the. current comedy-skein
“Boot-:- ‘Director: John. Olden —
wy...| these: people's . indifference .. ‘and With ‘Mahon. ‘Danian, © ‘Giet¥ Cherreli, and. ‘finally :Precipitated
pol superficiality. ‘Centr al: figures’ Were,
‘sie & Smudge.”. but these lapses” Writér: Clifford’ Odets -.
‘Schoerg; Ralf Bendix,: Bully Buh- a domestic. quarrel...
of taste were- fex.: “Fle. was .con-: * Music: ‘Siegfried. Franz:
'-[a’- young. girl ‘anda -young’ -boy | an, Kurt Fuss, ‘Guenthér’ Jersch- | * Cooper’ maintained the mystery:
tent, inthe’ main, to’ repeat ‘the-- 110: Mins.; ‘Fhurs.; 8:20:
“} who” had been going °steady °-for-} ‘ke, ‘Kurt’: Klopsch, _ Billy. Mo,. -of. Raven’s . background” and; pur=..:
“stage effects.- and this: caletlated |W est-German . TV, from:‘Hambute | ‘a while’ and’ /she, felt “that ‘it -was'|. others: os
:. “| poses skillfully. He'd just: been Tes
risk didn't‘come.¢cf.. The libretto} - * (film)J all over. They: talked”. a@ bit. and} ‘Director: Harald. Vock. .
“- leased: from ‘prison: after’ a threes:
called for ballaon jJovrneys from] ‘Clifford’ Odets”: Wwell-known :
‘year stretch for manslaughter, hav-:
‘yarn : ‘then .parted.’ The young “man- ‘30 Mins.; Wed,; 9:00. p.m, °
‘Hades: to Elysiuin. .- for? Jupiter: td ‘of the:“Golden' Bay” ‘original ‘and. turned. toa girl at the bdr,- the ‘girl. ‘West German: TY, from,‘Hamburg. ing helped: to: kill his -wife.. -It:
‘disguise himeelf as a fix, for sud- .German’ title}, ‘the’ Ttalo-American to, anothér.” “boy ‘who: was” waiting}: : (film)seemed that the hatred. of -his-own A)oe
°
den. appearances |“and magical. dis- Joe Bonaparte who" -eould : have “outside, -but ‘quickly realized tfiat }. This. nicely: ‘done. show. featured’ marriage.was to be repeated’ ‘with —
his’ -wife: . They. ~
coveries.. They, were “achieved by ‘become | a ‘violin. virtuoso : but.‘ de- this. lisison” ivouldn’t™ work, either: ‘songs°of yesteryear. Bulk of. the Charles” and
some charming “theatrical, ‘Gevices: cided ‘to. become :8. ‘prize-fighter.. “and’ she ‘Feturned ‘to- the ; saloon: tuner wére Jocal. evergreens by-the nquabpred :over trifles, ‘picked. each”:
on Stage,” but they depended | for F and : then. hecame a victim: of.his. where she’“Was approached. again, late Paul ‘Lincke afid Walter
_
MContinned
¢on:page. 3a)"
t Kollo,|
‘series.
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|TeleF
Follow-Up Comment

on STAN; _FREBERG PRESENTS.
| HALLMARK: HALL. OF’raNn [Footnote TO. FAME:
$f (Arsenio. & Old Lace).
| With Lee J. Cobb, Burgess nye ‘CHINESE NEW YEAR’S EVE ~*
} ‘With’. “Tony. Randall:. " orcins | .dith, Walter | ‘Matthau, eer With - Sterling ‘Holloway, Ginny
: ‘Stickney, ‘Mildred: Natwick, Tom-{ Balsam,

+++
“fe

Robert.

Bosley,. George. Voskovec, ‘Boris|:
Karloff, oral ‘Pelly, ‘Dody| “Strudwick,
eath, .others

en

|

Webber,

M bo
| / Mia, Frances ‘Osborne;,
Patti Regan, Gloria

Dina

Robert .- Gerringer, Pe
-Michaele Myers .
Penne

tector: Jack Donoliye
| Writer: ‘Freberg
Gordon’ ‘Dutt | Director:.- Alex. March *.
4 60° Mins.; Sun.: bai;.6:30 p. ™m. :
| Writer: Robert: L,- Joseph.
_ |CHUN KING CORP.
‘60 Mins., :Sat:’ (3), itPam. on
A ABC TY: from H'wood
“. gon. to. a roving: reporter. assign:
moments. which ‘kept: ‘perfection- out HALLMARE: ‘CARDS
-(BBDO):
+} WESTINGHOUSE
©
:, Ment, the: new - 96-minute .version: “of reach, yet the. powerful .finale; NBC-TY;. ‘from ;N.¥. olor)
[CBS:TY. (tape)
-.
° Stan: Freberg . contributed
a
.2 of the’ erstwhile -“PM" East”. pack-.
(Foote,® “Cone. & Balding)”
oe
confrontation:
betveen
the
forgér
|’.
“(MeCainn-Erickson)”
i -Sparkling. highlight’ to the current:
. oo" + age bowed Monday Might, (5):.on:
a:critic-who originally ‘attested| There: have been, many’ better: . “Robert.” Le ‘Joseph's’. original | season. with an encyclopedic ™‘and
.."
2 WNEW-LV -:as ‘an: interesting: late: and
that, one of: ‘his: forgéries: ‘was the performances” of: Joseph: Kessel- |‘drama, “Footnote: ‘to: Fame,” ‘ pre- junrelenting. Satire. on contempor= .
Hight -petpourri.. “Where the’ ‘foritem, made: up for. all.’ ‘The|
“mer. nightly. "PM ‘East”- shows. usu- -real.
|‘ring’s |‘comedy, :-“ Arsenie ~ &. Old: ‘sented asa “Westinghouse. live-on- ary television. It- was a sureiral
play’ .was- by:“Gordon. ‘Russell,.. an:
8. ally. revoived around ~"a: ‘single ‘adaptation “of: ‘a “‘legitter.. he” orig- |Lace," than-the’one aired. ‘Monday ;“tape : special. on. CBS-TV Saturday {knife job performed by a sharply
:? .thenie’. or” / personality; ;“the.:. new.
oy Tight.8) was-a State-side variation ihoned wit. with... probing of such
wo ‘Westinghouse’ “series -is. -adopting: inally” penned | incollaboration, with: (5) (on ”“Hallriark ‘Hall ‘of Fame:' ‘on.
Advise’ ‘and © “Consent” *ity vitals’ as its. programming ‘cycles,.
‘The. ‘acting, °perhaps -due ‘to. ‘misdi-' politieo ‘theme, boasting’ -a. cast: commercials, lead-ins. craw l-outs,
.', s@ format ‘that ‘is’ nore. flexible, and . Larry, Ward...
Russell; and. Ww.ard: don't: hold: ‘g' rection -- by. the © usually. «talented” h
- fats. cliches, ‘pretentiousness..and
(seatch-as-eatch-can,, © a
J. Cobb,
Bur !even its critics on.the FCC. An-off-. Do
Wallace was lucky: ‘Monday night}ty: “exelusive. :On. van. -Meégereni;,. George ‘Schaefer,’ was. wrong.‘al-.:that
gess -“included
Meredith,Lee
«“Walter
: ‘Matthau,
several.
years.”:ago,.
one
«
.of
:
the!.
‘most:
all.
the
‘way.
down:
the
.line.’.
if “Ite hate’ - caught: Abe: Burrows dn,
| Martin: ‘Balsam, | Robert - “Webber,” “deat mentality who-has turned out:
x: his” roundup ::of- “personalities.” “AS|| anthology” series on‘ filin. did: a half-.- - Dorothy’. Stickney: and |‘Mildred: : Dina’. Merrill, ‘Larry Gates ‘and .a -series: of clever ‘comedy. disks:
: ., conversationatist
‘and:: performer, -hour on thé same subject ‘and while’ Na twick, as the*two sweet: spinster. Shepperd Strudwick:.That's con-|and outspoken critic. of Masison&,
wt Burrows. is’ -alway’s’-a good. nian -to "far. léss. couipelling. it’ was,.. because: sisters. from: Brooklyn. who.- ‘poi-.: siderable Marquee. lure; as tv pres-! Ave!s foibles, Freberg continucd |
‘f “have... around: the. house - .and his: -of the, subject: -matter; -almost: as.. ‘soned lonely old -men in ordér to- entations - B9,. ‘but. ‘unfortunately’. to lay ‘it on in this stanza with
pee
ets rendition ; -of *. “Loving « Along,’ae a. intriguing. Here, '“however: was. fal:‘give -them’ a. happy Testing: place: for. ‘the’. viewer, scripter .Joseph., .zeal*and’ zaniness.
‘yl
oatune-- “spoof,” Was-..a- “highpoint: vital -addition: :a ‘profound’ ‘indict-!"iy) - tie «mansion. cellar:
had: Most: of his characters. talking::. -Freberg, who" devised. the. ad
i- One. by? one, ‘other ‘guests _‘joined|me
somé. of ‘the svorld's“holyj
i teal.fo -be: ‘fun: There “was..evet: in’ ayacuum for nearly 45 amin= 7campaign for. Chun King Chow
a
‘. Burrows:.on -the. Studio. ‘sete ‘for ‘arbiters of ‘Breat arty It. ‘makes one! something. oe about: ‘them. As. ‘utes. and: it’ wasn’t until the. final;‘Mein. pegged: a- Tunning} gaz on.
“"..,.66me\.rambling conversation about.+ wonder. if. we -aren’t™ often being for. Tony Randall,. in .the- ‘pivotal “.,
‘when .. Cobb. as.:the sup-; ‘the! ‘show to the current celehra-..
Stages,, star took. ‘an. active par-' tion’ of the Chinese New Year.
* *"., show- -business,-.‘life and ‘all -that -Shortchanged: bythe capricious, the‘ rgle of Mortimer: ‘the, sane. broth- “posed”

PM: ‘Starthiig:Miike ° Wallace.

short, ttwas. ta “the:“hopeful; ai Heat. Cer “Director: y ‘George! ‘Producer:

“Retitied :and reoriented’ to. Mike: “sometimes. faulty. tradition, °ofgood |. “ Schaefer’.
—_
;
‘Wallace’‘3: exclusive: :star.. billing aI old fashioned live. AV.
: -Adaptation:. Robert. ‘Harting
‘... With the relegation. of: Joyce David- |. -Thete': were. ‘one .or. tivo. “hokey. 90 Mins., Mon,: (5), 9:30: Dm,

ment ‘of..somé. of “the

:world's:hol

“Were “too.

~ Jazz. The ‘lineup. included - Carroll|-doctrinaire- and. ‘the. self-serving in-“er Who: discovers he .was. raised ‘ticipation’ in. ‘the “drama, that. it “However, that. became secondary
‘ amid: Inadmen, he was: simply ‘too -came “into. focus and achieved: the! ‘to’ the broadsides
":'~Baker, introduced. as a-sex symbol |the: field’ of” eriticsm.. .. ;
against -tv's

_. and looking: ‘every - inch -the: "part;| A good: cast “was. assembled oa,for
.
clownish.. Tom: Bosley.’ as’ edey intriguing
Anita’: Gillette, -‘a. new -degit. song- J:“The: Forgers”. by‘producer Lewis” the. one. who imagined, he was -dig- tended...

elements that were .in-- general format.
In.

one

bit,

he

combined.

a

" -gtress “who contributed ‘‘a- couple;1 freednian. Arthur Kennedy essayed: Bing’ the ‘Panama: locks and ‘bury-.. ‘Cobb: ‘portrayed:an aging gu:! lampoon of “Open End” “and” “of
‘some.
and. ‘Dorian ,-the forger as ‘tightly: aiid: neatly: as-ing Yellow. fever. victims: ‘instead “perior- Court’ ju dge who sou ght to|
isuek of . -pléasant” vocals;
specially ~ tasteless
coms:
ee
a! Leigh, a’ ‘onetime: ‘top: model ‘ who. {-oné.-could hope for. and ‘his -aeting.| of: murdered: men, ‘didn't. have: the “defend ‘himself against charges of '‘mercials. In another, he rolled: all
built:
to’a
remarkably
‘high
level’
ini
neéessary
wild
resonance;‘alttough:
|
/*. “was reluctant’ ‘to: follow. Wallace's;
imanipulating.
funds
during
im|
the
old.
feature
‘film
yarns:
into
a..
ce < cue.and: ‘sound: off. on the. Tampant, ‘the final. -confrontation. with. ‘the? le did- have some of” ‘the: necessary. ‘|‘peachment ”proceedings- bears a! glossary of Holly wood ‘bromides.
‘legding- art ‘critic; played .very well ;childish: innocenre that. is. also: nec}

Be

egotism: ‘of:“thespers. :
staté Jegislature. Until. the ¢l ing|iFreberg’s opening, with the. assist-For“no partjcular. ‘reagon, “Wals+ -by- character .actor.: Arnold Marle.| essary.- George’ .Voskevec,- as Ein-:
Jace - also“. rung.: in~.an’. authentic -Other:.good jobs: itere : ‘turned ‘in: stein,|Was okay, -and :his. sidekick» act; however, “he was unseen and°lof Sterling Holloway as some kind
‘by Fred J. Seollay; asa prosectiting:| for this affair,: Boris’ Karloff. ‘was;‘ unheard,:the subject’ of the behind-: of ‘celestial grip, punctured -the

Yogi |who clainted fo“ have discov-|:
attorney, and Vincent Gardenia. as‘: Boris- Karloff.: The others kind of+, closéd- ‘doors pressuring: and. lobby- :elaborate’. introes used on tv spe-.
2 , “ered the’ ‘principles: of “nuclear.

“ing: among the -politicos who either:cials,..while his’ closing managed.
.-,*. thouight’” after doing: a-siigle for ktthe:‘defense. ‘counsel, Sak Smight's. Taii* een their Parts.loudly: andAW
anted him removed or vindicated. . to pack in an interminable. list of ©
direction, “was: ‘Okay...
Art. «yjYacantly.. 7

“il. five: -years. ‘infsa

Himalayan. ‘cave.

The. chief

+e:

ae, He. -was:- Handled - “With~ perfect
ov +. golemnity- and, Burrows . -tefrained

protagonist.

was .a..credits, .a

comment

on

a

par-

the ° resebiting origitial Ww.ere," state. ‘senator, who~ obviously “was. ticularly irritating tv practice.
‘the,‘Great Chatienge
the way up to the political big-.: ‘Freberg’s centerpiece was his SEAT from ;cracking “his... ready. joKes..}. Considering. that thie- us. ‘in Tea‘1swamped’ by. several -.earthbound .i“on
ation’
to
‘the
UN
-is
“heating‘up.
as!
vactors.
: Camerawork. .was:: Comper. ime, . The. drama” centered. about takeoff on ‘the “Sing Along. With
“> “Another:..“picturesque”. bit .had
him.’
for.itwas soon evident that j Mitch” . show, a routine which
. Joyce Davidson, on a remote --pick- an ‘issue: in. this~ country, ‘the .let-"; tent and. color; values .
nice:"Art: - | Andy- Caliver'’s vote .-would :in-; blended Wagnerian. opera. with
+e. ,.) Up, *interviewing a New: ‘York cab down. bythe seéond seg {1) of this |
:
we
aa "i*./ fluence the:votes of his colleagjies..; modern: ‘jazz seat vocalizing. - It.
“i. @rivér with .a’poetic-.talent,. che of CBS .- “pubaffairs'° séries “was-the |. fh.
a
"1 Thus. it resolved itself into .a’ series..mounted to a madcap climax. of

v2". 40,000- other. ‘seh. ‘hackies: in:‘the more glaring: ~~.It. was, for. ‘one -‘pORTUGAL’S ‘pILEMMA..
soe metropolitan:. area.’
| thing;:a ‘stacked: ‘déck-—-only--one ‘of.’- With’ Martin.
‘The Tyree Glenn’ Quartet: was: las five “participants: registering: ‘others: ..’-

Seat--Lof vignettes -as:“‘the boys” went. to. .choral

on-hand: for’“occasional, ‘Jazzy inter dissent—-with~“the. result ‘that. the:| producer:Writer:. Mel: Bailey.
- ludés;.:very. “well: played: .‘But.
| hourlong: discussion: “was. ‘more’ : Director:. Arthur .Forrest‘.” wasn't clear ‘why ‘Glenn: was: ealled:
[classroominstructional. ‘than -PFO:.|i; 30- “Mins.: Sun., 11: 03" Pam,
‘-Upon-to. perform. smack dab: in the} vocat ve.

_ ‘middle. of 4 conversational point,
_ Herm, :

a

‘confusion:
as “nonsense
“work: -on..:Caliver themed - ‘to the” ‘words. were flashed on tte screen
issue . ‘of:. “mfiorality ~ VS: personal --for the ‘benefit of sing-along: view-

Weldon,” ‘ naréatar

-

"ambition. ‘There’ was the aspiring.,ers. If. ‘Mitch Miller's show can
“ywife of ‘thie: state Senator, with her }Survive this. it’s. due for an. exown. ax. ‘to grind: Caliver’s .den-: tended run on tv.
also had a. ‘plavful
4 tist-father, - a: lifetime © friend.” of | Freberg

- What's: inore; even’ the: man. on!; WNEW TY, N. ¥;:
the: ‘attack=-Senz: John Tower ‘of| WNEW-TV’S: ‘attempt: to doa.‘dée- ‘the: judge: the’ ‘parade. of. pro- -and |sequence’ about

tv

violence ‘with

tv badman. Mike Mazurki turning
| Texas=seemed ‘to content’ hiniself:: umientary. on the winds-of'national-:,co n- legislators. and. state” politicalup
as-a- flower fancier. An extract.
eaders, ete. .

‘Bett‘System’ Science: sibies ‘y-with Felatively: geniterl - comment. |-ism’ sweeping: ‘the Portguguesé ‘em-. - But -hecause of: Josephs obliatie’ from Freberg’s “History: of ‘the
As: per: 'éStablished. format, ‘in:; ‘Otherwise;: ‘in Scarining-“the. UN's ‘pire. points ‘up. the .dilemma, of” an”"treatment, his’ too frequent resort: United States” album, revolving
‘and. our. stake-: indie |‘station:
‘The - documentary, °to: ‘Cliche’ dialog; the -arrow-collar:
:around the purchase of Manhattan.
science: ~shows,. - “About: -Time,”*|in.it); there was affirmative,- ‘albeit.;7i titled: “Portugal's. Dilemma,” could:“portrayal: of:the’ ‘State. Senator with: by. a character named Peter Tish-" ONBC-TV- color,-: Monday .A5),. -@ not monolithic,. consensus’ by Sen:|
so
that
man ‘for $24, was viven a hip
secre: have. béen called “The ‘Dilemma. of’his": immobilé: expression *. + complex subject’ was adorned. with, ‘Jacob Javits: - assistant."
“he:* was :- never. . the *. -forceful. ‘cartoon treatment: An: interview

, “aelatest- hour inthe Bell ‘System, : past-présent-future’

an Independent. ‘Station,”" for: ‘what'.'“:‘entertainment ‘and: set:‘forth in the’ tary. of :state”. “Harlan - “Cleveland, |;
arid. the more or Jess; with .a, outer-space pupnet char- .
ee ‘simplest .‘terms: ‘possible:1 Dr.-. Henry. ‘Wriston:..of “Columbia transpired: during ‘the: half-hour *protagonist;
steréotypes™ in ‘the other’ roles;: acter contained’ some ‘trenchant.
U., ahd: Prof.. Hans. J; .Morgenthait |

.:

. Dr... Frank 'Baxter.’ one. ‘of:‘thie
Sunday: (4):evening. underscored’ Footnote.to Fame" seldom reached ‘observations on..the’ current :‘state.
;
Paw -otiginal - profs-to-video who’ long |:of. the U..-of Chicago.
tthe. ‘lack of. résources’ brought to’.sa degree Of. ‘intensity to involve :“of our world.
"*_ ggo proved*‘his status. as. ancaca-'| -- Some differences crept in among :the documentary. «
hg
‘the viewer. It. remained for. Cobb.‘ -Freberg. ‘made his points with
“.demiciani .with,.a° show. biz flair,[the: yea bloc; to’ be: sure, -but in_ Buided:: viewers :throvigh “an inves- : the main‘ there. Was: “vigorous. “de-}.". ‘Few: stations: conimand ‘the ‘pics: ‘to ‘give it its, toofew: ‘meaningful: the.Support. of a large cast. topned
Tiu,
an
appealing
Rose. =f by: Ginny.
....*
tigation of: time” that: Covered eve: ‘fense “ofthe. UN" asthe’. primary torial, ‘and: budgetary..resources of’:-inoments:
| Qriental moppet.. Frank. Sinatra
@6nciliation: ‘and {the ‘webs:-in' doing documentaries
"2 erything from hour ¢lasses_ to ithe peace-kee in
also showed up in a bit part as a
tah a
‘instrumentality. jon. world: ‘events. - Still: fewer ‘stae.
a
Einstein: ‘relativity. “theory.” It swas|:natio mbuilding
BLOCKS: “IN.THE’ ‘FUTURE: :messenger boy. without . giving
eat “an-outing’ of.’‘particular interést,-to| going: for. the world”: ‘today, | -To:, tions,’ once they *enter the -world. .“SIX:
With John Huston, :others.
"2 kids, but/.was still bound: to have,‘Sen.” Tower; hawt ever, it has. béen | newé:pubaffairs telementary:. race, + Producer-Writer:. James: HiGrant,‘the gag.away. But from. start: ‘to
"telecast:
entries’.
‘that:
can
be
com-:!
t finish: ‘the Freberg touch, markedly:
ineffective
:
dn-:
disputes.”
involving
.
core “eouple: oF. ‘dusters. “for” adult:
the:.large powers, ‘and .thére -is the !pared: ‘favorably. ‘to -what; the-. webs‘ Director: Akvin- DeRushe -. .
evident. inthe fanciful style. of. .
‘minds... = : 30 Mits.* Fri: ‘6 p.m.*:.:.
{the commercials,. carried the: houg
7
|
further.
.
-vexation’
of,
‘the:
security:
offer.
There
have.
been
‘some
‘iioi
Helping. Baxter. ‘get:‘thie’‘ éxposi-.
ae
‘far ant:‘fast,
‘Herm, ° an
oe Etloir-in -entertaining.. frame’, ‘were council ‘veto. Otherwise; :“it: was’: table: exceptions, - but” “Portugal's :‘PARTICIPATING.
WTCN-TY; ._ Minneapolis-St: Paul,

"2" Les: Tremayne, as: “the: ‘King‘.on. a} genéfally ‘thought. by..the: others’,-Dilernma”. was amiss. ;
(tape)
. 4: distant’ planet who: Was, completely that the UN is not a panacea,‘can-; - Martin: ..Weldon;.. | Metropolitan || °-Dhis
Time-Life Aob-network’ ‘ sta-“si baffled ‘by -the ‘problem : of ‘estab|not
n ‘meet: every demand: put..on: it,-! Broadcasting’s” ‘news “director, -rez!
tion’. continues -to- come: through.
~ > -lishing “time -for-his° subjects;: ‘and and—pér: «Sen. Javits~—should : bei‘capitulated .the: “nationalist | rum-:
witH staffer: James’ Grant’s public |
» “|. Richard Deacon (as the chamber-'} viewed. only -as one: element in. the :-blings ‘in. the overseas Portuguese |
_affairs .programs,. always. well done|ee Jain “who. was.sént out to find--out- ‘security of the: world.)
=."
\territories,‘ -most:. recently. ‘peflected.:
New York Daily News t ow -_
* :thé answer.to the. eternal ‘question,| ;. It, appeared. after :.a ‘time: ‘that.-in India’s move on:Goa’ and. other!and: dealing . with -matters’ of -vital ent WPIX:-TV ‘will go to the dogsconcern:
to.a large segment of the:
oto “what time-is. it?! and-was “lucky, these «favoring the UN Jard:our: ‘Portuguese. enclaves... “It was. strict:¢
for
the 13th straight. year-with tele- 2.0: to’stumble: across: ‘Baxter in ‘a. Jab:: continued ‘support: of. it: were. in- ily a ‘straight: lecture. against Stock ;iu blic
‘In: this” instance ‘the documentary. casting of the annual Westminster
‘.
"+ Phere: also were. animated ‘segs. to: ‘volved,. like a relay team, in simple. footage.: Earlier‘ this: season, NBC- }j examined.
a: problem which “obvi-|:.Kentiel:Club Dog Show from: Madi-.
Oe
entertain as. well as.ease. explana-- expostulations : ‘of. the’: “UN'S: role ;TV. ‘taok: the. viewers ‘to. Angola, ;
ree Square Garden, Feb. 13, ate
—_ tions.
.| and: ‘importance. - In‘.this ‘sense <it.:with: the. ‘gameras following: NBC's |‘ously’ ‘was :calculated to hold ‘the
: interests: primarily of: Minneapoli- ; m:
>*

Wes Dog Food Coin.
For Westminister Show

‘

: Credits” listed: “¥0- preféssional

might* have been’ .an- edifying: ses- ;newsmen” as °‘they .: ‘wondere

” Show will, again be. sponsored by

a advisors. in’ fields including ‘math,. sion, but. in- terms: of: facing up ‘to;(throughout the” country. - Compar- :tans. ‘Concertied' ‘was. the. plan for National Biscuit Co. for its - Mill
_ * ghemistry.:. bacteriology... microbi-- the growing debate in. this.’‘country'| ing..the: two. efforts, the :“network: ‘the further: industrialization of ‘a ‘Bone Dog. Food: Kenyon’ & Eck.
lower * ‘loop . six-block

“Industry |

.- ology, ‘geophysics,’ ‘engineering: and. ‘the ‘outing was ‘far’ from ‘the -stimu- :
show: had. to: come, ‘out -afiead: *
hardt is the agency.
+
Square.’
*
;, ». others;:. which. ‘should¢.have-. been {ating 1
hour; it‘Should hate- ‘Been, “+.- To. eompouiid the °-dry,- ‘Jecture | The’ city:planning Gorimission is - WPIX will feed the ‘coverage ‘to
efiough -te -Sutress’ “confidence” all}
|
Hs
\ format; Vasco : Garin,” ‘Portuguese :designed to halt: a‘loss of. Minne-’ 'a-web of eastern. stations. located.
oe ‘around. De
fous oe
7
“Ambassador ‘to: the United Nations, yapolis:. population "‘and industry. to- in: Maine, ‘Rhode Island, Connec-.

Oo

” Wupont?s‘Show. ‘ofthe Week:

:

“Eyewitness

La ° was: interviewed: Garin, TE. he were !its: numerous’. -expanding

“suburbs, “ticut, ‘Pennsylvania, ‘Maryland. and

Westminsier
Sg &.hard: to Know: exgatiye‘what -asked.:the weather,. would: deliver a. revealed ‘by the 1960 ‘census: ‘The Washington, D.
declined while! ‘club has been’ selecting the best

"Regardless of--what anyone. :‘says!point. ‘CBS: News: was--making. last|
“speéch::, The’ ambassador used ‘the~ Jocal-. population’

we, a; there is still: -occasionally.,. Some :: Friday. (2):-with ‘the. “Eyewitness” |eceasion: to beat. his own. country’s that’ of: the: suburbs doubled. ©
friend. of. man Since: 1877.
o°~'eason to.bemoan. thé’ loss. of ‘the! |teporttitled.“TheAudience Inthe: drums, -which: is: understandable,| The: goal ‘which the’ planning |.
-: live: dramatic: programming...’ “Du-;s Living: Room,”..'-. Possibly. it. was | but... what. is less -.understandable-.; ‘commission © “ believes ' can
-:be
“>. Pont: Show’ of: the: Week,”: on, “Sun-!+tryitig to. show ‘the: ‘television pub-: awwas thie’station’s inability to secure°“achieved is 4.growing. and progress

.+.*.). day (4): did a ‘one-hour: ‘play;. “The? Jie. ‘that ‘the ‘networks -have. gotten ‘any. ‘opposing representative |opin: imaking ‘Minneapolis, ‘creating more |
te “Forgery,”r. . baged~ on thé ‘activities:

10,000
ForJohnson

Columbus, ‘Feb 6.
“Frwia Johnson, dean of. Colum
bus broadcasting’ personialities, be- .
“71: ‘Meegeren,” .Who .sold’ one “of |his: they, :the’ masse§, want. - Or-maybe:: ~other™ -Media,: there. is’.an affliction: into the: six-block area.’
gan his ten-thousandth ‘outins as
ont, : phony ‘but briitiant: Vanineet’s ”‘to: it was making ‘a case for the: - pres- commonly: referred. to_as-““Afshan- 1. -With announcer John “Huston: the
“Earlyworm”.
over =W BNS
_- Hermann ‘Goering..Itsya$ not oné. jervation : of ‘the. status “quo in’ se |
istanism,” “the preoccupation ‘with. “handling |the -narfation -and‘ inter-: | Radio last -‘week.
" .of those. *“Arnistrong. Circle’, hours: vision:.: The‘ treatment ‘of the} distant -problems. ‘rather ‘than. -an’;.. Viewing ©‘in -first-rate: style, the.
“Earlyworm’ started in: 1940 as.
yo - that” recreate: : ‘history, dit. was: -a; (inaterials -was_objective,. ‘or ‘pseudo [investigation of :local ‘ones. ..What-; ‘mayer,: city. planning -commission-; a morning program, and an after: “forceful -“fatelléctual “probe “ of :.the objective, and. ‘the .point:.of it all: -can a local ‘station :do on the’ sub- |chairman. “and.-the engineer’ ‘who j moon: segment. was added in. 1951...
oS World of-art. criti¢smi: a judgement:J Was fever. articulated. but* presum-;ject . Of. Portugal that .a. ‘network revolved the: plan. and. reports, “a:4,Theough he has spent a lot of time
Onn: “the: cynical” flexibility”” of: the! ably. wag impiicit..”* It. was Propa-" can’t-.do or.-hasn't.-done?. “A: ‘local ‘prominent industrialist. ‘and atabor. fat “the turntable, Johnson ‘is’: still: -:
critic: (the: ivd=ment.: ‘needn't ganda. ‘on..the. soft .pédal.: |
station..-should’ ‘expend ‘its .nev's-| ufion, Officer. ‘were “brought -before|‘seeking. a good substitute for ‘the an necessarily be limitéd ta. art critics | /CBS reporters. in’ eight: ‘states, pubaffairs resources on-focal. prob- 1 the .camera.-to ex (plain the-plan; tell: “disk-- jockey”. title, which ‘he
- pid-perhaps.the-author-didn’t mean; weré ‘Said to-haye:madé.a random ;lems—rather-than- waste. those ‘re- “why: it’s: needed and.
1 ask for.‘public {doesn’t . ‘ particularly care: much
2... + fit. te ber and: a reasonably. good " satiiple. of 90 .televiewers “in:Thee pourees ont-Afghanistanism
SUPPOrE,:
leat though he admits. that’s ,
mee, ‘@p-minutes: “worth “of-“Grama, Bl.
{Continued On:“page48)
woe
os
“Horo,
ees. ; what he. As.
i

; info-hot: -Water :‘with the FCC

for ion. - <7"

‘jobs ‘and: a’ broader. tax ‘base here:

Of a ‘Dutch - art. ‘forger, ‘Han: van... showing: the kind ‘of. progranis that [- In broadcasting
Journalism; ‘as in.. The aim.is-to bring more industries
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201 Gene Kelly isdoffing higskimmer but inagrand new role. He'll
g skill
yp keepinhis
«he Father.O’Malley, hero. of ‘a new- hour-

wt

- Jong seties starting this Fall.Coming your”

8:30, is thenew-.
ay, thatis,Wednesdays atGoing
’My Way...

dramatic series called

° :Father-O’Malley’s
new adventure s will be-

on all those ”
-gin where: the ‘movie: (that-w
l of
They wiltell

*Académiy: Awards) left off.

Father O’Malley’s expetiences with what-.

“© “ever: loves; dreams, passions come into
. being: in. ‘the neighborhood of’ Father

ey's parish.
©“5O'MallComing
to Going My Wayinthenear

as many Emmys. as.
‘future, “probably, are:in.the-récent.
past.

Oscars went 1

elevision. .

es os a
_RADIO-TELEVISION i| pi

Brits
ishCom TV's
6 Peak Billings
At $243,600,000)

Wednesday, ‘February’i,i968

t
c.p| PaDent
i
‘continued troxipage.0os
*_

-

a

, very | similar femark. with ‘the.Adentical ‘sentiment. ‘be used. 4n-determining, programming—-the ‘PTA
eel

Finally.SezYes
~For NBC I-Sot

behind’ . it, Sarnoff’s: criticism, .8s"'. was-,the..¢ase.'. the--ratings:But. he mildly .‘questioned. whether. the|.
throughout NBC's. round, ‘Was of a Man1 seorning.the PTA hierarchy actually reflected’ the mass tastes. of |.

_ its: membership. .There were. some. ‘in the room. who
indirect approach, ~
a
“1, “wished -the -question: had beer purstied. further. Ne'| "‘Looks: like ihe: NY: Police Dent. *“This is. the. way. Sarnoft putits:
- London, Feb. 6.
are “noteatisfied:.. one: has. yet-directly. challenged Minow as to: whether'|:
“There are some people. ee Who é
‘has for. thé’ first’ time. “given its’.
Commercial tv billings for.1961]
| with. present fare, feeling it” is deferring:too much: '“the. civic. groups: Which paraded ‘in. ‘strength before. “full:: ‘cooperation’: to. ‘a: ‘stanza°Yeached'.an
alltime | high, with [
to the. majority’ and:too ‘little ‘to the minority: -‘This. °-the-1959-66: en banc ‘programming . sessions could. ‘about: itself. Charry..: about :open- = a
gross revenue
at $243,600,000,}
is their view. I claim that many. of. these, if: they took — _ justifiably. ‘be representative. of anything but. them-.
“| ing: its ‘daors wide to. tv; as.evia.
compared with .$215.320.000 the! the
‘time -and.. trouble. ‘would. find-programs. o
3 if 7 selves." ot
’
_ 2 fdenced, some ee,years jee,when-:
previous" year and. $163,520,000 :in
* -Wertier’ 3 ‘Testimony:
they
‘were: intellectually honest. (And’ he: -hastened-.
roducer
'.Te
ran
1959. Final total was swelled. by a
” “NBC VB.“tor ‘ty: Network™ programs: Mort Werner. oo
tab“ clear
into:'a a.
Storie’. wall” in. Granik
efforts ‘to
boff. $21,058,800. whick went - te}.i to‘ say -the probably were for the most part).
‘In my view there-is more than’ enough for theta,” > made: the ‘network's. pitch that whatever. is ‘said, by: police -series. for .Sereen: Gems,
the - .13
commercial - contractois|
: “.
the. tv gripes, -NBC-TV. provides ‘a “wide variety of. -the’- ‘department. has‘ finally: .come. S
during” December; as calculated by |’ifthey. looked. for,ites
. . types and. there is-no. ‘single category which is. heavily. across. for an --NBC-TV. one-shot
- That McA Study:
‘Media Records,. Ltd.
Further statistics ‘show that for |: In What furned’ out to be ‘a: recurrent: ‘theme.“dan ; overweighted. " Using a week’ in Nov.; :1961,“as a’ called. “Police: Emergency. Benn
December .the "government. took:‘ing -NBC’s timé: on. the’. Stand; Network. Study Head :sample, ‘Werner’ brought. forth statistics ‘showing. that “Stanza. ‘goes _into. the ‘DuPont —
$2,315,600 in’ excise’ duty niean- ;Ashbrook, Bryant’ brought up: whether MCA has its: -.there ‘wére 20 separate -program ‘“categories” in ‘a ‘Sunday: (18) hour: and ‘it’s under:.
h ‘web’s: news department : with ~
ing, .therefere, that
advertisers;thumb: too. deep .in: NBC’s ‘programming- pie.::‘He. wéekly NBC-TY. schedule totalling: 92. and. a,malt‘the
‘ hours.’ Sade
Irv. -Gitlin... overseeing” production: .. te
parted with a total of $23, 374,400 Tossed. at Sarnoff the*oft-denied. allegations ‘made ‘in -::
_"
-Like.
CBS;:
“Werner
pook-poohed:
the:
idea
that:
sug
And. on-duty cops are the. “stars.”aa .
during December. :
4 a 1957 :Fortune piece. about. how at. a:: NBC: board.
. Associated . TeleVision. lead: the ‘‘session, the: network ‘virtually. handed’ over. ‘a, large: ._ gestions - from: sponsors :affecting program. content |. An. interésting ‘sidebar -on ‘this;
majors in: ‘ad. ‘revenue. with $4,-¢ chunk. of its: schedule: for MCA to fill .as it. pleased:.. ‘are something to be-coricerned about. Like,.he ‘said,|documentary - is. the’ way.-it was:
- 379,200: ($2.296.000: from. London ; Sarnoff branded -the story! “totally .false”..and' said. the: plumbing. equipment. supplier . who. doesn’t want.. ‘filmed. : NBC ‘used ‘a.system called:
and $2,083,200 from the Midlands). (NBC. prexy Robert..Kintner- has so written-in letters. “any.+ jokes, about. ‘Plumbers. “These. Fequirements ‘do ‘ Camicon. Syncro, :which-. has‘ been:
Granada: ‘followed -“with: $3,990,000; ‘to editors ‘on . Several occasions -“Wwhen. the. tale’ is. ?
| Creeping into production . on many :
from: the North :and. -Associated- |picked ‘up: by other: mag..writers.
other ‘Gitlin: ‘specials and- over. at.
‘our’
T operations.to ‘this “CBS. into. work on .“Candid.: ‘Came
a> Rediffusion earned $3, 838.800 from’
_ Bryant, who shed. his stuffed shirt. ‘iperhaps ‘after -have: ianed to accominddate :
‘type: of request ‘and; although they Séem petty~or: era.”7° Camcon, -conceived. about. a..
its -London
operation. ABC-TV, viewing himself on tv -during. the ‘CBS eonfronta=
"unreasonableto.
someone
not
intimately
involved..in“year ‘ago: by two: Boston |
‘scientists, fourth: of the majors,” pulled. jn] tion), wanted: to- ‘know if-it ‘were just: “coineidénce”’.
$1,628,800 from the. ‘Midlands and m light of the Fortune. piece that a sizable portion.-the ‘business;. they-aré not. significant. in: what. ‘the. enabled NBC- News: to do: things-oe
.. North: at weekends, — the. staff ..suggests: it never other-: a
of the network: primé ‘time: ‘Slate is,--indeed, MCA-:: "public ;-gets in its: programs.”
NBC.-Associate General. Attorney ‘and:‘Ve2.James -wiSe.~ could. ‘have-done. For -oné. an
December breakdown of regional ;i. originated. What’s ‘coincidence :got .
‘to.do. with’:“it,
“AS Stabile :stressed the line that. the..current trend thing, the show-:will“ave an’ ac~ 7“
ad revenue sees Scottish-TV coin- countered: the. NBC Board. Chairman..ing $1,206, 800; -TWW with $1, 120,- | In ‘prepared «testimony, . NBG. ty» ‘net oie: -.pe ,- in’ programming,, ‘away. from’ advertiser-suppliéd tual - duolog between two ‘patfol- .
000; Suuthern-TV‘ $1,072,400; Tyne- Walter. Scott, uriderscored the: high: cost.” of ~doing «:" “shows, has~‘ “vastly ‘inereased ‘their Athe networks’) ‘Men: seen‘ in 4. moving. patrol car.
;
AICH be-:lip- sync. (Camcon,. briefly, |...
-Tees-TV
$1,061,200: -(Angilia-TV: business: ‘and ‘serving the: public: at the.same time-at. -“risk in programming costs.” ..-.- :
commitments”: ‘have ‘to.be. inaide’ “by: enables: perfect .‘sync: of Picture. ;eea
$537,600;. Ulster-TV- $263, 200; West-? Yhis shop. Despite -big. jumps: in. network . revenues, . .“Enormous
ward-TV $434,000; B.or a er-TVjj cost of: vaulted ‘higher, Scott: said;. “Upshot: of: the: : NBC: in advance ‘to get. a program. ‘series—running and: sound. in ‘location ‘shooting. on$159,600, and Gramplai-TV $2038
-: ; economic *‘squeeze, he- added, -has been: @ deficit” in. -: about-$2,500,000: for 26 segments’ of:-an' hour. show. ‘| tape or film; error..is calculated. at j revenue from ‘programming amounting to--$118,000;=. - “All of: which apparently. was -intended..to’ counter. no. more. ‘than |‘a third-of ‘a- frame
000 during 1960 anda drop. in“income ‘(profit before” |“arguments. that the networks use their control: of ‘off - target: on.a every:45,000° frames.
‘shot:)*
;
federal tax: bite) for. the three: webs combined. from’. . video’ time to. get. financial: stakes in programs. The
+.$20, 800,000 to $16,100,000. Scott’s recitation-of ‘finan-_ . : argument: “doesn’t. hold: water as:‘criticism, |he said. | “ NBC* crews. were’ “able.to,‘pat. a.
The.
financial.
‘interest.
‘in-a
‘program’
-is
a
marginal.
camera’
on:
their-own
car;
trevelling
teial data was. obviously. shaped-to. counter FCC’s staff *
presentation | on. the opening day of the en- “pane ‘ses~'*: _ factor, far outweighed ‘by®‘the profit or ‘less: involved. ‘in front of the patrol ‘ear; and-bury
time’ a, ‘smiall ‘mike-‘system in the’ patrol:
sions -designed ° to. show .the. networks -‘are: ‘tapping °.in’ ‘getting -the. ‘Tight, program into the Tight |
‘car itself, It.aiso enabled. the web
| goldmines;* and thereby: can-.afford to. put on “better. ” period.’Pen
Thomas’
E.
"Knode::
wp.
for.
‘station
relations,
lea. to..shoot. dialog. ‘between a police.
St. Paul, Feb. 6." ‘programs -evén. if-they lose’ money - doing it.
the. ‘argument,
-reaffirmed:
either NBC
pahelers,
that affiliates
“can vocally".by
and-do”™ exercisé
‘cori, Officer. taking.an old“ lady: across"
Jeno F. Paulucci,: president :of = Scott’ also. disclaimed the. idea that: sponsors. have = off:
‘the «street... Beauty. of: it:-all; says‘a.Duluth, Minn., canned and frozen’
Oriental foods manufacturing cdm-=| —Like - CBS, °-“Seott ~“opposed” ‘the “magazine - eens ‘trol ivia.a vote power) over tne web schedule. ‘Knode. -NBC, is ‘that it’s ‘totally: authente.,.™ aan
-and,: ‘pecatise. “of the ability to shoot: -°pany, will request the. FCC. to in-. cept. of sponsorship‘ by: testify: ‘ing: “Far: from ‘assur-- Said’ right now 142-stations aré rejecting‘one or more
programs, “all sponsored, ‘In’ answer: to’ the-charge ‘sound - an’ the - spot that .matches. 7
vestigate -‘what .he considers “un- ing improvement of tv, it. would. “greatly ‘damage. the:
fair" CBS-TV and NBC-TV policies ;medium’s advertising and:‘programming. effectiveness - affiliates: ‘don’ t have enough. knowledge: to “exercise: the. film;: it’s: totally |unrehearsed;.: '
with ‘regard .to~ the’ disposal of ; by forcing --commercials. ‘into inappropriate’ vehicles._, Fesponsibility (in the |‘Sense of. the.‘Communications | iti:rnost cases: the: subjects. forgot:
}-after’ atime that there were. mikes Mel
_ Act), Knode said:—
prime timé to-advertisers.
<-.
Jand. :consequently driving. mariy -valuable. adver: :
a
'“We feel. our affiliates are Kept’ weil informed. ‘on ‘or ‘cameras: ‘around..
He’s.. angry because neither- Of:jtisers: aw ay from it and markedly limiting. its:scone."me
. the. content of ‘the schedule we offer, have’ ample | ‘Naturally, ‘such. a: ‘system: is:cons’. on
these networks would sell his com-_| .
-Beville’s Testimony: '
‘sidered-a
natural
for-“Candid
Cam°°:
:
to.
“express
‘their
view
.andmake:
‘their:
pany prime’ time for its “$400,000|. ‘Hugh. ‘Reville;-v.p. for. planning :‘and research, une":opportunity
:
:
‘the’ sort. of: program. service’ they: era:”:. It's light’ and ‘can plug’ into “ad
budgeted special, starring. Stan’ veiled:.in. the best’ of all: ‘forums NEC's: commission=" |influence; felt. ‘on
_ Freberg. and seen on ABC-TV. . ‘|;ing of a “study ‘into uplifting, programming for: ‘young -” “want from: us. and. in’a. very ‘real |sense, exercise ‘a. any:‘eireuit.system tmade: --Be
It's. charged by Pauhicci:: that; people. This is one. of: thé areas. where NBC. scored - - judgment. in their acceptance of.the’‘NBC. programs |.
.
coe

‘SmallAdvertiser's’Gripe:|
~¥S..NBC; CBS Over Nix.
On Stan Freberg Show!

CBS-TV and-NBC-TV “are giving land: CBS. didn’t.. Latter. web ‘execs ‘said they. were ®| they: carry.”
’ preference --to giant ™ companies |
presently ‘stymied’ by. the’ whole. problem. of. kidee, » “(it an: Adams: ‘exchange with Ford, ‘the ‘Commis.
which buy: large: ‘hunks: “Of. airr{
:sioner: after: ‘pressing ‘the network exec on ‘the: Tegu-.
after having alréady. gone’ ‘through. the study. bit.
time.”
..
.Beville said Eugene Gilbert & Co. is undertaking. *“latory: ‘issue, Said- with: some bilious sarcasm: “YOU,
‘The © Duluth ‘manufacturer’. told
“JUST. DON'T want: ‘to be Fegulated. ‘under any “Cir-"
the
study
“in
order.to
provide-our
program
planners
.‘columnist: P.M. Cleffer here’ of Hist
-curnstances ‘::;... I don’t understand. your position, ‘but..

‘Hennesey’InOrOut?

Mackie‘Cooper: and CBS
Don’t Seem To Agt

lwith’ a.‘firm. jnformational. basis upon ‘which-to des ,
problems with the two webs. :
you" are certainly. entitled to .it.”)©
He told-Clepper that he'd “Vike ; velop creative contributions.” He said the: inquiry is .
‘Carl. M. ‘Watson, diréctor of broadcast: ‘standards, : = “Conflicting, reports: ‘on the fate: ore
ta have the Government ‘look into aimed at “developing a .body-.of knowledge regarding. “replied : te questioning about: -crime.and. violence: that: of: .“Henneseéy” next.’ season .come.. «..:°children.
of
‘various
ages—the:
range
and
degree
of“
‘this shunting ‘aside -of the ‘small: :
‘the: ‘detrimental. impact’ on: children was. overrated: from: Producer-star: Jackie: Cooper: OR.
er’ advertisers -like my company. ". their’ -intérests’ and: “their. hotr-by-hour availability : “He said there should be‘ more. studies. of the bene-. and...‘CBS-TV.
nae,
‘His company wanted a Freberg. for ‘viewing. sa
“fieent ‘workings’ of tv, such.asthe.“good.they.do.Tn. , -. Cooper; rom the: Coast. paid oe
‘In: other- ‘parts Of his. prepared: -téstimony, Reville
tv spécial, like the one on Sunday,
“mental: dnstitutions.
Set
‘that
the
web’
hasn't:
jnformed-.
him...
because it. had: been. so. pleased tossed at critics’ of the.rating services the. results of *
that °‘the. series :won’t- ‘be: Tenewed f
:: MeAndrew's $35,600,000"
with what Freberg’s one-minute. 1studies. in: the audience :-Feséarch: field. His: answer...
its: schedule next’ season: He - "bof
ne -6n.
video commercials had. done dor,to those. who charge’ the ratings are superficial -‘noses :; ‘testimony ‘by: NBC ..v.p.-for News Willian:
‘said: his* agency, | ‘William: Morris, pt
counts
and
affording
ho
opportunity
for;the’.sam-...
drew:
‘was.
highlighted.
by
:
his
claim’.
the
network:
it, he explained.
;
and... co-sponsor P: ‘Lorillard’. via’ ”"These commercials Ww ere * eredit: pled people to. say. what ‘they. realy. want—in ‘effect, 5 “gives. operations under -his command: ‘a fat $35;000,-. Lenten .& - “Newell, -: are. :Working..- .
ed with increasing the foods” ‘sales when: they’ are. probed. ‘in: depth’ about what- they! 000°a -year.:‘The .aecent ‘on. néws-pubaffairs has re« ‘toward: ‘resumption. of. the-Series “es
substantially as well-as proving ex- would like to see on ‘video—they: don’t. tell the truth:-:. ‘sulted in :a-jump of “7290. in. time: allotted ‘such' fare. néxt. ‘Sedson. ‘Cooper ‘.said’™.’ that a
. tremely entertaining. -for viewers.
_ Study’ of educatiorial ‘tv. conducted’ by: W.. ‘of: Oree’ ‘over.the last five years. Although the: ‘web: ‘is getting. there’s a March 2 “deadline -for..." °
‘They've. won praises for their taste gon. and another: conducted .‘for NBC in ‘Pittsburgh, “ more. sponsors :for. its: ‘pubaffairs. shows,’ the loss,. in “eo-sponsor’ P. Lorillard. for ‘Kent
|
and
inventiveness, : Paulucci
as- he said,.“establish clearly’ that:there is.a -consider> - terms... .of unrecevered costs: in. ‘programming, to: : Notify. chim. of ‘their next-isea- “'/ |
serts..
-year=or. 81% -| son’s. ‘plans. ‘In’ the. past. twa ‘seas:
-Lable -difference between: ‘what people -“Say. ‘and what: - amounted. to néarly- $12,000, 000: last .
“That's why: we had. Freberg-£go.
0: they: do, and. that. as a rule, most of them do: not... ‘of. its: tetal program costs:
(|Sotis; ‘Cooper-said .-P:.. Lorillard, eb
~“

’ ahead © and. put together. his’. one--! practice’ at the tv.dial:‘WwWhat: they preach to:the poll’ _ In Adams’ attempt. to be.a liitie. less rigidbefore ‘waited. for ‘the--deadline = ‘before’.
-.:° |
:
-hour_ tv special,” ‘Paulucci |told:“ster”
a ‘the ‘windup: Friday’ (2),he: went so. far’ ‘as’‘to ‘talk. giving. ‘him’ the” official, greenlight; Pr
the columnist.
“We. believed we! ‘Beviile’s: “assault, on the vating~ ‘critics provoked: a about . (but.-not. actually. €spouse). ao substitute’ ap- |” . Skein, Which: is . owned’ and -". |:
‘had something. exceptionally good iMinow into action. The FCC’ Chairman. posed neatly:™ ‘proach to. the. affiliate relationship problem.. If ‘the ‘filmed by. Jackie Cooper. Prodv2z=)
7
in this snow created y a humorist ‘an issue which. accounts: for: ‘one of: ‘the more. gaping . : Commission feels rules should be. laid ‘down. requir- tions, is> éxperiencing its ‘best. rate
whom many regard as a satirical ‘chasms between him and: the:industry..He wanted-to a ing certain kinds: -of advance info:from network to -Ing -history’in ‘three.years, accord=..
“‘genius—at *least, that’s. OUr |esti: know of Beville. whether he:really -thought’ the rat-"~ affiliate on. upcoming. “programming, ‘Adams said. it ing‘ to Cooper; although ‘it’s oute -.:5
-- mate of him.”
~
ing ‘services, using:.such tiny samples (two_or:. three,’ --would: be far :better. for. this to-be undertaken. Via: ratéd. ‘by’:“Ben Casey": on, ABC. oe
Paulucei said that he: wert first for example, in. a smaller’ state)’ “was actually a better
-FCC. rulemaking Yather than the ‘legislative .route.

to CBS-TV to try to buy the prime }reflection. of the people’ $ tastes. than the, PTA: with - : He. still insisted. the present; ‘information- ‘channels|: “Accolaing fo: the ‘vieb,“Henmes<: we
time for the show. And then. after: || a’ ‘membership of 12, 000,000.
wv ‘are’ “not “inadequate”. and don’t need .dny. backeis ey”™ is.“ definitely. .out: ‘of ‘its Mone™:.-: >.
being unable to make. 4 deal, he. _ Beville: said.his. Was not, ‘te:‘decide which: siould ment-originated. giridelines for improvenient
{day night -berth- for next. season.: :~.. contacted ‘NBC-TV
which
‘also
— | Hourlong: “TV Tonight’ ..is..béing
‘wouldn't sell-him the time..
ie
.pitched ‘for ‘that time. slot by .the...
- a
a8
a
the: ‘compéting sontestants ‘playing
One. explanation. for the. turn:
@owns. was the

networks’ opinion

“New ABC:Radio Aifils

._| the game:
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‘cant: steps at. its Florida’ niidwinter keeping the. board's: position as "Zeitung said the “NBC pubaffairs ‘show. can “cause more damage in-: .
| session | which: Was -overshadowed broad ‘as.possible. .
_ * ‘America than could be. repaired by: 10. culfnral. institutes ‘in. years.” *
é- |-by-the hig: Fedéral Communications}.
If. “opposition were expressed:to.
‘In “another. -tiirn | ans -Doxis.-of° Wochenpréesse .remarked: ‘that - Editor, Vanserv®
Commission hearings ‘in. Washing-. -web ‘regulation, the! nature of the New
°
York:
¥
- “Viewers. would get a-rather puzzling picture: of: Vienna. but a-“clear-:|.
Support’ for..prexy LeRoy. regulation opposed would have: to’
«picture -of those ‘responsible. U.S. -journalists™ whose --perietrating op -with,regard. tothe‘excellent. An: ‘| ton;
m,
"- knowledge,” objectivity’ and- ‘deep insight: have already. won: jhe. ‘ ‘ntversary® issue “survey-. coiducted Collins was’: ‘evident: ‘in many. ‘ac-. be. Spelled out, thus: confusing .the
. tions, and his.control. Appears: ‘to be issue, according to NAB sources
. 1, }. United States’so. many: friends: throughout |the: world.’.
7 +
‘| here... . There was reportedly
no “7 ") : Brinkley. j was” criticized on his_ professional: ability ior” Tale of:! - under your. sponsorship, ’.of tele- Jelling. well:
|: AB staff -brass. Feturning. ‘Tiere Split ‘over’. the issue..
"ao: Robert Stein. of Salzburger Nachrichten’ observed :.that -Brinkley. : [vision In -Gérmany ‘today, I should
‘from:.the
-Sarasota
-eonfab.
were.)
“+ hai the‘‘perspective. ‘of: a holiday journalist: who: meets. only inils. ©. like to’. congratulate: MAaRIETY for
The webs are not. happy about:
an “lionaires in’ New York and: gangsters: in: Chicago.” ~*~
ae having performed. a.public. service. happy about ‘a. number’ of :moves, either | the Harris. licensing) vor
In’ the ‘same -frreverent: ‘tone «which “U‘S..: “ papérs usually: shun: Sly ‘believe ‘that this. survey; indicat: |:Aneluding ‘the: ‘greenlight- ‘for “Gov. -Bennett (regulation ‘but not licens‘Collins’ favorite .brainchild, — a | ing) bills first- introduced. in 1960.
= _ when describing..the riewshound and. ‘partner. Chet Huntley, ‘Mar
. ae ““Jene Manthey: of Die Presse ‘said ‘Brinkley “is: not ‘normally Waspish: a]ying: that’one- of the goals: of. ‘Ger-, ‘high-level - research -. and” training} | During the: current programming
~< and malicious: ‘and. probably. merely echoed ‘what:‘others:
rs‘suggested. ”E ‘jhan! TV. “4s‘the. elimination: -O£. ‘program for broadcast ‘seedlings, bearings, however, they are con-"
| éndorsements -of the’ principle. of «cerned mainly about the FCC's'rec- «>,to: him,”
_t prejudice, will be.‘very: ‘helpful. and.
all-channel receiver legislation, ‘op-| ommendations which. supported the:
as
encouraging: to ‘the, many. groups: ‘position..‘to. network ‘licensing; -ap“principle of regulations, but not
a : underworked,:- overgoverned: and backward: The. Austrian Dress ‘has. ‘|
“.. péen’ blasting the Brinkley show. ‘as poor. reporting... vt:

. ¥ 0, How the show. will-affect U.S, relations with neutral Austria was” ;
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-. | working ‘toward -“German: :reéduca:|‘proval of a Study: of the congestion licensing.

-[ tion: -It .also -points up the. “possi- ‘in .AM- radio, ‘an “implicit grant. of :In another’ notable: move, ‘the “
.|bilities for implementing. the:.re-" -yéar’s. lease‘ on life for the Televi-}. Board in effect, ‘sentenced to death:
education. .. program. through -this] ‘sion. Information Office, and a cold-;
by the’ old put-off. method a.‘con—
‘shoulder .: to ~ an- FCC - Version ‘troversial: ‘proposal ‘pushed .curLimportant: “mediim..
. "We ate “forwarding: the Vanigty scheme. ae
In -terms.. “of ‘immédiate ‘signiti-|TePOY
Some
re|, article to Dr. Max Horkheimer;; “diy
vamping.invia
the: quarters
legislative.for
: ‘route
‘reetor. of the Institute for. Social gance,, ‘the. all-channel: endorsement ‘Federal :Communieations Commis- :.
Reséarch «at. the. ‘University. of:| Fates high:: The: legislation: cham-|: ‘sion. Adea ‘would -be to clip. its...
oe
‘Frankfurt: “who ‘is.:also the. ‘Ameri-. ‘pioned’ vigorously by Miriow as the -wings, as reflected. in- philosophy.
can Jewish’ Committee’ S. consultant key to’ tv’s programming problem, enunciated .by those who’ espouse
experts” as the ‘area’ of :‘Spectalized[in
“py.BILL GREELEY.” -?
‘Germany. The “AJC ‘has been} has ‘received web endorsement, and the ‘overhaul most vocally.:
=."
Ignorance.”
tie toast ‘Yo. coast, ‘week in|? ‘Author .* - Boorstin’s a comin
very ‘active. “with -German- educa- “NBC.- parent outfit, the. Siant: ‘set-}: ‘The Board’ didn’t even relent ‘to
»making RCA, is expected: ‘to give its
and:“Week out, "verbiage. eontinues blast. is. cooler—in, fact): B
ehilling:E. .tors'; in .a° ‘program: ‘designed. -to |:
the
point.
of
placing
the
proposal
‘and. attitudes |‘okay ‘in:‘the Next 10. days or so.‘
An ..excerpt .from “The Image”: change _ ‘behavior
under actual study; instead; in its.
“fnto. an.“endless debate. betw een: “atk. “Advertising. ‘befuddles “our. .ex-. among. ‘the German people. ‘AS part} : NAB’s: ‘endorsement: ‘was -condi’ .vertising. men ‘and most:of.civilized | perience, not . because advertisers of this program, visits to this coun-.| ‘tioned. on a qualifying. proviso bar- own ‘words,. “deferred for further.
staff” considération ‘the possibility.
-¥ing’
ECC
from
“erasing.
any
-VHF
“America:*. Harg,- :but®. precisely: . because try’. by-.German. ‘school: administraokayed of: seeking a study of an overall
a
hey are. not: “Advertising fogs ‘our | tors,:“young.” ‘teachers | ‘and -educa-|‘assignments. -. Resolution:
- Out in "Oakland, ‘Calif., this ' th
reorganization of FCC.” This is
by.
the
Board’
(not,without.
some
_*. week,: Guild;. Bascom ‘&.. Borifigii|‘daily “lives:-less.‘ from: .its- peculiar tional
.
|: . Jeaders:. are’. ‘encouraged,
A
man
.s. dissension) obviously about five steps away from reality,
. prexy: ‘Walter Guild’ was .warning;ilies. than “from: its. peculiar ‘truths:|These ‘visits,” I“ am’:‘pleased . ‘to re} ‘closed-door
had in “mind. ‘the ° "UHF :‘philosophy considered .a safe distance apparsitiv
- the ad: club “that-“anti-advertising i Phe. Whole. apparatus, of: ‘the. ort; shave had:
PY
Positive Tepereus:/ of’.Commissioner “Robert E: Leé ently. by- the Board. It won't even
‘in: Germany.:
. Prejudice”. induced: in “the: ‘Young |Graphic Revolution: has put. a néw: sions.
receive the dignity of a NAB Com© by: ‘the. “‘specializéd: ignorance” of |elusiveness;. -iridéscenee.: and -.am- - Maniy: ‘thanks again -for. having {not ‘Shared by Minow). who vould‘mittee’ study: to see ‘whether. a
confine ‘tv to’ the. U span only.
z:
-- educators: was -a far. greater threat ‘ biguity’ ‘into : everyday... truth ¢‘in. made’ this TV: survey:“Possible:
‘study. should be sought, rather is
_-f-.
The
NAB
pat’on-the’
back,:
‘first
- to the industry. than:harassment PY:
: 20th-century- -Aimerica:*
deft in the hands of the staff folk, . stance. taken by. Assn. ‘on the move,|
ithe: government.“Phe advertiser's -‘ait: ; ese.eon: f° Edun: J."Cukas
who'll probably wait a while. before 7
Up ‘in’ Boston‘ ‘Mast. wéek, ‘Kenyon- "gists. Jargely_. of :the ‘art be"making |: “: (Direetor; ‘National Altairs. Del: lends.a. ‘bandwagon. ‘atmosphere. to; interment, - partnient;-. _ American .eich: the. drive ‘to put across the perenni“Be: -Eckhardt.. ‘board: chairman °‘Wil-! i persuasive - ‘Statements -“which: are
ak ‘proposal which has been kicked|- $100,000 Research Program
’ Jiam |B. “Lewis' at .another. ad‘ “club:i neither trie or false ::. “Hike. ‘theJ. “Committee. y.
: Faround—mostly into pigeonholes—|, On the: research program, allotted
..: Funcheon ‘was ‘rebutting FCC. ¢hair: ‘news :maker,he: evadés.it ... . not|.
“.
7
and“
never.’ moved:-anywhere: -Sup-' $100, 000 by. the Board, Collins had
“Man. Newton. Minow, who: a° month:: : only- advertising’ -has.: become |a. tis""Lpert. forthe -VHF. expansion has |originally proposed - establishment ~
- ago. -pasted Lewis. with? the. label: Sue |“of --contrivance:. and _illusion.*[
been.
accented ‘during: the. FCC: ses: |of: ‘a broadcast.’ training and Tean “2 status: :quo” in’ ‘a “San: Francisco |‘Rather, ifis‘the whole. svorld.. The.
sean ‘center.-As Approved, the
“sions. ° ” “speech,. Minow. .Wwas- rebutting’ a‘ ambiguities. ‘and: illusions- of:: ‘ade
With:
‘the lineup: of.‘support, 'Sen- program ‘would not be set upon a
Detroit” talk -by: Lewis ‘titled ‘It’s vertising ‘are’ only. -Syinptoins, Ad-|.
Time’ ‘for Television, to: Talk Back,"": .vertising. events.. are ‘no -less* orl. “ops: News’. Paris: ‘post,. ‘vacated: |-ate’ ‘Comnmerceé™ Committee is géared istationary. basis, but would shift
‘“which. was: an .ansWer to: Minow’ ‘s”"mare unreal that allother pseudo-" by..David. -“Schoenbrun,..goes’
O; to: mave quickly. with ‘hearings on ;from eampus to campus for varios
eveiits.* °.:
famed “vast: ~wasteland” -“epach:
- | Robert - Kieimah,. :Wéstern: ‘Euro- |the’ legislation.” At. would Tequire! broadcast .specialties. It would an‘Next’. week, Atheneam: Books: nit!’: While: mainly. ‘relishing ‘adver- pean corresperident .
“ofU:Ss; News’: mariufacturers: of. tv-‘sets:-in inter-' ticipate “‘new levels. and opportuni. State commerce 'to- make. them: ca- ties. for program seryice;” make
* the: nation’s: Stalls: .-with-. “The: ‘tising’s ‘recent. hassles: “with... the. and: Wotld .Report.-.
Image:. :Or~ What: ‘Happéned to the Federal: ‘Trade’ ‘Commission..over:|. *Kleiman, who.- “jiad ‘Been: thief:a -pable ‘of ‘receiv ‘ing all- ehanrels; in ‘advanced studies of ratings. broad““Anieri¢an: Dream?”. by Daniel. -J.i;tV commercials, -Saga's’ “Whitman. of ‘the, madgazine’s: Paris.’ bureau, |‘both: U. and ‘V-‘bands:- “Supporters: -easting’s ‘role in the overall econ-.
* Boorstin, : in’ which. Madigon. Ave. ralso. describes . production.“of ‘a ‘becomés CBS :“News -Paris ‘bureau+:are «fairly: confident’ ‘constiutional; omy,. efficacy. of broadcast -blurbs, .
*.. gets “another- scalding from . the.’ one-minute :blurb that -.calls "for|chief. Mithin . a. few. ‘Weeks.. -Klei- “objections “to ‘Such-a. Requirement try to find ways of. luring higher’
calibre: people into the mediam :and
28 - people. on ‘the- set. and,: ‘not: ‘Man, ay veteran: ‘journalist. .-had J‘Can: ‘be: oyerriden.’
‘Gntellectual: faction..
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-/spread research and: training info
“And next month, enter: ‘the™‘mus: |‘ counting. Jab:- work..and: ‘film - ‘edit:: been-- with :U.S. ‘News .‘and™ World.t
The toBoard’
5 expression’
of Bos-){
i to:interested industry parties.
ele. ‘men: ‘-March Issue’ of- ‘Saga, ‘aying;: comes. to ‘a total of.448, hours: Report. ‘for, 16. years. He: suecéeds. |tility
network
licensing amounts
. The: ever-increasing
congestion
.’, MacFadden mén's mag: aimed more iper‘brroadcast: ‘minute.:
David. Schoebrun; who-has just: ds- to the’ first’ -current’. NAB: proThe’. ‘commercial,” - gays”“Whit sumed ;‘charge. of’.the: CBS’ ‘News't. nouncement on: the subject..which jof? the’ AM ‘radio band, and con‘at gun sport.“ than --cleavage’. ‘Worey
~Ship, -takes. a .broad . swipe: ‘at. tv ; man, “was. broadcast Or. a 24. Washington: ‘bureau. ‘after 14 yéars| has.-been ‘center’of much. hassling ; comitant ill. effects of over-com-.:
-eommereiais inan “Arthur : Whit|minute,’ - ‘half-hour’. “ show.. The, covering France’, and Algeria: for:|‘during: the FCC Sessions (particu-* petition, ‘would be: scrutinized by a
in |show -had_ nine. people working. on ‘CBS News. :
“man. article -“The. Pitchman
‘|larly : When: NBC ‘was. heard: jast. special “committee to be named. by

‘Collins... The Radio Board: gave the
t “and had “rehearsed * 30. minutes. + ' During: thie: ‘wars Kleiman’ ‘was: week).
Your ‘Living Room.”
wits
" :' She- dast -word.” in’ “the Lewis} The:approximate. ratio of commer-. vith: the owl,Serving, in ‘the: Far: “The: board: deliberately. refrained" \go-aliead following a presentation
of the legal, “engineering, economic
. Mitiow- lashup*(to:|‘date);. Served ¢:cial. work-Hours:to: entertainment [
fron.
mentioning ssabatad =
jot ‘practical ‘aspects of the. situa-:
=ity ‘that: New. Engiand: boiled din- ‘work-hours: 1,325 ta 1
tion, which.has been causing growher, was: the: -aceusation, by’ the. ‘ad I
‘Fun: by -the. Numbers.
‘(a8 concern among FCC Commis- man. “that “the ©FCC... chairman|’ “Benton. -& ,Bowles, figuring. he
sioners, with. Minow: and Frederick
‘didn’ it.‘get. ‘all ‘the-“way. through his |:Nielsen’s ‘from- Oct: to- Dec; is tout:
1 W. Ford. among the more vocal..
- (Eewis’). ‘Noveimber . “speech: - as§a ing: four. Winriers ‘with. the. agency's |.
* he. had,”” said Lewis, “it°must have. ! own. talents* Andy Griffith ~and‘|.The. Télevision Information: Of‘been clear. to him (as'-it' must: be Danny. Thomas ‘in the top: 10. along’
» | fice,’ set up during broadcasting’s-~ "”.” clear. to’ you) that Iwas: not defends. -with participations in : Gunsmoke” ”
- lowest public. image ebb in 1959
os.
- ing the status quo: -T was examin
and: “Perry.:Mason:’”" ~ i
‘| (although. -conceived' before. Van
Ang. the’ statis. quo, -and”¥ was. exe ‘J. Walter: “Thompson: algo. ‘has |
“it
Eondon, “Feb:..6: ra “full. news ‘service of six a ‘day— Doren),.was referred to in an an.. amining' *it.;out. of -25:- years “of four . ‘shows. in ‘the’ top 10:for the|- “Sir ‘Robert Fraser, ‘direetcr . Ben ‘with the: total aweekday. duration: of nouncement from the TV Board
- preadeast: ‘experience, and J ..was -three-month; Period .-Thaking ‘it: the eral: of the Independent Television: ‘90 minutes. . Half an hour. of ‘reli- which ‘said. it: “discussed projects
- examining it more ‘deeply’ than’ he. ‘only shop’ ‘to-Match ‘the: B&B rec-. Authority, the .government :which. gious: Progiams' ‘had grown to: near- ‘the TiO will. carry out in the next:
| ord.- But,’ points.’ ‘out. .‘Benton .& licenses. the- commercial ‘tv. eon-" ly, five hours.
.*(Mr. *Minow). “ever: did:"
‘+:12 months.” ‘This would appeaf to.
.Méanwhile,:: back :in, “Oakland, ‘Bowles, -SIWT's:- gross. billings: in- tractors, has. given: the indepen:
|- ‘Pointing out ‘that there:had ‘been ‘seotch rumors the Office is Boing
the: academicians » Were - ‘getting network: totals *$91:000, 000-: against. dent channel a -¢lean’ bill. of health. ‘no, Grésham’s’ Jaw;. but: a -Law’-of. to-be junked, at least in the imme“theirs. ‘served: ‘Up “with the luncheon: B&B's $43, 000. 7000, ‘giving’ ‘the. Lex-: He. maintained:. “program: schedules: Improvement, Sir Robert said. that diate. future. The. presentation of:
-. Inellon:, balls. -Threat to. ad. busi-’ ington: * Ave. : “eompetition
much: ‘were ‘properly ‘balanced’ ‘and. ‘that the :private «stations. provided -60 TIQ activities was made. by direc"ness ‘from. teachers; said. Guild,. “is ‘more room: to- play. |
| “‘serious” programs were. on. the ‘serious. programs: ‘a- week}. ranging tor: Louis: Hausman.
There -was
‘the -‘Toss. f public, “confidence” and
So “what,. “Says -a: ‘Thompson increase;. At ‘the moment, ‘he’ said,’ from ‘three’ minute -epilog. ‘up .to.: ‘mio _official-. indication of whether -.
-“the*’ worst. -of :that. is. the.° anti-" spokesman, pointing ‘out that the|they..account for more. than a third ‘hourlong. ‘church services:.and -fort-'he: will: remain on or not. .
advertising |“prejudice. induced -‘jn l agency’s function. is to: sell -goods, of.- the. .total.- transmission. . -time nightly documentary. features: Inj. The TV Board, in an action rati‘.young. people- which will, |if-.tiot hot “play the: numbers, . ‘game, : and: ‘(about 62.hours a week).
-:: {all,. they totalled: some 22 -hours. ; ‘fied: ‘by. the “full: NAB Board, ‘or< checked, “destroy” advertising, ° ‘In}-adding: that. his shop had: seven in|... Speaking. at’ a’ press ' conference:
On. ‘the: question. of. ‘timing. of |dered. a Staff study.of the: advisa- our = public schools. and-‘univer- the..top.13 ‘in the last ‘Nielsen Na- in ‘the. ITA’s. London: h-q: -at: which: “balance”-| progranis, ° the. ‘ITA: bility -of ‘shaping legislation ‘curb-.
“sities ‘and: colleges; advertising is. tionals; “inéluding‘:the : National the. Authority’ Ss" “Annual - : Report ‘stated ‘that’‘no. serious: fault. could ‘ing CATV operations which simply
5_ becoming |a‘dirty ward." -! <
|-Eeague.: pro. football’ playoff: ‘and ‘was -handed .to,the-press, ‘the’ ex- be.“ found*: with -timeslates, .Non- echo. local tv service. |
-. Slamming ..'the’ country’'s° “See. the. Rose Bowl; and: “Dr, Kildare” : ecutive ‘stated. that . viewers: no: fiction. shows. were. screened. to a|* ‘In -other developments, the’ Rae éndary.- experts,”.. Guild declared, ‘and the “Defenders,” “Oct. to: Dee. ‘longer turned. to :tv purely for. en- “considered’ “pattern” "which has dio’ Board heard its Review Board.”
-“The - “barténder’s +, Speeialty.-: s | four “on’, the “Fhompson’ list.|:are '|tertainment: - The number of seri-- been” evolved’ over. the years as a- Chairman, Cliff Gill of KEZT, Ana- :-” psychiatry. and ®: psychiatrists ‘Spe: :Wagon
- °."Train,”; a “Gunsmoke, eds ous-programs: on the: indie~.chan-. Tesult *:-of/ much |thought ..and ex- -heim,- ‘Cal., report “historic” -prog-.
is
- eialize in: drinking.
. cab. drivers “Hazel” -‘and:“Candia. ‘Camera.”’. .,. - nel is now-so great, and: ‘the. -audi- perience.
In-’- ‘fact, Sir Robert. Tess ‘during: the. past. 12 months in
- are: experts | on: “Stocks -and: bonds |: ‘Kismet, Says.-Benton..& -Bowles,: ence. for them.so. encouraging, that ‘pointed ‘out, the format. had been getting ‘subscribers to shape ‘up to
“ are ‘baseball’ players: ‘areé..~experts. which --points. to its:10. commercial: | it is: clear the. public has ‘taken: to broadly’ adopted by BBC-TV.
Code. commandments, | Compliance,
minutes . going: ‘in: -its ‘thrée-month, ‘vidéo*for. ‘many ‘Kinds ..of*. “rion- course ‘tv, should ‘grow. better than. achieved a 91% level. he said.
in-shaving.--. “But .the ‘Strangest: of: call:‘Bees toppers: ‘against ‘Thompson’ $s -seven.’ -entertainment :productions..° Vit" is,’ *-he- said, “but' it: is. A gréat:|
’ “ondary ‘specialties. is ‘that. of- col- blurb --outings “provided -‘by‘its ‘Speaking: of the. éfféct.“of Tiv- deal. better ‘than, ‘it: was.* In the |:
~ lege : professors: who. specialize .. in foursome.. .
- DRURY‘10 ST. LOO
.
. |BBC ‘competition; ‘Sir Robert -con= Authority's. ;Mew; British . -broad- pe
. advertising; “They bring. to. their
7. St. Louis, Feb..6.:
‘Rogers. &. Cowaii Abroad:
tended. that. today . thére..were 10. casting -has' grown greatly: in‘worth. .
"secondary. -- ‘specialty * about .- “the|. ‘New -York: and: ‘Bev Hills: ‘flack: times. aS ‘many.. programs: of :an ‘Since the 1954 TV Act.
Dick Drury,. former program. di--ganie. ‘amount...of .preparation. in. ery of Rogers & ‘Cowan has. pacted. ‘informative :‘Nature. available. as: on'| .. Statistics supplied. in’ ‘the. ITA’sSs. rector of -KQV, Pittsburgh, joined.
- the way of knowledge |and. experi: Feps ."in- London, ‘ Rome, .:pane the eve..of: commercial ty.,:2 Run- Report. reveal that for’ the year | WIL. Radio. here in the same.
“ ‘ence as ‘the’ baseball’ player, . e | Munich: ‘and - Tokyo.
“They © re: ning time. of serious programs: had: -ended. March, 31, 1961, -the com- capacity.’
- eab. driver: and ‘the bartender:.”.aT ‘Alan. Tucker, ‘London; Christopher ‘Increased -considerably,.: too. ‘One: mercial “network: had’. 'seFeened |. He: ‘succeeds ‘Sohn Borders; -who
- pelieve.it is “fair. to: describe .the aa “Rome; Glen’ ‘Fretoni; Tokyg;: 15-minute news: bulletin a. day ‘had | only" 12. 6% ‘of. foreign ‘material, ‘a ‘resigned to become station man_sesondary. specialty: of all:these}
(Continued ‘0
on’Rage, 46)
srown ‘inthe tw, UE: servicesst, B70. rise ‘on’“the previous year. noe
| ; ‘ager: of KBGO, Waco, Texas.
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In troubled times, the nation’5%
need for'an alert; informed etienny
‘takes on special urgency.
:
Aware of their unique. abilityand
responsibility—to communicate-en.
“masse, last year (as in.years past) the

fiveCBS.Owned television:stationsoriginated an impressive number of ©
locally- produced prime-time "special
m.
whose contents ranged widely;. and.
_incisively,across community, national.
and international affairs.

There: was, for example, wees:TV's
“Junkyard by the Sea,”an indictment
of drug trafficking iin the nation’s .
largest city; WBBM-TV’s “The Other
Aniericans,” a two-part exposé of.«
Communist. activity:in Latin America;.
KNXT’s ‘Meet the Officer, Na candid-: _

Study of local law enforcement iins.
action; WCAU:TV’s “Dead Ent: 1975,”ne
an eye-opening report on today’ S *
steadily-worsening traffic crisis; “and”

2 . =
ee
KMOX-TV’s “The Concreté Curtain,” oa

which dramatized the importance of
‘increased Civil defense iinan atomic*
age. And there.were.many. tore!
en 1961, the five‘stations devoted :~ almost 15. million dollars’ ‘worth
we
of.|
station time and facilities to:non-:

hetwork public affairs programs and.a
announcements. ‘This amount=an:-.

all-time high! !—isone more exa mole a

of exceptional Service rendered.
=:
‘to communities forwhom the-words” ;

“CBS. Owned”? have always. signified | |
Ssomething'sspecial!

NS oe

IO
@ CBS TELEVISION STAT

A. Division of Columbia: Broadcasting Systein; Ine. _ Operating WCBS-TV New York, KNXT ‘Los Angeles,

“WBBM-TV. Chicago, WCAU TV Philadelphia 2
and
KMOX-TV St. Louis .
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WanrercARB's weekly’ chart offers’ a day:byday analysti-ot the top:feature evenitig slots’taa i Peter Barry, Munteh; : ‘and:Mar: oN
the difference ‘to his: departure} ..: .
from the: show-—but ‘the fact. te- we ‘particular. ‘market. ‘On Saturdays and Sundays; daytime feature slots complete with nighttime piz ~..

“periods for. designation. as the top feature slot-of the. day. -The analysis.is confined to. the: ‘top rated: oF garet. Gardner, Paris.
- Adsville: .. Commercial - producer. 2 a ,
‘feature slots.in: the: ARB- measured period, brokéen.down ‘by days in the week. The ARB:-measured _,

“mains that,. for all the enconiums
heaped on ° ‘Garroway’ 8. successor, _
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(Columbia): veabuaessscccss Happy Whistlin’ Blues.

- SINGHER: *pest |.

..Mitch Miller & tre Gang’s. Hapa Wiistin’ Blues”. (Dymort)°:
tel :

. Styne’s melodies and the Betty ‘LOVED. FRENCH SONGS” (Van" .Comden-Adolph Green lyrics blend. guard). This. is an attractive wrap- |:
happily. in this original Broadway. up of .traditional ‘French --songs,.
cast package. There’s a bright flow most ‘of which ‘are. widely..
known
throughout that sustains:.a spin- in ‘the’ ‘U.S. “Martial. -‘Singher,:. a
‘ning zing. and makes it a highly. fine concert -baritone, ‘handles: his
marketable. item.. Stars- Sidney songs with ‘verve,. alternating with
Chaplin and Carol. Lawrence come a chorus-and orchestra under An- |
over. nicely but the big” punch is. ton Paulik The’ set“includes “La

ts a:-highly. entertaining, instrumental. with:.a@: bright’ ‘Deat that’s.

. ‘tailor-made. ‘for -potent .programming
_ Programming: ‘bet.”

by any

;

:. (Riverside) ”
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Addio

‘|. .Nana-.Mouskouri’s “The White: Rose. .Of Athens’: ‘(Peter:Schaef.’ ;
|. fert): és: already” a 2,000,000. seller in: Europe’.and: ‘it's: sure to-win -:-...

|.

over the:U: S. market :as-well, It has. warmty, romantic. -sound.:°.--

| andthe vocal. takes. hold;even though it’s. sung'in German: “Addio” 2h

” -(Peter Schdeffert): also -has: a ‘romantic. atlad..Air ‘and: ttbein ef
,

IN’ THE’ WEST”|.*” "LAWRENCE WELK °°

if Surmounts ‘theHinge”barrier.
.
ie.

(Elektra). ‘This set. has. great-charm|‘Presents’ ‘His ‘Newest Hit “Album [
|

and --could. give. ‘Russian’ - Gypsy’ for. Dot: Records—"“MOON
-eombos ‘a. new: lease’ on life. Sasha |=

- RIVER” |

Polinoff: and his -balalaika with the’|
disk.’ company SO.far. this help: of somé other’ string instru-.
| ments: from ‘the’ Russian‘ steppes|.

season.
RAY ANTHONY:

cen oe

2 NANA MOUSKOURI- wie THE.
:.
WHITE.ROSE. OF ATHENS ;

Bien”
Time” and “Comes Once In A Life-. Tres
SASHA POLINOFF:. “BASTEST: =
-time’’. (both. sung by Chaplin). ané|-

chorus. The packaging, by the way,.
“follows ‘Col’s’ earlier format “on“Kean,”: and is the ‘best ‘turned out.

..;

in: all: areas, Flip: side is a2: |...

“vocal version: of the-“sare “SONG:cand: it,
foo, comes :
of as. a 908...Joe

found in Phyllis. Newman's. “I, Was Marseillaise;” .‘‘Aupres. dé ‘ma.
~ A. Shoo-In”.
and Orson. Bean's’ “T ‘Blonde,”* “Plaisir d@’Amour,”:“Frere |
Just: Can't Wait.” Other. potent Jacques,”” “Malbrough, ” Mout Va; .
h
”
Just’ Taking. My :
“I’m:
sides are
and others:

BALALAIKA

"©."

auhe"BestBets!
nothWeek's100-PlusReleases)-

CHAPLIN-CAROL. Wilkins’ :‘arranged . and conducts |
:
ARE ‘with finesse. “SUBWAYS.

* FOR SLEEPING” (Columbia). Jule|’MARTIAL’

‘the rousing “Be -A Santa” ‘which
‘Chaplin does with ‘the. aid of..a

ry

ON.THE.WILD ‘SIDE.
BROOK:BENTON -aebast ” WALK 4
. (Mercury). rare - was Somewhere In: The ‘Used’ To Be i?A a
- Brook. Benton's “Walk. On.. The. ‘Wild: Side” (Columbia Pictiires -*

4s:a. forceful pic title. ‘theme that's built: up ‘to-a’ spinning.
Geo,
0 ‘Steiner toPhilips: ”“Muste®)
payoff. ‘through. the .meaniiigful -vocal delivery. “Somewhere. ‘In::
The Used To- Be. (Columbia: Pictures . Music*}. has:an attractive
|-reereate. the bygone.: eraOF pret
As Western.Vamget.ballad: stulethat dives: tt a. pullout: chance," too:
“THE: TWIST” ‘Soviet.Moscow. nights. |
_

(Capitol). Since ‘everyone’s ‘doing
it, why not; Ray Anthoty, an- old}.

= Chicago, Feb.. 6...

Electrola’ 5* Berlin:LP
kind..of .

hand at dance rhythms. In this LP,

Anthony: dishes up the
‘sound and beat ‘which™ ‘will -con- |.
tribute. ‘to. maintaining . the... mania.

¢

A Click.N ostalgic Disk|vealed. the: appointnient.

ae
:
Laa
.
aniea

ROY. ORBISON ®eae

"philips ‘Recdras, hew: sister label
40.Mereury’ Records,: last ‘week Te- |.

TR

~..(Monument)? 29065 2%a

ceive

“DREAM: ‘RABY,

eo The Actress©

of George |.
‘Roy Orbison’s “Dream” ‘Raby tCombihet i rolls’ right. anto the.
-.
Berlin, Feb..6. | Steinér ‘as “western ‘manager, - the’ “Lptaning circle ‘because Of “its. catchy: beat’ and: sock ‘vocal: ‘attack.
are’}. “Historical - ‘platters’ continue. in
"The -Actress”. ( Acuff-Roset)- i3.a roody-F
rece.with dramatic values
teleasé
‘of.
‘the
first:
-four
.
_
single
;
some familiar tunes, such. as “Peter vogue here. Electrola, which ‘seored |
: that woul Probably appeal, to somée,.
‘:
. Gunn,” “Hound:. Dog,’ '.“‘Night ‘with ““The:. Most-.-Expensive. Pro-| records in the: US. ‘under:‘the. new.|:
ee
te
c
a
aces
Train,”. ete,’ Which are: all. twisted gram ‘of the “World” and. “The. Pro- label: and ‘the. naming: of ‘aT ‘dis- |
up. ‘Anthony’ s femme. vocal: combo, gram. Continues;”. ‘two EPs °swith tributors’ throughout: ‘the- ‘country |TONY:‘BENNETT: SES
“ONCE. UPON. A:TIME®
“The -Bookends,” ©. deliver’ some ‘songs of the 1920s, now: has a third'l: “for, Philips ‘disks: .Steiner has-been| HC olumbia). One a oY aes ee al
InSan., Francisco.
-. vocals also in the s rietly approved LP on. release. which follows ‘the in. the disk, business:‘for. 10.‘years, |
“Pony. Bennett's: “Once: Upon: A: Time (Morley*): isa: hefty:

“at its current pace: Included

7

style.
same nostalgic’ pattern. .It’s .enpallad ‘from -the “Al ‘American”” tuner that: ‘has ail .the’ ‘qualificaLENA. HORNE: “q ENA ‘ON. THE. titled- “Berlin—ide . ‘dutte : Stadt” |.
i tions to- pull. ‘it ‘to: the top. “(I Left. My |Hearty In. San. Francisco” = ae
BLUE SIDE” (RCA Victor’. A per- (Berlin—the’ ‘Top-Notch City)” and]. “The ‘four: singles: the ‘titst‘of.- - _(General®)*isa. melancholy ‘salite.. fo"San’, F rancisco: that comes. .
‘former with an aura ‘of excitement features. delightful-Berlin: songs |:
oa
‘ptojected’ 100 for ‘the -yeae, ‘ineludey ver. as ‘fair‘material. Dit. :
Boiatee
that manifests itself whether. live. of yesteryear. or
“Paradise”. ‘and “Zumba”. by .Frans|
-eor-recorded, Lena Horne has: fash- |- ~-Featured - are. the - ‘voices: of: the | cis Bay; “Rose: “Room” and “Swing: THECHIPMUNKS".
joned: another standout songalog- in. late. Hans.’ Albers, Wilhelm :-Ben- Low’ by’ “Woody ;‘Herman,-“The
~ Liberty) :Lea es ele
me Wish. Le ould Speak.Freneh: ~
this offering., While’ her. previous ‘dow, ‘Kurt’ Gerron; Oscar: “Karl-. Boys In My. Life”. ‘and .“Promiises”.
Pallenberg, - ‘Richard|- by :Clyddie. &- the’ Sweet Things; | . The Chipmunks’: “The Ati Twist” (Monarch* } puts the. new.
‘Victor sets were. taken on_ nitery weis;:“Max
floors; this is, specifi cally” a studio Taubér and. -others. “Musical. aécomni- and: “Gee, Baby’. and: “Let ‘The. “dance ‘beat: in’:a solid frame. that -makeés ‘it more than just. a. a
-job and it gains fromthe. technical. paniment. is ‘supplied by: the -orchs4, Géod. Tinies- Roll” by.Ben & Bea. : novelty .side. “I. Wish. E-Could. Speak. ‘Freinch’® -Monatch®) --is a
fe: lighthearted: item: ‘with:“a.quiet: charm. ‘that:“give:
esAE SoodSpinning:
side. The repertory is also more of ‘the- ate: Paut |Lincke’ ‘and. sucht:
pop |slanted, .avoiding. all.._ special pianist:composers as "Friedrich: Hol-|'appeal...
material | “numbers. -Miss: “Horne, Taender; Stefan. Weintraub: : and |.
‘backed by the .Marty. Gold orch, Rudolf: Nelson..-: “Program is .amus-|
“TLL.¢RY.ouT OF. MYHEART
by~: Waldemar|" Frank Music: ‘has -‘picked. ‘ap‘the |:
excells on oldies like’ “Paradise,” ingly’ ‘commented
“ene
° ete ss
6 “2. The’ ‘Tables: -Are. ‘Turning.
(MGM):
“i Hadn’t Anyone But You;” “I’m Mueller. Technically, this. item :‘Ast.‘score: -to.-an.: upcoming : off-Broad- |
Tommi
Eéwpards™
“Tt
Cry.
You: Out. Of. :-My* Heart”: -{Aldont).. :
Te Hans," -| way ‘show.. °“It. is ‘called “Bedside |
Through With: Love,””..“It: Might. AS. superb.
:* flows’:-at.a:good. rhythm-pace. with a. lyric angle ‘that* will také -. 00
‘Well Be “Spring”. ‘and “As. You’ .
‘|“Manner": and: ‘will. be. presented in’ ‘hold: ‘of- the ‘disk buying :‘market. ““The Tables Ate. - “Turning” Be
Desire Me,” ‘among others.
March. “py” Lee: -Bergman..
JOE. MEDIIN.: JOINS: ‘UA
2 (Cedarwood+): spins with- an- ‘attractive’ Hit,‘that tots o
ro Tammers. oe
ee
og
pre
ore
ee
“THE PLATTERS: “SONG. con |: Joe -Medlin. ‘has ‘joined. United |:“Robert: A:' Bernstein ‘has’. weit: = wil find. to their Liking...
tt
8. oF om '
THE. LONELY”. (Mereury).. -The: ‘Artists Records. :to handle national’. ten: the book and ‘Tyrics. and. Nich- | “repertoire. of oldies. ‘and’: ‘newies promotion: ‘for.the. rhythm, & blues} olds’: Sehacter -has. composed. . ‘the|THELMA, CARPENTER
DONT WORRY: *ROUT: ME
whieh make ‘up this set are tailor- | releases. : .
music. ‘for ..the-tuner: which. is. a]*.
+ (Goral) eS
ee Sew oetynie String ‘Along With “You |
‘made for. the group’s slick-‘harmo-: . ’ ‘Medlin wiil tieadquarter’ ‘in, New satire on the” lives. and’ ‘foibles: Of
_ Thelma’ ‘Carpenter's “Don’t Worry *Bout. Me” (Mills*)- works ‘up - ;
nizing: sty le. Their work: is.pegged York but will hit the’ road. zexten-! doctors,: ‘internes .and ‘nurses :
‘ia.af:
‘a.‘Solid .vocal’ sourid to help* push ..this: -oldie- into. Spinniny .con-.- °>-".
along solid. ‘musical yalues “which sively on: deejay. Arives.:
oe New Tork City.hospital. .-

.

we *

iY

a

en -THE: “ALVIN TWIST,

Frank ‘NabsTuner a foMMY: 1EDWAARDS.

‘tention again.“ru -‘String Along With “You” :(Witmarke)- has: a= The

gives. then. wide appeal cand strong |
spinning. potential. - Among
the.
‘.the standards that dre sure to ‘pick
‘up lots of spinning time: are: “tA.
The Fhings You, Are,” It’ sMagic”
and “You ll. Never: Know.”

it
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[ssc‘GLEASON:.
:(Gapitol):
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eee

oe
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“APOLOGY. aT BEDTIME
"Melancholy ©Serenade’:

e esoleae

.. Jackie “Gleason's wananeg :At Bedtime” . (SongSmiths*).is 4 |

PAT. BOONE: : “THE. “HoLy ||
:“sentimental: narration front. father to.‘son..It's.-offb eat: and: ‘saceha- 1oo;
“Angel. ‘Records. “Has” ‘Seven : packazes, “set’‘for’“February: ‘release with ;
BIBL::” (Dot). A‘singer:. with deep’
“rine -but::there’s a’"good market: for. this type .of material. “Melan. Capi- .| choly. Serenade”: (SongSmiths* ): has: braaeaaalantiieed qualities .
religious
convictions
which “have. Otto.‘Klemperer on: Mendélssohn ‘and. Sehumann spotlighted:
‘become ‘an essential’ part’ -‘of. his. tol Records is adding: three: new four-track stéreotape’ recordings to its:2 “that:s‘good:for iroodmusic programmers:
popular’ image, .Pat-Boone’ ‘here catalog..Featured are Les: Baxter. Jonah’ Jones-Glen Gray .and‘a high-|°

me a,
delivers ‘some. passages ‘from the. lighter. ‘with, -Van- ‘Alexander, :Norrie :Paramor, | Henri. Rose, Bobby|.
‘Pickwick .. ‘International: has BREAN HHYLAND: Old and New Testament. He recites Stevenson. -and.” The ‘Mallet’. ‘Men...
OF‘SHOULD: BE.GETTIN: BETTER :
the- story of creation,
several| lauriched: a “Fun: in: Living” series. that "yricludés Vie :-Tatiny’s “Instant |-..* (ABCParamount) ha Vad
ae $25. Ginny: Come. Lately.
psalms, the Sermon On The Mount, |.Slimming. and. Body. ‘Toning”’ ‘and Harty: ‘Lorayne’s “Instant. Memory. . . Brian Hyland's “I. Should. He Gettin’ Better”. (Porgo*) has: a .
‘Oliver Nel-|
with clarity .and simplicity. But, :Couise”..and. “Instant Care. ‘atid Training: ‘of Your Dog’.
frisky. style with a perky vocat'to win* turitable- action, |.ay
son,
“writer-arranger-conductor,
has’
..
a.
jaze~
Suite,
“Atro-American
|.
unfortunately, he’ lacks the. Tange:
. Come Lately” (Pogot)’ sets.UP: a niece quiet: mood. that.gives. tt.
% @..
and depth in his. speaking voice Sketches;” due ‘ouf-on Prestige this. morith:
"good:‘ballad: Spe Don
we
.
necessary to-ev oke the Breat poetry,; Marianne. Mantelt: and Barbara: Holdridge, co:founders Of.‘the ‘Gaede ||
he
ma
See
a
*
wot
es
a
mon label, ‘hit Philadelphia: tomorrow: (Thurs.) ‘for. a radio. push: on
in this material. o-oo. .
eo
.
“, Le
7: ao
“MOMENTS.
‘|:the. Carol Channing LP; ““Gentlemen Prefer.-Blondes”’.: . ; Cannonball JOYCE ‘DAVIS
“EDDIE F ISHER’S GREATEST. ‘Adderley and his. quintet begin -a: ofie-weeker':at. the Heublein’ Hotel,: / United Arist) MEE
ra Viele eneSup ermat.
HITS” «RCA Victor)... Around six. ‘Hartford,. Feb..-16'. . Kai Winding’s Septet plays. a jazz: coneert at |:
-Jéyce -Davis”: “Moments” (Titanicd) rr
rill: stir. up- olonty of. “spin-- oeBy
. Wendy Bagwell ‘and: The Sunlighters, ‘gospel|'* ‘ning ‘excitement -in :the,: Focking-.areas because: of its. punchy: ‘and©
or seven years ago, Eddie Fisher Pr ineeton U. Feb.: 84.
|. vibrant. styling. “Superman” -‘Wemart) is bigand.‘noisy and the.
was. t6é the disk biz of that day what Broup: from: Atlanta. ‘make’ their New -York.. debut at “Harlem’s ‘New
Elvis: Presley is to” today’s.: He ‘Gospel Music Hall, Feb. 11.7 '. s‘Paul ‘Reif and Robert J.. ‘Corcoran. are.|
tenets, auall.probably 3
have" some. fui with: it.
a
:
oe
could do.no: wrong: ‘and. Victor autoe- writing: a three-act: ‘opera, “Mad. Hamlet,” for. Giorgio ‘Tozzi; . “Erroll.|
- matically ‘pressed: Fisher disks‘ in: Garner. has: concerts scheduled: for’ Rhode. Island U..Feb::11 and: Bos-.
=
’ the hundreds of thousands to meet: |.ton’s Symphony: Hall Feb. 16-. we Columbia's’ ‘Andy Williams. has been ERNIE,MARESCA®
the anticipated demand.’ In: this set by Arthur. Freed _to. appear’ on* the”“Academy. Award |telecast :on}:
;
“SHOUT! ‘SHOUT! ‘Rieck YourselfOut)
album, ‘same of Fisher’s. top. hits’ ABC-TV: April'9.
veto.
ee 2.
“(Sevilley.re
€rying Like A’ Baby:Over You
have ‘been... assembled, inclading _ Stan Freberg headlines the Tampa Florida’ Fair- Feb, 11- 17: Dukes |
.-Ernie Maresca’ 3 “Shout! Shout! (Knock. Yourself Out?" (Broad:
"Oh, My Papa, ” Anytime,” _, Wish. of Dixieland... just: out on.Columbia with “Breaking It Up On- Broadway” °
“nay®)
‘has’
a
lively
pace:
and
| a: brisk vocal attack that. will keep:
for
New
Orleans’
Hotel.
‘Roosevelt:
until.
Feb.
:-14.
,The
Hi-Lo’s
set.|You Were Here,” “Lady Of Spain,”
: the kids jumping. arowid' the: jukebores. :“Crying. Like, A ‘Babyete. Fisher's subsequent - inability:|. ora ‘concert: at the- Pasadena. Civie: Auditorium’ March’ 3 with. Peter: re
Over
You’
(Broadway*)
has-.a:
fair:beat.and:a: mice:vocal:style:oe
ero...
‘Margaret.
Whiting,
who
‘has.a
new:
:
package
.
out-on
MGM,
to come up with a-hit remains :one'
of

those’ show

biz .phenomenena ;' plays -the: lead in- “Call Me. Madame” .at:‘New.Jetsey’s: Meadowbrook

fi ‘that. add: up to:Pleasant. results.

Vd pm:ml Re,
“which are. as mysterious as the up-.! for: four weeks beginning Feb. 20; ?
“swing ‘portion .of ‘the.-boxoffice j- _ayven: ‘Musie Co..is the: :sub- publisher for the ‘Us. ‘and Canada art‘SHELLEY FABARES. ge Fe,
‘excepting
the.|
he
music
from.
the-film;
“Les:
‘Liaison
Dangereuses,”
curve.
. (€olp ix)...
Where: te.he Goniia * ‘Get: Me:
| part: Written |‘by Thélonius. Monk which. is published by Bruder Music
‘Shelley Fabares’ ‘ohinny ‘Aiiget” '(Post*) ‘gets over: a neat ballad ®
MARK MURPHY: “Rah” River: |;; Publishing - Go.,” the ‘subsid. of.. Astor: Films: which:- is. distributing :-the.
side!, Mark Murphy is one of- the’!! import. The. Charlie -‘Parker-Mayhew Music. Co... has: nog -claim_ to ‘the “blend to.”give. ‘this newcomer: from: ‘The. ‘Donna: Reed. te show.
handful of young mate singers with ; score :as. was prev iously. reported “here:. . ‘Decca. and Coral: Records, |
“a.‘breezy flavorthat coud. draw. ike.interest.
a taste and talent -for ‘jazz. This is |have released .16 néw. albums. this- month, "including - nirie..pop,; three
ek
ve
evident in the intricate stylistic: -classics.’ and. four country and. western...: Cover’. Records has. Peioaced|
attack and the: type. of songs: which f its. first LP,°a’ Jazz package’ by. the AL Rose Trio called.‘‘As You Like|CLYDIE KING:& THESWEET ApHiNGS*”
‘he has Selected. It is, at: times, : ay “Ht” The. company’s - religioso .subsid,. Comfort :Records,” has‘ -Feleased|.
THE.
BOYS
IN.
MYT
LIFE.
most striking. performance, as on. threé ‘LPs, one each -by Jack: Buice, Bette’ Stalnecker and Pat: Walker..|
‘ “Gireer Dolphin. Street” and. “Mile- | . . Sunior.‘Mance ‘and. a -full: orch..have cut an: LP of film. themes: fer|. “(Philip0) place ed oie ole eee 8 eles Soins eeuee pe Be‘Promises °

Bova y Ube ened= JOHNNY ANGEL :

.among: others, including! Jazzland Records.’ “The. Jazz-Sout ‘of Hollywood”... :-The Bill’ Grauer
“Ciydie ‘King. &. The “Sweet Things’ :“The. Boys. It “My. Life™’aol
such offbeat’ items. as’ "“Doodlin’,’ | Productions. package, “A Child’s Introduction to. Sex; "is on the: Won- 2 “(Blacront) features’ the: sound and the: lyric peg ‘that's fashioned:: :. :

stones,”

for. teen tastes and. the. yotingsters will’pick- it’ up. “Promises” °..:“Twisted” ‘and‘“Spring Can’ Really |derland Tabel ... «: Decca Nas received -nominations. .in the Most “Con=1
Hang You Up The Most.” ‘Murpliy’s |sistent: Supplier of Jiike Box:Records, Most Popular, Recordand Most: .’ (Blacront) Jollows: theFocking.,harmony: style.‘for okay results. :
skill on ballads is demonstrated’
iahlPopular: Artist categories for the “MOE” award’of. the Music Operators “. in that idiom: ©
:
wet) ‘Gros, -°wat,
‘numbers: like “['ll.Be Seeing You
of. America. Results ofthe final -voting- wil! be arnquneed .
at the MOA's’ ——— :
aad. “Out. of, This. World:el Ernie. 12th -annial, convention ‘in Chicago: May 68.

SASCAR. an-sai.
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those’ reports: ‘abott. the: fates—

of 20th-Fox. Records that have: been.
* “eireulating for. the: past, few ‘months

German. Disk“Best, Seliens|
oe

ae Now. bé answered: As of Fri-|.

Franktutt, -Feb.
- 6: Tt

BY MIKE. GROSS -

a] | BritishDiskBest!Sellers

‘Special | : market ~’ Outlets :“have: oa

Not

: London, Feb:. 6.°

Columbia Records. is continuing ~_
iprol with the: original cast album.
-“Kean’”’

despite the -musical’s

{ Broadway fold a couple of weeks .

re : Moore. a boomed: into” a’ $100;,000,000 busi- |. athe Young: Ones .. : “Richard | ago. -According-to Bill. Gallagher,
. | -Col’s. marketing
veep. 100,000'
oe
“y : [ness for the. disk: ‘industry and: the . 2,Columbia), :
’. Jabel’s executive. branch: have: re- |’ “London
.. signed. and: from: “the ‘parent. 20th-|:: Weisse-: Rosen: ne ~Mouskour as companies. are continually.” ‘search- |,- Find: Another |‘You . . Fury - copies . already have been. moved
‘}into’ the stores and- “wet re not. .
-.Fox. picture company comes- werd |.- : (Philips): .
- ing - for .new-: avenues: to. peddle |: - (Decea)’
of-plans.for a major. expansion ‘pro: 7 Michael- Lay Blabaymen oS their- disk --Wares:, 2In. ‘the: works. . Stranger on ‘the Shore: .:Biik . letting up."
voy
“
now, for-. example, .-is- a
record: -« .(Cohumbia)”.
‘ gram: for the diskery with the sign-|°™:- (Heliodor) ::
Gallagher. also ‘points out |‘that.
‘tending. ‘machine. The ‘disk-.dis- — Let's. Twist Again. :-Checker
Ang. ‘of new personnel and the prep-| - La Paloma: : “Bere
pebad.Rreddy.
although .Columbia dropped $300,oe
M 000 as an investor in the Alfred
|‘penser-is not yet. fully ‘déveloped | .. . {Cohambia).::aration. of “new. ‘product, and. Aistri(Polydor):
. Darin : ‘Drake Starrer, the film is recouping
_ bution setups.
~ :
|: Haemmerchen Paths‘Hoylend|. but: Irwin. ‘Tarr, manager: of: special at Multiplication osoe ‘oe,
7
‘| markets at RCA ‘Victor, ‘has seen. it | *” Landon), ’
.. Those... who ‘stepped’: ‘down, last '. .:- (Electrola):
|-sonie' of its money. in the pro‘week. aré Henry Qnorati, the label’s |’ Zwet Gittaren .
«Vaughn a in-,the-rough and predicts that. it]. . Happy. Birthday -wearSedaka
duction of the original cast album.
wt
”,prexy; Lou: Del ‘Guercio, ‘Fox: Rec-|
(London)
a [won't be. too: Jong’ before: all the -a > ERCA)JaTab -for a show package: these.
_
foe Let There Be Driimas --Nelson . days. comes, to betw een $25. 000 and ° ,
. ords’” vip: and - Eddie. -Heller; -the .” Sauerkraut. ‘Polka.eet:rein | wrinkles are ironed out..
we
Be $30,000),
:: line's _artist’ & ‘repertoire chief.|:""-_ ‘Polydor.
of . Por“ the time cbeing,.- the: “disk Jo (London):
_ ‘day :(2), three’ ‘key. ‘members..of. the |: Mexico .

Sr

-The former tiva’are expected to re- -:-Corinna, ’Corl: wane : :Bell oe 9‘companies’: special. -market: stress] - ‘Johnny ‘Will

eget: - Boone

. The : show-oriented

markets are

“(Londont oT
.
getting ‘Col’s sustained drive on the
." markets, “variety: -stores-and .dis- |. - Walk On ‘By ..waves.Nan Dyke ‘| package. The sales stress. is cen* with: 20th: have. another year.to gol”...
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wees swencaecee .Waldort-Astoria Hotel.
ixMILT SHAW “Oich...

/CHARUE SHAVERS Quartet eels (Feb. 26)... -Enbers

men; 'Shirley-‘Bassey, Al- Caiola;.!

esicaniowt Ralph: ‘Marterie

and: ‘Ben’ Goldner.’
and. Exile.Gornie~ “hoster
;
efa Dittenhoefer,. president. of Hare? “BILLY.TAYLOR WO
none

if &.Steve.‘Lawrence,

* Reseay Records.
[PAMOUS ‘music ‘CORPORATION:

“WANTED.

Pitney’é German: ‘Pity:

‘Men, . has: “béen . associated: . “with. Oly mpic: Radio. Be. , Television, '

-_

Dimitri: - Tio mkin. t title. ure’tune:nts
:from.: Charge
of had
all manufacturing.
operations: He.
“been: affilidted.:with-

| manager, . ‘Aaron

Mekong House

feFeb. 23 Jin. - Apolle Thegte

MACKIE VERNON pebbcepeeecegnies
. Hollywood; -Feb.°.6. *
= “Gene: Pittiey - skied “for-Europe!
cities
| Saturday. (3) to ‘etch in-Germaii ‘his::contract :.-division “of: "Symphonie.
‘recording: of “Town Without. Pity,’. |Electroniés.. Goldrier, veépee, is in.
* BOOKED.‘EXCLUSIVELY BY

a“Oriental "Musicians. “Bouzouki, oud orTl ua's. Kirk ‘Douglas. starrer::.
yy “Bouxouki-Accordion, Players. Also Near,

TINY: TOPSY

| Cohimbia Reéords, Jand ‘Most. ze .

eseeeeepense

eee Ble AngeQs

Be

=aSsocuTED,BOOKING CORPORATION.’

ace, * sucir firms ‘as: Tele-King, Capehart .

--‘ Schroeder, Aaah
hic
telah
Abtsrie
A
yand’ ‘Bulova:: oe
JOE GLASER; President :
East Ofiental: Dancers:- Apply. ‘Mr, .. companied :-him:
TY Horis;, Port Seis,TAN. Bye St NW. HH Singer has already. ‘cut.song ‘in. » Initial: ‘production “fg |“gcheduled;
-. 50 'WEST 57 STREET, NEW YORK 19.
SUdson 2-700|
j Italy. ‘His |“American: Vetsion }is. on “for early. -April:. -Company:- will ‘be sgiense. ¢ MIAMI-* HOLLYWOOD + LAS VEGAS © DALLAS + fr ia
Oye, Washington, Dee Cet

= Muusieor, ‘Records, a

Hocated: in, Port.Washington; NXE ee

Growing Interest i
inGoo
|
ExpandTourofBastonPorte
Orch|

Pater Twist.

“ithe - Twist has- become‘|
‘edible. Seabrook :Fatms .Co.,’

“There

a

frozen: food’ firm, -has. conie out, witha: ‘Tater: Twist.” --.: 0.
:.
. The :package: will-be’ promot-.
. “ed. via .a seven-inch-‘compact: "=|.

isa greater ‘interest An ‘munities there ‘Is: a good:‘music - Fecord ag a. 50¢. self-liquidator.

” New: York :

fhe . Academy: “of.‘Musié: Feb,. 27. .
‘eres
;

+ Drexelbrook .¢ontinuing-its niivie::

Bddle: ‘White's’ YamahaMais!
;
‘band. policy: -with 'Duke. Ellington gobd music in America.” -That’s the station,” He’ also’. feels’. that: :the|: -, The ~prémium ‘album ‘is. being:
vas picked: up “Peppermint Twist”|set: for. Feb:. 19}. Sammy: ‘Kaye,.. ©
opinion .of Arthur Fiedler -‘who, ‘advent ‘of stereo andthe récord
-~promoted. as a.$1:69 value and jand.
“The
."Pwist”.
for:
exploitation
|i‘March . 12, . and. Guy. Lombardo, ..
with - his’: ‘41-piece: Boston... Pops business in. general ‘have- ‘helped : . can -be: obtained. for: 50c only 7
in’ Japan ..-: -_Mel '-Torme_ into. ‘April 16-.: : Ailing Johnny. Mathis, : ~.
-:
‘Fouring: ‘Orchestra, . - began. . “the to create“a. ‘renewed. interest. ‘in|. “with .a ‘label from’: a: package
Chicago's. ‘Living. Room: Feb. ..12- who. éanceled his date at the Latin :.
group’s .seventh ‘touring ° season .concert-type music ‘and -adds that -. of the’ “Pater. Twist,” frozen. .Anita Bryant, Columbia | ‘Casino’ (Donald .O'Connor: Teplac- ©
yesterday
(Tues.) .-in.” ‘Kingston, tv’ is progressing. effectively: in|: .. ftench fried«‘potatoes. ~ “The “ '25-....°.
N.Y. Fiedler ‘feels. ‘that there is: a- this direction .as Well.:.In the: 1at- |.’ ‘promotion ‘was:developed by. :xdisker,,-wil headline. ‘the. San] ‘ing “hirn),.“Will “be “out: of action’: °
-|
Antonio
Livestock: Exposition Feb: Jonger:: ‘than. ‘first:expected—five J
ter
area,
Fiedler.
see
more:
of
this
}-.
growing interest. in’ concerts. all!
: Gordon: Stringer; ‘veepee ‘in . Trumpeter Henry: (Red): months:
ind of music. ‘headed for. video. as: gharge ’of. special. sales: for. 19-18:
over the U.S: and his. ‘nine-week

‘Al. ‘albeit, who: ‘quit. thie:‘Four

| Allen: and his quartet, and ‘pianist.

tour will hit 18° of, its.states: Plus. Ahe. medium, ‘grows...
“|: Synthetic “plastics. °°.
Washingion,. D.C. At’a’ time when: 50."much, fs:peing: .
The Pops will’ play 59, “concerts. said about “the ‘poor ‘quality: and

‘Teddy. Brannon: opened *.at: .the Aces. -hecause the.: group. traveled. ‘.
-|Embers - Monday: (5).
:, Billy, ‘too: much, is off ‘this: month’ for 13.".
‘|Daniels in: for’ the new show - ‘at. weeks: in: - Japan” sale .Working the’. .
-| Basin “Street. ‘East which: Starts Showboat
are. Horace |1 Ose
tomorrow '(Thurs: )::

SEVENTHLARMY SYMPH
“° QUT OFBUSINESS}

‘in 58 cities in 63 days. During-the

taste of: writers, producers and’ the.
course of -the trip, the group will public, Fiedler. points: to ‘his sched-j
eover some 10,000.miles. Attesting: wle to say.that- feeling: for “this|’
“Gene. Pitney,:‘currently, out. ‘on:
to :the growth of’ interest in, con- mhusic is’ -on.. the’ rise”. and;: he |
Musicor | with. “‘Fown ° :Without | trane,: Feb. “26- NMareh 3)
The: .
Stuttgart, Feb. -8.:
certs, Fiedler. points. out the Pops ‘believes, - will continue to. develop |:
Pity,’ : Starts his. first. ‘tour~'of: ‘Metronomes waxed. their: ‘frst-ses-,"
the
“Seventh:
‘Army:
:
Symphony;’
is playing in quite a few. places- it favorably.
lL which had- ‘played for ‘cities all-over ‘Europe this week . = Second City: | sion. in’ New -¥ork, ‘for. Riverside’
has never performed. in ‘before. He |
. Duke Ellington at: the Red Hill’
“| Europe; fas:
$ “dust.been ut out of. at Square’ East, ‘in. Gleenwich- ‘Vil‘further notes that there: seems to
2 ‘business...
we
re lage: has: Started .a. Series of ‘Sun- irin,“Feb: 9-11; Jackie Kahane, “Roy:
‘be the. biggest growth. rate of con-.
‘day afternoon concerts:*... « Clara ‘Krob, Feb. 16-18:.:
-In-the- eyes. of.symphony. orches‘-cert interest. in .Texas; where ®‘the
i’s Gospel. Singers~ ‘begin. “a. Fabian |off ‘to. France ‘to: do:cre:
. tra -pérformers: ‘who -were.. drafted. ,
-orch will visit 11 cities.
:
“Longest: Day." :
into the- U.S. Army; if was the-one | two-weeker ‘at -Birdland ‘tomorrow |takes-for “THe |:
This’ -year’s Pops. tour. vill. fed:
¢ Singer Madeline Kern. Vocalist: Iso-'slated:for a-Brazilian” °:
solution
to:
spend
the
‘years
‘profit_ture something ‘special in, that, the
“Caucus. trip -witha ‘hissae
a
at“Sroup.
a.
. Sos . trPhilly.
a
ably. fiddling: away, at. the cello: in-. currently. Jat. - Detroit's
. group will introduce. anew ‘coni- |
[stead of .scrubbing ‘pots :and: ‘pans Room: -woo Donna’ ‘Lynn; l1-year.[:
position ~by.’ Soviet ‘composer |.
old. ‘singer, will: ‘do a’ dinner ‘show |...
Vienna; “Feb: 6. | or pulling duty ona lonely. outpost.:
* San Francisco ~
.
Dimitri. Kabalevsky to36.of the
only _ “performance *.sat: _Atuantic

Soviet’$.Richter,
‘On Deutsche Wax!

Sviatosiav.- -Richter,.: the ¢Soviet'| In
.-

cities it will play. It is his “Second

the éyés of:the other. soldiers, City’s ‘500° Club: Feb. 17.

= Nat: ‘King. Cole. “follows: Louts te

Piano: Concerto”--and Piedler con-. pianist, is':due. here for. ‘a:‘ record- it:‘was. ‘a’:-chance™ ‘for: a few lucky}. Singer Jill. Allen. bégati a threé-|. ‘Armstrong: itito ‘Fairmont’ 's Venet~" 7
‘ducted. ‘its US. bow. earlier. in: the: ‘ing ‘session’ ‘with .the: ‘Vienna: Or- (and. talented) -.Gis™ to ‘goof: off, |:-weeker «at Washington's. Statler- -jan- Room ‘Thursday. (8).-: . 2 Earl:
| chestra and: Herbert. Von: Karajan, spending their time:-on: tours :‘and
‘year, .
‘Hilton: ‘Monday - (5) and. is’:set.. for’ Grant moved into New. Fack’'S; ‘with
to -be .distributed: ‘by’ ‘Deutsche aS: ‘eSpecially- jnvited’ guests: of Eu- the ©Crown’. “Room, Indianapolis; Frances ‘Faye set to. follow: bim.. .°
The Boston. Pops Touring ‘oren |!
Grammiaphon... Tt. will--bé’ the--first: ropean ‘centrés, ,instead. of. taking:
March. $-17-.
. Johnny. Cash -does.. ‘Chris ‘Connor. opened: ‘at the: Blacks: .
is not the- same as. the ‘group that
platter. permitted. the : ‘West . ‘Gerplays in: Boston. It: is. a.compleéfely|.man: recording. ‘gompany: of any. like. - rough :and. tough American. a recording date: for, Columbia -in. ‘hawk and .club’s’ sctedule: through-...
soldiers.‘
Nashville Feb: -9:and. fs set for an July: Y¥ is: Art Blakey: & Jaz. Mes-. °different
group, ‘Fiedler -:- points.
artists since ‘the: setting. UP |. In the: eyes of: itielocal”‘eoramu-.
appearance
on. ‘the.- “Grand °“Old _sengers, Feb. 20; Carmen McRae, .:
‘out, composed of ‘musicians from Soviet
of the Berlin: wall: ©. :
‘nities,
it
‘was.
one
of
the
mst
tal-.
Opry” the following: day.
all over the country: Fiedler‘: has |® DDG, :up to. that: time; ‘had ‘Tes.
Jerry} March: 6;:George. Shearing,» March.*.
‘been conducting «the ‘Pops . since cording. contracts ‘with virtually. all ented ‘and.’ ‘outstanding. orchestras: ‘Vale, Columbia.’ disker,. has. -been 20; Oscar: Peterson, April 10; MJQ,. *
“ever
to
perform.
for
the
local.
popuheld over at: ‘the Sands,. Las“Vegas, May :-8: Dizzy.” Gillespie; May: 223: _° 1930 and has led its seven tours ds
‘major-“Soviet. ‘top. ‘musicians lation, and thus heighten the. presMiles Davis, . June -12. - “Philly” me
‘Feb: 27.:
well. This current road ‘edition the
s which ‘still are. in force: ‘tige ©.of _ the”, American |military’ until.
‘(contract
- “Terry: Randazzo: at ‘the Phinder-' ‘Joe Jones’: Quiritet opened ‘at-.the....
.ends April 9-in-Staten Island.. He. ‘legally. though: the ‘Russians., have.
abroad...
Jazz Workshop, will, be followed by *
;
bird:
Las:
Vegas;
.
through
Feb15,’
“points. out. that. the tour ‘could|
“postponed”. them.) No: - Russians |" ‘But: in.“the:‘eyes:of the: budgets
then to ‘South America: on ‘Feb: "24; [Les McCann Feb. 20 ‘and: ‘Sonny .
‘have been longer, owing to-the:
are permitted. into” ‘Westt Germany. minded ‘military :officials, ‘it. was. returning.in’
‘Rollins’ “March. 6... . Maya: Angelow..
March
;
.interest, and bookings.. for it, for the’ time: being.
.
Atco
RecDo a just: a little bit of. frosting. that ‘was
which’ are. -handled- by’. Columbia
‘ords "is._Yeleasing ' Acker’ “Bilk’s departed: Frisco ‘for’ her. new: hus. :
‘no =:longer. needed. ‘on: the plain | ‘Stranger «on the: :Shore”: Single. ‘band -and: new .-“home in - Cairoy 7
Artists Management, ‘were readily:
|
: military cake.:
which is:high..on British charts; in |
_ available.The ‘orchestra, “whith vwas. organ the U.S. The. -tune, , under':a dif-.|
The Pops, which is‘Fopresented:
Kanias. City’ lized in.’ 1952,: -was down. ‘to ‘only.
‘ferent ‘title, hag ‘been | "available |
on wax. via RCA: Victor . Red Seal,vy]
about half ofits authorized strength’ ‘here in .an’ -Atco. ‘album. - called
has a repertoire.of 15: ‘symphonies, ;
first. nightclub. :stand here: when. -~
A ‘of .91:: men: at thé ‘moment. of dis- “Sentimental
-Journey.” © -Dawn they open :a fortnight’ ‘at: Eddys” :-:
-18 rhapsodies, ‘opera: selections, .48
London, ‘Feb: 6.
‘bandment; ‘and the’ ‘military. plans.
‘special selections, 51. waltzes, 51] - “Reeord- Retailers’. Assii.. is. insti:|-to:. réassign”: the highly: :qualified ‘Hampton *and’. the- Norene-: “Tate ‘Feb. 16..
They ‘follow. Rusty ..
musical .comedies,.. .92 piano. con-|. titing’ an ‘annizal ‘conference which. ‘musicians ‘to: Army bands or. wher-. Trio .at:.the- ‘Blackjack. Club, - new. Draper, who hies to Omaha and his.
Greenwich, Village piety
‘certi, 106 overtures. and preludes,, will open-Feb. 25. -Confab. Will. be. ever. their. talents. are needed,
=. }usual route with a-couple of: weeks *~
110 ‘marches, °115 -suites,.° 694 a ‘two-day affair. with guest: -speak“at ‘the Colony. Club, opening Feb. - .
miscellaneous selections : and - A386 ers. from ‘major and ‘independent.|."
122. Draper. has. a ‘natural for KC, nay
“Holywood :
Arline Cunningham’ $-‘Post.
“encores.” It has a: discography. of. .diskeriés. First. guests. will be Pye |:
‘in’“I'm. Tongue ‘Tied Over, You,” Vie
Dana's
chit
single,
“Little:
Atl,
$5. albums on Victer which have- toper
Roger-“ Threlfalk,. ‘Frank, . Arline’. Cunningham’. has’ ‘been’tar Boy,” on: Dolton,~has beer ac- “an original by postal worker Ralph .
. sold -oyer .2,300,000 platters: Also
‘named. to. head the’ concert division.

BritishRecord Retailers

Assn. SlatesAnnual: Meet

“Four Acea will. be making “weir

Friday, economic --adviser to. ‘EMI.
‘Goodrich: Jr.; who..connectéd: ‘the...
“to the group’s’ credit" are: over 8,- ‘(Electric and Musical- Industries);-of the.:Harold ‘Leventhal’ manage-{. quired ‘by'Sam Katéman for. his-up-| song :with:‘Draper - on the- latter's:coming™ Colum bia‘: ‘pie, “Don’t
000.000 singles sold.
and Norman. Lonsdale, World. Ree-. “ment office:. In this’ capacity she Knock the Twist.” It'l! be’ ‘nade stand ‘here just a’ year.ago. Mer-..Fiedler feels ©that -good tmiuste. ord ‘Club. chief. '- :
|.will be “stesponsible.. ‘for coordina-cury:“hias ‘backed: it: with.“When -...
_and. the ‘publie’s interest in it fs |: “The: ‘associaton.. “also -“plans - to ‘tion and. promotion. ‘of Leventhal’s into. a:‘twister cee =:“Julie London I've ‘Learned Enough. To Really ‘..
| -skedded a. “‘live’” recording date: at
on -the rise. ‘ "Young people’ have: present | annual. ‘National .Record. concert. schedule.”
.
Live.” .-; . Billy Falbo heads for. ‘been -exptsed .to-. childrens’ ‘con- Awards ‘in’ categories’ such’.as. Best)" ‘Miss Cunningham: has been’ asso- ‘Palm -Springs’- Chi. Chi. when. ‘she. Florida-and. roles. set. for -him™ in«
certs” he said, “and in. ‘most com- Vocal Disk, Best. Dance’ Disk. and. ciated’ with’ Leventhal for the Past. opens Feb: 26, -for Liberty::; . ¥ pair .of:‘indie.-films” involving ‘his:
Nat King Cole will do an -album-for “Lucky Pierre” character. His: “Ad”. er
-ltwo' and .a half: years: |
Best:‘Orchestra Disk..'
_ | Capitol while :in"-Mexico ‘City .:for ventures: of:ucky.’ Pierre”. ds now ©
ome
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+ | his.nitery stand-March 3° ..... Libby.
“,.| Holden, now residing.in- Las Vegas, in
|: Teleasé,. :

is

doing special. ‘material: for :acts:|

a, ‘booked ‘into ‘desert spa.’: Her next].
is a-Doh Cornell ditty, “What: Ever] -

THE

NEW

NUSICAL

Hit®

i
Music: andtedording industry personalitiés and ékecutivés ‘have: been,
“THE GAY LIFE”
followed: -by ‘a. Buddy |.
: : lined - up_as’ guest lecturers for a.U. of. California: Extension Division Happened,’”:
Greco. tune, ‘Lonely .Woman.”.|.’
a “class ‘conccted .by Walter. -E:’"Hurst, author; ‘and:attorney. for. various |: ‘Capitol : -pacted’ new. vocal: group; “music. publ S hing interésts.. te~~~
“The <Catch Club,” ‘which -warbles |: ALBUMS
Among those. ‘skedded to : parti¢ipate: in ‘the’:‘course, titled, ‘he
| Music. Indfistry’ — Its’ Structure. and Economy,”.". ares: ‘Rene. ca -Hall, Jolde English: ditties: ‘They. -cut’ al: -(ORIGINAL: tist.
_
|Jprexy,.. Rerie
- Hall~ Enterprises; -John- -Tranchitella,” prexy, - Local. AT; } bum at~ Ashgrove -Wed.: (31)...
"AFM: Herbért .Gottlieb, -ASCAP rep: ‘Willie-Bryant, bandleader; Rob: Eartha Kitt waxed: her Jatest: MGM. S .INSTRUMENTAL ~ NeisonRoDLe

Ni

NEW

CONNIE |
FRANCIS |

ert. ‘M;- Purcell,- ‘prexy, ‘Crowell- -Collier’. Broadcasting. ‘Corp:;" "Richard. album, “A- Lady. ‘Sings,” and they'll ° - DANCE INSTRUMENTAL=-ity une
| Kirk: asst. -veépee, BMI; Bob:McCluskey, West Coast Music ‘Sales; Sam _ take: “Whatever Lola: -Wants” from].
SINGLES J
1 Cooké, RCA Victor artist: James W: Alexander, “prexy,. ‘KAGS’ “Musie;: vit: as ‘single ...-... Elmer. Bernstein Charles’ Nilsson;--business. ‘management; Rod Pierce, prexy, Rendezvous .pacted by Choreo. Records; -Fredj-. MAGIC ‘MOMEENT
| Astaire“label, ‘for an: album of origi_fRecords, ‘ahd’ Jack Hampton, musician’s agent: and: booker. «
Oo
NAT KING:‘COLEeer :
. |nak music. Choreo also will release |...
Other Personalities, are: “also”being. lined. up. :
SOMETHING youNEVER ‘HAD: BEFORE.

sings. =<

_| “DONT:BREAK~
| soundtrack ‘of Bernstein’s music|:
‘Those “Administration-backéd, “Teforms”, in ‘the v ae‘eopytleht Jaws, from “Walk on the’ Wild Side”:. <}.
+ THE HEART: THAT || ‘hast’
revisediin ‘1909,..are eliciting plenty of .what-for.’ Publishing. sector, - Venise. Records ‘will release ‘an old:
“for ‘one, isi -apprehensive- over proposals: that: would put ‘Government (two “years)°Bobby: .Rydell. :disk].
| publicationg. under .statute: protection.. An even’ more. ‘pointed proposal that’s NOT a twist disk.:- It's "“Hap-|"
LOVES YOU”
‘|affecting the .arts—and: “sponsored ..by Labor.‘Secretary Arthur’ Gold-: “ py-Happy”’. b/w “Fatty-Fatty.” :Ven-}
iw "Drop |it Joe"

-Propésals ‘have spawiied an aeceleratirig stream. ‘of‘éditoriat resent:
ment, some critics ‘aiming “.‘respectful”. fire: at -a collection’ of ‘Prez.
Kennedy’ S. public. ‘statemenfs. privately ‘published under. the. title “To:
aeU-Turn the Tide.’ ‘ wherein: all rights.are reserved :to.JFK.. That's.a\ prece-

fo. “dent that‘has:the Bublishers- burrting.
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“To make it: attractive ‘to. teenagéty. who. rriust have. a ‘peat. that ‘ill: Inn ‘include’ the Gerry. Mulli- |’
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ae NELSON RIDDLE =
. ol,‘MEIN LIEBCHEN *.
oL
wots ROSE & STEVENSON, #4055 7
ze
WHY
£0.
ANYWHERE:
AT
ALL?
this ‘week—for Meréuty .Records,
ot" DAT SUZUKI #4658 _
daddy's label,:too .:yt
.. Molly Bee.
aBo
inked. ‘to recording. pact by :Liberty | ° WHO CAN?. YOU. CANI:MARGARET WHITING #4638
Records. : She'll -eut first album for .
new.)label in Nashville. ch
a | ‘aitreleased ‘by.CAPITOL, RECORDS...

“Folk: singing ‘has’ become” “a fast-buck ": ‘business ‘in:‘the.
, opinion “of|.
z
‘Minneapolis, Merning Tribiine ;colimnist , George «‘Grim. That's. what}!

_
. Mill”

{he called ‘it in-his column:

-

clobbers them, the folk: singing. that“seems most financially. successful ‘gan combo, March’ 2-4; Mel Torme,

-

f- | is. a calculated, .cacquired. gimmick,”*” “wrote Grim. “Its practitioners: ‘the. Jimmy. Wisner ‘Trio, . March
;. | come from. the ‘Los Angeles hill, the ‘Mosholu Parkway, the’.State street|-16-18; ‘also. March. 23-25; ‘Maynard
‘| :bywWays .and the ‘William; Morris Agency: and:Music Corp. of -Aimerica ‘Ferguson . -Orchestra,: “March « 30-:
|} April 1..:,.. Set-for the Showboat
; ‘innocent’ ‘backwaters. »

|.

.[are Horace: Silver, Feb. 5-10; Are-:
- 12-27. Oscar
fi ROA, Vistor in tha)LP4 tha |Franklin,”
ARETHA DOESit
iTAGAINt - “Hleniry: Maneini:: ‘who ig‘currently: seoring for’
At field. with © “Breakfast. at. Tiffany: 's" and in the. singles. market: ‘with. a: Brown..-Jr., -Feb.cere ‘John: Col-.
tune. from -thé. pic,.’ ‘Moon, -River,” -has Wrapped up: two .more_ pic trane, Feb. 26-March 3... . Bill
.
into - the|
Sa
:
‘scoring assignments: He’ II ido” Columbia’ s, “Experiment. in. Terror,” Haley. &: ‘His: Comets.
4. f due for April: release,and. Paramount's atari’, scheduled for aA Pre: -Lemon -Twist, .’Hallandale, Fla.,
- ‘March 28 .for :a. three-week: stand|
: miere in June, rr
rr
:
__ARETHA FRANKLIN”)
|... ‘Len E.: King current at Pep’s
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| berg—would ‘place’ under. ‘Federal: copyright all music :
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oe After “public . ‘domain. °
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A Pribute. to George: Gershwin”. wit be’
S presented. at. New York's de

Jodi. Sands. works Andy’s. Log};

‘Carnegie. ‘Hall”March 18, The concert ‘will ‘be: for’ the. benefit of. the. Cabin; Feb, 5-11. ,.. Lu Lu Temple.

>. Biddle
1619 Broadway. : New York bid . |City of: Hope’ Pilot Medical” Center inDurante, ‘Cal.‘Nicholas ‘D.
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“The FlyingWallendas —
onthe ‘human’ bravery: and: -moral. ‘courage- of: circus performers .
,7 Shas been celebrated |in a great deal.of literature; but: the. Flying :1|
oat Wallendas: have. againImproved on Tietion. The: tragedy :y
which ]

oe oan
(90). Was. followed.the:nextight oythé’retsirnto
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“Checktoom’s. $6,702 Biz.

BY MORRY ROTH
_
Chicago, Feb. ‘6.

Ernie Fast, midwest regional di- .

rector -of the _American
Guild: of.
Variety Artists, was fired. from. his
post. Monday (5) for “insubordiria‘tion.” Jackie Bright, natidnal ad-.

“Chicago, Feb. 6 ‘|
.
* plastiog.‘Chubs ‘Intérnational ‘has |. A “gross: -Of -$6,702 would.
This:‘kina “ot: behavior itéains: ordinary: vocabulary: ‘magne’. totaled its:figures for. 1961,: and. de- |
7 represent: -a,-good day's ‘total
«|
arr ‘fhe emotions ‘of. ‘Herman: Waillenda, 60, and’ bhis.son Gunther, '34,. Spite the ‘fact, that it ‘is.‘privately- * for - many :’ “niteries.: For. the: ministrative secretary of the. union;
{and -Harold Berg. AGYA. counsel,”
nS teaming. impromptu With. Gene. Mendez, ‘29; a former: member ‘of. owned: ‘and therefore not: legally |-.: Chicago... Playboy... “Chub, ‘it's.
entered. the midwest ‘office, de- ‘7... the troupe: who: had ‘flown -to. Detroit: from. New. York. on sum-~ obliged. ito.go.$4 Tas Tevealed |the}. -what. they took :in in the check- o ‘clared. ‘that Fast was out, ‘dismissed -

nied

RIETY. “A |”
“o" mons aftér the tragedy! Small wonder the crowd. at the Shrine. | results of the ‘audit to
‘month’: of
his secretary. -and. installed: Marty *
room -during
2.Cireus: bestowed -ait Ovation upon the. act, at-its. conelusion: “This ~ ‘peek at the- books reveals. why thet: November,
1961.the:
°
sy
‘Cavanaugh as replacement for Fast.
‘thfee-club ‘chain: is eschewing. the |. .
2. * sort of-cool nerve. and. fortitude: is enough. to make ‘people ‘sud... usual ‘money. modesty” that- ordi-|''’, Int ‘the? sanie ‘month; |“the - ‘Cavanaugh, the husband of-.Cleve-O. denly “proud:.ef ‘the “human: race: ‘that,can:ise to> such.‘physical | wiarily. accompanies niteries” “pub-. -Men’s room: concession “earned. -_ ‘land national board member Linda y
: $2,295 “ton a. 50° - basis), and * Compton,. had: previousiv. been: in
oo and’ moral heights. ee
mo,
eee
:
Moe, “:- 1 liity-seeking. in ‘olher areas. ©. -;
Gross take: for the: ‘Playboy ‘Clubs '“sthe.-club’ sold $3, 241 worth.08 .AGVA’s employ, but had been -dis"=| missed.
otk
In expressing: ‘its.OWN: ‘tribute: to:the gerialists who. diea+ atid” for: . 1961. “was: $4,571,360, .With. “al... cigarettes. and cigars...
‘Fast, who had . been ailing, and
_.:to ‘the -living: colleagues’ ‘who: Carry .on; “VARIETY cannot. refrain “} gross: :profit of ‘$1,5775,,239. before } =
=== recently .had~ some

. - from. drawing

‘taxes... This includes all. key: sales]

*‘a mofral between. the- ‘Waileridas, ‘Splendid. exem-"

: chasive.i

“ic: plars ‘of a ‘fine. ‘tradition; and” some. ofthe: self-pitying, | ‘Self-in- (at $25 and $50:per), ‘gross’ sales in|

the. wholly-owned. Chicago -‘and. Mi- |
, duiging; . contract-juimping,. - .pérformance-skippitig: 'performers.. ami -(opéned. May,:'’61) clubs, and’: ‘
- ,and musicians. who- have’ niade. such: a bad. impression upon. the. 10% of the gross. of.the franchised:|’
-... public, managers and show ‘business. generally: during: the last: |New. Orleans’ (Oct, 61). ‘operation. |.
pa Season. “The. show. must go: on”-is. an“old..saw to’ many in, the}. .Some-:10' new. clubs’ are ‘a-build=|
“. 1.; business today, but the: tradition:.as lypified bys.the Wallendas. ‘ing.and: slated -for-. openirig within |.

Hants GroupRejetsGACBi For
“oy

Ty ds-a goalthat: others: shoot for,not at

_ |the

na

next:

twelvemonth;

either |:

.+ | wholly-owned,” franchised or. with‘.

surgery, had’

{gone to Miami Beach to recuperate;

| and was still there at the time of
| the ‘ouster. He had been under fire
1-of late from several-sources. At the
| last national board meeting. he had
-been denounced by Bright for ask-.
‘ling: for. an increase which would,
bring him up to parity financially:
with the other-‘two regional direc‘tors, and. asking for permission: to
1 spend Some.of his time in a warmer

‘SyracuseGives.
le Follies’1G

.|-co-inyestors..: “They:-:are: in “New|’
1¥ork,. Los: -Angeles,° Washington, .

*/D:C,,.Dallas;.St.. Louis,. San’: Fran-|

', Syracuse, Feb. 6.
cisco, .Detroit,.. : Pittsburgh.” “Balti. |: an Jesstiow having. an exclusive
more- and. ‘Boston.:
hin this city ‘stands a. chance of
‘Worth. noting is that of.the fotat | hitting important. chips.:.This.. was

Te Capades,RKO f
ell.SulDicker

1961. gross; .$2;257,243 was in key: proven last week with the. $130.000.

climate so that he could fet. over.
‘an ailment.
He was denounced
from the floor by Bright. - His trip
‘to Miami. Beach is ostensibly the
reason for his-dismissal...

[ gross. here. for a ‘Six-day" ‘stand of- “Fast had also been subpoenaed
“Ice. Follies” “which: ended. Satur- by the McClellan- Senate Subeom=
‘day. (27)... Last’ year,’ ..““Follies” ‘Inittee .on Permanent ° Investiga-Deat for’ sale ‘of “Ice. Capades"}
‘|-this year.’ Liquor: Sales. accourited: grossed -$85, 000 for. seven days but}: tions, which. is looking into a pos-.
"as to ‘Herbert. Siegel,’ board, chairman |
for $1.622, 103 of. the total;; ‘food: there were tivo. ice. layouts in the ‘Sible relationship between AGVA
or», Chicago, Feb. 6:
1 i+. @f General ‘ArtistsCorp. and Pliila-|.
and
underworld
operations of.
for: “$284, 610,:-and. ‘the: ‘Test ° from. town: “during: ‘the: ‘year.
fee .' delphia- industrialist..-has- céllapsed
|:, A “burglar: :was caught’: last. ‘T
:
1 niteries.
a
1 2
and no. further. offers for the. prop-: »
, “week ;-ashe* ‘Steppéd_ ‘out. of." ” cover . charges, «‘concessions, gift | -:Because- ‘of’: the.” "dowsibeat’ in|.
- During: the Washineton conven=:
sales © and.. “Other. ninor’ incomé {
verty.<will -be.: considered ' “at . this the = Pigalle . cocktail: ounge:.
takes -in *both. Syracuse .. ‘and tion. of the-union in June of: 1958,
7 sources, ”.a
"> time, ‘according: to: John H. ‘Harris;}° The. burglar. alarm” “was clang-"
‘Play boy. Clubs.préxy. Bueh’ ‘Het: Rochester: the’ ‘territory was: ‘split, Fast. reported. that his room hzd...:
. 1". prexy ‘of. the fouring ice.“attraction. “ing: noisily, as it -had‘been for. ;
4
ner and _veepee Victor: Lowries 3d- with ‘Syracusé going to’ “Follies”: been broken into and‘ documents
A
It was, indicated, that. the ‘pricé was |. - the..10° minutes ‘thaf “the thief
express ‘particular -‘pleasure with for this. year: and: Rochester. Soing: -had. een stolen. He claimed these
a “iright:. but:. the- principals failed. to’ Had’
‘been. : ‘ransacking *: the | ““Iee Capadeés.”. Next.‘ - year,.
:||papers were important; because of
: come to: terms: in ‘other’ areas of. ; Younge, When ‘questioned. -by.:-|- -.(Continued on: page. 65). :
|theyll alternate:.the ‘cities.
‘possible disclosures he would have
vis ‘negotiation. | On:source stated ‘that’ police; -he- merely. returnéd: a’...
ae
-Iee :route planners ‘long. ” ago’ ‘to make should his. job he in jeop-.
wae | (GAC: changed -‘several: conditions’ a blank: Stare until. they noticed =}
l eliminated ’three ‘stops. in the: “Same. vardy. Since that time. he has been:
oo after; its bid was. submitted:
re he- was wearing “a hearing-aid...
:|Cities,’ but’ permitted. some. towns ‘on the downgrade politically witbin
Asking |price is ‘said to“he’ well”
The battery ‘in .the.aid was.”
‘Ita: have. two ‘shows. ‘However, ‘re- ‘the union..
"t+: over -$6,000,000;2. and.-three’-other |.:- ead: 'so- the. polite -took. :him. ~
‘cent. events indicate ‘that. they’ i.
Fast had previously been named.
; bidders : dre interested. -in. buying * toa nearby. drug. store. and got ”.’]:
try to. maké ‘dll. ‘but: the :laryest, .‘second in command to Bright and
oS
Tee. “Capades,”” -Which-: £rosses: »; -& n€w- one. Said the burglar?’
cities: a. one-show. town. .
Nad. been looked upon as. his suca “1.” around: ‘$8.000,000 <a. year... Armong |"

Y Pittsburgh,: Feb: 6. “4-0

- NeCell-ebration

-fales, including : $397, 706" for :“New
.|York; where. the: club -is not ex+] pected: to. be. open ‘until Jate fall of

Fr
ramce’sMaiden

Voyage Festivities
|Using LotsaActs|

EMF cwondéred “why--everything’ *
isos :them’ is John ‘Poor, ’v.p. of: RKO- a W as 80quiet in:fhe.
‘Jounges" _ fe
ie?
"+ -General.- “avho': has. requested a

fo"": meeting with ‘Harris. ‘with: -a’ View.
ee
3to. negotiating: ‘for. the, property.
;
are “The. other™ -bidders: were °: the:
, “Kay ser-Roth, €o., lingerie. anid Bathoun Ung -suit: manufacturers,

we

TamaicaStudies |

“whichfF

merely. asked: what: ‘price: would* “be|

‘LegalGambling

eee considered, -and .another potential|”
"buyer. “whose” name ; ists. “not. Te-}"
i Teased.
‘4.

“There are currently. four. shows
a cessor. but his star waned ronsider-.

‘on’. U.S.. ,tour,: “In. addition - 4 {ably since the Washington confab. .
“Follies” “and! "Capades,” “there te
Bright and Berz, while in the |
“Holiday. ‘an: Iee” -and the ‘Inter:' -Chi- ‘office, changed all the. locks.
national company of ‘Ice Capades. ” | before installing: Cavangurch. Chi. Festivities.in connection: with the}.
a ‘cago. and -the-surrounding area ‘is
maiden voyage: ‘of the. Ss:Ss. Franee,|
‘considered a “Hotbed. of -B-girl and
1} the *“new -$80,000; 000. French Jiner
{striptease activity..a facet of. the

7 “taue:“in: New AV6rk on: its ‘Tiaiden
ae

As Tourist Lure!

“‘Hartis Ferre
°
ast. Ww60k. that yeie |
meat na: hurry -‘to sell. but’“if. a real
1: hot deal‘ ¢omes along :we'll. talk.”

PeisDenialFolds. | amnion’s ‘membership. in-‘which. the
cominittee is vitally inAtlanta P’mint Lomge-MeC]cHan
‘terested.

ayestbound” “voyage © tomorrow.
“(Thurs.),: Will ‘méan. ‘a sizeable Wwad]
“Atlanta, Feb. 6:
for show. bizzers ard: allied fields. ay
One: oF.“Atlanta's newest :“night

; - Monday’s

action -by Bright: ‘and

Berg. wil] ‘be further discussed at

Major item: “Will ‘be. a ficorshow. int| Spots,..P eppermint Lounge;. where. the upcoming meeting ‘of the .na--

the mew dance craze has: been. -Tun-. -tional ‘board ‘slated for New York
Tee: Capades”’ is now..in its. 22d
:The- gambling | ‘urge.’“4s. ‘hitting |the’ ‘ship’ s.grand baliréom for"7,500)
{ ning.;campant in,“what: thas °-been’ for .Feb: 19. It's likely to be inwe year: ‘under. the Haftris nianagemént. ‘Jamaica; :-B.W.1. Belief among. ‘hotel-. gurestson Friday ev ening:
,
| cluded..as part of Bright's report .’
a et ‘and .is’: contro! ted. by- Harris .and
‘men: there is.‘that’ casinos will. “perk
rere
v) other -stockholders'’ tincluding: ‘up’ business’ ‘and make’ the islatid tail patty,“on Saturday. for:“1,500. ‘Board's. Police’‘Cominittee for con- ‘arid will be ‘touched upon by.Berg
in his. report.
“*r their: wives). -All ~offers, :for the’
a formidable competitor of Puerto!
1 sumption. of wine and ‘beer and for
wha! “purchase of ‘the: ice show ‘eontained Rico, which. now: thas, the. ‘bulk: ofi ‘guests, and: ‘an: . overnight sail -for ‘dancing - on ‘its~ premises.
+ 1,700-- starting’ Sunday.. (11)| for:
“+ inthe -same.- provision, -that: “Harris. the Caribbean tourist. ‘trade:. *-,
} special guests;.. ‘travel: agents. and|' : This, in-‘effect, _ shuts. Up |-the
‘Must: remain’ as”“operating.head of, _There ‘has’ been ‘agitation in’ thes
|.others.” The ship:.returns. the, fol- place.
ae ‘the company...
" Hstand- 0° legalize: casinos” so that ‘lowing. ‘day and ‘shoves: ‘off on. its . Police capt.EO. Mullen, chief}
1_hotels will. ‘he ‘able to. lure.’ ‘more.
+:.maiden: eastbaurid Voyage.Feb:. 13.: investigator, ‘for the committee,

K's MuchlebackHotel

_-traffie. and ‘get.’a: ‘greater :sli¢e-of *:
!'The short trip for the travel agents |:Said™

t

‘| the tourist: dollar.” Legislators - are |.“will have a“show headed by: Alan |‘Restaura
‘aware of -the’. ‘drive, “Whilé. som. i.

Legal Tilt OverOdPact
- Fails to Halt Kirby Stone |
; Four’s Winnipeg Stand

Winnipeg, Feb..'6:King; ‘with “Bud & Cece. Robinson,
gambling :.is dene: in:Jamaica, °
“decision. on “its.application -for |The -sKirby Stone Four closed
‘doesn't have’. #Sufficent -_teeal| Gwen:-Bari and ‘Len,:Berge, :and: perniits. . a
, fan eight-day stand Sat.’ (3) at the
-othérs. James J. Grady" is.the book-}.
Town ‘N’ -Country--here. ¢espite. a
yer ‘for ‘the line.: "Al erman ) e."Everett Millican;

See SoldbuttheEntertainment
‘PolicyWon't Be Changed)”
7

ri

Sarr

legal mave to prevent their appear-. ;
' The -pier’: where: the- France ‘witt
». Karisas City, Féb, ‘6.
j j-ance. through seizure of their in- |
WiM's TWIST.PACKAGE.
| doek will see’ unusual. activity: dur-' €
sos
“Ne: chaiige in ‘operation. or: -enter=
. |struments. The afternoon the group .
:
Willidm’
Morris’
.Agency.
is
“pate
‘ing
the.
week.
The-Inicres
lines
will
|
a “+ taiiment- ‘policies: will :be made. at},.
|was scheduled to open. club.owner poliée:
_ “"the”: Hotel’ .Muehlebach following . ting out its first Twist package for: -henceforth use that facility for. the] Aubrey: Galpern was -servéd with |
va “disclosure; here: ‘that it has -new a turn: around the. niteries. Déejay MES. ‘Victoria. cruises, one of. which torn} d.down- lots. oft permite,this a. _garnishing order. signed by Don
“>. owners.’ Joseph‘I. Lubin; New: York ‘Clay Cole, formerly on:WNFA-TY, will ‘depart “Feb. 19. The ‘Bremen. is: al: question where feople. want:-| Carlos .Mazzone,
will
héad
the:
unit:
:
| sails from the. same..pier .on Feb. ta operate “a “publ
_.. financier. and ,investor,: bought. the
The’ order followed an ahortive
‘Already’ set are ithe:‘Capris ‘and’ 12:and the France leaves the follow’ it’ has™
., hotel. from the. Trianon: Hotel ‘Co.“»
o
. attempt -by sheriff's officers
“Tae of which: Barney. Allis’ was. presi- ‘the. Rondettes.. -Another act,jsstil: ing day-. Grady, :‘incidentally; books) ‘They. want. ‘to get a. wine-pouring Seize.'a ‘set of musical instruments, a
to: be signed...
the talent on all these vessels. |:.. ‘;permit ‘and have..public’ dancing.”
root dent. .
:
which turned out to be the propsla ligipciaesuadervactapits oasis adacasiaccmmraspacademisesecandmeasion |

oes

“Allis: continugs . as head: ‘ét‘the!

“operation, .and the. new ‘owners said|-*

...

ets: Read

++, they contemplate. continuing. :
-the | ¥.
"..; policies which” have- made the hotel > or
.@ top: hostelry. .No actual.’ purchase’
ae onyprice “was |‘mentioned, ‘although |3 sravicdadaaniacnaasatacanntee

“." -*. $49900,000 is:said-to bé involved in| -

The ‘Escape’

erty..of the club, and therefore. not.

subject to seizure for an. alleged

debt ineurred by the foursome.

- Difficulty arose several years agowhen ‘the. group failed to appear
atcaaeaenapratennenteeatereneeeaenetenl in the city for Mazzone; who. was.

operating the now defunct:
fa
-“Madtid, -Jan,: 30;° ‘clause: which isused-as: an ‘instrument: of. pressure: then’
3.) the: sale. ‘of. the:‘hotel’ and adjacent
Raiicho Don: Carlos.
Spain’'s‘night ‘ab: and:cabaret talent. have-. been to force: acceptance. of. lower..than minimum salaries.
ee a real estate. Mazzone" Glaimed that a ‘contract
a

Italy: was: singled ‘out .as‘a- ‘country where. condiPatertainsent-wike: the:‘Muehle- ‘Urged. to-be on:‘the lookout for-a. small-type: ‘contract’ tions: couldn’t be better on ‘paper but~ where this.
bach ‘currently ‘offers. dinner-dane- clause. that’ reads:.."If the ‘contracting. company. :is iparticular clause ds. also erivoked. to. ‘deny stipulated
. « ing:to‘a trio in its stieet-level, Cafe not. satisfied with. tie’ artist's. ‘performance, the ‘con- term
ole
Picardy. and: a: pianist. in its Lé Big-}
tract:‘can: be .automatically. annulled... : More’. and” * Similar” ‘situation: ‘exists’. ‘in- Spain, “according: -to
7 troy: ‘adjacent’ bar. 'The- Terrace
tore frequentiy, Spanish: entertainers. ‘Circuiting. in: ! cabaret sources. ‘Labor tribunals. in Madrid: and’ Bar-

|;
was entered: into on: January.

19,
1959. whereby the. Kirby Stone
‘Four. would appear. in Winnipeg,

Saskatoon and The Pas. The fee.

was: set: at ‘$4,250. Mazzone “also *
“eelona. have a half-dozen éases_calernidared. for com- charged that the group’s failure to
Dot and, atts for.years,. fids: been:‘dlosed the: ‘Far “East; -Near. -East. aiid. several. _Eiiropean : . ing weeks: growing out OF:
E disputes:created by.the appear: resulted ina personal Toss '
a for,Petscouple ots
‘Seasons. :
_sountrles, aay.
tlie ‘have.been -: Vigtimized by.this s, _“eancelling. out”: clause...
aef SEAS.

2 Gril,

‘which, “‘playeéd-. namé: ‘bands.

.

ay

ee”
“ater

VAUDEVILLE,

rns
Pig
a Joe
Campo EXAGVA v.P||

nee,
e

itv Plaza, N.a
Y;

WbNewAct Pdoing Teamsters ace

Quest toBuildRoster forFuture|.

“ Joe. ‘Campo; a former v.p. of the].
‘American Guild of Variety Artists,
has. joined | ‘the Teamsters Uaion:
The. dirve’ to’ bring in.new. talent; Saverio ‘Saridis, who’ did: a. five-. ‘here “as. a. fulltime “employe. A | _
- at the. Persian ‘Room of the Plaza week: engagement at the Persian. parttime: ‘performer, he lad been ;

Toronto; ren:6.

om ‘With-a$450,459.

‘| Room’ ‘which. “ended ‘Jan. 23.: On:| 4. fulltime ‘employee. of the Sea-|

crease -of

r,
surplus,previous’...
an -in-:a

$13,531. over.

Hotel, N-Y., has become intensive. the basis. of ‘comparative -figures, |farer’s. Union in Philadelphia prior nlttDismissesDo |
| year,ats "McCalliim,-. p‘generat:

~ Charges Vs.RayCharles

Neal Lang, the. hotel's” managing ‘Says, ‘Lang, Saridis. pulled --$1,100 ‘to. switching to, the. ‘Teamsters. |
manager-of the Canadian ‘National fy a a *.
-director, started the 1961-62" pro- in covers .on his ‘final’ .Saturday. dot,work: in the’ unton’s welfare.|..
J Exhibition :‘here, . reported :to City. 6.
;
gram. with “newcomers. including night: along. with: $4,000: in’ food| ept.
Indianapolis, - Feb. 6:. {Council that :§952;904. was'-collect- - -.” ca
two from Britain.
‘and. liquor: ‘charges, . which Is ex-|-- ‘Campo- is still: a “member of‘the | Ray’ ‘Charles, jazz. singer-pianist:. ed. front ‘admissions. ‘He: also’ dis-°
-Shirley Bassey started. the.‘sea:| cellent in. comparison’ to the ‘busi- AGVA national board, which isset was ¢leared: last ‘week: by. Municipal closed. :that:, concessions -brought ..a ane
gon: it. September, .and’ Shani. Wal- ‘ness ‘done ‘with. ‘many, ‘ofthe Tec- to-convene Feb. 19’at the ‘Barbizon’ Court Judge Ernie ‘S. “Burke. on “for
-‘exhibitors
« ‘paid. $509,000...”
‘rental
space: ‘and ‘the | ae
as
Plaza’: Hotel, :.N.¥.: He has*‘been. ‘charges. of" violating narcotics’ laws. $575,000,
lace, also from ~ England, .ig. due’ ognized names.
‘However, Lang: ‘points.“out; he'll ‘active in. AGVA ‘affairs. for -years,.; ‘He had been: arrested in his: room stand show. “grossed $461,5002: «
March 28..Latter. did the lead-in
and--had..been
a
‘veepee
in.
the
unbe
.a:
more’
‘yaluable
-property
the
Jat the Sheraton-Lincolii. Hotel last: ‘profit: of $28,708.
‘the British version of “Irma. La:
Douce.” Ford.- &
Hines follow next time .around inasmuch ‘as his ion: for about: a ‘decade,- He was Noy. 14“by. police, who .reported | CNE: will present - an. “ail-Can-"
in lastyear's election: they. ‘found: ‘a quantity: of narcotics
Jrecords as well as.a -Warner Bros: ‘defeated -in
eutrent. ‘Johnny " Desmond. :adian
évening «. grandstand show;
“7
lin’ the: room. They-. testified that, this ;“season;: following’; -last ‘situ
- Next season, Lang. -has set: -Ka-: Picture. will have. been. ‘in: circula- | +200".
cores :
“Charles ‘admitted: .purchasing | the mer's'. b.o.: - success. McCallum:
tyna Ranieri to “open.: She'll be tion.. “Saridis, incidentally,. pound-|
‘drugs and said he had been. an’ad-‘pointed: ‘out:‘that. there ‘will, be no.:
‘followed by comedienne Carol ‘Bur- fed: a beat. in,front of the,Plaza. be- |
dit. ‘Since early: years, .
nett... Robert
Goulet, “Camelot” | |
‘American.. ‘headliner: and © ‘the *
‘ Juge ‘Burke’ ruled that’the. search
ra
lead; is “due ‘dfter.-her. He'll. be sian. Room:
* shaw” will “teatuee
, ‘of the :room: and’: arrest. ‘violated ‘grandstand
followed — by a return’ -O£ . Shirley | -The- new. “Slogan for a.Plata: .
-trans-Canada-.: ‘entertainment, ‘with:
booking. now’ seems -to be “pre-|. #
Charles’ ‘constitutional .rights.’ -He “‘Jots of: pageantry.” K. B. 'Freyseng
Bassey.
vious
cafe
experience
not
“neces|:
.
'-L gaid: he’ felt'-“the “search. justified’ was reelected prexy: for. this. sum--..
Lang ‘takes. the: viewpoint. ‘that
“.-°c2 |the:atrest, and the arfest justified
he’s building a. roster. ‘for the, fu-. sary.” Lang is trying to veer.away |-: ° .
and said ‘the. CNE would ‘end.
“7 | the search, ** but’ since Charles -had mef,.
‘ture .as -well..as- creating: ‘interest: from,Staples, but at-the same ume]-” ~ -on Labor :“Day, ‘with .aniual: twoe |
a: been/arr ested. without a search, war_in current © bookings ‘‘with his|i ‘attempting. to -acquire ©high] ::
weeks’.
fair’‘to run. from,, Aug.‘Me:osa
-Jrant, he “had. no: alternative but ‘to Sept. 3.
quest for performers | new’ to ‘the ‘cilibre. talent to maintain. the. ho- |posh environs: He's also taking acts tel’s. ‘international reputation, °for | “Ann Corio’.‘one‘of the:top’head- sustain “the. motion” to.Suppress”
Dat,
that he has found. to be personally: years,“the inn had a run of Frerieh |}
oss: 7” ne me
‘liners of: the::Minsky: era,.is turn-{ ‘the. ‘evidence. °-.’:
andstand “Gr
“Record:“Gr
enjoyable. . “IF you want .to: find acts,
‘{ing. producer. .Shejll ‘do “his, Was |} :“Charles'- ‘appeared: in:Seourt ‘But
_Ottawa,
Feb.
-6...
|
|°
‘Lang. ‘Is now “ cencetitrating- on Burlesque” which
“new people, you might as well have.
il.’‘start:.a run! ‘aid not testify. duying the ‘proceed‘fun with it.” What’s. more, they. British ames as a means of keep-: March: 1 y ‘the . Sasino’ Theatre -ings,.: which, took :Tess: than five "Grandstand show. at ‘the ‘last.
August Central’ Canada. Exhibition:
have done fairly. well at the’ box- ing:-a.tie with the Hotel: Corp.’ of. Fast, N..¥ . She'll. begin. casting: minutes,
wa
at!
-| America’s London, outlet, the Carl- $6or. chorus "and ‘showgirls. ‘as well}.office, says Lang. -‘(Continued on:“page. 65)*
“The managing director cited the. ton Arms. HCA ‘operates the Plaza’ as: tassel. tossers. and :cooch: dancers.
case. of ex-New. York: policeman on. 4 Iongterm deal, With -a’London|: on: Monday. :(12).
‘The:. Casino’
|

hotel. .afid-a set of names ‘wk. in. Theéatie-. East, incidentally; is ‘the |:

nS

‘Britain working. for -him, Lang is- former. .Phoenix. Theatre, the home
bound. to. cash ‘in. with increased.{for~ Classical- ‘and experimental
British clientele for: the. Plaza.
shows ‘until recently...”
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Hong Kong; Moves onTo.
1s. BORNE Tokyo'ss New Latin Qt.

Prima Fire
iresNica:Ventura,:

“His.‘Singing Discovery,’“|
Facute

DisputewithHer Advisers).
of
I ments ‘as ‘slapstick and, low. ‘comedy |:.
‘Las: Vegas, Feb: 6:
have too-long -béen missing, ‘Since
| -“Letis: “Prima, “star ‘of: the’ ‘show.
Sills
“| the ‘late’ N.Y. ‘Mayor’ Fiorello 4. Tat- Wilbur. Clark's: Desert. Ina, Sun-|. Shou
“Miss: Corio :feels'‘that. such’ ‘ele-

La: Guardia: closed’ down ‘the bur- ‘day: (4). fired: ‘‘his...“singing: |dis-|.°'
-“‘lésqueries.. She’ was’ a: frequent covery” Nica Ventura who may have BEE
-Tecent
headliner then: and later made: her - eventually: :replaced *hig.”
.
“| way-to legit... ‘Shé: doesn’t antici-. Bartner-w ‘ife ‘Keely. Smith;
7°.
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“hotel: Dera:

*
Bobby - Rydell.” ‘first - American’ License Dept., which: at ‘one time |‘to:
“remove .the. .24-year-old - Miss:
‘Show. with bur- ‘Ventura:from ‘his ‘show because of|:
| name singer to’ appear. ‘here, played had: a ban. on. any: ’
Tesque.
on
the:
marquee.
~~.
|:to full:-houses in: two performances.
interference’ from: her advisers. ‘He
| last week under the banner of Dia-| “ Parinered with Miss Corio ‘in’ the refused, to mention ‘ames: “of.the
Corner: ‘Rush at:Delaware
mond Music ‘Co. a, new lotal’ pro-' venture . are. “Mike: “Tanucci,.
tt)meéiitors. .
"
‘moter. ‘He. did Such tunes ‘as. “Vol- ‘ets
|
“already. signed’ include form: |: ‘Her advisers had’ ‘difterent ideas ‘
“MO. 48600.
are” and “That” Old. Black : Magié"’.
from: mine abotit-how they--wanted |.
| which. evoked. wild: applause: and: ‘Mills, Connie Ryan, Harry ex the. inexperienced’ Miss :Ventura’
‘Land.
Max
Dennison,”
:
- |:whistles: oo
presented: in my. show,” Prima said:
He. was ‘backed ‘by the: 15-plece
“’“They :also objected" ‘to. my: Tong|:
|-Iocal: band 6f Vic. Cristobal; .con-.
‘|-range’ plans *for her. She is a great

witerany
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| Latin: Quarter, N,Y; Sets: -

.ducted: by. His|“manager,: Frankie:| :
Day. Rydell also tossed. The Twist}. Marilyn

QD

ROOMS

potential ‘talent but must, be devel-|...

Maxwell’ Feb.-21 “oped slower. than what ‘her advisers’ |:78
_The ‘Latin: Quarter, N.Y; ‘lineup’ believed.: If --they.. would ‘have|
out by.Some -Hong’!Kong ‘talent. “ -of.names -has been augmented: with -agreéed to. the’ plan £ had. shé could|
"| the:: booking-Zot :Marilyn 'Maxwell have :been. “one of “OUF “Breatest Just: 3 minutes “from: the:“loon
‘Roshi. Follows Rydell:
:'|starting’ Feb.:21. Iit's-her first: N.Y; singing. stars.”): <--. Tokyo, ‘Feb.: Bo. nitery appearance. Jay- Jayson will -2 Prinia | added: - that he “had: ‘not ° “Surtounded by tetcinating dining =
>:
oho’ chain ids: done: a turnabout: .be.on the pill with her.
| binding contract with Miss Ventura, : ‘cand nite spots .-.. Home-of. and will not only -permit. Fubiki
The: ‘spot’. previously: booked -and.. planned’ no replacement for |. ~ ~. famous. CLOISTER- INN, ‘fine ‘dice.
Koshiji (who usually headlines ex- Libérace: for‘a stand. starting March -her, “However,” ‘he'said, “if a girl |.: :.conditioned. restaurant; Intimate |ee travaganzas at the Takarazuka): to 14; Rip Taylor and’ Rudy. Cardenas,}: ‘comes along -with top talent. whorir}..- ‘cocktail. lounges. ‘Adjacent. 600+: ;
‘work in a hitery, but. will: have its “April: A, and, Davis. Bee ‘Retse, ‘we think. will fit-into the organiza- | tar garages I:day valet; beauty *
a name. attached to’ the. presentation : “May. a
} tion’ we'-will: - five: her a: chance— i ‘salon, barber shop: All:rooms: °° ~
s
;
when. the’ - singer’ follows ..Bobby
_.
.With:- private ‘bath,- shower. Studie. _ but’ We're not. auditioning. moe
| Rydell in: the- New -Latin. Quarter
.° Prima, . whose. current ‘show. fea:
apts.,- "VIP" suifes.. STECIAL-..
| for a’ four-fay. ‘stint beginning’: “Laure Bowmai’ Ss.Bior
‘tures Sam. Butera & The Witnesses, |:-- ‘RATES ‘from: $6.00 FOR’
“en se “4
‘Thursday’ (8). Dick o ENTERTAINERS,”
‘Le Rol. Antoine, a Haitian- "3 -with:*:dancer-choreographer
Three. years |‘ago.Japan's. enter} bert, ‘concert. Singer, :has’ writ-...:|‘Humphreys, said: his-act is booked] ~~
tainment. émpires. looked’ down on | : ten 'the. ‘Jife-stor¥ -of’ ‘Laura .° until April, 1963:. It openéd: at: the|.
‘clubs ‘and wouldn't consider: them. a Bowman: ‘It is called: “Achieve- , Desert: Inn. Jan. 9 ‘and: loses, Feb: ; PreeREHEARSAL’ FACHITES end
19."
a
a
i
| fof. top’ performers..’ But “with: a |" “ment,” “Pageant Press, . NiUY¥.
_,Surrent issue. of“WARIETY"
..($5), and .Bives: a: eandid: bio’.
/stepup . ‘in* ranking, imported ‘acts:
a
ac
and. with homegrown. Izumi “Yuki--|. “OF: her’ career in vaude, radio “|.
@
into -his routine. ‘Bill was. rounded,

a:

mura. having .broken: through: the| and pictures, She’ was born of | club. barrier: at..NLQ: Tast Summer, a “mixed parentage inthe slums * |
” of Cincinnati and. first’ sang in. |
outlook: has changed...
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-@hurch ‘choirs ‘where: a.- patent

' .scout'of Williams and Walker: |

freed- ‘her: of ‘a. loveless: mar- -.
aoa
resigned:to ‘take-an:
Barton Bros. ! ie(eea
and. promotion:. post:
“Quits:to. Become: a.Client |:riage, ‘she™:téaméd .up. and. “ has

ae

* ‘Norman Brooks”
ok ‘Esther. Sutherland. .

m
B
‘Michael. Reienberg

sreenter .his’ original

field;: ‘band-

Louo:ta

.. formers... and- their. “act: -won |. assignment: js” with’ the ‘boat’ show:

. Taylor ©‘Dancers...

.

-Albért- wag ‘an: ‘MCA: client”for
BOOKED SOLD AER|.
; 4 years before he’.tried, agenting:
about.
thrée |-years ‘ago... ‘He “now.
THRU. AUGUST.
ij
UL

|. sdaughter through college. “She. é
“.. had-:to -swear: She. told’ :the- —

q Hava Tourist Industry”: a
SOON -= MONTREAL,
-she’
te
2
-To Fight ‘Proposed Taxco 2 director:
“TORONTO, BUFFALO:
as
threw.up his:
4 Honolulu: Jan. 30.

, Los ANG ELES

- fnimitables

*K Continental Excenirles
ak:
-. Affer.3
go successful; S

"-" Fwho. promotes: ‘various. -shows, in- |,
“World, War. .:
Te “This ‘is .a simple~ and: ainaf: ~leluding the” Travel” Trailer, thé}
:: fected” Story.-and “not without. : Mobile. Homie ~Show, ‘the .‘Sports-|
: 2 humor.-She was: Tehearsing « }men’s © show ..‘and:. ‘the’ ‘national

[ioins the’M GA talent: roster.again. . ps for®‘a part in a play, She was.~..shampionship: rodeo. :
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*_ And this isWhat Lincoln died. .
“Tourist industry generally” is: exed for: That.so- ‘incensed. her. she —} - Japanese’ ‘featutes.. “pertaining |to i Dae

\pected:. to- ‘battle

| ani

eee

at the. Pan-Pacific |‘Auditorium.:
new Fotty:: Thieves. ‘Club, opening we and Europe, :even’ as:.far--east-..
. Price, wha chas™ -been. ‘with. ‘the’
March-.1 in: Bermuda.: Initial -bill}:-- as: Moscow. |The act’ broke. up. Sun. for: the past two: ‘years, will |
will ‘have Mel: ‘Torme: ‘and the: June. » when Pete: died aftér the:First wh serve. as ’-exet. Assistant, to. Buck, |

“Music ‘Ray Abrams Orch.

ipiealaias
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DIRECTION: LOUIS ‘REUER 2°60,

| leading: ‘Albért: will’ maestro at the |“ the-great popularity i
in-America.:

“Eddie SchafferFal
*
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advertising.
‘with: H;

Werner. ‘Buck's Show: ‘Business: En- | .
Abbey’ ‘Albert- has’ resigned ‘from ns 7married
Pete
Hamp fon:
Together.
| -they..
“pecame
| the: MCA. club’ date department to.| -among: the’ top’. of: ‘eoloted per- : |terprises in’ Los: Angéles. His -first|
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‘other. resort areas: are levying: vis-.}* : Gilpin: and... ‘other. : ‘Negro. :. high school auditorium. :
_
No: G0, D.’s.: :
itor ‘taxes. “and. suggested’ a: “very _ performers.” “But she: eredits Le
p> Karate ds. a ‘more: grim: and: oft.
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‘swore‘a ‘blue streak.. “Give her...”
-storles
6ne-liners, .: Poemettes, ‘song:
1 Quinn’s. proposal ‘that a. visitor: ‘tak - cher. cue,’mm “shouted. ‘the :‘direc: © ‘emerging as-“major: drawingcards 4 -titles,
hecklers, audience stuff,. mono ° a
be instituted: to. ‘help |finance: the, tors:
, .[-heré, with teenagers’ keeping box: jogs;:-parodies, ‘double -gays,.:~ bits”
Ideas, - Intros,-Impressions. and
ims
:§offices
busy
here.
Hawaii. Visitors. Bureau.
;
are She. was a: ‘chatter. member’.|'
personations, - political,. Interruptions. .
. Quinn'said he is studying a room Of - ‘the. Negro’ Actors “Guild. -. AL - privately-spongored: - ‘double 1 Sheught sof the Day; Humorous Views ue
f:the
News;
Vignettes,.
ete...
tax;.: a: ‘special . hotel... tax and-a
She: has: nice’ things .to™ say:." Dill. (Karate: Sanshiro” :and *Vie-jh °. $25. yR oa SINGLE: ISSUES.$3.
'|*thead -tax,*.. the Iatter léevied-.on ‘about: W..: C.! Haridy,-: Neble-*
tory of .the Century’). drew ‘¢apac-.
the arriving visitor:. He noted that | °.“Sissie, Clarencé: Muse, Charles. «-:}.ity. houses" Over. sever: nights: in: a. |.
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“Las Vegas, |Feb: 6..
spotted. her.: From the gaslight. . y paul Price: -columnist’-and: O¢ |
eta’ .of ‘show: ‘business, -which’
réviewwer |‘for: the. ‘Las Vegas’ ‘Sun, |:
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"|Londoa’sA ‘Burnett |

‘Acquires: Aussie Cafe}

ToLure Visitors UndeMasePa

“A Burnett, operator of the Stork;

: The: Lee
Wiley, who disappointed critic George Frazier when he weit:to ©

Pigalle:‘anid.Society, Clubs, London, catch:her act at ‘the Schine Inn, Chicopee; Mass;,. thinking ‘she was ~~

the |vet-singer Lee: Wiley, is the real. ‘thing, too.’She’s:a_ pianist .and: part:
‘Chequer : ‘in. “Sydney, -" Australia, of a duo (with Bill Pollack) known: as The Smart Set..:Lee Wiley. is

Atlantic City, Jan: 90. .
“Three: beachfront. recreation. cen-. ters feature a master plan provid-]

Burnett, a frequent. ‘visitor ‘to. the |he: r real name: and: she. points sut that -there’s. also.a.male comedian-

“EELS. on. name’ buying. expeditions, :arourd ‘named Lee Wiley. She's:now appearing at:the mperial, Hotel,;
: plans: ‘to’ buy: top: performers. for Atlanta
1-the. new operation: : He’s. currently |.Lo
dickering™ ‘for Kathryn: .Grayson.:* “ Nitlits‘Bros,iw‘what is
ing. for municipal - ‘expenditure . of)
5 belteved the.hist time ‘Sinée.‘act ‘was
v s launéhed
-The” usé¢ .of ..U.S..-names.: in “an around .30. years ago, are cancelling. number ‘of. engagements: due. to’.
approximately |‘$29,000: 000. over a
'
Aussie cafe. is.Fegarded ‘as. feasible |::ilIness—not. involving one of. the ‘vocalists ‘but.the wife “of. Herb Mills;...
- period of 30 years ‘for the “orderly |: General Artists - Corp.. will: ‘re-|:
suine ‘its: awn ‘one-nighter .‘and: jazz inasmuch . as_ ‘théatres -as -well:: as -who.will undergo serious stirgery in New York the middle of this month.
.. growth -‘and: continued. rebuilding” { concert: promotions with’ the reten-: one-nighter promoters:. have. bee Their: Feb.:14 engagement at -Crescéndo, .Hollywood; Was .Called off!
. of Atlantic City.
‘on: extended. top. talent kicks.’ It’s when Henry: Miller, GAC-Coast. veepee.. explained” sittiation :to operator..tion of Sid: Bernstein: in’ ‘the. one-|:‘
7 The: . tofal~ amount to.‘be. spent, ‘nighter- “department. The agency. -Tevarded .as: comparatively --easy to Gene. -Norman, ‘aiid Chi: Chi,: ‘Palm, Springs, alsohas béen: asked. to post> ; é
Z ‘snctudiig ‘federal and state. partic-: previously was engaged in ‘promo~- ‘get ..a.:name. intg- a nitery once, rpone: date ‘starting Feb. 26.
‘they’‘re in: the. country:
- Engagenients..in: the: Orient. Which. “Ralph Yeinpuku: ‘has: set up: “out”.
~s ipation... funds, : could - be . around tio. during ©the: ‘tenure: “of .Tim
‘ex: | ‘of Honolulu: also are: being cancelled: -In brief, act will not: ‘work. for |
Gale, who --resigned: to. ‘return to. -Burnett, ‘now in” Hawaii,: is:
|$100, 000,000;“according to.. ‘Albert promoting on. his: own. as. well |
38.)pected in.New York: shortly...ee! ‘several: months, Quartet:closed. at. Cave, -Vancouver, Saturday. (3). and ‘| one-nighters ‘which. would, Nave ‘paved. path- to Créscendo. likewise ‘are’
-“B “Johnson; .chairman of: the. Ate do" personal |“Inanagement. *:
j-out:. Many years ago‘: ‘when: one: of -brothers. ‘died, their dad..stepped: :
lantic City: Platining Board::
- Bernstein, while: ‘pattneréd: ‘with

GacRESUMING OWN
ENTER: PROMOTIONS

Revoke:Philly's
5.:
| MoonGloLicense|:

‘in’ and subbed and hiatus from: tonsilling was’ very’ brief. When Herb: .

The -plan -was.’ présented ‘to ré- John Drew, “promoted” “the” ‘New-.
: “|Mills. had ‘an -aperation.:: ‘several’ years: back Don's ‘son,» Don Jr.,Bow ar
sort. officials: ‘and: businessmen ‘last port. Jazz Festival ‘for one yeat’as.
‘college student. inL.A. , Stepped in ‘and Pinchhit.
a
week -by- Murray: MM,’ Bisgaier, ‘pres-| ‘well as: various Judy Garland con-}
certs: anid. stageshows.. at the’ Brook-|:
George. Jessel, iongtime ‘pal: of. thé. late’ ‘AT Jolsoix.“said‘that fhe”is18
:
ident of Comniunity
‘Housing: (& Iyn *: ‘Paramaunt © and . elsewhere:
“Seriously :-dpubtful": of the. claim: of. :a. Phoenix, Ariz., ‘entertainer. as
Planning Associates, of New-York, He'll report to Bob ‘Weems’ rat GAC, Le
being -‘Jolson’s..son by. his: first marriage.,The ¢claimant,, ‘Harry | Brown,
‘whose firm: has ‘spent: -more- than
head. of.the music Sept.
told’ Variety. several: weeks.‘ago. that he is préparing ‘an: act. based. on:
four years making a: ‘study -‘o£ re. Philadelphia, Feb. 6 oc:.., |.
sort needs under a contraet by. the |.
The: ‘Mb6n, Glo ‘Suppér ‘Club’ tae: his: ‘father's. songs” and would: venture onto. the. cafe. cireyit: ‘with; it. in .
the
spring.
_city.-The -plan_ could generate- $1.=
“had: ‘its. license. revoked .by. .the.
*. 000,000,000 of new eonstruction: in.
State” Liquor ‘Control. Board. on] , “Jolie - iold z : _ many times’ ‘that.he:loved. ‘children but tie couldn't
have:
them:” says Jessel, who ‘is, currently. ‘appearing at ‘the: Drake::
‘. private industry.
“| charges. that the hanagement, -had:}
in: ‘Chicago.: “Tf fie :could ‘have had. children;“he wouldn't. have’
.A’ theatre centre, which: would |
.| permitted -rooms".to be *used *for ‘Hotel:
hadto.
adopt “two -6£ ‘them..-He ‘adopted: one -while married .to- Ruby.
again give the resort a- legitimate |
‘immoral purposes. .“AD |appeal. to
Keeler,..and
I believe he.--adopted °another’ during: his Jast ‘marriage. house, and .a sports centre’ which|"
the. ‘Superior. ‘Court’: was: turned|
‘In the: "40.years I knew: Jolie, and I ‘knew. him: well; 1 never: heard him.
would: make possible .top athletic”

3 AtlanticGityNiteries
"Reopen. as Conventions.
‘Bring iin 30,000: Visitors |down‘a

year. ago: January and. in:|
S,
Atlantic City,. Feb. 6.” - {September the appeals court. :de-|: mention once this alleged ‘son’ "| *..
-eyents; would be erected -on -both
a
“ gides -of -beachfront’.’ Convention
|’ ‘Three. “night... ' spots, . shuttered: elimed to’ act ‘on. :a writ..of. stay| ' Jessel ‘said that: he saw ‘no ‘harm in anyoné. ‘doing.“Jolson s songs.
ehis: Hinstip vs
: ‘Halt. The third, a ‘éulture centre, ‘since: the. ‘end. of ‘the:‘Season, ‘have taken: ‘out by the: owners. of| the |but: ‘that: ‘he ‘thought-Brown would: do well. to ‘establish .
further before: fain on Jolson’s ‘hame. .
mie!
would

be located. uptown ‘on:' the

reopened while’ others. ‘braving -Atty
—
ve “Boony” . Friedman, :
"tout through the ‘off-season :‘Slack
‘Even’ An. ‘Aquarium
Secretary-treasurer ‘of. the corporperiod : have. brought ‘in “added. tal- Other ‘recreation . projects rec- ent’ in‘ anticipatioii . of ‘the’“new ation; as -well as a. ‘director: and
-}Stoekholder, is serving. two to.five
ommended .inelude ‘an. ‘aquarium. convention season.
and. observation
fower..on.. city
|
‘plug
delegates
000
-30
thar
owned :Garden Pier, a ‘back: -bay| ‘More
sports . lagoon, “boardwalk . wind-. guests are -due.in- the ‘resort: ‘the baseball, Pitcher. Humberto Robin:

‘boardwalk.

‘breaks, . tourist information’ cen_ tres, “a Northside ‘recréation . centre for the resort’s Negro. residents.. playgrounds: and: two: “par,
3” golf courses. .
‘The. plan pr Oposes -the cityspend:

‘$960,067 each year for its share ‘of
the" 30-year. “program and breaks.
“down ‘the -various projects. into. 10year periods. ending: in. 1980. ‘It. is:
designed to. strengthen visitor .attractions and give the city: a more
_varied economic’ base.
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Wee’ on twomonth, tour: of ‘Europe,on
New York,’
next, 30 -days led this week ‘by.the.|,
-playing <in. Helsinki.,. . Copenhagen, |
National. Automobile’ Deaters ‘Assn. } orth: Moon-Gis" “has “figured -in
Kay: ‘Stevens goes: to. “the ‘Ble:| ‘Stockholm; Amsterdam_ aiid: Paris’ .a
with a--10,000. registration. ‘NADA’ the. news. before. °In.. September, gante, ‘Brooklyn, ‘March 16:
|
will. be.followed by: thé American 1959; -Friedman: was ‘arrested dur-| Dave . Astor inked. for.’- Harrah's, before :openirig. for: four weeks’ in wo
“Assn: “of ‘School. Administrators: ing .a: vice... ring ‘investigation on: ‘Lake Tahoe, Feb.- , 1 a Jackie Loridon Feb. 21..,- :-..Four-Lads do“
Feb, 17-21. with a. 15,000, delegate charges. ‘that -he was involved with |) Mason plays. his‘ first ‘Las Vegas 10. days- at Hacienda,’ Fresno; -Cal.,.
influx.- Dozens of. smaller meetings. girls. Although | Friedman was ac-. ‘date. at-. the: ‘Desert: Inn, . ‘Starting. commencing’ June: 1°. phe: ‘Core.
onados tee: off four-trame ‘roost -at.have. also been : booked:
quitted,:. the’ probe. of the. Moon Feb. 20. .-. Don ‘Cherry booked for |.
Holiday, Rério, Feb. 15...
. Hi-Lo’s
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the. Page: ‘Cavanaugh’ “Trio, °*Warrah’s,. Rake: Talios,
. i |with :
"Sanda, Las Vegas.
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“(Dake ‘Tahoe, ‘Jan. 30.°
San: Francisco, Feb. ‘2 _ -Cavanaugh - Jast |week: surprised
wt
+ Las ‘Vegas, Jan: 31; tions across... There’s nothing subtle].
music
‘éircles, by: ‘opening’ ‘his:own|. ‘ Rosemary’ Clooney,” Gary Morton, ahout.-his
|
material,
‘but':from.
the!
Mort: ‘Sant, Also Monaco,’ Jour=
“Jervy. Lewis, Peg Leg -. Bates,
club: as: front ‘man for a..Séven-' ‘Half Bros. (2);-Dorben’ Singers ot
howls.
he
‘garners,
there's
no
“need
|
‘neymen.(3),
Don
Asher.
Frio:
$3
_Nelson,.
Copa
Girls
-(12),
Garr:
piece: ‘band. It's "a:“new. sound: for. ‘Dancers :* 3),. Leighton: :Nable- .
_Antonio Morelli. Orch (29); pro- for any. .other. ‘approach. . He's’ a admission...
{the ~“velvety. | ‘Singer —with ::the. ‘ Orehe. +16); produced: ‘by Art Bar=«“
duced & ‘staged: by Jack: Entratter: 1 canny. “projector of. comedy: in any.|”
“sw ingin’ piano..The: emphasis’ Ag:on kom, $3 minimum aoe
a
a
language
with.
a:deceivingly
©
“un-|":.
“Mort®
‘
Saht:
is
pack.
at
his.
“qld
ehoreagraphy’ Renne Stuarts $4
, brass: and :a‘ big; ‘jazz pace. He. TeMinimum...
;
uO ’ sure”. ‘approach. ‘that:‘Ensures: his ‘stomping. ground, -Entico’ ‘Banduc- tains the Antimacy. ‘of: the’ trio” tn]
"Rosemary: Clooney;’ “after” a ‘yea:
os
acceptance...
ci’s . hangry i,. with. much” of: the
‘Ditto: the. Barton brothers, albeit ‘same: type. of “‘mordant-wit: “and. his :own solos, °“bath: :piano. “and and: ‘a; half. hiatus, -is: -back on -the®
Jetty: ‘Lewiis~ smoothly: ‘splices |:
‘their. comedy ‘is. strictly” ‘on the iconoclasm. ‘which- made. him Fris:| vocal,: but:‘the. general: feeling: is: : Tahoe: Harrah's scene. “with a qileassome his ‘best. .yock- yanking - ‘bits.
his | yartis.‘end. ‘one-liner. ‘ebserva:|::

“hungry
7 ig
S: ¥.

solid -‘frenetic: Jaz: ‘in- the-"style. of ing | Songalog” of ‘both the “old” and.
. of. the. ‘past 'and.blends: in. some blunt, hit them where’ they:are de- €0'S -darling: a.half: decade:. OF :$0 big bands;
the: new--and.. ‘she’s again proving «
* fresn ‘material’ for.his. current | livery that. doesn’t allow. for any ago. “My
Funny. Valentine,” vith its|.that ’her-. name -on. the marquee’
Sandstint: Result iis ‘another. strong. Jetup-in the. ‘bombardment .of the]. ‘He lacks, “as‘he:‘himself. days,‘the ‘madrigal ‘styled versé. ‘leading :-jnto’ -méanhs, good. business for: this,alles”
::
broad.
Thej’re
known
for.
the:“Joe.
huge « ‘target—the- Eisenhower ad-}
“entry from, Jack: ‘Entratter's stable
‘and Paul”. commercials and. album ministration—w hich: :‘he vhad --for’ the straight ballad, remains -one of. high 700-seater: :
of Stars. Lewis. amusingly aggres-|:
-Cavanaugh’s. “top: entries, ‘with
‘they
madé-in
Gotham;
‘the
evidence:
“Exquisitely-.
downed.
and:
‘coitfed..
eight
years,
but
this
shouldn't
‘and’
" ‘give style dominates the.’ ‘session,
“Route 66” -good for his musicianput "he proves himself: a sensitive of :that’ is .speHed out: in the im-) doesn't: hother him too much. ‘After ship,. He’ retains: the. ‘Songs: of .the ‘she ‘opens with “Clap ‘Hands, More
‘thesp and pleasantly stylized.singer “mediate. laugh “returns. when. they all, ‘the .world .didn’t ‘change: per:. "40s, in which “he excels,”‘among ‘Comes Rosie,” then holds the:‘stage ..
and shis-. bowoff’ launeh into that;; Segment, OF:the céptibly: the day John: -E: Kennedy ‘them the béautiful:“Now, It Can Be |: for. more than’ half-an. ‘hour of: im-.* -:
with ““Nammy”
préssive - yoraling Tendeuk tempo:
| was -‘elected :President:..
mumber, * What. Kind. of Fool?” He ‘act:
Told” which: is still typical. of his. ranging
‘Tender ly"
- : from.
to.
‘gets laughs. with: his maestro’ spoof; ‘Nofman* Brooks, who _eame “up |" But - there have: . “péen’ ‘some trio‘stylings.|
with
the
passing:
of
Jolsén.-via
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“Botch-A-Me.”’- It's *‘a varied: cats:
‘changes: since-the. good, “old “bad” |’. -Jini “Bates, of:‘the trio,.‘ig.“bass‘Rhapsody. In Blue.” in which ‘lis:
Jalog to “pleasé. all ‘tastes; .and. ion
conductor Loti Brown .does. a..fine ‘remarkable soundalike’.yocalistics;t days. ‘Among| them:.
man: for.:the band; :‘with. top sax
piece of ‘S8irrg. ‘Sharp ad libs.come His a hit” with ‘his: songatog. based on": “(1) -Sahl seems to’ aye ‘Jost‘his wark: by Bob: Young. ‘Room itself’ ‘is:[--Glooney. handles: ‘it’ to* perfection.
‘easy for Lewi is during his: ‘familiar ' the Jolie toppers; -even the. ‘physical _core of. devoted’ Frisco . followers, ‘goodand should. ‘prove .a -hefty |’. With. . Buddy”. _Cale- conducting: delivery:
is’
apt.
‘There's
evidenge
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‘for. whom. he seauild '"dg ne. wrong -attraction: particularly for «Jocal! ‘from the keyboard, - Miss Clooney.
-. community . sing with: “Shine On}.
‘|.in .some of his intonings,. that -he; they have: Brown’ qlder, :. “More
‘Harvest. Moon.”
alley:residents.
‘Dale. -eS8ays. the likés--of. “Sleepy. Titne™
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- Peg’ Les. Bates returns: for ‘this | could. deyélop:. a. Style (of his, own, ‘mature, . wealthier; "more w orldly::
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one; ‘and the vet:dancer does ‘steps. -but. the. solid reaction he raises and. ‘ond: to ‘have ‘grown aut of the |“
‘which’ would no doubt be. ‘difficult here will give him‘no- incentive ‘tol, “beat” existentialism which allowed ||... “‘Tidelands, Houston”. ‘|tire-turn).. ““Show:Me%‘and:a'‘med- | }
“Houston; Jan,’ 30. “Hey. of . titles. identified, with: Bing.
for a well-trained terper half ‘his|“embark ‘on ‘such’ a chancy: course, at? -them.to.. make: ‘a .cult™ of scoffing|
aze .who had - two. feet. ‘Bates. also’} least during this engagement...
‘about, ‘almost. everything:: .
‘Helen: “Fraubel,, . Don-* -Cannoi. Crosby, her “radio’ show: Partner, .
Ta
2) This. cellar’: ‘bistro “new ‘belts’ Orch: AG); no. cover ‘or minimum; -Two* new: ones. “included. :in: this ©,
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The festive: circus .- production: 4 sets a bounding pace.with hei ‘big- | compared: to the .50c. it”(got:, ‘When, *Helen: ‘Traubel- “received “that |Party”: ‘and: "How Will, I. ‘Remem- |.
umber |by .Renne Stuart, featuring1:.beat’ tunes;..topping. with.:a ‘Solid |Sahl .was’ ‘starting ; cout, and ‘this: rarity. here, a: standing ‘ovation, «at:ber,” with,_ credits.’ for. .‘the. latter ;
vocalist Garr. Nelson-and- the dozen|‘version, of “Bill Bailey’ complete: ‘to; economic. fact creates" a soniewhat, conclusion. .of her: too-brief.‘preem *going+ WwW alter .”"Gross, .:“Who .
" . [nite = show-: ., Wagnerian... . Soprano, :“scripted ©“Tender Tyet nn
to
Copa ‘lookers: is held over for the top. hat. and cane, in “an Eddie different. dudience;::
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three. weeks, to ‘be -followed” ‘by bowoff: Ray Abrams.and .his ‘crew a sort of:“conformity. with: ‘his’ non-| - :Miss” ‘Traubel. ‘stirs a: ‘nice. mix- j Miss’: Clooney: ‘proved ° she: knows: ;
‘operatic }.-her way .dround: on both: the’ ‘up: |
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| manner:
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hair.’
There’s
a
-lightning-footed
traction,”
:
“Back
&.
School Again,” “We + sliding:panels. ine
-English woman with ‘the wisdom
Speak: the.-Same
. Language,’”: “‘E.: Can
fp sense truths she cannot see (and. dance tear, Juan-Carlos Copes and| .
Teach. ‘them, ma wits. Fun to Think.” “once |’
Maria’
Nieves,
‘though
they’
have’.
“Time,>’. “Nightlife,” “Vv¢ Just
doesn’t. sufficiently clarify)..
"|. Upon:
fe“UPlgutes: denote’ opening. dates) :
: .¥ Seen. - ter.” . “Physic al. Fitness,” “The.
an
“STRESSING. ‘STRAVINSKY, ~
Erie Portman, in .contrast, 1s: ‘little opportunity. to:dance... .-.
in. ‘Love, -Martinique 41-10-61.
: ..|‘Fight. Song.” “*1- Couldn’t. Have Done Il
-. slow and ‘strangely. hesitant, “with | -R:. G. Brown, a’ buffoon. with jug. a‘: All.
“Were You,’ “The. Real.Mew):
Along:
Cynic.
Route,
Actors
(12-14-61).:
Wart?
wet
Santa ‘Fe‘Opera. This: Summer”
‘a tendency ‘to ‘stand: in odd ‘posi-|. ears. and a: cadaverously ‘toothy: : Apple, - Living” Theatre (Rep). UsneD.: _
‘ Banker’s. |Daughter,” Jan, Hus (1-23-62),
Revives His. Works
a
tions, sometimes ‘with: -his: jouth grin, is’ fatermittently. ‘amusing,.
Blacks, St. Marks 6-46 1). :
aI
“Despite. itscathletie ‘action ‘gad |
at me
agape, starin’. at. the. ‘other -play-" -though* overworked. .Joey .Garter |. Brecht on Brecht, de’ Lys: aen.: .
makes
‘a
specialty:
of
kidding
folk
. . Cantilevered, .41st ‘St. (1-17-62).
ae fa ‘noisy: horseplay.. “Al American”. ‘is a
ers. as if he- didn’t’ believe a-word
. Albuquerque?‘Feb: 6:
Connection... Living. Ren: Tg12-61,
re
. |alrambling.sort of tuneshow. which|’plane tor’ the: Santa'-‘Fe. Opera’{
they say. . is sneech is. frequently. _Singers. in ‘what appears to: be. the|
Creditors, Mérmaid, (1-25-62).:
=
-unintelligib‘e, ‘but it may be noted|.‘cabaret, vernacular... Patti .‘Karr ‘is |.’~.. Fantasticks, ‘Sullivan St. 6 3:60), ogee ‘pokes. obvious fun at college ‘ac: ‘sixth. "Season, “opening July4,:ine
in possible :extenuation. that his a notably’ physical singer, ‘dancer. ‘Fly Blackbird Mayfair (25-62).
‘tivities. ‘and’ even takes: ‘time ‘dut: ‘clude a‘ special group. of. short: Op
Ghosts, 4th -St.:.(9-21 6D; :
-and.cut-up.
and:
Joan.
Thornton
is}:
“|
to
deliver
a:
-sideswipe.
at
the
Madi-.
role of the sympathetic Englisheras ‘by. Igor: ‘Stravinsky, in: honor -.°~
: Hostage, ‘One - Sheridan. Sq. ania.
a.
son. Ave. image: makers. :The .new ‘of. ‘the: composer's 80th. ‘birthday.
oo
man is poorly motivated and -un-. . pretty enough to. be a refuges from
Jackhammer;: Marquee: (2-5-62):
-. Jungle, Living (Rep) (11-2-6D.°
‘..explaihed.- Anne: Meacham’ makes ‘a ‘modeling career..”.: .
: ‘}inusical:* -at- ‘the..Erlanger: Theatre. Two | ‘performances: . each. ate: ::
Lovers ‘in Metro; VanDam (1-30-62).
‘ds. also: distinguished. :“by. the fact ‘planned of-a-triple. bill of “Mavra,”:
; ‘the .ill-written part of the neurotic | -A. West. Indian. singer, Sylvia % Many Loves, Living Repy 0-31-6D)."
|-that it brings back: Ray-‘Bolger: ‘to. “Renard” ‘and “Le Rossignol,’ "two
English girl believable, if.:‘not. en- Lord, _ suggests: possibilities. if: she |:: / Mary -Sunshine,: Players (11-18-59)...
gould ‘be herself. and had appropri- oy Merchant ‘of -Venice;. Gate.. (2-3-62)." _ ‘the.‘footlights. ‘But: ‘the, star. does. of: ‘The Rake’s. Progress” :and two: °..”
tirely understandable.
— |
‘Moon ‘oi Rainbow Shawi,E.ere 118-6~
| ofa double.-bill. of “Oedipus; Rex"? /*
Rouben Ter-Arutunian ©has" “de- ‘ate .-numbers,:. instead - of.” being|.: : Misalltanice, Sheridan Sa. 925-60)
: ‘and doesn't swing into his: old soft: ‘and. “Persephone.” Stravinsky ‘will’. °
: signed ‘an .attractively. impression- |. saddled’ with a ‘palpably: imitative |‘ Plowboy, Orpheum (1-9-62)
Premise: (11-22-60).
‘|:
shoe:
routing
until.
far
along
in
the
istic first act: setting of a garden, “Eartha Kitt'style and preposterous: *- . Premise,
‘again -be- present: ta’ oversee: pro- ©.
‘Red: Roses, Greenwich Mews: araren.
_| second ‘ach.
pavilion, but: his scenery for two. ly. sexy songs. As. usual with Broad- : -, Wilder Plays Circle ’in' Sq.. 11-62
duction. of -his works, and. to. cons af s
DULED: OPENING
‘sc
‘eave entrances. in. the hills -looks ‘way shows in: which. theré’s mixed-|-*-'
“The plot: is ‘based’ on ‘the: Robert : ‘dtict . certain’ performarices.
ThisatreApple,
Absurd;‘York
Cherry
Lane:ears. 1 Lewis Taylor’ book about the im:| ‘Opening the ‘nine-weeék-geagon aa
-elumsily primitive;. and. ‘the inter- -Face casting, Miss. Lord: is carefully |‘ ‘Golden:
(2-12-62
Dumbell People, ‘Cricket. 1462), Lt
fors of the English club and’ mag-| segregated -from the rest -of: the]: -p
‘migrant. professor. who ‘gets him- ‘will be a:new: production of Rich-. 0.55...
Checktiov -Plays,. Gramercy (2-15-62);
istrate’ Ss.court ate’ routinely -ade-- éompany, doing. only solo-turns and |: + <§ide
-self a post at a small Texas techini- ard.:" ‘Strauss’. “Salome.” _ ATs: ays
of: Paradise, ‘Sher. Sq. (2-21-62).
quate.
The. vroduction is pre-} not once participating: in. a skit.oF . Oh Dad—Sing to Me, Phoenix Case: cal. . school’ ‘.arid:immediately: :be- . planned. ‘are’. “Mozart's
1
_” Répertory,, Masque’ (2-27-62)...
sented: by
the Theatre. ‘Guild; ensemble routine.
_|comes. -.involved.."with -the. great. Tutte’,; “Verdi's. “a Traviata,”
Black .Monday,; -Van. Dam‘: 3-6-60).
There's: not.:much to. be’‘said’ for on Eorever
‘Robert Frye: .&: Lawrence .Carr,
‘Saturday: : -afternoon’ ‘observarice,. ‘Honégger’ s “Jeanie a’ Are’, ‘and “ale
Yours, Proviricet'n.2862).
an:
with John: ‘Herman, pins,Don Her- thephysical production; except that an Difficult Woman: Barbizon AenysD.. -Leategs:football, ‘The.
ide issound, Puccini's Tosca.”Pe
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"GetttheMesiage? -

The -. : following, ‘Yestaurant-

1 -4ntormation -“appears: -in’.: the’

i Will Help‘Toys’

> eurvent:. (February):,issue. - of:
- |:
- Equity,.the official Publication -

2 of. Actors Equity: ©

--

“ “The, Deputy. of a “touring: ‘ ik

_.

.-ghow: which:recently. ‘played ‘|.
.-Baltimore’ Tréports: that. Negro-

*Baitor,’WaRtery tit
After reading. ‘Kermit: ‘Bloomegak:

Washington, Feb. 6.

* Music Fair

Enterprises ‘Inc. is

| Boston’S.“Michael.Maney
& Sinners. ‘Spot tfproposing a 100,000-share public
* members of ‘the ‘cast’ were re- . ~ Saints
den’ 's:letter.in.last week’s VARIETY, |’
of common. stock at $5 per,
“Pays
Off in Publicity | offering.
x : I sense. that :he isnot: contemplat a, ReceiveeR&H: Award : “fused: sérvice. at. Millers -Bros. X
on an all-or-none basis. The Phila“Restaurant. there... ‘It's assumed .
; Boston, Feb. 6:

-Jim:“Campbell, who's performed|delphia company, headed by Shel-

at. numerous:Circus Saints & Sin-

.

iMast BeChicago:

sRodgers: &- Hanimerstein ‘a w-a rd?
Variery for. publishing: “the trari‘last ‘Wednesday (31). in’ cévemonies
:s¢ript ‘of my ‘how. famous. Chieago
television’ iriterview: ‘to:give- anyone ‘at the theatre. The award ¢arries-a’
‘grant. of:‘$1,00.and a bronze medal-|

7

us

are.

. T-mer ‘President’ “Harry: -S. Truman

-O£ the $400,000; hoped -to ‘be 7
‘SJast -week at the:: Waldorf-Astoria, .‘garnered from the stock sale ¢ afier

“NY.

Campbell :plaved both ‘Gen. -eommissions’ and

.|Douglas’ A‘; ‘MacArthur: and. Abra.
|bam. ‘Lincoln.
_
Pictures of Tr uman with: Camp‘Lbell, as ‘MacArthur, were carried

; interested the ‘opportunity to; read lion.
.-4n ‘context -what ‘E actually said:
..Previoiis. winners’ “have”: been |”

an

don . ‘Gross, and: allied .firms,

tana. “producer of ‘the, Charles. -Play= |.--' city’.‘will bear’ ‘in’mind when: | ners. affairs, - fell: into a publicity|.‘in the music tent and. summer stock
dining” out.” ee
re _| bonanza’ when ‘he participated ‘int.
? + house, -.a: -local- off-Broadway.’ ‘type‘business, as owners-oper ators: and”
|
7-+ the -club’s’ yincheon. spoof .of -for- ‘producers.
.
Vetti qeriting: this‘Vetter:to ‘thank ‘operation;”“Yeceived -the’. third:

BlondellWants. Out ofHer:Role

“If all. of: this ‘nitpicking: “will help|
“William. Morris:.Hunt, -producer.. of.|.
' to'sell tickets for “Toys? in-the Atithe Caiibridge Drama: Festival, dn}.
“te; °° T am: ‘Pleased to:-be _able.. to11959, and: ugh: “A... ‘Stubbins.' ‘JY.
De:“of seryice.:
) and: George: C. Teznour, jointly. for
Another yeason ig:do!‘Glarity. a their ‘Work "for--the |Loeb. Drama} °

expenses), ac
cording: to the registration |
state-_
ment. filed with Securities &. Ex-

change .Conimissicn, -thée |outfit
‘plans to earmark $225,000 for. con-

an séveral New’ York “newspapers, ‘struction. and . operation. for

tiext

rand “on:-NBC-TV's :11°‘p,ni. .news} summer's season a Music. Fair tent .
report the. evening of the':day the ‘theatre .at Gaithersburg. Md.. ito
luncheon” ‘was. held. CBC-TV's 11. be ‘called: the Shady Grove Music
ge ‘points which. Mr. . Bloomsarden
‘Center at Harvard, in ..1960: -The.]*.
p.m:
report that evening tan -a.: Ble. Fair), $31,006 for conversion. of
Chicago,
Feb.
6.
im
. “Unwittingly.. omitted’ ‘from his. let-: selection -is ‘made: by a ‘hominatiozi
‘the Caniden- County *NJ.) Musie.
~ ter. as he-is. actually attacking. me: committee |: cheaded’. -by:” Francis Navibe |“the: harsh: weather..in. ture.ofCampbell ‘as.Lincoln. '
| Fair into. a permanent : building,
-Chicago.
‘is:
causing..
an.
“epidemic.
Vos
_ for hig-own errors, in judgment... | Hatch; and ‘a cominittee. of college
--| $75,000 for equiping a. restaurant
| Anyway,. Nowa: second. legit. ac-. .
an
_ While still, in, reliearsal!-in. New: presidents: in the.Boston. area.
| adjacent to the Painters Mill Music | tress has ‘stated ‘publicly that she’s:
* York ‘before ‘the play. ever started.
‘Fair at Owings Mills. Md., and the
. |sunhappy’ ‘with: ber Tole in atouring
. 4t& road‘ toyr, I--askéd -to “he.'re-}yest-to :working .capital,
_
[show
here.
»
|.’
' Jeased ‘from -my contract. My re-,
- If-and when all the proposed .
“quest was- Féefused: ‘Tn ‘Washington,
|" At<a <Sereen* ‘Direcfors ;“Guita |:
‘shares
are sold. Gross. will hoid
“rand. repeated]y. thereafter, ‘L. asked
| séminar- last. week, Joan: Blondel, |.
5°60 of the 214.953 Shares of eut62 be.. ‘released. “Mr. Blooni garden |
\appearing ‘On. a’. “panel, told: ‘the:
Standing
common stock. Vice-pre"kept. telling: me he would: consider
| audiénée of over 100. members that |.
.sident Leon Guber._ and ‘secretarys ©
: My: Teqiest. when he. could find .a}she knew:.“Bye’. Bye ‘Birdie’ .eurtreasurer
.
Edward Felbin? ‘profesreplacement .. for mé.-. It: took’. him].
rently. at the Eriinger) .is riot: her.|
sionally: knowri ‘as Ed Fordi- will
.over.:15.. weeks to-find: Such ‘a .re-|ae Of show,. but: ‘that’ She” took :
also.
-hold
5°¢ each. . The three:
". placement;: ‘who- turned. out to: be
.the role’ in ‘a. weak moment.’”’. She, |
each own a third of he -85,010
Uy
“. <my understudy, who:had, been-with oA
;complained.. of .being: “the highest |. Subwals ‘Are:‘for.Sleeping": Is
‘oustanding
class ad‘shar es.
oa
moving
‘at
‘express
‘speed
towards
_ the. ‘play’ ‘from. the.First’ day, ofFer: er
‘| paid ‘actor in.&:Dit Tole,in. Ammer~
| recovery of its'$400.000 investment.
‘shearsals,
"Washington, Feb; “Bee Fea!’
..|
The:
musical,’
currently.
"in
‘its
-sey-.[
Let's. now ‘gay aw eed.abéut hoa- 7 “Wien: “the. new. musical,;aan; While she. dia:“not ‘speak. “un-,
or: and. Sense. Is it.-honorable- to President;” ‘opens: ‘its. ‘pre-Broad= favorably. of the -show itself, “as enth week: at.the St. Jarhes Thea- engage. an actress to. ‘do a-role. for- I way, tryout. ‘at the’ National: Thea- “Constance- ‘Bennett did about™‘Toys tre;-N. Y:;-: has: thus :far Feeouped }’
about’ 63°C -of its: eapitalization.; On|’
. Which, according. to. “management, ” -tre. here: next fall, ‘it:“may establish,

‘Subways’Netting|
5,000PerWeek:
~ Has 1486toGo!

'PlaniBigSplash
:OnWr.President’
in Wash.|

Impossible Happens ln ;

Vienna: Its Opera Ball

se,
.
nee.oo
ne
eee

‘In the: Attic’-several «weeks ‘earlier. ‘the ~ chance -‘that ;:the. : Main Stem).
she ‘was unsuited. ‘Merely ‘hecause Ls new. high. ‘for politi¢at dazzle:: .F she..did. disparage diréctor’ Gower|.
they. believed .-shé* ‘would - sell| ‘ Tickets;.: “priced: :‘at~:$100-.-éach, :Champion and. ‘made. it. clear “that:
" -fickets?.. Would ‘it make ‘any. Sense. will soon go ‘on sale with. Members” ‘she hates her: ‘assignnient. iii, the. sturdy. pace.‘after’ its’‘theatre party. ;Le
bookings: are” over, the David Mer-

Off in Union Hassle

Vienna, Feb. 6...
for .me. ‘being- paid - a percentage’ of President .Kennedy’ s- family: in -show. . Among :her comments Was,
“The impossibie has -happened.
- Of. the -boxoffice:receipts, : to: have charge of ‘Sales.’ The $100: scale “Pll “be out. .6f. thé shoiv :‘in.’‘two: ‘Fick’ presentation .could™ get: into
‘the’ black by- the: middle: of its 16th |here—the annual: pre-Lenten Opgriticized ‘the: play: and. thereby.
‘will. include -& dinner, | “the: show, weeks, thank: goodness.”
os
: week. at the: St. ‘James.
era Bail has. been cancelled: The.
sBloomearaen’s eyes.. make . people} and ‘aftét-theatre ball - at the’ ‘Bris nt
‘It was ‘subsequently: Jearhed that
The. ‘show, -.“an: ww‘hich ‘Sy.dney:; fear of this action was diseounted:
¥© Stay. away: and.. consequeritly Fedueée,,
tish Embassy. -.
Nothing. like. it.‘has ‘the. actress -Will vacate: the: -musical | ‘Chaplin: and Carol: Lawrerice: coi with, a stubborn optimism. .But .
omy. ‘own “compensation?..
ever’ been: published before. ‘in.‘the
‘Feb. 17,:with Pat McGinis taking star, hasbeen clearing around $15,- finally -the continuing feud -be-":
ue
asdo. ‘not. think -it, would: he. kind! national capital.
‘over the. part. for the:retnainder: of, -500 - weekly - on. Broadway.: It cost.
. Continued . on:page 7Ry
‘tween the stagehands, ‘civil ‘serv-.
‘The’ Gpening .‘night. spluige. ‘gaitthe. tout.
| ($228, 062° ‘to open. at ‘the. St. ‘James ants. all, andthe opera’ house. hag

a

~ Pognetithe Lt: Joseph; P:. Ken'nedy. Jr..- - Institute, ‘and: the: ‘Ken: | :

Child. Study. Center. * Honora ea Press(Queries a» | nedy.
Critie
ary: chairman -is “the First.: ‘Lady; | PeterBellamyIs

J after: - ‘earning’. $68:351-. : operating. ‘produced the order of cancellation

-:|-profit: on -a. six-week out-of-town ‘from-the Minister of Education.

__tryout: Included .in-the N. Y.-open-

|’ Stagehands. are fighting ;-for--a
“1ing cost was $11, 433. in. recoverable” a five-day week, though -the house
‘| authors’. share™.:-6f- or chéstrations, operates
seven. days
in. -s@ason.
{ plus: $5, 540. for special: adv‘ertising, ; “Overtime” is the. ‘nub. At what

‘Jacqueline: Kennedy, and the*
Q . Pallarmoni Hall,N.Ye.‘Mrs:
working « - ‘co-chairmen . are.’ Mrs: TorCleve: Plain Dealer

|

Stephen, E..:Smith,: the: ‘President's
On Ticket Courtesies:‘sister,
:ahd *Mrs... Robert’ 'F. Ken- |-.
cost. of producing: the: tuner
~ Succeeds Harlowe: Hoyt}|was..
: +The’$282,940;
with music income.

rate? . Management wanted af c¢ommitment for.250 hours of overtime.
of $2500: ‘reduéing that ‘amount to ‘annually, Dut the stagehands
-:. forming Arts, - Philharmonic. Hall, }-fainily,. several New York -friends |. ‘Péter- Béllainx former drarnatie: $280. 440." The “Betty. Comden-. ‘nixed that outright. Thev.. mosily*
: opens
next. September, ‘various’: ‘and: ‘Republican,’ ‘Mrs. Jacob: Javits.-: ‘and film critic of the.now .defunct|Adolph ° ‘Green adaptation of -Ed- 1 don't. want overtime on any. basis,
ee
eee
ee
beea
_ Policy: matters.:have ‘not yet. .ev en.
“wife..of-the-New York Senator.. aré'!iClev éland News. before: World War munrd:. G. Love's ‘book. with .music}‘but more leisure — an important
.
mat
. been ‘discussed. Oneis- whether to;iamong ‘committee -.memibers,: “Mrs; |‘II, isthe new: drama. critic of.:the! by :Jule. Styne’ ‘opened. at. the St. element. in. Vienna. . | =
_
grant: ticket’ Courtesiés. to:‘the. ‘for- ‘Donald -Wilson, -wifé’ of the: ‘nom-‘ Cléveland Plain: Dealer... He. “suc-. James ‘to-mixed: ‘notices after drop‘Hostility prevailing. - madé the
ceeds Harlowe.R.. “Hoyt; .who’ Fe-; ping $12, 460: on ‘a $36,044 take for prospect of an bdpera. ball in the - eign. “press. resident .in ‘New ‘York:
k: |ber tio: ‘executive. of:the’, US: In-jce
Tf ‘legitimate. theatre. precedent |formation” -Agency .‘and. ‘a, ‘close: tired’“Yast: Week at. the ‘age of 80. ‘five previews. at the theatre: The opera house ‘too, loaded. with cten« spbevails the leading :-overseas: pubs: “friend. of: the: -Kenrédy ‘family, -has Bellamy“: Joined, *the. . P-D: “two ‘show. then clearéd. $46,995 ‘in. its sion.
.
- lications:- ‘probably: would. be. taken'. thée:. title. ‘of -executive chairman. {¥vears’: ago, ..after.-Seripps-Howard:| ffirst three. weeks. of regular per_ care of: but after the first-and séc-11, Pians. eall for -500 ‘of: the: Nation-. ‘bought. the: old News. :Far.the latter formances on. grosses. ranging from
ond: night -ists were. avcommo® |-al’s 3,686: seats’ to be priced’ at $100- jhe ‘had. also: held jobs as: -gossip $62,373. to $63.893.-.
. dated.
.
aa cand distributed -throughout:. ‘the;‘eolumnist,’. ‘society: editor- and :'as-4:
.AS of. Jan. 13, at’ the. énd- of its
‘Foreign press. is.alsoctan. in:
NS 7 ‘theatre.”: The. “idea is. to’ scatter:isistant: city ‘editor. His father, “the.
“but. ‘this | operates: in’ reverse. for ;i high’ ranking. ‘officials, ‘so, they. cant‘‘late:. Paul.. Bellary: “was, editor’. of}thigd week of regular - perform- |.
.
“Cleveland, ‘Feb. 6.
ances,
“Subways” Had uhrecouped
Americans.’ ‘in. ‘European -apitals:.- ~he seer: by “all-ticket --buvers.: the: Plain Dealet for 25.years. .ii
‘costs "or: $193,826.- That amount. is Ben: “Heeht’s new stage drama, .
. Some ¥9 months Ago. there :-was" a.Other tickets: veil! sellfor.$38and!. °
“Simone,
”
written
for his actress- «
|
figured.
‘to
have
been
reduced
to.
oe
";Sproblem’ in Stockholm -w hen. the.”
‘BD, is. being ‘Tedrganiized for mote: around $148; (000 ‘as of Iast Satur- daughter Jenny, opened last Wed-.: ™
:‘Jerome’ Robbins Ballet. from “U:S;
scree “Geotze y: W heelar: ‘syife-‘comprehensive, wider ‘coverage ‘by. “day night. (3),. The backers: have: nesday (31).at the Cleveland Play
‘played ‘theré-and none of the U.S: iof. former” Washington: ‘Viceé-presiBellamy.:-The staff .includes Glenn thus.. far--been. tepaid |
$200,000. of | House for a three-week tryout. The.
~/Correspondents . could :‘get -in, “the +‘dent- of: -Radio-: Corp.. -of. ‘America
GC. ‘Pullen; |-assistant :drama critic. their,‘inyestment,
ens
—_
asta
_|
professional community ‘repertery
ee
-. Swedish coricert:‘ bureau seeing: no-,
here,” ‘is |in*‘charge: of. ‘arranging ;‘feature: writer and’ nitery editor, :as
| company’ has. been augmented hy:
:Feason:- “for. ‘deadheading. *’ them.!
enough: ‘preé-theatre dinner parties: “well. as -:Cleveland:: Correspondent: several
New York .guest plavers,
"Robbins. personally ‘took. ¢aré. of!
-fimeluding John Ramondetta and *
, Several. Awho bproached: shiny, di. ‘$0 ‘that :every -“$100 ticket. holders.’ ‘for Varrety...W: Ward Marsh .con-. I Soiith‘African‘Author:
will | ‘get-” Lan - invitation: ‘ David’ tinues ‘as; film”critic; a,post she: has:
“Ru dolph Anders.
—_
rectly:
“| Ormsby Gore;new British “Ambas- | held 42:years.: .
LNow Living iin:England, Norman Twain, an off-Broadway
‘sadcr:' and-a: longtime .‘personal | - Hoyt: plans:to- ‘finish “writing twale
“London, -Feb: 6: . ‘producer, ‘is ‘doing the Play House "|friend: of-“Président. Kennedy, is ‘theatrical ‘books’ during. retirenvent. | South: “Africart playwright Mente ‘presentation and. plans* a -Broad| to:
planning
.4. ‘the
dance.
.
which all
$1 -at.:his ‘embassy|
{asa “follow-up
“to.-his|pow
‘Town Hall Doyle, who: arrived -before: Christ- ‘Way production next fall. It will
00:crowd: .it be Tonight,” Published: five years age: mas, has detided to. settle perma- have Miss Hecht. 18, repeating the
invited:
| nently:: ‘in'.England. He -béliéves role of an idealistic French. girl.-:
. “Mr, ‘President will ‘have |sorigs |
"London, Feb: 6...
‘}there’ will’ be’ ‘more scope: ‘for: his who. defies the Nazi invaders ‘in
“Kithough: the first: ‘unit. of _Man-;: “nedy, the: Attorney: Genétal's. wife.
‘hata Lincoln Center“ of Per- f ‘Other’ ‘members. of: the: ‘Kennedy fe1

~ Cleveland, Feb.’ 6.”
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CalsSetforLeadon,
a4 Dates in-W.
i ‘Gamay

eat and ‘ concert” impr esario.;by” Irving-Berlin ‘and book by’ How-*
Sandor Gorlinsky has.signed Maria‘ atd..Lindsay: arid: Russel. Crouse,

4-writing -in--this” couhtry .than ‘in |her: -hometown
Want$25,000ioRevive.:|.South
Africa, where. he -was. Tre-:iH.

Le |!
«: Callas for five one-night. concerts. | The show is beingproduced, byl

: the first to“be Feb. 27:in: the Festi- land ‘Hayward..
"wal ‘Hall, London, ‘and: the-.remain°' Ing. ‘four’ ih Germany ‘next month. |
2. The- Sopr.s;0: wil] be aecompaniéd-;
,.on-“stage™-of her London .engage|-
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Off-Broadway ‘Sandhog’

ca

Adi

‘off-Broadway ; :Fevival”

‘His first, stage play, “Signpost to |The ‘piece has. been

“Murder,” is:.due:: Feb..
“a ‘the. Earl: Robinson |
Southera Ilinois:‘Univ, |a of|“Sandhog”
Waldo- ‘Sait:‘inusical. first ‘produced. |‘Cambridge ‘Theatre-with

« Offers. Scenery: Prizes.

during . World Wear. .

' garded as.a' ‘leading author. of radio |. “Harold . Stone. also - from New
dramas and comedy.
ty
{ York, guest directed the ‘play: here...

adapted from

9. atthe! the. French
original .by’ Lion
‘Margaret.' ‘Feuchtwangler and Bertolt: ‘Brecht.
in 1954 at the Phoenix “Theatre, |Lockwood ‘and. Derek Farr. -He has } Hecht supervised the. local Pro-

- ment-by. the. Philharmonia ‘Oreties::|--also.written two plays for -BBC-TV,:; t duction.
=
Southern: WMinois:. Univ. js. eons: oNLY., ‘is’ ‘planned- ‘by. Robert’ Bialos |
tha,’ ‘and local ‘orchestras. . will. be.
Sherman’ Wayne: ‘It's-"to| be ‘and ‘his first film. “Killer Planet, af
| engaged for-her ‘dates in Germany. 1 ducting.” a ‘eross-country’*- intercols: “and
“capitalized at:.$25.000. Roger -Sul. made in- South: Africa, is due for.,
iName New Toronto ‘Univ.
: The. Festival ‘Hall is sealed: -uip. ‘legiate ‘scenic. désign. contest with :
‘elease. in the.UU,K.“next; month. |
*to.a‘$15 top fer tle Callas. appear-- prizes of $100.‘apiece to the jvin- ‘Jivan ‘will . stage. .the: _presentation;
* House for Edw.. Tolinson.
_., ‘alice, ‘ahd: the hovse:.wads ‘sold. gut. ning “entries. in: undergraduate and: ‘for which. Dobbs .Franks: :will‘be
a
+ Toronto, Feb. 6...
vee _within 90 minutes of the opening ‘graduaté divisions: The. “designs | :‘musical director...
Bob
Schnitzer’
Ss
Post’.
Theproducérs’
“estimate:
-a
:
weekly’
|
A new 850-seat theatre will ‘be
J ‘of the ‘boxoffice last seek: There: must have ‘been: created either .for|:
Arbor, Feb. 6.
: Is“now: a, black. market. for tickets; _a-play- produced ‘during the 1961-62’ operating expense’ of about 000. "Robert ‘©“Ann.
Schnitzer,
‘executive: ready for next fall in. the ‘Univ.’ of
and: ducats:are.repor ledly’ changing ‘school -yéar: or for an. -assignment |:
| director of Professional Theatre at: Toronto's new outlet. for opera of- --hands' at ‘around. $35..aviece* oe: im ‘scené-design ‘classes, ‘The. dead-| the: Univ. of Michigan, has ‘been. ferings. The setup will be tagged.
.-" -Mme. Callas’ German: -dates: “Will | line. for: entries. is.‘next. April 30°}.
-lelected. to ‘the. executive’ committee the Edward
Johnson Bldg:; in
be March: ‘12: in ‘Munich,. March -16 |- with the. awards to.-be: annolineed |":
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‘Mass.,
Féb.’6.
:
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Mouritain
Park
‘Playhoiise,|
of.
the. National. Council. ori the Arts:‘honor of the ‘late. Canadian-born
os -/in. Hamburg, March 20..in -Ess2n_} ‘May 28:
oa “and: March 23 in. Bovn.- Th2 top{.. An exhibition’ of éolleze and: cunts!local. strawhat operation, :‘fs due: to | & Governnient, in New York. .
tenor who was g.m. of the Metro--

Plans|forHolyoke, Mass.

price at each of these. concerts will “versity -‘theatre. ‘set. designs will pe open

sbe 100 D:M., equivalent: ro. $10.

—
its. summier. season. June ‘18 ‘Before’ joining. the college facul- politan | Opera Co., New York.
4 Staged: at“S1U_ during: May: iw con- under.a new: setup, the Valley Play-, ty,” Schnitzer: ‘represented
the} ‘The stage of the new house will
American.’:-National’ Theatre & |have a 56-foot frontage and a depth

-It-is' understood: .that ‘the. singer. junction: with. the. competition: If, érs:‘Corp:*:

"declined to.work,on a p2"centage

“" hasis,-and (is: being ‘paid |a Slat. Fave

‘will: he” open: fo. :submissions: from: |.”Officers of:‘the group are: Carlton -Acadeiny: as State ‘Dept. contact in|of 134 feet. with a proscenium arch
staff .designers as: ‘well ‘as
8 the eon- Guild, president: Isaac L. Eskanasy, ‘connection with the ‘International, ‘60 feet high.’and an orchestra. pit
Hreasurer, ‘ngJean
i Guild,ler. AGultural Exchange program.
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“even Week: ‘Opera Season Has.
, Other Novelties”
ele

-acter into focus, The three inna

{ture

Palm Beach, Jan.: 23.
Frank Hale, Robert Schuler & Howard
Barker
Rpresentation Gp asiociation with
Johnson and MIS Productions)
peBedaical comedy in two acts (10 scenes),

brothers are-. portrayed: by]...

Norman Burton, Val Palmer and
“Bruce Dern with’ ‘scattered “mo-.|

ments of forte... Diane’ Ladd. and.
with music by Kobb Stewart, book and: Connie’ Wallace are. decorative: as’
- Jyrics by Neville Phillips and. Robin Chanthe ‘espectively sweet and shady:
cellor. Staged

by Jack Sydkow;

choreog-

” Chicago, Feb:6.

“Dhianks toxS-eouple. of Feb6. at Arthar Kennedy and Burt Brin:

‘money- ‘donors,. -Chicago’s Lyric keroff have joined the staff of The.
|. Opera is: planning. to. mount :next. New.7 Art‘Theatre &' Studio, N. Y..
season - the .Alexander.’ Borodin{’ Fred’ 1.:: D’Ambrosi, formerly
| opera «“Ppriricée -Igor,”. a: rara_ avis chief of: the: Regulation: A ‘section:

girls. involved in the bedlam.: ; the :N.. Y. regional’ office of the’
As stager, Burton. has. made .t
a ‘in the.U.S:,. reputedly. staged only |of.
Barker;: lighting, ‘James
Riley.
.Stars_ game try, and Charles. T. Morr. sonce ‘before: in. this country.
‘Securities& Exchange Commission,
Munsell, Michael Evans; -features.
son’s sets .and Props.seem sturdy | ‘Lyric general*manager Carol Fox: ‘has: joined: the N. Y- firm. of Unter‘Gary: Oakes, Ralph Bunker, Geraine Richards, G. Wood,. Richard Tone: -Joseph « enough
to hold- Up: under the. ‘said ‘Boris. Christoft. will: sing. the. berg. .& Unterberg, :‘specializing .in
Sicart. Opened Jan. 22; .’62,a the Royal |
roles of.‘Prince Galitsky. and Kahn corporate °‘and. securities: law..
Poinciana Playhouse, Palm Bea
: nightly batfle-royal."
Tube. .
raphy, Ellen Ray; musical director, James
Leon;

costumes.

and _scenery,

eon w nc ceccoee

Helens “ackman ;

as a pecceveaccevecs
erry
Lam
Rose Seerererereerr cree finger Prince

_Chrysanthemum

Brown.. ‘Patrice’ Munsel

Gays: ‘and. Dolls -

Oliver 'Cliff; .musical :direction,

Samuel

Cathkin Potts tereSINE. Feces wise ''Matlovsky; choreography, Don’ Welssinul-:
Edith

Hackett-

-. Fran

Allerton

‘John: Blessington- Briggs :: "Michael
‘Mary Ann Biessington- Briggs

Evans.

TinkAPA Engagement|

fea:. :

Atny. Freeman;

Jari...

At the:Miller, ‘Milw’kee,

. Police “Officer” ee ee eeed -Earroll: ‘Robinson
Robert ‘iterDriseon
Others: Ginger Prince, Helena Jackson,
‘Geri Spinner, Sherry Lambert,. Elaine: “Benny Southotrect:..... inGotdon “Wood |.

Fabian

- Natasha

George,

Grishkin,

Clark,

Peter

Roger

Raby,

Patrice

M

,

Frank.

Clark,

Boh

Page.

Raymond;!

Buckner.

Sarah ‘Brown

frywees. a * “Beverly

arvide “Abernathy. rosea

. Agatha

.

° Fulfilled.ItsObjective}:

Allyson.

s+ :Oliver Clite-

be gunna’eere Gila

Melandoff:

‘Sidney. Kay,: who's an actor: and:. is

recently for’ London ‘for ‘a three- refe
month: instructing.. stint “at..the ©.

Royal. Academy of: Dramatic.“Arts: “--:

‘where :.he'll.. give ‘Method: ‘lessoris: - .":
and direct scenes. '.His: actréss-wife,.

‘Elizabeth Hubbard; who-appears.on

|.)

tv’s “Guiding. Light,”". remains in. e+
‘Manhattan.
ot
.

"Producer-director - ‘Day. Tattle, elient,. ‘producer -= director: ‘Shepard:

twho: owns the. Phoenix "74th: "Street: ‘Fraube,: as stager of. the projected.‘ ...”
| Theatre;: N:Y., “has ‘acquined. the. ‘Main Stem. presentation’ ‘Of:“Indoor a _

tures -Pamela....Britton, -Beverly, Allyson,

Geraine Richards ‘23,
;
:
62, ‘at the’ Sheratgn- Palace Hotel’s
Emily Prosiree
set erereetorsRi Nerd Tone. Garden Court. San. Franelsco; '$7.75-$8.50
pire
cna
one’! minimum,. including:
a
Ching
Loo
....:....:.
Joseph Sicarl | Nicely-Nicely _ Johnson. Te
‘
King...

season.

|.

‘teacher: of -acting,- left: New. ‘York. |

: Broadway produser %
Cliftora. Hay- a also from’ thé Met this season, will. off-Broadway “revival °of. “Golden man. has entered the: “personal mane...“
Teturn: next. fall:
agement: field, having ‘set his. first ~ y,
. | Apple.’

ler; costumes,. Richard ‘Smart,
‘David -Atrow. Stars. Lioyd ‘Bridges,

Lou ‘Nova.: Gpened

“

off-Broadway shows. and to line up : ‘a’ staff. for.‘the’“upcoming :‘bummer:

Howard

-Kontchak; . -Company’s - 62 seven: . “Phe: Adventures of. Highjump, "
|-weel’: season ..also _projects. a first|a children’s ‘musical. by: Treva Sil"|
Lyric production: of -Gluck's: - “Or- verman,:is.being produced. by .Cav.
i
ea ec eee cepecnseaeese
i)
uckner
‘an. 24.
Sam venges eseae or eeses Roger Allan Raby |. Russell San Francisco, Mere-‘|feo,”. ahd ‘presentations .of “Mar- Kap-..Productions
for ®:- weekend
riage
‘of.“Figaro”: and “LElisir. aA} afternoon . ‘showings. 'vat: Theatre
Joe
tewneetee
Peter Clark |vival
of musical comedy in two sser,
acts, book
with
‘Capt. “Brown” oeseecednees , Ralph Bunker
musie and lyrics by- Frank :
‘nore.”’
East,
N.Y."
Uncle Fred. Tre eerereccereens ee G.Oakes by -Jo_ Swerling end Abe -Burrows, based
_Soprand “Renata; Tebaldi,, ‘absent
-Jane Connell’ ‘wiit. appear: ‘in. the
idan Sivan ae ary.
_on .story: by Damon Runyon. Staged: by.
Lenore

director ‘of.‘the:“Allenberty. Players

‘Inc:, “Boiling: Springs; Pa.,. is. in -‘New: York to-catch Broadway. ‘and

atorsWanting"

New! York,

:

rights. to .:"Orlin. Corey's: :- choral Sport.’Mae

adaptation: of “The Book: of Job,” |. ‘Off-Broadway... ‘producer’ ‘Robert a
which | the: ‘Drama Committee: ‘of .D. Feldstein plans’ making ‘his-Main.”.
|Stent managerial debut next season: *

:“Yogi' and the Harlot,” a mue..”:
thesnave. of Christ Church’ Metliod-1 |-with
sical- with. a book ‘by Lozatt: Smiley,

‘ist, N.Y.,- beginning Friday (9).
a th 1962, ‘Farry’ the Horse... ..3---wove Noel Parenti”. : The '* article- “headlined”. “Apa | Pony, Perkins. is scheduled to star currently: associated‘ with the ‘Rus-:-. ->.
sell . Birdwell. publicity. :Office. “AC
opéne
e
‘annigan
..-. , we
om.
le

: ‘Group -‘Lost 27G .at Miller. Thea- fii | Saint .Subber’s ‘planned Broad- |
in- the Jan:/24°is-: way:: production of © “Harold,” “by. Tyricist and.‘composer haven't. been : we
set ‘yet.’
‘| sue ‘of VARIETY. is. ‘misleading, we'}
husband Robert Schuler’s and How- Bae _Masterson. saceereds i.arrie‘Dulas ‘feel. The ‘Fred Miller- management, ‘Herman’ Raucher, a‘tv scripter and |: Rita Hayworth: ‘and. Gary -‘Mer :
Vice-presiderit: and copy director of} rill will’‘costar-in Bernard Evslin’s'. |. ard Barker’s: American adaptation : Gen, Matités‘Cartwrigni :
to “its. credit, '‘attempted. a ‘Tadical_
of the London ‘musical, “Chrysan- n
.- ‘Maryestér Denver change -of.policy. from:-a -winter | ‘the Reach, McClinton ad agency. : |: “Step. on a-Crack,” to be: ‘produced,*-- «.
_. A Feb.. 26-27 booking: -at-the. -on Broadway next season by. Herb-: |.
stock: star“ system’ to-one of ‘a ‘Univ. ‘of -Rochester. has: been. addert Swope Jr., who will:also: direct," °°
the nature. of .a tryout, :with. cuts |.
strong: resident: company. :“present-"
to. the Ontario-and Quebec.-‘uniRodney Millingtou, managing. ‘die 3:
‘and rewrites planned.” before-..its : Played’. in. the round, on. a tiny. ‘ing: -classical..plays:.in. Fepertory.- | ed‘
versity: .datés:-to- be. played .by. a ‘rector - ‘of :The Spolight, .-British:.. ::
Broadwaay’ debut, aimed: for’ next, ‘ae ‘by 20: feet). raised: ‘platform, |.. The .Assn: of: Producing | Artists. company
from, the Stratford: ‘Shake-_ _film-legit casting directory; .‘planes .- fa
.
“Guys and. Dolls” must ‘depend on- was: pléased.to have.‘been: invited Spearean
Festival: -beginning.. ‘last
- Miss Munsél. ‘may be ‘somewhat thoroughly:*. préfessional. _perform-: to initiate- the new- policy, and. the night: (Tues.). at the. Ontarig ‘Agrl- from London to New. York: tomor-’
“row (Thurts:): for: his-.annual Shows: _
miscast in a part which offers little ances. to be. effective. The. perform-: Miller management - was. ‘fully.’ Fcultural College, Guelph:
visit: of -three.‘weeks. :
2S
chance for display of: her un- ‘ances in’ this Russell | Lewis -and. aware that the.schedule.it demand-|. ' The. American. Playwrights: “Fo: "catching.
|.
P. ‘Agnes de Mille is. choreographing rn
‘doubted vocal talents, but.she gives. ‘Howard Young: ’ production. are. fed of: us .and-the quality..of the rum. “will: launch -.a':Monday. night:
/a.. vibrant: comedy- ‘performance. ‘strong, if not exactly subtle. -But- ‘company and. ‘productions that we: Series of: productions. ‘at the-.One_ anew. balvet.: “Ballade.” for Cane
‘The musicai is a sort of cross. be- then. subtleties. might. very well be représented. ‘Involved a. budget} Sheridan’ Square. - Theatre, *Ne “Ya: ‘ada’s: Royal’ “Winnipeg. Ballet, usirig:: .:*.
:the.. score: from. “Brigadoon,” =for”... ‘tween
“Little. _ Mary Sunshine”| lost in: an’ audien¢e.of 600 persons which could ‘searcely. break. even {next Feb..-19.
-which’. she. created. the dances on.” .
(also .produeced by” Barker), and:| seated at.tables, smoking, drinking. at 100% capacity. .Indeéed;. ‘the’ jn-:
“A “musical. version ‘of.the:“1954:
Broadway:.:
“Irma. La_ Douce.”.
‘and occasionally whispering:
‘|evitablé- loss was considered. to be film,‘ *Hobson’s. Choicé,” is: planned|:
“The: Peitect .Setupby. -filin caren
-What ‘Irma did and Mary. woila:
‘The. Sheraton - -Palace’s
Garden an investment in:the:‘future of the: | for ‘Broadway production ‘next .seaCourt is a big, elegant:room with| new Ppolicy.:
son: by®: film-tv’ producer: Robert. writer - Jack: -Sher, ‘is planned: “for 2.3 never do, ° ‘Chrysanthemum " was
‘|
Broadway:
‘production ‘either in thé
‘We. are: ‘disappolnited. that the: Welch and literary agent Lester. spring.or fall
gaved from doing. She . explains a glass ceiling four stories high: In
of. this-year by Martin: oo
|:
Janeka “The Writers
haven’ t ‘been.
- mentioned. -only "the-‘loss; ‘se
- away the years between when she. this. setting, even with thé aid of ‘article
.
Poll
arid
Martin
Melcher‘inassocia- ©. :left home one. morning “t6é get the: mikes, many spoken lines and. some - and. omitted: any” reference’ to the
tion: with John: Shubert. The gen- °°
“milk” and_ her: ‘reappearance - in: ‘lyrics. inevitably ‘are lost: : Néver- purpose -of. our. visit, the: results . Margaret. ‘Webster; :‘director .of
eral.
manager
.
will.
-be C..Edwin. .
theless,
this
show’s
principals.
man-the:
Broadway-bound
:
production-of
|.
gorgeous clothes.,Her ‘adventures.
of our. efforts, the’ consistently fine
Knill.”
from. the time of her. kidnaping ‘by -age.to punch: ‘across the broad out-- ‘Tésporise“ of: the: local critics and “Aspern Papers,”:- will return «to
"Rehearsals. ‘of:‘the. Michael Bilis
London.
following
the
play’s
preem
|
:
‘limes..of
“Guys
‘and
Dolls,”
thanks.
“: @ white slaver to her return. (with:
the: ‘building of the. new. ‘audience .
2htonight Wed.):. at: :the Playhouse, production ofS. J,-Perelman’s “The: 3
‘milk “sfill fresh’).is de icted in. | in-large part to Samuel. Matovsky’s which .was. aimed ‘at.
-Beauty, Part,” in- "which Bert ‘Lahr
P
bright, sharp. musical direction:
song and. datice, with Chrysanthe-~
: Ellis Rabb-.and. Robert ‘Alan a “N.Y, to's tage ‘Pamel Frankau's, ‘is to star, are. scheduled ‘to.begin | - ;
adaptation of-her own novel, “‘As
ae
-Mmum always ‘just: escaping a fate. _ Stager. Oliver’ Cliff has evidently |
: Gold,: ‘tespectively. . artistic _ . ‘Me’
‘No: ‘More; slated ‘for. a:West |‘next ‘Ausust. for. a.]Broadway. opens" a
‘|‘worked
hard:
to.
keep--both.
prin|
‘worse than death.
:director. “and: general : ‘man--.
cipals. and minor claracters’:mov- |. agen, / Assn. Of .:“Produetng .
‘
|
:
End
opening
next.
May
under
spon-|ing
in
October.
~
"
:
a
‘In spoofing the. ‘melodramas of
‘John... Dutra’ will, ‘appear at:‘the:
Ramenof:Laurier Lister and. Ethel
~ Artists.”
ce
:| ‘Re
-the early part of. this-century, the ‘ing, so that: they -would ‘project. te
Royal: Poinciana:: ‘Playhouse, ‘Palm: .
all parts of: the audience. Chore-. }
er. .
-.actors play with" faces ‘turned. ‘to |
‘Beach; next week in “Hocus. Pocus,” ---a
‘ographer’: ‘Don’ ‘Weissmuller «has.
“G
“4.
e audience, which
‘may confuse |
>
‘a Tice

une

season
of the Royal Poinciana | Angie the Ox-:1.i.-..;2-;
LouProcoploo |tre, M’waukee,””
Playhouse. in the title role of her |Miss. _Adelaide......+-2;+-Pamela: Britton

-themum.” This. presentation ‘is’in. Biedae eae

ba

'SATTLE
FLEWORLD'S |
FAIR’
__SETS BUSY.SCHEDULE|,-*

ershon:
Kingsley’
is‘muisteal”
at ‘the ‘Mel- ‘Dinelli-Hermione Gingold
rector
for -the
‘off-Broadway
*pro1 -play, ‘in: which:Miss. Gingold. will. re
‘duction: of “Fly. Blackbird.” * passe technique. Also, the first. itt
‘laté
c
u
es ont0:
ft
wot
“Nancy --Nugent. .has. succeeded. ‘star..
‘part’ of: the first act ig slow, with |." e: platform:
.{ Carrie Nye in the’ off-Broadway. re- | of legit: version |‘of “The Lone 2 Fe
Lloyd.
Bridges
as
Sky
Masterson:
7
many strictly. British comedy lines..
‘/Séattle,.Feb. 6... | vival of “Ghosts. ree
projects. the. ‘gambler’s-‘ role: (Continued °
‘on ‘page 92).
But. as soon as Miss Munsel comes
:“Dumbell- People . in: a: ‘Barbell oo
lievably. He has done it. before- ‘in|. fintertaintent bookings °‘for: the
“on. in ‘an. improbable vermillion:.
‘summer. stock’.and this experience - Seattle World's. Fair; opening. “April World.” by-Dan Blue; an’ editor
ensemble with feather '.boa and
21 :andg-: continuing.. through | Oct.: with. Faweett: Publications. is. bee’
helps.”
Arny
Freeman,‘in.
the-lush.
es
hat, the show. comes to.
.|.Nathan: Detroit role,. is funny: in: ‘21, ‘are being- filled ‘out. -Perform- ‘ing: produced . ‘for::. ‘off-Broadway
|
+ ances will. be ‘staged in ‘a gtoup of. presentation: by Kenneth .J. .Stein,:|.
‘the proper ‘Runyon. idiom.
“
rank J. Hale has: assembled a “But, it’s the two: femme ‘pririel- ‘buildings. including - a. 3,100 -seat. of CBRS-TV’s. program department,
good cast; and Ellen Ray’s..chore- pals - ‘who. cop “major attention. ‘opera. house, : a.- 5.500-seat. arena, and. Maxwell. ‘Silverman.:” "George |
~The. ‘Best. Men:
ography is. original and. effective, Pamela Britton,.as Miss Adelaide, | ‘an. 800-seat. legit: theatre. and” a. Mallonneée - is’ directing . the. cast,’
oe
Toledo; Jan. 23;
‘even when. the. dances. are ‘more. -belts :her: “Songs, ‘swishes -her- hips|.12,009 seat ‘stadium
{headed -by Jan Miner; Lon’: Clark |.- Qeledo: ‘Civic’ Playgoers. Assn. presénta.
romp...
than terp. There: is. little
Among the ‘shows:slated: thusfar ‘and -Tresa ; Hughes, -and . William -tion of Morton Gottlieb. & Henry Guettel. ~
memorable music in Robb Stew- |.and,
‘has. a,‘Allyson,
niee feeling.
of pathos.
‘|. production: of: ‘eomiedy in- thrée:. acts (seven... -:
| Bohnert is set designer..
- Beverly
.a “lovely,
‘bru-- ‘are: ot

_ audience unaccustomed
fo the long- donewonders rout the fo:the

L
Read.ShowRew

‘by Gore. Vidal.: Staged: by Martin '. cos
‘The. Royal. Dramiatic Theates of: ive : ‘Rhoda Levine, a. New ©
|
York. ‘gcenes),
nett,
dimpled Sarah. Brown, has .a |: den,
Fried: scenery;. Richard. Shoemaker; ”cos |...”
the .Falkrorico .BalletMexi
fine :.voice and considerable acting. .Comedie Canadienne, the, Old oie Thea.’ ‘choreographer: ‘is thé author of. tumes, Henry. Heyman. Stars Don’ Porters. oF
‘features .'Tom... Gorman. re
Scott.
Brady...
-tre,
‘the
Royal..Dancers
of.
Thailand.
the
“Prince
What-Shall-I-Do,’
*a
chil; ability, especially ‘in .the -Havana.
Caught Jan. 32s 62; at thie:Rivoli: Theatre, oa
Evans, might make. good recording. cabaret - ‘scene - (incidentally,: the. ‘Greek National Theatre, .Japan’s-Bunraku ‘dren's “book: published” recently in :Toledo.:
Puppets, Bayniban. Dancets :
from the Phil-|
Evans, :a British import, is hand- ‘producers’ have shifted’.the .Ha- -ippines .and- the .State Dance. London with illustrations. by. Brit- | ‘Cast . also. ‘includes ** Jebby - ‘Converse, ::
‘Korea
Co., ish. comedy -writer, Sandy: Wilson. . Donna: Pearson, Richard: Robbins, Edward .- :
some and. has an excellent voice.” -vana loéale to Puerto: Rico, raising | ‘Co,
the from’
DroyteRussia,
Cartethe
Opera
Co. Folkart
the
MeNally, .Dale ‘Engle, Grant Gordon; ‘Done *
Gary Oakes, a television familiar, ‘an eyebrow or two-in the audience: dia Romina,‘ Uday Shankar ' Dancers apsoald Hylan.. Margaret Sheehan, Joan Mi-.. -.and ‘Two ‘other. books: :by Miss :Levine
‘are'scheduled for U:S..publication, Force, Douglas McLean. Don ;:Maypers a
is okay: in a character comedy role. and. “causing Bridges to: mitt. a ‘the .Foo- Hsing: Theatre...
-. American ‘shows. set. ‘thus: for: inelude. “one.of which. ‘will be:illustrated by.| James ‘Hay, Mabel Cochran:
Geraine ‘Richards is particularly
nel..
‘Helen Hayes and Maurice Evans in 9 procharming - as: second femme. lead.
"Robert Miller Bristol’ has:afine’ glam: of -‘Shakéspeare ‘readings, the San. ton scenic designer Tony: Wale |:A. ‘competent _ cast,. Aeaded: by .
on.
|:
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Unto: My. Feet’? (religi-. .
First “Fheater Invest- ularly. ‘character. :types -(no ‘dancers, | ducer,’ White. Feather: Co:. (200° w.l ous-dramatic series): Producer, ..

ing Sérvice.

needed: unless they sing “welli, men, ° 108th: St.; N: -Y.). Parts -of. Nurse}

FTIS is

‘CBS °1524. 'W.. 57th -St:, Ne Y.3:3U
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“TheittHoteTo
0 Sty
in.a
:
“casting: director, : ‘Paula’
the only. broker-dealer ‘p-m.,. atthe Imperial Theatre (249 ‘and: Friar ‘Lawrence; are “available | 6-6000);
for this production: ‘which: will be. Hindlin.. Accepting photos and re-.
- specializing in’ ‘the W. -45thh’ St, Ne ¥.:". On Friday: ‘an:
abbreviated yersion-for. a -lim-- sumes: of general ‘male and female}.
placement'of theatri- (9%, an open. call for the same> types: ited engagement... Mail photos. ‘and:| dramatic talent, c/o above’ address. |
‘eal: .(and- ‘motion-‘Pie: at. same times. and :place:‘resumes ‘c/o. Hubert Rolling, Apt.
‘all center-city:: theatres... we No
By. ‘ Tonight:.- (musical . variety,| °* Near Shubert: and
“Plaster | -Bambino”
(cy, -Pro-!}SA; .above.: address. .
ture) © investments.:
“Superb. dcgommodotions.
‘Producer, Bob Banner As- |”
: |ducer, Martin. Tahse? (1860"Broad- |. “With Diams: and Colours” (Mo). ‘show).
sociates (545 Fifth Ave.,N. Y.; PL]...
21+
N.Y; -JU- 2-7650)-: Available. :
For. complete. informa-.| “way,
parts: male juvenile, 18; several ‘Producer; Jeremy: *Palmer «(569
|2
2-666),: Part available fora’a femme A
° Fon, write. or call -;
10 ‘a.m.-12 noon

and’ .femmes,. 1-4.

(PHILADELPHIA

firsttheater

=.

investing service, inc.
_ 130. East 67th’ ‘Street
"New York 21, N.Y.:

.
:.| Santa: Clauses. \-‘Mail’ photos . ‘atid ‘Grinim. Pr,” Baldwin,. L.LEN.: “¥.5 pop singer. with dancing: and-com- f° : °*{
.f resumes ‘c/o Sheila”“Brice,. above |-BA, 3-1188): -Part.. ‘available. for 2. edy--ability. : She may: be -a recent’ a
Atha‘spruce
“address, .
_ |. character: femme, “50's, small. ‘thin ..| gtaduate or may'still be: in-:school, |

“with aristocratic :bearing;. ‘Teplace-; -although .her’ graduation -date ‘must: *,
- “Sound of}Muste (MD). Produc: | ment ‘and. understudy parts avail-|.be ‘no later than June. Mail photos |”.
aboye

| ers, - Richard... ‘Rodgers . &: -Oscar|:
‘able: :character:,man, 21-26; char-|and resumes e/'0:‘Lau Wilson;
- || Hammerstein ‘2d. (488 -Madison | acter ‘ingenue;: ‘Tan, 21-26, -muscu- address.. ma
“| Ave., N, Y¥.}; casting director, Eddie.

‘| Blum. Auditions: ‘for: possible future
réplacements: for-girls,-.7-16, and:

' ‘RHinelander 4-8600. ”

‘characters:

placed in: almost any.’

©Mail

|- “Ya: Gotta ‘Cut. Loose" “(BiBro= |.“
‘ducer, Leo: Kerz:.(200-E%..71st

St..}-¢-

N.Y:; BU 8-26641. ‘Available. parts:. ;
femme, : 20,. -dancer-performer;- at- |

“50, 000

‘tractive with sex appeal; comedian,

..

Sout OF TOWN.”

“BOSTON.

-onstrators, charm. ‘school. tecaliers, | la
| et .al.. Mail photos. and -resumes or:}} way. Theatre.

St.;- Cambridge; . Parts “ ‘available: : for ..male- ‘and

‘personate ‘characters... and’ Speak. “Mass.). Parts: ‘available. for. charae-

ist St; NY. BU 8-2664/.- Avail) 54n Juan, Puerto Rico.

rable |parts: ferime,
} tall,

your time.

OR-Broad|
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“Sur

er TReatre
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yates

reo

- STAGE 30'x50°
6-5420. tS.
'EDITH PIERSON. - ST
‘Sats ‘$00.

.
fos ‘CLEVELAND ~
a) | eee
39-45, spinster, oe
“Liecioni’s ~Cabaret. ‘T. hee atre.|
;

-thin,.. fidgety: -femme, ‘50's,.:

~ || heavy: set, not very: bright; femme, | ‘producer, ‘Alex’ ‘Morr /(3214 Euclid

“| 18,- lovely, ‘ compassionate, earthy; |Ave.,: ‘Cleveland).: Parts. available |"
: [| sarcastic;
man, °55-60,- pompous, |for male. and femme :revue: types

._ 479: Kill "a- Mockingbird”. (Di.

“| political;- man,

Revion: will -care for your hair free:
|. in exchange for. six days.a year: of

For informatien: call. Miss‘.

Martin—JU 6-1355.

st.
“ol

| film clips, c/o: above. address.” *) 4 Newest Hit. :Prinelpals, Only.

Dept., ‘above: address, : GRIST MILL P “ae
1||
.cis"Broducer, ceo neers (200° E:Companies will ‘also. ‘be: formed: for. |c/o:‘Programfe
J:
- Andover,

154 -W. 46h St., New York 36.

REWARD FOR.
BEAUTIFUL BLONDES

Ye INTEREST

‘Parts: available. for: femmes, ..24-40,
x with. experience. as’, cosmetic .dem-.

femme. _performers, ‘all’ -ages ‘and'|;
‘three ‘dialects. very “well. Mail: phio-.| ter. actors and: ‘actresses,-" 25:35. y.‘types, for 39-week :
‘Series of: drama:
- eationists in this. resort area.
A
tos: and resumes: c/o. above. The’ Mail ‘photos-‘and. resumes’.and a, LW ‘orkshops .plus four. to. six prime |
well-established simmer stock thea‘| show. ‘will’ have : a: European. tour’ description’ of:.three_ characters: to|time: oriiginal dramas. : Must: belt
tre. Seating 500. and only 80 miles: -as Well as-a main ‘stem’ outing...
refen ise
an aueitien. esoO -pebent from Chi, Mail:photos and resumes |:
‘from New ‘York, is FOR RENT..
Ct
9!

Wilte ‘Box ¥-3203, VARIETY.

:

al: group! Producer, Robert ‘Calvin |*Clurg. Ct. “Chicago; “WH £6000). “84 W.bth SteNew. York 36, i,Y.|

experienced. legit: actor, ‘must .im- |{86 Buckingham

That's the sectiyturn. over ofvas,

B.. Bz: LEIDER: :

eeea

ye.

phot. os. and. and:Tesumes: ‘e/o above address. .

‘resumes: to above. ‘address. «
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KK.

°.Kt30100"

Tar, romantic; ‘wispy. “ingenue.- All| - Untitled Syndicates Vidtape ‘See a

‘must: bé ‘versatile performers with: fies,. Producer, Tibor. Productions |-==
}:boys, 11-14 all. with trained ‘voices..| Tausicomedy “Voices: .Mail. ‘photos (200 W.-57th St., N.-Y¥.;-Co 5-7451). ||"—

Investiients of $50 or more’
production you. choose...

y

a

65-70, “bureaucrat, with. comedy :‘technique °-arid ‘sing- ‘Producers, -Alan *Pakula & Robert

urbane; “man,. 50's, :-erafti;: brutal, |ing ability and standup. -comi¢s: as. ‘Mulligan, .in.. association.“ with ‘Anopportunist; man, 50's, easily. led” replacements. in:‘current:‘revue. and ‘thony ‘Productions (Universal: ‘Pic-

| slim,

[tures;. 445 Park’ Ave.,'N.. Y.:.PL
grotesque ‘dresser. unmerci- February. ."Mail: photos -and- Tes 9-8000).° Available ‘parts: girl, 6-8,|

ful; man, intellectual,| determined; | suniese/a0._ Maurice: Lewis:vat.‘the
tomboys boy, $8: andboys ae

EF.0 R:SA L Ee.
284 theatre seats, good con ae =
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USA.
@PRINTED

St

Publishing Stocks
: €As ‘of Feb. 6,closing)”
“Aliya: & Bacon 100). 5.32 04
American. Book~~
7:65 aoe5

‘Book of Morth:- Qt ae
- Conde Nast (N.Y.):SES — 8.
‘Hugh. Hefner’s Show Biz’ his. ‘pamphlet, © magazine, - ‘hewspaper, Crowell. Collier.(N.Y.):- 38344 s
‘trated becomes “combined. with’’| film,. ‘picture, recording: or. other Curtis Pub, Co. (N.Y,). 10
Hartford printed’ -matter,: which, :if: consid-- “Ginn &-Co. 4(N:iY.anthe304"
the Huntington
,Show,

HW Sells. Out to HH.

|ature being. defined as.“‘any: book;

ep

| ~ SCULLY'S
— BOOK |
«By: Frank: Scully. eos
* Jack ‘Paar: as:‘the: corporate author has: ‘come: ‘up: with. ‘a ‘sequel. to.

ay Kid: ‘You: ‘Not.”.- It’ is’ called: “My. Saber. Is’ Bent”: John: Reddy, the
writing member: of: the ‘old:“Bride and Groom’ show, Js.the collaborator
°
‘On. this |one as he was. on the first-Paar vol..

It ‘is. ‘copywrighted . by. Pocketbooks.but ts “published asa’ Trident hich acquired, the. Chi-| ered’ as. a: whole, applying: contemi- ‘Grolier: (OC)...
4784.14]
:
| Press, Book ‘by- Simon. &: Schuster: ‘and. the. tap is $3.95:-It takes Paar. *
in a 15250,000° . ‘deal.| porary - community. standards, has- ‘Grosseit:&- Dunian (600) 2014 |:
: through: his more: réecent--controvérsies up. to and. including the. Berlin
‘to
‘appeal
pheme.
.
dominant
its’
as
|
today
Sived
‘be
Papers should
-Harcourt Brace {OC}.
eetae
=
-bit ‘of. September’ 1961. It-shows plenty of evidence of being. a. rush’ job.
(Wed.). Deal was: made telephoni-| prurient. interest.’
‘| Hearst (OC}-..
| but ‘it probably: will hit-the top ten, sell.a “quarter. 6f-a Million in’hard.
cally. when Hefner reportedly ap-|"
nett: REW: WW WY). Pee
Le _— *

ont

" Ginzbere’s Quarterty.

proached Hartford to sellout his

‘L.A. Times Mirror. (Gt)360

2Y%

|, covers. and then revert to.Pocketbooks- for-another million::

oe

fliliate, which teed off last}: Ralph Ginzberg. - who. deft’ the: ‘Macfadden . {AS). ewe be 3 — wis / “Alex ‘King ‘writes: an ntro.. It adds: nothing’ -but some: extra: pages, Tae
when: he
In fact Paar gives: a better bio-briefie. of:‘King than, King. does of. Paar,
September as a. semimonthly: and staff of Esquire Magazine.
McCall (NEY, )..
2834.
‘He ‘also. writes a‘ preface. In this.he handles ‘the issue. of non-books’.=:. ”:- cee
to..a .monthly.."Hart-{.brought'in a winner. in his. book, “McGraw-Hill (N.yy)" 32347.
shifted’
soon.
written.
“An
Unhurried.
View
of
Erotica,”
n.
by: nhon-authors: for ‘non-people. ‘He’ clainis. ‘only:: ‘Orie: New. ‘York:
ford’s Show. also debuted: ‘the ane: iow
Nat’} Periodical: Pub. ;. 165:ee
‘|
month and both. mags, respectively
4 ‘bobs’ up .as_ editor: “of (a. new New. ‘Yorker (OC) ~ yt
a paper. mentioned'.“I ‘Kid. You: Not,” and then -orily:for 2 couple of tines,-.
called
‘{-and
‘year.
a.
yet
it. Sold over- 200,000 ‘copies in: hard: .covers-:and .a ‘million ‘in‘$18
priced at 50c. and’ $1, got beaticoup quarterly’. ‘at
Pocket Books: Oly. : Ral — Y
space because of their: ‘coincidentak “Eros” .and, devoted to Vamour.. a ‘Prentice «Hal (AS): S387 e+. 2348 “‘paperbaexs- “which ‘gives. you.some. indication. of the: influence: ‘crities,
‘have:on
the sale of books.”. But- Paar: forgets that in ‘five years hehad~
ublication bows:
‘Ran’m: House. (N; Y).- 1287 |a *
: Yea, Ve srily
.
“built: up, such -an‘audience ‘that. ‘all he ‘nieeded for vast. sales were display..
P ‘Show «states. it is not altering its
‘Scott Foresman. (00). tte oe
format. other. than acquiring. awhat-1. . “austrian Newspaper. ublishéts “H.-W. Sams" Oey Fs(744. — ne counters. ‘Withéut ‘those counters. and: his.“Own exposure. ‘he.’wouldn't,
‘ever editorial assets: from-.SBI. and |‘Assn:,’as, well.as the union of jour-. ‘Time-Inc.- (OC).
*. -, B26. ae. ‘have sold ‘5,000 copiés.possibly enlarging its scope to: “em- nalists, ‘unanimously petitioned: the}: Western: Pub. (OC) . - 61,— £: ; ..He’ mentions, a: complaint: of:B. ‘Allen. ‘Stnith: “against. noh-=w riters.i,cs |
brace more of the lively arts.” It Minister’ ‘of Justice .to. insert--into.| |
| Smith’ objects :to being. pushed ‘off the“ bestseller list. -by ‘Some, doctor ~
‘is figured: the SBI ‘subtitle: will dis- ‘the. .proposéd -new’ press. ‘Jaws ai: - ‘OC Over: ‘the ‘Pointer. et me:_| from. ‘Vermont.. This, is a: quite valid complaint. ‘The’ reason ‘it-is..valid©
paragraph,-.reading,:.- The . _press:|*:.oNY—N:Y., Stock Exchange.
“is ‘that’ the. doctor can enter the writer's ‘market but’ the writer cannot ©
‘appear -eventually.
-$150, 000° “down ‘has:‘the. right --to free opinion and| -AS— American. Stock Exchange.: eriter.. the’ doctor's. .The. doctors “have ‘rigged and: closed’ their, corpora: op -Hefner received ne
tion but; want free’ enterprise to operate in. another's. field..
payment’ ‘and the remaining $100,-.an celigation:towards the -‘popula: |"
«(Supplied py Bache, & ‘Co. M
Now, this: -criticism, does. not. apply to: peoplé like ‘Jack: ‘Paar: He:
900 has: an escalator potential’ tion.”
ie,
at
"|Writes: ‘hires writers,.collaborates. with writers ‘and, pushes books -of
“which,: however, a: “Spokesman. for!
:‘chatee ‘ththe: fatter. “category,
CHATTER,
Show doesn’t think‘"may approach
woe
writers: When Alex King. first. went..on- the “Paar program :“his latest’ :
oft :which is “not ‘in keeping’ with the | - book had ‘sold |
O mentioned.” The lever-.|. “qiltiain® B.. Maniey, ai, £ ni.
6,394. copies. ‘The next.:wéek. it| jumped 26,000. copies. -weet
“art: image” of. ‘Lopert, Films.«
‘| But the Smith ‘blast: ‘certainly’ does. apply to Brofessions and tradés that’.
ee.$500;come from SBI subscrip-. Ocean ‘Press,: subsid: of - UPI, ‘died:
‘The: film” ‘subsequently’ received block :this. traffic from ‘moving on a two-way: street. This ‘observation. .
a ; ool
tions and SBI advertising contracts, |of a heart -“attack while playing
incepted :by. the latter. ‘being: ex golf..on a Massapequa (LT) course. | ‘a number. of:‘extremely: “respectable -Should be addéd ‘as an amendnient to.Paar’s Law;:.
d/or: renewe
owcver,
| ..Walter: Ross, ex-BMI. ‘and: former’ _reviews,. aswell. as-‘one - of.. the:
‘Trouble’ seemed. to. be’ his’.‘caviar. and. ‘champagne. He.sags’‘himself *
tenet allel nature of both: would- senior articles editor ‘of:-Coronet;: :Sharpest Legion: ‘of Decency. :con; Tie has suffered: for ‘years.‘from’ foot-in-mouth. ‘disease™ but itis: an: in-..”wewo ae
demnations: .in recent: -memery.. fection; that has made‘ him-known’ and: ‘has lade him: rich. It gould ‘have Bowoe
tend to. minimize . that. potential, jhas. a new novel, “Coast to: Coast,
Ee
Show .elaims‘‘a 75.000: ‘circulation |.duie ‘via .Simon --€¢ “Schuster :néxt While: ‘not ‘pointing’ to:.anyone: by: got him. fired: It-didn’t. In’ brief,: “his courage paid off...
figure. ‘and SBI ‘is pegged around month. 'Has show. biz and..Politico, ‘name, *-: ’ the: -Legion -: ‘commented: | » Though: I wasn’t the’ ‘first. I. was‘one .of’ the earliest. ta.‘write: a ‘good:
‘|“Anyone. in -tité “American -motion q‘ward in.’Hollywood ‘about: Paar: That.must ‘have: been. 15.-years: ago. a
the same: Because .of the’ presumed background.
.
duplication, ‘inherent to: both peri-j' A. ‘special: ‘Robert“Service ‘Prize: ‘picture « industry, ‘who is |‘réspon-: ‘was .also;-ohe.‘of- the first to appear on ‘His current. show in New..York,.
_Odicals appealing. to the same. typé| worth about $425 a year is to be sible: for the ‘production, distribu:| Through-the. years “I may: Nnot--Have.understood: him. ‘as ” well'-as “his:
readers,‘ the horizons. .for’: Show} started. for’-the English -class.. at. ‘tion. of exhibition. of this’ repulsive . mother ‘but ‘in. the. main I: found’ he: ‘presented: no ‘insoluble. problems; |
swelling. its circulation, chiefly. be-} Glasgow..University. | “It.-.comes film “deserves the: Séverest..of in | I,often: urged: him on. to actions’ which resulted: in bent ‘swords, being
‘eause ‘of. the -SBI’ subscription] trom the widow of: the Yukon poet.- ‘dictments” from. the public.”*
the. Sort who liked: getting itito“ trouble’ myself:
‘and/or. newsstand. readers, may be - -Olga.. Schnitzer, .widow- of -play-. ““Phis’. indulging” in- corporate :‘eu: |: “He. was a. good. neighbor... Int ‘Hollywood he pit’‘up:pur ‘antenna in:‘the:
‘limited..-::
"wright. Arthur. and.” a California -phemism.. ‘does,’ of. course, . ‘have a “days when even experts did it mostly by rule of. thumb. It worked ‘Wwell
Show plans ‘teeing ‘off some. “fie=. resident, ‘completed. the ‘manuscript ‘certain: sound. business. basis. - That.} ‘We. took ‘long: trips together’ and ‘had fun.’ ‘People: Teport that, he:fre.ee
tion with. :the April ‘-issue,--also of her husband’s ‘biography whose ‘is,it.- may not. be” good :‘business. ‘to. queiitly. Says:glowing ‘things. about ‘me. on_his: show. .
Stressing a “more ‘positive point’ of |- plays: were produced in. Inany coun-: handle -a eertain kind- of pic’ via-|°
In :New: York. 10 yéars -ago: after ‘he. ‘Had: moved. éast he’‘eaugtit mé:
view”
and: .1iot Tisk. -“preview” tries. Book will‘ be:published soon|a. ‘company. “previously .identified.
hopping’ on-and off.tv ‘shows ‘plugging... book and. tola’ mie‘I should not prognostications on’ upcoming by |Residenz Publishing . Co...Of with a- totally: different, kirid'-of .be doing-this for nothing, .In fact he’ got.me. $350 for. aPerformance: on®,
legits. which, : incidentally, this! Sarburg, -. .
film. ‘But. is ‘that: the only: season a Faye. Emerson show:
month experienced an overly opti: |” a. large. sized ‘sociological’ who- behind Times Tilm’s new’ subsidi- | | ‘Later. the. producer- ‘sent.me:an ‘addition’ $350. claiining L was ‘SO. doa
dmistic. projection |‘on’ at: least’ one dunit by °John. “Herling,. ‘Washing- | ary, -Victoria~Films,~ whose__ first
of -the “new. Broadway musicals: ton: cotrespondent: for the. National release ‘ig -the -British exploitation. “I _-was ‘well :worth’ $700 to the. show::I.lay: all this. to ‘Paar-: No Auestion *.
about. it, che’ lias been. an-enormous “boon to writers: ... |
Many of the SBI staffers,; inciden- Newspaper - Syndicate,” ‘ig : “newly item, “Beat “Girl,” playing .the‘|: The. years ‘have. taught. him: ‘displomatic discretion: :‘He:tells. stories.
tally,. had .shifted to Show |
“prior published. by ‘Robert 'B. Luce Tnc. |S tes. under ‘the’ somewhat ‘more
40 the dedl;: but ‘this was-‘a- coin-. ‘Herling’s book. deals: with the. eléc- , azzy" handle of. “Wild for Kicks"?. and knows: ‘when. to drop: names for ‘good: effect: “anid now: knows: ‘When”.
to.
kill ‘them: td: avoid libel. suits.. His :eHapter. on.-show. biz ‘characters
-cidental forerunner. ‘of the merger trical. price rigging. antitrust ‘cas
7 and. not. part of any planned move. '|which ‘brought jail sentences to-key- *Kicks” tis’ obviously ..a-far ‘cry’ who “have: ‘stretched- Old. Hoino. Week ‘into: all. year: run: ‘indicates tow:
‘from: Times’ “usual lineup. ‘which. well he: has learned.the value of: cloaking: them. in anonymity.’
Generai Electric and Westinghouse, includes*--the
current - “Purple|’. ‘One of the: surprising things™ about.’ ‘Paar's :success .is-‘how.: he.‘ever
—_ _ ‘News’ “Lays It On: Line =
{ Noon” :-and- Michel. “Antonioni’s up-' found: time: to record: the history- he: was: making:. But: of.course. ‘that.
NAY. Daily News editorial’ Mon: execs. wo
W. ‘Hatley Rudkin, fine arts. edi- coming: “The: Eclipse." Jean.. Gold-. corporate ‘Paar could .account for-much of this..: With: tape-tecorders, poms
“day (5), titled - “Petty Stuff
“Canada,” lays it..on-the line in. re. tor of Springfield ‘(Mass.). Daily: -wurm,: Times prexy who owns: the: and collaborators, plus an: exceeding. good puair- of. ears, ‘an: “excellent;
the Dominion :move to “protect” :its, News. for. decade, now.‘ bylining Little: Carnegis ‘Theatre, ‘posh ‘New memory. anda good. file it is possible: toknock: out:‘something: like “My:
'|paper's-.. first | literary:- column,. York’ ‘artie, ‘also, owris the World ‘Saber Is. Bent” in six’ ‘wéeks.local magazines; *
-- Lon ‘West .49.h St.. in New . York,.]°_ ‘There are.namés all: over: this.‘book. ‘and the gags ‘tredited: ‘to them: fits
“*U.S: ‘mass-circulation ‘magazines; ,. “Books ‘and Authors. wee,
notably Time and the Reader's. Di-. . Roger ‘A.. Burrell,. since |1938. ad- ‘which .was ‘an~uricertain. money: He. knew. the ‘people or knew’ ‘about. them.: His .good ‘fortiine “was.- in:
gest, ‘enjoy big ‘and growing: circu. vertising. smaiiager - “of . ‘the ' Akron. earner until: he switched its: policy | having ' two- Presidential. candidates :-on: his program.. He. ‘also. had most *”
‘lations in Canada. .Canadian maga-. (O.) ‘Beacon.:‘Journal; ‘has “been to:_nudies: and. exbloitation stuff: of the top Comedians: ‘and comediennes: ‘on: it:: He thinks Red: Skelton ‘is’.
zines haven't been. doing too. well’ named to.-the. new post of ‘advertis- (SKieks": isin: its..17th week ‘there, | the. greatest. clown alive today, that Joey Bishop looks Jike an untipped..
of late.”
ing .ditector, and.:Edward.J. Lati- -and . will: probably’ go to 30),
Waiter, ‘and that Buddy Hackett says: the. Paar: show ‘is.the: ‘only. place...
|*“Nudies. and: exploitation, ‘pix have ‘where -‘a’ Jew. can’ go-to confession. He describes High Downs. as his‘.
“So -Prime. Minister. John Diéfen- mer,. Burrell's. ‘assistant’ for. some
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“duced suéh :film. seties..as/ “Andy. -thusicals in. _ the’.act:of. Janis& ‘conducted. “Beau Broadivay” yy) sMardy”. and: “Dr. ‘Kildare. te
|.Whalen,
| Telegraph. following: -Rennald: Wolf, : “Mies ‘Margaret: M. “Hildreth: 50, -whose wife. Marian McGee + Mully', 7
“Other .. “Wilson. » films... indluded |. ‘For a: time ‘tie. feam. ihade shoris: ‘she Tater married’ Levy who died |cashier ‘for -Metro’ s" Albany: 0X- died last ‘Apr ||iy
change, ‘died. “Jan. 29 “in. Colonie,.
a “The «. Postman: -Alw ays |. Rings |‘for’ RKO, After: -vaudé: ‘they ‘made. in? 1955.
| Fran. Goléherg to Efict:Ticgel,
| N.Y.
Surviving
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her husband,
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pick Williams,
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‘Tn. 1930, ‘he. "broadeast a Series.

© HoinoThemes.”

| -eight Tréports’ from: London . to.
Screen’ ‘Producers ‘Guild :for -two. " previously: -been: a singer. on:radio SE:
’‘and. ‘in ‘several. musical -“comedies:
terms. of one’ year, 1953-and 1958. *
‘the .U.. ‘S...on: ‘the:. London: ‘Naval —
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‘| daughter, New
York,
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- mtever ‘broadcast :ta ‘the:‘Beneral Bub- ; mindlogy...

: film salésmair-for. Famous. Players-|
Relph.. “whose: aNvietinn™ Was . de: Father is in. the commercials dept.. .
Tom: ‘SHIRLEY: a lie:from. ‘abroad. ’
- Lasky, :‘and’ later: was’ upped.to} -“phomas: P. ‘Shirley, 62:. ‘exit,tas}. His, Son “and, ‘datighter- sivive: | nied .Code ‘appr oval. because of fe- of |the’ William Morris Agency. :
“post of New. York district: manager.:} dio-tv. actor-and aimouncer, “known {....
-."Fpeated :usage: of’ terms: “homesex- |. Mr. and Mrs. Howard- Rithmond,.
He ‘joined. Fox -‘Films ‘as: general|.‘professionally: “as: Tom. ‘Shirley. 7
- ual’, and, ““hornosexuality” 4a ‘sub- daughter: ‘Manhasset,..L. Tc. Jan.
PICK. "MALONE: |
“ sales’ manager .and:-foreign, .agent |died Jan. 24 ‘jn:iNew ‘York:
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: }sidiary: ‘theme :‘in the: filmy,” dis-} 28... Father is a music publisher. _
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legit-film. chore-:
2
‘slapped. Theatre, ‘with
4, Joining ‘the Goldwyn Writing: -staff
hirley--was also- an. anriouncer. their . association. about: 10- years ‘an x. (adults). certificate on .““Vie- ographer Rod Alexander’ doing the
4. -.0n ‘the ‘Coast. “He: swung over. to: many’ years ‘ABO. ‘for a: Bumber- of ‘age.
staging.
tim;” -which Relph - feels :WaS ‘an
as Metro When MGM was’ formed .in: radio: .Shows - Originating © in Chi+ |: Hisjwiteandiwo.sons’‘survive.a “unduly: cautious” ‘judgment. : But}: The rnusical will open June lin
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is Rico,. which’ ty havingone+
‘By ABEL GREEN.
'e its best tourist ‘Seasons
tsWhat may be the forerunner to
“history, expects ‘an: even - greater F PIXSICK,DONT YOU |Joseph Ez ‘Ginay,. president: of
a
new
type
of -pay-see television—
‘Seattle’'s . Century™ ‘21. Exposition
’. flow® of. visitors” -when one. of. ‘its|
closed-circuit “popular” shows—is
which opens -a. sixmonth run: April
- most ambitious hotel. building: pro- |:
‘being.
set
up
by Irving B. Kahn,
./21; takes '.issue withthe. modus:
grams, ds. ¢omipleted: in: about "ewo”
Poth
‘Milwaukee, Feb.- 13.°
: London, Feb. 13. ‘| president of TelePrompter, in as“years. :. Currently, . five. new: inns} “Speaking at: -the 16th: annual | operandi adopted by “his. counter: |‘.
“Norman
Collins,
Associated
Telesociation.
with:
Lee Gordon.
It’s
‘part; Robert: Moses, who- will: head |
are. ‘ander construction.
.”
T Catholic Acti on. Convention: of
N.Y, | World’s “Fair -in’ 1964. vision’s deputy.chairman, and Lord: set for. Saturday ment, -April 7,
--Thé. increased’ ‘capacity will.en- some 6,000 Catholic teenagers: Feb. ‘the.
Gladwyn,.
former
U.K:
representa‘coast-to-coast,
chiefly.
in
areas,
able: the. ‘island... to:get even -4 3; William ‘Mooring; .syndicated Gandy... ‘would. - utilize .. “virtually ‘tive at the United. Nations, are’ to
with an expectancy of 1,000,000
:‘greater slice ‘of the: trade. which ‘film: critic for’5Q Catholic: publica- every. ‘form: of entertainment-- ‘in-: -visit the U.S: this week in-an eflort seats, and perhaps more. Chubby
~. Miami Beach: liad exclusively. dur- |tions, blasted’ the: current trend in. cluding” nudity. :“We'll. ‘out-Vegas to secure President Kennedy for a Checker will be the headliner with.
: dng -preyious-seasons. ‘It..will also. motion ‘picture production: ‘Stated ‘Las’: Vegas,” he vows. “There'll. be -mMajor. “ATV :-documentary, “The ‘a.. mammoth
cross-country
--Frovide ‘an -even: greater: factor in ‘Mooring: “There are plenty of sick: ‘something.‘for- everybody, including ‘Four. Freedoms,” Invitation: to. the Star Twist Show”. that will be tele. the. island's. economy.- .
pictures. - I. don’t :think -there. are. the.boys.” ws
Président: has already. been extend- cast’ live, from New York and posThe ‘hotels’ are. the ‘Sheraton, that.‘many ‘sick. pitturegoers.” ”.
"Gandy: {s.clirrently’ in:‘New. York. .ed_ although’ his intentions. are not sibly. other points, in a series of
which ‘isto be finished in about a
-Mooring ‘asked for. a.-:show-“of.. ‘talking up. the Fair, and says. there known at this.point. ”
| three different programs.
This is
year; the Americana; being built hands.of listeners at, the. Milwaukee |¥
will be. shows. comparable” ‘to.the|: «However, Collins: points. out, ‘Aa[primed to. accommodate the dif-.
by: the Loew-Tisch: interests, due
“(Continued ‘on ‘page -52)..
(Continued on page 52) *
(Cet ~ned.on page 43)"
(Continued on page 17)
_ ta: “be finished-:'in' time- for next |=
géason; the Riviiera, rising. near, the.
":Flamboyan
club, : die.’ next. ‘sea-| ?8ON; . the ‘Laguna -- anid - Ponce. det:
: Leon," due.. ‘for. completion.: in
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- mouth. on ‘the ‘new :French -Line’s}
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‘flagship. As. negative. . “The « maiden.
;a. ‘de=|'-

cidedly .. ‘downbeat reaction

to. the}:

. 66,348-ton Juxury. liner. It has:to do|--
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|
~ dations. fehiefiy. tourist) has ‘little ‘to |’.

what NBC-:TV. sources describe a3
“extreme
right
wing”.
letter-

(Continued on.sage 62).. one
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An NBC:TV exec explained that
the writers object strenuously
_ Newhart’s irreverent fun -and sat
-ire, and charge. the ‘comic is “unAmerican”, and’ “must be Commu-

Milow ABreak; NoCap.|.
Gain: on: Universal Sale|:
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‘ruled “last” week | ..

agairist: appeal; of Mrs, Helen. Mil-}

-

n view, 2 always’on.
ler, widow of late. bandleades bo
|.
The:progratiming.; standatds ofa’television‘tation ‘are
- Glenn’ ‘Miller, in‘her. fight: to. pare
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-|-Newhart’s satires as a result: of

‘the tax .on the’:$409:336 -stie re-|_
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” Bob. Newhart's satires on Amer- |ican history: have drawn. fire from

- do with the: negative’ reaction; from ++
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I.Target Bob Newhart For-
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‘| Ltd.. ‘a large wire-relay service -set..
jup. In the Rank view, “you can't
(Continued on ‘page oF

with Jack:of. luxury: and: ‘the.‘tough i

|. government officials. Fact: thatthe}

film

by the: ‘Cinematograph | Exhibitors’
Assn. which.has been circulated to
members of Parliament. .
The pamphlet does not, however,
: have the backing of the. "Rank Or-{ ganization, largest of the Association members, because Rank has:

wil be the .reverse,. The word-of-]-.
voyagers. have. :-expressed

the

expressed jn. a pamphlet published

~ Despite the: ‘traditional. Fratico- a
-phil: enthusiasm: by. Americans for].
‘- anything Gallic; and’ in ‘face of the] .
- ardent U:S. -press-railio-tv coverage
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| portrays . depravity, ‘criminality, .unchastity: or lack‘ of. virtué of.

|business—what's yours?”

“-@-glass of: citizens: of. any race, color, créeg or. religion which said 0°):

}

__-publication ‘or-exhibition exposes. the. citizens of-any race, color,
3° i
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S Bro: weiss
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.
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}
_ This: is. ‘the. implication. of. a:
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“Some: “Baoterie "Background. °- posal ‘put forth yesterday .Tues) ae
eee ote

_'|'their own, and’ most likely would ~
a never be made again. “In the long
1 run, | he: .said, “Hollywood would
V; eer ‘a number. of important new.
V | eeronatttics and :would. be ‘able _
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production. ‘ae
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:
to: “Hetbert: %.. A. “Runsdort, ‘New|’
Historical footnote =-on-"Loew" s|:by Theatre Owners :of America.
York attorney. who reps-indie proey State iisa now: ‘diri-in-memory hand-' a liaison’ committee Of: the. Screen ducer’ Martin ‘Gosch, stresses ‘that’ fs
Producers Guild .in’ the’ course: ‘of
+ Shake... -“understanding”’. , between. a’ daylong - meeting in’ ‘Manhattan his client’ lays claim‘ to: the ‘only|"
; Phere has’ DP a “harsh rejoin77" -Mareus Egew, founder. of..the ‘the- 7at.the.Summit: Hotel. :
|“atithorized”-biopic’ ‘of. late. “nar-. ‘der. to: Carl: ‘Foreman’ 3° prediction
and - . VARIETY
" atrical’: ‘empire,
cotics- kingpin ‘Charles’. (Lucky): Lu-|:
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of:
the
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is.
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proDot.
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Iver
‘A
-cianho, but .concedes the’ hood’s. ‘that- Hollywood is: headed’ ‘for demess founder.
editor |
‘Sime,
Silverman.
(Continued
on.Page.
17). "2 a‘duction by. individual-producers. of | ‘story--is .otherwise.” public ‘domain, mise as a: theatrical. production.
a ‘films: which . “otherwise|might.“ be’
¥ difficult’. to .finanee.” As outlined, :‘That,- of: course,. makes it ‘a: horse centre. unless ..a-Federal- ‘filmmak-.

can do-what is necessary to tell the
story properly, he-said.

If a-story

demanded.an important film star,
the producer has the authority totake. the ‘necessary action, as they:
can ‘hire ‘unknowns.

“, Baum cited the case. of “Town
race to.-get the: Luciano. -yarn on ing. subsidy. comes ‘to --be and/or}:
: (Continued
‘ontinued on
on. page.'l
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;
scheme: ‘calls: ‘for creation Of. a. fund
to’ insure: ‘indie producers: “against the ‘Screen,’ ‘apropos: the: ‘Tash. of. the industry: establishes a school
“Toss: (the: subsidy angle},. and” also. title ‘registrations. since. his death. -for: the..education: of creative and }
technical '-taletits.. Producer-writer|.
stipulates that'a percentage of any. the other. week in Italy. *
‘profits, -‘from. the ‘subsidized | ‘pix |= ‘Another figure in: the project’“tg Foreman expressed. the ‘sentiments
in
interviews. with Variety first, |
‘would be” plowed: back. “into the: “H. Jz. “M.-. Melaro;:“associated :with:
-Gosch in ‘sundry. ‘proniotions,. who; and ‘then ‘the. N. Y. Times.
“fund.
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preduéer reps.at the ‘session, it's ‘according: to:Rurisdorf, was in:the |" The rebuttal -‘came «this.“week-|:
understood,. were delighted - with U.S. last fall to dicker’ a distribu- from: David’ ‘Unger, a. New: Yorker
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the: proposal; which is’.to .be: de=. tion deal on. the’ ‘Luciano. story with’ -who °. identified -himself... ‘as
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“: tion’s:- race track: Idea was pitched tical. manner.””.
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aman: commission: :
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absence:
from.
‘Siblyother:. exhibs.-. kicking. in ‘man’s: ..Trophy- “Productions,-‘has.
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‘by’
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scheme
to
the
‘filed a protest with the: Motion: Pies.
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. “aniddle of the-race track oval,. with
|
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‘Unger adds: “eg.‘can east'a total rental of about $1,750,- 0
| : Shareowner
:.offered .to: pay $99,936. for:.a |24- ‘im a. series ‘that stemmed: fram ‘the. ‘the. late: ‘Lueky Luejano.“. “Trophy assure
you-.There will always be 000. New. figure apparently means’
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‘when
organization's.
‘producer
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committee. - -Was ¢stablished. lowing’ titles:‘with’ ‘the ‘bureau: “Life always: ‘be. a, London.’ -Also. if. it-tual fair dates. any of the: years..: son
can be: of” any ‘source of. comfort}:
Exhibitor’ chain. would:develop ‘Both parties. stressed. the- intention of “Lueky~- Luciano," . “Ex-Gangster to you ¥:can assure. you that the
“.¢ sproperty,, ‘including underpass ‘un-. ‘to keep direct communication chan ‘Luciano’ and* “Lucky ‘Luciano.”m -.| métion’ picture industry as'a whole:
7
oer der: the. track, ‘blacktopping. of area, |Agls ‘open between them, ‘
"Glassman: describes an. existing: ‘today: -is..in' very good. financial.
fan
approved-by-Luciana - ‘script. ‘shape and 1s. in. no. Need | of. Bove |
rv etc...
State:‘Bair’ board: ‘has: for’‘Tong.
written by.‘Gosch.at his; Glassman’s ‘ernment: ‘subsidies!Me,
-Manila; Feb. 13.
: 7 time. been considéring. the. use ‘of
request.’
This-.: has.. “prompted | :
neer.
The.Philippine’ ‘government has...
r Abe: saagié, ‘ ‘Glassman: ‘to. ‘write, ~Via his ‘attor-|/
4.” “the infieid: for parking, but couldn't.|:
-erdered the: visas: held up for the:
' “find the ‘ready cash to’develop it, |
| neys,: watning. ‘letters .to “Al: ‘Zim:
-|U..S: company schéduled to shoot
and ‘this plan apparently offers: the |
“balist _ Productions, ‘Warner . ‘Bros..
. “To.Be A. Man” here. ‘Move was
way: . Board “estimated | the cehain.|
and’ Triton - Pictures”: (yeaded* by |
: <swould spend almost $500,000 ‘in re- |.
.-ftaken .on the- grounds that the
‘Charles P.. -‘Skouras - Jr), ‘each. of |
script is “offensive to Filipinos.”
set ‘modeling: and improving: the ‘area
“registered “Luciano |
ABS. Montague:: > 69;. awhio -died: in -whom.:.: “have «
‘The film, which. is to star Van.
=<. for -use. for parking: which‘ could Stuatt, Fla., yesterday: (Tues.) had titles.’
7: help. gréatly. during. the: actual .il; a~ colorful:"show business pegin-|. .“Herewithe’ a:“verbatim °‘ froin’ “ the.|
Heflin, James MacArthur and Rita:
‘Legit producér-director James F.. Moreno; is-to be directed by Irving
wp day. ‘exposition...
“| ning. which was to.lead.to a prom- attorneys” letter to Zimbalist:' - ‘
: "| Elliott,: who -made his -film: debut ‘Lerner and: produced ‘by Joe Stein-.
Fox-Initérniountain is currently. inent ‘role. as ‘film conipany: offi-.|a | Working: over” plans. to’ build. first. cer (exec v.p. of: Columbia)’ and | “Enclosed is a Title Registration ; as ‘producer. of .2Oth-Fox’s soon-to- berg for. a statéwide outfit. called: “2 ( Cinerama: house’. in.Albuquerque -an‘active. participant in philsnthro-: 3 Report. issued: on’ Jai: 31, 1962 ‘by. bée-released: Jayne Mansfield _Petramonte-- ‘Production - Corpo‘the Motion Picture: Assn: of. Amer-. ‘starrer, “It. Happened .in Athens,”: rated -Establishment.. Stars ‘were .
joes 4this Summer.
Pole Pies close: to the industry.
.He -suiceumbed ‘to: ‘a heart ‘attack fea: -An examination of this report: ds ‘switching: ‘toa different wave- ‘due to.arrive here Thursday (15).
The “trouble :.developed when
while vacationing in: tre ‘southern‘ indicated: that ‘Trophy: Productions: length, if ‘not: ‘locale, for his next
Pelaez,
"1 fishing. ‘resort ‘with ‘his ‘wife,:the.|. Inc. filed. registrations’ as- follows; ‘film, “The. Diary of A- Seducer. ”, Vicepresident. Emmanuel
former. Edith Silverman. Corgnary . “ ‘Life “of Lucky.” Enlai Film, -which: -is- to ‘be -made... in who is also-.foreign secretary, read
.| Greece, - is’. based on ‘a-.story: by. the: script in ‘his’ private capacity.
condition had’ forced: him -to ‘cur- August ‘26; 1959:
tail his* business: activities the’past ra “Ex-Gangster
Litelanot, ‘Danish. philosopher-author-:Soren | as. a board member of_a- Filipino.
~ Hollywood; Feb. 13. , several months.”
Kierkegaard (1814-1855), often de- |dance. troupe which: wad! to: appear. .
-~.
“Metro, which’ Previously released |* ‘Born in -Roxbury,: Mass, °Manta- | August 26;: 1959:‘scribed ‘as ‘the granddaddy. of. mod- inthefilm::
2 fe
:‘the King Bros.'s.““Gorgo,” will. han-; ‘gue at. the. age ‘of: 16. started: out © Ducky’ LitciarioOct: 27, 4960. ern: existentialism.
‘The ‘entire. seript puts ‘the Fill-'
_': ‘dle distribution‘ of ‘indie. firm's Up.
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~Fil, skedded to: roll’ this week: ‘N.H. He - served :as: house |-electri- ; (Luciano). giving! -us.the: -exélusive ‘{:000, ‘will be financed by Hollywood. and contempt,” according ‘to ‘the.
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rights, such’ as: ‘by-products, -books,: ‘producer: of: Frank Sinatra’s Essex 'edoperate in this. insult to the
‘Abraham’ ‘Sofaer,’ James‘ Dobson. : This ‘was. in: 1914:.
~:~ and: Rolf -Wanka.- Byron ‘Haskin di-}:| He ‘subsequently .“expanded.” ‘his musi€, etc.’ ‘This agreenient, is still Productions), and* will be. directed: Filipino. ‘people by. welcoming and |
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reets with Frank: ‘and.Maurice® King theatre Interests: and -sold’ out, in. in-full force arid. effect and binding.
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cansiot be under-}
Pat- Casey, ‘a who
5 aiea.ast:
+ Wednesday- (7)?‘at’ “Murdock: The ilfesiory.of.
-vis-a-Vis Murthe. Presbyterian . ‘Hospital -in-: Hollywood, was: a”. ‘stood: separate. ‘from :his -crony' statusshowman ‘whose biography -wilf elude . full. telling. dock..who :had: once. ruled. the’. Keith-Albee vaude-|:
Jempiré.:,(Murdock:
died.
Dec.
8,.
1948,
his:‘age.‘vari George ‘Schaefer; legit -and tele-" ” a
‘for the simple: reason that s0° ‘much’: of..it was"-.
Hollywood. ‘Feb. 13::
and: is‘ hidden.’ He. was a: deft. ‘negotiator, -&° Bo-:. “ously. :‘egtimated:'trom:. 83° ta 91.)
“Daffy, ”. first. of: five feature between ‘and. private emissary ‘for. innumerable in- | -It was on ‘another. trip:to. the. filin colony: in ‘Sep- ‘vision: producer-director;“films planned by Pennybacker Pro- ‘dividuals, .‘organizations. . and: trade :causes, Though: “‘tember;. 1933: that Sime: died, only .60:. The -funeral: formed. Compara’ ° Films Ltd. -and- we
under -this . aegis will produce and...*..
ductions in next two years, will get} identified for the. last: 30 ‘years. of. his professional : ‘back‘in ‘New: York. at: Temple. Emanu-El was, to say
under way here in the spring ac- -Hfe’ with Hollywood,.' where his’ official .function:'. the: least, “ian. ‘emotional ‘event, -With. the’ VARIETY, direct. three.’ “features. for : Para-.::* |
mount:-Teleasé, | " Specific. proper-.. ©...
cording to veepee Walter Seltzer, “was: chairman ‘of the. producers’ Jabor committee, he: Staff: of : ‘that --day as ‘pallbearers. and ‘with. twin:|™
ties -are.. as- “yet. -unset. under. ° thes. ° 2
‘who returned over the weekend|.was: long a force in vaudeville, before. that amuse." eulogists, -George- Jessel: and’ Pat. Casey... Casey -was
‘agreement
~which runs...“for *four. . y
from three- weeks fn Rome. ar.d. “Thent ‘succumbed
toe
eew
to its own vices and the deadly. an ‘imposing figure, ‘pink. ‘cheeked. and- blessed. with’ years.
. New York. Lés. Pines’ original was competition’ of:' radio. and: pictures.
a: magnificent’ head: of ‘hair,-‘totally ‘white’ :from:
"Schaefer's:
‘pact :ties,“in,swith:the)
‘also. scripted’ by author and. will
early. years. His tribute to ‘the: ‘editor-publisher- ‘was. ‘newly: accented. Par ‘policy of team~':= y:}
‘Casey was'in a curious spot, as’a: ‘prominent ‘exer. eloquent less in -the- words said than in.Pat. ‘Casey’s,
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utive ‘of the entrenched Keith vaudeville regime: ‘of:
°
' To be produced :abroad will. be Edward, F. Albee -when.'the latter” ‘banned: ‘Varrery: - _ own quivering chin-.
| He...coproduced: Teahouse. of the. “<?-.:.
.
Casey
himself.
was
a:
Rofan.
Catholic,
a:
hachelor;
“Strike Me Lucky,” script by John reporters, reviewers. and-advertising salesmen’: from
‘August: Moon": and~: : producede: oat
Cleary. from his wife Joy's -novel.' all Radio-Keith-Orpheum.. houses and offices. “This.- ;and. in. his earlier. days -as'‘a ‘vaudeville -agent, -a.“| directed the: current “Write “Me “a@. °°:
..constant ‘host: at ‘dinner-~ parties: in a -nine-room’
- Another to be made abroad will was in the ‘mid-1920s and. ‘proved: 'to: be a: classic*':
:-Murder”:-on‘-the.
‘Broadway, stage.
J
apartment in Manhattan ‘where ‘he.lived .alone.
“be “Good Night Patricia.” based| theatrical:.“"feud” In’ which :time proved this “pub-. -_ Neither
‘Schaefer's legit and tv work has.*: °° |
a smoker: nor Grinker; his. ‘instincts. were.
-on Italian. play by. Aldo de Bene- ‘lication’s .predictions’ uncannily’. ‘accurate::: The nub:
been.
under
‘the
banner
cof:
omnes,
Sr
gregarious and. ‘he was: a key figure “of. an- era now.
detti.
of the quarrel ‘with :Albee was- that he ‘held him-":”
- forever extinct—the era’ of personal show. business. : ‘Productions Ine:: ad
criticism ‘by a trade
- Other two ate: untitled, but: one. self: immune :to ‘analysis -or ©
“Casey... was. the oldest. surviving. member of. the.
will. be. with. Marlon Brando, t
to be} paper while the founder-editor: of . VARIETY,. ‘Sime . _Etks in.’ ‘Springfield. :-Pope :Pius -XI. ‘made: him. a |
Silverman, persisted in. ‘pointing: ‘out :-the - many . ‘Knight ‘of the. Haly ‘Sepulehre.: ‘The: . Springfield|.
:‘tomens - of. deterioration -whieh ‘threatened the: sure . Union: iraces his: théatrical beginnings.to 1894 at the|.“Repertory: and * ‘20th: ‘Release
| Vival .of vaudeville: leek
a
o :.
oid Parlor Theatre:. ‘He: ‘was. later with the. ‘Gilmore:: fa In Town ‘Simultaneously ”a my
Casey's predicament’ Tay” ‘inhis Having . been-_ . Both.: houses: ‘are long. since |extinct. Paper” iden-|. ..
'. Minrieapolis, Feb. 13: wie
| close. personal.chum of :Silverman’s, fro the’ found-: |tifies thé late “Sidney. R.- Kent. . first of “Paramount'|:
ing Of VARIETY ©late”.in:1905. It was. hardly ‘a,secret and. Jater. president. of Fox: Films, ‘as’responsible’ for.|. Le: just: a coincidence” ‘that .‘he. oh
‘even: during the feud with Variety that .a:.Cone: : “Casey transferring. to~ -Hollyw ood. ‘Another. ‘curio ‘Minneapolis’. : Repertory - theatre’ >.
; “Munich, ‘Feb: 13. ‘siderable number of vaudeville insiders agreed with: . from, ‘the: hometown. daily: Casey :once:- mariaged group. opened: with: the:‘play .“The - 2
“John Huston. conipleted -photog- Sime’s .business -judgments “on: - yaudeville. ‘It’ was Ja roof ‘show, whatever -that: implies, for: FE. -W. ‘Wool FInnocents”. and. schéduled ‘it for-a - _-.
| three-week. engagement ‘the same.”-. -_°:
-zaphy ‘here. ,Saturday.” (10). on characteristic: of Sime that. he directed .many. of. his.’7:_ Worth, an. improbable impresario. -“Preud,” ‘for Universal release, “open. letters”: ‘and “ediforials: not at.Albee, ‘his’
His: organizations were N. Y;. ‘Athletié. Club,.‘Army: ‘night: that :the 20th-Kox release. )
after 118 day's of filming, including enemy, but ‘at Casey, his friénd. The. ‘invitation; ” Athletic ASSN... ‘Catholic. Actors. Guild, Jewish: The- it.-went into. the-‘lécal ‘loop. first-"...°.*
a fortnight’ of Vienna locations, “Come On, Oder, Pat” which headed Many. “of these - atPical™ Guild, "Motion ‘Picture: Pioneers, Locals'1 ‘and: ‘run. Gopher :where, it's. how., in its.” Poe
boas
Producer-director. expects “to re- pieces. ‘became a running gag in the: -vatide.. profes-:.
306 ‘of IATSE, ‘of. which’ he. was’ :“honorary life.” "~ second stanza.”
main here until ‘Feb. 24, then take sion of the era. Not .the managers and bookers aldneJust‘when he came: to. Manhattan. vaudeville ook: : ‘That's: ‘the explanation” of’ Gary te
a rough cut of the biopic. to Holly- but ‘the ‘performers follow ed:the ‘series. ‘with’ avid lng ‘is not: fixed in’ time. ‘Eddie Keller, still an agent, Scehulz,.. “the: :: Repertory *‘theatre’ |
wood for Shurlock’ Office scrutiny. interest..
reealls |that. when. he‘ was.. With Wil ianr.Morris’ a‘ director.”
. Though
eonvineed. that’ Yank|: : Albee,. of. course: took -&. merciless’ ‘arabbing. He “-spot was found: for: Casey. The. Trishman’s: ‘intimate a Both -the: play’ana ‘yeature’ sim, coe
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’
associations ‘with ‘some :of- the- Jewish, showmen may ‘because. “of. :"Being - -pitted ‘against
technicians are still ahéad of. everyDaeaieeree
one else,- Huston says that the Ger-.- paper out-of .business. Instead; .at -the end, Albee; ‘have’ accounted. for. his. marked. fondness. for. two ‘each’ other, jSaings *
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to
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‘and
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‘Actually,
Albee:
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‘was “lucky to ‘have’‘been:. forced -‘to’ pick’ up. his:. - Pat: Casey's talents: as a politician,..a- man: behind
From
Hollywood he'll fly “to!
marbles aliead of the depression and.the: subsequent - the “scenes; “apparently -“found -its ideal, scope. with;
Rome’ where “Freud”. is to dé
and. ultimate collapse of. the vaudeville: médium. « “¢ -and: “Often: on: behalf ‘of,.Murdock.. ::
dubbed and scored. His ‘next proj‘Prederick Brisson, ” Lin ..
‘ The. color of’ American vaudeville has : been ‘pre-.ect is “The Lonely Passion of Ju- ‘served in’ a number ‘of standard. volumes put. much, *' “It reveals nothing to-say that- from. 1900. to:1930. i"Vicki Benet-.
' vaudeville “was: a. promotional: area of tricky fortune: |’
dith Hearne”
from =the Brian:
of course, has, faded: with: the-passing: deéades . of : hunting and «that ‘Murdock:: was- one: of. the ‘most: ‘Charlies ‘L.. Casaniave:Jt
Moore novel, with Katharine HepRichard.
Conte.
the present century. ‘Tt is: not: generally | realized < - adroit. Like- Casey,’ Murdock Hadbeen given ‘plenty ;
burn. starring. It’s for Seven. Arts
that the entire span of:.the. two-a-day’s ‘reign: Was": : of ‘attention.in” ‘the columns of-this. periodical. He, ' Bob ‘Crvstal.twith United Artists to release).
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was. marking its own fifth year, namely: 1910, :the: :‘In: the. 1930s at.one’ point when: the’ Metro. studio. *) Frank: DeFelitta Boe
early in ‘June.
files. show. that. Pat: Caséy's’ own. agency-had: ‘one: “ins Hollywood -‘had ‘barred’ ‘VARIETY: as. punishment }- ‘Joan. Fontaine. .
“has:
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|of the. broadest lists.of. talent... One news. account. -:for a:story, the largely fatuous’ Situation. ‘Was -finally.|- -Horton Foote.
death ‘named. Sir’ “Harry ‘Lauder. as.-.a-‘ ‘ended by: ‘Murdock

telling Louis .B.. Mayer ‘to Stop i Jerome. ‘Hill ©

Casey ‘client.. although .‘the. Scotsman. is typically.” ‘sulking. ‘Nobody |had.- asked |‘Murdock to. perform} |” William. Kronick..
Asian Filn’s
3:KenNoyle = | associated
with ‘William Mortis: .
- this’ office. He: just ‘talked: it ‘over with Casey andy“Léonard- Lighistone
Art: Linkletter. .:
Casey was connected way back. ‘with: the
tt ‘theatricar .: decided the: thing.made no: sense: AS it did -not.:
In US. for‘Sounds ofNY’ ‘booker
Percy Williams, ‘a. contemporary . and ‘rival:- -Sineé’Pat Casey: was ar: Ansideér's insider. he was" : "James: G. Riddell".
~""
| of. Casev’s

byreer

e:

of: the United” ‘Booking | Office; the ‘germinal root '. not: known to the: public. and ‘his: power was ‘Jittle |... Elton’ H. ‘Rul
ets
of Keith-Orpheum. Johnny O'Connor, -himself- ‘still : suspected in.. the: trade ‘generally. ‘From the Vaude- " Herman -Rush“...
active. as a. taJent agent on Broadway, but -oiie. of =: ville’ Managers. Protectivé:.ASsn:-.to the: As&n.--of1-.' - Henry: G: Sapeistein
the’ -original staff reporters :on ‘NWARIETY, - Gredits.: “Motion Picture: Producers «in Hollywood ‘was -an George B. Shupert
“Kay ‘Lhompson-.-.~
‘Casey. with having made a brilliant. “corner? of the’. _@asy: bridgeover
for Casey His -- ansultancy con-

Ken Noyle; production : manager
- of Asian: Film International, Tokyo,
isin the U.S: for a month. long
_ business visit to. New York.
-:
“During his. stay. Noyle “will:
be on location ‘for the “Sounds of
New York”—the seventh in a series
in “Sounds ‘of the World.”: He. is

standard comedy ..two-acts; .among’: ‘them - Conroy’ Be ‘tinued: aiter’ his retirement. in. 1947: ‘for another: ‘five 4 Joseph -‘R. ‘Vogel,
-Robert Weston”.
LeMaire .and Rooney &- Bent, ‘at a: time’ when: this- yeats.
gave: “Williams a needed. edge: against ‘the growing.
“Casey. In:jis vaudeville agency -days. “before he: 4 Jay. Waid. -

:

powe -of B.:F. Keith.:
“swung: over. to. management itself, “made” a-num-'}. - ‘Dennis Weaver .
e,+ow M, Weltnian :
“Casey’s early jnvolvemént: with theatrical: ‘union ‘ber. of agents later..to:.exercise “much”. influenc
and. MS. oe

also expected to meet various heads

‘of Government while in “‘Washing-

ism’ came with. the: .White Rats” ‘actors: strikes. in’: - among them. Jenie Jacobs, -Harry: ‘Weber:
Tulsa,, Chicago and: ‘Boston. : He “was: ‘the-president: ‘Bentham. A .definitive inventory: ‘of “his--agsociates
“Harty.Le ‘HO.ue! s,
7
and the founder: of the’ ‘Vaudeville Managers.‘Pro- “would probably include’ all".the. prominent. ‘figures: : Anna-Marie: Cazali7
tective Assn. The- -eollapse. ‘of these. badly-led:-and... - of Keith-Orpheum. ‘and,“later, the Hollywood studios | “hy
- Tom. ‘Curtiss’.
over-emotianal. campaigns . threw: the. . White.. Rats. -and- unions. Living .to: 87. Casey" survived -‘many of |* Juliette. Greco:".
—
clubhouse: on West 46 Street. into: its Jongtime ‘role. his own. _legionnaires’ but ‘quite a number “are ‘still'|:
. James. Jones’ °?" : ata
as .“company -‘union” . headquarters. ‘to which Albee a ‘around, “among. them: Joe. ‘Pincus. of 20th ‘and: legit -:.Beldon. Katleman.. ar
went almost. every day,.avith a‘‘solemnity ‘of 2p-.. ., Producer -‘Arthur Klein.

ton, in: preparation: for location
work on another, of the “sounds”
series.

Noyle, who. has been. active. ‘in

4nternational show business. for the
past 25 years, will present: a num-='
ber of demonstrations of ‘his organ-.
ization’s latest “Lingua-syne” Eng“Anton : Leader°.
proaeh * and departure. which invariably :-réminded:
‘Casey ‘remained. in- fairly “good health -‘until.Te |” Joseph. be Levine.
lish-language. ‘fila, dubbing process.
vaudevillians’ of .a. religious.. procession: :AL, certain” “cently, making oceasional. trips’ to’ Manhaitan where }
_Alan- Lewis”.
The “Lingua-syne” dubbing: proc- -sanctimoniousneés' in’ Albee's. ‘nature. was © a salient
‘he had. an office :in- the. Capitol ‘Theatre. Bldg. Tom. ,
‘ Curtis Mick:
ess. was’ perfected’ by Asian Film, . factor in his: resentment of the plain-speaking Sime. .. Kirby, “longtime. associate, ‘functioned there. *."
one of the: largest: “English-lan- |. It. is.-surely- worthy of ‘remark about. Pat. Casey* Casey had: arrived in. Hollywood . only.:.10 .days: - Philip: Miles_
guage filma dubbing companies, and that he was ‘held‘ in such.-high repute as. an. indi-- before. to..:visit-.old ‘frieiids. and -had’.entered: the.| °‘Martin. Poll
one of the most. modern:’.methods vidual, ‘though continuously” associated ‘with..some ' hospital two- days: ‘before his:death after: ‘complain: - Anne’ ‘Seymour.
Anne. Slack..
devised. for transforming. foreign- extremely. bitter clashes in-a coritentious industry... ing: -of' stomach pains;
_
‘made films into the English |dan- His manner of. speech. was ‘usually’ quiet’ but could, : “Requient . ‘mass .Was. sang’ ‘Monday. 12) ‘at ‘St. | Ed -R. /Svigals-

guage. .

;
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‘Spring: . Claude. ‘Terral
punctuated. with, ‘colorful :emphasis. ‘Of: eaurse *..Michael’s: Cathedral . in Casey's: home ‘town, '
‘the did not achievé- his’. renown as .4 mediator. and:.field, Mass;;.-where he .went to work. Circa: 1900... in|: * William Wyler’...
-horse-trader without ‘having. extremely. active brain-- am -unidentified: vaude stand...His only surviving kin : ‘Richard Zanuck *
CNS ¥te: L:A
cells..He had: earned -the respect of such’ journalists... ‘are two cousins. 6f that. city, Mrs, _Mary’-Moriartry | -Ll
as’ knew him: by his. refusal- ‘to. Jie, though |he might. : and. Mrs.. George: Leary. A mérmorial mass. will ‘also osGeor ge Axelrod. ae
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Plan Mugg-Turned-Pug
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Actioner

For United Artists ;

-be..celebrated “for .Casey ‘in. Hollywood. :
Joe Besh.'
Sime’s health: went.‘on the. rocks. ‘and’he.~ . Arrangements liave been made for a. requiem. mass’ :- Joey: ‘Bishop :
spent ‘much. time. at: the. Desert: Inn*.in. ‘in: St. Patrick’s. ‘Cathedral in N.Y; at ‘10-a.m.. today{“:.Burt: Brinckerhoft ;
Palm‘ Springs and ‘in Hollywood,: a. constant visitor:."4 Wed.)'in--the. Our, Lady Chapel, ..Msgr.: ‘Thomas 7 Jacek, Carteralso refuse. to” ‘divulge.
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Hollywood: Feb. 13.
Don. Murray . and .Walter. Wood; was ‘Pat, Casey, often in ihe company: ‘of John ‘J... - Little. ‘of, the: Lesion: of.Decency will. celebrate. :
“The ‘Hoodlum |.CO
:
who
coproduced
John. Frankenheiiier ~
Priest” for United Artists, -are | |
+ John: J. ‘Geoghegan
MADE too MANY SALES
“SACK WRATH ERS,auY
pairing up again on “The Sinner” .
ae : ‘Laurence: ‘Hat vey
for same release: tobe. turned out |.
a Janet Leigh-under Murray-Wodds ,Productions | Fianco-London |“Sues.Flamingo"
: Former’ Producer ‘Controls 32%: ". "Sheldon |Legnard.::
wd . os .7
- banner.
Ona Overdoing Video", oar
= "Of Erector Toy,Company.
“V: Tom “McDermott- pe :;a
Film,. based. on ‘experiences of :
., Word :‘from’ thie-. Universal -top. a
*.” William: ‘Morris. Jr. a8
a
,
7 Mugg-turned-Pug
Tommy - Harris,
dér.° 0 u. Pr
New Haven, Feb: 13. neat Rylan
oe
. has been budgeted ‘at'$500,000 and | -Franco:Lonidon “Films «Has" “a| echelon now. is: ‘that: the. “Ugly l' George. senaeter ae
American”.
‘protracted
délay
ends
|
$150,000
‘damage
-action.
pending.
‘in.
tts a 8
_skedded for a March:start. Murray.
Jack ‘Wrather. Ir.;;quondam Holly: 7 - Frank Sinatra
Mle
Supreme . Court’ -aganst |‘hen. thepie rolls. in March.
wrote
original ‘story: . under: pen N.Y.
wood:
producer,
has-entered
a
new}
°
“ae
fname of Don Deer, also seripted | Flamingo. .Teleiilm:. Sales, .. topper-|: . “This. means:Marion .. Brando’ ts
BLe v eee
‘field with the: recent acquisition of ‘Bill Smithand will star.: Harris will work | Sig Shore, and. Video. Artists. The
“Mutiny. ‘on, -the. | ‘the. Jocal |AL: Gilbert: Co,,. toy| “Danny: Thomas:
on pie as well. as play a small’ role. ‘action, which came. td’ light: Tast: (find with: his’.
-Gordon Winn

“Hillard Elkins”
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~{BRANDO. AVAILABLE.
UGLY AMERICAN’ ROLL

‘Monty. Shaff).2000

week ‘when Justice’ Joseph..A. Ga* | Bounty”: retakes af.‘Metro. :

aa manufacturers |who’ made~‘Erector

vagan- denied: ‘a defense: ‘Motion: ta|.
‘sets. a ‘standard _ Product cin.othe
dismiss°:.the e¢omplaint,.. -alleges:
moppet, ‘set.:
tbreach of ‘contract in the. telévision'|.
Universal ‘Pictures. “declared, its: ‘distribution ‘of. the, feature film United’ ‘Artists board ‘of:‘directors
-Wrather, :‘as head:of the:‘peverly
recular
quarterly © dividend. ‘of: “Fabiola.” oS
has declaréd.: a.“régular quarterly. ‘Hills, .Cal.,: ‘corporation | -bearing
$1.06. -per- share
on. company’s
Complaint glaims. the: defendants, dividend on.‘ils: ‘corntnon,of Me" a
‘his name;,. took. over. from. the Gil414% cumule ative preferred ‘stock. ‘contracted to handle sales-to tv: in.
share.
}-bert family. some 52%%. of:the: eomIt’s. payable March 1l-to holders: only seven markets, ‘but made: deals.
Of -record. ats glose. of ‘business: in. other cities as Well :w:athout- au | ~ It's payable” March. 30 to.stock‘| pany stock. ‘Deal:‘involved:about}
J holders of record ‘Match, 16,.
Wthority: from ‘Franco:London,
Feb. 16...
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-_Catiéism: ‘of a performer. on tha. ‘basis of’ said player's. age “and/or |:

a Sgatekenier for ‘a. given Part Goes.against the. grain with. agent-producer| ’

oh Charles K. Feldman.

:

Jl). Feldman “reasons: this way: “The ‘eritics: ope.* day: will.ay: that: ant.
7 fe actor: or: actress: is ‘just “not doing..the right ind: ‘of job in: a: certain’:

~ Public |G)wi
d hforDrive-Ins
By Guy LIVINGSTON:

mm,
Boston; Feb. 13.
aCatholic
ic LexiHangs
Hitting out. at. censorship of films
Ai
vand: “tqday’s complainers,”
Mar‘| garet G. Twyman, director of com| attitude towards motion picure’ and’ 7Doubt on ‘Wild Side’. -Munity relations of Motion Picture.
!. 24 direction. was not. right:°
oh
“The. point I make ie.‘that:“ati“accomplished ‘performer: should ‘tiot television-;screen.’ content, -is-“ex |
Assn. of. -Ameriea, told ‘more than.
oe a fiptaee ‘for.doings“a:
“Job that:shouldn't have.been. assigned: in:the |pécted to be made in the course of | ~And Condemns ‘La Notie” 100 drive-in exhibitors at the all.
.. "> tpieture: - However;: ‘this ‘same. performer. might. have. gotten raves ina
“previous ‘exposure. ‘The. critics—I..mean -the- professional:reviewers |:

By. VIN
NCENT CANBY:

Ss SSput the blame on the-.actor or actiess and: dverlook the. fact ‘that the|-“An. ‘important. ‘and.’ ‘Saetinitiver

|
. 2. casting: might lave been. wrong. in.the:.first.Dlace, Or, berhaps, the statement. reparding. the. Protestant |:

”

The. ‘Roman: Catholic Legion. of -day meeting ‘of the Drive-In Theing of the. National:-Council of the Decency - -has| “given a : Separate. tres:.Assn.. of. New England in.
Churches
of
Christ
‘in:
Kansas
City,”
.
classification’
to ‘Columbia’ s “Walk -BrookJjnne, ‘that “Those who: reach
Marika’ ‘Aba, ‘yecently: “‘sppolnted. chairman at:thie:“Golden: Globes.
anf th
-Assn., is the ‘same Feb: 26-March :2,it:-was learned in on The Wild Side; and condemned for ersorship. usually know nothmoe ‘Banquet. Committee: of the: Hollywood ‘Foreign
.
vin
York -Jast- ‘week: at the -con- Lopert’s “Italo - "import, -:-“The
-"-"" gorrespondent: who created.a furore améng. ‘Washington writers’ because New.
}
ing <about. ‘films—they are-not in-.
wt
“> she persuaded ‘Jackie-Kennedy to write out, answers to about.14 pér- | clusion’ of. fhe. annual «‘meeting: ‘of;Night” |(Le: Notte).
circulargest’
the:
‘magazine,
‘the:
NCC’s
Broadcasting.
and
Film,
her
to
_«; . tinent ‘queries; then sold the-piece
“Re: “Wild: ‘Side’ LOD: notes that 7 - “Today's complainers seem to be
-- - \Tation mag in Italy. Writers. regularly resident. in Washington: couldn't: -Commission::,ree
‘Vfl’: “ig-‘developed - in ‘the. sordid trying ‘for. classification.” she said.
Is understand how.‘a:Hollywood* writer had managed.to :get sucha scoop. | ‘Since’ NCC. ‘Jeadars’ are. deadset “eontext.‘of 4: brothe ”.-and adds. .“They want to pass a law for statu“Her simple method: -she just asked for it; fléw. in a government. plane’ ‘against turning the: Protestant ors. “that: although’ the “theme of: the: tory classifiqation. The most popJs

rst pIace.)

:

tthe upcoming . general board meet-.

+.

"* to
Hyannis
Port,
presented-her
questions
‘to Mrs. Kennedy’s'
.J
press
secretary,
+ Bt:
answers straight
“ular ..delusion
today seems to- ba
‘from’ in
thewriting
first
irstlady,besichadwriting: ‘ganization into .a pressure group, ‘it .Tedemption | of @.- ‘prostitute |
‘is’ ‘expected.that the - upconiing: -moral,.. - Numerous. eléments of ‘the. belief that ‘statutory classifica“77 |Statement: .will” “accentuate. the ; treatment require . caution. for a | tion of films ingprotect those who
is

.g_

:| positive’? (and. play. -down. the ‘tiega-' ‘mass audience.” | -- «:
* “nedd = *protecting’ and will guideare too lazy—to make’
Night, ". thos _Who
U,| raising. the : general level. of: mass | group
g
‘say§.that.the pic:is:“morally |“the > own: selections. wo:
* ettertainment:.
‘She. said: “We? re dealing with
“| anacceptable: ‘ag .mass. entertain‘+,This aspéct :was. stressed: ‘in a Te- -ment.- because: of its’. amoral and. public ‘taste! on. problems basically
"port ‘given ‘to the BFC last week ambiguous. theme. Moreover; .-sev- the same. as:iin all mass media. tv,
nback |‘books, magazines,
- | by a: committee-‘asSigned to, study. -eral.-sequences in ‘their: ‘intensity-|P
‘| the ‘operations of the commission’s- ‘and -:-boldness are seriously. offen: ‘tadio”
“Man
;, Minneapolis, Feb:fhe + —e
it
was.
the! MPA official's first apWest Coast.office.” The report: sug- sive _ ta‘common |decency:a
innesota:
musemen
0.
7
: éfore: a drive-in froup,.
.| gested: that thé. coast, office should|°
a :(united: Paramount) is:in‘no trouble.
2nd
she:
w arned what she termed
-Fnot permit™ itself: ta :be -isolated
|‘
“Tal.
“whatsoever .‘for~ haviti¢ run oo iresponsi le.exhibitors: 2”? “Our in“+ from: ‘individual Producers’ ‘and. dis'.Dolce Vita" (Astor)* at. {ts Moor"| ttibutors’ by:dealing only'-with. the.
head, ..Minn,, "theatre . in ‘ défiaince.|.
Production ..Code- -Administration,
of the tow ns mayor's: order hot.toy
“ity: only increases our.
‘and, -that the: commission: needs _a‘.
oy dO, sO,
* responsibil y and. we have alien‘system --of. standards. by. ‘whieh. ‘tof.
. Baltimore, Feb. 13.
Moothead Mayor: B.. ‘Bottalfson | By insisting that ‘all ‘stories be. ‘judge: films. °
of Motion! ated, or at} east alarmed’ a Part of
wl es wanted: ‘the: council. to: take. action.| told “within .a proper: moral frame: The - conimission. ghouid ¢formu “Maryland State: Board.
our. public?
Picture ‘Censors. will go to. court ‘to.
* “fin. the ‘matter, °but “it”wouldn't,=
: She: advised: drive-in. owners to
late: “some: ‘clear Buide ‘lines’ or
_ Circuit. ‘officials .pointed: out °to Of: “reference,” the. -industry’ 3: Pro- eviteria- of: minimal -‘standards’ ‘by. -defend cuts. it ‘nade on: ‘French: embark ta public ‘relations pro‘: 7 the’mayor that “we don’t’ show any. -duction €ode “can ‘help. filmé-take* ‘whieh- Protestants: - may. regularly. -film’“The Lovers.” ~ Appeals from sram.':“Learn' the problems of
” +... film! -which.-Has. béent: condemned ‘by: On:added ‘dimensions, explore, deep: evaulate motion.pittires. - This: Board's. decision is’.scheduled to |, ‘the. total industry.” she said. “Form
. the *,Catholic. ‘Legion ‘of. Decency yer. - phases ‘of: ‘life. and” achieve} does ‘Tio€: mean-.a Protestant .‘code’ be. heard in.Baltimore. City” Court, networks ‘at: local levels to lear
Feb: 20."
and. ‘this oné “wasn't.” : vot
with exact’ rigid boundaties. to, be: Appeal is being. made. by: Balit-“tthe. industry: speak. at local. organt=Moorhead: hasan: ordinatice ‘pro-: -genuine’. maturity,” - according... ‘to Jegalistically ‘applied:” = :-.
zation’ meetings: accept: criti¢’sm:
-more
Film Society .Inc., _ operators
PC.
Administrator
‘Geotitey,
‘Shur-J
: » hibiting: stiowing. ‘of! “obscene, ‘jn- Instead... the report. ‘said:.the. ape of the.. Rex ‘Theatre, ‘sometirne art -watch for:signs of unrest: and: he
e ‘lock.
2.» \decerit -or. immoral- films.” -.
.
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to defend your practices.”
.] proach : should "be™ positive-- and
of’fi two: fil
scenes“One
|“were
1
is
“mayor said he ‘had ‘no. intention: off. ‘Shurloek’s: ‘speseit’“was:given: in: Severy effort’: made’ to, eonvey- the: “house. *:Parts
‘She’ warned: “Do not stretch the
eis
m.:
ordered: de leted rom.
’ taking. action. against, the ‘theatre or New: -¥ork..Monday (12) -before the. idea. that: : -Protestanits
“sigither
tolerance. of. your ‘community too
eircuit for -alleged’ violation: of the New.:.York3:
.Chapter ::of|Military. |jhave nor Want -a code. of our..own, ' -bedroom ‘Scene,. the other, ‘a bath-. far,” Advocating the development
-tub :scene:. in: ‘which, ‘the:‘principals’
“ ‘ordiaance . oi for” any other: reason: Chaplains. The “PCA. chiéf™is' in,
: (Continued on page 17)
yet :we: do ‘have some. basic. COn-|
sre’stripped.,
““I only. brought up ‘the imatter. in. ‘New York’. ‘for. conferences. ‘with:
‘victioris |and: values -we ‘deeply care aeThis «is:
Mm the ‘Second’. time’ “Phe |
ae ‘the. first -place .and: issued .the- or- execs-at the Motion: Picture’ ‘Assn. :
“ :Lové
29°
“about.”"*."
~
has-:
been:
submitted
_
to.
“der becauSe..some council members of. America: and. ‘a: round of".‘press
ers" : Several: years ago, ‘similar.
The’. ‘report, while. “suggesting: Board.
:: ':- objected to” the “filme Said: ‘the::| interviews: ‘and ty:‘appeatances. - lthat:
‘the. National. ‘Council. should. cuts: were made .and.-at: that time,.
a Mayor.”
Me
:
Load
“bh. Phe “way. ‘the’ ‘Code. operates, “not :Sound’ off-in’ ‘lotid: public™-de-. ‘distributor: decided -not ‘ta’ show
“| Shurlock’ told the: chaplains, ‘gives nuneiations -of specific. films. fad. film in-:‘state rather than take case |.
fit -one © “immeasurable ~advantage. |" “(Continued onPage: 11)"
Special” tribute is paid. to ‘the:
ta:.court, :
late Leonard S. Picker, West Coast
‘over ~such. -other. forms of. con-|:=. Jegal :rep: for. United "Artists who
trols as pr ereleasé. ‘eensorship. The
Jatter_ can‘ only’: delete -material
}
died: last November, in the annual
from: An. already. finilshed film.” |
‘report ‘of the Broadcasting &. Film .
me --Séphia -‘Loren. -will- fiave’ her: day :
Commission ‘of the: National Coun- The:
Code
‘occasionaily”
‘makes.
1:
ml, “tn N.Y: Supreme: Court Feb..:'19. |:
-cil- of Churches of ‘Christ. Picker,
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of.
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is:that
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.."Productions:and the- Warner The-. ‘seals. -7
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=. iatre; NLY., alleges’ her. billing on‘a
- Dr: Ralph: Gladen, Modesto psychiatrist ‘and‘founder of a state
an ‘Broadway “signboard. is-a breach: of not. ‘‘‘disproportionately .interested |: ‘hospital: here,. followed. ‘other prosecition witnesses -last week who. | helpful: and. #ooperative friend to
It also.
_-*, “‘eéntract:'- ‘Sign’ in. question . ‘on . iy’ sensational, material,” . Shurlock, .” ‘saw; film: inthe same light, including ‘# Los Angeles. cop, a femme - ‘the “West Coast office .
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over
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in
helping
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of
‘alltime
©
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in:
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“Sfasider: buys. and. sells.of ‘Allied Artists: shares, which. haveteaVe
lagged ‘In ‘Securities ‘& Exchange’ ‘Commission: ‘Feports” ‘for-:some.

ac, time, “are again to“ be. remarked’ in -the- long Sept:l1-Jan. 19.Span |.

oe ~, Féeport. -Latest government ::handout. discloses that Royer ‘Hurlock "“bought 400 shares; hoisting his‘ total to 27;700.: Samuel Broidy |‘sold.

._ 2,000 shares. retains’ 74,506. “Edward Morey keeps 2,350.of AA after: ’
gelling 1,000.. Earl Revoir also sold 1,000, -his all. in. this: issue-.

Claude’ Gi oux, “pead. of the ‘D

: Kaltman:: &l: C6. - drug... éoncern.| ,

a

“What. the SEC listing does not revealis who. bought-the ‘shares .
“lwtilch were-sold.-Nor. was the purehaser éver identified when Al- *. angling’ for. gantrok:, of. Allied Art: TT

+" The campaign

" SinatraJoins Producers_~

ists;: was ‘back. in. New: York. from’

:
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Mor ‘someone else. His large position in:Allied never. otherwise made
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-* Ing’: strength. to. report ‘he. will |
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‘time to. Produc:

consummated -to; ,acquire managé- PS

-| churian Candidate;” Frank Sinatraa 10%" ‘ownership held: by .AA: presi: +, : ton.
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Warner: stockholdérs’ at.a “meets

- cae ‘in: -Wilmington last week-’ap-|[

recent American history, has abso- *-

lutely nothing ta do. with integra-.
tion, theme-wise, that is.

" . proved :‘a four-for-orie. split. of the} veHow:toGet ‘More Pix.| over: 100,000 |‘common’ shares! from
alks focusiri
on’
roduet.
: Y ‘Albert. -Zugsmith: He’ neéds,’ and.
‘commor: stock: : The. board. -Pro-|
‘In. New. York Jast week, George.
r
a
i | <héw:.to.
get: ‘more.
of:Pit). res .: -Fwants,.. the Tianagement ‘holdiiigs ' Axelrod.. who: is coproducing .the
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filmi -with, directer John. Franken-.
-...,/-authorized: common. from ‘5,000,000;|
day (Tties.)’between. ‘Theatre - mean::his. vote: control: could 80).
heimer,:: as.. weil.'as_ writing ihe
.
“? i> ‘shares’ of.:-$5: par value to 7,500;000J.- Owners” of .°American: ‘and’ | urichallengéd.”
-| Seript, explained that when he and
moe / sghares: plus the reeléctiori-of direc- _ - Screen. ~Producers, ° : Guild.
.. Minneapolis, Feb.. 13." Frankenheimer-. were casting the.
. 1tors," “whose -“terms: expired this. “Julian | Blaustein: first: vice- | that: both. ‘sides are : desirous: of”‘al “On: his: “employer's. instruction, | Key role’ of a Pentagon psychiatrist
ee eo -Named’ ‘for: two-year - -terms | _. prez* of the- ‘SPG, “heads: the “ : sooling-off period -‘before any -finat
they had interviewed almost evers-.
| Were. Waddill..Catchings, ‘Thomas|™ Coast. ..delegation, . “while. ‘the: J-action. is..taken: .They: ‘say there.ne. ‘Says. Lovell -Kaplan, ‘Bennie one who had ever played a-psychi- é
: Berget: circuit, buyer-booker, °pro-|:‘atrist’“.in ‘a Hollywood film (“you ..:
“J, Martin: and Robert W..“Perkins. | _ exhib body reps iticlude: prexy:”:” already has’ beet. “tao ‘much. pub-+
lo”
WB, ‘while: ‘Tot |giving - figures, ps'John::Stembler” ‘and-" ‘board. { licity.” This. kind: ‘of ‘explanation (:tested: to -Paramount ‘against. being} know the type, all Viennese accent |
is just :about.as vague .as a: state- -talled pon. to.‘submit a competitive ‘and’. ‘glasses”), .when they finally.
aSosa: it’s. ‘anticipated’. that -earnings |°.-chairman ’-Albert “Pickus. °
for the current quarter will.be-at | .: | Liaison’, between: :the-“Ew ‘ment put.‘out:‘from thie -‘Coast, ‘qirot- ‘bid: on’.one of its. ‘pictures, “Man said. to-hell-with-it and decided to pt_ about the same level as last year. | 7 groups dates’ pack: ‘to.the. 1959." ing «Giroux ‘on ah AA: letterhéad; ‘Who’ Shot Liberty ‘Valance,’ ae with: | cast a guy who looked and acted
- Warner stockhotders’ ‘were given |- ‘: TOA, convention: ‘in *“Chicago.."’ | Saving Giroux’ and: Broidy- -Sperit'| out: having .it, screened ‘for. him |‘like .an ‘intelligent: American who
‘several. days °discussing. :various first.
might well -be a Pentagon. psychi“‘g-veheerfal earful ‘over. the. “past.
studio. activities :“and: future | plans{ “This. “forcing! of:‘exhibiters ‘tot| atrist.: Negro. actor James Edwards
-“week follow‘ing- split, Dividend -rate‘land’ “there was. full: agreement ‘on: bid’ “in- the’ dark’ ? for. pictures they. ‘turned ‘out: to- be their man. :
‘ went: up; ‘in. effect, from. 30¢. quar-:
the:; advisability. oF.“Bursuing this | inight’.need, or want is’ getting to
__terly’ to -50c quarterly. on the basis’
- Subsequently, for another key
‘|° program. mo
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. the: New York Stock ‘Exchange:
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a
. Or &. total.-of' 50¢.- The old.‘shares. ‘dosed last.Friday | theatre exhibition’: industry,” Na+ same ‘amount “paid--Zugsmith. . ‘The: branch ‘manager - ‘hére; answering wholcheartédly. agrees that there.
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Jf “Man - ‘In. Moon’: (T-L)’. (2d --wk). ; ‘si.25)" “Bernadette: -of*:“Lourdes”
*lusty
$23,000..in”
18th
week
at
the
|
$1.25-$2.
75):
—
“King:
‘of.
‘Kings’
ie
(Continued.
on. ‘page 13)- Fair ‘$2. 500.' T st’ week. $3, 700..(Indie). . Fair. $3,500: -Last’. week,
- Esquire |THRE ‘Balaban). (1:3505"| “Singer: NotSong’::(WB) and. “Loss (M-G)..(8th wk). Nice $9,000. Last, State:. “EE. Cid”. looks to hit~.a!
J socko $29;000 inninth week. at the |
week.
-$10,000.
ee 25-$1. BOK:
& ‘Weekend’ With | of. Innocence” (Coll, : $5,f000.”
, ; “ Fox: (Arthur), (5,000: 90-$1. 25) ‘Warner. |
*
“$Continued on.Page: 13).
|. : Ofpheum’. (Tristates) |(2 BTt: six “Bachelor “Flat” -20th) . B3q wk). at
"Estimates: forThis. Week
ae $1.25)—"'Tender Is. Night!” (20th): ‘Mild $10,000: Last. eck. | 4,000. |. Astor (City: Inv.) (1,094; 75 -$2)—1
a
Only.’ okay”: “$8,000. ‘Last «.week; |..- Loew’s Mid-City (Loew): 0; 760: | ‘ts
-{UA) » (8th |
4 Mysterious: Island’” (Col): ‘$7,500.°’ ‘60-0\—‘Happy ‘Thieves (UA).: ‘Sad |wk).
One,:.- This.
Two,‘stanza-;
. Three‘winding = ‘today |".
x

‘Sergeants’
|
Boffo 176,
Toronto; ‘Night’ Fancy |
24G, ‘Errand’ Fast 426.

PitBrisk:‘Story‘Wha 2|
|: State tCooper) '(743:" $1. 25-$1°55)" .$3,000.:Last! week, “Ivanhoe”. (M-G) 4Wed.) As: heading for big. -$22,500 |
...
‘Foronto, Feb. 13.
of:.Kings’’ {M-G),.(2a wk). and‘‘Knights Round Table” (M-G). or “near. after $23,000 for .seventh
Mh 000, ‘Majority’ Big. A “King
|:“Despite cold weekend, newcome
-*Looks -hotsy"
.
$6.000.after: #7200 ‘(eissues) (2d. wk);?$6,000..
-'t week, Holds. -Daydating. with. Fine: érs are: Tracking up wow returns;
‘State | (Loew). (3,600; ~ 60-90)—
186 “One;Two’:12G, 3d, Dow."
-with “Sergeants 3” the: standout:
-}“One,-Two,; Three” (UA). (8d :wk)./*Afts.
“Pittsburgh.: :Feb, 13.

Ai Olay9,000,

-/sies.§
at
$8;000. or ‘better. . ‘Last. week,

The: rosy ‘picture’ -at.. the: ‘boxoffice ;

2
with’ the’ Pitt: “firstruns ‘continues:

$2

* Capitol:(Loew) (4,820; $1-$2.30)— “Tender Is Night” in three houses
“Sergeants ’37" (UA).- Looks- like: ‘shapes solid. “Errand Boy” in nine-

|

Pageant (asthur) (1,Me
30-81.25); ‘wow $64,000 for initial’ four ‘days. house combo is rated big. Of hold- |:
erided yesterday: (Tues.); with pos- overs, “Devil at 4 O'Clock” is fine
—"Innocents” * (20th
“ito Blow: this round with two: -powerwk). -f sible: $95,000 on. week. -Stays. In ‘in. second ‘stanza_ while “Flower: .
fuk new: entries, Rating’ ‘boffo -are|.
‘Good. $2,000. .Last!-w: x,$3,000
Drum ~Song” in eighth stanza
- Seattle, Feb.. 13:°
“St.Louis (Arthur). (3800; 75-90) ahead, .“Roman ‘Spring”, ¢WB) (6th. shapes
"West ‘Side... Story”. ‘Which will.go |:
fine.
‘(Par).'an d “Nie. ‘wk-9 days), $13,000. -“‘Sergearits’”
“ over $20: 000 in first. week. of. hard-"- - ghrée “new - entrants:: here ‘this —“Place ‘In Sun”.
- Estimates for This Week
—
“ticket run at Nixon-and. “Majority |‘session but only: one is getting: any. agra” (20th): .(reissues). Mild. $7,-. started along much the same lines |.
as:““Océans
Eleven”
CWB),
‘anoth|
Century, Downtown, Glendale, . .
of: One” ‘whichis: causing . almast }‘place. . “Majority. of. One’. looks 000.” ‘Last: week: “Psycho”. (Par) and.
er
Frank:
‘Sinatra:
starrer,
‘getting:
okay
iri
‘first
‘at
Musie.
-Hall
*
but:
“Anatomy,
¢
of.
“Murder”
(Col)
treisMidtewn,
Oakwood,
Odeon,
Prince
°
“the. sae. wicket" ‘excitement: at the |:
‘| same’ sort’ of: coltAn’ first three of Wales; ‘Scarboro, State (FP-Tay-°“Tender: Ts: Night”. is rather ‘Moder- sues), -$9,00
_ Stanley.:-iit
days." poet
Hor)
-d,
342:
1,059;
995;
1.082;1,138;°
~
Shaidy
‘Oak.
(Arthur
(780;
“90:
ate.
at:
‘the
Fifth’
Avénue.
on
opener..|:
Other: ‘Heweoinér: “George” ‘Ratt'|
—"Call: Me -:Genius”. (Cont) a Criterion: (Moss) ‘Cl520;. SI: 25. “752; ..1,197: 682; 696; 65-$1)—"“ErStory” ds. helping; ‘the ‘general ‘pic-|“Shame. of Sabine: Women’ is only $1.25)
‘rand
Boy”
(Par):
Big
$42,
000.
—
‘fair.in
first
at,
Coliseum.
th.
Whos:
Hep.
$1,
800;.
Last:
week,
‘$2.
50)
"Sail
‘Crooked
Ship”
(Col)
“King
of.
- ture. ‘but: only. rates. okay. “King of:
1 (2d. wk). ‘This.‘week Winding. up
Kings” is: okay: iti ‘eighth round at
Carlton,
: Danforth,
Humber
: Kings" -finished strong -in ‘its “16th. Blue
Mousé. '_ “Flower Drum.Song”
; (Rank) (2.318 1,328: 1,203; $1-$1.50) :
‘week at the ‘Warner’ ‘Sunday. a).
Stil] is. good. on..moveover at MuA-— Tender’ Js- ‘Night (20th). Solid - °
» ‘Judgment. at. -Nuremberg” . opens
| Sic: “Box” ‘Where : An: eighth .Found.
1 $24, 000. Last week, “Auntie Mame” *. there: tomorrow _tWed.), Still excit-|dowritown..-|(WB) and “No Time. for Sergeants”
Ying is. “Mark” ‘ii.fourth ‘at. Squirrel
“Estimates.
for
‘This
Week.
:
| (WB) (reissues),. $16,000.
oHiIL. “One,. ‘Two, Three”: Jooks |ex“Bue. Mouse: (Hamrick). ase:qo
_ Eglinton “(FP) (919; $1.50-$2.50) _
--gellent jn third” at Penn,:"
a

Seattle; ‘Night’ Fait:8)

$2.50

_

”-Estitnates oF ‘This: ‘Week s

(MG) Bt wkd.: Okay $5,500. Last |... «
$1. 50-$3.50)

“King ” of « Kings”.

Gateway | -t.Associated. “(, ‘900;y week, $5.800,

Otay$0,Cincy; S

‘One, Two:Sturdy 86,Bath
1a:

y in Spain”

(Indie) (8th

wk). “Tall. $8,000. Last week, ditto.

Hollywood. (FP) (1,086; $1-$1 50)"
' Cineinnatt, Feb. 18. | Sweet $1,600. ‘Last ‘week, “French |:
gre 50! °— “George ‘Raft -‘Story”: “Coliseum, ’* (ox-Evergreén) -asl
—“Bréakfast at. Tiffany's’ (Par):
|-.-Hestran: biz. here. remains: firm “Mistress” (Indie).(2d wk), - $1,200. (9th. wi). ‘Sturdy $8,000. Last week,
AAA), Okay -.$6,500. ~ Last: :
week,’ 870; :$1-$1. 50)—Shame of: ‘Sabine
this. round.’ “Flower “Drum. Song”|.
- Grand (RKOY (1,300; '$1-$1. 23)——

‘(Indie). and .‘Hot. “Money
“Tender, jis’ “Night”. (20th) (2d wk), : -Women’”™.
;

86, 000...

‘ $10,00

|.Girl” - (Indie).. Fair. $6;500..or. near: ‘shapes: big, bidding. for ‘third week. “Tvanhoe”’ “-(M-G) ana “Knights ‘of
week, . “Jourfiey -to: Seventh‘ .as:-town: topper, : with: “One, Two, :‘Round ° Table’ .: (M-Q): (reissues).'|: .. Tyla. (Rank) (1:357: $1-$1. 50)

Nixon: -atubin’ (1.760; $1:50-$2: 75). Last.

=-“Whistle- Down
Wind"
(20th)
— ‘West. Side-Story” «UAl, ‘Wham Pilariet' (aD ‘and. “Wild: ‘Ride” (aD, ‘Three” close’. by.: “El. Cid’ holds: Good $7:500. ° ‘Last mee: “Happy (7th wh). Steady $5,000. ‘Last week,
Strong :in: eighth’. ‘roadshow .frame.: Thieves” ‘(WAY,-. $5,000
+ $8.20
$5,500
"$20, 000 or ‘more.
~$1.25)—:
“Guild
(Vance)
(300:
:
Tender’.
As
“Night”:
bids
‘okay
‘as
|
:
Pith.
Avenue:
* (ROk-Evergreen) |.
Penn (UTAC), (3;300;$1-$1:'50)—|
Imperial (FP). (3,206; $1-$1. 50)—
.
“Ohne, Two, -Three’ (UA). Bd wk), ; (2,500; - - $1+$1, 50) — -“Tender. --Is & nejvie at--thie-:-Patace. *“tyanhoe". “Devil's Eye” (3th. wk): _ Slick “Devil at 4. O'Clock” iCol) (2d -wk). ...
..(20th)---and’. “Woman: ‘and. “Knights: of Round: ‘Table;”’ $1,700... Last. week, $1,800...
Big $12,000. Last’ week, $15,000.” ‘Night’*..
ne $14,000. : Last. week, $18,000.
bee
'904,500:
Hunt” (20thi)...; Modest. "$8,000" or ‘oldie :“combo, :. Shapes ‘for. a good . Keith’s ..(Cin-T-Co) Shadyside: (MOTC), (750; $1 25). less.”
‘Loew's: (Loew) (1,64¥;, $1-$1.50)
- Last: week: * “Sail. Crooked; ‘session at. the. Grand. -“Judgment ‘$1.25)—"Flower ‘Drum: Song” -(U) —"Sergeants 3” .(UA). “Sock $17,ee
of ..Women” .(Sanus); (2d|
(Col ‘and: “Sydney :‘Street’. at. Nuremberg” opens. Feb. -14 ‘at! (3d: wk); ‘Big. $9,000. after $12, 000 000. ‘Last week,:“‘Pocketful Mira~ Wk). . Good $2,000,."Last week, . ‘Ship”
(Indie): (2d. wk),:$5,200.*
the: Capitol, following “King :
oryfor second. week. :(UA). 6th. wk), $9,000. in 8
98, 200:Palace (RKO) (2“600: $1-$1.‘Okay
95) “eles”
'
Music:
Box ‘(Hararick): “(938:' $1. Kings". which ran 12: weeks.
days.
= ” Squirrel. Hitt (SW). (834) ‘si25) $1 .50)—“Flower
“Tender ®‘Ts. Night” . (20th):..
. Drum: Song" :-(U).1.
: Estimates for This Week
"Mark". (Cént) (4th wk).. Hotsy. $3,rf (m.0.). Good -$4,000 for’ ‘eighth week |. “Albee: (RKO). (3,100; ‘ $1-$1. 56)— $8:900. : Last“ ‘week,. “Wonders: oF . ‘Tivoli CFP). (935! $1.50-$2.50) ——
“El Cid”. (AA) (8th wk). Hefty
800. Last ‘week;- $4, 200.°.
downtown. “Last®: “week, :“One, :
‘Two, : “One,..T
wo -Three”’ (UA). ‘(3d ‘ wk). } Aladdin’ (M-G), $5, 500...
-$10,000.: Last week; same
: Stanley (SW). (3,700: '$1-$1:30) Three’: (WA). (3d. wk);-.$4; 100:
Solid: $8,600.: “Last ‘week, $9, 500. |. Twin.: ‘Drive-In - (Cin-T-Co) . (600 ‘Towne - (Taylor: {693;. 90-$1 25)— .
- “Majority, of One”. (WB). .Boff'$18,>|. ‘Music Hall: (Hamrick) (2.200; ‘$1-|:: Capitol. ::(SW-Citerama) - ‘€1;400;: ‘ears: 90c)— West side.-only: “Too
“Mr. Fopaze” (20th) (2d wk). Fair _
000 or near. Last- week, “Ivanhoe” | $1,50)—“Majority. of One’ -(WB):. $1.25-$2. 75). = “King: of Kings” Young to’ Love’: (Indie) and “Girl.
$3.500: Last: week; $4.500.
“(M-G) «and. “Knights. - ‘of: .‘Round |-Okay' $9,000: or: lose. Last -week,..
.Slow|:In- Room .13" (Indie): .Fair $2;500.
. University (FP). «1,382; $1-$1 50). Te
“"Tabie’*’.(reissues): (6: days); :$8;500.. “Flower ‘Drum: Song” ithe wi)-5 $5, 500:- “finale: ‘of. - “disappointing Last ‘Week, “Second Time Around”: “Roman Spring” (WB) (4th wk). .:
Warner ASW): “(1,516;.-$1-$1. 50)— days), $5: 100. .
“
hardticket ~ ‘stay. : after: $3,500- for (20th). and “Desert. Warrior”? Goth) | ‘Swell si.000: in 4 days. ‘Last week, ao
“sSudginenit -at ‘Nuremberg’. “(UA).|- ” Paramount ‘(Fox-Evergreen). (35 11th regular “week, .“Judgment: at|| (subruns), '“$2,700:
$13,50
.
.- Opens. ‘tomoraw. (Wed.): on “hard-'- 000; "$1-$1.50)—Innocents”. (20th). Nuremberg” (WA). ‘opens.Feb. 14 at: Valley «(Cin-T-Co),. a 21: $1:50- | Uptown (Loew)
3: $1-$1 15)
"tieket, «King *of. Kings”- (M-G): and. “Broken: ‘Land (20th) (24: wk): $1.50-$2::scale::,
$2, 50)— “By Cid”: (AA) (8th wk! —“Flower Drum : ne” (WU) .(Stix
_elosed* 16-week ‘Tun: ‘Sunday - (10), Moderate Bs 500...“Last Week, , -|: + Esquire: Att -“Cla =Col “(600:|| Stijl. hefty. at:7 000.,Last. week, wi. Fine |7,500. Last ‘week, $9,-

getting” $5,000 in’
v das:‘five:gate, oe

(|

i4 25)--"Flve-Day *
Lover”; indie), $7,200...
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SATAN NEVER SLEEPS~ANDWE.DONT| fHE.
cis
Here's 0th’s wide-awake planning foryou.
NATIONAL MA GAZINE AD VERTISING ‘CAMPAIGN insich:‘magazines: asMcCall's,
ry

il

Life, Look~to saturate:an audience-of 25 millionst NATIONAL MAGAZINE PUBLICITY
CAMPAIGN-~ to saturate an audience. of 50: millions! TIMI YURO-RECORDING of
title song - 48 million impressions via dise:jocké ys== Radio and:-VIRE cORDING OF.Sunes
TITLE SONG BY EN OCH. LIGHT. and: his 60.piece:orchestra:= 38 amillion. impressions: ae

via Radio and TVE TV. SPLIT-SCREEN INTERVIEW -FREE-France Nuyen.on:film °°
answers questions for “live”:local announcer! FRANCE NUYEN RADIO INTERVIEW
+FREE-"Qpen End" transcription for'local interviewerl SPECIAL EFFECTS TV. Spor: SE
-FREE-Semi-animated entertainment. trailertRA DIO.SPOT SA TURA
ATION ¢
GA M-PYee
PAIGN- FREE- Musical spotsfor
felocal
|
level hard sell!
on

BOOK IT NOW! One ofthe bigreasonsforjoining §/) VY

som

wee

Tee =
eet

~ HenceMetro:FinalizesFor Lolita’

"Satirical: ‘melodrains imay. be the:most:‘ditticiilt tipe:“of. film of.a

° we “all to pull ‘off successfully, according to Geotge Axelrod, who has ..|.
~

done the.screenplay ‘of “The: Manchurian Candidate” and is: copro- ol.

-..",, ducing’ the Essex-United ‘Artists: release with director- John Frank-:

=e

7.

+. “Solita, " lensed ‘hy Seven Arts:
sore ‘enheimer: Film, is-based ‘on:“Richard: Condon’ s free-swinging. novel : LY
| Préduction from the Vladimir ‘NaPoe, that.is -both: ‘serious and facetious, tragic and funny.
_. "Director:Joh’ " Prankeiheimer,
‘|bokov. novel’ about a ‘middle-aged:
Be
‘Getting ‘all these. - qualities: into the. sereenplay: has” nat been. easy,. a who is also “fun¢tioning .as’ copro; ‘Gag. around: ‘Manhattan ‘town:
ve Axelrod-the-writer admitted in:New ‘York Saturday: (10); Citing: the “ ducer, (with -George: Axelrod) :on |
{man’s Tomance with a 14-year-old
.” “* case of John Huston’s-“Beat The Devil,” which the film buffs loved ~ sPhis: ‘current: ‘project, “The “Mancu-|| te that’: the’ just-completed: - girl, has” ‘been’ acquired. for worldof “Lolita” (Metro):
°°". ahd-the public’ more. or less ‘abandoned, Axelrod said the problem: Tian: ' Candidate;"? reported: ‘in New| -’:' filmization
will be shown to the public on:.” wide release -by Metro.. Deal. ap- 7
~.| dn satiric: melodrama. was not:to lead the audience to expect some~ *.1© York. Saturday: {10).. that.’ United oa somewhat .restricted‘ basis. *:.
"thing: they! are not going. to. gét: The: ‘audience expected “Beat The. ae (Aertists has just ‘kayed’ the nioney | | “Young girls will be: ‘admitted oe parently goes hand in hand with
““\ Devil”. tobe -a sort. of. Maltese Falcon” or. “To Have eand-Have -- for him: to workup. with, ‘Richard. ato theatres only: if. accompan-.*:'|the fact that: the: picture, which. is
+. Uc Not.”..When it got around to. ‘being: &-spoof,, patrons. resented the": Yates). the first | ft=of: ‘ascreen-.|: ted by:‘middie-aged, ‘men, ; a controversial. ‘in theme,. has: just
" fplay based on“‘ tie.Down ‘in Dark-'|.: .
_ 2 “fact ‘that they :‘had. been fooled..
been okayed ‘by: the film industry’s
-"" La 1Dhe writer says he was-on the recsiving ‘end of some ‘of.the‘satae. : :| ness,” :the- “highly. -acelaimed. Wil- | 5
ae Production :Code. And ‘while the
eo “' Blind of.resentment from ‘audiences: at -his last-legit show, “Goodbye, | liam: Styron :novel ‘published: ‘in
~“:[)
Catholic:
Legion of Decency ‘has
7
“* Charlie.” Though it was a comedy,. ‘says: Axelrod, it had some. serious = -:1 1951.:
-[yet to. post its rating, ‘intimation
Pe comments: to make about a number of. things; ‘including ‘homosex-. safe It all ‘goes welt: -the. film ‘will ;
j:around:
Times’
Square’ is: that. the
nee
oe o ‘uality.““There were.times in:the course ‘of a performance ‘when you:
| |86--an' .a 1963-. ‘shooting -schedule: : — ‘continued ‘from ° ‘page 5 —
oe
picture..will-escape the “C” (con' could actually. feel the. audience. getting mad.’adThey: ‘didn’ t want the. “s Frankenheimer : emphasized | ‘that some rough:: ‘comments: ‘to. “make” demned» Classification and. prob:_ |he ‘would: be’ ‘Working- with: Yates | about the -industry's - Production: ably.rate’ a: “B.”. MGM and Seven
‘0°
“Charlie” also got. médiura: ‘to lukewarm reviews ‘from: the critica: - in ‘his’ role. ‘as: ‘producer-director, Code: _
1 Arts, in ‘their. -advertising, are to
Jos Jand: Tan.a: ‘totalaf.109 performances on ‘Broadway |
in,the
» 195860: ‘with. Yates: doing: the -writing and|. “We. ate, gonvingea'tthat ‘the - ‘specify. that the. production is not.
-| Styron -available: as:consuftant: or).
- Season.
:
oe
Pee
ae
- “producers’ ‘Code ‘is: so--indus- ‘Téecommended for _ persons under

rey Gags Begin|

“Protestants.

“<shift in mood.

adviser. .

a
.
-cohtrolled and so frequent-’ - 18'-years of. age. Like: “his” coprodiicer: ‘Axelrod - ly
try‘violated by. many (though
:
.. Interestingly,’ Seven Arts, which.
4 (see “separate ‘ Story),\:who: “has :.
. not all): producers .with impa- ~ is: headed by ‘EHot. Hyman: .and
a Swuig .from..writing to” producing. “ nity,:
and,”
further
that
-the
- Ray Stark. refrained. from any. pubCo

licity during the entire course of
ag: well,‘ Erankenheimer is making |“:Code
Administrators -whose
|-what he feels.ta be the. inevitable | - whose salaries are paid by the” the production. Intent. was to avoid
7 transition: “required by? today’ $/film*|:::" major producers occupy at al-- -any: possible uproar anent. the subif ‘industry, .in... ‘Which. ’‘the. “creative: . --jmost-. impossible. position.’ for". ject matter” in the Nabakov story.
of talents” must =e
be able to func-: .. significant: influence on-what . : and then. let the -completed film
“Rome; Feb: 13,
~" Jtion. in the- bus
ss end of ‘produc>. AG .- producers wish: to.do, that it. © speak: for itself, The only handout
: "“Dikector” Robert: ‘Aldrich: has ie
was a. “photograph - -of Sue Lyon,
_ ws tlon:- “The ‘Manchurian -Candidate” . is ‘practically’ ‘pointless for the
*
Coop’
3.
,
Laat
‘Take
*
cane asked ‘Rome: Civil‘ Court: to seize: vee.
\tyro: actress. who plays the. title|.was the joint ba ry, of “Axelrod and |:
” Hollywood, Feb. As. - f Frankenheimer,.: “who Picked...“up | west. coast BFC office to do - part. Also ‘starred. are James Ma"*; the. éxisting: ‘work prints -of hbis}:... :
|
+.more:than
render
the
most
eb-.
"Walter: -Seltzer® reveals ‘that. a
2" §Mtanus. Films: production. of “Last |: c
‘son, «Shelley ‘Winters: and: Peter
‘Cooper's: ‘ ‘made.
‘last © film;
-- nowél: and subsequently. interested _.: -Wious’ technical. ‘assistance’ on:om ‘ Sellers,
- Days ‘of Sodom . and=Gomorrah.” me
for:
‘treatment asked...” -."*, Move‘ls designed to determine-cur-. EE: “Wiakea “Edge,”
:It’s. rare - for MGM: ‘to take on
|
)
Frank’
Sinatra’s'
Essex
Productions.
.
‘-Fent condition of two prints, one in ‘--United: Artists, ‘looks “likeaAa and -‘United’ Artists -in the. Pprosect. : |
releasing | rights:.to-a feature folIt seems important. ia:
‘our
- [velationship.
to : producers,
.-; olor, the other in ‘black-and-white,. * $6,000,000. gross,-Sorldwide.lowing
its completion.. Code: and .Frankenhéimeér, who. heretofore ; -"

“ToSeizePrintsrl
Titans’

‘4,

ae
Uc order: ‘to block: possiblé ‘“‘manip-|| :- Star's. estate will.beneft. by.
a has functioned: strictly.asa-direc~|
” Salations and: alterations’ ‘by’ pro- “y perhaps: $400, 900.;
1 tor in ‘tv. and ‘films :('Young ‘Sav-:
-!* ‘ducer:-Goffredo. “Lombardo |of. the: E
“ages,” and tle. still. to be. released,
o ‘pic: ‘as ‘prepped.to date by Aldrich.:
-|“Birdman of - Alcatraz” :‘and ““All
. 7. Under. Italo-law (Law 44), a}
Fall:‘Down”),
now feels. that. a dii filin’s : ‘director, .writer’ and -com:='

~ Two.forSeesam’

. While not -bypassing the Code. : Legion approvals apparently were.
. - Administration, ‘not to let -it.
conditions. Metro, offering a strong
_.be: the middleman or. buffer :: |guarantee,.
‘outbid several other
“. petween the west: coast.“office | distributors.
Metro’s
prez, Joe

|’ “and. the’ producers.”:" |.
‘Vogel, however, said -he’d not be™
Remaining an. oft-discussed :in- interested — ‘unless |. “coded” 2 and

-Prector, ‘to-maintain this.’ authority : -dustry question, ‘however, is. just.
“" "poser are ‘considered: the sole. auin’ a world: without. major ‘studios, how ‘much. the. Natural Council can “sealed,”
Continued ‘trom’ ‘page rs—«_
!. ‘thors’ of: ‘the’ item, rather. than, the’ —
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sion" (Harrisoni (8th wk. ‘Seventh. oFgmocence (Indie)-{Los’ Angeles), eal ot
uittie Art Theatres .
round: ended: Monday- 2p was’ fair
ia
‘Bachelor
:Flat”: (20th) |(MEG): Topping: average at $2,200.
$4,000.-after $4,100 -.in‘sixth. week:.
win) -(m.o.), $15,400: -Wiltern’ Last: week, reissues.

pnue’?. AZoth), $10,000 :for 9: day's. . ‘|New ‘pie due-here- early: in March.

: Paramount : Wolf betgh 0: 100: |.
3.

’90-$1 25)—-“Sergeants °

1A) ‘

Wow |.$24, 000... ‘Last at‘éek.: “One,
‘Two.“Three” UA} (2d wk: $10; 000.

wonton

tig uy wood. Loyola:|"Roxy” (Durwood) (850: 75-S1.50).

Warfield (Loew? :(2,656;-, $1.25-| Fifth Ave. Cinema (Rugoif Th.)
Big
s
$28.000
or over.
-week,:“Ivan(Cont): ::finished:
,‘tm.0.)" 19th’.
wk: -Eighth|
(reissue) :¢Wiltern, - Holly- $10,000: “holds over. Last
weeks.
Hhoe” (M-G)
.and Last
“Knights
‘Round. |found
_ yesterday’.
(Tues.) (FAW).
wood,‘a sa) anette‘in’. White orketta ‘Miracles
(UA): (6th

¢
-$1.25-81:80). - *The e- Mark”
|pesorst release},
in«Grass”--.“Rosematy”
|(WB) (Ist “Majority.
'$1,50)—""Sergeants.3°
(UA), Wham: ‘|(350: "$1,25Mark” }-general
ajority ofof One"
On (WB.

$5,300" after $6,100- ‘last’ ar’’
(M- G) “Geissues) 2d.Wk), Was’. big’
- “Towne (Indie! (600: '$1.25-$1.45- Table”
Seek awate nd “an, “ei9s | 400..
ora
‘Smart : $7,000...’

(Indie

——“Bachelor’ Flat”. ‘20th,1:

reissue

-|

0

ve

ue) (State), $27. | “Uptown: Granada (FWM-NT) (2:-

Warren's (Metropolitan: i1154:. 043:.. ‘4 217 $1-$1 :25)— ‘Tender Is_
L35.
andie..
(T=
.. $6,000. Last: Week. “Secorid Time]. Patamount (Pan: (2,646;
$1.50) = “Innocents”” st: 8
and: $1,80). —"“Les’ ‘Liaisoris. Danger: | 90-$1. 50)—“King ‘and 1”:(20th) and |:Night”. (20th), Mild '$8,500.. Last”
: Around": “20ths -Aah Wa: Bays),

5 91,000.

PORTLAND, ‘ORE

SUNT
.
19 £20tK) °-13d> wk); ‘euses”:Opened
.‘yesterday
*Woman-hunt
4Tu 6s)’:(Astor).:
In: whea
d,-. “La.
Notte} “Carousel” 20th}:
Oth (reissues. Oke . week, “Shocker” «UA) Uptown only.
:$4,500: ‘Last: week, . “Two ‘Women”, (2d.- wk), $5, 000._1:[ Good: $8:500: Last: week,’ .$10.000:..
. St. Francis (Par) (1.400;°$1-$1. 75). Brava” (indie) 43d. wk-6" days), slow. ‘Inditex; (2d wk);. “By.:‘Love’ ‘Pos-| Fairway. ‘(FMW-NT) (200;
$l —
| Tender-Is Night”,(2oth) (3d. wk); | $2,300.'after $6,000. for sécond.- | Sessed’ (UA): (reissue), $4,800, |” “Bernadette of Lourdes .- (Indie).

sonay $7, 000. Lact”week, '$8. a00
“(Continued ‘fron page: 8).
scold Wind in :August’, ‘tadiey |: ‘United Artists. (No. Coast) :(1.151:'

.

Littie*

Carnegie. (ES ‘ Carnegié)

1520; ~$1.25-$2) —- “No. ‘Love-: For

me _ ‘and. “St: ‘Trinian’””’ (Indie). (3d wk: $1:50-$3)-—"West Side: Story". (WAL Johnnie”,

|

: Crést .(State): 4750: . 00-$1. 50). —

“Children’s Hour” (UA) (m.0.): ‘Big
(Indie). (10th-final wk), $4,500. Last ‘week,’ “Fanny” (WBY +

Light $1.500.:‘Last week, sub-runs.

CHICAGO.

‘}9th” -wk).- ‘Smash. $18, 000. "Last: Ninth stanza ended Monday “:(13) (reissue).12a wk}, $2, 500:..
1
_
was bright $6;500 ‘after. $7,000-for|
Cont? nied from »ace 9)
“Fox (Evergreen) 11,600: $1-$} 49) week, $18,000,
‘ox. Wilshire
=
‘Vogue..(S,F.-: " Wheatres} :.(3642) eighth week. © "The Night” (Lope)
-—‘“Majority ‘of .One” (WB). - Fast
Tall $12,000. Last. week::.$11. 900. Last’ week; “Summer and Smoke” ;
"gg: 500:" ‘Last -week:. "Sail* Crooked $1.50.— ‘Animas |‘Trujano”.. ‘indie) |‘opens “Feb.:19..
3 95) —
State, ; Hollywood, ‘Loyola: {UATC- (Pari {6th Wk), $5, 500. - Ship’. (Col :and.” “Loss: of. Inno; (8th: wk). Goad $2,000. after $2,400 |:- Guild” (Guild). (450; $91;
“Tontorcow: Is, My. ‘Turn’ .‘Show), FWe): (2,404; 856;' 1,298; :90-$1,501|. Loop (Telem’ty (606; $1.25-$1:80)
“Hast week. +.”
_-eénce” (Col) (2d wk), $3. 300,
©
Guild (Rosener) .(400;$1-$1. sot Stagedoor: (ARY' (440. $y:$0).— fad. wk Ciirrént: round winding’ to= |—* “Splendor in. Grass” (WB) (2a !— "Question 7” (Indie) (8th wk).
“ “Roman Spring” ‘CWB?-(7th wk). “Light ‘in:“Piazza”... (M-G). (2d wk)... ay :(Wed.): looks: liké ‘big. $14,500: wk) and “Nude in White. Car’”.(In-. | Siar kling
| $7,900. Last week, 88: Blow $1,500. Last. week, $1,900. * 7 Wham. $9,000:‘ILast: ‘week; $10, 000, after. $15,000 fet‘opener. .". >. .
: die)’. (reissue) ““tState)-” (2d wk}, 500.
. Hollywood © (Evergreen). © 11,180;|: - Larkin (A-R}-(400; $1,25-$1.49)—} ‘95-$1.80". Hi I Rugoft The).585; |‘George Raft: Story”. (AA). (Holly- | Monroe (Jovan) (1.000; 85-90.—
“ §L::49-$2) —~>“This Is: ‘Cinerama™: 48 Day, “Lover”. Indie); -(4th.-- wk):
ar
Victim’
(Indie): (2d.|wood, :Loyola) “pn.0).."Busy: $15,-;"Queen of Pirates” (Indie) and.
" ¢Cinerama):: (12th: -wk)., . Rugged ‘Big $2,000. in:+ days. Last: week,“|day,
ipa: frameeran Sun= 500::
“The. Trunk” (Indie). Fair $4.400. ..
: $3.300.
. #8,000...Last week, $8. 700..
was
grea
,
oan | ‘Eos:‘An eles (7
:
;
"6s
Cro
‘Clay.
(ACRY
(4005.
$1:
25-81,
49).
—|:
*Paris.{Pathe ‘Cinema?- (568; 90+ 2 ,017;. ageleMetropolitan Site Last “week...{Ballad of “Gentle. “:
Music Box: (Hamtick} (640:“$I.50:
$30"King: of ‘Kings’ (MG): (8th:
“Summer’ to” Remember” indie. $1.80)':— "La. Belle ‘Americaine”’| O'Clock’: (Cob (a. wk) and’ “Two) men”:
adie), $ $4000.
en”: (1 (Indie),
;
.
Wk), °"Sturdy": $4;(000... “Last. week, 3d -wk): Heading-for:$1 200 after 1Cont¥ Oth: wk). The: eighth. stanza | Rode. Together” Cov ‘els
‘I finished ‘Saturday‘(10). was _boff Fair ‘$3,500.
ior
A$! 500. last week.
sue] | ,Oriental sIndie) 3. 400: 90-$1 a0)
mel‘536:fe Presidio. | (Art:.“Theatre: ' Gunay}
‘(Svérgreen’
tine
Hert $17,000, or close. ‘Last ‘week,
eck
; - $1-$1. 49)—Innocents” 420th) and. (774; $1. 25)—“Devil’s: Eye” (Janus)|week.
ver ‘ori Sunday”i
» Nice $3;000. Last week. $3,100.

“Tendér Is. Nene Gy 906,$0 \rula (Cob. Bright $7,000: or near.

‘$9,000 .after. $11,000. for.-seventh|.-Iris “(FWC): (828;- '90-$1.50)° —| eonaee Js Night” (20th) (2d wi).

TUA). (reissue) | 24,0
~ “Sniper's -Ridge’’. 420th)..: Snappy (5th -wk) :and-““Ladykillers” :“Gn-.
aza (Lopert). (525; $1:50:$2)- 134: wk), ‘Brisk $6,000.
Last. week, .i*
:
aeie 000. .:Last:. Ww eek. “One, “Two, die) (reisque).: Oke $2,200. - Last: ‘Tender Is.Night “qeoth
,
{ath wk): |$4,600. .‘Baliee (Indie) (1570:. - 90-$1. 80).
- Three” (UAY and: “Dead: to’World” week, | “Devil's, Eye”. (Jarius)’:4th
session. ' ending~
-.tomorrow|: Village’:“(FWC)” moe550;
1.49-—“Cinerama_ Holiday”: ‘Cinerama).

" (UA) (2d wk); $7, 100.
.
: fFWk) and: “Magician” indie), $2,-: (Thurs.): looks. to ‘hit okay’ ‘$6,000 ‘$2.40)—“Majority :of -One”: #14 (4th. wk)... Zapering
$14,000. Last
. ;atter. $9,000: for ‘third:
tPort- Par). 9g 006; 500.
‘Paramount
(7th: wk). Nice $10,500.Last Week, j week, $14,500
BEL 50) = .“Question :7 (Indie).. - Coronet: (United “Galiforniay: a.- - 68th: St. Playhouse ' (Leo: Bre¢h-- $9,800. ;
1 Roosevelt (B&K)
(1,400:. 90“Flight: 250;" $1.80-$2. 75)—"King of ‘Kings’ er): (320;- $1:50-$2)—""Loss..of Inno: |: Warner ‘Hollywood
iswy 2.170; *$1.80)—“‘Sail ‘Crooked Ship” (Col)
“Day
~ Lost: “Balloon”. (indie. “and (M-G) (15th! wk): Okay: $6; 500. ence” (Col)--(13th’ wk).. Phe 12th| $1. 25-$2:40)..— :“Flower | Drum .and
.
“Underwater
City” - (Col).
Say Exploded”(Indie);. $3.800::,
” ‘Last.week, $7,000.
54500 ended. 5050" MsthitedBond pone’ wr8th:wie,
w ‘Lush '"$18,000..Nifty 16.000 or near. Jast week,”
«21st Ave. (Foster). (650; -$1-$1 50)- - “Alexandria: (U ited”. ‘Calitérniad,
week.
|Last .wee
500:. ~
:
”
—Fanny”’ (WB)-(m-.0.). and: “Gigi” qa610; . $1: 49-$3)-—"" “EL Cid (AA)}
__ (M-G)- (reissue): Okay $2.500. ‘Last (8th Wk): Okay $10,800 after-‘$hL,- '$1:80) —
-“View*From ~-Bridge”’. $2)! ‘Lover’ Come Back”: (U). (8th |:
week,” “La’*: -Dolce | Vita’” | Astor). 000 last week."

“Sutton.” (Rugoff: Th.) (561; .95-| ”Warner Beverly (SW)-11, 316;“soe!gaone $13500..“Around” -" (20th)
t€ont).-(4th’ wk). Third -week com-| wid Stout $8,500. Last week, §10,- im ‘State-Lake BRK) (2.400; “90-

900. on.- Pope
“(no.d° (3th;ie, 2.9
'.Metro: (United. California’ £1, pleted ‘Sinday-(11)'was smash '$16,- |000.:
“|S.80): -—. “Sergeants -3° (UA).
4_Seale. wey
000;:::$1:50-$1: 80)=_"'Tive | Women’ | 000° ‘after $20,000 an. second -ses-|. - Hollyywood:. " Paramouat® (State) Huge $57,000. Last: week. “Rache-

AL (Indies: (7th wk): ‘Good $3,200: ‘after. ‘sion. . :

“ G@LEVELAND

4A 468; 9
90-$2)—"One, Two, Three” J0F Flat!” ‘20th (2d wki,. $16.000.

12d. St. Blayhoiise (Bakery (440. (UA). (9th. ‘wk). Good $8, 500, Last - Surf, (H&E Balaban) 1685: $1.50-Esquire-(No-;
Coast): 1846ee“$1:25: ‘$1 50-$2)*— .“Sail. Crooked “Ship” |week: $10,000. ‘|$1.80/—"Mark”:. Cont) (7th) wk.
,
(Col) (2d" wk):. This ‘round “ending:|."- El Rey. (FWC): (861; “90-$i. 50%.——| Big: $4,400.:.Vast: week. :$490°.
“gue: Picked. up: -for age 8
‘week. $1.50)-—"One,: Tivo.” Three’”’ (UA) ‘tomorrew 1Thiirs:)
ith: wk): and: “Breakfast at ‘Tiffa:is ‘heading.for’ “Innocents”: (20th)::“19th.”
| Todd (Todd) (1,089; $2.20-$3.50)
“on, strength: of. import's: excellent |:
wild.” $4:200-. after. $6,000 ‘opener, Breezy $3;500. Last ‘week. ‘$3,600. “King of Kings” (M-G'
(17th "”
"four-week. run’ at: nabe: ‘Westwood. ny's” (Par? (3d. wk), ; Dandy.$7,60,-{Daydating:
with: Criterion.; 2°
°_. -Carthay
‘FWC) |(1,138: * $1.80-. ‘wk, Trim, $6.800. “Last week,- $6,- Art. Okay: $7,800. -Last-:: “week, ; Lastweek, 87,500. ©
a“|S 8150" the O:
St
S40: 2 50)—
mee Cid” (AAY. (8th . wk..: 700,
~ “Tender: Is ‘Night?’ {20thi); 2d wk),
Lez
—“The:
Outsider” -(U)-(2d'|
Strong
$17,000.
Last-.week,
13,600:1
“DETROIT.
$7 000 in: six: days::
:{twk)..Initial ;Was’
session
“ended: pester:
(RKO) at(1Nurember
5 “$t. 65- —“Utamaro”
Town «Teiten
(840;Rr
day. (Tues.):
‘$1:
a0)
good:"$7,800:°
In |$3.Pantages:
50)—"Judgmerit.
“State (Loew). 3. 700; “3t.81. 50}.
(Indie...
isk25-81
SAND.
(Continued: ‘fon: page B):!
“Sergeants 3”. (UAi. Powerhouse (Par. ‘Great “$15.000:. Last, week, ‘ahead, -“Pocketful Miracles”. ‘wa:
His:
v,
Wagged
,Last-week,
7
“Man
Who.
: $25,000... ‘Last: week’. i“One, Two, “Ivanhoe”. (M-G): ‘and’, ‘Knights
Last week, $23. 100.
an
’. Three” (WA), $9,000.
.."| Round Table’” AMG». {réissues),
Stillman ‘tLoew). (2, 700;:$1.50)— $7,500.
‘\$1-25-$2)—""Light, in Piazza”. (M-G)
| $3.50)——West ‘Side.-'Story” iiTA); $1:80/—"Majority. of One”
¢(WBr.; o “Orie, Two,: Three”- (UA) .‘Un.0.). ‘|. ‘adams: (Balaban): (17005: $i.‘25. ‘(2d wk). |First round ‘completed { (9th ~:wk)..et $28, 000. . ast
wk). Nice $14, 000 or near, Last
Lean “$3,000. Last week, {Murder $1 50)=—“Light: in“ Piazza’*: -{M-G), ‘yesterday. (Tues.) ‘was socko' .$17;-| week, :$23,70
7p week,: ‘$20,000.

(Continued trom

$3,500. last week.”:

page: neaf

(7th WE-S days), $5,500.
“Trans-Lux. 85th. St. .(T-L)- (550;|_

Rhy. Says’” (M-G), $4,500.°
:.

Westwood: Art - (Art

© Pheatre.

(UA).
(eth wk). Bright $20;000. lait”. Cont). 3d wk, $3,400.
Chinese’ FW) ©(1,408: $1.95:!. United ‘Artists (B&K- 11.700: 90-

‘Okay $10,000,;'-Last :week, .“Colos-' 090, one’ of. big: opening. weeks|. ‘Egyptian . TUATO. (1,3025. $1.25...

‘Sus_. of : Rhodes” . (M: G) 8d. Wk-5 b re: Daydatirig with Victoria: "1$3.50-—“King |of’. Kings”

Guild) (855; . $1,25-$1: 50\—“Sum- days); $5,500. _. World -(Perfecto), 390; '90-$1.50) [Bist wk).
| - United ‘Artists (UA). (a,667: "$l.25. —Wild :for: Kicks” (Times) (17th [week,-$9,300
“mer? to Remember’. (Indie) -and

Woods " ‘(Essinéss) d, 200;

(M-G); $1. 80)—“Light

90-

In Piazza” (M-G)

Dandy. $9,000.” “Last |(2d_wk). Excellent $18,000. Last.
7,

pweek, $22,500

-

..“Ballad of Soldier”: (Indie® \(m:0.). ‘$1..80) —- “Innocents”. (20th).” (4th: wk).-This week: ‘winding. tomorrow |‘ |Musie:: ‘Hali Ros). (720: $2.40World (Teitely (606; 90-$1 250.—
1? Modest $2,000. “Last week, “Two ‘wk. Mild. $5,000: Last: week,- $5,400, (Thuts.) looks, to- hold’ -with’ great $2:75\—"La Dolee :Vita” ' (Astor)|“Summer. To .Remember” (Indie). .-

OW ome. n*.
af _ Gembassy), reissue), :
ae
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"

Music.

Hall. “(Cinerama,

Ine.)

$8,500: as’ ssalast+000 ‘for. 16th. 4800
cn
lg #4,ated

a,208;#12098)ae Cid”. AAAt week.:Btaye:
@
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000.Lastwel, ef
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“ButNotaTheatre

| NegrassPrestigeRole:Payehiatrist

- Honolulu, Feb.. 13.5
"Hilo ‘Theatre - Bldg:::
s “tale .

: +naatid: empty. ever” since. itwas’: |

+ |: damaged “by .a. tidal, wave in. “Ta

Continued. from | pare 7. SS.

” Acthur :‘Christisnsen: ‘exLondon’ “Express. ‘editor; now:story |cons: .”, 1960, . eventually. mhay::‘De. tone., :.‘of a couple. ‘important “dream se-! ‘putting "the behind -the-camera:
“att to ATV atid: quondam‘ actor, .will “pour” next Monday. (19): at verted: into:.an, “aquarium; |” -quences” :‘and ‘one-flashback. Es- ‘erew.on salary eight weeks before

“the” International. Motel .at. Ydlewild, . NY. between planes ‘en_ route |‘ . aceanatium .swimming :tank:‘or’. chewing the usual
- back to London. ‘He: returris. to Gotham. ‘around ‘5-p:m. from San. Fran-|-:
-. cisco, -where: he -will have weekendéd as longtime friend. Alfred Hitch- 7 -year-around. flower: show cen- ~ | effect, ‘or ominous.

< eock’s guest, and ‘is booked: on ‘the 11 p.m: night: flight-to. England. He |-: tre...

7

filming started’.in order that all -:
blurry montage}. technical.
details. were ironed: out .
there-is-a-flash-. before: actual production got under-

“ back-eoming. type’: of. voice-over “way: |

a
He‘ “estimated. that. these. pres”. :
‘photography: salaries camé to about.
“down” a “proposal: -that |it be. . the ,dream:. “Audiences are’ always $30,000. Considering. that every
Soke: in for 5% of the’ producer's~ share- of ‘the profits, ‘on’ ‘top--of his. fees. |
-of ‘actual. shooting comes ‘to .
ahead of. you when you:‘go. through |day
as: story: -consultant. and: playing :himself as .a newspaper |edito¥: -Inci-. on,- utilized, aS 4. éommunity. audibetween. :$12:000 and $15,090, and.
-denitally, he:'is now wanted. ‘for, “Fhe ‘Thurber; Carnival”: ‘London. legit “:* torium® and Tecommiended: ‘the: ‘that other: ‘poiisense.”
|
considering:
he-hopes. the. film will - €ompany,- also :asa player::.
Pakcittanke ‘possibilities, eee rhe ‘While he.has °‘functioned: ‘as. . ‘wind ‘up at least a. week and a half
‘producer, as well as a playwright|
--Mfs.: Eric: (Barbara) :Pieskow ishouseguésting’ “Th‘the:Rast?‘Bath’st.
aliead of sked;, the prephotography
on. ‘Broadway, “Candidate” (which
digs of the Seymour Poés while awaiting their second: child: Sheé-doesn’t |
investment . will. be. more than
-has' Howard’ W..Koch as exec -pro-. worth ‘it.
- ‘want the. UA: Continental. ‘manager over: from his” ‘Paris’ base. ‘until: after. .
-|dueer for Sinatra’s “Essex. Produc-'|. '
- ‘the baby is born, which shouldbe shortly; last .time’ Pleskow ‘ waited:}.
- Axelrod, ‘who. has no legit plans
:.|
tions’
arid
United
‘Artists
release}
|
:, aroutid Gotham for 16 days: Their. first. daughter ‘is: now five. -Pleskow
‘for.
the.
immediate.
future, :will be
=.
Continued from ‘Page —_
—
-Marks the first. time the writer has
! peportedly. is slated. to handle -UA’s European :and’ :Middle. East opera| participated: ‘as: “a°‘producer. ‘OF: at. carrying’ on: as. producer-scripter
*tions “out. of New-: York: and,” ‘for* that. reason,: Norbert: “Auerbaeh: (ex: 1923. ‘to enter film’ distribution, :“Ors: film.. Why is’ he. making the switch? with. his: American: version
of
"Coluinbia), is ‘being.‘groomed, “havinig,recentlysucceeded. ‘Nick Perry, re-. “ganizing: Certified ‘Screen: Attrac-}: ‘The: writer, . who -‘used: to “be: ‘Julien. Duvivier’s ‘French
pic,
‘|tions. -A year: later ‘he merged. this: known as an ‘extremely. ‘candid’ in-. “Holiday .for-.Henrietta,” to ba.
: a_Hgned..
"Robert’ ‘Graham: Wan: nated: public: ‘relations ridriager. of:“prowiés: with “Independent: Films, headed. terviewée, says” only .vaguely that -done. in. production partnership.
SWintiiers. Go. He ‘used: to be-a. ‘publicist with both’ Warners ‘and -Wilcox- “by -Joseph A. ‘McGonville, who’ was: ‘haying: seen’. what some other: pro-. -with -Richard: Quine, who'll direct
-"-‘Néagle Productions.. ; Dick: Clark’ of tv ‘signed: to. harrate: the: “Won-" |,to become a: lifetime. friend. ‘as ‘ducers did to’ his ‘scripts, ‘he had’ for Paramount release. William
ders: of - Philadelphia” ‘short for: producer .Harry: Foster’ at .Columbia’ well . as: ‘business, associate.--Short- “decided. that ‘the best thing ‘to do Holden .and Audrey Hepburn: will. .
. Dick Van Dyke repeating in the Albert: Peterson: role in. theFred. ly. after they... acquired. the: New -was. to produce his -own.- ‘Billy star with filming: slated to start In -.
-| England. franchise:. for ‘Columbia.
“.Kohimar: ‘filmization of “Bye, Bye, Birdie’ . 7: °‘Wilder : ‘who. directed’ -Axelrod's July..:
-..Nat Furst, branch” marizger- ‘of “Alliéd Artists’ in New York: ‘being iron: |:Pictures.and;-in’1929; wheii Col.es- |-“Seyen Year: Itch). once: advised
‘He's: “also. gotten to the point
gued: ‘on ‘his 50th: year in: the: motion: picture. industéy.. with.a dinner tablished: “a: jnational: sales: organi-: him ‘either to make up his ‘mind ‘to where he's acting like a straight
‘zation. they: went. to. Néw: York. as’
‘March. ‘1.at’ the: Delsomma‘ on. W.-47tli. St.. ‘Dan: Ponticelle ‘of. Brandt: | joint”’ division: managers; covering do: nothing but write: ‘and to accept ‘producer, “having ‘writer Walter
Theatres heads the’ arrangémeénts’ committee: °
the: worst, or to: stop: complaining: Bernstein belt out a script called‘} the’ ‘New England territory.” -On any other: picture: this wouldn‘t. be hews: “Cleopatra”: haa reached
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.
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* Strip If Paid Enough |:
Mexico City,|Feb. .13.

Subway Strike; ‘Lover Wow $18,000|
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Marble ©Arch and. the: Columbia, of Germany.-won’t bé. invited’ ‘to
and has. also just gone inte a ‘rec- Oberhausen. ‘Hoffmann: ‘¥eportedly..
The

dominating. film,

remains
:

“Only Two

however,

Can Play”

-.:

| directed. by Leslie-Norman. Jan-Dalrymple’s. screenplay. is: based : on &. .
:Julian
“ Jack. Trevor “novel arid. ‘Sergei Nolbandov wilt. produce...

Paris. .
1. “Guns of Navarone™ ‘Won 3
now: itt 65. éubseqirent épois‘around Batis;

mic
‘ranceTopper 2

ord breaking start on general re. Jease. Its fourth frame’ -at-. the

Pic is expected to get: over -1,600.000 past the wickets inthe ‘Paris‘area ~.°:.. ©
said. it’s impossible: to: invite? an.
alone. “Ben-Hur”. {M-G) also: doing: nicely: in: ‘blanket booking around | Cnet
‘official _East. German -‘delegation | *
‘former looks. big $18.000 or: close after what -happenéd-in. Berlin’
. Showing of. Cinemiracle:‘ “Windjammer” at the new Cinerama.' ..
while in same week.at the Coluni‘|hardtop, ‘the Empire-Abel..Gance, accompanied. by:a.six-minute trailer-: ...
‘after the 13th of August (erection
|:
- Paris: Feb: 13.
bia, it shapes stout $12, 000 or. over..
IM-G).
of ‘the: wall..which separates the 7 dL 7ook:at the 65.top grossers In from. the: first Cinerama feature. {The .Winning .of the’ West” .
town”: e

e

“All Night Long. * another new East. from. West Berliners). Hoff‘«z.. Charles Feldman in to, looksee future. booking plans -for his “Al 20s *
+
entry, is «below ‘hopes. at the. mann notified|East. ‘German film Paris. first-run .“houses’. from! 1950.|Walk.
on. the ‘Wild -Side’’Col)*. : <-.Ca¥l Foreman. confabing ‘with ‘Simone ee
Leicester
Square Theatre, with -authorities accordingly.. The .‘East to last year, indicate that spectacles: Signoret arid ‘Sophia. Loren’ in:re doing top roles in his. now.:prepping «= *:,
first frame looking to. wind ‘at an .Germans .had participated in. all ‘are:“the: thing. ‘people: seem:-to go next pic- “The Victots”
= Jules: Dassin” opines* to’ the “press’ that. the’. ” oO
‘for: most... “Ben-Hur"”’. (M-G)-”: has ‘success. of. Yank. odters ‘ind. gangster opuses “is. “not. ‘based. on ‘a sense-: 9°)!
average $8,500.. Also riew .vin the “previous,
Oberhausen. -_festivals. “West End is’ “Bridge te. Sun” .at’ It’s: known that bulk’ of ‘the “East finally - dethroned‘ tlie--late-. Sacha -of aggression or. violerice. but.on ‘movement ‘and pace,-ingrained -Ameri-.. wo ee

the. Ritz, which is. heading for a German delegates always had been Guitry’s “Versailles” .as~ the. top:
good. $5.800 in opening starza,““My ‘Commies. ‘Anybody ‘not sticking to ‘taker since the last |world. war... o
Geisha” looms good in third at.‘the | the Commie. party’ ‘lirie svon't. be
-Filmites: here ‘feel ‘that. the “Ben. Plaza.
given: permission ‘to ‘attend°‘a West Hur” ©reeord ’.‘indicates |that: :épic
Estimates: for ‘Last Week
German film. fete,anyway. a, | pix .can ‘take. them -away- ‘from tele
Astoria
(CMA)
1.474;
$1.20-)}
| sets.” - Other -~moneymakers “ which’
‘loom ~big: are “King? of: Kings”.
* $1.75)— ‘Exodus” -1UVA) «39th wk):
1 , (M-@),- just opening here ‘to soon.
Fair. $4,500. “West Side Story”
er

(WA)

preems

‘Feb,

Redsto
Exphin
Wall in Own: Pic!

‘ized film critics award, Prix-Jean Vigo, to‘Yves, Robert for‘“La Guerre . el

Des Boutons”: (The. Rutten War) about ‘a’ gang’ war between two groups: ~..: : -

“o£: moppers. Robert: and actress wife Daniele’ Delorme ‘produced: ‘and
20
‘Shot the ‘whole thing. in and around. their own -hhome:. A Who's WhO 7
press.and pic personage crowd. quaked throtgh- a: ‘midnight ‘preem: of -:
°

the: ‘new Brigitte Bardot pic’“Vie Privee” (Private. Life. A’ ‘Teported”
. :
“I‘be: folowed. by..a French. film,:“La.{bomb
scare from ‘the: ‘Secret. Terrorist. Army" ‘Organization, because of: -:
: “Fayette.” a

27. following

“Royal Command Gala on previous
night
Carlton

“ean: aspects. He’s wound editing ‘on:““Phaedra’..:UA) which. will. most ° Cer ye
- probably. be “entered -in:’ the.’ ‘Cannes: Film: Fest. “May ‘7-21: “Whethier it)
fe
“Will: go'under the Yank: or. Gréek ‘flags is -notclear as yet... .-. Special-

(20th) fl,1285. 70-$1. 7)—

Miss ‘Bardot’s: refusing ‘to. ‘knuckle. down ‘and. ‘pay them’ off, haa: police. ao
After “Ben-Hur” aind.“Versailles” searching the’ theatre .before’. the. showing: ‘Nothing. happened. andpie ..0-:

at” the ‘wickets: came-.“Bridge ;-on. ‘was. warmly. applauded. Some wag said. it’ was. due ‘to- relief.:but. others wea
ea
the. River’ - Kwai".-(Col), “Les to. Miss’ Bardot's. fine performance: and. the- film's. ‘solid structure’
Solid $7,800." Fourth was $10.000.
Liaisons. - - Dangereuses; via. its Though. ‘such..local’ hits” as’ :“The “Cheats.”::“'Versaillés’’: ‘and: ‘others: ne
Berlin,.- -Feb:. 6.
“Fender
Is Night” (20th) bows
teen te,
censor: “trouble: - “Black | Orpehus,”” flopped: in the U:S.; local :filmites -feel: that: “France :and ‘the. US. now
Feb. 8
Foe “the:first |‘time’ since the “Guns .of:: _Navarone”” (Cob), -“The’ seem: t6. be going ‘more -for the Satie. pix:. “Ben-Hur”. (M-G),
Gacito tIndie) (1155; $1. 20-82. 10). Communists: built up the ‘wall. sli¢Cheats,”.:" a. French: ipie,- ‘which|on’Sunday” (UA); “Guns. of: Nav arone:”’ ‘tCol\ and: others: have. ‘Tepeated . La
“Comancheros”.

(20th)

‘Sth’ wk)..

—"This Is Cineram3” “Robin?

(re- ‘ing East: and ‘West: Berlin in ‘half
‘on ‘both: ‘sides as well as French’ ‘pix. “Breathiless,’ ” “La- “Belle. Ameri- - whe
issue) 113th wk): Great $14,,000. |Aug. 12, the ‘problem..of .the’‘wall ' flopped- ‘in. ‘the: U. Sis “Return ‘of: caine;’*: “‘Hiroshima* Mon. Aiiour”’. and. others;’-Even =if“! “Les -Lidisons:
3.
Don Camillo,” My ©-Unele” and:
Holiday”.
Berliners,
East.
theby:
faced
be
will.
Dangereuses”
|
Te
ig
not
up,
to’
par
in.
‘the:
US,
‘they:
‘Teel:
‘soon,
a
hit,
in.
one.
ae
Robin)
“Little: World, of: Dori. Camillo; i

- “Cinerama

”

turns Feb. 24.
in. the entertainment “medium. of |.
}-country ‘will mean, vice-versa ‘in the‘ other:...
ee Doe
- Sore: ‘other: Yank: hits,’ amiong : Bardot -causéed. a sensation in a personal appearance’ ‘in:- eouirt'“where. a
Coliseum (M-G). ne 795; _ $F. 05:
ae
films. But ‘the film resulting
‘ithe.
t(M-G) wil,
3
:
$2.80)—“King
of :-Kings”
undoubtedly. have a strong these-.65 toppers: include..“Fen |‘she.
testified’ in ‘fayor. of .ex-husband.. -Roger.. ‘Vadim. in..a suit he has:
(2th wk), Steady $8:700.
| Commandments”. (Par, “War and- ‘brought’ against. dir ector: ‘Francois Truffaut. for’ defamation of character...
; Communistie ‘scent...
Columbia (Col! +740: ‘SI. 05-$2. 50) |
Peace” | ‘tPar),: Limelight” -(UA), ‘Nadim replaced a‘ new. director on’ Miss’ Bardot’ s pic. “Les: Brides ‘Sur’.
i
DEFA,; “the -East™. Gernian’ Fl.
—"“Only Fwo Can Phiy’ BLOC) '4.h
“Greatest Show: on: “Earth” (Par), ‘|e. Cou” «Slack Reins)..and ‘Truffaut: in. a_uewspaper -atticle,- claimed: .
“wk. Stout’ $12,000. Third ..was; ‘makers under-Red” control, “have. “Afound World: in 80 Days”. {UA),:} ‘it was ‘against diréctorial. principle: arid ruined: the. new:.man's career -”’
revealed
they.-are’
making’:a
film
“$15.000. Stays four: more weeks..
“The Robe” f20th), “Gone = With: and made ‘Vadim:a.man not'to be trusted.-Miss Bardot. claimed: she and...:Dominion '(CMA). ‘1, 712; §1.05-: ‘to show their. people why. the Com-|.Wind”: (M-G@);::- “Solomon. . and. the producers: “were. not. content: with’ the. new.man- ‘Jean Aurel’s WOrkK: 9,
-$2.80) — “South .: Pacifie” 20th) :-munists...built up’ the? :w all,’ The},‘Sheba”. UA), uT9, “Catch |.Thief” and ‘he. was: “replaced by Vadim. Case ‘goes on- next. March. . Anthony. ~ ;
{picture concerns ‘a- love. -t¢‘jangle: (Par),. “"Fere to: Eternity” “(Col), Quinn -told. press, during -a.shdrt stay, that he is‘ turning pie‘producer |. ~. : - wee
(97th wk). Amazing $11.900.
wes .
Leicester. Square Theatre :C?MA) [vith a young: ‘Communist. factory’ “MT oulitt Rouge” MUA}: “Some” Like. rand will do. ‘a. Jarge: scale. sketch pic: utilizing most of the’ top .world:
(1,375; 50-SE.75'—"All ‘Nigat Long”: ' girl ‘and. two boys.” Star. of ‘the pie-. it’ “Hot”. UA): and:“Cinderella” F filmmakers that. will ‘addup to-an-anthology ‘of. the times. and a ‘Jook: #00.
t ture. Will be “Kati Szekely,: ‘who. has (BY)...
(Rank). Average $8.500 looms ;
‘at ‘man in his. néeds and. facets.- He: hopes to-start ‘the pic: in ‘Britain: oan mL “
~ London Pavilion 'UA} t:.217: 70-. appeared ‘in . the East". Berlin] |
fod next ‘September’ W ith”‘the first :bit on ‘success. ‘So -far. lie’ has; or hag =
$1:75.—“Judgment at Nuremberg” | Deutsche ‘Theatre:
"| contacted. . Vincente. Minelli,: Otto- Premihger, ‘George . Cukor; He. Gos
ne:
(WA? 'm.o.).: Steady $7.000.
mont
According. to. the? ‘chief dvamae|'
-Clouzot,: David ‘Lean, °‘Charles Laughton, Jean’ Renoir,. Fedrico Fellini. a _
. Metrepole. tCMsAd
+2. 200; . ,. tist -of tie | DEFA | Fitm ° Siudios,
‘and’ Roberto ‘Rossellini: Wifh-a’ bevy" of: star:names also: ‘to be. involved, eee

$1.75\—"El

Cid”. Rank)

9th wk.! 1xlaus .Wischnewski, the film: .ivill

Sturdy $13.000 or mor e. Eighth Was
. $14,000. .

-‘provide the East’ German: audience:

_ With. dialectic. “insights”:-as to “the

Odeon, :‘Leicester Square: ‘CMA), i significance. of: the ‘wall.in. ‘Berlin, |

<2,200;. 70-$1. 75) —

ie willnot play iin.it.due to:‘Pie,and.legit «corimitments..

TE

“.Rome™

wee

eo

Jennifer ‘Jones has pecaived several tale pie’
coffers: ‘Hecently, “aeeordsae

“Lover. -Come ;Communist ‘newspapers .-and: tele- 1°
wk. Heading tor: : vision -stations in’ East-‘Germany }$18,000 or over. a irst was |“so far: have not- shown: ‘the wall to.

Back” 4Uy
smash
$21,200.

PramodSetFor
or
a
New4YearPlan
.

ing: to: General

:2d

Amusement: Corp.,- which ‘recently. .took., over actress” ge

Yank — majors’ are. interested: in: tio Toca -mates:' eee
chores-:
* Paris, ‘Reb.’ 60: Tcontract
Pietro. Germi’s aBivoree, Italian. Style” and’ “‘Salvatore Giuliano”.

AS new: “Séurpear: cultural | ‘plan | former. is, sleeper 'of- the.season. in. running: ‘up .top. firstrun. ‘figures, ET
Mareh- Ast. atter censorship, delays via’ 100-. tEL

their “people, ‘and. Wischnewski
Odean,
Marble “Arch.” -CMAY} ‘also’ didnot -reveal ‘whether: ‘the. ‘Soon may: go.into: effect in: ‘France, -l-latter.; finally’: ‘gets: ‘release
with ‘the. gévernment* footing -the: Situation’ Mass release..
(2,200; 70-$1.751—"O::lv Tuo Can! actual
‘shot of the. wall’ “will appear

on,

bill. via ..puiblic:loans’ and. “with |

BLO): 4th: wk». Big $18.000-°

Andrew .Marton: ‘pr ‘Gbably: to: direct land: and sea.“pattles.- for “C102: ee
Play’
Third was.$23.800 “One, 4in. the. film. But: a.¢amera, team municipal. areas.‘also contributing.
or better.patra”
handled “similar. chores: for “Ben-Hur”... “The ‘Marked’ ”:)..° 07.5
Two, Three” (UA) ‘apens .Feb.- 8. | from. DEFA -actually avas on’ hand ‘About $180.000,000 ‘will be: ‘used .Days” is new: title for, Elio: Petri’s second film’ as-director:- Salv@iefe Ww
for’. this- plan- ‘from ,.1962: through | Randone. starrer. produced by:‘Titanus ‘goes to.“Metro. via’ t¥o- ‘compas.
Plaza ‘Par) 936; £1.05-92.201— Making pictures: when the: wall Was.
|_
built
last
August.”
“11965. Main aim-is to sét-up a séries|niés’. coproduction: pact.
“My Geisha” (Par) (3d wk. Fairly
Alida Valli. signed ‘by Argentine. directo
2... *:
“| of ‘cultiiral: ‘centres all. over France :Leopoldo Torre -Nilsson. ‘for! ‘The ‘Ménace. at Siesta Time”. .:
goad’ $8.100. Around $9. 400. previ;
-Europa™*.....
ous week.

Rialto.

‘20th’. 1529: 70-$1.20:—="

“Second
Time
_ Average $5.50.

Around”
ee

20th),
”

Swedenand ItalyPace

| to:-be ‘staffed: froma‘ Central point: "Film ..(Rdmiej-.on* the’ twist” ‘bandwagon:with... “Canzoni . a. Tempo. dk

aswell as. ‘building’ ‘more smuniefpal “Twist,” featuring top. Italo song. anid. terp:
talent :. i Pie is:Alreddy. for”.
“| theatréss,
0:
; vmass telease: . 27+ Galatea’ and: 20th -hayé “amicably: Settled ‘their suit):
Film. -clubs, -eoncerts arid: “small re.:““Cleopatra”. .. "Toto: and Cleopatra” ‘starring Ttalo ‘comedian: Toto...

~_IsraeliCritics’Film Picks

theatrical groups. also. will: he /a-part: -announced here.:by Ottavio. Poggi: as:“satire. of the: century”: to. ‘be. ag ee, "
te
“Tel ‘Aviv; . Feb. 6.. "| of. this: movemerit: Money will.-also: directed by’ Fernando Cerchio. “fy
‘to - Sun’ "MG. _ Good |
“
Agcording.
to
10
Israeli-film’
er
it:
‘go
to. -Modernize™ existing. national-+ © Lee Kamern: honored ‘with Order: of Coitimendatére ‘of . the-Italian’ Lo
-$5.800: or. near:
at:
Ves: “polled by the Theatre: Owners izéd: theatres. as’.well -as- ereating
. Royalty M-G) ''936;. $1.05: $2:20)‘|
j
‘Republic: for his.10--yéars achievements .in. the: local distribution: field’ - ©*..
Association's
‘monthly
|
Paper,.
the
more..arnbulant
-troupes:: ‘Eniphasis:|,
7 “Ben-Hur” «M-G) sm, 0.) 134th. Wwke}
_italy’s “director Géneral of ‘Entertainnient, ‘Nicola de.-Pirro,’ pre- |...
10 -best_ pictures: shown in Israel -in: ‘Will. be ‘put: on; the’ culture..centres, sented the: decoration. at “ceremory held “at: ANICA™ offices:-in Rome .. ee
‘Steady ‘$7,800.
Studio One. Indiel . (556; '50-lean 1961 -were ‘the following: - with. three types, ‘envisaged . either teas AST'S ‘Jamies: Nicholson and: Samuel. Arkoff.-have revealed plans:ta.:...0
0:
‘Lbig” ones V with~ Separate’. -theatres, -invest .some $1,000,000 in. purchase- of ‘Italian ‘films and ¢opreductions.. -..---.
$1.20) — - “Fantasia”. Disney). fre- | -1).."The Night’ (Italian).
issue) 13d. Wk?. ‘Nice $C 000: or over.. (AY “Wild Strawberries” . ‘iswea-|thése- housing. :‘all ‘in one. -hall:or during .the:. current year’: . .. While here, ‘they. picked. up English-lan-" + -.,
~ ish)
using. existing. buildings.”
.
.-F guage. rights to’ “Marco. Polo”. (Jolly) and. “The Mutiny,” a Pier Angell”
Previous week, $6. 520."
| 3)_'The: Seventh. Spa rSwed: ‘It is felt that the -first. vear may starrer. A-I. toppers ‘also. signed three-pic coproditction pact with Fule. "0°70
Warner ‘WB) ‘1.785: Foe].
be slow: since..a good. part. of - the ‘vio ‘Lucisano for: “The: Haunted. Village,”m “Anzio Express,”. anda Pie Be ”
.. ish),
“Splendor in Grass"* Wy B) 14th wk);
‘Hefty $12.000: Third. wes $13.100. (4) “Rotco and His Brothers*| money will go towards réhabilitat- about Submarine ‘warfare, at
ing. public . ‘monuments ° and. ‘mnuse- | ‘ Maleno Malenoiti- has. star ted: production’ ‘jn ‘Venice’ on.. “Eg. Rossa”
“Roman Spring . af” Mrs. Stone”. lou. Italian) (5). “Saturday. Eyeni ng.‘and. Sun- ums. But it-is expected ‘to-go’ into: Starring Rossano ‘Brazzi -aind ‘Giorgio Albertazzi ‘with: ‘Ruth Leéuwerik: 3 :tasty _
(WP) preems Feb. 15..
dav Morning” 4 ritish’:
| full effect ‘by 1963.A Special school ‘under. direction -of Helniut. Kautner:; ., Real: ‘Filn} (Hamburg): -Rome-" cam
an ‘*
‘6y"*
“The. “Virgin” Spi ing’° (Swede. ‘for training ‘culture’ ‘centre workers: . Paris. ‘Film. : <Paris): and Champion. “of”Rome’ are. coproducers. cesta
£
ish):
; also:WIE be. established. :
‘El Cid’ Hits $0,000
| Malenotti: also, .plannin
“
163.”",
Pa
Prospécts are ‘that this will make Maupassant
enotti’ also.&tome.
pla oe ne“Bel. Ami: 63,"ae version.
a the:De
- (7) ‘Sons ‘and:Lovee (Britishy. °
Onz Holland Dates >| 48) “About
(Soutfteny ‘dissemination’ -of cultural. material’
ao
.
*,Amstera iam, Fcb.: 6.
“Berlin:
{easier and ‘raise, the, general ‘eul-}.°
“«French): ae a:
. “El. Cid? ‘AA? is top boxoffice pe 9)-"“Adventure”. italian).
*..| tural level around France. Show
a: “wiertiolt”
_Bitiy:Witaer’sOne, Two;Three”: (UA): has been declared:
jn Holand -on ail. dates: sq: far, ve$10) “FInconnu”: tFreneh).
‘biz. people seem | behind: this move
«+.
;
béard which means ‘tax. Fe
‘classification
worthy): ‘by W-Gérman °film
“which miakes Paul. Kijzer . ‘happy | : Obvidusly.. Ingmar Bergman’ and
lief’... . Paramount's “Breakfast. at.Tiffany”. was’‘declared. “particularly: 2) 2-2-0"
‘because
anything
that
creates:moresince his Hafbo Films handles the; the new Italian product carried the: interest in the arts‘or culture could worthy” which means ‘even. -higher’ tax ‘relief. , Local” ‘youth: -authori- aoe oe nen
picture here. “El C.d” was launched |year. Though} more than: half. of. all-| mean -more’ ‘attendance “ cat’ the ties recommended Metro's “King “of .Kings” ‘for youngsters. above: 12." ee
with a nationwide pebhicity cam-, pictures. -shown. -ir: Israel | -were ciriemas, trayeling BROWS ‘and: . JEthe-current trend. (the. German film crisis) scontinues,. this coun- ws ve
_
paign..: } made. in’ the U.S, theré- is ‘not:.a.| Tegiters.
aniltry’s: 1962: output. won't be more: than: 50-60. pfx. As. to. Filmblaetter, ©) °°:
Speetactilar preem in Rotterdam | single. Ameri¢an Pieture among. ihe ;
pix saw their Preemt last.year, wots!

” “Bridge

‘was-.attended. by Prince. Bernhard |first’ 10..-But not ‘so éommercially.
and. the diplomatic. corps,

In four! The* ‘two tap grossers. -were- Ameri-.

|

~Addliianal.Foreign News,
b
;

“wecks, “El. Cia” Brossed: $60, 000 cans:: - “Exodus”: UA) and’ “The {fr
Sansof Navargue’
epee at
. ine
here. roe.
| ee =i

Pn feos20°.
.

:

.

—_—e

a

«local film: trade. paper, ‘only 78. German.

‘As against 90 in'1960‘and: 102 in: -1959. .
Cart Auen, who
0 appeared in’‘numerous ‘rnostlysilent)fils,observed 7 rare tae!
:
.
; {Continued on.“Page?
20)...
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© Again,VARIETY
¥ spotlightstheworldtradei
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-theatrical feature films. Again, iin:one:‘data- :
ich ‘compilation the:‘Surging: activities in:the...
-production centres is.
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ve
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FranceSesLoss
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"German‘Cinema-Dance

Se
en
:= a

ee

seers

“Bar. ‘Anti-TV: Gimmick Loe

Patrons dnmalyMustStem
Tiel
1

I

> Hanover; ‘Feb 6...

- avagnatyeer: ‘wenbon. ‘orrien:
af.
Jemes’s Street, ‘Piecaditiy:——— - i. ;| * A oe a
a
—

=

Soundtrack

A novel forni:‘of show: biz,. whieh |:

‘Paris, Feb. 13. 4
‘Though film production was :nor-:
mal last year, and -filmgoing. fell}
Jess than in other ‘recent ‘years,

Continued: from’ page: 2
ttscféator: hopes will lure the: peo- SS
ple away. from. the home. tele. sets,
=; has just. begur }
here. -:aicompany.:-.'. Gustay Knuth, winner of the fifth Ernst -Lubitach. Prize, :~
1: It's. called 'the’. ‘Kino-Tanzbar |‘may./play a‘principal:xolein Kurt Ulrioh’s remake .of. :“Kohlhiesel’s
- (Cineina-Dance: Bar), and. combifies Daughters.” - Sehlueter-Lichtspiele, one of Berlin’ s oldest. cinemas, ob‘}all.. the ‘elements: of: ‘both: Every. ‘served its 50th. anni.evening, - ‘and ‘twice on’ . Sundays,
More. and more: ‘theatrical: films aie: shown. ‘on‘the’‘W-German video.
there ‘is a- full-length. film. ‘shown
‘Stockholm, “Feb. ‘6. jin the’ bar.:“The audience’ sits: at They came up-to 96. last ‘year (1961),:45 in.1960, 36.in. 1959" and 87-in.-

hia 70th. birthday: ‘He gave up.acting after 1945 and joined a cognate,

Swedish Govt:Approves.

.

‘France. still sees a frustrating: loss}.

of 6,000,000 .to - 8,000,000 -patrons}:..

‘MeinKampf’ Sans Cuts

:
per year. Sa film personages are].
films .
are: Playing. an*ever: iema
“The: Swedish ‘government -. has cozy,. ‘small tables, so. they. can or- 1958: On the East German tv, theatrical :
again soul searching, brain racking|:
decided .to reverse. the decision: of- der food-or drinks, smoke during. ger role: -1961:. 245. films, 1960:. 129-films: |
and holding forth on ways to bring
the state ‘ceiisorship board «and. ‘the’. performance, -‘and. enjoy:.a/ Here, fecording ‘to. Filmblaetter, ‘Germany's 8 currénily ‘riot:popular
filmgoers p&st the wickets ‘again,|
| has. allowed’ “Mein “Kampf. ‘II’ to. | dance.on the. dance Hisar’béfore. or filmstars (based: on the. opinion of exhibitors) —female category:, ‘L: Roth.
and more frequently.
|Leuwerik,: 2. Liselotte ‘Pulver, 3. Nadja Tiller, a Johanna von: Roczias,
co After the film... 7
;
‘be shown without ‘any ‘cuts.
Michel Fourre-Cormeray; head} “Film mag Chaplin. has awarded}. ae
fa ‘5. LM Palmer, 6. Marianne Koch; -7. -Heidi "Bruehl a Sabine Sinjen,*
of ..the governmental Centre Du its “Lemon”: prize ‘to :this censor-.
vt, ‘i || 9;-Sonja Ziemann,-10. Luise Ulrich.:Male category: 1; Heinz’ Ruehmans, - :
=
Cinema,. feels that a weightier pro- ship .boara-for-. cutting: ‘parts of
‘|.2. O, W.:Fischer, 3, Gert Froebe, 4: Hansjoerg Felmy, 5.: Peter van:Eyck,. .
Dene
gram for the hinterlands, where “Rocco. and His. Brothers,’”’: Ros- I
46 Peter Alexander, 7. Hardy Krueger, &.‘Walter. Giller, 9. Freddy: Quins, pe
BT
filmgoing is a family affair, would ‘sellini’s “Open. City” :and- WellThe
woe nn
2 10. Hannes Messemer: oo
oS wh
help. That is: a. ‘better first part | man’s:: “Ox-Bow: Incident.” "Mexico. City”:
a
oe
of the program with perhaps | a. two. latter ‘films |-avere. ‘Téissued |
“Maite: Zacitias, ‘Who ‘will. ‘star: Nat. “Ring® “Coie. ‘int -‘phe: ‘pislish
special medium: length pic or: per- during 1961. ‘The same board also-|
Brofesson"" -plans. to. surround U.S. ‘singer ‘with. youthful’ ‘starlets from
haps even double. -features ulti -has- decided: not: to allow’ Fuller’ 5:
France; italy:‘and. Spain‘;‘as well as-a. -bevy of: Mexican, Beauties... -.:;
Inately::
“Underw. orld. -USA” ‘to. be viewed"
Ismael’ Rodriguez,- who ‘used Toshiro. Mifune in. his. “The- Tinpoitant
He also -things that the ‘more in ‘Sweden. ee
“Man,”
now. Plotting a new. picture in which~he- ‘Seeks sérvices ‘of Italy’s©
sensational: and daring Fren¢h pix}
:
Giulieta Massina
is sending ‘Brothers’ of Iron” snd -“Sins _ maue
. Mexico
should not be foisted off on ‘sub"Madrid, Feb. 13.. ‘| of Youth”: to the. ‘Mar
del :Plata. Fest scheduled: for March :21-27 . a
.
sequent engagements. --He is for .a|§_.
An. important turn in. film it Maria Schell will come to. Mexico for. steNar role .in “Angel Without a:
definite labeling of pix types with] '
fairs. ‘occurred ‘recently when Cine-.| ‘Head;”” according to producer -Miguel: Zacarias, with star ‘free to. accept...
specialized
film clubs .and art]. -|-spana. S.A. was legally. ‘constituted . two outside picture. commitments-“according |“to, ‘her. deal: with 20th-.
houses: for the more ‘offbeat fare.
» tby leading Spanish film producers Century-Fox; ‘she.Will ‘be. getting a percentage .‘deal: in. the: ‘Zavarias °
_ Mothers -feel that. dualérs are not
| to handle release .of: native :pix ‘production. ..'.. Persistent ‘but. unconfirmed :.rumor-. has ‘the: lone. ‘inde-..:
in,Backe
all Spanish-language
- markets.
the thing.. Instead. they favor a 7
d by such.‘lea ding:
produe-| pendent San: “Angel: Inn. Studios, :owned’ by Jorge Stahl, passing on to.
‘full first part with good -shorts,
ea
* Lendon, Feb. 13.
‘Government :control ‘soon -‘sifice- facilities :allegedly |carinot “surmount,~
newsreels and perhaps -small]] Now. ‘that the. Gilbert & Sullivan. tion: ‘banners -as Chamartin., Sie- -financial: difficulties. - Government feels” Churubusco *‘Studios, ‘are’ ‘suffi- |,
ot!
‘sketch pix. A lower-priced matinee operas are in: public domain,. pro-. via, Baleazar,- Perojo; Agata ‘Films, ‘cient -for current. Mexican -production -rate.but |will take |over’. San’.
setup could also: help fill houses ducer: Harold Baim jias, announred. IFI,, Procusa::and’-others. Citiespana | Angel -Inn.just -in. case production ‘rhythm: ‘should: suddenly. spurt:
during the day.
{plans to make: ‘modern - film. ver-. hamed’ David Jato ‘as director gen- Henry King, who ‘will..direct. “The ‘Miracle ‘of. Guadalupe,” a: Jerry
Francis. Cosne.: head - of. the ‘sions of six. of them: They ‘will be’ eral with Jorge Tussell, Jose. Luis Fairbanks-Jose..Luis. Celis ‘coproduction, has to ‘make decision ‘on chief
French Film Producers Assh.: ‘be-' available for: theatrical :distribution- Navasques, -Césareo. ‘Gonzalez’ and. role of Indian. Juan‘ ‘Diego, ‘who-saw: an. apparition. of ‘the:‘Virgin, “on:
ee :
liéves the main problem is setting|in- Britain and possibly for, tele use. Miguel Echarri ‘as.members . of: ‘the: the. Hill of. Tepeyac- -over four-céntiries ago.. Actor ‘Ignacio Lopez ‘Tarse. a os
board::
‘highly’ favored for role: with others, ;including Tony Carbajal and ‘Guil- a
se
—
up. a modus vivendi with the: bur- Overseas:
Baim, who ‘hitherto. ‘has ‘Speciat- | Although: organized to:-distifbute- lermo: Zetina;s: ‘also. in running*.
-Rodriguez’. Pictures. has ac quired ..
‘geoning tele. setup.. especially. with
‘Spanish. films. throughout. the exploitation ‘rights. to Japan's: “Jojinibo;” .for.-Latin’ Ameri¢an: ternitory, ©
the second channel in view.- He. ‘ized-in the ‘shorts field, already: has.
| world, ‘the -first: goal of Cinespana’
opines. that lost. audiences: will not selected five of the first” six sub- will be the: Latin -American::coun- :excluding: Cuba, Brazil and‘: Argentina,: with ‘actual ‘distribution to be=.
“The
“Mikado,”.
undertaken: by Peliculas ‘Mexicanas’ and. Peliculas ‘Nacionales. in.Mexico:
jects:
They
“are
-come back but that the present one}
‘| tries’ ‘where. negotiations have’ al-.
has to be held. It will *be via ““Yeomen, of. the: Guard,”’. “H-M:S ready been condueted .with finance |.‘ahd South: America. °
Pinafore,”
“The:
Gondoliers”.
and
‘Richard: ‘Widmark -4s dickering: ‘with:‘Manuel Barbachano. Ponce ‘about...
Dig scale pix for those wanting to
and film. groups: to ‘give. Spanish|°tale-of a pirate ‘on’ ‘Isla de Mujeres, «(Island ’.of Women). Which -has: a’
attend the cinema and with the “Pirates..of:.Penzance.” _.
product the’ widest possible ‘foot lot .of men Now; It's -off :the: coast. of Yucatan: :
They.
will
"be:
up-dated
versions.
‘Producer ‘‘Oscar |.
industry pitching in to make ‘spe-|+ Brooks has agreed. to:“associate himself: ‘with. Mexican. film union ‘to-do*of the operas. Although there: will ing: in.‘that- area ‘of:fhe world.

Pi forLatins

cial vidpix for the stay-at-homes.

He: states this wili keep producers

be considerable cuts, they w ill not.

‘busy and eventually stabilize things.. -be .‘potted. editions.. They. will .be.

| “The White. Wolf.” first. major picture.of the. “La Mexicana”: coopera= .
tive. involving: members. of: technicians -and: manak : Worker’s.: section,-”
epee
‘Tthis
.
‘collaboration being watched. catefully by ‘film ‘interests. here,’ ith
“| hope that: cooperative production,:in association with exprienced. pron:
| ducers; may. “save”. the. Mexican industry. Expectation: is. that. techni- :
oz
clang will work -with greatér zeal. since’ they have.a Hinaricial, btake in. - tos

4New | ¢ ters
-Preem in
iakid

‘made *with. alternative :- running
Jean - Charles Edleline, head of
times of 30 minutes and 55: minutes, .
the French Film Exhibitors, wants Robert Gould ‘already has-been. -

more

rapid general reléases and assigned to Work ”on the Sereen- |

favors
more
frequent
program
plays. _
changes. He also advocates detaxa-.
tion. Others ‘feel that -double features, via allowing the second one
_ ‘to be only three years old, (présent

picture: ahd havee foreswor
orn a.maior. Part ofgalaries.

wid

are Backi
in"News ; our: new: ‘plas and special per- |
formiances.”. “signalling” successful, Vy
Again i
in Hassle Over‘:“|extended
runs of: three. others: are:|-"-.-.
-giving Madrid jegit:an upbeat glow |
(Wy
infrequently - ‘evident.’ during. the
US. IndieInvaders’"traditionally.
» “weak. “postholiday a J \
-Madrid, Feb: 6.

“tag is seven: years), would help.|
Still others demand that more selectivity be used. ‘Lesser fare should|
not be foisted off in firstruns.

The

French film: people’ aré|.

Mexico .City, Feb..13."

period. .
faced with the paradox: of a- ‘coun: |: Perez:: ‘Padilla; - ‘who - has’ “been }! ‘Graham ‘’ Greene’ 3 “Power. -and:
try. that seems. to have ‘the most seeking ways and means to make Glory” led: the: legit. pyeem: parade:

aa

"Mexico, City;“Feb ‘ys. ao

‘e
AnthonytoShoot.

- "while the. meeting. .of ‘the. “Mexts:
Tijuana. Studios a. reality. for. some. ‘in’ a Spanish. version by’“Alvaro:
| can. Opera Academy. last:week, dis- years, now, ‘is. back: dn the: news: ‘Ortiz st:the ‘Teatro Comico where.
cussing -matters: ‘connécted swith...
again, and being: blamed. for sharp Gabriel. Liopart. stars.. Immediately‘.
‘the forthcoming: opera.season here;~‘words “exchanged | ‘by Jorge Fer- ‘following: was. Jose Maria’ Peman’s}|.was.
held behind: closeddoors, it’s
-the age old one of getting people retis, of the’. Film Bureau; -and: “Hombre.‘Nuévo”. (A New: Man), al
- Rome; Feb..6:.: |learned ‘that: there were heated:
| Carlos: Tinoco, who -heads ‘up. the theme piece ‘indirectly .related to: "South Anthony. expects, to. start.
into the theatres.
‘words.
arid: moments: of. ‘intense~.
Union. of: Film ‘Production Work- |the recent’ Eichmann frial. Author: shooting. “Captive. City”. ‘in. Rome:
crisis ‘during the. talks. Main ‘bone’:
-| ers. Current ire on ‘Part of. the two. ‘seeks. -playgoer °‘Support’ for. his. ‘next: month,’ David Niven’ is. only
of
‘contention:
‘was -the :unbalance |
Officials stems-‘from:’an indeperid- ‘thesis that-a war criminal, ‘however: member: ‘east so far. “Pic. is.:set.in
ent pic. readied ‘for: shooting: ‘fn: the. sordid. or” inhuman, ° ‘éan. outgrow. ‘1944 ‘Athens when a: brief popular’ in.. assignment . of. stellar operatic
roles: to -Mexican, nationals.:: While.:
‘| Tijuana area: by a Hollywood’ in-. his crimes .in time ‘and should be’ uprising -blocks a group ‘of:“People
| some ©‘singers -have.-three ‘or four’:
die,:: . entitled, :“The -Invadors.’ ” judged with indulgence: Luis Esco- |in: a..city ‘Hotel: : :
‘and’. even: -more: . opportunities, «| Padilla: seems to: have. ‘béen - man. -bar’ directs “with ‘a..cast -headed: by 1
Maxima’
Filin’
is
producing.
“pie:
setting this up and. getting Film -Endigqie . ‘Diosdado,. Josefina: , Diaz, *4]) be’ shot: In’ English, with "in- others have difficulty: in even: ‘Obs *
‘taining. one. role.
‘Loridon, Feb.::6. | Bureau to, okay building: of sets in. ‘Ana. Maria Mendez. .
" -teriors ‘in- -Rome,. where an entire
|-_
‘the © area: .between, ‘Rosarito .and)": ‘Another’. second, ‘Spanish. ‘entry; Athens -square is being -built. at | Warblers’ became.:so_ heated ‘in:’
Film industry shares collectively|
angry:
‘denunciations: that: ‘they: had:
Tijuana.
‘gained more ‘than $56,000,000 ‘on |: Tinoco: flew.’ ‘up ‘on™ ‘hearing the. Joaquin Calvo: Sotelo’ s “El Avion. DePaolis, Studios, and. exteriors -in. -to ‘be. called -to. or der. ‘However, *
de. Barcelona” : ‘Plane’ from -Bar=' Athens.’ Still’ sought for lead roles
the British stock .market in , 1961 |.
sopranos.
Pina. Carrillo. and ‘Ampare®
news, .charging “that “the “Film -.celona), is-a detéctive thriller built are-: one«Italian ‘female. Star,ans.
with all five big companies-—Asso-

‘gerieral - interest in films, with
growing foreign takes, aud yet ever
ever declining. home attendance.
_All-other problems boil. down to

Captive City’ inRome

Britis
ishFilmIndustry
Shares Climbed Better.

Than $56,000,000 in’61;

‘ciated
British ~-Picturerp.,
‘Granada, Rank,. Gaumont-British ;
‘and Technicolor—showing.. ‘gains.
Biggest single gain was made by
Rank: Ordinary shares which in-

Bureau «had not- ‘advised him... of
Hollywood ‘plans. to do a pitture.in
Baja California. ‘Ferretis ‘denied
this: and: 'said « that ‘Tinoco. had
talked. with -him. about, the advise-

‘dround an:‘investigation. .of. a plane. other:Britisher and a “Yank. -

accident on. the. Barcelona-Madrid |

| run: It stars: Guillermo. Marin: and.|..
promising. young .actress... . Maite

Guerra’

Margain; :mezzo- ‘suprano. :

Foam ‘Araya and ‘Jesus -Jiminez
somewhat
calmed’ ..dowh; ier
|

eliamipioned. -the- lot: of the “fora:

|.gotten’, singers . ‘who, . knowingly : :
450‘AmigosofOpera .[or
unknowingly, ‘are’ ‘Subjected: to.
.
spectacular’ production: of :Gir, | Pramasto Put. Madrid ‘professional: discrimination which...
gives’
them, meagre work, oF. rione
Tinoco is :‘Tijuana-bound to. insist: ‘audoux’s “'Madwoman ‘of:Chaillot” |.
at all. ©
on use of’ Mexican technical -ele-.|
of the - - state-subsidized -- ‘Teatro
On
Lyric
Drama
Map
|
‘ments. if and. when the film ‘gets to ‘Matin Guerrero. .Honors: for. this.|
‘One. proposal ‘made:during anect:

o...
‘Last: in the:‘string. ‘of.pieems. is|
of: going to Tijuana to rro- ‘Blasc
ereased in value by.some $20.000.-. tect.
ability
union interests. Upshot. is that
000

.and

the

Gaumont.-: British

shares, now'no longer on: the market after being merged with Rank,
220000.
went UD more - ‘thant $13, - Madrid, -Feb. (13: :- bby.Luis Sandi, head -of the: Palace:::
the shooting stage: Ferretis, ‘for -elaborate, well-mounted. adaptation |.
0,00
Regent décision that. government:
Associated British shares gained. his part,.said.this'was yet another go. to" "young . ‘director’ ‘Jose . Luis funds. -would.’ bé. used to. subsidize of .Fine -Arts” Music: Department, ..
maneuver’
by.
Perez
Padilla:
toob‘Was: an- ‘operatic. ‘campetition,. with:
‘Alonso’
and.
to.
Amelia.
de.
la
Torre.
$8,400,000-in 1963. Also showing &
‘opera ‘programming’ ‘spurred Madbig increasé..were Granada shares “tain... ‘official sanction. -for. ‘Baja’ ‘as. La’ Loca: :““Madwomian”. runs rid buffs to organize thé ‘Asociacion music: ¢rix ‘as’ judges. Purpose of
California:
studios..‘this:. would. -be ‘to weed: out-the:
‘|
almost
.three
hours.”
which wound..up in ‘value over.
Ferretis: ‘said. categorically: “that |. -Worthy ‘of. mention: daring ‘the. de Amigos’ de ‘la Opera which -is. good and-‘the bad and. judge: on:
$11,100,000 in.the period, Techni-.
looked. upon ‘with: hope. as the.-first. .the » ‘herits - of .alk:: -attists: ‘and’.
the.
Mexican
government
will
not,
legit
‘excitement
ofthe’
past
fortcolor shares rose by -.more- than
‘| authorize ©-¢onstruction - of . new night, was. the. 200th performance: serious: step taken :in yearsto’ pro-. aspirants: to: operatic’ careers.
., $8,200,000 over the same span.
vide the Spanish. capital .city. with |:
"Stars of the year: were undoubt~ studios :either..in Tijuana of. any of Alfonso. Paso’s: successful. satire’ some..semblance’ :of ©annual” lyric|: “This -‘Suggestion ‘Was. ‘not received:
edly Granada and Rank. shares. other site. As for Padilla’s: latest’; *Vamos 4:Contar:Mentiras” (Let's. repertory... (Spain's . only - ‘Tegular.
¥
‘with -much “enthusiasm -by:* some.
Both of these companies have tele gimmick..in which he ‘clainis. that Tell Lies). atthe’ Teatro ‘Beatriz; grand: ‘opera is. at Ligeo in.Bar-. singers; who. seemed: to.‘think that |.>.
interests.: Highest point reached: up ‘to 20. -Hollvwood' -pix ‘can be the 125th performance :of Naile-in|
Oey .
fe
‘by Rank shares was $5.35 and they made in Baja. California locations, ‘‘elan’s “Divanas” Palabras” “Divine | celona.)*
their’ “prestige. sand - “operatie ”
are still Aitting ‘around the’ $5.20 Ferretis does not Day too much: at- Words) at. Jose’ “Tamayo's recently- |. ‘Backed: by” leaders * from: lil.‘careers,
mark, having bewed.in at. the start | tention to ‘this.. He -said: that in- his. opened. ‘Teatro. de. Bellas: Artes and. sectors of cultural life,-the Amigos|©
Na: “definite” ‘decision “hag:‘been.
of 1961 at $2.95.: Granada reached |function ‘as Film Bureau hed he. ‘the * 100th’ performance ‘of ““Thé meet: ‘Fecently : to outline’ plans:. for|‘idea
‘a peak. of $9.39 per “A”: ordinary : will réad all, scripts submitted. -and Idiot,’ ‘a. Spanish: ‘adaptation. -by. a permanent membership :subscrip-' taken“ on: the: cornpetition.

share an® now <hey are close to; if: producers want to go ahead and. Edgar Neville ‘of: Marcel” Achard’s ‘tion from. 450 opera lovers; - each.
-of / whom. will. underwrite: either a
‘$7.60. This stock started. the past |produce: pictures on. Tocation, ‘that French play. *
‘Worthy of. mention: -also:. is ‘the: “permanent Joge or minimum’ of
Lis their affair,|
year at $6.39.
“We have. Tio’intention ‘of:inter: magnificent. production of “Divarias. five-‘or six seats annually ‘withthe
_
_Associated . British | group; also
“svith'tv. connections, bean last vention in -the.. administrative. :can-. Palabras.” The. Valle-Inclan. play ‘is: covering |amount ‘to ‘be paid’ for. io

‘which ‘may be .aired.-again. Means... 7 5." >.

- while, ° peace -- of. Sorts’ has ‘been-:
achieved: by. ceding: of-‘stellar:. parts ‘;|
alt,

-by sopranos. Maritza Alerian: and oe
Rosita. Rimoeh,.‘as Well .as. others,-

:t6- singers -“who: ad”ng. Toles for”
_year at*$3. Q2 for the.“A” Ordinary. ‘trol:-.of° any . union, ” Ferretis:.said. a. starkly crue] .yet: sensitively. advance:.”.. . .
stock «
rose aS high as $4.36.5 “nor .do we: have anv’ obligation to- ‘poetic ° drama." drawn’. from: the | .: Sponsors: believe “this: airange: ‘the’ coming season.
Technics or prices. rocketed to inotify ‘unions: of ‘official. anvroval- ‘harsh hinterland. ‘realities. of primi- ment... will :make. it .possible-for|’ ‘dna’ ‘brief. ‘statement; ‘the: Palade’ $4.76 during 1961 .after:a start: at;“of future: ‘fi'ms.” Ferretis: ind exted: ‘tive Galicia.. As: produced. :and -di-: Madrid :to enjoy .a minimum. sea-. “Of ::Fine: Arts" said: that: ‘the: up=“
$1.53 for the “A” Ordinaries.’ Lat-. ‘that ‘the: union. should . be ‘on -its rected. by, ‘Tamayo;. “Diyanas Pala-. son of 45 ‘performances which could. -coming. pera. season’ “Will. ‘be -one:.
‘est price fe » Techni sttock has. been toes and. also. know about ~ any. bras’”” -it' rates’. attention -as a; defi-.| eventiially’ match :the_lorig-esta-.| of. the most. outstanding” of Fecent
ite Possibility:
7
around $2.85.
® VAmerican : production,
.
L
at
_ ldlishedt opera,tradition. in:Barcelona. 2 years. en
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Be SHO NewNesens Determine FateOf
See
Borderline Shows:
ltlTOSUCCESS}WNBCNetworks’
Sat.Movies139, But ItStays
wi

le

dha: newest. ‘National ‘Nielsens ‘are:in’ aid- Bs ‘Rolds. its:No: ee

"position: with, #.20:7 avetage -dudiénce rating spanning: the prime:
“> “nighttime ‘hours. NBC is Second:with,9.8and.ABC2 hind. with if.+.
_ These’‘are-the Top 10:

>? Wagon {Train—NBC
“-Bonanza—NBC

aa

Gunsmoke—CBS +.eee fee

no
Dr. Kildaré=NBC.
“1. Perry “Mason—CBS

othe

. LO,

ree

oS

“a GEORGE ROSEN

teat

(0.50.0 uacheedevochedertbees 84.7

oewee rises
.
ceeees: .

weld “325.
.

SOT

LA net ork is as: ‘good as“its tota-f

The. néw Nielsens {second Jandethea Syd : -Eiges;': NBC's‘: overall: 4 agencies.. ‘They’re of. particular
veepee- in charge .of public re3.’ |with-imore “‘toprated ‘shows: that’ the my
- ‘Jations-advertising.- promotion, "' |-significance because of. their value:
;,,[rival -networks :atid.” has’ a.-more-| : {éund: himself the recipient of -.| in determining the fate of a num-- .
“solid: ‘economic: base’ that’ can .be 2.Jgitholastic ; “twoker” last. | -ber- of. ‘borderline shows on. the
wo translated ‘Into: “more©‘handsome _
three. ‘ty. webs. Sinee this. is the.
== profits: ‘than ‘either "NBC or ABC, a Mis: daugtiter, Marilyn, a stus. ‘selling. season for '62-'63, the. netJ it's. certainly. not. betause’ ‘of what | _ dent.
at:
Univ.
of
Pittsburgh,.
..
was Seslenaten as a. staff. writer
works: must’ decide. -pronto which
‘|CBS. brought to the * tv: spectrum ° ‘for -the. Pitt. News. ©
as? ‘shows. are going to go where next.’
Tehis ' ‘Season. . . For ‘with. ‘the.single | © - - His. son, “Mark; :-was ‘naméd

<1 over’ shdws.

candy, Géifith—CBS: ple cd gunna np dette da fear epee! 2B.

7+ Rawhide—CBS 7-2... ‘oes .op bette ge gee vee
Ben ‘Casey——ABC *
’ Danny! Thomas-CBS"

tee ve OLE
7.
26.9"
J

PrimeTime
"mev TI afor
’'B-‘ifSid
os _My. Three Sons@ABC

report) -have’ just - been
urally _J-uary”
livered ‘to. the. networks and

“season, hence

the

need’ to- ‘de’

‘exception: of. “The Defenders, ay.the |.”. ‘associate: editor ‘of’ the Baste:. ‘termine the casualties.
_ chester. Junior’ High paper.:
W eb's “161-62: additions. to the pro-|; ‘ While. a 20. or better is
i generally
gram. schedule :“are ‘hardly’. -worth |*
‘Leonsidered as the _base in deciding
v7feat
_about Or . _femembering. |.
which |‘shows to. yank and ..those
| Rather, -it's hecatise: ‘of .a. “What's
‘| getting a reprive into ’62-"63, other
| factors’ ‘frequently enter ‘into the.
| My: Line,” a. Gary,.‘Moore. ‘Show, a ;

Show

a

—+

“I CBS-TV, as is now:what
Comes Nat

‘officially’ established, is‘firmly en-.
cab ebe wen eeneeeecs anette cege ee a. 28.5:ys
‘:vevomele cece ees bene
ge Fede ceceLBZ
ue -trenched in. the ‘No, ‘1-Nielsen’ ‘spot

* Ag:4.‘hedge’ agairist ‘possible jack 4—

gt ‘of. suitable ‘feature .film |product
we “OF “decline . ‘in’ audience sinterest

,; aulence, ne rest |Fb §.HadEmf
Deon bitious. new :: ‘series ‘designed +.“for|:
OF
‘Bachelor.
Fate
. the '63-’64-semester, ‘in .the event|:

‘McCoys’ to (BS
For $7,500,000.
(New &Oldies)

‘| picture. For example, NBC-TV has

Red” Skelton, “an’ Ed Sullivan, a

“Gunsmoke” ora Danny. “Phornas—~=

definitely.

committed. itself to an-

Ms cother ‘season: of. “Saturday, Night

“Hollywood, Feb. 13.3: - those. ‘year-after-year faves. with)
-at the -Movies,” although on. the
'. (geuittle. its “Saturday Night At:the | _Atter. tive.‘years :on all: three: their’ ‘own. built-in: audiences. ©
new Nielsens the pix: wind up.“with.
Movies: ”” (The:-web. has. definitely. networks, :Jolin Forsythe ‘plans. to
-a
low :13.9. Under normai. circum|*“And it’s:- by: ‘the: very" ‘nature’‘ot|
committed itself. to: ‘continuance’ of -¢all it quits: on’ “Bachelor Father”
stances that’s a bust—in spades:
me the: features for the.’62-"63 séason.)-| -after this: Season . .to “try. some=. these: holdover . “attractions. that}. .CBS-TV. has acnuired: “The Real -By the ‘same token, the: Wednes‘What NBC has in ‘mind ‘is a two- ‘thing. :else.” - Producer: "Everett |}NBC-TV;:: for: the”. ‘first -time’: ain}
McCoys” for:a reported $7,500,000, day night. Joey. Bishop show edged
a ie ‘hour: prime time (9. to 11) Saturday | Freeman -Said. that: -while no’ def-,|;
many ‘years, ’‘will “undoubtedly ‘be
over the 20 mark with a 20.4, but.
-.+ night -edition ‘.of." the - “Tonight” |.inite decision’ has-been, reached,: catapulted’ ‘into bigger. profits: ‘and,the: ‘price. tag.put.on: property which considering its strategic” ‘slotting
‘he.
and.
Forsythe’
have’
figured
that.
‘moves. “Off: the. ABC-TV" ‘schedule . (betw een
”..Show..as" ‘a -replacement ’for .the
“Wagon. Train” ‘and
oo “feature. ‘pix: ‘It. would: be’. of the Father” “has had. a ‘good,- “com-" bigger Nielgeits next: season,
-: [next séason after: a highly stiéeess:|
that: the

network. is obliged’: to}.

Perry ’ Como) , that’s’ not. .good.
’.. game. freewheeling -- genre, though. fortable run. and’ ‘that other: -porp*. Z For:“years: CBS., ‘found: jigett’in. ful five-year. run:
enough and indications. are. it ‘be
nos; obviously geared: more: to’demands vertices are. being: “considered...” we
the ‘enviable:“position, of having the.) CBS-TV. plans: -to. slot. ihe |‘series | scratched.
Rating-wise
.
show
.has
.
held
ing
i
wa af prime, time viewing, .
most.
holdover
‘shows:
“among
“the:
‘next Season. Mondays ‘at.8:30° p.m. | “NBC's. “87th Precinct” got na"
With -this ‘in- ‘mind,. the. fetwork: -own: -against.the. competition’ on:
“one:of ABCIV'S. softest: highs, . fthree hetworks. aiid the: Teast’ num-; The: evening. run: “will ‘coritain. all “better than a 17.8, which puts it
‘has already ince; ted.a. plan: for. the’
doubtful column, but the
“-|ber“of. casualties... “AS: result.’ CBS. frésh. episodés,: with. Walter Bren- ‘inthe
-. development -of- -a.:.reseryoir- ‘of|‘web may salvage -it for another.
oan talent. that: ‘could.be ready to
was reliev.ed. fat least. to--a greater’ nan starring in:‘some ° of: ‘the ‘seg- ‘season: “Hennesey” came out with
step
extent: ‘than: the othér webs) ‘of ‘the. ments.: The reruns,; -which includes. a_ 20.4, which ‘spells continuance. .
ae :veepee’ ‘Dave Tebet. of. ‘all “‘day-to-"
ABC's “Surfside Six” got a-17.9, :
financial responsibilities’.and’ headwelt” day™ ‘routine--responsibility. and has
questionable. _
-aches:- jnvolved: in: the ‘negotiation | 155. “episodes, “will be telecast: by { making . it highly
'-" designated:-himas exec priducer of
the
,
web_
in
the
daytime.
as-a
‘strip.
Ditto’
“New. Breed". with ifs 18.5.
|:and -ptoduction of new: ‘properties..
the’ “Tonight” show, é@ffective -as'|
It's, getting these: new --programs The. “daytime: rerun. slot ‘has not. “Cain's | 100" ‘took it on the chin.
of the time that. Jack:Paar, leaves
‘|-with-a 13.0 and it’s definitely out:
on. the. air, ‘with those burdensome’ been firmed.
“the.- program: At, will.. be ‘Tebet’s
‘t“Top. Cat’s” poor 15.7 spells doom.
‘jnitial-. ‘ihyestiments, . ‘that:|
~ Reason. Brentian. will”riotappear. “Checkmate” was- over the ‘hump.
a responsibility to, expose “as: much: eg L
000,000 Deals''=:...to- drain a “network's:re-};

|HazelBishop,ABC:
Pals Again;Invites | 7

“New.

and-. potentially --promising-}. -~

in every. fresh :episode: next-season.

sources. “It’s. ‘hardly’ a trade secret

with a 20.2, looking promising for

is. in ‘accordance. with his ‘wish -to. a renewal. Dick Van. Dyke's 14:8
5.1 talent ‘as «possible :-on the. ““To-'
that: a single. - Séason's- Tide’ ‘for'.a
7 *\\ night” :showcase. as: a’. pre-test: of |.' “‘Haiel: Bishop: ‘Tne. ‘and: ‘ABC-TY, show fnvariably.. means.a deficit: ‘take. things | easier. ‘It’s: ‘understood |.‘spells trouble, as does Gertrude:

.-,_ .theit -possible impact ,.on_ the. ‘pro~} which: have’ tad sonie’. ‘legal: battles: Even with the benefit of 13 repeats
wt-jected ; Saturday -evening « series. “involving: $1,300,000.;in“ claims. and. the:. network's: very.” lucky. -if' it

|Bennar
will do 16 fresh episodes.
“MeCoys’* for ‘the past five years

~

Berg's, 12.6: Latter ‘definitely goes,':.

*Outlaws”: mustered

a

17.7—not

" This wilt particularly apply: to. the. ‘counter-tlaims, are letting: bygones winds. up. -breaking.’ even: It’s not shad ‘been one.of the:chief. bulwarks ‘good enough: similarly . “Frontier. a
“interim: period - between: th *Paar. be. bygones.: Hazel:: Bishop, :which. -untilthe show. oes into a second, , of ABC-TV’s Thursday night line-. Circus.".
with
a
poor
"16.2." *

-',- departure |in, “late «.-March °. and | came ..under .the control ..of. the} third arid -fourth’: season, “with. UD...’-At- CBS-TV, it: will..occupy: “Thriller” iss dead, only delivering
Johnny: _Carson’s takeover, of:‘the Lanolin’ Plus company” afew weeks! their’ traditional". repeat - ‘patterns, the: berth- now occupied by. “Father an.118.
: are show ini: October. °
‘ago; is coming into ABC-TV with al that .the. Idot assumes: Theaningful Knows : Best,” the -.Robert ..Yourig+ -“['ve' Got A Secret” got: a 19.2,
‘Guest Stars Will..be- used" during $1,000,000: plus: campaign. in: prime. ‘proportions.-.“And-‘when a--web’'s rerun ‘séries ‘which:moves over to but it.-looks set. for another ride
next season as’ a.‘fayHime: (going back-to-back with “To Tell
a ~‘thése interval months: with: “Art. _time starting in- April. :-At:‘the same riding :with ‘a. fifth and ‘sixth. ‘Séa-, ABC-TV
_ ‘the Truth" in ’62-"63). “Follow the
id
-«. Linkletter helming: the’ first . two fime;- alk: Tegal -actions*
betweeh-: son ‘“and- beyond, everybody: Con."' strip.
e
Sun”’.(17.4) is ‘kaput. “Have Gun
‘weeks, followed by. a-week of. Joey. ABC-TV. ‘and. Hazel: Bishop: have cerned ‘has got it made...
;

a Bishop. ‘There will, ‘howexer,. be

oNELECTRICBS.

-béen terminated. amicably...
And -that’s” ‘why, CBS... with -ts
-_
: Original: ‘dispute .started- around: ‘round-and-round ‘again -Skeltons,
~ ‘three.years ago when Hazel Bishop Bennys,, Danny: -Thomases,. ‘Garry |: .

~ Howard K.Smith,

ae Will Travel”

is a-shoo-in

with a--

25.7: :especially
since
Richard
Boone is returning): “Tall -Man’’”
got a 19.5. and probably won't be
-back.
“International
Showtime”
. Hollywood, Feb. 13... "made the’
re’srade with
with a
a 21
21
<A

~HENNESEY”
a

| bought tinié on the Walter ‘Winchell|Moores; Sullivans, etal: ean:-boast'| |’
| show. :.When ‘ Winchell’s -_ilness|those’ stratospheric ‘profits, : - (And +Ms
3 forced him off the: series:for}many: why,: incidentally,” "ABC-TV Was} .
weeks; Hazel. Bishop demanded. out. ‘having it: so.: ‘good .and. finding :it| . Generat Electric: ‘has: bought: 19
of its time’ -ecommitments: and ‘the ‘$0 Profitable : ovér: the. past -‘four -Feruns: of ~. “Hennesey” for = ‘the

1ABCSweetens Pot,

|To Sun.NiteSlot

network: Sued for. breach °-of. ‘éon- or five-year. :
“span - when* westerns: ‘Summer and takes over the: Mon-tract.. Bishop countersued for non- and:
¢tipn-adventure” shows were day. night at-10.timné from General
performance.
the: . ig. vogue. °‘in-' ‘programming,’
“Howard: Ke "Smith's _Kaif-hour-{” ~Haze] Bishop ‘will: participate tal‘thus -‘assuring ° ABC.. of.a ‘continu< Foods; -“which. ‘has’. sponsored -‘the| :
ae :‘aliow, “News -~ and. .“comment. ” five ABC-TV evening shows, includ.’ ‘ance- season-after-season. |.perfor-. ‘half-hour comedy. show- for the: past4ot hich: bows -‘on: the™ ABC-TV. ‘net= ing the new. Sunday: Night“ Movies; -maricé* With -a~““Maveri¢k,”.aa i & ‘three years. Lorillard (for ‘Kent)|
my work tonight (Wed.), will: be shift-J° une. ‘Sunset: Strip.” “Haivatian Eve,” ‘Sunset. ‘Strip,’ a.
a- Real McCoys,” will ride along through® ‘the: summer}
Hollywood, Feb. 13:
-,ed to Sunday nights‘ at. 10:30: p.m. “Surfside. Six”:‘and “Target: The} an. “Untouchables,” ete.)": It's; only | months. .'This :would. indicate; ac:
‘Corruptors.”:
a
cae -for- the. 1962-63. season. : Nations:
now, with the- ‘decline ‘of. westerns cofding to.the agency, that GF will} "After. notifying. ‘all parties cona awide Insurance’ Co.- has ‘an [Op=4 and: action-adventure .forcing. ABC. “not renéw for next ‘season and GE cerned. that she's “had {t'? and
Te. ‘tion on the ‘show next fall. and is:
aed |ts,durnp -Sé6 many’ shows (and liter-. inherits the ‘time. -Playbacks: start. ‘would’ not continue with her net- .
“work - series, Donna
Reed. has
moe * expected: to ‘pick. it: up.
Ily -start from scratch. next. ‘season .May. 21:
Smith's .shoiv: ‘currently. is being |":
With. ‘heavy. program’ investments, ° -Whether Lorillara resumes. vfext ‘agreed -to continue for another ~..
season.. She yielded to pérsuasion.
+, qleared.on: 85. ABC-TV. aifiliates;. a:
‘that things have taken a downward| Season. on. “Hennesey” has. Not |“yet of ‘ABC-TV to appear.for a fifth ©
n way: -been - decided. -Hennesey”’ ‘looks:
: > figure. which:-the : web's. new “ehiet | ‘Coniedienne -Carol. : Burnett is ‘turn: for &‘the: network. “In a:
gave her- a.
get ‘for "62-63. ‘but could move, to. ; year: The network
bo Jim -Hagerty” said” “‘was.. Satisfac-. -bowing™-out: ‘as ‘a: re
+} itchas to pr
bonus as an inducement to. cons":
- ocr. tory. but. still-could“ be |improved.” | -TV's:- cs
sylar
‘of .CBS’
ivagat
all over
oe - another: web.
“Garry: Moore”.
Show
next: and.pera
that means.
‘Spending®
money.
|
tinue.°
‘.-' Hagerty: informed {the :FCC. last: season. 0:
- For’ the: ‘better partof a decade
New production sked will allow.
Yt week.-that.the. web’:was’ having
|. Migs “Buinett, :‘who. had. been a’ ‘NBC: was. having its: troubles. ‘trying.
_ her to go to.Europe in June. with’
‘some: ‘trouble with clearing .‘Smith- Yegular: on ‘the: top , rated. Tu sday’| ‘to ‘keep in the -_program swim. ”,It
her children for vacation. There
and its E ‘p.m.’ new show ‘which: night" ‘entry the ‘past three fe
ears, j wound up with more erid-of-Season
aré’ nine ‘more segments to com-.
” now has ‘72. stations ‘in. the hookup: said. shé- wants _out’:to pursue: en- casualties than the other. networks |' .
plete for this. season and. renewal
In- order to"‘meet. the.” ‘need: for: ‘gagements: in. other: media. ‘Méore's | with. a: -resultant ° pouring of ‘fresh
mext
season.. - She
NBC-TV: is. seeking | -Franklin’ is: for. 34
aa ot Tate:-night’ network news. “show office, which. ‘issued: ‘thé announce: millions ‘into’ new. season -product. ‘Shaffner, - whose‘ hame has Jong originally- claimed
she was. too
- 7+ while recognizing --the ‘problems: of: ment: said, though,.-that:. Migs ‘Bur- Suddenly, ‘this. season,’ NBC: finds'| b een’ -associated’ -with
live tv tired ‘to. Bo another year on tv.
’- local’-station: commitments. at ‘that: nett: would. ‘appear: next. ‘season -as itself: with. the kirid .of shows: that: -draina,..to: head:.up production onj”
_.. hour,.-Hagerty:.is working.‘ on: a: occasional. ‘Buest. ‘on the. show,
{| seem, likely to survive several .séa-.: the-“DuPont. hour dramas to be|
an plan to:‘combine. nationat. and local ;
-| sons, ~ a.. Pre-guarantee . of - fancy|. done: next season.’ re news. programming in the 11° p:m:|}.
:| profits°to. come. PTH. .probably.| - Shaffner’s. ‘agent,. Jerry. Hellman, a “The Nurses.” CBS-TV's' ‘hour-"
“.”.”- slot. The’, specifics: ‘Have: ‘not. ‘yet
|
_-wind.-up® -with. ‘fewer: casualties’. this: and NBC prograim. ‘brass have had} long -entry for. next season,. -has*. . been: defined, but the:. ‘plan. i8 de-|my :“Eoronto:;: Feb. 13... _{season~thant ..CBS.-certainly “far: “Meetings in. the’ past few days, and been liaif. sold.to: Whitehalt Phar‘"-@igned- to give’ ‘the. loeal «.station
| -Times ‘of. Canada, Ltd.: is?spon, fewer.than ABC. And-despite:the all - Signs. ‘indicate a, deal: is. .im- mical -and Brown .& Williamson:
"tits own. exposure: on: the: late. night’ soring. CBC:TV’s ‘telecas ing of‘the loss ‘of “a: “Wagon: “Train” : and. the; ‘minent. . -Shaffner -will’ serve ‘as. “Agency” is Ted Bates.
“.> “ews ‘show for the local” coverage ‘Bob Hope ‘show: March 22. and: ‘hag Jack. Paar’ bowout- from, the. late exee producer. of the 19 dramas to | ‘-Hourlong vidfilm series, whieh:
-.| While. the -web‘ takes care: of, the. bought one-third. -of -a_ Wayie * 8c" night: show, .a pattern of ‘perman-: ‘be done“in .the ‘NBC: ‘Sunday. 40-11 awill be produced iu N_Y,. is. slottrd:
os national ®and -‘international. news:Tana ‘Special . set.for March 11: -eney, seems: to-have been achieved,’ ‘time. It’s:-‘probable’: that: Lewis. fer the Thursday 9 to 10: pim. s!ot
; "Sette.
atter
is also. being 2b:ank- involving. ‘big: chunks - of: ‘its:‘“‘pro-. ‘Freedman: will. serve as.one-of his. in ‘62-'63.. Herbert Brodkin is ttie
~ Hagerty“said ©.
“his. “department ‘rolled ‘by.::
he Union
i
.Catbide.. Canada, gram -schedule:: ‘that? ean’ only: “regular - producers : for. the lve. producer. Finished pi'ot-was. re--“(Continued on.
0 nage |
38) .
oh Hid, atid the” Max. Factor. Co.:, — .hbode: well.for’ thefuture.
dramas.”
wed
cently sereened for ad. exces:

So Donna Stays

: CarolBarnettExiling
Garry Show lin.’62-63)

: NBDickersShaffner
~ As DuP Exec Producer

Hope’s. CanadaSponsor.
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CBS-TV ‘Nurses’ Sale.
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"Within an hour “Of. each:‘other.on1 Sunday. a:‘Stati Freberg:. on. eo
Arthur. ‘Godfrey. ‘is back. in° the'y
liv: race for-hext season: CBS-TV is |. _ABC-TV. and George Gobel]. ‘appeéaring.on Ed Sullivan’s. CBS-TVer, . we
wT ae
-|pitching: Gadfrey as a Tuesday. 8:30}
- did Aakeoffs on NBC’s “Sing Along With Mitch.” | = ;
‘to 9 entry, ‘in-a ‘variety: format.
-~:"]._"* + Joey Bishop; last: Wednesday. (7).on NBC-TV,. did.a bit:4m hissitu.’ a
‘Godfrey .. ‘project. will -be -pro=}'. ationer which called for him, as a captive of some gangsters, to re": * . -

duced :by | Dick.. Linkroum;’: with | . -Téase- a pigeon.in‘an: appeal '‘for help. :-The ‘pigeon. flew:up one floor... Por
Mike ‘Zeamer- directing. . Godfrey, | to’ where .the- gangsters: intercepted: ‘him. .On a-secorid ‘situationer an
-|.prior. to. the new entry; had. taken}. over CBS-TY, .a- night. later, Bob-Cummings. “went. through efsens 02. : |,
By HAZEL GUILD
:
-. |himself ‘Off ‘the’: web’s:.. projected | ~~ tially: the same Toutine-—prisoner Pigeon: and: second, floorintereepFrankfurt,. ‘Feb. 13. .
” Mating:Season. “Humantics”. series, also slated for. _ tion, °
° The problem: of :television com-|- - " Producers: apparently: don't
4 |possible. airing - next “season; “His§]:.° - Another “uniusuat’ parallel ‘turned: tip.“Fetently: ‘oi NBC-TV's
‘mer-ials- in’ West -Germany, | long | :like ‘to Jet. ‘go of a: suceessful’ ”* job there: “would -have ‘Deen as host | “Cain's - Hundred”. ‘and ABC-TV’s. “The ‘New, Breed,” both. on:the.
and ‘moderator . of. the” gamie-film . saine Tuesday night. Both .shows had stories. an:which: a Negro.hott
than.do.:
the.
a sore” “point: with. advertising |- ‘formula:
Tworké any.
thet .more.
‘hire
them
stow. - _

agencies. and clients because of |. Detworks

that hire t
the
extreme shortage of: -time|,- At least two have *eompanion
allotted: for spot ads, has "just. *.. shows" upcoming. for.next Séa-

Ve:

Linkroum’ " mieanwhile’ ‘is un

:

working on. a: ‘Mary’. Martin: spec | -

for NBC-TV,

son: ‘Screen G
become: a political issue as well. } ap

The Martin. ‘special | =

AS-“was. ‘gue:
(Westinghouse is interested still in:
West. Germany’s
‘leading |: ‘cessful ‘this year ‘on NBC-TV‘buying it) has ‘been delayed a numChristian: Democrat party, .aided.| ‘with “Hazel,” a half-hour situ-"" | ber .of times, but -by next. week |:
by the. Christian: Socialists “and. .- atidner. about a maid-.and the... Linkroum, ‘who: will produce, .and|
sparked by’ some of the leading
- household. in which ‘she ‘works. °| NBC. hope: ‘to have the format: final-|°
industryites. of the West German}: So, for ABC-TV next. season: ‘ ized. It" will .be.” themed ‘alorig| a 8
film industry, is crying fora halt |: SG “has. come ‘up. ‘with “Our... ‘patriotic’: mustc “lines. ‘Linkroum }. .-”
for all commercial’: time: in. the|. . Man ° Higgins,” fronted .- by .- and “Miss. Martin's . husband, Richcountry. . - Stanley’ Holloway :as a. “putler.: : ard Halliday,are said to be. near
The CDU and. CSU maintain. that.
and,. naturally,’ included ‘av | the ‘finish *‘in lining. uP.additional |.
the time for commercial ads on
part of the: situationer will. he , talent...
, West German television is “too| _ the family he serves.
expensive,” sitice’ it costs, thed-|°: - “(2) Don McGuire is the ‘pro--. |

Z
de
ak
TeAtn
i=
it
o
Fro
el “Aviv, Feb::13:.

“letFareshb

Trina sil
Sa

‘yetically, about. DM 54,300 °($13,- |- ducer. of CBS-TV’s. successful © |:
; “Henneéséy,” .a half-hour come. ~

575) to huy a minute: of time on:

‘ali seven television stations. that]

- edy about a Navy doctor. Now . |

eemprise the West German ‘net-|' -he’s sold NBC€-TV' “Vive: Jud-: 1

ly. tim

And. “SPIO, the Jeading industry

_

‘erganization. of the: West German | .
film business.. has joined" ‘in to}..”
point out that during 1962. it- is

-estimated.

that: about

$75,000, 000 |:

mated $55,550, 000 whieh the ad-|}© ‘put

into.. spot

CBS Radiosal

company the exélusive’ ‘advertising
Tights for the’ ‘radio's commercial’.

4
—- «
,

|”

. Titled, .“Woman's :: World,”i Miss tising. revenue ‘of the government- .
radio, “which ‘is. the-“enly *.
Furness. will -be heard three times: owned. .
Ja”. day. jn five-minute ..broadcasts broadcasting. setvice: in ‘the,eoune ©...
‘dealing
-with
‘topics
ranging:
“from
|.tr
ye.”
- Apparently thie’ deal: for “Herb.
schools,.careers, .family. relation: |:.
Brodkin to shoot an. hour pilot of ships, fashions, “home ; decorating The frrangement.. “which: Wiands:: . .
to a foreign company ‘an-“unprece-- *
series called” “Espionage”, is not as. and teenagers...
| dented monopoly in the. advertising’
~~
y:: set.as many. observers: ‘might think. ; “The former: - cornmercial ori-the- field, is under héavy attack by:the. ..
. Associates: of:. Charles". (Chuck) ‘adr spokeswoman: for. Westinghouse }.entire press. A: ‘parliamentary. come. 5

s|
e
w
o
?
‘Human
MET (

; Hil report. that: hegotiations ‘for ‘a was most recently ‘seen ‘on the: air: mittee is‘ now: investigating ‘wheth-. : “. in:N-Y:.-as host of WNTA-TV’s “At
pilot, ‘tobe done: by. Brodkin .in. ‘Your : Beck. and -Call.” -Furness se- er” the: .agreement . between Kol .*. °*.
‘London. this spring,:are not «yet. ries will .be produced .‘by Ivan. R:| Israel-and Régie was: ‘justified, : ,
‘Radio. comniercials. were: jintrosettled... Hill’ is.- quitting : NBC-TV;

‘SevenPilots::Rol

' will be spent - on television’ adver-|:
tising, an increase from the esti- |
vertisers

rected: Israeli broadcasting: service, ..°-: ©:
:| Kol:Israel has sold out to‘a French’.
-

The . foreign’ ‘company,.::
-thetty:Furness starts-a :new- series service.
“Dimension”: features -on CBS Régie; will: ‘negotiate -all: commerlot
.
‘| elals for ‘a ‘flat. 15° Of the adver-:
- Radio starting: Feb. :“26.

- work. Thus, claims the CDU, the]. . son McKay, *. half-hour .com- ’.
- television: time is available only |«.edy about.an Army doctor...
;
to “rich” clients and. represents | =e
unfair competition for the smaller

’ firms, who cannot afford the. cost-

7° the: ‘government-owned. ‘and ae , i

‘foe

com-[

Ladizinsky,. formerly’, of - WCAU, | duced in Israel less then: two years... ee |
where he. -has” been. ‘director’: of: CBS: o&o in Philadelphia.
a ago, fora trial period. As:.expect- =" ”:'
MGM:TV, “now: “operating -at. a “Today” and the “Nation's: Future, an

mercials in’ 1961. This, notes SPIO, peak’ ‘pilot-making
level, . :has
dg all money’.that goes into the dropped :.““The-Human “Comedy”
“coffers to support’ the. tax-free | from its schedule this year but still)
television .industry. The film |in- is riding with seven new show ofdustry, which is. independently “ferings ©for .. the’ 1962-63: season.'}
‘financed, does not. get any similar.
commercial © money,’ and. - thus
- Claims it. ‘is - unfairly.“ hit with’ a.
hefty entertainment tax, - which is.
_ not. levied on television:-

‘Agency. (He'll head up the ty.sec-

exee producer. an. an arrangement |".

with Hill...

;

f “income ‘for, the. ‘broadcasting ”

|

tidn.).
- Hill- aiid Betis: Drost’ reportedly'|“The Human. Comedy,” based -on: ‘1 ereated :“Espionage,”” mieant: ‘initi- |
the William Saroyan play,.was: pro- ally for ‘Murrow; who ‘soon ‘after
jected in association with ABC-TV. ‘it. was: thought .up. became USIA|Osear “Homolka™ and: Joan . Tétzel chieftain. (Later, “Brodkin:‘became |

-were slated for the adult: leads but'
-Also, -notes.. SPIO, -the.. West} trouble. with ..casting two, ‘moppet'
German .film ° industry.’ paid - out roles resulted in shelving the series
(Continued. on page. 42) -. S for at léast a.year. |. . Four ‘of the new. ‘MGM-TV. pilots
| are- being made in association with
+ NBC-TV: These ‘include “333 Mont-'

" ed,. it. proved: tobe a steady source ~ ~~.

to -join:. his. -ex-CBS’ .eonfrere. Ed:|'
Murrow’ in. the .-U:S..: Information

4.

. |Setvice.:which. decided ‘to enlarge’. J n
‘the entertainment. chantiel,.so that’ - |.
| more ‘time should °‘be available for:

AWainyCame
-0n 62-3 Pilots|

‘commercials. “Two. hours..in_ the.
morning .‘and. “four - houfs :‘in the

~

evening . will -be ‘available for-'ad--*-.:

. vertisers,. who. ‘pay: ‘an average: ‘of

$50..for- 30 .seconds,: plus. expenses:
‘incase’ of ‘outdoor -broadeasting,

ete...

. Hill, - however;.” ‘ts:retaining. hig} ”

‘Regie. No.aesii French’ “eornpany,: nee

financial interést. in” “Espionage, ” “Like: most. -of" “their ‘netivork |subsidiary: of Publicis. of Paris, has)...
his. friends’ say: he.‘has a: “special rivals, the: NBC programmers: areé,. thereupon. opened: an: Israeli ‘gub- >. arrangeniént’”’. with the: government. for: the next. few:. days, playing: a] sidiary, Regie. ‘Israel.- Fifty: percent ne
‘so. that he can ‘retain his. stock in waiting: game’ on" Produet for stock belongs to. ‘Regie No. 1.oe
othe-of
andthe
50%
show

SAG's IVBanOn|

‘gomery Street,” ‘a one-hour
‘was’ offeréd for sale in? :,
starring’ Edmund. O’Brien; -“11th: ‘the commercial pilot. ‘Of: course, ‘new. tv. season,”
os
Israel. The company: is ‘obliged ta’. -':Hour,”."an hour’ psychiatric. series. -he will riot, be: permitted to involve
‘The ; pilots.. are’ just’ ‘about. “to invest’ $740, 000--in- new -equipment~* fy
starring: ‘Wendell .. Corey; ..> “The himself actively |in ‘the. ‘production;| °
| Search,” a. one-hour . series about
| *A Hil ‘Spokesman: said that. the come in, anid. it won't-be: until they |-and' studios. As.a. recompense, the ".” . government agreed to; hand. Regie wiarge?
| the. Public Health Service Starring: ‘eontinuing. “dickérs. with NBC are ‘do: ‘that- the. NBC-TV People. will ‘the
‘exclusive: right to. ‘collect radia .:. °~
+ agent, -Paul. Be -able to tell with. Telative: cer.
Screen” Actors’ Guild - reportedly Jeremy: Slate; and. “Andy Hardy,” ‘being: handledt by.Ais.
‘ads”
for’:a; period: of three: years.
.
has-a ukase on the use. of foreign. ‘half-hour’ ‘show: ‘based |‘on. the.Pic Rosen. mot
| tainty. what they’ ve -got.
|
Lavith:
option: for an additional. seven”
models appearing in American .tv series.
yeats.::
|. “Empire,": which-. ‘Seren: :Gems:
commercials. In the. past .couple of | “MGM-TV. also fs.producing. one] -:
‘The- ‘publishers. ‘a na. ‘editors. eo .
Hs
making’
for
NBC,
is
said
to.:be|:
years, use of West European. beau-. talf-hour pilot, “Adventure of Her-|
about the ‘only. néw-: ‘show “that claim:: that |.the. entertainment...

Foreign Models

OSTVs MastersGolf

grown: itt American.. ad ' cule. Poiret,”.. in .association witht. .
channel has. beconié.. vulgar: since... -":
circles. and .the “American union. ‘CBS-TV.. Tt’s: ibased- on the Agatha}: The: Masters: Golf: ‘Tournament. seems to have. gained |a: certain ‘commercials. - , were.
introduced; ~ -::
.wifh ©Martin at “Augusta, Ga.;. will :bé. covered’ domicile ‘in’. "62-63, ‘even’: though: Moreover... they |say, -It ‘is a. plot.
fears .that if. has deprived. Us. ‘Christie’ character
°
NBC
execs
have.
‘really:
seen
.
-noth‘live
by...
CBS-TV..
April
LT
and.
‘| Gabel :starring: Two ‘others. half_ thesps and models of tv .work.
‘against.~
the
freé
“press,
which. le-*.:
ing. -more than. “dailies”. of-the’
hour pilots. are. being... -made ‘by April: 8..
ties has

SAG evidently. - closing : its
losing - through: radio commercials, wt
on its own.
These.‘are| - The “ApH |‘weekend: -afterrioon hourlong. stanza’s. footage... This is ‘an.important Part of its income.
‘not permitting: them ‘to Sign as. “Johnny Dollar,” based on the:CBS -telecasts will be: sponsored ©by. probably due. to:the: high" ‘sales {
interest’
init.
=
.
Travelers
Insurance
Co.
and
Cluett,
;
members... .The- model“ “agencies: radio show. arid. being ‘produced for.
point out. that the SAG action ‘Metro: by: Project: TH: and-.“Grand’ : Peabody: & Co., for. Arrow” Shirts,: There” is. ‘some “tall.‘at the wveb
‘eomes after. a: number of: Euro- Slami,”. starring ‘Murray |‘Hamilton :both: represented: “by”Young -&: ‘of -using: a: 60-minuter called ‘11th’
-LHubleam.::
Hour”.Tuesdays at: 10,..or. maybe.
. peans had already’: ‘become’ mem-. “aS a ‘sports columnist.
. doors to the European models ‘by. MGM-TV

bers

and

‘complain

feven- -Mondays | in-: an- indefinite

: consequently

‘that it. is unfair. to Jock: the rest
eut now.
._
.

|ABC. Snortin Over Horton;a

Furthermore, - agency
sources
proclaim; the- union makes special |.

Is.‘Virginians’ Off. Limits?

allowances for. big namé European|-

“| time --peériod.,

The: ‘failure

as

to. as-

sign: ita definite: ‘home in this case|.
iy due largely ‘to. the. fact, that:NBC|.
lis still: figuring -“logistics,~ ‘not ‘be-.
|catise it: hasn’t been seen... Fronted |.

GBSeTV. sports:vip:“pit‘MacPhail.a

has: hig sponsors: ‘virtually all, lined we

' |by Wendell Corey, it’s: ‘a: psychiperformers, -yet continues to hold
‘atric: ‘spinoff, from | Metro's: or. up. for the web’s' baseball” schedule. oo
out on: the.. unknowns.
{This is
1 At mid-February, the-countdown is)... : :
similar to the position taken by |: While ABC-TV. execs. are Tecon- the. network: ‘déesn't fiitend ‘to let: Kildare’. “seriés.
‘galt ‘be rubbed. into its: -wounds.
the American ‘Federation’. of Téle- ciled to. Robert. Horton's: departure.
But --to©“prove: ‘flie® continuing’::27 spots,soldput of.32 each week: OT
ABC.
execs
say
they
already
have.
vision & Radio Artists, which rTe-: as: star Of “Wagon . Train,” when,
-assurances. from ‘Revué' that: :there ' flexibility: of -web:: program men, end.”
‘eently refused to sanction the im-" it;‘moves over to’:‘their. web next:
are-no plans for Horton :to:be used. Dinah ‘Shore: ‘could ‘just ::as -easily.|; "Falstaff ‘Brewing: “has:‘yetuitied: er
portation of two -British ‘pop -singseason, * they’re determined ta ‘do in “Virginians”. if ‘it:is” slotted, ‘go: 10 on. Mondays. First off. how- buyiing half ‘of the games on. Satur rae
ers, seemingly.on the grounds that. ;whatever they-can to prevent NBC * opposite “Wi: 2 nad:
ever, . NBC ° has ‘to. ‘establish - how_| ‘day and Sundays, i.e: securing eight.“ : |
they were unknown liere and would which pacted: Harton* to a tv ex-|°.
But’ NBG. is. just’ ‘ag‘einphatie: in’many. Shore shows. there ‘will be} of-the. ‘available 16-commercial min- :.
-be ‘filling jobs that Amerieans clusivity; from using him to buck:
-utes for .each- ‘game. Philip: Morris:
declaring its: intention’ of.. using jand-whether: there-will-be any. fur:|.
could as¢ easily Perform.)
| “Wagon Train” as.‘o¢easional, ‘guést. Horton .on the show, and: if: that’s ther “Bell: Telephone: Hour” stan- ‘has signed for’ ‘three: commercial
‘|star on “The Virginian.”* ‘Latter what:the network ‘wants, says NBC; ‘lzas,.. "These two. ‘shows ‘now -alter- ‘minutes. each day -of the’ weekend.: |
‘show. ‘will. compete: -“with.“wr” -then Reyue will . have’ to - oblige:"inate on Fridays. . but. they. definite: : ‘General Mills. came in forone-each | *-:':

ON GLEASON HUDDLES| n.ituetrshmsy 6 mixnot mt

KATZ]DANN 10. FA,

=. . |starting: in the fall.

‘Same: ‘slot.| day -and ‘Rise Shave “Cream: tool =:
‘And -if Reyue. . obliges, ..what.. .ré-; {ly «won't be back:“in.the .

:
“” wf ‘one: commercial. minute on: Satur= 7
-dress, ‘if any, many. are wondering, jnext ‘Season.:
Revue. {Productions : in: a. Pekish: wilL:: ABC have “in. its. determined|
'.| davs, In ‘addition, ‘Colgate’ and.Mier
‘spot.
was
Revue’
that
sold
‘talis -have. come- in ‘for~ -one ‘som aa
‘bid to prevent it’‘from. happening. |
CBS-TV ptogramming "veeps Os-.
“mercial: each: on. ‘Sundays. ”
ear Katz and Mike Dann, left over oWakon Train” to ABC (both new! - “Wagon. Train,” ‘ineidentally, is.
segments
‘and
‘reruns)
for
“some.The lineup leaves three. Saturday: eo
three-quarters sold for next season’
the weekend -for -Palm Beach. for
and-two Sunday minutes available, a
|:
_ huddles with Jackie’ Gleason. on his ‘thing like. $20,000,000. ‘And while: and ~ inquiries: : from ‘ adv ertisers
there “Was a™ strong. possibility. ‘at indicate. there'll :be.no ‘difficulties|.
holes .virtually...assured of: being). .:.:
. future tv plans,
° Hollywood; :‘Feb. 13. : ‘filled before the: ‘April 14Play-ball- foe
-. CBS would like to pact. Gleason the time of: the sale -that Horton. ‘about. ‘SRO © status.’ The. :status® of |.
to some. specials: next season, . but -would not ‘be ‘around. for ‘another “Wagon: “Train” * -Tepeats. .is ‘Jess |.Mary Pickford and Buddy" Rogers’ signal. on ‘CBS-TV:
thus far he’s ‘refused to commit. . Season, ° the. eventuality of: ‘Horton* eertain,: with” rio ‘decision .as. yet have -sold' their ‘radio’ -station|}. - About °165. statidns shave: joined.“ a

Men
Pickford
ord,Rogers
Sell AMer for4006

himself because of his. feature: film. Staying, at NBC as. possible: compe-.| about: the. late, ‘hight: ‘reruns. ABC-. (KIRL).in. Wichita, Kans, tor.over ‘the: web's: baseballspread. ‘Under...:.
sked..tHe’s just. finished “Requiem; tition’ to.“‘Wagon. Train” ‘Was ‘hard-' _TV. has until témorrow .\Thurs.) ‘to $400,000;-.
| the: ‘setup, .web™ has the -right’-to
for a. Heavyw eight’ and has at least ly ‘foreshadowed. It. is also. Revue: make-up’ its ‘niind. whether to. use |’ Buyers. “aré ‘Mike. ‘and: Bérniéce ‘telecast ‘six big. league’. teams,.three ©. *":
one more pic commitment . on- the.
‘Coast.’
|
Recently board’ “chafrman - Bill
Paley. tried to per. suade’ Gleason to
Feactivate
his‘: “Honevx ‘mooners’’

series hut he gave it,a flat nix, a

‘that will produce.the... NBC-pur- “Wagon -Train”: plus’ Warner Bros.’ | Lynch of Oklahoma, ‘who own. sta- ‘in-- each .league: “Calling the. plays: - °
chased -“Virginians,”
into which. “Roaring. : “Twenties?” and.: ““Mav- tions.in’ Oklahoma-City and Tulsa.. ‘and lending’. color: will; -be- Dizzy. ao
‘the network. plans” to. :use’ Horton: erick” in the post 11:20. p.m. ‘Mon-=| Rogers. -bought the: station (in--his/. Dean and
WBewee Reese.
from time..to. time asa guest star, day-thraugh-Friday ‘time. -If -ABC- -home state). in 1958; ‘Negotiating. | - In fhe “American: Leagne,: cps... .
While »Horton's’ - signing-.
ESwon't ‘usé. them, "WB ‘will Put ; the’ sale...was.. €olin:. M.: Selph. of TY ‘will pick up ‘the weekend games: ye
NBC was |a.: bitter:
re pill’ for.ABC, them: ‘intosyndication:
4 Blackburn c CO, ‘Beverly Hills.)
_ Continued on’\ page 42)
as
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the ‘ssine”of.“spook” balls <
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ét Golf”: will: be. explored: and explained
.
on: Sunday's. {18) outing 7
ae oo the series:.: -”:

wl ws! 1. “Niewers jwill-be ‘told.‘that in. filming: three’ previous ‘matches, thf
wate ‘ producers went back: to the.site in order 'to reshoot, -some footage,. at

> ° recapturing: as. muchas possible a’shot which had been missed ‘lit na|

“1 +)

J,"

“By: ‘BILL. ‘GREELEY
87th Precinct?:
However’ w ell - intentioned tti¢
“us ‘radlo-has ‘become’ an atmost |
: “The: ‘first: winner ~of “this FCC. was -last week in pillorying |
aos wholly.
standardized wax. works ‘and: "< year's: TV Gude’ award: poll: ; ABC-TV execs for airing that con-_

the actual shooting, Series stars’ stich: -golf ‘greats as Gene Sarazen,, ]

Henry Cotton, Byron Nelson and Gene Littler. | -:

ce
: What happened, ‘according te ‘producer Fred ‘Raphael, “was ‘that!| prom: tional: colossus. for.‘the,Pop oe
| troversial “Bus Stop” episode stir-Cee din.the initial matehes,. the cameras missed some shots. ‘The missed. ‘record industry. '
}ring Fabian, the ‘Commission: also©
. will ‘Probably be. announced
;
Ate golf: ‘shots: ‘were™ simulated -after ‘the: mateh by pros. The stand-in-- - This ‘conclusion. ‘Is:‘tbased - ‘on rt : . by
the.
New
‘York
City.
‘Police’
d
t.
«|.| has :strengthened all the “play-its
pros Were never.on camera. New: footage was on ‘the ‘pall. landing." |,
bowl (worth “| Safe” tendencies in-network teleyi| survey (on wheels) that, covered | . acpattment.
“- *. and-rolling. The new. footage had no: effect, on the: original: match, - -: -scores of stations -from the east'| ~ :
200);
a| Sion... Some program. producers. sre
’ Producer. Raphael ‘said ‘the reason he went ‘pack ‘to- recapture ‘the - -| coast-to west: ‘of the .Mississipp! and | . ~ ghout.$200), on display at a dariger. of network drama declin.[ing. into an aseptic -blandness withi missed shot: was: “because. the ‘Series is keyed: to. -golf courses as well. from:Canada‘ to’ Mexico. -.In moni-. 2
“2. as the: players, and. there’s$s @ great deal of: fan’ intérest™in. the ter-.” toring |that, spanned. :all. hours of °Siete i diye _Jout. sex. without violence and withh- | out .‘audience. interest:
o. >“pain of the’ golf .courses.: The: simulated: shots~took .place in the _ the: ‘day -‘and “night and’ -the better |<
’ Bert’ Leonard, producer ‘oT: the
’ — . |part:of. a. week, the: AM ‘band: was|"
| “The Naked City” -and “Route*66,”
Other. factors contributing-to ‘the simulated* shots: after... “gearined to. include. stations in Chi-'|.
four\.said:he hoped that the FCC hears
the match were ‘bad: weather and foreign. camera crews. Since thén, ve ‘cago, Detroit, Des ‘Moines, Cincin-‘| Roy. togers |
jings were.not a-cue for network
-.Raphael said: there-havé-been no’ simulated. Shots aiid there won't.” ‘Dati,- Cleveland, ° Atlanta,. - Atlantic
execs. to’ turn into “FBI avents”. : be any: To date six: of the 11 scheduled Sunday‘afternoon:programs -. City,. New. Orleans, ‘Dallas, Mobile, |
| tracking down presumed excesses
*.have been: telecast. Show, ‘sponsored. by: Shell, is proditced outside ‘| Baton Rouge,. Beaumont, “Houston, | .
on. television for: the bencfit- of '‘the
Philadelphia,
‘New
York
and
many,
;
|
‘the. web's. Sports: department. Filmways, is the producing. -company..
| FCC's, delicale sensibilities. -With
.
“Web is taking the steps to: explain the. situation to. viewers: after... : Many ‘mire: ~°* !
“I respect. to. improving tv standard;
‘is.left.
“any”inthe’
cvarletymedium,”
Or re: |.
the... |.
:-If ‘there
oN Y. World Telegram. ‘sports’ columnist i - Joe :-Willtams. raised
a
‘gional,
‘favor

. .'matches at: St. ‘Andrews; Scotland;: Pine .Valley, -N..- Jocand. Banff,

.: ” Canada.
*

ABC Sat.Entry;

[Leonard said: “There’s beef .a’ lot

_ Issue of. “spooks” in.the series, Williams referred. to stand-ins. for

Web's
S.
New Look “tof talk about quality in television
“the golf greats. According ‘to the Web and’ the. ‘producey,. thé: pros: | + it. Is:-not. perceptible ‘as far west.|:
i drama, but I. have yet to hear anys -as. El Paso: Outside: of New: ‘York— |.
" ‘peshooting ‘some ‘lost ‘shots were |‘néver on: camera. ‘The “spook”
“ ABC-TV's: ‘Saturday: night. sched-! one really. define it.”:
;
_ ‘label could: only. -be- applied to the ‘pall.’ Web’ said. it‘took:the ‘ahu- : with its. sweet “‘segueing :WPAT,. its
le
next’
season
will
‘fiavea.
strong
* “It. cértainly -dacs not. ‘mean. ”
ren
Classical: WQRX. ‘atid. WNYC, ‘and |
“sual step of. explanation because of.‘its poles. ‘to:
»-appratse:viewers;
ae oe ,On-actuality. shows. of.the true- ‘actuality.”
'/its talkie. WOR ete—the AM dial |.sound’ of ‘musi¢, ‘according to. pres-'Leonard asserted, “that quality can.
.
;
¥
Dae ee 7
=|-is overwhelmed: :by:: two. musical ; ént- ‘programming, ‘plans. For the ; be achieved by shaving: only ‘one
ae aera
i
me formulas, ‘There is the big beat. and. 7:30: to 8:30. p.m. slot, the “Roy; killing. per show or “eliminating:
the big’ sound: Evén- the“ ‘country Rogers.Musical :Show,” chas. been." sexual .overtones. Creative. minds
ae ast
VProves.Its.
PointOn
+, ipand: western -specialists .seem’ -to ‘definitely ‘pencilled ‘in as a ‘néw .in television must. be free: to. use
starter for thé network. The. one- any ‘legitimate dramatie device just.
=
ae ‘have’ ‘sharply declined.
. ote
The’ big’ beat is the top40,the ‘hour show: {§ out of the Revue Pro-: So long:as it has something to sav.” ; -hoomchucking -antiniusical: pop -45’s -ductions’.-stable. and --will :feature; Leonard ‘said the program makers ©
‘favored ‘by..tin-eared teens and::re-" ‘Rogers, his wife: Dale | Evans and! don't. nted. any more: “shackles: or
| tarded. housewives. ‘The big. sound: The. ‘GSons...of.The Pioneers . in -a, , chains” which would make imposJis off’ the. Ip’s': ground.-out:‘by. the country and -western music show.. ‘ sible “strong story-telling.” |
*"CBS-EV's Morning: ‘Minute Plan} 4
em stringy, brassy.big:Tecording. studio. ‘Another’ one-hour. music, -offering:. 4: -Leonard said if the networks’ are
nd irieepted:. :@ “year ago. amid’ dive | .
-:| the Lawrence Welk’show, is due to ;frightened into aecepting sninster-:
Kissin’“Cousin
_[
. bands.
. @pposition -from:‘affils and: ‘their'|.
‘There: “ig.virtually, no. ‘classical: ‘stay’. where: it‘is. at’o p-m.. next:Hish: ‘Standards for its dramatic fare..
London;:Feb. is:
- reps, is proving out: ‘to.bea sticcess- |
jthen. the top creative talents will'
ful commercial venture. from. both"Moral ‘and.financial support”. music, no jazz,-no-ethnic;, no drama;. ‘season: ~
“ABC-TY - “Schedule ©hext Season |S¢ram the: medium. “if I can’t say
| 7_ the. viewpoint of the web-.and affils. _“tias -been: giveti ta-British -Act- : no conyersation—only’ ‘the habitual,
on ty, Til: ‘Say
Twelve :months.ago, -when ‘the'|..: ors’.Equity: from. the: Toronto: + witless; -clicked -. chatter,ot. ‘the. ‘will ‘Haye quité a ‘tiew look through-* What's on.my mind’
out -the ‘week: Strong ‘possibilities: #t- Somewhere else.
ve
= / plan’ .was. started, it: replaced: “the |: (Canada) ‘branch::of the Associ-'-.- ‘deeday ‘Jabbernicks. n the meantime, hawever, Legn-*
conventional. method of: quarter. _ation-of Radio. & :TV Artists...
. Fallout Hair’. wat
TS are: such. shows: as “Battle Zone, mi
a. hour, selling|in: ‘the’ ‘period - from |-". Latter ‘union~. not: only. ap--.- - ‘There:‘were these exceptions: a an: hourlong: ‘World War I ‘Warner. ‘ard. is envisioning broader vistas
Bros:
“dramatic
|
series:
:.
“Archie,
"419
ofi..
network
‘television.
For
.the“2.10 "to..12° p.m. ‘ Under -the- ‘web's |: - plaudes Equity's' actions in its. A symphony ‘ eoricert (recorded). from
1962-63 season. he'll continue with,
Gem
’
es conventional: method of.‘selling, the.
_ dispute.:with “the ‘British com-. : the. Carladiai*.‘Broadcasting | “Co.,. “a Screen:
his two‘ click network entries. But
* <.°:5 ‘two-hour time spam was. about. 25% |.7 mercial. tv “statioas,. but: has -.| whose ‘nighttime signal 1s strong in: a Sereercn Senttybased on the |,
.
the
already has on the hoatd two.
en
lS gold. Nearly’. one. year. later, the: ”- donated $1,000. to the -U-K.:": ‘séveral locations: down’ the: east.
.. ‘week. of. Feb.’5,:finds-the 10. to 12]. “union to help swell the strike:.: -coast; ‘a fine’ half-hour. ‘science fie- ahalf hour comedy sevies mate by:additional one-hour shows. far. the©
: p.m. -period, ‘about: 90% ‘sold; with |. . furid *(fed. ‘only:oY voluntary: s -tidn draina’ from CBS Radio’s “Sus-'|:’ Josie.”- a half-hour .comedy .series |
(1963-64 season. On2 of ‘the new
- pense”; ‘the best in.recorded:Negro | ‘with Mort Sahl. from: F our-Star | ROUr..shows will be filmed in New
"83: out: of °95. commercial. ‘minute “ contributions).
“Productians:-. ““Philbert, mae shalt- | York: the other in Washington.
“0” -availablities’.-accounted - for. --The|;
=| gaspel .musi¢ ‘on: WAUG; Augusta,
..
A Caast resident who makes aboiit
. ¥: week of Feb. 5: isan exceptionally:|
‘|.Blas : fine:-‘Negro .._blues“:miusic,

~ Morning |
PlanAsCom!ot
e

14 )..g60d: ofie.Pheré’s no doubt; thaugh,

‘Actuality.Era
Aiinds.Strtge.
~ OfCameramen:

hour. comedy from Warner. Brosla5 eastward flights annually.for. his
‘
7?
|stillsoA
yeetties, Leonard
{ios in the: deejay's.: thick :accenif;.|- ‘New -shows that’ are set or. vir- ing site for television. “It prohavery: Sschmaltzy. -band. ‘remote ‘on. ‘tially: Set'are: “Going My Way,” the abiy. costs from_10 to 12% probe
“| played: .Segue;.:: from’: a’ ‘Louisiana’

-T'Station -‘whose :.call “letters. were|.drama ‘out ‘of Revue. Productions.

.. °. ‘that fourth: quarter: and- first ‘quar-|.

“ol ¥ tér revenues ‘under. MMP have in-]:
““e@reased the grossing. performatice |
“2 >> Of the 10 to.12-a.m. ‘bloc. .
-

2"

“CBS... Radio *from.: ‘the |-Roosevelt.

It's not alt roses, though. Titi ‘the+

=gating. charts; NBC-TV ‘remains. in'}:,

22)" eommand. of |‘the numbers ‘from 107).
‘lo to 12"p.m,,: with such. popular. faves|

- «:lin the: period -as. “Price. As:Right")

Gene Kelly starrer-for Revue- “Our! to make an‘hour:film in New York:
‘Hotel,: New: ‘Orleans; ‘a discussion ;
‘Man Higgins,” the Stanley “Hollo- than it.dees on the Coast hecause.
of. fallout on .a southern station's |
women’s show (fallout of women’shair, ‘that is)::

a.sotto-voiced: ‘south:

ern. ‘deejay. who ‘opened. his ,morn-:

and “Concentration.” ”

ing. Show with. a Shalf-hour. “of ;-the:

-way ‘series: for Screen Gems: “Ro- of stiffer labor resulations,

deo; USA." an‘hourlong show about:“worth
:
it.” ‘Leonard said.ns,

but

OWE

it’

NS

the “rodeo .circuit: made..:by. Ziv. Leonard, however, is ‘cist about”

.Uniited Artists: and. “The Workers,’ "the ‘comeback of live television:. He:

a half-hour situation: comedy’ ‘Pro-j is. a firm” film-can-do-it-better ad‘Soaper ‘ “Clean Horizon”: “is” re-{ The steep’ ‘climb, tn: documentary:
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at
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a‘public.
service“hand ‘to’ the.* a a . oa
‘Lynn,;
for.
telecasting.
of
the.
chain's
as ‘Arthur’ Rank org ‘in. Britain... Sée“Asphalt. Jungle.” *
to, :bé: director of:school ‘programs:
“finiancially -distressed. : Chica Eo:
Another
MGX-TV- series; - pies. ségs ‘are introduced ©by Ad-}:“for: ;‘Educational . Television, .‘for. ‘five : stations,’ WNEW -TV, NES Y¥:ie Chamber... Orchestra::. a nine-yéar=:,
““miral Sir’ Casper 'John- ‘and. ‘Nat
WITTG-TV, :: Washington: KMBC-*
“Sather of The: Bride” hag also.
-6ld - unit ‘which “:recently- ‘lost |.its:
-heen sold recentiy to ‘Associated! rated. by Rear Admiral: Roy-Fas- :‘the: ‘Metropolitan. Aiea’ Iné.; new: TV, Karisas City; ‘KOVB-TY¥: Stock-:
Art: In-.* Wins - .
y :from‘. tlie.
Peoria, “Dartial. subsid
“| ton-Sacramento; ° ‘WTVH.
present’ the: - i 7 :
Rediffusion in England ‘and ta the:. ter-Brown. . ‘Besides. -British navy! owner: :of. ‘Chamiel :13- ‘In, 'N.Y-oo
stitute. The station ‘will.
War:
film,
the
series
features:
Cape
|
;
“WTVP,
‘Décatur,
Til.
_—_
oh.
ram ™.
Broadcasting Corp. of Japan. New
7 ‘Macandrew. has: ‘been: exec:“a | ¥
‘the. orch’ in..a 30-minute’ prog
deals are. putting “Father” into. ‘a ‘tured: Japanese and. German foot-+L rector: of - the::Regents‘ Educational |. “The ex-champ. awill appear on ‘the
in’
prime
‘time
on‘
Mareh’:8and,
in*
ee
at
‘total of 11 overseas countries. .
|. tv ‘project. Since the’ ‘summer of: show: which’ will. utilize’ his: “persLied of 'a-pitch ‘for funds.. will make. Da
ee
“Also. picked’ un. ‘byWPIX is‘the!
sonal -memorabilia :and: film. ips
“Granada Television ‘hour. jelemen:| ‘58. ‘At that time; he. went on. leave to.telkthe story:of.hiis career. ea‘it:known..that the longhair. group.) Tate
trom his. position: ‘as-broadcasting |.
48
‘available:
for
engagements.
Aan “Paris-—_The :Cancer Within.
chief of thé, .N.¥:C.-Board of..Edu-|:
<The CBS* archor has.. ‘several rane
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Macandrew’‘Tapped

“SPACE EXPLORATION ' ' pradiuced: by Tim Howat.-with’ Rob>
‘cation. -but-he’ll ‘continue .to ‘retain,|
job: ‘in:addition’ to. ‘his:snewe ABC.Int’!Rep”Deal:
SERIES ON EDUC'L TV.ert Holness. as: narrator. showing |j‘that
Pasifions.

.. OPE:
“other. ‘specials: 6n..tap: for. thie next.
‘couple ‘of. months: all of them: doc- /
“On: Toronto CFTO-TV" umenitaries. An hourlong “opus: on :- rer
‘Minrieapolis, ‘Feb. 13.
KCDA-TV. the Twin Cities’. area
ABC ‘International. : Felevision ;Statesville. Penitentiary, titled: |
John Cameron.- British pelitiear
be’ tele=.: |. ar
non-commercial educational _Sta- wrifer, $erinted. the-show, ‘No: air
| will. be: acting as: Sales rep: ‘in.‘the ;"“The Wasted‘ Years; will
tion. is making the video- tapes for. date has been set. <-. cast on ‘Feb. ‘21;. with ‘Hugh’ Hil. nee
U:S; for: ‘CFTO-TY; thé Tororito’ ‘sta- ‘Harrating.
“Three separate | ‘proa tv. series of six, possibly eight,;_. Station ‘has. ‘set: “Divorce. Céurt”| MGMTWs ‘Jatest |“Broup. “of: 30+
_pregrams ‘on. science
education.‘for. ‘daytime. strinning... Program. :i-past:1948-- ‘features +have “been. tion owned. by”Baton ‘Broadcasting ;
igrams :on: Southeast. Asia-are on
!
i deck for late Marchi of. early ‘April. : oe
and space exploration. .
~ distributed. bv" Storer: ‘Procrams.. , bought: by 22 stations. © the --pack-| Ltd.
,
‘ Sponsored py the National AVIia- had. been. plaving.on. WPIX in. an..~age was -placed: into jelease early|. “ABC: ‘Inteinational, whieh “was: pér the.. current | assignment (of. - _ Paris: during’ the: last: ‘sev en. sears ,
“under terr ai‘ist guns.
;

MGs Post48 Sales”

“tion ‘and- Spzce Agency '«NASA),
evening slot. Now. 130 -enisodes “of;in January with. eight pre-release barred from buying. part-ownership: ‘WBBM-TV -‘foreign’ editor. ‘Carter 0k
the seri¢s has’ Hirold -G. .Piumer, .‘the’ series) will be ‘rerun: by the: deals,"
Lin . CFTO-TV. by:-the ‘Canadian! Davidson, who's’-due hack’ March: ; >.) °
‘scien¢e. consultant: For ‘the State “station: during daytime. . oo ot of, "Sinée tien, the package! hag.been | Board ‘of ‘Broadcast Governors, .is:‘7;, And: the spring |edition™.of. “I, °::
Probably.be wee
Department | of: Education, as its
sold to.. KMOX:TV;' St. “Louis: |. participating. in: the station’s..opeér- *‘See’ ‘Chieago”. .will?
lecturer. Series will seck.. to at- |. |
20th Names: Clark: “| WFBM, - Indianapolis:..KLZ-TV, }ation via’‘a: longterm’ loan, report-+aired. ‘inApril: or: May. tract talented youngsters ‘into S¢iHollywood. :.Feb.. 13:- , Denver; ‘KONO-TV, Sani -Antonio;: edly. around $3, 000,000. on: which. it

entific studies

‘guaint

advance

Is.: mene Bald“off ‘out’of /CFTO). New. “Wyatt: Earp’ ‘Sales
coast’ Sales | rep. for: 20th-|:PV. Honolulu: KTAR-TYV;. ‘Phoenix: Profits,
;
sot
EBC. Films ‘reports three. saat.” we
.
_os tional sales'on the off-web -“Wyatt .. on
‘WKZO-TV, - - Kalamazoo; . WMTW-|"

as well ‘as to: ace]. “William L. Clark: ‘has been, named? “WCCO-TY, . ‘Minneapolis;. “KONA

the general’

publie

with |“ Wwest

space programs.

Fox =TV:

KTCA-TV here will be-the first’

‘Clark. formerly: veepee for ‘Péter FAG Poland Springs-Mt, “Washing-] *.

.to show each of the films with: the’. M. Roebuck & Co:.-ard: veepee:and:

opening telecast

ton; WDAU-TV. -‘Scranton;: KOLO- |.

-ANDERSON’S EEXIT:

Earp’

Ou
a

series,:: ‘boosting’ the total’...

| markets for ‘the oater’ to.67.

0 0
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scheduled: for’ director of. western division.-ABC} TV. ‘Reno: :: ‘WTEN-TV. \“Albany; : Howard .B.° Anderson,” viceprexy |° ‘Stations. Host recently inked in- 9.0:
Jefferson .Citys 2. 00-2052
WCIA-T. ‘Champaign-Urbana;. mM, | over: sales-.for ABC. Filnis for the)i!‘clude: ._KROG
cational: stations around the coun- :He will work on syndication of stu~ and. “WMBD- -TV, -Peoria.*
"ast: ‘three: ‘years, has.exited the: WSLS, ° ‘Roanoke: . KGMB, Hono... rn
try then will receive copies of. the” dio. Series such -as. “Five. Fingers”.|" - The 30 films. reléased. by: MGM: ‘company.:
\lulu. There’ were seven ‘other: Jane -22: 2.0.
film. which | will be: available. for |band “Hong -Kong:” also on syndica- |TV" last. year.have ‘been sold, to50 ‘His . replacement: i due“to.‘be uary:: “sales,‘according: te.the fom :
'

. Friday'evening 16). Other tv ’edu-. Films. will ‘cuarter at’the 20th: lot,
them.
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*. Atlanta,‘Péb. 13:

ae“0yeanaia: ‘Atlarite:“gick:wrote aetter to‘WSB Radio. watitiiig, 4to know “what-.do you do. when -you: work. at: ‘a radio‘station?.”..’-

RE

This’ query: pérplexed the’ public. relations. department. and: they ~..

gave. it. much~study.: They: knew: there was. work going on around a
them, but they, didn’t seém-to be-able:to frame ‘4. letter ‘that’ would: : on By- MURRAY
adequately present |it‘ to: their. young correspondent. : an
_

HOROWITZ

=:a “YanikClients Take Lead "jain active, “growing.

tv

market, :

So,. fifth. grader’ Mae Ruth. Hester, :ivas invited. tO. visit White: | . The hard-hitting, provoking. docu-|!-" | Foreign: affiliates:of. Ameri-._ yuneaty ichee nelProducts by ,

Colunins, as Station's lovely: antebellum: type home is named. -In

mentary,: ‘produced locally. and‘ deak:

invited: her to’ bring a: classmate. .

“can companies: in such fields: .

=

Pro- -

Television

|-the Ayabic world after: a. three-.

. East and™other::

~~ (the: Middle
television’ scene...
-Réd: carpet. treatment ‘was accorded. ‘twa! youngsters” by.’WSB.. journalistic
There :are plenty: of Tocal’ pub: aréas ‘of the world. These afpersonnel and started. with @ grand: tour of :station’s: facilities:a
* fils; through: the parent com- Later in afternoon Mae-Rith and her friend; Vickie Duncan, were. ” affairs. “guest. shows --where -“Mr.}
| Big” makes a-statement on a'sticky |- Verne: famitiag withthe ad.
interviewed: oni air and told their impressions. ‘of: station:.°
7".
,
“A .souvenir .folder containing on-the-air - photographs, records. ~ J issue. which makes‘ the newspapers |" - : “According to ‘Television
Proautographed -by-WSB. ‘Radio announcers. and also a-letter of. appre--*:: the following’ day. The same -elec- |".
ciation..(for theif ititerest): trom station manager: Frank:* Gaither : {tricity doesn’t: seem.to charge ‘the, __ Seams Export:‘Assn. acon,
- were’. presented- -to ¢ach, child: at the: end: of -the: visit.
i. Heealiy- - produced“..documentaties |."“Frereial ty. ‘outlet: opens in ay

llwink
u
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‘
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‘
a
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Top Bonanzas h
lenin

Johii.MeCarthy,

ing: with ‘local contrdversial. prob: |as.soft ‘dritks, soaps, etc.,-are _ |:grams- ‘Export
Assn:
prexy.
lems, is ‘a. rarity:.on- the. New: York ;a' spur ‘to: commercial. tv in
McCarthy. rendered a ‘report on

cooperation with pupil’s school in nearby Hapeville, “WSB sent: one.
of.its traffic patrol cars: out to: fetch Mae Ruth: at.hoon, They: also : -

|week: swing

through

the Middie

_ East and. Greece.
|” Big. problem in that part. of the. world, according to McCarthy, is
‘| the. currency situation with gov‘ernment and private: tv interests.
| unable to: pay. American tv ex-porters in hard currency. ‘McCarthy |

- ‘dealing with the* local scene. -”..:|-" place’ such ag Lebanon for ex- | - ‘said that there are many ways to"

mle

“Of. course, : -there

are

some

™“ex-

*~ ample,

the’ foréign

: affils

of. _

a ceptions, It would be-hard; ‘though, |.: American. companies: are ‘the: .| gvork ‘out some. amicable exchange
to find .many local: ‘counterparts |tol “first to hop. on: the tv. band- |. agreement whereby program ex-.

- Metchandising aspects. of.“Rocky +—
and” his. Friends” and its: offspring:

‘ed:‘to produte. #1,000,000. ia:royal-|

finally get dollars in
He said’ he would exPaper,” or.“ABC-TV’s “Close-Up.” |. ‘Local-“enterprises, ‘he’. said,
-What- is.‘true- ofthe Big Town: with |.then’ follow suit; ‘feeling there - | plore .some of. the . possibilities .

board of di-

-MeCarthy,
onetime ‘topper ok
; the. Motion Picture Export Assn.,

“f; Hons - ‘throughout: the country: | =. . fean. giants: :
‘Richest .station:.in, the Big Town,.|’

| WEBS-TV,
does tocus raat
its’ docu-|’
as
eooes

}

7

can

wagon - -with ° commercials. . |-exchange.

six: commercial outlets,.-in a meas-.
_ must. be’ something to thisnew | ‘shortly at.a TPEA
~[ure, is:-believed to be true of. sta-. :ad medium fi
atattracts Amers BY ‘rectors: meeting.

-

“dove Those

“The Bullwinkle Siow”: are expect+

potters

“CBS ‘Reports, ”. NBC-TV's “White

has: had many experiences in work_,[ine‘out ‘intricate exchange deals.
He. will bring that experience to the solution of the middle. east
: ‘blocked currency. situation.
|-:. TPEA prexy expressed the hope

J mentary:
attention: on:
-con-.| |
'WNBC Radio, NBC fag in. NY. | troversial’. issues... It did -the New-

ties’this, year.
is, making: a. big. thing ‘of covering} py h. relief: dilemma months ‘be-|.™
“Licensing Corp. of: Aseria :
vee- expositions: This ‘spring, ‘the.:local fore”the :subject .was -handled: by | °

ProductionDeal.

pees,Alan Stone‘and: ‘Eeon Newman outlet. says:it: will ‘devote 135 hours | NBC-TV- in.’ its ..:recent: “White|.
‘gay. that ‘there ‘are. now imore- than’ of: ‘live, °remote’. ‘coverage: of:, ‘foug’ Paper.” . WCBS-TV's . vehicle: “Eye
|.-

that soon the Arabic market would

warrant

‘500 products being..meérchandised.: popular .“annual “expositiona «in ‘on: Néw York," ‘though; is slotted|
based on. these -prograims.: In -addiSaturday. afternoons - from. 2:30. to|
‘tion, the: LCA has: signed.-a.:con-: N.Y.C.3pm. a‘-time. period. which” one.
tract. with .McClute: Syndicate . for “On: ‘March. 44. jen.“start:‘thizee. ‘wag-said' would:be tough on: “Gone | On

dubbing

of

vidfilm~.

|

prodict.:-He. -described the current °
-practice of .titles as primitive. ...
‘Cost of” “Atabic dubbing was esti‘Hobo’ Series ‘mated | at $700. Top price current-t
hts-*b
‘the: sh
‘straight days at:the 45th. anual. With: the’ Wind.""” ‘Other ihan, ‘the|:
:
cartoon
based
on daily..carthe shows. Internation
strais
on. hNew. . York”
subsidiary jn
for: ly:-in ‘one of. the largest Arabic _.
McClure.rights
will be.
selling:
Flower.thaw. Spon |“Eyé:
WenSoTy:
rk -vehicle, | * Storer:
pane ‘Programs,
a diielb
markets, Egypt, is about $100 per
toon ‘strips.in néwspa
Fs.throu - \after,
nning
Mare
ey:ll=
as‘some prime evening pro uct on. an
stribution of tv:

il do- five’ days ‘of the. Intérnational [slots for “its .décumentaries—and | snows. set up last year by the Storer. half-hour.sya _fzabic markets
‘out the United Statee
LCA. ‘has. found ‘@-:‘goldmine’ ‘in| Photography -Fair-. and. ‘then .wind |théy:, deal” with - problems ‘ranging |404.05; oup. has pacted for Grow: Kuwait, Tucia: ‘Morers 0, Ale
the Bullwinkle. character.which is |it-up' with .an “April 23-27 ‘stint. on.{from the influx of Puerto Ricans to duction of IP nines ‘ili paes{geria,, Saudi Arabia, and a few"
a-‘moose, There have been: cartoon: ‘the sixth annual. International, Au ‘slums .tohousirig. segregation. Many | ‘based on’. the. current
| theatri 1: ger Y pla
;
wae] Ore Places,
apes’ onan
2s 2 ‘of ‘thiem: have: been. quite effective.|
books based on'that character with |tomobile’ Show: ° 000°
such. titles ‘as,: “Mother. Moose.”

[ies a.” budget. though°of: $10,000: release;
ing ‘The rfortae

They have licensedagun‘called the|.

.| Versus, &$100,000- for a.“CBS
Re-|

Mooseket,However,
‘also a, ther
-set..é-ofwag
.Moosical|
toys...
‘some | Stan
H
tub
bard

doubt. as to.“the: ‘advisability ‘of. ceitsing 2. ‘Mighty: ‘Maose- line: of
tojs;--and.
it was -abandoned,

me

7

weithey. ‘aai ermit. a.“guld ed:

°Tut}»

MiNecorling.
ti
to. Stone:
and’ New:
man,
the “Rocky”
and “Bullwinkle”
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Ct:

Hobo,”

| Greece; “he said, should havea.

craoy gh performing. ‘German ginaVeithin the next two months.

withinof Syria
the nextand Egypt
f{vo months.
i ports.”
= Other than.‘WCBS-TV; the. docu._penepaerd
' Deal was. cog.
‘firmed. petween ‘Terry. Ythere
‘Split-up.
has o

:Viitentary “entries: .in®. eantroversial Mees Storer veepes andhead of caused. problems. American £5 “
local. “issues. are .“sparsé; “indeed.'|
Strer- Programs, ‘an
ruce.Eells,; ‘porters prior to
the sp
ad
a ‘| WNBG-TV. has ‘had--one "or. two: prexy. of. ‘Felevision Artists. and |‘made deals with the United Arab

t ‘WABC-TV’s- local entries. on its{/t@ducers. Corp.,: Los Angeles. - | Republic, with the licensing ar-

4

aa “Expedition”:
rs
series have .been

| With a fall network sale the aim, | ‘rangement including both Egypt

stories.
‘New. pubaffairs
York.
series “will.
“be. “produced.
.by and
Syria,After
but with
; | color.
golor--st
mostabout
active'in
‘McGowan.
Productions,
- producer
to pay.
the Egypt
Syrianobligated
revolt,

she feature film. Heads wt the American exporters jad * tough
News| Hypodocumentary: production ure WPIX |°F :

‘merchandise licensing’ was -behind

Jjand’: WNEW-TV.:. ‘These. -entries,| produ OR oGons are.

some ‘of: the. otliet ‘cartoon. shows

last:-year. but: this year, with. coin}.

Dore anes | mee tieving

"Minneapolis, Feb.13.:. '|though,.. deal: with’ :-national ‘and’. tewart ™M nite tnesae en ie -alorie’ o

hitting. the $1; 000,000: royalty: mark, “othe ‘Tone ‘Upper: “Midwest station: world problems, a factor which al-" AA

een - “Sky “King? ea a

it has become. the ‘toiB ‘bonanza in’ having ‘its, own, video: color equip- | lqws.-them
-to:“additional:
‘be..played’ reven
in. other_| pilots¥. foraye: “Dr.” Christian”.
a and:
and’
riarkets. for

the:licerising: field,

“ment; ‘Stan: Hubbard's Minheapolis- WOR.TV recently: ‘did orie-venues. | “Silent:. Service”: along with sev-.

St: ‘Paul’ KSTP-TY;, ‘a-NBC affillate,: ‘aged. :but ‘its "local’ documentary: Spenare commercials: forMajor.) °‘now~is: taking «. “occasional: |color: push hasn't been'strong.to'date.
moe

roesing Shots for’ ‘its. news .programs.
P
ne

~

he ‘hurber of

Satten® vovernment, .

reruns inherited
ew
9¥ a newgs Damascus.
though,
studio |‘which had. been built by

(Continued on page 38.
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- udgeted “feature: ‘Ho:

.

fa by gS
aeother:than,affident bo". reportedly ‘has. grossed more’ Bing

va wees

"Tomorrow. (149 fot. a special. Val- ‘isted ‘on the city-side of document. | #4” $1,000,000 in limited U.S. en-

‘entine day: ‘program. At.also::will| ary “tv.journalism; the journalism. gagements’ and lias pulled. critical)
an
that’ digs-a ‘story, exposes the pro: and public. acclaim. Story concerns
|:

‘Bigs tick:
Mi fea oli,Feb: 13.

.:

—C-

| duced. calor: specials.” ‘This.‘secotid ‘lems ‘and. comes ‘to. -some- conclu-'|
the&paventures series),
rien aa Gennes
|
Germ
sions: Situation- is especially -truegee
“were

;
For!

nneanCities”. -eommer- | color':spevial,:
“Let's.
Sing was-a.
13° wac-sNard.
tough,.
touchy
subjects. 1¢|
Shepherd
with-a:who.
Robin
Hood thé
do-||jour
pe “Biography”
Ofticial.
balf<The:
“four:“Twin
About... Loye;"-titled:
will:” feature
ugh, that!
touchy.
It)+04.
éomplex
wandets::
ela Films-Wolper
Py
ature «the«the: ||
network
didsubjects.
“Biography.
series has been-cfal, television: stations -WCCO-TV, .Choralaires |who: Scored. ‘such a hit. of a-Bookie;”-a- story: which has its

globe ..on his: various. :‘missions:

KSTP-TV,: KMSP:TV- ‘and: WTcn-| on‘ -the: station's -first. But’.there’ll. counterpart. ‘in ev ery city.with’ a Series: ‘will: -be ‘shot. in.-color..and
|:sold. for- South American distribu-

TV—in-.combination ‘waitt'-to;erect’ alSo.. be. Frankie Avalon’ and,TOnn ty ‘antenna...

two: high: tv. towers .in'‘a-Jocal ‘sub- ‘Rait ‘as. guest star's..."

’

and

| utilize: foreign as .well as US. ‘tion .to Freemantle,

-

~ Big ‘Feagon for ‘the- comparative Tocations.

urb,. And, they have .received “au-|. - It.so, ‘happens: that ‘singers ‘Rait- vaetium is dollars.’. Wher: -..:- > Jocal-|-- eitls

Stoi

save

Official

‘Lee. prexy Seymour Reed says at least

ofer ‘veep.

ee,

three of ‘the

stanzas

concerning-

‘thority ‘from. the. Federal, Aviation »and: “Avalon were tobe in the Twin {newspaper: sends’-a man to Jo ‘an fulfills the group's: quest ‘for. a |99th century figures will be. twoAgency (FAA). to-da 60.’
ities’ for other ‘appearances ‘and |expose on. mental hospitals; for ex: | Web-auality: skein. ‘The basic con-j‘parters. .

“However: the suburb, in‘question: ‘consented to contéibute. vocal ‘num: atnple, it's. d matter of a few: weeks’.| CED possesses |a 1: the’ qualities |" Dubbing fs now being. started on

iswore the “hub” of Twin, Cities bers on-..the .air. Fite Choralaires | salary; : The.-reporter may: have essential to an entértainment series |finished: product in both Spanish
Mic’. traffic. «Consequently,”
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.take a. Ipok: at. some: kind, of ‘net- ‘against -‘anything resembling ‘impo-.
yet
..
oye
woes
..
‘ait
“
‘.ety
atte
OE.
COREA
enti
sods
— a“
-over the legislative. hump’ or facing. ‘do - is.: Tecommend -‘that: the’ .Com::
Sete
Ty
eee?
oan
.oye
on
work bill, and somehew managed Sition. of program controls by.some: -ever-tightening FCC. Tegulation |as.. merce “Committee. which ‘hias. ‘ju- this rampaging: sickness." ‘The-con.
‘to ‘make this..meaningless. state-| “outsider.” Even .if. ABC’s -judg-- ‘the: channel. vise .squeezes °‘harder Fisdiction to’ take: action: Siich.ac- | tinued .operation’ of this “subcom:: .
ment sound like he ‘was: supfort- ment is- wrong.' In one sense;..the. and. harder.” ote
~
tion. ‘by. Commerce
-,‘Committee’ Mittee-is evidence: af the concern’
_ing network regutuation ‘legisla- ‘ABC-TV. prexy ‘went ‘several. steps:}:
daust
:
would. appear. very: remote, barring -of Congress over this: problem and... Salk
‘tion. Stanton held out-the appear-- ‘beyorid: NBC.:-by knocking. self-regu-'| < "Ehie > measure:“eonld ~ requife ‘a. sudden, :-violent. shift .An:“the its determination to do ‘something aoe, Pane wn
‘ance, but held back the. substance,- ‘lation via, National Assn. of -Broad-- manufacturers: ‘of Sets ‘in ‘fnterstate | -Congressional. owinds. :
about.-it.”
oy
“ecommerce: to- equip ‘them: for’ both.
although FCC appeared to.think seasters. ‘In ‘fact: it’ was idea. of:
. And'so’ the’ ‘Senate gave.‘bitin’‘the -ne ey
HE. atid UHEF bands, thus. overcom- |: ; Here area few: things. Dead had.
otherwise.
© money’ with ‘neither dissént.-nor. 0 ::.. .)
tnaking..the*NAB code © ‘precepts : ingthe: so-far insurmountable barrier
Bryant will compile his’ report. in| part--of FCC: ‘Tegulations: that .was.|' “to.use.of the UHF: channels, consum- to ‘say: about. ‘his.’investigation i and |challerige.. ‘The.:sam; even ‘by. “Senthe” ‘way -“TV: has. “Bvisted: duve
the next. séveral months. and FEC tossed | out: {0° ‘Treyz: ‘for ‘him’ “to. er Fesistance to buying the more éx-. “moves.
"| atorial:. Standards isa. “handsome... .- Pe
will take a while to digest ‘before run over, :as. Lee ‘put it; It should: pensive. all- channel: receivers; -con- |.
one, .allowing. for. $144,917 in..sal-"> 0et
“During. thege ‘hearings, the ex} aries to. staff people. arid. $33,082.°.. 5
coming un. with. its own distilled} be: pointed out. that: was c-hardly-|:‘sequent. lower ‘audience and: lower’
version and. “recommendations. ‘any .other: position for:it-to take. income, if. arry. -at. call. -FCC. legal ‘perts: expressed: great” latin. ever: { for:travel, .stpeae fees:and.OtNER
ae
the’ deluge :‘af. ‘crime, ‘violence and’ expenses.
There seems no re1son ‘to believe excépt:-a: guilty. on .all counts, The}"”
ts
at this: stave that FCC: will. soften network had-spurned requésts by.}:“ = . "(Continued On. page. $8).2 —=~ ‘sadism “en ‘ty .and- its: effect :on):"
children “and -youth:. The: gubcom-, dieir ‘pieviously: enunciated rece. ‘NAB. to view. the: Fabian ““Bus.
{mittee then: started’ an -investiga* ouumendafions..for web. regulation.|‘Stop” episode. Rither it could‘ have|
‘|tion: of “tv programming: that: deWhether. .its ‘stance -has- toughened justified :-this -action “or -Said. it was
‘| veloped’ some.startling’ inferma|"
Is open - to. sneculation.. But. the Wrong, as. :indeed,-Tre¢z’ did .con:
:- Holly wood, Feb.’ 13:
latter ev entustity Is more likely.
} fess “as. fo- the. “showing ‘of’: the}: ABC-TV, still Sensitive over ||. ‘tion on one of. ‘the most. powerful |:
in.
the:
lives
.
of.
our
‘influences
°
A so’id accom™lishment °‘of the. segment. over ‘the web- -Dec. 3.
‘Anton’:. Leader; :“vel: ‘yadio-tv- fa
that’ controversial :“Bus. Stop” . .
-young. people... We found that net- { rector who :for. the: past 14cyears 0.00 etre
finishing Jahase of the inquiry. was‘
‘According. ‘to. Minow;. ‘
‘how eyer.. “. episode, - “A “Lon. Walks. dts. ‘imvaet ‘on -the all-channel re-. ‘Treyz won't. get -his- d’ruttiers, ff
-Aniong. Us," :statring|‘Fabian, :: works ‘ordered. producers. and writ: has beer, toiling “in, the: ‘Holtywood: wet
‘ers: td--inject- elements . of. prurient -vidfilm ‘vineyards on a ‘multiplicity:
ceiver bill. ¢iven. enough impetus to. latter’ equates. regulation .a -Ta} would” ‘like. to forget about: it.
6%
‘start the: l¢gislative- ball rolling. Minow with censorship, la one .of:| ” “So last ‘week, when “Lion”. : : ‘sex, violence,’ sadism” crime —.and: -of-nelwork shows, has’ pulled up. ~:..°¢.°
It provided a-nifty’ forum :for the] ‘the.parting skirmishes, Minow said: {/- film: ‘editor Richard Van: Enger. | brutality-into“ tv shows *“to” attract ‘stakés_and “left “N.Y: last-wéek to .:- - 7.
wee
néiworks to’ be affirmative’ ‘when! tin. effect it. was. about, time broad- “asked. for--a. print..to: show: His: 4 audiences," -including © millions offset up his own, tv. and film Eoduc: :-. per
te
children: and -young ‘people, °
their. aim “was” mostly “negative. in. casters Were. wise to.fact-that gov-|' ° coHeagues, :‘having ‘been: nomi-.- :|“!
| 4 tion shop in Europe.
Oe Te
the. sersée of being -against:. FCC| ernment: regulation: -of:broadcast- |.- -nated-.for -an-“ACE. award for. - “THe. ‘fnvestigation -spread. ‘trom $uitially- he's ‘due to:huddle: ‘with: CoPrlte
:
spreading its.reculatory grip. . But, }ing
i
the. networks. ‘in: New. York :to the J.“-Arthur ‘Rank. execs. in: ‘London
is here’ to. stay. ..Minowy:, ‘made ;. his work.on: the ‘seg, ABC-TV...
from the ‘standpoint - of: the=-~phil- thé’ comment: aftér: trapping. “Treyz |: «in. Hollywood: turned. ‘him-:.-| writers: cand: producers -in- -Holly+ "On, a. -projected film:. Also: on. tap: OE
_ dsophical issue. a ‘statement of -sup-. ‘With ‘a syllogistic line into. admit- + “down. -He insisted. so the plea: “| wood: -arid “to: the: advertisers: -in’ is” a . tv. series,’ -©Fhe Fabulous: 2.2. (0
port for the al’-channel bill can’t ting. his: ‘support for- all-eliannel ’ a Was. taken: to net: brass: in. New © . : Chieago,. and - : elsewhere. : “While Stranger,’ " It’s an ‘original religioso ™. .
o
.
be construcd as a retreat. from ‘at ‘Tegislafion and..other . ‘moves to "York, ‘and, they. algo. rejected .-:.| the investigation ° ‘developed’ on. a “based -.on. ‘the. ‘story-:-of”‘Joseph. *
‘position
veainst web.:. regulatory open.up the two-city marts (where |: His.’ ‘request. although
ee
“stteh * * ” Imuch largér scale than:‘I :had: an- ‘Leader: ‘plans to: headquarter. im.
legislation. .
.
| ‘| XBC:. gets: the erumbs) amounted | ‘trade: Screenings -“are “normal:
aeone ra een
ticipated; I fell, strongly tirat: its |‘London; also dividing his
«
The debate of the network top- to SupRort- “formore: “government: _. Rractice,”Dos
_ iomportance 1merited the.attention the’Continent...
wg SS
a
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. THE BROADWAY or LERNER. &| DEBUTANTE. 62.

|

SPELLBOUND

“

4

a

«

i
|

_Weoesey, Febery 14
1 1962:

ee

4

With Cornelia Otis Skinner,‘host ‘(Theatre 62):LOEWE .
-[ With: Hugh -OPiian, “Oscar.
|
“Hom:
-ess-narrator,. others:
©: |.
“With Maurice Chevalier, . julie An
‘ollka,~‘Paul --MeGrath, -Matreen
drews, Stanley Halloway, Robert. Producer: Bill Wilson
‘O’Hara; others. = =
Goulet, Richard Burton, others |Director:. Phillips: Wylly.- ao.
Rees
Exec Producer: Norman Rosemont. Writer: ‘Harry’ Muheim. .° °°." mn ‘Producer: Fred. Coe: :
Producer - Director: Norman Jewi-| 60. Mins.;. Fri, ®,. 9:30. Pe . : -f ‘Director: ‘Paul: ‘Bogatt:.
.
ae
-Yoathad ‘Me
Gladstone, There. joke,o
_
CLAIROL
7
| aiAdaptor: ‘Sumner ° ‘Locke:" pintott THE SINGING. ‘YEARS
‘son
- (from. “Ben | Hecht. . ‘Screenplay, . With Dennis Lotis, Stephanle ‘Voss,’ ‘lowed: a persuasive: and Mee
B
NBC-TV (film)
ote
_
_ Musical Director: Franz. Ailers
* .60 Mias.,.Sun. (ED), 7:30 pm. (Foote ‘Cone -&' Belding) ° ma | based on, Fraticis. Beeding.novel) 7 Benny Lee, Shelia Buxton, Andy.|‘written: account of: Elizabeth's place..
"Cole,- Douglas :Squires, --Jean as’ head of the. State; her. duties: in”
- NBC News took a: flyer at the. so-“| €0 Min.; Sun. (Dy. 10 p.m. : a
CHRYSLER
: Muir, ~Pauline:: : Innes, : -George
NBC-TV, from’ N.Y. (tape: color)!;ciety, page with-this outing and. it "AMERICAN: GAS. ASSN. af
* ‘Mitchell: ‘Singers,. Erio Robinsoa |sponsibilities, .“With. ‘guidance,: at!
{Leo .Burnett)
came off as a’ ‘pleasant. -interlude: NBC-TV (color; tape).
“choosing: the. ‘Prime. ‘Minister, - the: ;
‘Orch.
Fortify.. yourself with ‘the best Tighter éditing in: a’ half-hour for- |. “i (Bennen & Newell)”.
me ‘judges, and :the.. ‘bishops. It was “a.
|p Orel ‘Fohinale ’‘Stewart
numbers -out of the Alan Jay: Ler- ‘mat ‘might have. given “Debutante How. wise -is‘it, inthe first plate;
“ner+Frederick Loewe catalog an 462” mote arresting qualities, but. ‘to. produce.. for ‘television: -&- who-. 35 Mins.,:Wed.,. 9:25. Pm.) ' .-| clear exposition”. of. .the’-- ‘Crown's’ | practical ‘utility, ‘tts part as-a-.focus «BBC-TV. from: ‘London rn
back it uD. with such surefire “orig- that may: be. quibbling with a: jout- ‘dunit to-which-a. goodly portion ‘of |B
final cast” personatities, as Maurice nalistic féature taken seriously. only ‘the: audience must. already. .know-|'- ‘Subtitled:..“Songs: of ‘the: ‘Cen for national. Joyalty,. and’ ifs: value”
-Chevalier, Julie. Andrews, . Robert by. society which, in. this country; the’ answer And,‘ in. the. second. tury,"* this musical. skeiit: -Bicks on’ ‘&s.a symbol. O'Donovan concluded:
‘place, . of what value’ 43° it-to the ‘four. years from°the last ..40° ‘and:| ‘that it, was-an institution “ closely...
Goulet. Stanley Halloway and Rich- may mean. most .everyotie.
et
tv medium to have ‘it done: badly?
ard Burton, and, if it’s a tv special
“What -girl doesn’t want to:‘be a ‘Both. questions.are‘a- legitimate out- revives. their vintage: melodies.- ‘The. | adapted: taithe British:: temperar &:s
idea might: not ‘have brought. on. ‘ment, *
you have'in mind, the chances are queen? |‘For amere $190, there's: an
‘pretty good that you're home with affair .in™ Washington each -year cropping of last’ Sunday’s* (11) -vid-- ‘brain-fever,. but ‘it was: affably and: “But, “also, 3he: wasn't. ‘gfraid’.‘to.
a click. Endow it with some taste- which’ spells”. ‘the: debut, of. a’girl, version’ of” “‘Spellbound,”. the ‘tale ‘gaily. - carried” Out -on- the one ‘ riticise, ‘by 4mplication,.: ‘Some ‘of.”
ful (if not always imaginative) pro- accldims ‘her: as ‘a debutante.- That’s. ‘popularized. by Rén ‘Hecht,. Miklas: -caught. . ‘Some. ‘slight ‘linking: was ‘the: social frippery: connected: with:..
Rosza, Salvatore Dali-and: David. Oo.| given. By. ‘baton-wielder Eric Robin-|.‘the., Court...And, he. invelghed.
duction trappings, and’ it’s so much:
real bargain fate for’ a coming: Selznick in motion’ pictures.::
‘velvet, even .if. the. velvet totes up} ia
out party-and it's a wonder in. ‘a |: Missing :fram-.: the: '60-miriite. ty.‘| Son; who: was probably ‘misguided |.strongly” ‘against: ‘the-Imbecile and:
}.to" link, say;, Dunkirk ‘with the hum- degrading: ‘publicity: “manufactured ..
to some $350.000 tthe same amount
‘wonderful world -of. wonders. that drama. on. “Theatre ‘62””” over: ‘NBChits of. 1940 ‘but was. otherwise un-' -by . the: ‘local’ popular press: about that gave’ Broadway “My. Fair
every: red. “blooded | American. ‘girl .TV- was “Ben Hecht’s. .treatment;, |-obtrusive. .
-The. main —distinction|‘the : Royal. ‘Family. 3!, Private |‘Corte.
- Lady").
doesn’t ‘take- advantage of.that bar- which, .as. recalled, -had ts. short-.
was
given by. the. design’ ‘gimmicks cerns.” oo
Thus the potential: was. high. ‘in-|. ‘gain. It.costs: 50.little, to ‘be.a\ blue ‘comings ‘but. ‘at’ “least. did: have -its
of Cephas* Howard: and the bright|” “Producer Richard. “Gawston: “hadi:
deed for “The Broadway of Lerner]blo
> ood;*
;
“| chilling; . ‘deliberately- _perplexing ‘terping -devised :by ~ “Douglas:
& Loewe” ‘that-was presented. as
‘to: rely ‘on stock: film material, ‘but...
Cornelia Otis ‘Skinner’. ‘was the moments. Also missing: was ‘Rosza’s
:
‘was ‘given: its -he :used. -it-.superbly:: “Image: and.”
a . Chrysler-sponsored | ‘60 -minute’ perfect. host-riarrator: for. this’ out- fine ‘music. so. valuable. inthe. orig: Squires. ‘Eaeh ‘tune
tint special: .on NBC,;TV" Sunday ing. She proved | a charming,. knowl- ina}. screenversion;. and Salvatore period. ‘flavor, and: wasn't allowed word reinforced. éach'-other, and-.night. (11). Offered .as-a musical édgeable: woman, :a post- debutante ‘Dali’s ‘dream sequence: which. many. ta‘: outstay - its. -weleome: . It" was, - ‘such: strokes as showing. ‘the. Quéen...
‘however,. instructive that: the selecsalute to the theatre of L & L, the
the. parliaments in Cariada,who answered.a Veblen.criticism of. remembered . :-well, -.Furthermore; tion. ‘from. 1960: had. mostly:died. a. ‘opening
. Australia, . New: Zealand, and: Brit-*
sponsor was unstinting. in: spreaddebutantism. “He. ‘called: it. “‘eon-' - Maureen. --O’Hara; f; “special guest: deeper death’ ‘than. such ‘standards’ _ain ‘in’ -succession ‘made: vivid ‘her™
ing out a: musical tapestry that en-star” on. this show; was hardly the ‘ag “Sunny: Side’of the Street” fromm}.
spiciqus
consumption.
”
She:
called
wide-ranging
constitutional
‘role.
*
compassed highlights from “Briga-equal ‘of. Ingrid Bergman... ‘With. alldoon,” “Paint Your Wagon.” “My: him “an old grouch.” There’s some ‘these élements ‘gone:* the’ tw ‘show 1930:-and ‘How: High:‘the.“Moon” a
“It-was,. in fact;. ofie of. the, most»
decade later. :.2. Fair Lady,” “Camelot” and. the} truth in both. observations. ah
" -Tueid. accounts: ‘yet seen. on’ .tv of_was a lacklustre entry...
;
~The
‘light:
documentary....traced
“The ‘perforriers_. ‘werea ‘enisp: the British monarchy,: and: .wauld..:
“Gizi” filmusical.
Sumner
.,Locke
.
Elliott's’
‘ndaptac
|:
coming out. parties“of old “America:|
- There were, as was to be: ‘@x- ‘and. the: new .U..S. There’ .was.a .tion- was so: abbreviated. that- the bunch, with - ‘Dennis Lotis. Jaunch- ‘dispel -a :number of: wild foreign":
if.
ex
pected, rich, -rewarding moments, deferential: bow in the direction of. keen character |‘development’ and ing. hig . Sinatra-type Jarynx.. on Inisconceptions, 1
:“Whispering” ‘an
. “Begin: .. the |‘
notably in the. opening ‘portion and
England: in the sweep: of the ¢am-. surprise. of. the Hecht: screen} lay. “Beguine,” sparkling -.entries ‘from |." - at the close. And yet, if the sum
“were completely. Tost, One ‘wonders
‘eras. The young ladies were ‘lovely | why” Elliott. of. maybe producer ‘the beguiling. Stephanie: Voss, :and;
tofal fell somewhat short. of’ Its
parts,. blame: it -on a tidsection, to look at, their. bows from Texas Fred Coe, altered. the. psychological forthright ‘attack.'from. Sheila -Bux-:
that, when ‘it wasn’t - being‘ over-. to “Washington. to Atlanta, decoroiis ‘symbols: ‘that. ‘were: used . in. .the ton: Choréographer. Squtres. twirled }
loaded with ‘commercials, somehow and charming:.It was a many-.splen-| _screenplay:: When. ‘Gregory’ Peck; in and: out to fine’ effect, es cial;
ee
vt
- Jacked: the :buoyancy, the spirit dored affair. and: Miss Skinner had as the amnesiac, had a-dream;: his: in.“Margie.”ar
” were:
.
lub a and It. ‘was, in: fact,‘Y good ‘stab’ at |:
There
the elaborate; - eo ate: dream was: about the 21. Club’
and the tempo of the? fore-&-aft: a.‘ball.
‘Sunday.‘Night at thePalladian
@ wheel, ‘meant to. represent. a: gun. | making: ‘a télevisual: ‘impact out -of
parts.
;
a
: (LOND ON).
For ‘example giving Richard Bur- ly affairs. of Barbara Hutton and|‘There was:1io 21 Club when Hugh: ‘an ‘ear-borne. idea,” -and. Producer’) - Still:deprived of ‘its ‘ehorus:‘The’.
ton but one song to sing (‘Gigi’) Brenda “Frazier recaptured; :there: O'Brian. did'-his’ dreaming and .thé -Johnnie™ Stewart |insured : a ‘nice through - the’ Equity. .-strike,. Asso- and even that in semi-recital- style; was the.. more.modest: ‘affair in ‘wheel. became:.a™ pitchfork, which. / compound: ot. speed, ean, sand. ciated TeleVision’s “Sunday. ‘Night ™:

Reviews

-ForeignTie]

seemed as wrong’ as devoting. his
two major contributions to talk=
talk items: the Throne Scene from
“Camelot” (which -did little else

‘but. showcase. the pageantry and
pomposity -of ‘the legit production
and proved how easy. it ts:to lavish.

coin

in. tv), and a discourse

- actors on’opening

on

night (though

‘Washirigton; there were the. aloof, ‘ould -mean: Elliott had: the’ devil
tightly-knit social ‘groups; and -the in him. when he did his adaptation:
more ‘open societies; there was ele-|’ _ O'Brian. was. good,. 's0 was Oscar
gance. in some’of the shindigs and Hor
omolka as: ‘the. .dispeptic~ old
‘a royal caper that Seemed*a take-. LDS
jatrist:.PaulMcGrath was: a
‘off on a ‘Knights of. Pythias ritual.- gli¢k villain, -‘but. the pivotal}: role,
Also shown was. Meyer Davis lead- that. of the: ‘Jady_ ‘psychiatrist who
ing. ‘his: ‘orchestra in“the. “society, “unravels.-the mystery aid: there-

‘geniality..

.

TEN YEARS. A QUEEN.

Oo

}at:.the. Palladium” -tried .to_ com- VD

t.. “|penisate’ for, -the reguitant -lack of.
"| spectacle.: by. :changingthe order. es-oo

With Lord. Boothby: .
eS
of” the. ‘acts..To givé ‘the: ‘ghow. a
| Producer-Writer: :
‘Peter. Hunt.
~ |more’.visual. climax,’ Richiardi, ‘an.
Director: Rollo: ‘Gamble:
‘| + Hillusionist,’:was. given: the wind-up”
30: Mins., Tues.,'§ p.m. ‘+ + |Spot. *‘The. joint top-liners, Buddy...
‘Asspeiated-Rediffusion, trom
Greco. and. “Bobby... : Vee,’ -oftered

beat: .
|:fore’should be played well-to make
Londap
Sixty. minutes. thay have- been .the story: credible, was beyand Miss | Rather
wviike@.verbal. ‘equivalent.
flair for rhimiery). ‘Certainly a Bur-. ‘conspicuous consumption, ‘but why. O'Hara, who- ‘essayed. it,with mount- of the national: anthem, this. fi.mton reprise of the “Camelot” theme, be a_Broueh?
Arb. _| clip. half-hour, compiled -to. matk.
csHoro. wooling: hysteria. OR
which instead was. entrusted .to!
‘the Queen's. first’ decade on™ the
Chevalier in a medley that also in-|-2*
|.throne,. ‘was: ‘more |a. thank-you
cluded “Elisa”. and:: “Accustomed |° ,
| tribute than a ‘mind-tickling. assessto her Face” woyld have ‘compenment. Peter ‘Hunt's ‘script-ran over

the Jatter demonstrated a Burton|{’

sated immeasurably for the. lack.| J

“TeleFollow-Up:Comment

Be ‘the -principal ‘events of the reign

The songs were right but too often 4
f
the casting. got. scrambled.
But the good things. were good, Bernstein and: NY: ‘Philiztinente reailze .the: musie:‘as‘nyesthetle
indeed. as with Stanley Halloway’s}.
perfection: mie.
“Get Me to the Church In: Time”: ) “Leonard: Bernstein . threw. some*|: A performance -‘ot‘Ravel's ““Shean amusing Sardi’s: bar. vignette ‘Tight on the. musical mysteries: ‘of |:‘hierezade,’” with’ Jennie Tourel- as
(before and after the opening, the ‘Orient: “last. Tuesday (6). in a -soloist,: reflected the romantic view
night out-of-town tryout ‘of “My special. on: -CBS-TV, and the: effect. Of: the Orient long held by. the west-

Fair Lady"): Julie Andrews’ “Show

the. background .of: international

their contrasting ‘vocal‘styles sep |

arately’ and- earliér..

:

Of the. two,’ Greco: ‘had: ‘the:poe :
ish, but. Vee ‘had. ‘the °following.
More. suited: to an intimate; venue,
Greco. gave’ out .a. ‘couple of: up-"
| tempos: with. appealing’ dash-ana
rhythniic ‘Poise, chosing: a
“Come Rain, : Come:. Shine” an

commotion. the ‘foreign tours-— “The “Lady:: Is’ a: Tramp,” for’ the. rather - ‘Tike. a‘ ‘brochure, and’ his treatment. In between; he’:‘played
ao ‘pleasing’ “Tenderly’. ‘on’ ‘piano. :ane
‘words were, delivered in ‘the fruity He’ registered. as. a: ‘suave’ per-.--.
‘tones: of Lord Boothby. .
The *film. :chosen. .was familiar, former; with. more. ‘appeal: ‘to. those.

put: -that’. could~‘only. ‘be expected.

who. ‘Savor’ ‘the: niceties: of .‘Bop...

Unfortunately, ‘it was: ‘treated: -with-- ‘work; :ra

-

a

Running. : English.titles: out much: imagination; not to.illu-{: On‘ the: ‘other hand, Wee’ ‘had.‘tie oe
of: the” program’ was to. make the. @rner:
cultural distance-‘shorter between. translated, the: lyric, which ‘was-’ap-. minate or’ set. in’-perspective,.-but: well-scrubbed adolescent “ap- ein
-proach,.and chehaved. with © appro-..
East and West. A tv program could. propriate. :in this ‘ease. .Bernstein Merely: to put dt on: the Tecord. But
‘priate modesty: - His: voice :was-one. ‘then ditl.a fast survey’ of Japanese|
hardly have a: higher. aspiration.
|
“| musical -forms,: from work .chants tary: ‘emphasized her human quali- of: those. like-it-or-leave-it. affairs He
Bernstein ‘can ‘always. be. ‘de- :

Me": Chevalier’s - “Thank. .Heaven
for Little Girls”; Robert. Gaulet’s
“If Ever I Would Leave You” and.
“Wandrin’ Star.” and a grand finale
in. which the starring quintet alter-]
‘to puppet theatre accompaniment,.
nated on “Little Bit Of Luck,” .“Al-. pended on to make ‘meaningful use: and. wound up. with a solid..permost Like Being In Love” and “I: -of television, .but. ‘this was. an.ex- | forniance of the ‘final. movement
Cauld Have Danced -All Night.”7 ‘ceptional. program: even for-him. It of. Beethoven’ s Seventh:
|; ‘It:was a-highly. “satisfying: ‘out:
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, “ another: side with.a.catchy :‘Deat.. of
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. AL] namiéally ; . played: ‘and. directed, U

Caiola brought the: guitar. back to their pieces are: presented with ‘ef-.
LAWRENCE WELK. 7ONE.JAMES"
promirience -on. ‘disks when *he |.fectiveness,: The :nicely-packaged|:
cracked: through. last.year’ ‘with. LP, ..with definitive ‘notes: by -Nat. Presents: His’ Newest.. Hit Aibam'|-- (MGM) ~ 8
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Bobby, ‘Rydell’s “Happy, Happy’ (Tower?).$8.'@ snappy rhythm. -

“Monitor” show. It's a’ certain, Rx. anist Cecil, Taylor. .Carisi’s “emio-|
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Pit Be'Around. -

Joni: James®!fT ‘Almost Lost iG Mind". (St.‘Louist) is art arrest. Tenge
nig. slice ‘of a blues. number which should: ‘have: wide pop..ace one
- ‘ceptance ”tela’ this: version. “Pll Be. Around”. (Regent) - reverts... + +.

.-back.to a moreusual.groove for. his: pop songstress teith: at pleasing: are
‘way -he plunks. through an outstand-'
PETE™ “-BOUN TAIN: “SWING: sented are’“At Dawning,” “Trees,”
ing repertoire .of :1,000, 000-seller|LOW; SWEET CLARINET” (Coral): “World. Is ‘Waiting for ‘the .Sun- |. ballad... a,
a
songs. In addition’ to: his. aforemen- ‘Pete Fountain’s New ‘Orleans jazz risé,”’: “Danny. Boy,” : “Oh ‘Promise’
tioned. trademark, -there are the |-style is’ matched - up :with. :the |Me,” “When. Day. IsDone” and:
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z.Hardly
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from. this. young. everything: in. order.-
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Hall ‘of .Fame” -are: some. of ‘his.|-Kay. the orch and Getz come Shey | TAL -crry. ‘JAZZ.‘BAND :
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Kathy: -Bindén's: ‘"Reinember

Ne". (Gold*) ‘is. ‘a lilting’ biltad so

- draw. loot _from: the. _ juse. ‘disk. ;tiveness -in ‘a set:of original: com- |’ “Gordon Bennett °‘doted. --on and}..
buyers. -.
| positions: by -Eddie. ‘Sauter, . “Who yfrequently” prodiiced: dixielarid in handle G2ftly by -@ ‘young: songstress |who. ‘had: been tacking Up
TENNESSEE: “ERNIE. “FORD: !jalso:: arranged:. the’ -pieces.. Getz, ;i-his.native Britain: When. he. came }- ‘.. hits on other labels before ‘maving over. to: Capitol: with “this” ones.
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and _its-|:Jo.
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.-.tive--two-fold packagé includes a Tis. niuch. tobe ‘heard.‘and..ABz ;Orleans
| ‘and: ‘Chicago: ‘jazz. aypund._. Stress info’ the ‘nop: scene with a warm, Greek-styled. ‘ballad, which:
song. book with the -words. .and; preciated: - “Sauter’s tunes’ and. ‘ar-|
“she .haidles slickly..“Misty. (Vernon®).. is.aw+ elas rendition oF a
music : performed on the disk. Ford rrangements .ate ‘full. and; ‘dramatic' - Combo _is*. the - custemary.-- “dixie |
- “modern standard.
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theit- work. is. ,slick-; professional |: -: ~The’ Untouchables’ “Meaicite Man’: (Aldont) -is-a. rocking. com- ae=
STRINGS” ‘Decca’:
Henry. Jerome! _ ELEANOR STEBER: - “LOVE'S and ranks with the. best.:Regular| “ment, on. the new: television miedico style’ with-a clever lyric: which |
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created the “Brazen Brass’. sound “OLD ‘SWEET. SONGS” “(St/and). |stand’ is the Korotiet Ina, not’ fat}: this’ combo handles: in ‘the’. approved: style.“Popa: (Aldont) ts a
;
five albums ago but in this. setting | Noted: ‘soprano: Eleanor ‘Steber has‘! fromthe .Gatineau’ Club, .where a} : - pmote ‘routine conception:: Pa
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everything is fresh and new. ‘The tent her talents: to..a collection ‘of |four-man. ‘group . from’ the CCJB}.
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accent. is: on strirgs -but he hasn’t'| somewhat: soggy. ballads.on ‘this set’).also ‘performs. Saturday nights in|

. diminished the power .of the brass) which creates. the. ‘impression ‘that |Benny-Goodman.: style swing. Band.| BURE. IVES:
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and. the Hlending is.a socko sound |her abilities. far: exceed this. type |-has ‘a “devoted. following -which. is | - ' (United: Sartiatey”JRC
Burl Ives’ “All. Alone” “(Bertin*) brings back this (great -oldie | °
that the ‘stereo crowd will appre-| of: showcasing.’ One--of “the ‘reasons
|building. steadily. ~
ciate. The. repertoire is ‘made’ of |the: set doesn't .quite: come ‘off: is‘. -So. Solid is: the band’s. ‘perform: ane fine ‘ straightforward: ‘Tendition. :which.. ‘should - continue, -his. a o

surefire standards and alk fit well, that “her backing, instead..of having ;‘ance that ‘the’ National Museum. of | ‘ hot :pace in ‘the pop. market. “Always” ¢Berlin®):‘ts; another Irving
into the brass-strings. concept.
tthe’ full. tonal quality her. Tich | Canada: ‘Sponsored a. “special con- | Berlin evergreen due for plays, Pe - ©, area:
_
THE ‘DUKES. OF. DIXIELAND: 1 voice. invites, is limited .to’ two;,‘cert,: sans ‘admission: ‘charge; and |:
ane ats, Us.
“BREAKIN’ IT. UP: ‘ON BROAD- ‘organs-and a piano. The. result is ;;taped the: Show: for the _National
Gorn.
WAY” (Columbia). Broadway’ and a: restrained ©Miss: Steber. and. an Archives.
(Kap Pp). Paha
a eeae ree ame Ole :Heart:
Dixiet meet head. on here and: they|;
° Wanner Mack's: “The Time Has .Conie”’ (Ludiow#)- isa bright, uA
=
-_
-both end up winners. The.tunes go}
'.-ballae -‘handled %m.: ‘infectious “style... by. this. Tueid. country. singer.
as: far back as. “Runnin” Wild”: |

* WARNER MACK is. v0cfse, THE: SIME.HAS ‘come

(1922)

to “Hey,

Look

(1961) “but -vintage,

Me

Over” |:

or new; : the

="Ole Heart’. fCopart). topes: along. a:Pleasing: oatune: Grail. .
nace a

Lee

= ‘CHANCE HALLADAY. Pecos ee

Dukes take them all in their stride |
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2 lena:
“WOMEN
and Bive ‘em a swinging push that’s.
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ee ee
John. ‘Henry.
quite winning. An. exciting pullout
|. . Columbia Records has’27 LPs slotted ‘for release: ‘this month inetud: |°GNP)
Chance Halladay’s -“13° Woiren”* .(Danbyt)- ‘ts a sharply. written
for programmers: is’ Frank -‘Loes- ing: 14... pops,.. nine . ‘Masterworks: ‘and. four. Latin-American -‘sets.
.ser's zingy “The New ‘Ashmolean ‘Connie. ‘Francis: has 2. Tw ist ‘album. upcoming :‘from MGM, ‘Lester Lonia t “piece. of. material with -a- solid: thythin. ‘peg. for.-‘the. jukebor .set:
Marching. Society. Student Con- has one on Epic. and Lés Elgart has one for Columbia. . Oscar’ Peter- Eohn Fen (Stelenty is an: okay. sliceofthe:traditional Folksong. 7
ae ae
;
-servatory : ‘Band” from. "Where's son. is. doing a jazz" version ‘on ‘Leonard. Bernstein’s “West: ‘Side Story’”.|
Charley?”
| musie for Verve.
. Erick Friednian, RCA Victor's 22-year. old violinist|’
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‘PEPPERMINT:
Twist
STEVE. LAWRENCE. & ‘Eypre| ‘who: made his disk. debut last year, is'set for a: new release’ playing the|

seed PE i lav ee eee 3s Manhattan: Spiritual™ ©
|.-(Palette) ..:
GORME: “TWO ON THE AISL ” Paganini:. Concerto. No. 1 in D.and. the. ‘Saint-Saens. Int®odtction and
(United Artists). There are few pop: ‘Rondo Capriccioso,: with. the’ Chicago Symphony: Orchestra, coriducted | "Continental. Cousins’ “Paris ‘Peppermint: Twist” ¢Frost-Jan:Warét). :.
ra
a
French
language slice Of a. typical twist ard: the lingo has...
by.
‘Walter
Hendl..
singers around who.know what to
; “ enough: humorous. angles-to give. it,tmpact, “Manhattan Spirituat® avsfe
-do with a showtune: Steve Law-|- ‘MGM/Verve:- ‘readying a deejay disk ‘of. excerpts. from Phyllis:Ditler’s 1.
eee - meas 2 7 7 a
vofay: jazzy entry. .
is‘an:
“{Zodiac$).
|rence & Eydie Gormeé, .hawever,. current: "LP “Are You Ready For Phyliis Diller” . " . Lionel Hampton.
belong to the select group: which recording: an. LP* tagged: “Macy's. And:: Al. That .Jaze”: for Columbia.| :
can and they show. it. most” posi-’ which. will. the tied ‘in. with,‘Macy’s:second. annual. jazz. festival :to be held.|:
SOMET HING. HAPPENS
tively in: this. ‘package. Whether|.sometime ‘in March. 3°. 2AL Hirt, RCA ‘Victor -disker,: “opens at.Miami- DANTE”rs ints.FRIENDS.
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they're soloing

or ‘dueting,

they

Beach’s. Eden: Roc Feb, 5

ee : Current ‘issue of Look mag has a layout
|: (Imperial)
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eewhee. You Just: My: ‘Friend

-are in complete. charge _of. their} on five opera’ ‘singers: “Spotligtited are Joan. Sutherland, Maria ‘Callas,
. Dante & His Friends’: “Sonvething. Happens”. (Truvis-Brunswick) :'
material and it. comes ov er. better]. -Anna. Moffo, Leontyne Price arid Leonie Rysanek.....; Eddié:Condon’s|.“te a teen-slantéd ballad with .a firm, slow, beat:and. lyric’ which. the:.
because: of ‘it: Don ‘Costa, ‘who -ar-"}. first -LP:-for- Epic,. “Midnight “In~ ‘Moscow,”.. features. ‘Bobby . Hackett |: _guves ‘will: go. for.°“‘Are You.Just MuiFriend” {Travis
‘
Brunswick?)
.Yanged ‘and produced. ‘the’ ‘set, did. (trumpet), Peanuts. Hucko- (clarinet); Lon. ‘McGarity: ‘(tromhone),: Dick |" is-a routine numbers rrr

a bang-up. job in. all. departments: | Cary (piano-alto horn) and. Buzzy Drootin (drums) ... + Dion, whose new |

The tunes come.:from.:-snows |or'|’ album.on Laurié is set for April release; does ‘B. Prom. Season. date. atthe
LLOYD. PRICE: ORC H:.sPOP- EYE’S. IRRESISTABLE you
comparatively recent vintage |but: International. beginning - ‘May: el
H2 “Ewistin’. The Blues: some of them are already - well: on}: :. Vocalist .Carol Sloane, whose: ‘first ‘Columbia: LP isdue:in June: 1s (ABC: Paramount) ©ae etae ee
their way to becoming’ ‘Standards. ‘out’.‘with’a single. this week..called.“I' Want You To Be: The First One |: a Lloyd Price Orch’s “Pop Eye's Irresistible You” (Lloyd-Logatt)*:

. works. up “a ‘strong: instrumental: beat that a ‘lot of. -deejays’ wilt.

‘To. Know”... ...“Stan ‘Getz’s current Verve album, “Focus,” ‘will. be. tied |. “enjoy: programming, “Twistin': ‘Thé Blues’. (Prigan#} “plays. around.”:
“CARMEN: MeRAE: “*LOVER |"
MAN” (Columbia): At takes‘a lot of}in, with’ his: date . at:the. Mardi. Gras- ‘Club,- Kansas’ City, from: Feb. 16 with a. slow butJntriguing tein that: anakes’ okay’Spinning, fodder, Me
7:
guts for a current-day singer. to’ to-Feb. 26 = .. Anita. Bryant: due in ‘New’ ‘York riext week to do:4a record- |"
. eome forth with an album of SONES: ing. session. ‘with’ arranger-conductor. ‘Monte Kelly for ‘Columbia .......
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Bue STOMPIN’ ”
‘the late and: lesendary Billie Holi-.} Barry: Freeman will handle promotion’ for: the: Jubilee and Josie labels THE:BARNSTORMERS
-day. made famous, Carmen McRae. on: the Coast.”
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M. i: is“built along swirg-..
has the vocal savvy” to ‘stand up. Basie. LP for: Roulette: ‘and. released’.as a single by the label. . -'« Bold
“ing: rhythm ‘lines ‘that the:-terp crowd: will’ Gag ‘in a. big way. “The under ‘comparison... The: familiar Distributing. is now handling the. Candid line in Hialeah, Fla., _succeed- 3 Big Stomp”: .(Beechuioodt) -also :cashes “in. on- the big ‘band sound
“Lover Man." “Strange: Fruit,” |.ing -Pan American, Distributing; . 2: New. Atlante: EP reléases’ ‘include _vin. an. snstrumentat drive.that could. Baht’uP>the.‘fikes, Herm °
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hs Dave:

“phe: invasion. of. indie. disk: ‘pro-4+*
old suit:against ‘BMI and the_netoo “dvers ‘Into major record .company.
x Dutch.‘Disk.Best: Sellers s By: ‘EDD IE. ‘KALISH~ a QuanDiskBestSellers: works brought by. 33 ASCAP. writ' : operations” is losing -momentym-— |:
aie: “music - - situation: 4 thts |
London, ‘Feb.:13.' : }.ers may. be near. Although: ‘nothing... .
“at Teast.;at- -Columbia:..-Reéords. |".
oat
: Amsterdam, Feb. 13...
* "Dave. -Kapralik,’ ‘who. recéntly took| f Knock:on Your:Door
‘the’ “mhe: Young. Ones. Gas Richard Thas been . finalized yet,; talk -has
“Hodge. 2+ country ‘isa. vicious. circle,”
-{opinion ‘of ‘Dave’. Brubeck, :‘jazz ‘pi--|. _-(Columbia):_ {been growing stronger jn the. trade
>
over. as -Col’s, artists /& ‘repertoire-| ; ACadencey
‘Musicians: - ‘Let’s Twist Again wae--Cheeker
that.. both parties: are ubling - to
_
director: in the: east,- believes. that |: Little Ship : Ble Diainontis:. J anist.‘and:: composer.
. “a -major record company: ‘has: to.[:.°* (Deeea) re
-| don't like ‘what they’ re playing. but:|. | (Columbia),
talk ‘about. a: settlement #‘hat will
‘depend ‘on ‘its.awn: staff. or-élse:losé . Mam a. LH bee cede: ‘Robertine. | they're «playing. ‘it, -deéjays : don’t'|. : Happy. Birthday ..ae we Sedaka, “ Jbe. far léss ‘than the original $150,--eontrel. of. ‘the. artists to ihe. indie {--"|like’ ‘what..:they're* ‘Spinning -but |:- - (REA) |
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8 producers” and -build from -within. |: Michael’.
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‘tn |thtee- day. session’ this: week... idiom.: : It’s: a. good -outing ‘and;
“Leseay Records"
+:| Martha Raye: and: Erv Aaronson re-t judging: ‘from the ‘success. of. the
| united-‘on the MGM -set ‘of “Jum- ‘single, :could produce= more:Of:Ane FAMOUS Music.‘CORPORATION same. for this ‘set..

_

|
Wane.
1}
.
re

_*1b0,” . Miss. Raye :sang .for: Aaron-

;

“son's **"Commanders? band.-in. 1984|: ANITA. O’DAY: “ALL. THE ‘eh. =

‘apito has: pacted:-a Mexican
..MEN” (Verve); :-Some'|-‘group;yarns Casto Bros.” (Group lLyouNG..
‘fine, jazz talents: are. in. this. smart |:

‘Currently from Jan. 10: and:Continuing

.Yank

ditties .wi

.

¥|

April 5-(Three Weeks) EL:CORTEZ, Las:tees
Eo
Plus Three More: Weeks Starting Ort.18
en,

Dot

,

ronislad Kaper’s love: theme in-

O'Day, '‘whose deftly. phrased: vocal]: delivery ‘lends’ ‘emotion and appeal |”
‘to “such: tunes -as. “You Came.-Al.

Met

|
a te

_

mp]

::- .

a

Te

a -

ee

Zlied Artists. pic, will havea: ‘title:

tune,--.
“Johnny's Blues,”

and others. ‘The. Gary McFarland}:

y

penned ‘Orch,: which ‘handles ‘her. backing:| “Wj
pK:

#1 by pic's scorer,, ‘Leonard. Rosenman, also: ‘shows some nice jazz touches:
of its-own.. The tempos aré mixed.|

ARETHA RANE

“h

and.{the versatility ofall. are nixed Bt
om COLUMBIA |
‘scores. this. set “solidly asa nicely-{:| "wants music
ime. cd
JUdson 2:7700,
|
Desilu.
pilot,
t'Victor
‘Borge
‘Thesm
|
designed
and:
Well-exeeuted
show:
.
1619
a
ve ae
9
LAS: VEGAS = pene esse I} tre". Andy “Williams .cuts. new

LASER: President.

50 WEST 57 STREET, NEW YORK 19.

Pre

Long: Way: ‘From “St. Louts,”. “Do + |§
2| lyrics, but Metro” hasn’t signed the. ‘Nothin’ ,Till: You Hear From Me,’
lyricist: as-yet. ..“Reprieve,” Al- “Ballad All: the Sad ‘Young: Men” "

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION. wot Wik vies by. Lenn Acton

CHICAGO + MIAMI « HOLLYWOOD.»
_
a

Pet HIT. REMINDERS

ba engatiny: On: ‘the: Bounty?’ with. ‘get:

and Returning July 5 for Additional: Three Weeks”
: Booked Exclusively By.

struments

\ Mille a
No
»
7 . - L

atin ‘ac- ‘package:.. . Firstly. there -is -Anita. if

NEW FRONTIER HOTEL, Las. Vegas -s scm "and “ei
“each “plays,several: in-

._ -

MUSIC PUBLISHERS HOLDING CORPORATION

‘cotpix Records.to réleasé. sound: its “way. to ‘the top. {h- the. US. IE. .

‘sings

_

call reléased byCAPITOL RECORDS.

+ :.Even ”-Col’s “stroagman; “IMiten |playing colleges -in the ‘south /and -coricert at ‘London's Royal Festival
* Miller, °‘is. being -put. into |. ew southwest ....Booker . Erwin. .plays|
‘Hall. last “April,
| | frames.-. Miller's. 16th sing :“al ng|:the: Hotel .Charles, Springfield,
“KENNY: BALL & ‘HIS. ‘yazz lf
Tt | “Rhythm Sing: ‘Along. With “Mitch, ” | Mass,,.
o> this’ sav eekend.”. (16-18).
J marks: the first sing along. with a.' Jazemien Toshiko. & ‘Charlie ‘Mart- MEN: “MIDNIGHT. IN. MOSCOW”|I‘rhythm. accent...
‘-..
ano’ opened’ - a. stint. “yesterday (Kapp): :; The upsurge of fradition- 1
/* In- acquiring “rie |artists, Kapst (Tues). at. Roth's “Restaurant, -al ‘jazz -.(dixieland) ‘musie in “En-.
‘| ralik's stress:is on ‘performers who;‘Schenectady
..: "Charlie. McCoy and |gland. - ‘and -elséwhere.-produced
- | can work in‘div erse fields and who. |Lenny Welch Fecgntly cut. sides:for ‘some: big-selling disks in: Europe, |
. ,)and ‘Kenny. Ball & Co.’were ‘among.
.-Fean. fill needs: in.-Col's.” ‘growing | Cadence; ° ”
met
"| the: top ‘riders... The. group’s aise lI
-‘[ global markets.:

7

a

SUZUKI, 324653 -.° |. J. wio CANT:
YOU CANT.
‘MARGAR
ty,
ET’ WHITING ae as

”
album. on which. .he..collaborated hitch Monday (12) .. . pianist. Don “Scarlet: Ribbons,
a Rock” and “Betty Dupree.” |;
(with, As “d.. Johngon;: Shirley.. on. a tour. ‘of ‘ofie-nighters ‘Like
-The ‘disk -was- recorded during ..a.

te

os

"OH,“MEIN
LIEBCHEN.“> = ROSE,

7

whether’ it-be in the blues groove:|sical. albums. : “His. next - tivo: Te~ headline. the’“Sunshine. Festival:of ‘or- happily lyrical, is always. top.
‘drawer. Some: of ‘the favorites’ in- |:
Lin “tandem *with Doris *-Day; ¢ anid |in St. Petersburg: - Fla: . Johnny
eluded. here .are “Strange. Fruit,”
“The Musie: of. Kurt Weill,” " Ajarninch Mo started: a six-month army.
“Got -a Head.|

=_eem

~

2 NEESON RIDDLE pe
& STEVENSON gags 7 i s
JOSH. WHITE: LIVED. (ABC. : “WHY, GO ANYWHERE: AT ‘ALL?
“SPAT:
-Paramount). ‘No matter how many].
Sales, activity. ° a

| ample, has-heen-. with ‘Col-‘since three<month tour-of. Australia, New “stands pretty tall. His repertoire: ts:
‘sure and‘solid and. holds: up: under. |
-|-1959, arid in-that time has recorded ‘Zealand anid Japan.
‘|-repeat hearings ‘and his treatment, |.
‘T pop ‘alburns:: jazz. albumis ‘and clas- }. ‘ Sammy |“Kaye: Orch -‘signed ;to.

.. :°*Uplied to ‘the’ Epic: ling, too,

EMEAbay

.

returned to the ‘Coast for personal:

‘appearances. to plug his latest Col-

‘applying to Columbia, js: being: ape at *

ti

Pe

|
“indie Prods. nae
7h

“| 19. until Feb: 28... James’ Darren.

Continued from: ‘page co
wees |Dix slice ‘Her |-Royal. Majesty”.mo
il -f:
f- the
-artist’s:| Rotinie.
Hawkins,.the Roundtable’s { folk . singers: crack’ through :the
notingaHlfacets, ofthe
. forists|Twist leader, ‘left .Iast.week. fora. “musical. scene, Josh. -:White’. still}

:

a

“NAT KING: coue’sté672.

.SOMETHINGYOU,NEVERHAD.BEFORE ©

Sally,”. “Blue Suede Shoes;’” “Boll|

. —

|. “DOWT BREAK
|THE HEART THAT
‘LOVES YOU”

|

vite

‘Package includes. “Wg ‘familiar’ ‘and Pearl Bailey. :::-Ferrucio Tagli-: Weevil”. :‘and: others,..along -with
: ‘songs, °- plus. singing. -instructions,. avini set. for & concert cat Carnegie
Some Jess “familiar material. A: big |
‘lyrics :and directions -On.when: ‘to: Hall, Feb, 23. Cathy Keegan into: beat is. prominent throughout and-|° On, “MEIN.‘IEBCHEN
.
r {Join in:on’ ‘the “round.’met.
2 the’ Living’: ‘Room, Montreal, -“Feb:. Cochran’s style is what the.teeners |.
“COME. -A-WANDERING with)wey
_
:
‘-.° "1 16-for 10 ‘days.... ; Brook Benton set:|seem. to want; a combination. that-|
[:
|
;
et for Freddie's. ‘Minneapolis: from Feb. could make’. for. solid. spin” and :

To. NEW

| CONNIE.
|FRANCIS”

_ME TAL:“BILLY,
ae

iain

several. disclicks.. in’ ‘the |.{ MAGIC MOMENT.”

| Walter:Behar ‘signed . to . ‘score

Columbia.album: next’ week, :-

case, ;
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Dear FrankSindtrar, Co

os

: : oy
years
nothing was:more:
c thrillingtome2 than
she

1: :: es

1

readabout.theexciting news
1 ‘that:tookplace’on - :e

: ane WINS.Radio.stationtheothernight. Thanksoo
" ae a oe
os
much.for
F bringingback:
k goodtaste
| in:
a popular ae

See
yours
voice.
and‘completemusicianship a

e
and‘marvelous. -eonception. oforchestration. has. en

ce -ttiade itpossible to:defeat.“Rock'nRoll”, 1‘hope
wees

|

S = that all.radioStations:andDisk:Jjockeys:follow .
;
-

:oe

Bed.Steele’8‘ideaand.playthegoodmusicby:
‘the,|

near ae who.didfotsuccumb An:a ‘moment,of.

ees God bless you for-your talents" 00.000
“he,

goes oe Grat
efully 0.

oe

|

4a

ig a $a

-iWeidnestng, February 14,
1362.

a Kirstein’8‘NipponTrip

~ HarvestFrolicOutof1G Brupley

can
‘Lincoln’ Kirstéin- ‘departed New|.

So
Taide

York before the. end of. the 'N.. Y-: Regal |Theatre; ‘southside’ ‘Chicago ‘sepia. showcase. ‘teports 2wham’
‘City Ballet: season: He's in Japan. $72,700 gross for a 10-day stage layout (finaled Jast: week) comprising... ;
to. negotiate: -for..a demonstration Jackie. “Moms”? Mabley, Dee Clark, ‘the’ ‘Miracles, Gladys ‘Knight & the... .*<.’..

Lancaster; Pa., Feb. 13:
‘That old: Black”. Magic | (Black:
_Forest-type magic, known as ‘“hexerel” to sometime practitioners of
the occult art here.in the. Pennsylyania Dutch< country): appears. to.

‘of ‘traditional Japanese -sports dis- ‘Pips, ‘the Impressiotis, Odessa Harris “and: the B.-B: King orch. Figure...
| ciplines. :This: ‘would. ‘play.. the -doubléd the:old house record, set in:'59 with-a.jazz bill:sheaded: ‘by Miles”.
‘| Seattle’s World's Fair this:summer, ‘Davis ahd-Dakota Staton, ‘Vaudtilmér seats 2,800 and posted .a.$1.80 top:

(EX-GASLICHT SECY..
§

‘}if consummated, |bees

.°:".
>> .,

‘| Stage. policy’has been intermittent, but’ ‘management. henceforth, ‘Plans we aa

Jf,
: Kirstein, is. due’ book
iMaat to alternaté vaude and pix.’ week-to-week: | m
“Regal. is now. an. indie,but:in thebygone %
was ‘a
a key
‘thaalae:in
the 7

tai early. March. *
SUESToKOSTOCK ISSUE

' -Chigago,. Feb: 18.
have backfired on the Pennsy Ivania |.
-Pians for:the public. Offering of |
Dutch Harvest Frolic.The Frolic, a-tented, outdoor ex-. stock in Gaslight Club Inc., a chain|’
: hibition—professedly - cultural |‘and -of four key clubs, were: interrupted.
educational, but. with more. than ‘a, last week when Laurie -Brady,|.
few carnival ‘overtones—dréw: near-. former secretary’ to. Gaslight pres-

*so Balaban & Katz chain.

CoastUnionHits
~ CuffoCafeActs

af Comedian ‘Phil Foster:galled ‘uponTaldway'‘in:thie:‘Srograna. of
otPitise
ae
‘|
° burgh’s ‘Dapper. Dan -26th: “annual sports banquet, scored with ‘his rou- 0°
-tine before. 2 ,100: diners: Sunday ‘night. (4) :at the ‘Pittsburgh: ‘Hilton. An sr
-years gone. by, ‘the big ‘hits:.of this, the: largest --Sports. banquet in“ the

8

“country, “havebeen:such monologists as: Joe Garagiola and, Al Kelly: .. .-: ;

‘In. prior banquets, :top name comedians: never seemed to be. able to get aS
ly 100,000. visitors. into: -the. Lan-' ident Burton Brown; filed ‘suit, -in‘|”
‘easter area during the 11 days pre- Circuit Court: fo enjoin: the- ‘publie f
to this group of -eoaches,, athletés, writers: and sportsmen... “:". ;
ae
ceding last Labor. Day. (VARIETY, -sale until she is, given -an. oppor- |
: Hollywood;. ‘Feb. 13... “ Foster opened ‘up on all the. dignitaries: ‘who. ‘appeared *‘before: ‘nim: a
tunity. to buy more ofthe pelvately |“
Sept. 13, 1961).
.
. A talent night”, gimmick: ta He hit: furiously’ at..Goy. Lawrence: and. Mayor: Barr. (“they didn’t ‘say-~ oe
At the time, this produced cho- issued, ‘shares:.
which. a‘ nearby’. San’. Fernandp anything because’ they’. weren’t Tunning ‘for. ‘office’ *),-banquet, chairman.
Miss. Brady’: s “attorney, said:that’!
ruses of loud hosannas. fiom -Iocal
Valley: - nitery, the ‘Black | ‘Bull, : ‘Judge. Brosky for. his: “reciting ‘bum. kid: poems”. and: then bangéd away.
merchants, exhibitors ‘and’ opéra- ‘she acquired:30 shares ‘of"‘the origi: |
at. such sports: figures. as Pete Rozelle, NFL ‘commissioner,’ and.-Judge~. _ : : *
tors of established: rubberneck at- ‘al ‘private: issue of -1,000 shares. ‘showeasés’ tyro. ta len t':(working|‘Robert Cannon .of Milwaukee: ‘Superior “Court, ‘who, ds. ‘the, baseball: Tie
jin, -1954.. ‘Her. ‘suit ‘contends -‘that free)” ‘and.- bookers. are: invited to, players’ legal. counsel.
teractions.
However, it turns. out. now that, before’ ‘Hier’. purchase, -the. sale Of attend, : -has-‘brought ._down.:.the |—
the: shouting was premature and fan” additional. :2;000° share: was . wrath’ of:
the. American. Guild of.
Irvin’. Mazzei,
that, in .the words of an old Penn- authorized.: However, she alleges, Variety. Artists.
sylvania | Dutch adage, the. .Frolie: call stockholders were’ not Biven, the. “western | regional’. ‘director, - ‘Has.

Mahagemgnt

got;“toa ‘soon’ oldt | right

to buy these:shares, “~*~

wAustnraUndlas:er
rsWo
groNeDanewStu
.NeAll:
US~ Its
fforDow

-|Gantied spot’s useage of. talent 4f it.

‘The _suit- “gontends that -"Burton. continues. such practice. Bull Picks|.
urid too ‘late .schmardt.” It’ wound:
up- its” hastily:staged . initial. run ‘Browne -by “fraud; duress,’: undue ‘Up. agents-managers-bookers’ |‘tabs; |".
influetice
:and by withholding ‘cér- ‘fits pitch to acts. is that thus-“audi-|”
with some $28,000 in liquid assets, .
and $175,700 -in:“pressing ' debts. _ |tain’ facts,’” required -her to.-sign' a: tioned’: ‘they. may*.win work-for-|*‘
.,
statement
in. which ‘she. ‘waived: ob- ‘Pay dates...
Several weeks ago, a group’ of:
, Mazzet- ‘additionally. has gone: on.
ereditors—some individually ‘hold- jections. to: the - stock: Aistribution |:
Z
‘Yecord
‘that
artists
working at Bull,
a
ing the. bag for as much as $20,000. plan:
—petitioned ‘the.-federal

court. in

Philadelphia for involuntary ‘bankthe’
‘Yuptey proceedings: against
Pennsylvania _ . Folklife: ‘ Society,

sponsors of the. affair.

*

ht,

‘ Cooperative Creditors’

ine

:

EdieCarmel,“Tallest

. By"ERIC: GORRICK. ae
; Sydney, Feb: a

:
mar
HEAVY SKED: | tiessed’
“Sydney fas. Never: before. wit- .
such entertainment as’ that!”
OF JAPANESE ACToRs|
‘|Troupe. on’ :a’. nine -performances”
ene!

‘should: the..practice ‘continue,. risk
- ; peing. hailed .before:. a- union trial |:
E
~}Board. and risk-fines’ and: -guspen-

sion: Exec’. likewise “has. asked.

“presented. ‘by the. ‘American. Dance 7va! .

- Tokyo; Feb:.“6...

stopover. prior. to. continuing a Far’ DF

"Shocking. ‘death. of kabukt :actor. ‘East. Tour.:
an
.members backstop tyro ‘talent Tokizo. Nakamura- 4th,” $2, -has}
“Man on Earthy. Wants _}its
- This. “talented: < Negro ..“troupe ee
working for nothing. Les Robinson|‘
‘drew:
such.
raves:
from
the.
critics“:
°*
=!
prompted:
‘wave:
of
‘press’
and
-pub-,
}'
quartet, AFM, jas. -been ‘Playing.
* Booking on TalentAlone j.club.:
=~:
‘lic criticism. about: ‘the overwork: ‘that: the, theatre “Has ‘been: ‘eom=.
AF Musicians” Local: 47 |‘not: ‘to: let

On-the whole, the creditors seem
- eager to have.the Society—and its.
‘pletely - ‘booked. out::for ‘the limited“. ”
Frolic, planned as an. annual, per-.. Eddie: Carmel, :“piled: as 81 feet
“AGVA stand: is:‘that use “of:tree’ ing of. Japanese. actors.
‘manent - affair—stay in business, tall and not far fromi: it, ‘says, “I'd |-‘acts :in ‘such ‘a: spat. as: the Bull]”Nakamura‘ s. death swas. “Attributed ‘|Season: : Many . AuSsie- .dance. .de-. ‘providing a way can be found to° ‘like someday. to ‘reach. the ‘point: deprives: regular. ._pro acts. .of ‘pos-:
votees:: ‘offered: up. to. $20. for, ‘ay.
when: I'm. known -“as: the, reverse ‘sible. play-for-pay dates: ‘Union: ité. to” a ‘weakened ‘heart: ‘conidition. Seat’:
get them off the’ hook.
a
Unfortunately, ‘the Society, un-: ‘Mickey: Rooney.”"
Self. sponsors: Own: “talent: nights," : ‘caused by’ continuous use’ of ‘sleep-} - ‘The smash:-siiccess: of:‘the! troupe we
less it can locate. an unlikely angel a In: other words, he’‘says; apg | usually on: Mondays, : at Crescendo, Ling. pills.. From: “the. ‘first.’‘day’ ‘of. has. amazed: ‘the. regular: legit ‘show- vas
with a trunkiul. of pump-priming. ‘like ‘to: walk into. ah agent's office. ‘but.. turns..get scale pay... AGVA- repertoire. :yat ¢" Kabukf --za- Here,
‘eash, seems glumly resigned tothe’ -and. be hooked. into-a club on talent ‘policy’ from. Inception of union has
‘Nakamura, :popular. performer of ‘American. Hance. ‘Troupe ot
fact. that the: first. Frolic: also.was’ “alone.”
been ‘to. nix: no-pay ‘work: unless.
. Pregented: ‘by, ‘the International Cul°°" °:
the last one:
.“He hasn't: had:“Tnitch:Tuck ‘$0.far. ‘for’ charity “benefit — -‘and such |} female. roles. ‘in. the: .classic * Nip-'. . tural ‘Program.-of. the “United: (piates a
— a
of..America, in -‘association ° with the
Dr. Alfred L. Shoemaker, beard- ‘Ringling: Bros., ‘with’: which | he ‘events ..must. have, Theatre “Aue ‘ponese *“drama;. was. at the. theatre |’ Australian-Elizabethtan Theatre Trust, —
peut
. from’ noon until 10 -at night. After oe ‘and. by" arrangement with.- Garnet: 220s 00.02:
‘|
“ed, pince-nezed president --of the: appears: every -year- ‘in -‘New.-York, thority. approval.
2°
- ‘Alvin‘-Ailey; .Carmen .De'.-....
. Spokesman‘ ‘for.: the. ‘Bull. said. “his. ‘two: ..shows “daily, he’ was" -re- |... Carrot,
‘erganization, unfolded an: -Aneredi- ‘bills: him as .“‘The Tallest: Man. on
oo
Lavallade; . features, - Brother
Joha: .
ble picture of -free-wheeling finan- Earth.” He's Thade another feature they” are operating -in ‘a. manner ‘quired: ‘to. rehearse for’. his: chext ; Sellers. James Truitte, ‘Minnie’ Mar- °°. /,: °"
“shall,-Ella Thompson, .Charles.Moore,.... -: elal. gyrations that obviously: had-a} ‘film, American International’s ae similar -to.the AGVA ‘talent night|.
ut: at the- ‘Crescendo . and. the. ‘talent engagement, . h was toy beginal- 7 Thelma. ‘Hill, Connie Greco,-Don_Mar‘That:.: Wouldn't .Die,””
‘lot to do with the Society's: landing: ‘Head
_ tin, -Georgia |.Collins,: Bruce :-Lang-. . im te
::- horne, ‘Leslie. Grinage;.Horace Arnolds | | .0:.))
kerplop in a boiling “kettle .of its. plays the: monster, .natch. :‘He may auditions held ‘at. ‘Ye. Little. Club. ‘most. without. a“break.
choréography, Alvin -Aileys. costumes,”*-:
4
Gut:
a
record
‘soon;
:
possibly
for.
(Bevhills),. and: noted ‘several: perown “‘otwarrick” (apple butter).
’ Critics blamed both. thestars ana “. Ves:
Harper? company .manager.. Dick. te et wl
-ABC-Par or ‘DeRose, . but. what’s sons have won pay. bookings: as: a. Campbell. At Palace, Sydney), Feb. &.
At.a creditors’ ‘hearing, °‘Shoethe tune? i “The. Frankenstein: result of: being: heard ‘at’ the :club. . the . System: for. ‘the: - strenuous.
“s3t top.”.
‘maker blithely admitted that same
=. °We:--wotlld. be’ delighted- if. -sehedule, common. in Japan as ‘well| —
emplovees .of the Frolic were. paid “Twist,”
Carmel: “hasch
had some bits where rAGVA, ‘would. ‘send. a representa-.| in. films-and tv. Regarding Kabuki, ‘men here:especially ’
‘as.
s.the ‘troupe 7
-4n cash. taken directly from ‘the -the:
|:
size.-is secondary: But. then. tive’to the club;” he ‘said,: “We are the introduction. of. new: plays,. ‘the: ‘opened. ‘with a/:minimum of :pub--.
_. gate receipts ($1. 50. admissions) -on.
‘its based on the. fact: he: probably. ‘Rot:frying to. hide,anything.”oo. ‘hypo dwindling attendance has ‘Im: ‘icity’ -..Diek. Campbell, troupe's” eet
aese
their ‘own word in. the matter of has the. lowest. ‘recording: voice in:
-.| posed. even a.greater.strain: on the. manager,.:said: he-had. never..wit- | .°"
_ hours worked, etc. No time records New .York: -.He’s’ done “voice-over.
“| actors: ‘Crix noted:-that some:-per- ‘nessed: stich a:hot success: iinAllhis cn ne
“were kept,
and’ vocal chorus work for Robert
formers: appear on five’ or six tele” years: in show: biz:.
“Tt was sort of:like the “honor .Hali and ‘Fels soap. blurbs. «
showsdn.a single
day,i
‘L.
Aniazing- thing|is ‘the ™ fact. that ! Se
5
system in.-a ‘college. exam,”” Dr.|. He's. been playing: New England |.
-“*The'].
"aocal, audiences went-wild over. un-..-:.. >
Shoemaker, former Lokege | profes- -¢lubs,. What’s ~ the.-- billing? ..
known. (for here) Negro.folk dances.”
-~
sor himself..told the bemused cred- World’s: Tallest: Poet.”. . Carmel, 1.
The: ‘Negro. - Actors. .Guild: will
oe ‘Stich “'as- ‘Been’ Here: and Gone;”.. °
itors.
.Other. cash -transactions, ‘who::attended: .New -York's “Gity'}:
| mark. its 25th anniversary: with a:
“The - Beloved,” -- -“Gillespiana,”’
some. ‘inyolving : hundreds -of ‘dol-.: ‘College, can spiel impromptu poetry
‘ball to’ be held: at -the Riviera:Ter-]1.“Mountainway: Chant:” “Roots of >...
‘lars, :‘were informally recorded, on) on themes tossed’ ‘at. him: fromi. ‘the.
racé;.N.Y., ‘April 27.°A’ counter-.|".
the. Blues” and “Revelations.”
Vitro
|!
hits: and scraps of :paper, according :audience. : .

NEGROACTORS cul) |
~MARKING 25TH. ANNI}

US.OfficialSusgests
Wider Yank- spose

part celebration ‘is also: planned
‘Alvin Ailey. and ‘Miss: De ‘Laval. Vala gt
-So, he pleads, how sbout.a switch for: Hollywood. around: that... time}
_to attorneys for an auditingefirm. a
Tadé..”each’: “Stored "a “personal Claes
Exaggerated ‘Attendance - a | fcom the hot ‘label: on everything - with..‘details . still- to" be’ set.
triiimpht ‘and ‘took as. ‘many. as.teri.”’
- Tokyo,- Feb:. 7..
Shoemaker also. coyly admitted -he does. | He'd: like-.a: ‘straight™ bit
During: ‘its .existence: the: Guild |: -"Bighanges of performing groups .Gurtain. |calls.‘after:.each” routine.” > 7...
da.it
that his press rep, one :Vincent. R: somew here, even if helhas.‘to:
has. had only” three. presidents, should’. go beyond: the: ‘key: Cities” -And:this all happened in. mid-siim="_~> ree
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»|Todd into. Ambassador's Casino}7 oF ‘the News,. ‘Vignettes, ‘ete..
4 Roam: for six. frames | ..<'..- Patti'|I. “$251Y
k,
YRo SINGLE ISSUES $3...
-| Page: launches “‘two-weeker. at -Dip}lomat, Maimi, Feb. 28 -.:.. “Charlie |{ $35. YR.a SINGLE: ISSUES4
Continued. from. page i —. Cochran... Starts. Six-week” el Le
,
‘: Ne C.0:0-’s *ae
a
March’ 15 | at.. Trade,.‘Winds, St
acy ‘SLAson,. ‘goa ‘Ww* Seth:‘ste a

trip to the .floating “city. of ~the
2
re
Ise
enlarging. Thomas; * Virgin Islands"... ‘Irish
||*
future, depicted in-a-maze‘ of 3200 |:‘It's .readily’ admitted°‘that’. the ‘McCalia -readying nitery: “act. with |:

otason's F UN-MASTER

«3

J.".

‘The World. of Tomorrow: “tatt’s ‘Century Concessions Ine., ‘Andrew | nitéries -in: 1962,: initialing: May 21
| -political;
-Interruptions..Views: Tae
Humorous
theme show ‘in the ‘Washington. “Nagy. Ine.cand Conasco, Ine:;
‘’/ |at'Harrah’s, Reno .....: Art &. ‘Dotty| .: personations,
Thoughts of ‘the.Oay,.

3rd Consecutive”

29-April 26... Joe

‘Sterling says there.is no charge for | Maize: set for. reprise’ at "Holiday,

i

4AM nn

Right now. ‘there. are 30: foreign. Teleguide,. either: ‘to:‘tha: hotels or| April 4... . Carmien ‘Cayallaro- in

countries. set to. exhibit, some. of | the” guests..-Paid- -advertisement. on| April. 3:29 as: Harolds: Club: ‘head«|[.!
nate,

~ siae oe
-;*... Kim ‘Sisters in March 2-}. “Rhaprodies. . jan”rMclassies. Pops: a
° Broadcasting Coast-to-Coast: ‘ which’ have “started work on dis-| the closed-circuit’ will be the source liner
plays. and -buildings.. Fair ‘officials. of revenues.
131 “playback. at Tahoe -Harrah’s.|[ ler, ete. Write er Cal
CBS-TV. Network’
| still say they expect:more. Biggest.|-- The. basic. ‘service, ‘due: to:-atart: loounge.. ; . Sam Butera &. Witness-|1 WALTER ‘ALLEN, Suite aA; a5.est wh

|single foreign exhibitor: is France, March: 1, will: be.a..one-hour. pro- ‘es inked for ‘March. 23-April 22
= | gram. -which: is frequently. repeated |

DICK -

"| |'during the: course of the day...The
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‘Barry. ‘Ashton's

es:
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Se,
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‘> $t. Louis, Mo,"
oan
Management: ‘GEORGE SOARES .

, inate: sake
dardin,
nae Vans Mees BUG 109,

BOX OFFICE DYNAMITE! im

-§] Remainder. of the: time will consist |’
of: -iriformation desired :by.. most
tourists, such: as .starting’ times: of |
‘plays, ticket.. availabilities, trans-|%..
_. | portation.:news, and some. -current | 5.

‘i

locat and .world.news,:: The tews

S2nd Street, New. York City. F
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{|.60 ‘minutes will include. :three .10-|
minute reels—one of shopping, ‘one |.
jon entertainnient: (theatrés, movies, |:
| ete.): and. the third’ on ‘sightseeing.
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“COLLINS GEORGE, Detroit Free Press os

DICK. SHACK,’ MCA, Miaini; Florida©

»”..2 “A usual; Woody was: wonderful and we
w e loved him: ‘$o"
Lge did Columbas and people from,allover Ohio: He broke every.

trad reAV (05,
Minswopel:

“During his short stay ‘at Baker's Keyboard Lounge,
Woody has broken all records, The crowds waiting to get into
. the night-spot extend. into the street... But what talk! His.

:

" inyention . is endless, hilarious, impudent, Continuous, -efforte

| : woopy: -WOODBURY, BAHAMA, Ft,Léuderdate, Fle.
.
"Mike Flesch,‘GRANDVIEW 18,Columbus: Boe 7 want to. take: this‘<opportunity;to: ‘thank’ you for a fab;

cord we ever had.”
os

Ts arid sidesplitting.”*

“plously successful: two-week engagemerit. The. crowds we were -

"¢

SAM. WILSON: Columbus Dispoteli

AS forced.‘to tum away are clamoring for your-return. Believe}
4. me when T:‘say that ‘you ‘have-equalled the all-time records set. :-

“Over. the.considerable ‘span of years during which Te qd.
:
7by!mary Of.
o the.‘ereatStars thathave’‘performed. at’Freddies.”” © |
a ‘béen ‘covering openings. at_ Grandview: Inn. I've seen. none’.
; a,
re
—Peter Karalis a
“quite the equal. of Monday: night’s:which marked the:retura:

; : wilt JONES:Minnéopaits ‘MorningTribune :
of comedian’ Woody. Woodbury 1
tothese,partsaftera threes’: +

_2 "year absence, *.

By. 7:30.the main dining rooin:wag ‘packed.and.the.overs.

;

oo

“What Woody Woodbury. doesina night’ club is
j more
a

— phenomenon than an‘act .... He’s keeping Fieddies packed

:

‘flow: was crowding’ the. smaller. room: where entertainment.:- tee Af Jack Paar is Teally: going to. retire; NBC need look no...

- ordinarily i
‘is ‘sérved‘up. At Shortly. past9, corridors: leading

“©"" 46 the big-back room were jammed with: Woodbury fans: wait.
a

“SHOW TIME . ... Woady Woodbury made’ his Hollys *
“wood debut at Gene Norman’s Crescendo and. clicked with

-the elbow benders::. « He’s a lot of fun and the glibbest sitsdown comiic on the cafe circuit ...-. Although a lot of his
material 3‘is risqué, youll find none of it vulgar or blue...
‘Woody is articulate, keen and fast and backs up his story.
- telling: With flashes of a piano technique that] make you sit .
up <::. His delivery and attire are exen more informal than: ;

{. further,than.Fort.Lauderdale to
0 findtheperfectreplacement, a co -; Mort’ SahlSouk He’'s topnotch!”

= jng to.get table- assignments. -And_ before Woody came on..
‘the ‘dividers: were folded, back: {0 double the capacity of.the
Main room.” -

_ DAILY. VARIETY, LA.

ve‘Furthermore, it'stayed wild for not.a mere’45 minutes‘or an“

" and:boyish charm... Delivery is warm and fun.:... Friendly ‘
Style, makes. the ‘act seem much like a private party.”

FINALLY, “alltambled-the: starand the place went ‘wild.

:, > hour But for an hour and‘a half. Unless Woody |willed.it, there: Ae Baker’:$ Kobo Lounge;shave Iwitnessed a“‘preater Teace

.

ABE GREENBERG, Los.Angeles Examiner.

diate rapport with‘his audience through an affectionate grin

"Uo AWas scarcely a break in the Uproarious laughter. during. the”
“ , tion; greater capacities. and greater grosses... Woody. Wood|
. “whole time he was ‘on; -qhipping: impishly, and: most -per-~.- bree bury brokeevery
é
record existing in my place,,day by day'and:.._
“: gonaily,; about friends, in the house, setting the-place: by’ihe:
. for ‘the ‘engagement, ‘Baker's. Lounge’ was loaded to.capacity, .
+
‘ears with fresh. jokes; making: older ones: sound fresh :by fir=* _ [5 every-night,: advance reservations. yirtuall ‘sold out -his.entira,
ing: ‘them through in unexpected. context, ‘You jist can't beat
--. | cnpeereeni een befare hie’‘opened: ‘atid about 500 phone.”
SSeS
; -., this.combination:.-of ;ingratiating’ Personality, homey:hi!*:
:
gallsPetday contimied.
¢
during hisstay,""<-Clarence H.Baker am)
oe ‘Tesophy and:earthyhumor.”
a_“THE- HUMAN ‘THING TO DO” Ralph Edwards ‘says:

ke susr. COMPLETED: TY PILOT... *
' RALPH EDWARDS PRODUCTIONS

Vip

ba

nt

. “RON. PATAKY, Gitizen-Séurnal.
:
va “Occasionally; an.exceptional person.steps‘fromtheTanks
oe “of America’s comedy: COFps: with an uriexplainable something
that just: seemis to catch ony
" Woddy. Woodbury, who headlines: atthéGrandview Inn.
“‘through,Saturday, is-a good example.
;

“A FEW. YEARS AGO, Woodbury wasairelativein|
: Then something happened, something big. Boe

. And, today, ‘the young. blond is one” ‘of the country"$ top
:“aloneclub and recording: properties: : a
.
Ss WOODY. IS a _ tremendously’ likeablefellow,Paar
.. That’s the’ big secret to-his’ success,
oo.
He: just sits: theré.on the stand ::eie8“tellsa ‘few stories.ee’
2
ls
ee fiddles ‘with the‘piano a bit:, -and the people love him to.pieces, *

oe “Here iis thebright'n
new face Vv has been looking for,"*

a

eet
AMEE,

oe SCREEN. TEST... UNITED. ARTISTS *
“United “Artists. executive David Picker says:

|

“| think WOODY WOODBURY is one. of ithe most

'- exciting performers I've ever seen. It is my strong
feeling that -his potential as .a‘molion picture per-

former. i:
is. great one.”
Howard - a Koch, Executive Producer Essex: Produce

Sions. Says: | ne

=

“Tremendous potential for motion picture. stardom.
A really versatile:talent

. WOODY 1S-NOTa pushy Jaugtimaker. He's not the one-.”
o os“Finer tyPe,which is, therage.today.Not,,for that matter,does.
aa she’dealin smut.:
He’s. ornéry:. tobe sure,Buthishunior’isdishied,
“up.‘with
a ‘taste. It offends:no one. -*

*

“THIS IS‘NOT what l-expected, Twas ‘ofthe’impression

.‘ that ‘his was. the raw type.of hurhor.-.the kind that,‘breaks: ae
© .-

“sup “smokers”Be,

L simply. was. ‘wrong.

oe -Y

‘J think you'll like Woody:WoodbariHesanice
chap ve ay
andawonderful entertainer”? wet

nN
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“2 GOLD,
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CURRENT. BILLS”

L Wedmesday, February 14,1962...

>, The: “ Cooks, Raitt ‘Bornare,. ‘Murray |
Franklin.
;
‘
PLAYBOY ;—. ‘Bes | we

WEEK or FEBRUARY

Barnes, Jimmy . Ssundérs,

Glerla Van, Nino Nenai, ;
RONEY:

|

14

-

FLAZA—-Eddic

Heywood Trio,

;

Siteearone. tine "Dabpie Hayes
r _Revee. |
|

Louis Jordan,

Vie P

>

Don Lu

“TONY'S. FISH ©MARKET _
“sa
‘Over: |
Miusie Mall,- N. y.. Hunt; “amiong - ‘the:‘top.‘piled oa: :
‘Néwby, Anne Jones, Alan:
PALMER. Wouse—xavier. Cugat,
eat. “Abbe, ‘board... Jerry ordon.:
‘Art Mathews. Evelyn. ; "Mare: ‘Platt ‘presentatian- of .““To- | the: sked,. comes. off’: nicely: *-His:'.° ~
MUSIC MALL—Shirley Weaver, ‘Bugens 4 PLAYBOY. CLUB
= Homer “a
& dence, |?aE UNDERBIRD:: — “al
|The.
.Arts,”: with: John. Lankston,: belting and” emotional style tab | a
Ritchie

NEW. YORK. ctr

. Siavin,fin, ‘Thatcher:

Cla rk,

aga

Shitley” ak

, Shirley. Weaver, Eugene :Slavin,.| ‘the: audience... His. gyrations. give: ‘| Thatcher Clarke, Gil Dova,. Rock- the ‘turn. that extra. ‘crowd-pleaser oo,
ettes (choreographed’ by Russell. on: -the. ‘ballads. °“He works well”:
AUSTRALIA.
IChose,| "BLACK HAWK=Chirta | Conner... “| Market),.Corps de.Ballet. (choreog- with the:.aud too,-.getting it-inte.:
: MELBOURNE CFivoli J—Les Otharis, char.
taphed - -by . Platt), .Melodaires,. the ‘act’ with: clapping and ‘Vocal a
'. BLACKSHEEP.
May, Francis Van Dyk: |
sahingtonHt ey —Karl Hines
re.
-vler, . Hewe
cha
per
izing.
Nicoll prethers, Big.George, Montego: jor
Avery "Schretber.
. EARTHQUAKE | Mc@OON'S—Turk ‘hur:4. Symphony. Orch. (Raymond. Paige,
j
Diena Marquez. Amor Solar,”
director); “Lover Come. Back” (U):| ‘The Vibrations: (5), ‘draw. ‘aila ae
reno. .Margaret. & Maurice. Fiat: Tope | SOSHERATON. SLACKSTONG — rae phy'sbyt~ Clancy. -Hayes.
. GA
oS—Ra
Tesponse. ‘from the: assemblage. with «=.
Ray K. Goman,. Bee & Ray reviewed ‘in VaRIETY Dec.’ 13,
"Barney. _Grant,. Keith. . Peterson, Terry. Marand, Franz’ Benteler. Ore...ih
Gil Dona,

Melo-

daires, Corps de. Ballet, Rockettes,
|

‘mond: Paigs Or.

[eo Jack .Wallaes, .‘erp.
"Vanden

Ruth. NeMahon...

;

: SAN FRANCISCO”

7

161..

omen: soos ‘Keegan:
Scanlon
| their :terping, : clowning. and: acro-*- °.‘FAIRMONT. — Nat. ‘King‘Cole, nie |.
SYONGY (Tivol. — Frank: Berry, Pat.
leckscher Ore.°
tT 2 With’‘the:‘presentation: of.ité ciir- | batics,. They . are ..a. flashy: “group”
-Gregory, Jodie Gray, Howard: ‘Hardin, Joe
“WEN BLUE'S—“Nutt “& Butts” Revue. Hi‘WANGOVER
— Musasy. Spaniers. ‘Ralph ‘rent Stage. spec; -Radio. City. Music - -that;.also has: away with ‘a: rock’.
Chisolra. Trapinos,
Fay.. Melody,. Ken ‘Cully
Richards, Sid Fields, Allison McKay,
|: Sutton.-:
Mackey, Ron Balcombe." “Bill ‘Christopher.
‘Harvey Weber. De Jong. & Des,’
or AGFienne Myrna’ Ross, ‘Richard Cannon, Mel: Bry--j ° HUNGRY “1—Mort Sahl; “Aldo; ‘Monaco. Hall .managenient. is -inaugurating’ tune.,‘The:Rondettes (3) are- ‘three,
‘Gigi - Gala Di,*
Ben. ae Journeymien |‘Three, .Amy .Rouselie. .~ - a new. policy ‘of:-bringing ‘in‘guest | femmes ~ “with: .’swivel “hips ©and
os.
. $AZZ. WORKSHOP—Philly' Joe Jones 8:
prominent. ‘posteriors. ‘who do. a
BRITAIN’
NEw. EACK’S—Frances : Faye, Vernon | producers .“from -time. ‘to’ time”. to
‘ ecacnroot. (Grand)—Ann Sears. Har-- ae a3 Dolores, : Dick ‘Stabile“Ore.
‘Alley
augment - its-. _Tegula. © -production Twist mimber- in. athletic: fashion.
ESCENDO — Billy. Eckstine, Henny,
Patricia . Heneghan.
PURPLE: ONION —- Jim’ “Nabors, °Gold|] staff. headed by. ‘Leon :Léonidofe.. The Capris: (4) are an. okay. group:
: Coast- Singers. Jay Marshall. :.
Margot, me. ‘Youngman, Louis’ Belson. O
=,_Michele ‘Tee,"jack: “ziton, iz 365 CLUB—Lili St: "Cyrs Paul ‘Desmond, -| and Russell: ‘Markert.
Thomas, - "Raymond
Bowers, Steve Ix Fe
“To . The: who“ tend .to° over'sell,: ‘their mas i."
—_ ‘Madoline
ve
Robin. May. Vera’ ‘Cook, Edward:
Dancers. ‘Roy Palmer ' Arts,” ‘produced: by. -choreographer- | teriak, Their vocalizing gets by. but..."
- INTER LUDE ‘Troy. Walker. ‘& Hustlers. Shaw-Hitehcock
Christopier Burgess.-Ore
L@
CRAZ
VY HORSE— Le crasy Horse:
ARDIFF
(New) — Adam Fatih Des
“SUGAR. HILL —_.Steel, Band.’Limbo ‘dancer | Mare: Platt, doesn’t’ break -their.’ ‘Physical, Stull” ds ‘somewhat ea
* Acrole David Macbeth, _ McAndrews &. Revue, 3d Edition.. “Donnie. B ‘ooks..
Dancers. Lt
‘any: Music Hall conventions ‘In for-. averdorie.

LOS. ANGELES. -

Bhatpe Dave.
2
Reid

Des_

é, Lester. |:;

-SLATE

68ROS.—Billy:

Gray ‘Retty:Les,

ter. Herb ‘Dell. Trio. ~:.
‘STAT. ‘CER: ‘HOTEL: —. “Les
es pal
a lladium)—Rarry: Secombe. e
Castle. Marion Rye isccurs, Audrey | Paris’ "Revue, Skinnay. Ennis

°o
De
LON

Roy

>

Wayne.

Carol. -Grazina Firame, | Felix

Helene& Howard;

ahead Ronnie

Corbett, . Jack

The

Fran

‘LAS VEGAS

“CALIFORNIA. -CLUB—Johnny'. Paul

ONEWCASTLE: (Empire): _ “Robert: Earl.
Arthur
Worstey.
Tommy _ Fields, Mrs:

DESERT. .INN-—Louis. - Prima; .Sam

&/ Jayne,

CabaretBills

C

-‘the . ‘Rockettes, ‘in, tlie. nicely. done’ tune; “Mamie In. ‘The.=

“Bue:

“FIESTA

are joined ‘by: the’ Corps: de Ballet.. His work on both’ ballads: ‘and up-

"Rutinos, ‘Pepito’

‘ROOM--Los

&

Sam
Fis.
uns Melchionne. °“Acapules: ‘Boys. Three
;
SAND.

THE SEA—]

. Band.
a7
Page,_ “Guy: Marks “Ast. ! go, “Steel
TROPICORO—Phil.
Earl Barton -Dancers.. Bill,Red-.
Charlie Fisk. Ore. ;i
* |die’ Ore.. Lounge: “Vive. Les Girls.’” One
Fuus. (One... Travelers. Three, Joseph ‘Mack ;
,

DUNES—-Patti.

Johnson,

NEW ‘YORK CITY |
‘AERICAN
Johnay

featuring

‘|Aftérnoon.!” He" - retains” enough
*:2
A CON CHA—Elizabeth del Rio, ‘Noro. w. k. Hall tradition. (A standout '‘is the. tmaginativé Tn'r to. ‘séll this’ type of ‘material :"
oe : CONVENTO -—_ Lys: Assay: Peps: Lara. ‘finale
.
but.
seems:
héaded.
out
‘of.
the
idiom.
: °°."
in:
which:
the
‘precision
girls.
Orc.
Morales Ore.

Torres Ore.;. -Barletta-Queralt ..Five.
The girls, :
-arranged .‘on: three. tiers |‘tempo: numbers ‘is. ‘stylish, ‘and-:he: .. a
C. tera ‘and: Witnesses, Nica .Ventura,, Dick
-FLAMBOYAN:
‘CLUB-—Liberace, Cénar:
Two- Munros, Eva May Wong: ‘| Humphreys, Donn Arden Dancers, Carl: Concepclon Ore
|-and «against. ‘white.: - backdrops, ‘go shows. an. overall. Savvy, for’show ae
;
ton Hayes. Orc.: Counge:. Frankie Carle,.
.
MOULI
- ROUGE—Humberta. ‘Morales. through : a: livély;, ‘swinging. “hoe-- ‘maniship. ,
Michael Kent, Dave Apollon; Milt Hearth..

Shufflewick, .Emersop,

Campyel

|

on

“Bobby. ‘Lewis: has’ more: ‘pep.‘in: we
‘Emat, but it ‘does. offer a couple..of:
‘uhusually attractive numbers, both him - than -rock,; particularly. on a.

seus -CARIBE—Tony- Martlii, Terrace’

&* Elita, ‘Miguelits .‘Miranda -Orc.,, Pepito
YE. LITTLE - CLUB Mavis,Rivers, Joe
Arvelo Five;
‘Group Ws

Michel &
ickel

Jeans,
Fade
Wendy

“SAN ‘JUAN.

“T

Girls ae)

ROOM:
— . Afro- -Caribbean. + Poet ‘CORTEZ—Hiot

Rarracuda:. Larry” Bonito, ~‘Trade

FLAMINGO

‘Lips. Levine; Dick 4

Bobby: Daiim: | .

The Flamingos | 1) are ‘a?‘Algtily.
“down” .in.-silhouette :for ‘an’ effect.
.
Hai Hester Cale ‘that’s a big. crowd-pleaser: ‘Lead‘in stylized: ‘group that carries ‘its: own.

Ford: « ‘Misi Hines, ‘number, :“something ‘called “Art. of musicians. . ‘Although: they .‘can: fit. :oe
Lo Retaxing. * takes‘ its theme from- in the’ rock -pattern,: their. tunes.’
=I {one of. President. Kennedy's fayor-: ‘inélude | “E. Only. Have ‘Eyes’ For...
‘tite’ pastimes. . The: girls; dressed. in You,” “Night. Train” and “Old Man... ~

Dhl Reviews

fon. Co

EAST on Billy - Daniels. hens °“Don. Kirk, Flamingoettes,.. lamingo:
. Geo.
Young
Revu
ao
“Lounge: -:Lionel ‘Hampion; ‘Sarah.
c.

it tasteful-‘black-and-white,

have -.as: -River,” ‘the. latter: done.as

a pro-'

__J] props 36 ‘brilliant~::red. :rocking: duction’ -nuniber. : with’ *drama.- ‘ga--.

-. ~.
‘-chairs; It’s ‘a ‘stylish, -if not. wholly lore, often .a bit too: much: They:
Vaughan. Betty Reilly.
FREMONT_—irankie. Brent ‘Revues. High}
a convincing,.. “Old ‘Rocking |Chair's: show- nice “harmonic - work, . ‘and.
Times,. Newton Bros.
i. Au Evening For. Ye
click
with:
the.
audiénce..-Some
pore
oO ON. SOIR—Three |Flames: Lew Parker,
GOLDEN NUGGET—~Judy Lynn,’ Wanda ;
- LOWER, STEANTA)
o * Got Me.” ©:
& Betty Kean, Anders & - Hadley. Jackson, - ‘Dale _ McBride ‘Four, . Tommy : Show’s overall :
‘theme ‘ora salute ‘polishing «‘would. “make their ‘présrad
‘Atlanta,. ‘Feb.‘’
CHARDAS—Soocha...Renay,
Strange: ,na
to: the arts:.is- loose: enough to: en- ‘entation*: considerably: . stronger, cee
Elemar .. Horvath. “Tibor ° -Rakossy..P
;
"HACIENDA. —
Four - Tunes, Johany |- Roger ‘Williams with ‘Sam ‘Cava‘Ol
. “Keynotés, a Cathy -Ryan.
compass: ‘adept. ‘juggler |Gil -Dova’ however...
Lynne ‘retta,. Gilbert -Hintz; Maryjane’ Barenn
CH ATEAL MADRID—Roberto Iglesias, ‘Olenr
-¢who :makes ‘with cigar. boxes and |° “Acrobatic. terping |‘by.‘the Patk- ;
PNT Pat Moreno’s. “Artists ‘&. Models: -ton, Row iger. ‘Nichols, John Mor-:
Pupi C
po Orc.
other- ‘assorted. ‘props) ‘as. well’ as ettes. a: dance. ‘group, opéns and CORACABANA. —
— “Dick ‘Haymes, ‘Fran of "62,"of Billie:‘Bird. Gil Laimb ‘Beauty: &.
gando;. $ t top: ©
eee
Jeffries, Corbett... Monica, ‘Paul Shelley Beast.
°
' | an-- elaborate. ..production 'number ‘closés’. the ‘show: with’ Cole:getting .
_ NEV,
AJay ‘Orlando, King Henry
Orc., Frank Marti Ore. —.
by" the. Corps de Ballet. The latter” into- the. act -here.. ‘Withal,; it’s an’. -.-:
EMBERS—Meade
Lux Lewis...
New reerTIER— “Minsky’s Foils.§ Ee : Piano. ivintiiosa
Roger:“Williams
‘HOTEL ore
idie Lane Ore
‘Lake; *:Dick. "62,’*. Dick Ri¢e. Orc.’ ounge:is gall
Greek
‘in design.Olympia
set in’ |,effective bill for the house.Kali.OA,
b Crosby.
packed. ‘the: Tower Theatre. Satur-: ‘a
dy ‘classic
pink-ani d-orange

ae E: “Leonard,. Miat
ee
“ghelle Nichols: 'Bobby: Short,. Otis_ ‘Clenh-

“

Harding

die

Ink Spots’ Sunny

ne

Spencer. Dirt

day, 'night. “f3):. and. Sunday after‘with .. prima- ballerina’: Shirley }:"
oe
indon -(Fhe and~ won \4 solid recep- Weaver arriving . by flying | ‘horse-|.. .
tion... Tower: seats 1 750. at $4 -top.
and-chariot:. This- is the -kind.-of.|.
and Fambt Artists’ Inc., ‘even sold effect. which -Hall “patrons. have]
—
‘Continued® ‘from.“page 1 we oo
‘seats. in:“unused - gallery.‘for.Fe at.
|:¢ome ‘to ‘expect and. appreciate. “At:
O’Sullivan, .Harry ‘Snow, © Wilbur |
. Freedie: Bell,
Paula. Kelly, Deedy & ‘Bill,
.
ell,. Lloyd . Lindroth, Peter. Ca both’ pet rmiances. :
show. eaught
Friday.. (99, "Miss ‘stop. ‘progress”. ‘arid it has, theres - 2 7
7 Stanley Melba Orc.
.
TEL “LAZA. —. Johnny Desmond. |Hance”
* Other-n embers of Williams’ unit.
‘Emil Coleman Orc.. Mark. Monte _Conti-: ; SANDS.—Jerry: Lewis, -‘Peg. Leg Bates, ‘also: ‘contrib: to the. -concert’s suc- Weaver's: male partners, Eugene | fore,:“disassociated .itself:.from:.the -:
Slavin. : and... ‘Thatcher: -' Clarke,.| pamphiet. arid.the:association’ view Moe, nentals. Payson Re Orc... .
., or Nelson, Copa Girls, ‘Antonio -Morellj.
HOTEL TAFT - Vincent. ‘Lopez. Ore: .
‘Cavaretta..and Gilbert. seemed ‘a: pit: unsteady. in ‘the -pas. ‘point,
Lounge: Jerry,gral: ‘Dave.-Burton, ‘cess: Sa
re.
HOTEL ST... REGIS iteGharles. Trenet, Morrey Kin
Hintz. ard “exceptional guitar pluck-: de trois but. all - were -nimble. .
: Granada: chain, ‘another’. CEAsso- ey
ne
Gray
quito’
Ore. . .
Di‘SHOWSOAT—Red ‘Foley,
ite Jimmy.
ers, withi latter doubling« banjo, enough in -the:-solos..
MOTEL ‘ROOSEVELT—Guy Lombardo ic’
| ciate “with” tollvision connections, >" —
SILVER. SLIPPER... .-- : Hank-|
Ys
| while” bassist - Rodger... Nichols:|°- ‘Supptementing’ ‘these’ ‘major’ rium- ; has not opposed. ‘CEA’s Official sen- ° :
haHOTEL - WALDORF-ASTORIA - = Pearl Sparky Kaye,:: Bobby: Clark. Cina
Bailey. Emery Deutsch ‘Ore... Milt . ‘Shaw ber. Danny. Jacobs, Red Marshall:, Dolores. thimips’: big ..box “with ‘authority. -bers” are .a fast rourd ‘of. Tchal- timents on-.thé. subject ‘and,.though’ -..-::
razzini, .Marge. Eliza
_Drumme?¥: . John Morgando-- ‘com- -kovsky.” featuring .six: .pianos::.on it seemed. inevitable: at,first glance, =...
ug
ONoreL SAVOY. HILTON=Gunnar’ Har
-'STARDBUST — “Lido: Ge. Paris. ” Badie- pletes Fhythm section and. harpist
Stage, _backed. by...thé: symphony there’:is no- split within-the. CEA... ~.
gen Orc.. Artura Actaro- Orc.
Jesters,
‘O'Neal ‘Ore. — Lounge:: “Happy
Gary: - Crosby, “ ‘Bernard ‘Bros., | Micki. Lynn,’ _ Jack. Cos: |.
INTERNATIONAL .
Maryjane Barton; referred to -by orch, ‘phis, some: special. transition- ‘Rank is.content to:be the-“dissent-. ~
‘Parker & Kean. Mike Durso Ore... ‘Aviles |-tanz
-Williams
as.
troupe’
3“‘den
mother,”.
‘al
‘words and music sung “by John. ing .thinority’’ cand ‘has, apparently;
7 Ore.
: THUNDERBIRD—“Flower .Dein. Song.”
LATIN QUARTER—-Rafael ae ‘Cordova; Jack Soa, Arlene’ Fontana, ‘ Juanita ‘Hail; (is not only..easy to look-at,. but: an. Lankston. and. the “Melodaires,. who, no: intention of withdrawing ‘from aa
Pompof-Thedy.: . Julie ».Gibson. Arnaut, Garwood
“Van
Ore.
Lounge:
accomplished
muSiciani
-as
‘well:
lalso
‘add: harmony to the. finale:.
o. Washington, . Gaylords. reddy Randazzo. :
the.exhibitor: association;
“oy
Wallenda Ballet. Jeanine Pivoteau, M
seas
ot
‘opens..with- ‘Jonghatr |. ‘The_ Raymond. : Paige orch: ‘leads
_Larks, Lily Yokol, Dave’.Barrys Jo.,‘Lom-. ‘Four Cc oins;, Piano Pasha.
ardi
Ore.. Irving
Fields-Ore.
‘TROPICANA—“Folies Bergere ‘of. "08,
ff sand closes:. “with: ‘show. ‘tune: off show :with a -bouncy, ‘vigorous
| - As: the oily. British. fitmtrade “as:
B iter ‘BANK “CheBul, Rubenstein Trio. Ray; Sinatra. Orc:. LLounge::, Vagabonds,.
sociation:
‘to:
maké’
a.
public
°
‘stand
|:
dley., In: between. ‘he. pounds “Die. Fledermaus”. overture which.
HOTEL
LEXINGTON
Virgiata - ‘Wing.
: RIVIERA —. Dennis
Day; “Mamie - Van:
“ ‘Lillias Kniebt. ‘Denny
D
Regor, Tony Drake., ‘ Doren;. Geo..- Arnold: Dancers. Jack ‘Cath-.
‘Lounge: Billy. Williams, Dukes.
Cc
Ton ree ew
gnc
it Saunders, ‘Of. Dixieland, Jimmy |Nelson..: '
|
. Laurelle
ngs,
Joe
AHARA: —° Connie ‘Frahcis.: Davis ;&
Or OTEL PIERRE— Music in ihe . Air,” . Reese, Moro-Landis Dancers. Louis: ‘Basil.
Marthe.
Errolle. -Phyllis: Arick;, ‘Terry:
‘Lounge: ‘Tex Beneke, Hay :Eberle,
re.

- Killerof
ofScreen? -

Dinah:

amon..
ris:
Rayburn
wy
Guido. &. Sylvia, Al-Be Paull. Four. Dua
LIVIN
“ROOM '— Rosette Shaw. Sam Bonnet, Three.’
_
Fletcher,’ Marco Rizo. Bob. Ferro ‘Trio.: -

‘And

fivoriés*in such:numbers as “Whirl- sets” ‘the: pace: for’rest:of: the. pro-

against ‘toll:tv, ‘the’ CEA’ maintains.

-

" that: feevee would ‘close ::all’. but’...

a
‘b
7 Andy.
‘Taway,?> Blueberry. Hill,” :“Chau- , eram..
NO. 1 FIFTH AVENUE— Cedrone.&
| /major-city theatres with the-further *.--..
tunes: that}...
Mitchell, Paula . ‘Sydney, _ Hankinson & |.: “ WAROLD'S=-Carl” ‘Ravaztza,- -Chaiaeterss. ‘éonne’. ‘and .“Amor,”
a"| repereussion: -of. robbing’ ‘smaller ©"
DeMaio.
“|
give-him.
ample:
opportunity.
to.
dis“:
~
Don Conn Ore. ‘ROOM AT BOTTOM: —. Mes. Myles,
communities. of -such ‘outside-the-.
-HARRAH’S . iReng)—Kiin_ Sisters. Nick Play his’ talent’ and. technique.
ot
“Apollo,
N.
We:
T. C. Jones. Al Foster Trio.
George : Rock - - Sextet, "Coquettes,
: ROUNDTABLE: —
Vibrations, -Ronnie" ‘Lucas,
-Interésting-is his tracing. of his- “Tommy - “Hunt, the’*“Vibrations ‘homes. ‘entertainments . as cinema, veo
Tep per. &. Friend, Red ™ Caty.

RENO-TAHOE.

Hawkins.

.

(5),,. the. Rongettes: (3), the Capris

legit‘ and: stock ‘Productions. .-ee

De

HARRAH’S (Tahde)—South ‘Shore ‘Room: ‘tary of:‘pop. music by. playing songs.
Ayalons, | Esther Tobbi,
Davis.’ Jrp., Bev- & “Jack Palmer,
AAY, -Bobby Lewis,
: the -Flan€ngos.| : Subscription: systems,” Say. ‘CEA’; mt
& Sharobi, Louis Ban- Sammy
Carlssons, “Dorothy. ‘Dorben .
ers & |made: (popular... by. noted:‘pianists |:
es, ‘Clay ‘Cole, +ootar from catering for ‘minority’: ine. beets
Dancers,
-Lefghton Noble _Orc.. ‘Leunge: o£: ms,ina as well: as some mod-' (7),0: the. Parte
7 Two. “GUITARS-_Alya Uno, ‘Sasha Poll: Harry -Janies,Norvo. Monte-: Bleu,
-Orch. 3); “Walk, terests, will be drawn. into’ the pop="
. off, Ivan Nepa & Sonia. Kostya. ‘Pollas- Musical ‘Wades, Red:
tin luding’ “Art Tatum, Eddy” Reuben Phillips
Bik ‘Tiny Little, Al -Mor- ‘erns,.
) tilar. ‘program. -field'in order. to sur-..,.- ‘Duchin,! Freddy ; ‘Martin: : - Carmen Tall” (20th); $2 top.” oes
SQUARE. EAST— “Second City, Alan
ive: -This could. heighten the ‘cut~.o.
eOLIDAY-_Four - Lads, . Andzini -‘Bros..

SAHBRA—Four
Leo Fuld, Badoc
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O.

.

Cavalla *0,

_ Atkin,

- Howard
‘Alk.
Severn
/Darden, Bawallan . "Revue, Mariachi’.
. Cam: ;
Dawn. Daniel.) Andrew ‘Duncan, Lynda | eros
others, ©”
Segal, Eugene ‘Troobnick,” Gary Sherman,
qttAPES—Novelites: Lobato Dancers,Es |:

Francis

Craig: and :

' Williams his rétained- his:‘ola
- UPSTAIRS
&
DOWNSTAIRS
=. “Phy
eI VERSIDE_Riviera Room: | “Life Be. ‘|finale. ithe two-piano ‘bit,- which. he.
Bruns, Ceil Cabot. Rex. Robbins. -Steve 'gins ‘at Minsky’s,” .Jo..Ann' Jordan Trio,
whirls: around on a ‘stool |‘and.
Rolunu,.. Donna. Sanders. Mary. Loutse Lou LeVitt Orc.
- Lounse: .:Jack “Jive?”
Wilson Lovelady Powell. Freddie webber.. Schafer, Fabutous ::Jets;
Rossi ‘& Boyer.: ‘thumps. ‘the ivories:- with. wild. abanJimSheridan. ‘BN McCatchen, Milrad
‘WAGON
WHEEL: (Tahoe) — Arthur: don: ‘He :does not: play. encores: and
Walsh,
Ginny
'-Greer:.:
& ..Gallions; ‘Bobby .
. ViENNESE " LANTERN—Fernarida Mon-: Page, Modernisians;: Country.
Gentlemen. literally ‘has to. beg off.tel. Nancy Tatum. ErjfistSchoen.’
“Pianist was. brought to “Tower
*WILLAGE BARN—Larry Wilde,- Jeanie|.
:-MIAMI-MiAMI BEACH:
on Famious. ‘Artist: Corp? 3. Concert
Alien, Susan Brady. .Tex Fletcher; Fe
Peri.
: AMERICANA—Georze. “Arnold: : Tee Re Series, Ralph Bridges, :- manager,
& Ray; Lou. Harold Orc;, Joe
vue, Phil, Richards,, Shirley .Linde, ‘MitchBarbara

Harris:.

Deejay: ‘Clay Cale .has put. to-. throat ‘competition: for the-already: -

gether ‘@ solid'-rock show for the” ‘irnjited .sourees. of popular. enter-: >:
current. stanza. at: the. Apollo :this tainment and, furttiermore: hither: : : |
week. Backed ‘tiicely |by . Reuben. -to- free programs. ‘(such as:sporting’. ..|

Phillips’ house band, ‘the ‘show ‘Is -events)| might. | well.. become® the ve
ar,
well-balanced and: has a: little bit copyright” of’ toll-tv.
of everything forthe rock fans... |_’, Economic.. ‘factors. .dictate “that: vt
tollvision’ would ‘be. more ‘subservi=" - “Cole keeps things. ‘moving: at

‘good ‘clip :and -even..does a forping -ent to. audience Measurement ‘than ---:
turn (The: Twist. of. course): {n“lim- commertial..t¥. and “exisiting: prac |-*~
‘tical ‘éxperience with the so-far-un- .—

VILLAGE GATE — Oscar Brown,. Dizzy
ber. fashion.. His hosting: is affable.
ell &' Taylor, ..Lola. ‘&
& .. Lita. Jo hnny-| which. also filled: Tower a.week ago
_ Gillespie.
VILLAGE ‘VANGUARD = Jackie: Kane.. ‘Flanagan... Michael ‘Meehan; Mal Maikin |with Hal’ Holbrook, in “Mark Twain; and” ‘pleases.the audience: “Tommy.
.Ore., Ice Models.‘Roy. ‘Kral, Monttomery Bros.
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| Jones, Eddie Garson.’ Jack: ‘Wallace.
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‘Accents! Sacasas- Ore.»
“2:Dick Merrick, ‘The
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confirm: .this,-: ‘says CEA.. Tf feevee. *-.
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5 plenty. of show. biz
dates: in Georgia, is-slated to ‘tour’ ‘savy in his recent: ‘outings.. His. was |-brought:-:in-' on: the’ basis’. of © - -

‘BLUE ANGEL —Chiistian. “Lamont ReBILTMORE ‘TERRACE—-Al “Fike & Co:” tthe. Bast.” ther Into
-yue, Marliza. Lord Cariton, Roger McCall,
CARILLON — “Scandales
De Paree
Tita Perez Orc.
Ralph Young. The Rivieras, Colette Reid- fore.heading’. West..”
CUpISTER—The
Treniers: Eddie Sub- ‘inger,. Five Brutos,. George Dorlis,. Roger|.

way
.
CONRAD
HILTON
— .“Ooh La’ La.”
Margie Lee. Wayne Roland. Frederick &
Brigitte,
Lothar
Weidmann, | Inez-. Gifford.
Boulevar-Dons
(3). Boulevar-Dears“(), .Corinie Mitchell. Olie Raymond: Orc.

profitable’. test’. by: Paramount .at: ..°
Etobicoke; ‘Toronto, would ‘seem. to.” *”

Canada | -be-|"comedy.: by-play,: “especially. ..with. serving ‘the minority viewer.alone, ‘:...:
- Lee. 1 little clarinetist Pee Wee. Spitelara,: .the exhibitars believe, it would not: |.
Keeps. ‘the ‘show’ rolling: at. .rapid- be long: before the-.operation was.

‘grave financial difficulties: and: : | pace: and has the -aud. with ‘him:-|~in:
was pléading:-to’ be given more:pro-: | -.
_[.
; throughout.
gram
time'for light entertainment: - «..
‘Omaha, Feb. 9. ° Hirt: likewise |fs:“emiart. in stir-Cortez,’ Jimmy Roma. Bill’ ‘Bernardi,
: ‘Additionally; .with :the: advent -of .
"COPA CIT¥—Belle Barth. Duke Hazlett,| AL Hirt’s :* Sextet. (6)5 “Caney 1 ‘rounding: himself with expert. musi-|.toll-tv,
the _subsequent scramble for
_
‘Bros
teith
Tommy
Makem:
(47...
At
cians... Besides Spitelara, there are
. Coatie « Williams - Fours. Bobby * - Milano,"
Frank Oikeb o Tri
Omaha. Auditaditim:: Music: Hall,. ‘Ronnie ‘Dupont, | piano; *«... ‘Frank. viewers ‘and profits ‘would: loosen : -‘”.
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Ballet,

Jacques. -Donnet.
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CASTAWAYS—Preacher Rollo. 3. ‘Jerzy |:
Geraldi & Lesley. Ralph :Font Orc.. Cand! | -

‘DRAKE
HOTEL—Enzo. ‘Stuarti, Jimmy
Blade Orc.
‘|
EDGEWATER
| BEACH. —. Les Paul’ &
DEA
LEE — “Ritz Brothers, .Marion.
‘Mary Ford, Don Davis Orc.
:
Colby; Oeonie Heller, ‘Les
Rhode’. Orc.,
GATE
OF
MORN_Shoshana _Damari, |‘Don... “Rickles, ;- Key | Howard *.Trio, ‘La
Inman &- Ira. Fred Kaz.
‘Plata’ Orc."
’ HAPPY
MEDIUM
— “Medium
Rare.”:
“DIPLOMAT | — "Sara: ‘Levenson. George:
Linda: Donovan.
Denise
Foster, . Jamies. -Foster,- _Damita™ ‘Jo, -. Mandy © Campo ‘Orc.
Inman. Mare London, Donna Miller. Bert Van Smith Trio.
.
Vallencourt, Cindy Witsell, Tom Williams,
EDEN ROC—Joe E. ‘Lewis; ‘ella. Fitz:
Downstage Room: Betty Rhodes, Cy Tonfé. gerald, ‘Raye. & Roman Art. Freeman Ore.
Trio. Cte Niepp. Trio.
FONTAINEBLEAU— Ziggy Lane, Cheo
Le
BISTRO—Dino
¥ale, Vie. -Cesaeria” & Veradero poextette, Frank. Natale ‘Trio..
Trrio
. Len . Dawsor

al HietSkiow

,
.
- Richard. ‘Nelson,.
_ Hudec,; “drums: | trombone;. and’ Lowell: Miller, bass.
Ar ‘Hirt: bearded. ‘dixieland jaz |All’ are -virtuasos'’ ‘and - ‘earn their
trumpeter, ‘opened a string of -one-|. own. turns: {n- the: spots.”
nighters . at «Omaha's - Music. . Hall |’ ‘For this: junket, Hirt added. the
-in’ auspicious~ ‘ fashion: ‘Now, part. Clancy. Bros. with: ‘Tommy. Makem,
‘owner of a New Orleans jazz nitery|‘Trish folk. singers. -They provide .a
Feb. Te$4 top...

_Testraint, ‘and: “vulgarise” program: ~
‘ content. ‘Midéo program cost would ~..
be..pushed so high, says CEA, ‘that

. BBC-TV.. would’. firid’ it‘ a” great ~~":
. struggle: to ‘maintain standards. and -.'
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(Pier: 600). the 299-pound Hirt is “nifty -change of pace ‘music-wise; ‘gree needed to inarice. the.Corpo- ee
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‘beginning :‘to: cash in on his’ ty: ex-. and also toss in-some: ‘good hokum. ‘ration’s. tv army . tls. Toe Parnello Trio.
“Schaeffer,. Michel - . Rosenberg
°arid “Vegas«dates.. The|. -New :York.agent Gerald Purcell.
|. “Further. action “by: ‘the“CEA: ‘ts Tags
LONDON HOUSE
— Dorothy Donegan. Bros. Norman Brooks,.‘Esther ‘Sutlierland,-|}posuré
Show’s. good. enough, sand. he.‘should, Is Managing: the ‘package. on. this: to be deferred: until after the Pilk-:«..-:
Edslie Higins. Trio.. Latry Novak: Trio:
Ray Abrams ‘Orc..
MISTER KELLY’S—Kingston. Trio, Fay| MONTE, CARLO ".“Eana. of: Mik. & mop. up.
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‘swing that culminates. iat.Miam} jngton “Committee: report’ is: pube :: ©
DeWitt.
Marty .-Rubenstein
Trio, John
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lished: at thé.end. of: ‘MaretOF. the.
en
-Hirt- not. only: blows, his. scream- | Beach's “den |
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Chicago, Feb..5. --. Los: Angeles, Feb. 7. | by:‘doing ‘other. people,.but. some-|:
& Fran. Jepries with no. ‘helds ‘barred to tickle: up:
| Lena’ ' Horne,. ‘Lennie . “Hayton: ; how ‘audiences: demand: it,.‘so hére | Patricia Mayaid, * Franz. Bente:: °
a aan.aa Copan - Leonard) ,:- Corbett the. flow. of -yoks, °:
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s
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them‘somehow
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Marand,
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” ‘lreasonablé” when-.deliv ered: by ,a.-brief virus .bout. has. been. in
Dick: ‘Haymes: ‘and (wife) han that smooth. walk. Off:. Worthy of}
; ",yéttries “proved ©a. ‘savvy. - (profit. note.is
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The. third: turn is: the. George |ingly. while she faltered. “On =Sev“42 $nitialed there’ inthe ‘slack times. auditor kudos all through the act,|:nucopian“¢hanteuse -she "is,.She Young Revue, a seven-person- ‘stand j eral-- limited-range ‘pop’ tunes, ‘she
‘of. musicians’ ‘and |singers,: paced. ‘soared “through
': Jaf last. ‘summer; henée.the: logic “with, ‘demand: .for more, despite f:
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r
.. of. éscalating ‘them’ to a“ niidwinter their’ nearly. 60:“minutés ;onstage. ; drew: around -1,000 «warming. some ‘by: Young. and: the. alto”. “sax.. With | “Un 'Bel Di” without a hit¢h.
--Jieadline berth:. Jt looms- a ‘good
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‘GayLife’ ‘Sail’ Faces’ ‘Caretaker’ JFK STILL SEEKS |Sue Party’Records,Barth&Wiliams;
Fold
onBway for$1,000,000
Loss

The folding last Saturday night

was “Life” with an estimated loss
é

Bave

figured

dropped. a

$300,600,

By LES CARPENTER

Washington, Feb. 27.

White House is giving sertOn London ‘Place’ Echo ousThethought
to asking Congress
next year to make drastic, revoluKerrs and Judy Crist tionary changes in the Internal

revue, “New Faces of '62,” and
the British straight play import,
“The Caretaker.”
Running. thiiugh the most coin

:

By DICK RICHARDS
London, Feb.
Legit circles awaited the
ing of Elaine Dundy’s first
“My Place,” with suspicious
est Less than three months

27.
openplay,
interafter

“Sail” aboatt $370,000 and “Caretaker”
approximately
$40,000. “Critic’s Choice” bowed into- the
“Sail” and “Cgretaker” had both West: End the real-life situation
been on the boards 21 weeks, cropped up. Would Kenneth Ty(Continued on page 70)
while “Life” spanned 15 weeks on
. Broadway and *Faces” four weeks.

Aver Leer-ics’ infringe Copyright

TAX REVOLUTION!

(24) of four Broadway shows rep- Dundy, Tynan and Wardle
gesented a combined loss of approximately $1,000,000. The casualties included the musical comedies
“Gay Life” and “Sail Away,” the

Revenue Code, involving a new
concept of income taxation.
The

proposal,

now

being

care-

;

By ABEL GREEN

Drew Pearson Pins
a Rap

lance as “party records.” These
eflia constitute an active underworld of
music. Such disks typically dirtyAtlantic City, Feb. 27.
up the regular copyright lyrics of
Television has nearly wrecked
the magazine industry, end has established standards or current

est ;

Inter

been

Print

in

in a large

M

part responsible

Belle “Barthth and
an
fully analyzed
anal
byby G Government fisfislitieation
tio
a are. Bel
cal experts, would alter the amount Lewsnepere in ne Us. Drew Pearl Williams. Both were slapped
of tax paid by almost everyone. It| pearson last week told the Ameri-| “th suits in N. Y. Federal Court

would cause a much bigger bite 0D |can Assn. of School Administrators |#109 with their recording companies.
In addition two key retail
those
who don't.
convened
here competing
for its 94th for
session.
Should President Kennedy de-|
Television,
the dealers are named codefendants.,
(Continued on page 70)

(Continued

on page 71)

on page 60)

NO. Mardi Gras
: ToTop:$5,000,000,

1$2,400,000 Advance

s Up00%):

2 Mos. Before Bow
Hollywood, Feb. 27.
With two months yet to go before gates open at Seattle’s Century 21 Exposition, advance ticket
sale has soared to well over the.
million mark with $2,400,000 in
till, Fair prexy Joseph E. Gandy.
reports. Here to tubthump the
expo, which opens a sixmonth run
April 21, he said the sale had exceeded all expectations.
4+ “We started the sale Nov. 12
(with a staff of three as an experi-

gatety, rated a major civic asset inj.

this old town on the levees of the:

between} -:

now and next. Ash ‘Wefinesday 7)

when the Lenten season beg

‘The spectre* of - race
on,
resent during the Bast two years
use of school integration, has.

ME

* |ment to see how the public wouli

‘disappeared from the -scene.

,{react.

All indications point to a record’:

They

were

(Continued

influx of. visitors. Harry England, |.
(Continued on page 7)

Other diskeries and entertainers
doing the same will be targets in
ensuing proceedings.
Harry Fox, agent and trustee on
(Continued on page 70)

Seattle Fair Racks

‘By yep’"LIUZZA
New Orleans, Feb. 27. | +
Like a dixieland band bouncing ‘into its second chorus, Mardi Gras;|

‘ally for the whoopdedo

publishing in-

taking s trong
action against dirty ‘fleer-ic” stuf
of the kind known
trade pare

On TV for Diminished

“Sail,” written by Noel Coward,

(Continued

Responsible music
terests in N. Y. are

overwhelmed

on page 70)

JRCA Diversifies,

&

Dons Cap & Gown
After years of building a busi-|ness
largely
around = tangibles
(disks, computer systems, radio
and
tv
sets,
etc.),
RCA is going
into th
:
e field of education as a
_| potential profit making enterprise.

_ehange|afheart about hisintended.
production on the Bible.

He_an:

nouli
from
nced
Rome several months
i
‘The: 3

sing fio. lessthan 15 hours. The: a

ee

a

_

=

.

‘Its new

“educational

services

de-

-| partment” will function in three

major areas. according to RCA

Ea picturesbased on ae Fd

Six Sylvania Awards, two Emmy Awards, the Headliner Award and the,

‘age istot
betaken ©
com the.Books

DuPont Award all attest to the superior performance of wPrix-11 in 4

Simmaker sald he. plans. to hire
‘severaltc

delivering local: news and special interest programstoNew Yorkers.
WPIX-11 has been theonly New York Independent over the years to:

da
by. Christoph
Pvenled |he wants
formers .but no.

'

important per-'

“personalities.

‘He doesn’t want to “Brando-ize”
any: Biblical: individual.
“De Laurentiis. said he doesn’t
have. any tieup with an. American
-@Ompany as yet. However, talks
‘with Columbia are on the agenda.

provide live television news on a regular basis as part of its service
Wilafs
to the community. One more big reason why WPIK-11 fs New York'see

prestige independent.
Where are your 60-second commercials tonight?

dustry and government, ound
“RCA. plans to provide customdesigned

“and

packaged”

educa-

(Continued on page 71)

See New York's greatest ticker
tape parade to Lt. Col. John H.

Glenn,
§ ttetworks

Jr., tomorrow
with

‘SION ZOOMAR.

the

on

all:

TELEVI-

Wednesday, February. 28, 1962|

— “TootsTouts Considine’s NY.Career
--. Toots ‘Shor ‘went for broke to free-feed: Hearst ‘columnist-reporter

‘Bob.‘Considine on: .thé latter's 25th anni as .a- metropolitan. New

Both income and profits:“iMCA+~
Ine. reached. new records for. 1961,
. according to. the. financial ‘state- ROYALTY

.; almost:300 freeloaders last Tuesday. (20)—astronaut John. H. Glenn.

SEESawest SIDE’ .

“ment issued by the company. last|week. Income came: to $82,293,116! vile.‘Gala’ ‘Raises

as against $67,317, 103 thepreviguel | year, and
against

profits hi

Sa

|

.. York. newspaperman—the ‘caviar, grape. (Dom Perignon, yet), the:
|: cognac’ with. a fancy blueplate special..in- between: Considering the

4}. better at. the typewriter, rightly accented that “there are recurrent.
~ -golden: ages; no era -has .a :patent on: the ‘Golden’ Age’ bit; what--

1006. —.Us.|

, Players: Presented:

_ Glenn did today ‘made: this ‘a Golden. Age, as-all work stopped. to: ..* Foot for.-one. guy, and: more people. prayed in-their.own ‘way to.

YT

“Feti.>
|
$12,962,433 in- 1960. _ Net, Royal Filmgndon;
Gala attended” by :
after Federal ‘taxes,. was $7,482,951}coinpared
te $6,270:240. the pte- Queen! Elizabeth IT, Princess’ Mar- :
garet,3 Lord..Snowdon

and

':Jr..day—it was'a double gala ‘event.’
. ‘The ‘newspaperman, no slouch -on°his” feet. even: though He's

{.].

|. their own God .. : . so‘I’m a lucky bum to have. Millie (Mrs, ‘Con...
* sidine), have a Job’like’this.which, takes me, allover, and. ‘to‘know...

Lord

‘views anni. Earnings per. share
cee to $188 as against $1.55 a ‘Mount batten. raised new. record | .
sum of ‘over’ $100,000. for industry,
_ share
in 1960.

of you.”
It was. a: tblacktie. deal, with’ ‘VIPs: from, ‘Jouriiaicm, “ghow' biz,

1.

1: |: industry, sports and the ‘clergy foasting the g..of h:.for a: couple.
|--of hours ‘before Shor-shilled them into. the fancy. groceries in the:

The bulk of the jncomé ‘as“well: charities.
“downstairs (grill) room. The second floor. (upstairs :private dining-~
and press ‘ac-|- 9
as the earnings came from the tele-. - Both. ‘audience .
|: room): was. the filling station pre-dinner: ‘This: meant: all the. regue. at
vision wifig
of the company. Earn- claimed. “West Side Story” as. al:
": Jar-trade had to be :concenitrated on the. main floor and:-aiso’‘meant_
“dings from MCA-TV as well as: tele- | great musical. Among those prea - any turnaways and out-of-cashtill customers, not to: mentiqn the
‘vision studio rentals. came to. $72,- ‘sented to. the.-royal. party. were[‘~
fancy. tab for the fancy groceries.
|.
586,630. Only $8,443,677 camé from. Richard Beymer, .Russ. Tamblyn,
: :Poots stayed off the dais and his: ‘speech was ‘brief; Siist: a ‘palate
‘agency commissions.. The ‘figure. in George. Chakiris, Yul. Brynner, Writer. of ‘many ‘ song: ‘bite;-"an *. to Bill Corum for having introduced:him to ‘Considine 25 yéars-ago. * <:- 7
the previous year was $97;593, 078 Horst’ Buchholz, ‘Melina. Mercuri, Academy : Award. - Winning” ivrielst cot
: +.’ John Daly, toastmastered. Longest. reminiscense was by Sng
Leslie Caron, director Robert Wise.a‘pays:
‘as against $8,710,9
newspaper friend; best- spiel: ‘was.by.
“My ‘lysies “for.
:
the- ‘title song, ° Povich, an. old. Washington |
Comparative. neome from. tele
~ the, honored ‘guest,
At ‘YOUNG, ALIVE AND
LOVE’
operations -vg. the percenting .ac“ Only. entertainment was a taped gag.spie) by Joe E “Lewis: ‘who - .
of: the. current. PAUL ANKA RCA].
_ tivity?again gives further credence
-} Victor: album are: “assured of. being: - dubbed: Considine -“‘the. pari-Muyual¢of Omaha’ ‘man. ”.“Bestafter ae
sung, clearly and melodically.’ PAUL |: dinner summation—no check.:*:
wt,
‘to the’ prevailing ‘belief that: the
ANKA. an artist with a ‘keen sénse|
present MCA toppers, ‘headed. by
of values. makes a song. come alive.”ve
Jules C. Stein and Lew. Wasser-|.
‘BRITONS ‘ON.TOLLVISION
man, will retain: the tele operation |
and spin off. the agency, as per the
The growing importance of Brit-. | ortFields, Stan.
Stan.‘Hollowsy Bet
‘new Screen Actors Guild regulaFor. Toronto, Tollcast
tion which forfends renewed. waiy- ish tourists to New York niteries |£%
ers which would permit. talent ‘is, again accerited ‘by. the booking |*™
:Toronté, ‘Feb?it.
agencies to engage in telefilm. pro- of. singer « Frankie’ Vaughan’ who |” .:_° ps
moves into the. Maisonette. of. the
Arhele: Fields ‘and’ Stanley’ ee
duction.
—To F loway: will appear, in -forthcoming |.
That SAG. Waiver
a four-week stand. He's.the. Second | ON

SAMMY CAHN —

BritishTourist Inflax:*.
Keys IY.Juns’ Sitch.

“To Anglo Headlines|

Hotel ‘St., Regis,-N.Y.,. April.32 for}:

| Costiest
eb,:

Jf. Q

Toronto”. Para-|In its statement. to the stockmount. Plotures! ‘Telemeter ‘show.’
holders, MCA declareti;. “In Sep- Briton. to play the rodm’ this :seatember; 1961, SAG stated that all- son.: The first: {o :appear.is. the f° Auiglo-Sexoadene secohd-most-|. “Studio: one. of CFTO-TV, “Toron- |.‘
—
tabu word. which: is on'.the sound-} to». "willbe leased -by: Telemeter| ’ Metro's “Mutiny ‘on the. Bounty”: L
Waivers previously: granted. by. it, |current Joan Regan.
The St. .- Regis,." incidentally, ‘track of “The ‘Connection”. exactly ‘and dressed up-as a hight.¢lub for is now |budgeted -at. “less. than:
7.
allowing. television production activities by franchised agents, would started the: season with ‘the ‘idea 11 times, will:go. to -trial..during Hive. -showing on one-night: ‘appear- -$19,000,000,".. making. this. Marlon © ©”: of:
playing.-French.
stars
exclusivethe.
week.
of.
May7.:
Issue
:
will.
by
ance;
March
.9;
Taped
repeats:
for
Branda’
starrer.
by.
far’
the
costliest:
*
not be renewed. In October, 1961,
the company reached an agreement ‘ly.. Meanwhile, the’ :Persian’ Room ‘then .be’ transferred from Special ‘Etobicoké subscribers -until ‘March picture. ever: madi: . -Figure. came?
‘of
the
Hotel
Plaza,
N-Y.,
-also
plans
‘Term.
of
N.Y.
‘Supreme:
Court:
to
.
from
official
source
-:
15,
‘Plus:
weekend
mats”
AT1B).:
“cut
it
Was
not:
oe."
with SAG under which the comi
| specified .just how: much“ under.) pany. agreed to terminate, prior to. -to book British singers. Its parent the | " Appellate ~ Division, ;. Third
| $18,000,000. Presumably Hot;much..
Sept. 30. 1962, its activities either ‘company, -Hotel Corp:of America, Dept..
operates,
the.
Carlton
Arms,
Lon-}
“Trvin Shapiré. isthe applicant RitaTushingham. ‘And’
in the field of .representation :of |
- MGM _has.‘two’ more ‘gténes to
don.
|
via
his.
Films
Around
World:
for:
a
|(Continued:
ontinued on
on page 7
70)
1go before the final wrapup. Brando *..
‘Behind. the posh’NY. ‘inns’“bigs. license “to: ‘exhibit . the feature -in |.
|does
not appear in- them. -Re'-ase’ | -:.‘} ger play: for the British tourist is N.Y. State and he has already ‘been |”
is figured for later this year.the swelling ‘number of: .visitors. ‘rejected by the’ Board of ‘Regents, Py
Variety
Cub:
Awaris|'
Film
-originally was’. biueprinted: ™.
from Britain—far greater. than in the latter sustained on’ ‘first appeal.
at $10,000,000 in addition -to. the woe
'
_..:London, “Feb. 27.
former years. In keeping with‘ the ‘The :one -:Anglo-Saxon: word-is| =,
*
trend, the Plaza has shanti: ‘Wallis the’ basic reason for, the. denial ‘of |: Helen ; Shapiro, « 15 -. year -~old ‘payoff to the principals.
‘Motion picture section of the
} license; Film. was ‘shot ‘year .ago in thrush. whose. first ‘three. disks: all]. States . Meo -‘ president: Joseph oe
(Continued .on. page 70)”.
“U.S. Information Agency is set to].
New: York City ‘by producer Shir- hit. the- 250,000 - hark; .and: ‘Rita R.. Vogel: “Til-never.. send a-come........
finance a couple: of documentary
_ fley- Clarke .‘and ‘first ‘unspooled .at .Tushingham,: who. ‘made- her: film |‘pany to Tahiti again.” “He: likes. or
~:
shorts on Mrs. John F. Kennedy’s
} last. spring’s Catines Film: Festival: ‘debut in. “A-Taste:Of Honey,” have the ‘location. authenticity. “just: ‘fine.me
‘upeoming travels abroad. One .is|There is, however, a “small: visual. been named. by ‘the Variety Club bufunderscores. the costliness.-een. le
‘to be a two-reeler, “Mrs. K.: Visits
‘Clip -that .the’. NCY.. . Regents | also, -of .Great~ Britain’ as: -co-winners: of |"
India,” and the. other a -one-reéler,
want exercised. eae
‘|its “Most Promising: Newcomer Of}
Albany, Feb..-27.
“Mrs. K Visits Pakistan’
“Manhattan: - ‘attorney -Ephraim 1961” award.
Lensing is to be done by Hearst |.
London, who: has: concentrated on
-Cliff: Richard- copped: the: “Show
Metronone News with Leo Seltzer “nal humanitarian award. willbe censorship’ cases, -is“ handling ‘Sha- Business. Personality Of. The Year"|.
directing.
This is under wing of presented: to Horace -McMahou, || piro’s -challenge: of. the Reg ents*: | Silver heart ‘and: Dirk Bogarde’s
veteran ‘character’ actor and “Lieut. (and. the. state’s}. right: to: enfarce | performance. in« “Victim”. earned | .
George Stevens Jr.
Mike Parker” -.of.. the. television. a tabu against: @. ‘given word... The: him the “Film ‘Actor of 1961”. tag.
“-26th-Fox’s “The Tnnocerits” and: ree
series, ‘Naked ‘City’, at a special
Other :winners are Deborah Kerr, Woodfall’s. ‘“A- Taste’ .of.- Honey,” —
Trapp Family Entering {Juncheon
(Continued on.page. 60) °
tomorrow ‘(Wed.): honor-|
| “Film: ‘Actress.'Of. 1961;" ‘Albert Will be the two British pix on view: vo a
ing all past. Chief Barkers of Tent},.
+]rinney,stage actor; ‘Vanessa -Red- at |this’. year’s. Canines Film. fest,
‘Stowe, Vt. Feb. 27.
| grave,. ‘legit. actress;. Cliff ‘Michel- skedded.for-. May “7-21. “Inno: |
‘Ralph: Pries, ‘of Philadelplifa, ins.
The Trapp Family; - the singing
} more, BBC outstanding personality; -cénts;”..-directed |by: ‘Jack-Clayton a
stoup depicted in a. musical com- ternational dough: guy;-is ‘slated. as.
| Arthur Haynes, ITV's: ditto;. ;and |and-starring Deborah. Keir, is. the . -...
edy and a film, has organized the ‘chief speaker. McMahon is be-:
‘Franklin- Engleman: who gets: ‘his official. entry.. ‘The’ other. -click |."
Trapp Family. Lodge Inc., accord- ing honored for. his humanitarian
silver. heart: for ‘his radio’. work. drama, :which: Tony .Richardson:
‘ing to incorporation. papers filed deeds during a 95-year show: busi-|.
-Hugh “Binkie” Beaumont has-been ‘produced and: directed, and. which: wht
in Montrelier, ness career. Current ‘president of |°
Berlin, Feb. 27.°° given a special’ award for his ‘ser-. introduced: -Rita’: “Tushinghat, ..is
The corporation will. operate ‘a. the“ Catholic Actors Guild, he. vane“staditomal Berlin Film Ball;: vices. to. ‘the: theatre*over-many the invited -entry..
‘ree wg .
hotel, restaurant and lodging busi- visited hospitals and camps; for the held: last: Saturday -(17)“at the Ber‘British: -: Lion-Bryanston -is
.
ness ‘tn. Stowe, where. the. Trapps USO in 47 of the 48 ‘states; still lin Hilton, was. well ‘decorated as.| years:
The. awards will be handed. out: ‘at
reside. Incorporators are Maria calls ‘on veterans: hospitalized «in. ‘usual, ‘but; it was. nota .gay sand “the | ‘Variety’: “Club: luncheon; on: leasing *Q.. ‘Tasté of Honey.” It’s
expected: that .some’ cast. amembers. ate
app.
Johannes
app
‘and the’ New: York -and Connecticut 7 ‘glamorous . as -in: ‘former - “years..
twill. go to.Cannes for.thefestival. he Ds
aria F. Trapp.
;
PP.
.| There :are” two -major: réasons. for

:.‘Albany, Feb: 97.”

«

“Near $19,000,000

| “Headlinérs« -

» HelenShapiro CopBrit,

LEO SELTZER ‘DIRECTS’ .
JACKIE IN ORIENT

Humanitarian Award:
For Horace McMahon

INNOCENTS,” ‘HONEY’

‘The Albany Variety’ Club's anct

Lodge Biz in Stowe, Vt.

BRIT. CANNESERS

GisinGerman Pix
~tadastryKeenly:Fol.

~-AtBeelin Film ‘Ball

March
38.°°.

this: The. terrible ‘floods ‘in north-

ern Germany:and the German film ||| ° .

‘erisis which reached ‘its. peak, in{{|. recent weeks. None of this coun-{i} =
=: |
(ry’s:top stars.showed up. Not: even. - Bo
me
‘Berlin’s busiest ‘producer, .Artur | ;

| Brauner, showed;. though he never.
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“Number V.
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Pictures
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r “Record Reviews eae
a oa 50.7 |

“As -indicated.‘above, the. mood
; Inside’ Legit: i; 22. = eecces 87 | -Frank Scully 0.3 3.600 68:
‘was low; The word: “crisis” found
‘Inside Radio-TV wp ieee’ 48 [Television”... orbswae 2D.
‘Most :frequent.. nention.- ‘Proceeds | ‘International *wes esearnee UD.
TV ‘Film 7... 006.0: ieee - 26

—_
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at: The. most photographed: German :

.. iincluded Paul Hubschmid; from the.

‘eeetea

*SUason atte:

Hellyweed

ee Sunset Poulevard..“Barwon Bil:

. a Betlin.- -production . of My" Fair

:
-

with the photogs.:

aM Wrest’46th’ St."New ‘York 36, resident
N.Y.

{i -: >

a|was Harry: ‘Piel, -69, one of the 7 ae
‘country's all-time film’ greats, with
107 pix to his credit.-:
‘Lineup. of better known. ‘guests osefe.

vs

. 0) Three ‘Years 7
®
.
To: SSsePeeeteeerrsevegadsacraea

‘the show:in previous years..
ft: But, nevertheless, the. ball had‘
“Bilite “attraction” —- Buster Keaton.
a\ Escorted by his wife Eleanor Nor-.
iris, Keaton proved: the ‘main. target:
2:
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Game ‘OfTax Blame

fee Soeeeceees| CIMMINMART)‘Se
posedly They're the‘Safest’
Financed:,
ixEasiest
Bi G eerie
atBig
HEATis
Ln
IE
"EFherd 45tobe an income tax revolution inthe Unitedma)

self-interest..-Shrewd lobbyists:for other industries in Washing: ©1.
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. “Pocketful of. Miracles’: ‘Fraton Production, :United: Artists.”‘Edith
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Georze ‘Cake in. “West Side Story” Mitisch. Pietures:Ine. snd
aB ‘Head and Walter. Plunkett...”
and P Enterprise Inc. United Artists. —.
wel
“West Side Story”: Mirisch- Pictures!Ine.randBand,P ‘Entgroriaes, |‘the Canadian, ‘Claude Geroux.Montgemery Clift in “Judgment. at Nuremberg.”. 7
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Film. may ‘not have. the ‘veneer: him ‘as::4. ‘figure -without.‘any, dyna- the: black: market, - ;
understanding. and: analytical, ‘when’:
Ed. Begley is outstanding in a per- for. arty --house ‘use:or for. some -mism, -Neuman. has. created only.
‘The -hiding. of the horse. n. the
-dealing.-. with .the: -advance.; of. 3: ¢ |
ceptive portrayal of the. latter. ‘first: runs. But’ this: does possess: a. a ‘kind -‘of: Frankenstein. -IMonster,
-apartrient: is done. with.-maximum- mechanization ‘in: Jecal industries wie
Torn tears off. an intense, menac- simplicity, ‘Inévement and ‘produc-: from. whom |
Do ‘lesson. is;to: be: gag content: replete with. the ‘phys-.
‘and: its effect on Italian man,
we Sd
ing enactment of Begley’s vacuous ‘tion dress’; for: -playoff:: chances. ‘learned. :
ical and biological:problenis, There |. ‘In a niche of ‘its own, this. vehicle: re
son, although. the. seeming degree: ‘Director Jein Dreville: .does. accept-}°:
Richard.
Basehart
tries hard. ‘in.is. ‘the.eventual réfusal -to :kill ‘the fs. not. quite ‘a: feature ‘in. the: usual. 7.4
. of menace isn’t. consistent with the able-work if he lacks the breeziness.
‘animal,
becayse
they
have
fallen
‘in
revised. ending. | ‘Solid. support. is: -and robustness: to give..a-.more: the title role; but ‘he’ remains .un-.. ‘love with it. A mad’ brawl to: save “sense, nor. ‘a documentary -in ‘the... : 3
‘accepted .manner. Film: is. someé-. |. . j
generated in major roles by Miss. dynamic. tang.’ Color: is” ‘dressy, ‘acceptable: in ‘the .characterizatioa.
the ‘horse: from being killed ina} thing ‘in between,.. new ‘and excite";
9
Sherwood, Mildred ©‘Dunnock and itechnital credits. fine, and- general ‘and "almost Chiaplinesque (‘The slaughterhouse
ends ‘this winning jing. Actors;. all‘RON-Pros, contribute nl
; Great Dictator”): in -several’ pasPhill Abbott.
Production. dress of
F Bg0e.‘order...
comedy.
sages. Cordula’ Trantow and Maria
‘vivid
cameos...
Ce
Hawk.
nad
' Milton: Krasher’s dexterous lensMosk... Emo’ enact the‘two,. women in’ Hit-, = ‘Thibault’s direction. and limning| *
work ‘js an important assist to the. i
-| Ter’s .life, -his niece, Geli:.and. Eva. of the nice guy-role, -Pierre’s: win |:ggys.''
production, as‘ is the lived-in sug-.
Braun,. respectively,. both victim-. hing petty thief plus good .tech-|gestion. of sets by George W. Davis
“VF
ized: by ‘the impotence and Oedipus nical’ aspects: and ‘supporting roles|, *
_and. Urie ‘McCleary. «and-furnish‘complex.
with which he is ‘hiere'seen. ake this a solid: little comedy that|.
ings by Henry Grace and. Hugh|.
afflicted.'.Prominerit ‘stereotypes ‘should have Eood.‘playoff . chances |"
Hunt.
Henry Berman’s.:editing|.
a __Mosk,
on. display’. aré “Martin .Kosleck ‘in everywhere.
brings. dramatic clarity and mob“| straight. roadshow: policy. for 'Sam- Jot
-Fort Wayne, Ind., Feb. 27.-: ‘| his inevitab
mentum, with astute’ cut-screen | Galbreath Pictures Inc. ‘of ‘Fort: is inevitable ‘enactment. of Goe
uel Bronston’s .“King ; of Kings.”
flashback techniques of special in-|Way" ne, -is now- undergoing .orderly’ bels,.. Berry-. ‘Kroeger .‘as. the’: ill- HUSTLER" TO MAR DEL PLATA: ‘Plan for néw. dates is. to show: the ~~: ...£
‘fated
Ernst.
Roehm,
John.
Banner
|.
terest. Music, rather surprisingly, | liquidation, per. Paul ‘W.. Guy, its:
as « ‘ Strasser, | “ Rick’. Traeger :- ‘as |.~ Twentieth-Fox’s:.“‘The- Hiistler”. ‘Biblical:-epic twice:.on a_continu- -~ . §
is dated and corny, such as'the use treasurer:
Will’.be one -of- the two-official ous. ‘basis during’ ‘the ‘day: and once: -- - ¥.
Richard. Galbreath,
.of “Ebb: Tide” for marine scenes.) 1. sident::of the company from its. Himmler,’ ‘John: Mitchum. as Goer- ' American entries at the. upcoming. ‘in the. evening. This -will mean: 21 ..:* §:
ing,: Cari -‘Esmond, as.General. Mar: Del |Plata (Argentina) _ film
Harold. Gelman.v supervised.
‘performances’ during. a- week,: in- ee
| organization in 1950 ‘until he. re- -Keitel.
Tube. . “1 signed: Jast October, is. no longer.
| fest,‘March:.20-31.... -stead of. the: current 10."
‘| associated with the firm, :but. ‘has |:. Stuart -. “Vieisieve “direétion: ts] It's ‘understood: that one. of.the.|: ‘New. - York: run :of :“Kings”. ‘at EE
sheavyhanded.. ‘and :- obvious. |:‘Ade- fest’s rulés, limiting entries only to ‘Loew's :State “ends” March:.8" and”):
made.
an
offer-io
purchase
the
mo@halman thi: Hospital |
‘quate -assists ‘are’. fashioned by ‘those: pix which’ have not had a re-: ‘it's. plotted ‘to ‘have: ‘the.‘picture in’. -§
'
"San Antonio, Feb. 27. | tion picture. production. equipment, : cameraman:
: Joseph. -Biroc, ‘editor: lease: in':South .America prior ‘to metropolitan -cireuit:’ ‘houses: ate a %
Jack’ S, Chalman,. advértising~ which was accepted.
Galbreath . produced . the . ‘film, Walter-Hannemann (who-has incor: the fest, has ‘been waived. to ‘allow - Raster:
‘publicity. director for. Interstate
Theatres: here, has..returned from Might “of. Evil,” which - recently porated the usual newsreel footage: “Hustler” to: compete. -While. the |: Meanwhile an ~ “yintisual - “trade” en
_& special assignment at the Inter-. ataits, premiere in Fort Wayne,. . that: goes: with..a. film. on. Nazism), ‘film . will. not ‘have “heen. seen in. angle has-developed'in playing the. _
d he-intends. -to.freelance. in}ave
4 director* William ~Glasgow and either: Brazil©or Argentina: -before feature: This. concerns’ patronage;:...
", Bate Cirenig. home office in Dal-.
ma king, ;‘doing’ Taueh. “of “his|composer. Hans. a. ‘Salter. ots [the Mar DeF Plata: ‘affair, -it will- in’ some sityations such a Go tes: ca
. Chalman’ ‘entered. the. hospital’ sheng in ‘other parts of thecoun: |: “But. the overall. effect is tanta: already: have opened a ‘couple of |State. ‘m: Washington
here’ for: ‘Weatment following. his try,“but
* still making. Fort ‘Wayne’ niount “to “spending. Wt ‘minutes ‘dates «in: other. Patio American’ found. that: the: reiente has‘ been =Oe
this Permanent bome,. | wt
fod with a wild:‘bore. a
return. .
;
a ‘made. oP ofalmost M% Negro.ae
i
: Tube: countries.

Paradoxically, ‘these ‘mannerisms,

which tend to diminish his stature

.
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“Metro is “about. to. drop: “ita!:..'- 4

"Fry

“Twove&pulsns

Ont Vriter Credits for:
.
Sparrows} :
OkSCREEN HITS:

“Hollywood, Feb.27.
* Cleveland; Feb; OF. .
Pewis: Horwite and Sanford Lea-|: “vexed by”two’ decisions handed:
yt o -eit installed’ :Cinerama: /projector |. down by... ‘Screen: Writers “Guild
"<u
qyith ‘three+in-one.-lens and’ Super- arbitration’ |“comniittee rewriting
Cinerama screen in ‘their-New Falis- ‘éredits on “The'Chapman Report,”
i-) 7 Dheatte-in nearby Cuyahoga. Falls, director George ‘Cukor. vigorously:
Teal

: “4A daptation’. has meant: tome pant: it is:not permitted. or -appro- |

‘the: preliminary -step. of.:arranging priate ‘under the. guild’s credit sys- |." .
-By VINCENT CANBY
material,” ‘Cukor: explained, .“for -tem. for a non-participant to submit |
the: scréen.: The’ ‘screenplay’ ‘means “statements to the credit arbiters in |. : (Hollywood's. almost: total prethe :shooting ‘script: “Cooper's ard ‘their: consideration. of the written ‘oceupation ‘with “presold”. works.
‘Mankiewicz's services: were over material. —that ‘is, adaptations from. other.
“-"*@,, for new: policy. “This ‘is.Cine- ‘protested “the final outcome, -fol- and. finished. Tong before. we started.|- " As. to ‘Ciikor's" comment. on: the ‘media, - is dramatically emphasized
Of
A
- Yama” starts ‘it..March 28. with.:a. lowing: which SWG.exec:-director | shooting.:the’ picture: Very ‘little. adaptation. credit,. the: Guild. uses: in the new Oscar nominations.
7. + pked of -10°.performances :wéekly, Mike. Franklin. answered” by:.“way -Of their. material remained ‘in’ the ‘the. . adaption”. credit. ‘in’ certair | the four pie cited for best story
of:
explanation,
:
ven
he
unusual
cases
‘where
credit
is
due
a;
|
screenplay:
This;
also.
applies.
to
and
‘screenplay
written
directly.
oe, wealed! from: 90c to $115 on week- ., “Twice, .
‘in ‘my. “opinion,”we : gaid. Sheekman:: We. -started production: ‘writer who. shapes: ‘the direction -of. -for the screen, three are foreign |
ends.
a ‘House, - part. ‘ofthe |Washington :Cukor; “the. Screen: Writers: Guild. with ‘an: incomplete: ‘script. AHen: ‘screenplay - construction. without: language. piz:. Thus the popularity’
" “@heatre’ ‘Cireuit, was: ‘redecorated|arbitration. committee rendered -in- remained,}. wrote. thes final. screen- qualifying: for. screenplay. _credit. of :the. novelists in U. S: produc‘ and ‘recarpeted:}it was. built ‘by the correct. decisions in ‘the matter. of play. which was not finjshed: until: And the adaptation éredit is in no tion.)
lateM: B. Horwitz; father. of Lewis writing credits for “The Chapman ‘the. .day:before. 2 ‘completed. the. ‘way. tied to. the. time that a writer
-|}may: have’ worked on a _particular “ptaywtight lonuigee William
picture. mol:
‘Horwitz, at:a cost’‘of $150,000-about. Report:’:
~ 36. years ‘ago. and: ‘it-is now ‘mod ; - “The “first!one” ‘director «om:
|who has often stated his health
Continuing his-sharp. “eriticsm,’ screenplay. plained;.- “completely. omitted the Cukor -went.on to say,, “This. script -“Several hundred’ ‘times’ a year respect. for (if not actual emotional
eros
‘Owners ofNew Fails.have booked Hame of. Gertie Allen: As director ‘I’ by: Allen .contained more: than::a thie: Guild.is called upon under ‘its. dependence upon) commercial sué=
“Ginerama- Holiday,’“Seven. Won- ‘was. in the position: to. know:.that ‘dozen: scenes ‘that. did. not” appear | ‘contracts ‘with: producers to resolve | cess, shouki be happy today: He's
: ders % World ‘and. iglso “How.the: Allen.‘did -the .majority. ‘of: thé: in ‘any of the. previous scripts ‘or controversies between writers over on the verge of becoming the most
est
‘Was: oh,”
after
the latter's| writing’ of what’:I.: shot, .The. -de- in, the novel .by-Irving Wallace. He ‘| -credits.:: ‘The: guiding ‘principle ‘of successful professional writer ever
“Ww
aft
yun -in Cleveland's
5. “Palace :‘Thea- cision’ struck me.as being so unfair did. not follow -the -earlier: scripts the: ‘guild’s system. of. credit de- | to contribute source material to
"tre, which ‘starts it-July 4. Palace's: T felt -‘sure: there |had ‘been a. mis:. in: ‘construction |‘or. characterization. -tertnination. is.: that’ the writing the Hollywood. film factories. All
opener will be. sponsored by: jour- take.” I talked to Mrs, ‘Mary. Dorf: | ‘He wrote: “most: of the dialogue ‘credits should |be. .a. ‘true. and ‘ac- he. has to do is. knock off the lone‘curate ~statement-;of authorship.’ | dead-but-not forgotten Jules Verne,
.-Malistic fraternity, Sigma Delta Chi: man, credit: ‘administrator’ of: SWG, that-I.shot, «°:| Fortunately “the written: material ‘whose apocalyptic fantasies, while.
+ with. proceeds. going to.its scholaré ; and offered to. appear before the.
.
“These
faets:
were’
‘
subraitted.
‘in
committee.
to
help
clarify.
the
situa-.|.
:
provides a‘ definite basis for credit still ‘popular, seem.to be no match
_ ship:“fund.
|'great detail to SWG,: That is why T ‘determination and‘ the willingness. for the poetic and psychological.
Booking |“arrangement. alls. for}
“Dorfrnan “Jhighchandedly find the decision so mystjfying-””
of: ‘experienced. writers. to YTéad this’ dramas set in Williams’ Jost under-“60-day. Japse. between. Cinerama> en-j 8
are
. ‘gagements..at ‘the: Cleveland -house ‘made. it ‘clear that. whatever. I ‘or |: Answering’ Cukor’s . charges was. material :carefully: and weigh. the world.
and the Cuyahoga Falls.stand.;Both the producer or the-studio (Warner: ‘SwG ‘exec Secretary Mike’ Frank: contributions: of the participants.
A “VARIETY check-out on novel=
nis” ny
Linsures:. a. fair and. ‘impartial. deci-. ‘ists and: playwrights. as contribu-.
-are also slated. to ‘get “Wonderful Bros.) had ‘to’ say-. regarding .this.| Ji
World: of Brothers Grimm”: when matter would::have--no. -béaring. on | “The: ‘Guild. exceedingly: regrets ‘sion, arrived at’ by’ qualified .pér- tors of source material to the mo‘the. actions of the’ committee, -and. deterniination . on ‘The Chapman sons.::It has-long been an accepted ‘tion picture boxoffice reveals some
dt Isreleased by.‘Cinerama. |ol
| that: the matter was closed then.” | Report.
‘Cukor,. of >course, as fact. embodied: ‘in all of the guilds: rather: startling. statistics. of Aue “he ‘Cukor..;:added,.. -“Beéause- “Mrs.'|‘direc
collective. -bargaining agreements thors. League of America members, | Dorfman had.’ ‘made a. technical ‘te his opinion. ‘But it.is:the ‘writers that the. administration: of. writers to wit:
| error, thé -casé: was ‘reopened. :
themselves, ot the producer’ nor. credits. belongs” ‘to: the ‘-writers|'.(D ‘The two. most suceessful con-=
- “The' next: decision, :while: adding: ‘the director. who make the. ultimate | ‘theinselves:” It{s. their .responsi- | tributors were strictly. non- ro
- | the’ mame “of Gene Allen, was: just: ‘decision. mw . “te
‘| bility to see to it that credits are “one-shots” as far as. Hollyw
as incorrect and* ‘unfair as the first: |: ., Gakor was advised by.Mrs. Dorf- adniinistered. wisely and. well, that. concerned. A’ Ciyil War aca
‘The credits read: ‘Adaptation ‘by man: that if he: desired to.make a work. is described -as accurately as Lew ‘Wallace tops the list via. two.
sereen versions of his “Ben-Hur”. :
MGines “Anna.” Christie,” which Grant - Stuart (Arthur Shéeekman)- statement tie: might. properly do so: possible -and -that the ‘overall re- Which have a combined domestic
has been. shown: on: ty“for past sev- | and. .Gene Allen; ‘screenplay :by “by. letter. to thie exec: board: ‘of: the. ‘suit-leads. ultimately fo: a ‘recogni- -gross, of $44,000,000, . He’s followed
Pow, Mankie- screen .bratich of the-guild:: But as tion. of the importance: of: the writ:
eral: years, «is.-apparently cheaded. Wyatt: Gooner. and
1 ¢losely :by one-book author Mar‘wicz.. eee
Lg ja director. and.ot. a: yriterparticleer’8 contribution ‘to the screen.

eo toTheatres.ae
Mates 1930. ‘Christie’|
~ After Video:Playoff?
* for another ‘round: of theatrical ‘en-_ gagements.: It:all- depends.

garet Mitchell, whose “Gone With
+ | The Wind” -now Stands at. $41,-.

‘ Initial move ‘in. this. diréction, was |:

“made last ‘week when. ‘film: company

(2) ‘Among the professional. write "
j ers, the public domain's own Jules’
‘Verne holds a tenuous -lead, with:
‘$36,700,000 in. domestic . gross on.

- Greta’ Gatbo™ spoke,. originally,” re-.|

:Jeased:'in 1930..

‘Motion Picture: Code ‘Administvas|

” ¢ion- quickly: granted the:.Seal. and

m asWriter,
d oho
the
|
Deal
|
IsRight'

-| 200,000.

|-

” Souent, a Seal for first pic.in:which:|

“Kansas City, Reb: 27.

‘United ‘Theatré ’ Owners. organ- \ - ae

’ “Anna. Christie’” “opened ‘at-= the: ization. ‘here: has“ ‘nominated Uni-. ne
_ Bight St. (art: house). in.‘New, York. ‘versal’s Rock” Hudson. as: the “Star: we
: for ah: indef. run.
It’s. believed sguecess oF. ‘failure of ‘the. Year;”” ‘and ‘will. present. ‘him: .
‘at -Gotham ‘arty will: determitie: fu-. with ‘a. “suitable award": at. Show-| ”

EL Cid’sKids

just four pictures.”

.

(3) The three most. siiecessful Gin

Edgar. Allan - Poe: still Hollywood terms) ° living writers:
ftdome”‘rival such. diverse. authors are..James’ Michener (with. about.
‘|.as Jules’ Verne, ' James Mitchener $32, 300,000 on five -films), .Tennes-

See Williams -(with $27,425,000 on
- Madrid, Feb. ‘OTe:. ‘Land "Fennessee ‘Willia
six) and Edna Ferber {with .$26,-°
ture ‘exhibitor plans. for. .“Anna. ‘A-Rama~ a's ‘to. be:-held.: March |- "Samuel Bronston’ 3 “El Cid”... powerhouse .source of -screen -ma- 100,000 on‘ six)..
-terials.
(see
separate
‘story);.
he’s
-.
has“apparently
Started
=
“Cid:
.
; Christie.’
. 6-8. “Hudson: "promised.. ‘ersonal
(4) One of ‘the ‘most * acclaimed
ad -e¥el e.:
Ler ‘coming. along quite | ficely,-. and] .
- It. should. “he- noted.. ‘Garbo ‘fim | 8
,
Among. -fufure :“ productions’ ~ ‘from. beyond.’ the’ graveat that}: American writers. ‘of alltime doesn’t:
° was’ ‘produced.,and: ‘released two présence, .
‘even
figure’ in the survey—Eugene
eSoo“months before Code -Adrministra-|' ‘Exhibitor organization alsoisgiv- : Yeéently.announced: here. are; (a-touch: Poe himself might. have ‘O'Neil. While a number of O'Neil
.A copro-,. "| liked), °
“tion “came- into: being. “The film: ‘Ing..a .special --kudos: ‘to. Delbert {-~CED: Cid’s. Daughter,” pr
cidticer
director:
Roger
Core
works
have ‘been’ adapted to the
..-- between: ©Canaria’.-| .
Awent: out early in ‘February; “1930. Mann,... Universal: Aitector,., ior F : diction
| Films. of Rome -and ‘Vietor: | ‘man, in. New York last week ‘on screen, —- “Strange Interlude,”
:“and the: first Code. ‘document: was _ Lover ‘Come. Back: ”
“Mourning. Becomes, Elegtra,": “De-“‘Paurella‘Fila
‘of...
Barcelona;
.
" ratifiedMarch: 31,:1930. |
ow . . ast -year’s.: “Star: of.the Year” :
‘and: FILMAR’s .“The: Knights: : ‘business ‘in connection: with his de- sire Under The Elms,” “The Hairy
daward went to. Janet Leigh, ‘who ae-'|: - “of EL. :Cid,” ‘to. be made by.--; segregation: drama,.“The. Intruder,” Ape” and “Ah Wilderness”. (twice), -

tw
a
NATHAN CUMMINGS:
~MADE MGM. A PROFIT

Aetna

or,
my
ar
“4
a.“awe
.7”

bey
ueaes
wo
;atti
aw

1 revealed ‘that whereas his first.Poe!
cepted
‘at: the: ‘meeting;An,
luncheon climaxing
the.
three-day
award: -.Cineproduzioal ‘Assoicate : of.. | film, -‘House ‘of. -Usher,”... aa: none of them has been a. standout
success: Ely Landau’s “Long Day's
. Rome -and. MD. Of. Madrid.
_ |grossed ‘a tidy $1, 200, 000: ‘domes- Journey Into. Night” has not yes
‘to a “starlet-of the: year’ also will
=| tically,: the: followup Poe pic, . “The, been seen.
be made; although. the selection has‘

‘Metro’$ VetoOn.
On,

‘| Pit ‘and The Pendulum”. was going}: - While ‘Michener’s total b.o. gross
Eto better’ that. figure ‘substantially. beats: Williams’ by almost. $5,000,‘This provés,-aecording to Corman, 000; the: Michener: total. includes
- Of Metro (he’s a. board member) | . Hopes ‘are that attendance: ‘will
+ that. “Pit” could hardly be ‘classi- the: whopping $16,300,000 domestic’
‘Which. ‘were in'::violation’ of the top last -year's record of 700, per:
9 -©} ea’ as-a sequal, and that the mar- take .on “South Pacific,” for which.
+, Securities: & Exchange. Commission, Richard. Orear, UTO. president. The.
“- |ket for- Poe’s. type of horror-fan= ‘Rodgers & Hammerstein. must get regulations."
*~
a. sizable amount of credit. Wil- “|tasy: is. actually ‘expanding. .
convention will -kick: -off’. with
. He. said. he: sold. “90,000 :‘ shiares -Spyros: SKouras ‘as- keynote’ speaker|.
- To meet ‘this “expanding” mar: liams: total. represents. earnings
when the price ‘was in the 70’s. and’ at; the ‘initial -luncheon at. ‘the Hotel}.
ket, Corman has his third Poe epic. from his own writings, to ‘wit “Cat _left word: with. his representatives. Continental: Extensive: ‘trade. show |"
‘being - readied: “for: release—“Pre- on: A .Hot. Tin Roof,” “Suddenly to. buy. ‘back ‘if. the quotation fell: is ‘Being arranged. :
Summer,”
“A
Streetcar | mature - Burial, going’ out. via Last
to: the 40's. This -took. place; his
Hollywood, Feb. 21. + American ::International - Pictures, Nanied Desire,” “The. Rose Tattoo,”
reps: acquired. 3,000- shares.’ SEC] ‘
Metro ‘hasfinal say-so on all book-. as: did ‘the first--two.. This. is to “The .Fugitive: Kind” and “Baby
Doll,” all-of which. closely followed:
‘computed . his © profit. ‘at. $53, 000
ie deals set ‘by: Cinerama. for. the be |followed: by: .the: release. late: the playwright's originals. .
‘but’ the ©transaction. .took.. :plaretwo “MGM-Cine © widescreen : .,pix,. this summer. of. still: ‘fourth (also}: ‘By ‘the time Willianis’ -current ; .
‘within:.a-sixmonth’ perlod’ and oe
‘AIP), “Tales:.of “Terror,” an omni“How the West: ‘Was Won”. and “The: ‘bus: of three short Poe tales. oe ‘pix Suminer and Smoke”. and
is:not allowed.”
“Roman Spring of Mrs. Stone”—
It was an ‘oversight, “said:‘Cum-|'
a Denyer, Feb: 27... ‘Brothers’ Grimm.” “Although: Such “Depending on how these two do and -his' upcoming “Sweet Bird of.
‘mings, -‘and ‘he . promptly: sent aJ°
deals. _are atranged: by. Cine’ gales at the: wickets, Corman and: AIP. Youth”: are played ‘off, it’s .quite
check for ‘said. .53G. to ‘Metro. -as]- * ‘purelars, ‘unable. to open’ a four-.
&/ likely that his works will have uarequired: It ‘was ‘the Alm company foot-high ‘gafe ini.‘the Mayan. Thea-. chief: Bernard: Kraiize and: his staff, are prepping:.a fifth ‘Poe. pic,a
none becomes: finalizéd’ until. Rob- screen version -of. “Masque of The seated “those ° of. Verne as” the
which, profited.
| tre. hauled: ‘it off, along with, coins
ert Mochrie,” ‘Metro ‘gales: topper, Red Death,” which would be shot s¢reen’s: greatest single source of
: I taken~from: ‘ elght’ ‘vetiding”” ma‘in the fall for release in.1963: By ‘money material froma professional
;‘ehinés. The’ safe wag. encased in: puts. his stamp. of - “approval - On. that. ‘time,: Corman. thinks .that writer. «(Suggested one. indusfry
‘L concrete .:which.‘ was. pried’ “loose. ‘pacts. ; Both ‘companies are ‘part- either: he.or the: public,: or perhaps Wag: “Maybe we. -ought. to get.
Burt: Reinhardt, news’. editor of ‘from. its.. moorings. in .the: second: ‘nered. in pix which.‘combined will ‘both, will -have had. just about all ‘Williams to script''a- remake of: =.
they’ can_ take of. Poe-on-screen: for ‘Around The World. in 80 ‘Days’ as.
Fox’ Movietone: News, ‘has ‘deen: ‘floor,: office : of “manager. :-Ralph cost $18,000,000.named to the new post of: managing .Batschelet. Besides the cash ‘in the|. -Cinerama °‘already’ has *-gortaled’ the’‘time being. :
a modern sex drama.”) ‘Young Corman;: who has ‘been
|: Edna Ferber
editor of. Fox. Movietone. and. Unit- 800 pound. .safe..and ‘the’ approx- 30 deals for “West,” largest num‘| imately $100 in coits’ taken.:from ‘ber. of exhibitions. outlets: ‘for. a -tri- ‘highly successful at exploitation)-Wo. slouch; of :course, is the wideed Press Movietone. TV. :
“With: his new. duties ‘Reinhardt -the- vending machines, the ‘thieves sereen film at one time in the -US.: dramas, both for: AIP and his own ‘ranging (geographically speaking).
will: shave- ‘complete: ‘charge of the: -did.an. estimated $3,000 damage. to Figure. tops -preyious:high by 10.. ‘indie-“Filmgroup. distrib setup," is. Miss Ferber.:- Her‘ $26,100.00 total ..
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‘Stays: ‘Last week, $5, 200; .

.

United-Artists (No.Coast) (1,151;

=< +.
..°- 0°

$1.50) —. “La Belle Americaine”| (10th wk). Potent $6, 000, ‘same. as ‘Pilgrim: cares: Ge908:75-91.25)—-| . Kime (Diekinson)" 45045. 90-$1.25). $1:50-$3)—“West Side :Story” (UA). anf
—
Truth”. (Kings) (10th wk), suz000 Sock. $18,500; Last week, Dae
(Cont.). -Good. .$2.700. ‘Last: week, |last ‘two: stanzas. > .
‘| “Journey: to 7th. Planet’ (AD and: "The

“Double -Bunk” «Shaw), 45th. wi), Keith’s (RKO) (1,839: $1-$i 65)— “Alakazam Great”. (AD. Big’ -$12,- Holding atgood $I,500. Last week,
” $1,000.
“Sergeants 3" (UA) (3d wk), Torrid |000;.: Last -week; :“Three:- Stooges. $1,700

Vozue: 4S." F. Theatres) | (384; cate
(Fruchtman): {5005 $1.50)— $15,000 ~ or: “near. Last, Week; ‘Meet™ Hercules” (Col);-record $20,-}
Paramount.” (Blank-UP)’ ‘(iS00: $150)—“Animas Trujano”.- (Indie) :..°-: 'F
00
os Pe
1008and m’e. to
to} Mayflower bbecause ($1-$1. 25}——“Summer * ‘and Smoke”. (10th Wk). Good $1,800, Last week, .. ae
000. and
mip.
gh. 25- of ‘locked-in:
(Par): (2a. wk). - Bright:$6,500. :Last |.
Good $3,500. Last week, “Wild for. “MacAgthar |4 K-B) ~
dat
ie
40% “Murder, She Sa. (M-G).
Kicks” (Times) (4th: wk), $1.200.. |si4
pin
“€L.100:: $1:50-53 = week, $8,500.
’ Stagedoer |(AR) (440: ‘$1$0) = aoe
Stanton (Fruchtman). (2,800; 90-| Sock $10,000. Last week,.“‘No Love “Jadgment- “at -Nuremberg™: (UWA) |: Plaza (FMW:ENTT: a.630: $1:$1.25) “Light ‘In ‘Piazza’. (M-G): (4th: wk). be
-$1.50\—“Lover Come: “Back”. “(U) for Johnnie’ (Embassy) ‘4th: Wk);,| (2d wk): Boff ..$22,000,: with: extra — “Sergeants 3”. (UA). (2d -wk): | Big:.$7,500.' Last, week, $7,000.
= <2... :;

. Rex

“Sun

Lovers. ‘Holidav™.(Indie). ‘t $18,000.

Smash $18,000. Last. week, “One; |$3,000.

.
‘Last’ week; same..
Twa, Ti
Three” (UA) (Sd wk). $8000.| - Omtarie (K-B). (1,240;: $1-$1.49)||shows:
State (Trans-Lux) (730s. 75-$1.25) $15,000
Town (Rappaport). iY, 125; $1.50- —=Niew from Bridge” (Cont) 44th bey
:
ae
re.
$2.50) —

of Kings” (MG) |wk) Okay

mmoral.:Mr; ‘Teas” (indie) and

ath
a nie*ne astwre,5
doth wh)."Nice #4:500. Lastweek, |; "Ralace.(Loew) (2,360; $1-$1.49)—

$6,060. ~

($4,000. Last week, -$3.00.

{Continued on page 10):
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“1500.

ae.

}Solia $9,000; :holding. ‘Last.-week,+f. ‘Larkin (A-R) (460; ‘$i25-$1.49)—-.
ar
“Les” ‘Liaisons: Dangereuses”: (Age
0?
‘Rockhill Witte’ Art. - Theatrea): ter) (2d wk). Fancy,$6,700... Last. 0"
C7505 $1-$1.25)—— “Fhe Mark” (Cont) week, $10,000. : :
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and “Tiger. Bay”: (Cont). Medest|.: ay {AD 400:
"(Continued on page10),"
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“Bin continues to..perk.for’a sec-

OALt:

x

;

on “session <.at. nearly’. all’: big |:

ay
View’i

‘‘houses..after: mainstem was. on

@

. 7. “skids::for Jame weeks. “Lover |
‘into’ ‘a torrid |.
Come’. Back”:
|‘second
frame -at Sroadway. -“Ser-|-- ot

%:

Chicago, Feb, 27::—

2 Wham: 933)000. hardticket debut |— "Eatmalee Are
A Net7
- . oeof “West: Side Story”” at the Todd.

o

d

a

a : géants -3” looms .a_hefty-Tiew. new- |.
.
=1comer at. Paramount.. ‘Tender. Is |: "Soaring: tmstness of Washington's (22), “Second week: $163,500,. way

“| Night” ‘shapes. mild. at Orpheum. Birthday ‘list Thursday, - plus .an cover: hopes, Stays a fourth week,
°
-/ usually strong weekend, is: boosting and likely ‘longer.
“Estimates for This Week
wel
osanda’ host -‘of-healthy-.popscale
|-: ‘Film gross: estimates:.as ree.’ = Broadway --(Parker) © (1,890: $1- the Broadway’ boxoffice: all along}-’--Rivoll (UAT): (1 545; $i.50-$3.50)
“/)preems have. Windy: City: firstruns | 7 ‘ported herewith from tle: vari-. $1:50)—"Lover- Come Back". (U) ‘the -line. -The. launching ‘of. four: —"West Side Story’: (UA) (19th
_-0n solid footing: this round.-“Satan | - -ous..key:-cities, are. net; Le.” | “Desert Patrol” (U) (2d wk). Lusty. new: films ‘during the past seven: ‘wk).. This /round winding -foday. .
—
is. nailing . a thot wt: without... usual: tax: “Distrib. : : $8,000 ‘or near. Last -week,: $10, 200. ‘days also is :proving a. big: help, (Wed) is ‘heading for wow $50,000
Soe
Never ‘Sleep is”. is
_ -utors’ ‘share’ on. net ‘take, when :
$24,000 ‘in. its:Oriental. bow.-.:
Fine Arts (Foster) (426;: $1-$1.50). despite.'a’ rained-out -Monday. (26). ‘or -near after $44,000: for 18th
: .- First round of “Walk ‘On. ‘wild " playing’ percentage, ‘hence. the “|.—Cold-. ‘Wind: In “August” (Indie)* ‘and other ral, and. stiow-burdened week, Continues indef.. Current
~ estimated ‘figures: are’ net.Ane. ¥and. “St.” ‘Trinian'’s” :.(Indie) - (5th. days, ot
oP Side shapes woiv.$35,000, but.
the
{session is: being. helped by -two”
‘Three’ a
cn
come.
wk). “Modest: “$1,500. : Last. week, | “Pacing the new. product: is.“Walk extra. Feb. 22. matinees, ‘making a
- Stooges. Meet. |“Hercules” - ‘and |: - The: parentheti¢.. ‘admission d. $2,8(
...|
on.’ Wild: Side;”. ‘which -Iarided: ‘a total: of 13 ‘performances on.week., _“Flight of .Lost Balloon” -looks ..._prices,. however, as. i-dicated, :|'*"Fox. ‘Evergreen) ‘a600:.‘$1-$1.49) wham. $78, 000 ‘in ‘opening session, State
(Loew). 1,900;
$1.50-.
«include U:; 'S;-ambsement ‘tax.’
_modest..at $14,000 or elose.:'
—Majority: of One” (WB). (3d.‘wk). daydating : the -Criterion.-and, arty: $3.50)-—"King - ‘of.: ‘Kings" - (M-G)
" : “A> View. From’ Bridge’. is.pull: caer
TNicé. “$5,000 or
|
close. Last cweek, Murray Hill. “Black Tights” soared ;(20th -wk). Present week finishing
“fing a’ stout $9,000 in: first Esquire. 6
to a’ great $18, 000. one. of top’ fig- today: (Wed) looks like hig $29,000 ©
_
frame, Reissue . of:,“Pinocchio”
‘or. .close . after $23,000 for 19th. |
Guild’ ‘(Rosenety (400:: 1-$1.50)— ‘ures at the arty Plaza:
“*". Jooms *boff: $20,000 at” the: Loop]...
| “Light In‘ Piazza” (MG). (2d: wk), “Satan Never. Sleeps? hit.a‘solid -week, “'4 Horsemen of Apocalypse” “, ‘ "fy opener ‘while ‘the: same. sesh. of |.
[Okay $2,500.. -Last- “week; ditto.- 7 $49,500 on. initial round, ‘daydating | (M-G) is: set to oren March 9.
*. “La: Belle ‘Americaine”’. is Aeéading |.
‘Hollywood .(Evergreen): (1,180;= ‘the Paramount and arty 72d Street | ‘Wictoria (City Inv.) (1.003; 50-$2)
‘for: a- potent $5;000.at the ‘Cinema..
$1.49-$2).—— “This Is--Cinerama”: Playhouse. —“The. Night” hit a wow. —*“Light in Piazza” (M-G)- “(4th wk)
|
Second stanza of.. “Lover: ‘Come | :
(Cinerama):. (ath wk)...Big $6,000. ; $21,000.-in first. week. at the Little Third. stanza finished. yesterday
(Tues:): was hep $20,000 or: close
wae Back": ‘is:“great ;at the. Chicago while
|*
‘Last. week,.$7,100
-Carnegie.‘Toronto, Feb. yo
7 --MSergeants. 3": continues -‘boffo in]
-Tevington (Smith) (600; ‘$1:25)—= |" “Lover Come. Back” with stage: after $16,500.in second week. Day'.. 1State-Bake third, ““Summer:To Re-|’ “Weekend. snow. ‘dented ‘biz: Ben : “Summer and. Smoke”. (Pat): ‘(and|‘show. is. ‘soaring ‘to a. ‘mighty $168,- dating: with Trans-Lux 85th Street.
- tember”. “is posting | a bright" third |‘erally. ‘but’ --hewcomers; :.-such*.as, “Two... Women” .. (Indie).. “So-so. .000 ‘in “current (3d). session at the |-. ‘Warner (SW) .(1,813; $1.50-$3.50)

0. United...Artists “pair,

= Two Big246, $6,100.

Torontoi ‘Gd 86)

’One, Two, Three”. and “Murder;: $3,500. ‘Last week; ‘second .run.

-géssion- at - ‘World.

Music Hall; insuring a fourth. week:

—"“El Cid” (AA).(11th: wk}: Session

“Light. ‘In Piazza” “shapes” feat ‘She “Said,” -got off ‘to -fast.’starts
‘Music Box (Hamrick) (640; $1.50: Friday's biz hit.a new high for the ‘ending today. (Wed.) is-heading for
_ an fourth: Woods ‘round. Sixth- lap in three-house Rank” ‘combo. and $3)—"King of Kings” .(M:G) 410th Halton non-boliday" ‘for. that day. ‘big $28,000. with extra perform. of: “Cinerama Holiday”. is ‘slaw: on | Loew's. ‘Uptown. But the leader is rs neSteady $4,000... Last .‘week, All:day rain Monday (26) ‘proved: ances after $23, 000. in. ‘10th ‘week,
be!
" “grind: ‘at “Palace.:‘‘The: Mark". re-- “Judgment At: Nutemberg,” which: ‘$3,90
‘Stays.
quite ‘daniaging.First-Run- ‘Arties .. Mains sturdy: in ‘Surf ninth fraine. -showed an: upsurge to. mighty. ‘biz . Sopiiewn (Evergreen): 1,565: $i-|' “View. From Bridge”. ds.heading} *; “EL Cid”. looks. to- nail’ a “sturdy |-in: “second. —Also ‘getting. ‘good: re= $1.49)—"Tender: Is. Night’ ..oth) for a big $20, 000-in fifth’ round at]. “Baronet {Reade) (430: $1. 25-$2)
*10th- week’ on. hhardticket.’ ‘at: the [ ‘turns in second.frame is .“Roecco. and.. “Womanhunt”.. (20th). “Mild the: DeMille. © It. landed, a smash |: Murder,
—
She Said” (M-G) (8th
: Cinestage-:
‘and Brothers,” ‘at. two theatrés atid: $5,000.” ‘Last’: wéek, ‘*Innocents” ' $15,000 in fifth: week. at -the ‘arty wk), Seventh: round ended Friday:
"Estimates: ‘for This. Week:
“Sergeants -3". in’ third ‘stanzas, .|-@0th). and. “Snipers Ridge” (20th) Sutton... “Sergeants. 3;”" ‘which held (23) ‘was big- $10,800. after’ $1, 000°
Carnegie. ATelem’t): (495; - $1.25:
: (2d wk); $5,300.
: with ‘great $60,000 in:‘second: ‘frame ‘in ‘sixth week...
‘Estima tes for This Week “gt!80)--“Murder, ‘She Said” (M-G)-|. Capitol... “Imperial | (FP)... (1:026: Paramount. (Port-Par)- 3,000; ‘gi- at the. Capitol, looks like sock: $32,-°. Fine Arts (Davis): (368° 90-$180)
/ (4th wk); ‘Nifty $4,000. Last.week, |9,206; $1-$1. 50) —. “Rocco: :Bros.” 4°§2: 50)—“Sergeants " 3" (UA). and 000. in. first ‘four ‘days’ -of. current |:—“One,:; Two" (UA). (10th |wk).
$5,500
Present frame ending today’ (Wed.)
13 00.. “Hell Drivers” (UA). ‘Hefty. $9, 000, (3d) week.”
90-$1.go)|.fAstor): (2d :wk). Lusts
"Chicago. (BE&K). 3 900; :
y $ 6 .|.or: near: ‘Last. week, . “Too |Late | ~ . “Light in Piazza” climbed |‘to a ‘looks to: hit. big. $12,000--or over
Last’ .week;.. $17,000.
=—“Lover Come. Back” (U) (2d. wk).
|
after $11,000 in ninth week.
Blues”
(Par)
‘and
“Lost
Battalion’
|
lofty.
$31,000
in:
third
‘week
daydat- Carlton,: Dahforth;.. ‘Humber
~" Socko $32.000.."Last -week.'$43.000;|
Beekman (Rugoff Th.)(590; -$1.20-_. .
, (Par): (5 ,days), $2,300
. ‘ing:-the : Vietoria.“and arty.“Trans-.
‘Cinestage .(Todd) -(1,038; -$1.75- (Rank):.-(2,318;.°.1,328; .:1,208; - $1- a 21st Ave. (Foster) (650;“$1-$1.50), Lux: 85th’ St... “ The :Victim 7.
$1.75)
— “La Dolce. Vita”. (Astor)...
I
$
“held 412th
: wk).
The 10th ‘week. ended.
$3. 50)\—“El Cid” -{fiA):(10th wk). $1.50) — “One, Two, Three” (UA). |: —"One, ‘Two, .Thtee”: (UA). (m.o.). “with “loud: $14:500 . in :third”: round
- “Perking up to solid.$14,000,”: Last. Big .$24,000: :Last ‘week, |‘“Tender| ‘and. “Make . Mine. Mink”. (indie):. ‘at the Forum.
‘1 yesterday (Tues.)' was great $9,000.
‘Is Nigft". (20th): Qa wh, ‘Carlton - Snappy $3,000. Last week, “Fanny”|
‘week, “$12,
‘or
near.
Last
week, $7,000.
“One, Two, “Three” pushed ahead |
‘Cinema ”(Sterii)- (500: "$t50)—“La’ only,: $9,000: ©
Fifth Ave. Cinema -(Rugoff Th.) . ..
+ CWB). (m.o.) ‘and: 5 aiet”'(
(MG) (re- ‘of previous week, with a big $35,-pelle’ _Americaine’” (Cont); Spark-|. .‘Eglinton. FP) i919; $1.50-$2.50): Issue).Ae wk), baci
(250:
$1.25-$1.
80)
—— “The Mark’ .
400.
7 ‘000. likely for. 10th session, daydat-.
‘Holiday: in’ Spain” (indie). (10th;
jling.” '$5,000.. Last” “week: | “Blue
ling. the. Astor | and. the’.arty.” Fine (Cont): (m.o. ‘(1th wk). The 10th”
Angel’(Indie) -‘(reissue),: $3,000, :. ; wky:. Steady. $7,000. ‘Last week,q pon"
|
stanza
ended
yesterday
(Tues.) .
| . Atts,:
- Esquire. (H&E Balaban): (1 350; ditto.
- (Continued, on page.10)
-The :hardticketers” were given.
2 §125-$1,80)-—“View' From” Bridge” |

BoO

“Hollywood EY. 086; ‘$i-s1ein eee |

* (Cont). “Excellent, «$9 000. :
,
“Breakfast ‘at: Tiffany’s” (Par) |
- -week, “Weekend With:‘Lulu?(Goly (iti ‘wk). Okay: $5,000...Last week, 1 Fo

a ‘d wk), $4,400

Sheep: '(Telem't). (608; -$i25-$1.Bo).

$6,000

"Hyland (Rank) (1,957: '$1-$1 sof.
“Flame ‘in- Streets”. (20th): (aay
Boff- $20.000.: Last :week::OUEST way, Fancy $5,500. Last ‘week, i}
tion. yLal (indie) (9th :wk); "$4,600. :
Pinocchio”

.- (BY).

‘.{reissue).

‘ (Jovan): (1,000; 65-90)

| $7, 500.*

ime ‘of Blackhawk” {indie}. and: : -Loew’s (Loew) , 64: ‘$i-s1.sof
‘Sergeants 3” (UA) (3d-wk).Fine
|
- Continued: on. page 19:
| $10,000. ‘Last ‘week, :$13,000:

j
ment at Nuremberg,” which landed’ denen‘Mighty 216,*
a capacity. $41, 000 at the: Palace in.
10th” week.. for’ ‘12..shows.. :“West.| Philly; Majority’ 166,*
‘Side Story” is-heading for: a whan |.
in“19th stanza at:‘the RivalSata 126; Lover’ 226
ad.$50,000
for13:performances. S healthy: boosts by the holiday, with|

e

~“Tover’MG

dts’ upped: scales and: ‘extra: mati-|.
nees. Pacing this group . is “Judg-

‘Philadelphia, . Feb. 27.
‘Estimates, for This Week —
‘Theatre wickets were swin
Cleveland, Feb: ‘27...
“Trattiovstopping snowstorm last} ?: Mator (City: ‘Iny.): (1,094. 75-§2)--|‘last Saturday, so all {fs well Pr.

. Tiyoll: (FP) (935; .$1.50-$2.50). a7
WEL Cid'”-(AA) (3d wh). Big’ $8,000; “Friday

“One,, ‘Two, :Three”. (UA): (10th wk)..| firstruns currently. . “Judgnient

and- Saturday: Sloughed. film

at.

: biz and placed” damper on overall This ‘session winding today: (Wed.) Nuremberg” is rated: powerful in’
week, $10,000
|Arsene Fast$14,000, Last:
showing on. week. “Pinocchio” sur- ds heading for. smash $23,000,. with: ‘first week at the Boyd while “Satan
. ‘Towne (Taylor) |(693; 90-$1: 25) -vived-. this. storm ‘and’ is” heading: Washington's Birthday: holiday biz Never Sleeps” shapes smart at. the
View’ From Bridge” (Cont). (2d -for..a:- great. week atthe Allen. helping. Last week,..$19,000. Stays. Viking. “Majority of” One” looks:
va ‘Sommer’ Hot 126;+:
wk)... . Okay: $3,500, Last. week. “West Side ..Story’”. is - pushing |. - ‘Capitol’ (Loew). 4, 820;- $1-$2:50)|hotsy. but more. wags" -expected in.
‘ahead of. initial: week to:land ‘a pig. ——"Sergeants 3°”. .(UA). @d- wk). -first at “Randolph,
‘Laver!Lively 256, 2d!$4,500
” Universiiy’ EP). (1:382: “$1.25°$2) -take in second ‘at the Ohio. “Judg- First. four. days of ‘current -~week. ““Lover Come Back” still, is boffo.
Pd

. St.’‘Louis,: Feb. 27.

=-“‘Judgment -at-Nuremberg” (UA)]-ment.-at® ‘Nuremberg’ ‘looks -Jofty tended yesterday (Tues.) was ‘great ‘in second. round at Areadia. while

Wo. new, strong. entries |
“aret (2d wk): Upsurge ‘to. wham.$20,000:es
“in first ‘full--week’ at::Palace:

2,000: or near: Second full week, “Sergeants 3” is rated bright tn
“Lover -Come’: Back,” hit. “by sock $60,000: ‘Holds,. natch!
~ ‘third. at the -Fox.. “Pinocchio”
'.Keel. here ‘this round... They. ‘afte: . Uptown. (Loew) (2;543: “$i$1. 75). . storm-like. ‘other: holdovers;- still.| ‘Criterion ..(Moss): ::(1,520; $1.25 ‘shapes lusty in second. at Stanton.’
“ “Summer. and ‘Smoke,’’. fine at the i
‘is:
héading
-for.
‘a:
“boffo.
figure.
in.
$2.50)
—“Walk
on
Wild:
Side” (Col) ] |
‘ «nurder,. She Said”: (M-G): Hefty.}
“Estimates for This Week
__Atmbassador,‘and.“Four- Horsemen|‘$17,000. Last -week:. “Flower Drum ‘second Hipp round: Sergeants :a" (2d. wk)? Initial round°‘ended. yes-|
Arcadia (S&S) (623;, 95-$1.80)—.
@£. Apocalypse”. which: is. heading}Song” @).(Sth Wh), $6,500. mt [is ‘okay: in third. at: State...
‘terday.:(Tues,). hit: wow $62,000 ‘or
“Lover
Come Back” (U) (2d wk).°
for.a lofty total at. State. Outstand- |.
“Estimates for This: Week
“[elose. Pie had long lines. Saturday}$22,000. Last’ week, $24,500.
holdover::.is. ““Eover .Come
7 - Allen.’ (Stanley-Warner) :A2 a6: (24) night and .also.was smash on} Boff.
‘Boyd
(SW) (1,536; -$2-$2.75) —
° Back *. rated ‘smash .in’ second: at Biz,Bops: Buff. But ::
(BV) ‘(re-1 Feb. | 22:.. Washington's. Birthday. |
$1-$1. 50)— “Pindcchio”
“Judgment at: Nuremberg” (UA).
‘igsue).. Great :$20,000.:. Last week,

helping ‘to. keep *biz..on..an even: -Last. week; $15,000.

wta

‘sSathe: huge Fox. “Light in: Piazza”
|"_, “Lover” Great: 5G,Mi
ad “Majority. of Orie”
hep in“second. at Loew's: ‘Mid-|

{ holiday. Daydating: with |Murray : Powerful $21,000. Last week, “King”
*AWB). ad. wk),| Hill,
Buffalo, “Feb. 27:
$7;500.
se“is
City,
“DeMille (Reade) a 463: 90-$2 15). of Kings” (M-G) (17th wk), "$8,800,
ye
-.: Colony “Art? -(Staniey-Warner) —"“View From. Bridge” (Cont). (5th|- . Fer (Milgram). (2,200; 95-$1. 80)
a
"Batiniates for This: Week | I.* Biteara weather: is Aitting. Buf: |.
‘session ‘winding tomor-’ — “Sergeants 3" (UA) (3d wk).
. Ambassador: (Arthur) (2:970;. 90: falo;‘biz’ currently,- ‘with. a ‘surplus. "41,354; SL50) "Les. Liaisons Dan-. wk): This :
0. o
Hioldovers also. cutting: into trade.. igereuses”, (Astor) (4th “wk).
Aver: |row.. (Thrus.) - isheading’ for: .big Bright: $18,000. Last week, $22,000
ae rr25) —“Summer ...and... Smoke”. of
of.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,000; $
th :“View-.Froni Bridge’ at Para-|:3 e- $3,000. Last week; $4,000.
‘$20;000- after.. 323;000: in. fourth
-"".! (Par): Fine ..$12,000. ‘;Last*: ~week,,
Cid“ (AA) (0th wk). .
ok “Two Women” (Embassy). (2nd wk), : moutit -and “Light in Piazza”: at |"“Continental. ‘Art -(Art: Theatre |‘week. Stays: Also at Sutton, where $2:75)—"El
Fine $14,000. Last week, ditto. ©.
Teck ‘were hard: hit: ‘by the: weather. Guild): : (900:. ‘$1-$1.25)—“‘Call. Me fifth: week ended Feb, 25
Midtewn
(Goldman). (1,200; $2-.
‘Lon
‘their
first
.weeks.
“Lover:
Come
‘Genius: (Cont): ‘Mild: $1,500. :Last,] Embassy (Guild) (500°. $1.50ar
\polls. Art (Grace) (700: 60-90)

(Bac " “is: ‘rated. .gréat.- in” second week, “Modigliani”. (Cont), $1,800. $2.50)-—“La -Dolee “Vita” ‘Astor) $2.75) — “West Side Story”. (WA)
Heights Art (Art. Theatre Guild) brim wk). ‘The 11th: week com-| Useswk). Nice $12,500:. Last week,
(925;.- $1-$1.50)-—"La :Belle’ Ameri- pleted yesterday (Tues:) was boffa| $13
wk), $1,500.:
Buffalo
4
eaine”.
(Cont), Extra good ‘$3,200... $15,000. or: ngar. after. ‘$13,000 for: aeegotph (Goldman) (2,200: 95-.
#
. Esquire (Schuehart-Levin): (1,800
$1.80)——“Majority .of One” (WB). °
Estimates for. This:‘Week ©
+ 005§1.25)—'“Majority of. Orie”. WB) Buffalo (Loew). (3,500;: 90-$1: io)-“l Last. week; “Five-Day’ ‘ Lover” 10th: stanza. .
"UKings).
{2a: wk), ‘$1,600 in 6 days.| Palace (RKO). a 642: 31.50:$3.50) Hotsy $16,000. Last week,. “Second ;
' (2d: wk). Big.$11,000 ‘or:over. Last eoerBeants 3°" (WA) (3d: wk). Okay |.
Hippodrome - (Eastern..: ‘Hipp): —“Judgment at Nuremberg”: (UA). Time: Around” (20th), $8,500. .
week, $15,000
‘$10,000 ‘Last week,.$14,000. Stanley (SW) (2,500; 95-$1.80)-—.
Fox (arthur) 6, Goo; "90-$1 25)~'| we!‘Center (AB-PT). (2,500; 75:§1: 25) \-| @,700;. - $1-$1.50)—“Lover.- Come ‘(11th wk). The ‘10th -week ended|“Tender
Is Night” (20th) (2d wk).
ie),Rousing. $14,000. last: night.(Tues.) .was capacity $41,-:
"Lover ‘Come “Back” (0) (2d: wk), -"'Majority.of One” (WB) (2d wk). ; Back”: (U).(2d wk),
‘So-so $10,000. Last week, $18,000. ‘East
week
.$20;000.
.|-000.
with
two
extra
matinees,
and
—
$25,000. Last ‘week, '$35,000.: Far’ $7,000. Last.’ week,’. $8,000.
- Ohio (Loew) (2700;. $2.50-$2: 75) boost ‘from holiday. The. ‘ninth was | ‘Stanten (SW) (1,483; .95-$1.80)——.
w's
‘Mid-City -(Loew) (1,160;. - Century: (UATC).(2;700; 70-$1.25) -—“West Side Sto
“Pinocchio”. (BY) (2d: wk) (reissue). :
(WAY. (24: wk).: Sellout: $37,000. : .
.- 60-90)—“Light ‘-in: Piazza”. (M-G) --“Pinotchio” ‘(BV) ‘(reissue)’ (3d|Big $20,000. after.ry”
$19,000" ‘in’ first|. ’ Foram: (Moss). (813; 90-$1 90) — | Lively $15,000. Last week, $20,000.
Ba wk). Hep, $8;500. Last:week, wk): -Good. 7
in-10 days. Last : wee
ek...
' 1 “Victim” .indie) |(4th wk). Third | ‘Studie (Goldberg) (383; o5-$1 80)“Erotica” (Indie) and
“Lweek,’ $16,000
Palace (BRA) 2,739: §1.50°$2) frame ended. unday (25). held ‘at.
(Loew): WEN600; 68-90)—-| : Lafayette: (Basil), (3,000; 70-$1 35) --—“Judgment
at. Nuremberg” (UA). socko. $14,500.after. #15,000 in sec-. ‘Women” (Indie). Hot $8;000 -or.
pear “Horsemen -(M-G):, Lofty|:
—*“Lover Come. Back’ (U) (2d. wk). ‘Looks big ‘$15,000:
}.over. Last week. “Amorous Sex”
‘in. - first. full: ond
2gta 000: Last ‘week;..“Sail Crooked, ‘Great $15,000. Last: week, ‘$17,000. Week. First’ five ‘days was. ‘$5,500. + - Paramount. {AB-PT)- 3 B65; ‘ gi-|.“(ndiel (2d wk), $6,300.
*.Ship”, (Col) arid.“Carthage Flames”
Paramount (AB-PT): 3,000; “W5=
‘State (Loew): (3,700; -$1-$1.50)-— $2)—"Satan - ‘Never. Sleeps". (20th) J. Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 95-$1. 80)
‘(Col),, ‘$9; 500.
—‘View From Bridge” (Cont) (4th.
| $1.25) —" “View -From: Bridge”: ‘Sergeants 3”. (UA):(3d wk), ‘Okay. ‘(2d wk). -Initial ‘session. completed |.—
Pageant | (Arthur). “a /000;" : 90- (Cont),:Fair. $8,000.:: “Last” “week; Fil, 000. :Last ‘week, $15,000. ‘fast: night (Tues.). was" good $40,000 wk). Okay $5,000. Last - week, :
$ 25)—"Innocents”
“(20th) « (7th “Summer and ‘Smoke’ (Par), $7
:
-| Stillman (Loew): (2,700; “$1 50i— or. close. Daydating with 72d Street $4,000:
J who. Oke: $2,000.. Last :-week, same. 600...
“Light In. Piazza”. (M-G) :.(2d. wh): , Playhouse, - f
. Viking (Sley) a 000; 95-$1.80)—_| St.Louis (Arthur) :(3,800; 75-90) °Teck (Loew) :(1,200:. 90-§1. $5) ‘Fair $5,000. Last’ week;. $7,000.
Radio: City Music Halt. (Rocke-. “Satan Never Sleeps” (20th). Smart.“""Pinoechio” (BV) (2d wk): Good | “Light: in: Piazza". (M-G). Modest } “Westwood. Art. (Art. Theatre: fellers) . -(6,200;... -95-$2: 715) —'“Lover | $12,000. Last week, “Madison.
_ $7,000. ‘Last week, $10,000.”
'$5,000. Last: week, “King.of' ‘Kings’ Guildy (855; $1.:25-$1: 50)—"Virgin. Come. Back” °(U). with: -Stageshow Avenue”. (20th) (3d wk), $4,500.
Shady |Oak. ‘(Arthur)’. (180: - 906" (M-G)- (9th: wk-6 days), $3,800:
..| Spring” (Indie) ‘(Feissue). ‘Routine (3d. wk); ‘This stanza ending today| ‘World (R&B- Pathe) (499; 95+"
. $125)—"The Mark”: (Cont). Good|.
|.» Cinema: (Martinas (450: 70-$1.25) “$2,400... Last week,: “Promoter”, ; (Wed.): is heading for great. $168,- $1.$0)-—"Murder, She Said” (M-G),
|. (India): ‘and-: “Genevieve”: ‘Mndie) 000° ‘and... "may: even top.. opening | Fast $6,000. Last. week, :“Simmer:
. $3,000.."-Last “week,.. “Call.: Me: —“trith” (Indie). (2d. Wh +s
’ Genius Cont), (6th.wh,>
500. Loan Last week, $3,500
- reissues): ies
900. :
:
week, “with *Boost -from, holiday 4 fo Remember" (King), : #2,500, .

"_L “Bridge” (Indie). Good:$3,000. Last

‘session - -at. Lafayette, while “Ser+. week,*“Devil’s |Bye’. Andie). “ath:
. |geants 8” is”‘Okay: :in’,third: at: the}

i

.

.

.

ef [sonBOFF$14,000,

1664;Pnoelio’Big16
Smash

oo

CHICAGO
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"(Continued from’ ‘page Dy. af
“Devil’s Partner” .(Indie)..: "Okay I
ve
|. $4,000. Last’. week; “Anatomy . of [.”*
; Providence; Feb. ‘27, 4 Love” (Indie) and “Truth” ‘dndle)
@..

feo

, Heavy. snow: arid ‘génerally ex- (reissues),. ‘$4,600

,mo.

tended poor weather probably. hurt

we

Gd:

prtteburgh, Feb.re
| Ynain ‘stern: biz. but ‘most ‘pix: are! ‘Orléntal (Indie) G 400; 80-$180)]
"| doing -well.: Albee’s: second week of —"Satan Never. Sleeps”: (20th).| . 4-¢
A hefty ‘session Jooms for first‘| “Lover Come:.Back”’ still ieads the Is ‘Night’: (20thy (3d wk), “$13,000.
runs here this week, “Lover Come
stridé currently. . Only. hewcomer,..
lst with-a sock total..State’s “Ser-|
Back” shapes very. big -in second
geants 3”: also: is lusty. Majestic’s|-*. Palace. (Indie) .:(1,570;. -90-$1, 80) “Journey- to. Seventh Planet”.
gtanza at Albee. Brisk newcomers |“Pinocchio” looms solid: Both are -—“Cinerama:? Holiday’? (Cinerama)} Stanley. is only fair but. foldovers..
have “Pinocchio” shaping for af
‘Milwaukee, “Feb, 27,
in second weeks. Whistle. Down 1s(6th, wk). Fat, $2,000. Last: ‘week, ‘all rate from. good to socke. “West. .
‘ gocko at. Kelth’s and “A Majority}.
,000...
'| Side. “Story”. is :glittering .in- third °.
Wind” at.Strand is nice..
Of One” looking nice ‘at the Palace. "The. Variety. Club’ of ‘Wisconsin |W
‘Roosevelt : (BEK) -‘a,400;. ‘90-/at Nixon. ..“Judgment ‘at Nuremi< .
--Estimates for: This. ‘Wee
- “Summer and Smoke”. shapes okay’ is - increasing. - the : club’s |annual|
commitment. “to. “Wariety. Club's * “Albee. (RKO). (2,200; :75-$1.25). $1.80)-~"Walk-On Wild Side” (Col)..| berg”. continues hefty: at‘Warner fa
at .Grand.
“Judgment. .at Nuremibers”’- -re- Epilepsy ‘Center: at Mt. Sinai: “Lover - Come . "Back" - (U). and}. Smash $35,000. Last - week, “Sail | second.:
gains solid In second. week at the Hospital. from ‘$25,000: to $40,000. “Desert Patrol” U): (2d: wk). Looks. Crooked Ship” (Col). and ‘Under-'-’ “Lover: Cone. Backt? ‘looks wow.”
water City” (Col) (2d wk), $12,000. in second. at Gateway -and- Bere
Capitol. *§] Cid" shows no sign of Ina Variety Week, ended Feb. 17, sock: $14,000 or mear.. after $18,000;
State-Lake .(B&K) .(2,400;';.90-| géants:'3”” continues -hotsy. in see-..:
a in in 10th round at. suburhan| observance.” for press,.: -felevision Opener, :° °°
$1.80)—"Sergeants
3” (UA). (3d) 0nd at.Penn.: ..“Mark,’’:in an amazvailey. Twin Drive-In rates for a and radio, the need for increased |wd‘Elmwood (Snyder). 724; "15-9125):
Last week, |}
ing.‘sixth’ week, As:‘sock.“atSquirrel
““Oklahoma” -(Todd) -.. (reissue): wk); Soko $27,000. :
_pre-spring..rouser. with. “Three facilities -‘was. ‘stressed.
Stooges ‘Meet Hercules” and “Un-| - According | to.
atimmates tor This ‘Week’
a we
Y
(20thy
reissue)
(3d_wki,.
$3,000.
Sart
(H&E:
elabany.
(685;
$1.
50-|derwater_ City.”
°
Bernie Strachota, general manager
(9th. who} “Gateway (Associated) (1,900; fu .Bo
|.- ,,Majestic (SW). (2,200; °75-90)— $1.80)—""Mark"* “(Cont) =
Estimates for. This Week - : of WHIT, ‘the. most’ ‘argent. action
“Pinocchio” (BY). and: “Bear Coun- ‘Good: $3,400." Last ‘week, $4,000; 1-$1.50) — “Lover -Come: “Back”: (U):
of.
Variety
Club’s:
work
will.
center:
Albee ARKO) (3,100; $1-$1 50)—
‘try’ (BV). (reissues) (24. wk). Head-|“Lover Come. Back’ {U) (2d wk). on. processing and” handling the ing for. solid. $10,000: ‘after:‘salting: , ‘Todd (Todd) (1,089; '.$2.20-$3.50) |(2d wk)... ‘Wow. ‘$24000. Last.week, «.
—"West Side Story” | (UA):. Boffo: $23;500.:
Great .$16,000. following- $23,000: backlog of: epileptics™ -waiting” for
’ ‘Clncirinatt; Feb. 97, -

Hefty’ $24,000. Last week. “Tender fis
“Aemeioirant irade i
in=

Wis.Variety ClabUps
Aid for Epileps: Work

"Chied. :Harker |.
Good $4,000. Last week, “King and| $40,000..

‘away. $16,000 .in first.
for Cincy. tops in.-many| help. Stachota said Variety. aims | State. (Loew). (3,200; 75-$1;95)—
months.: First week was. way over ‘to ‘develop. a. complete: epilepsy: -re-1 |“Sergeants. 3”. (UA) (Gd wk).. Loud’
search center to. work on the
_, estimate.
‘| $12,000,. First. was. $17,000.~
causes: and. cures” of epilepsy. -

_preem

“Capitel (SwW-Cinerama) a400:
_$1.50-$2 ) — “Judement ‘at Nurem: a
(WA): (2d vk). This round [|

‘|.

$33,000. - Last. week,. .““King: ‘of | : ‘Nixen ‘(ubin) (1760; $150-$2: 75)
-Kings"’ (M-G). (18th wk), $5,000 in |—"West Side: Story” (WA).Gd wk).:«
five days.’

Hotsy ‘$17;000 or.near. Last week, «

: Town: (Peitel) (660;“$1.25°$1.80) $22,000: .

.Strand. (National : Realty): (2,200: }

65-90) —“Whistle ‘Down Wind" (In- —‘Utamaro” (Indie). (3d wid. ‘Solid. :. Penn: (UATO): (3;‘300:.$1-$1 S03
“Sergeants: 3”:(UA) (2d. wk). Loud
so “Nice $7,000: Last week, “Three $3.5500.. Last: week, same.--:

|
“| Stooges..Meet. Hercules” (Col) and. “United ‘Artists -(B&K) (1,100; 90: $16,000. Last ‘week, $22,000.
‘STs’SOCKO. $i,000:
“Underwater City”(Par), 37,200.” Biber80)—Three Stooges ‘Meet -Her- |™-. Shadyside (More) (7505: $1.28)"
cules” (Col). and: “Flight of” Lost | —“L’Avventura’” ASanus) “(2a wi). oe
second-week gain was solughed by} LVILE; ‘LOVER’ 106,a
:
_|Balloon” - (Col): Modest: $14,000..{Fairtsh: $1,200. *Last week, $1,500.-.
‘electrical storm Friday (23).ending today (Tues.} looks. pleasi
$9,000 after $9,500 bow. .Bid. for|

10S ANGELES ©

- Louisville, Feb. 27."
‘JLast’ week, “Majority | of One”,. Squirrel Hill: (SW) (834;.$1.25)—.
‘(Cin-T-Co). ‘500;|
Esquire.
|“Mark’ Cont) (6th wk). Smash©
atc)
.
(3d wk), $9,800.
“Lover: Come- “Back” ‘in. ‘second |;
$1.25) — Jiggmamer to Remember”
.. (Continued from |‘page: ‘By ~
"> 1-$2,500;. .Last. -week,;-$3,000, :way
(Indie)... Good $1,500.. Last week,
: cand Boy” (Par) atid “Hey, Let’s|
“Five-Day Lover” (ndie) (2e wk), ‘hypo ‘to mainstem biz, the ‘Tong: ‘Twist’ (Par). :Slick ‘$25,000 or. near.
{lines
bringing
an
excitement.
which
“$1,000.
is a: trade: booster: to. the entire. Last “week, Los. Angeles- with
Grand (RKO). it.300; $1-$1: 25} street... “Sergeants” 3” (UA), next: ‘Hawaii; “Sail Crooked: ‘Ship” (Col),.
-“Summer and Smoke’ (Par). Okay. door, at the: ‘Ohio, is a sock new “Three ®: Stooges:. Meet .“Hercules” |" Oe Tito:Gneraina : “| “Majority: of: One” AWBY (2d. wk-9
$7,000 or: near. ‘Last week, “Ivan-} entry. “King. of Kings”. in final. (Col) "(M.0.),..- $9,900: |Hollywood
-Fdays), $10,500
hoe” (M-G) and “Knichts af: Round |six
& days at the Brown, looks okay. ‘with --Hillstreet, “Roman Spring me
Table” (M-G) (reissue) . (2d .wk-6 “George Raft Story” ‘in: first -“at (WB) (ist ‘general release), “Double
erstea
cas
days), $5,000.
Bunk” (Indie),:$12,100. Loyola with| ‘Martin Theatres, Georgia-based: ad
United. Artists is sad.
rete |
iris, | “Never On: Sun day” ..(UA), circuit, -has-contracted to construct. weeks $22,500...
Guild (Vance). (300; $2:-25)—“No
Six. new ‘Cinerama theatrés. meet“Room: at Top” (UA} (reissues): (13¢: ing
Love For Johnnie” (Indie). Mild} | ’ Estimates for.This ‘Week ©
the C’rama. specifications which|.
$1,300. ‘Last week, “Devil's: Eye” ‘ Brown - ‘(Fourth . Avenue). : (900; ‘wk, Loyala: (4th -wk,. Iris),: "$8,800.

a Based Marin

pe

"forge,
2
sett (3:700; "$1-$1.501—.

[Sony

ae

*-Franchises.All Over|’ Warner (SW) (1,516: $1.50 $2 -

a =

$1:25-$2.50). —
“King |of’ Kings | Wiltern. with Orpheiim, ‘Pix. Bald- include: the. entire front. building. a
BROADWAY *
Oken$6,000) after “win,.. ‘Sergeants _3” (OA), “Secret ‘t-wall. as the screen: Land is.pought,| “Continued from page: a.
fourth
.
-week’s
$6,500.
:
| Sarboo.
Harbor” :; WA), (2d wid), blueprints - drawn .and..each new.|-$1.25)— “Pinocchio” (BY). (reissue),
‘Situation is” ‘to -be: completed - for’ pushed. ‘to’ socko..$3,000. or’.clase’
Boff $11,500. Last week, “Flower. "Kentucky - -(Switow) “(900:: a5.
‘the early summer and Yelease of after. $4,500 ‘for ninth. Mbt

(Indie) (6th. wk), $1,000.

'

Keith's: -(Cin-T-Co) . ( 1;500:. e0- (M-G). (Sth wk).

ae
deo
“tr

_Drum Sorig” (U) (4th wk), -$6,000.. $1.25) —-“Lover :Comeé Back’ (UO) Eb: ‘Warren's, ‘EL.Rey. ‘Iris (Metio- ; “How: the West: ‘Was -Won: PE
- Normandie | (T-L).. (592>- $1.25."
' Palace (RKO) (2,600: '$1-$1.25)— (2d wk). ‘Wow.+$10,0000: ‘after first politan-FWC) (1:757;: 861; 825: 90-1. Locations are ‘in: Honolulu, . St. $1:'60)—“Les ‘Lia’ sors Dangereuses”: *
- |
$1:50)—“Pinoechio”. (BV) "and. “Kae.
“Majority of. One”
(WB):
Nice week's $12,000. |
(Astor)
(3d-: wk). First: ‘holdover -.
‘Fipn”. (re-. ‘Louis, San Antonio, Phoenix, Seat-:
160: ‘ventures: Huckleberry
$9,000 or close. Last: wesk,- “Col- ” Mary ” Anderson: (People’s it,
tle and: New. Orleaiis,- and. each will ound ended Monday: (26) was’ Wow
|75-$1.2 5) -— “Majority: ‘of: One". .fssues). Stout "$18,000, -Last week;
‘osus. of Rhodes” (M-G), . $7, 500.”
$17,000.
sameé as on opener:
‘Warren’ S, ““Journéy. to. Seventh mean an expenditure _of.. ‘about. ; ‘Little. .Carsrnégie..(L: -Carn egie)
‘Twin Drive-In (Cin-T-Co). (300. (WB) (2d wk). ‘Mild $3, 500. alter.
:}Planet”: (Al), - “Pirate -:of. Black: $1,000,000. ‘Additionally, :the: Mar-. (520:$1. '25-$2)—“The: Night”. (Lope):
cars; 90c!—West side only. “Three opening stanza’ $ $5,000:
tin
-ehain
is,
‘to re-do: the ‘Martin.
wi
Ohie iSettos) (900: 15-$1:25):— Hawk" Undie), $6, 100. El Rey; “In. . Théatre, Atlanta, asa C’rama outs! (2d. wk): Initial session concluded.
Stooges. Meet Hercules” (Col) and
9 | mocents”. 20th) 0th: wk5. days),yiet,at a cost of $500, 000. :
"|Sunday (25) was sockeroo :$21 000, oe
“Underwater City" (Col).
Good “Sergeants 3”. (WA). - Big. $11,000:
$2,
000.
one -of:‘bigger opening . weeks .at.
$5,000, Last week, “Mask” “(WB) or near.* Last week, “One,. Two”
.
Crama,.
headed:
by.
Nicolas,
Rei-|
“‘State;: “Hawalt. * (UATC-G&8) |
this house.:
and “Curse of Frankenstein” (WB) (UA). (3d wk), $6,500; :. ”
Guild : (Guild). (4505. $1-$1 =):
(subruns), $2,500. :
- Rialto. (Fourth. Avenue) -(1:100:.
sited ‘for’“the showing ‘of:‘its. Pic- ““omorrow Is ‘My:Turn” (Shaw) at.
Black
"Rack"
(M-G)
“ahd.
“Love
$1.
25-$2.50)—"South
.
Seas
Adven-.
Valley (Cin-T-Co}: (1;275;. $1. 50:
tures by: next: July: Deal ‘with ‘the.
Ns A
i.
$2.58)—'Fl Cid" (AA) (10th wk): ture” (Cinerama). (6th .wk). ‘Okay. Me; Leave. Me" (M-G) {reissues).- ‘Martin outfit, negotiated-by Ber-| (3d wk). This: ound. winding: today.
-(Wed.) looks to hold ‘with big $11." |... °.".Nice $6500, Last week, $6,000: . .|$7,500 -after: fifth week's $8,500.: | Slow, “$5,800. Last week; :State,. ‘nard. Kranze; C'rama-~v:p.,
mont=.
United Artists’ (Fourth Avenue) “Splendor ‘in. Grass"..(WB), “Nude: D. ; Martin. and -:Roy- Martin:*ie 000 -after ;same: in- ‘second: week. ns
‘Stays.
: (3,,000;* 75-$k- 25)-— “Georgé ‘Raft. in White. Cai* (indie), treissue) od brings. to:27. the number already
Murray. ‘fin ARugoft: Th). (565;
‘Story” (AA). - Sad-.$4;500. . Last: wk), ‘$4,100
WASHINGTON
[seb
a :}'95-$1. 80) .— “Walk on Wild .Side™-

week. ‘Mfender Is._ Night". ot,» Baldwin: (State) (,800; “90-81. 50)

- (Continued from ‘page 8)

0
“Pinocchio” tBV) (reissue) (2d wk). $7,090
Sock $15,500 after $21,600 opener. |
Playhouse {T-L) (359; $1.49|.
$1.80)-—~“Liaisons” (Astor). - (Sth

- |=—“Never

On. Sunday”. (UA). and

“Room. -at_.Top”. :(UA). Gelsstes)|

“akiBltRembrandt

~ bam, 6.).: Slow. $4,500.

=

Fine: ‘Arts: 4{FWC)- (6335 ‘$1.49-]:

-MINNEAPOWS
-(Continued: from, page: 8)

.-

(Cob (2d. Wik). ‘Initial-week .ended’

. yesterday’ ‘(ues,) hit:‘socko, $16,000
or close,«
:2M. Paris (Pathe. Cinema): (668: 20.

night, Henry” .(Indie) © and. “Sap: $11:80)" — “La -Belle Americaine®. °

‘$2.40)—"View from Bridge”. (Cont) Pho”: (Indie) (8th: wk), $1,200.| (Cont) (11th ‘wk),.The 10th round.
Cleveland, Feb. 27.
(2d. wk). Fair $4,200. fast weeks, |.
: Century: (Cinerama, Ine: (1;400:. ‘finished. Satiirday (24)--pushed -to.”:
Joseph. ‘Rembrandt: has . been’ $4,000:
“Plaza (T-L):(278; $u-$1.80—. elected-.:new. prez. of: Cleveland|'
‘$1.75-$2.65). ““Seareh® for Paradise”: ‘sock $10; 000 after: $8,000 in.ninth "
Temptation” (indie) © (3d ..wk)x ‘Motion Picture .Exhibit8rs “Assn; | "Beverly“State) “(1,150; |96:§2)— {(Cinerama) “(reissve): “7th.:)wk). week.
Plaza. (Lopert): (525; “$1.50°$2) =
ar
Good $4,500.: Last week, $5,100. .. ‘Sam Schultz was “made. viceprez; .“Light in. -Piazza’™ (M-G) (3d. wk): Brisk $9,000. Last ‘week, $7,000...
Fine: $9,000. :Last. “week,:’ "$11,000. |“Black: Tights” . (Magna) °(2d wk). a
‘Pewn (King) (800; '$1.25-$1.80)-——-: Leonard’ Mishkind, treasurer. |
Gopher (Berger): (1 000; $1-$1. 25):
ended Morday .(26) hit
“Lover Come Back”. (U) (2d wk). Reelected to board of. directors, | : : Four Star (UATC) (868; 90-$1. 50) |;ame’ The Innocents”’: (20th) (4th .wk). First.stanza
great -$18,000,. very. close. ta ‘tapWow $20,000 after house record with | ‘only two exceptions,. were| —“Green’. Mare”> (Indie) {3d wk). ‘Worthwhile $3,000, . Last’. Week, opening
round of:“Never On.Sun- .
$25,500 in initial stanza, and way: ‘Jack. .Essick, Perc. FE. Essick, ‘Ray. Dull. $3,000: - Last:- week," $4,400.
.
|
dave(Lope), and-playing to equal
over estimate.
_
‘Essick, Marshall |Fine,. head: :.of |. “ Vegue. (FWC). (810; 96-$1.50)— |" Lyric (Par) (1,000: “$1-$1.25)!
-Of patrons: per ‘sh
7 vs
‘Moon
Pilot”
(BY).
(Ba:
wk).
Good
“View
From.
Bridge”
(Cont).:
"Prhise:
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‘\woula guarantee the backer of cér-|

oN: ¥. ‘Stock Eschange

4 tain selected lowbudget pix againat |

lods on: hisinvestment. For: this|

_sWeghty val.
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geles, Feb. ‘27.
National These &
eeTelevision,

service, ‘@ percentage. of any. prof-f.
Me LoveTarzan”
| firmly committed to theatre opera: ;
| dtes0f pix: so-- Insured: would :be} ‘Spartanburg, S.C., Feb. 27;_ _|tion ‘and. constantly exploring new
-..] plowed.:back into th e fund: :
:
*..1 sites despite stress on. cotporate"
‘As ©Blaustein. envisions -4t,. pix]. ‘Calif, is trying to drum:Tarzan: .| diversification, has increased num-.

of its houses
to 228, a gain of.
“|would .be- turned .over after‘pro-|.= ‘books |‘out: of: circulation, the .{ ber
10 since. the year-end and: first
| {duction to the distrib-probably a '- Spartanburg legislative delegaoval \qf -jreversal ofa 10-year downtrend,.~
“-}major—~who: would ‘give: the ‘best os Hon thas: held: pp.
library’s.1
budget {prexy Eugene V. Klein told. stock.:
>] deal. to ‘the .producer... He-:noted .|. .

| that ‘dn. such “postproduction, deals, ~ pevause the ape-man's.
. Fa. producer. naturally : gets. much] ~ @re-not‘on

Setter. terins’.than he does. if -he|
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’ {holders at company’s annual meet~

yes.

‘Sing. New houses. in expanding pop--

. lation aréas are ¢xpected to-main-.

.

. «Inoted.”

\'} production: fina
: Also. Bla»eF
~ datein: had little’ fear. that. ‘such:

‘efrcuit’s ‘strength,

he™

"Stockholders . yoted -to. change”

lowhu
t pic:would
get!
the. major’s.
Aget pic. distribition
bit
.maw

’ Barzanbt
in ade; “ name of. chain to. National General
“ |" venture, etieg that. shouldte| Corp., effective March 1, as: pres
(qs--many_ Pingin’ the. past), ra ee
‘to “children -“of: allviously proposed by board, ‘and

"“| also -ballotted to reduce number of”
:
members. ‘to seven from an
‘Leader: of! ‘the. pro-Tarzan
ae. was handled, Jowbudget ory ” Febtion: here is State
+ Rep.Paul,"Jearlier :-12.:
Lloyd - Drexler. of Chicago, and
McChesney.
= Edward Patterson, N. Y., were add-.
- Speakinig:‘for.‘himsetz, ‘Blaustein |i
--1.ed to board, -.others.. returned ine
- [gald-he had at‘ least:thrée: prop-{:
Bee « eee
; cluding. Klein, Joe Benaron,: irving
'- ferties in mind: which. he'd like-to]
KR@
H. Levin, Alan May and Jack M.
do: ‘under’, ‘such an. indie: setup—j 2
j

“; [Cause the: producer’ in ‘this’ -case.
would ‘have. a: large say-80.in how

.

‘~ 3

pats Ostrew.. ‘Klein was also reelected

| properties “which. simply ‘would not}:
‘be: worth: a:major company’s while, |”

‘gyas prexy alongwith other incumbents being

“ane.

* noted‘het!

a i heeast
ng a
he ‘talked ‘about:
= fa. proposed pi¢ to: most: exhibs,.

m always was, “Who's |p
dni?” “And these: are the very| 977 theatres .cross-country to vir-. ‘Sar
34 same ‘people who always. are -yell-: -tually coincide. with the ‘nomina-
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~Fabian Staff
StaffShiftings
Shift

“Albany, :Feb. 27.
- ‘The producer’ also revealed:‘that| Bilas:‘Schlenger, Fabian. ‘division |

im
.. =

Ne
: Noble
o

until recently he had ‘been against. Manager in “the: Albany-Schenec-|"
fall ‘classification of any ‘sort, but. tady-Troy ‘area,. for: more than five|:
ees
:(ollywood, Feb. 27,
now's:convinced that some. ‘sort of |years, moves. to’ his new. post asj. Plato. -Skouras,- who: ‘through
division ‘chief ofthe-Pennesylvania-' Triton Prods...registered five tities:

Me

.

de}:bearing on late Charles (Lucky)

pane

, asserted he wasn't. sure

Phe’d make a film based on life or
Lactivities:of gangster...

enore.

pacegese ‘eeree on ee oe | ;
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the big prize,

* sie‘BenMaddowfas. just. comea tress.‘ne woman Owcar Jn the

crs os
. joa: odessiat civic,20°

spree ‘of reissue. dates]:
id the star.
go on |

“Joh _Steinbeck’s:<set

OF:

Overthe CounterSecartia

ae

éuratice.’: In. the sort: of lowbydget

|
a

cyems

Technicolor*
" Teleprompter; “3B.
- “Bele. Indus. a .

=

ancisco, Drexler and Patter-

#0n were named to a newly-set up
Most: of: the runs launch today | diversification committee..
'
production envisioned “under ‘the {Wed.),; the rest tomorrow “and _. Klein informed stockholders thet’
TOA. plan, the story would: have. to: Friday. New-dates, it’s empharized, dividends still: are not able to be |
be.the thing, because ‘major stars: ‘jnclude many of the firstrun. spo ‘paid, but pointed out that company
‘from | its.
could .snot be:encompassed: in. the in. keys. which previously: played increased |its.:
budgets
.|the Italo import..” Leonard: .Ligh t theatre. circuit and related: biz: by:
$1,700,000
in’ 1961 over ‘previous.
‘Bla
in,‘repped: in ‘eurrentrei |stone, Embassy sales VD. SAYS the : year,
. He added they have “made.
tease itl
gked by’ the multimiilion dol- lineup ‘represents most dates for progress”
inthe direction of divi{lar SPour Horsemen..of The. Apoc-} the: pic,tnany week: since it's been dends...

fing that. no star: is boxoffice in-| tion

¥ Natl Teletiice
. Reeves ©Bdest.
‘* Reeves Sand 13

7

“tBouree:National Assn.
n of‘Securiefes Dealerd Fac)
I

At time. he filed ‘title clearances
d-} with Motion Picture Assn. in New:

bor 8. xork,.a thought the subject mat-

hit
‘a
t Conimenciel subjett. matter. I. didn't
have any idea how to
to gpproach the
le,” bany Variety Club. He's to he:suc- story, but after.
all
geeded. here by. Adrian Ettelsoh, titles registered I’m going.to wait.
until I see what
igo tomeustthe ‘currentt district manager ©on‘Staten a few.ns.months
}
{ame
Op
:
_j happe
. Skouras added, “Some suggested
dea talk te Tem Dewey when I went™
; Meteo, rotinds.”“out,ihe Top
a [ ns Pe
‘|to. New -‘York. F didnt go to see
~pambitar booming: ‘pie:of.‘Wash:
m. ‘because I wasn't .
‘Tm
Se ington’s: Birthday (22). is.‘being. re-| “Les. ‘Liaisons. Datigereuses” ae oo

2,‘Sudgmentasete2
! zim:meh

x -“DwarNomi

nations

“| flected: ‘in strong: bo. ‘ shojvings in tor); “Summer: and Smoke”: ar),}.

*

ing to do a. picture on Luciano.
Lax

: ; on‘t want to glamorizé the gang‘ster. Neither do I. want to make
‘director:
and.
Samuel.
Goldwyn:
‘Studio
Sound:
Department:
‘Gordon
77
. myfim.a quickie, it:I decide. to.
|
this“ ‘stanza.’ While -many: “spots. “The. Mark,” ‘also. from ‘ContinenSawyer, sound. ‘director
ai
cold
|
tal,
are
“the?
Funtier-up.’
ie.
eur~
: reported _ heavy. “Snows,
may iyinvillsie
NSE Prodiuétion,‘Warner:‘Bros.
Stony snd} “]. think ri wait ‘and see how
“Splendor

“.. most’ key elties covered by Vanigra) “La Belle Americaine” (Cont) andy ——
weather or both,’ ‘ft failed to: slow’ ‘rently...

Continued from: pare 4;

, |tereen

down: Blockbuster Alms:to. any: “Rout ‘Hoiserien”:0G), Tooms
great.’ ‘extent; ”
:-- “Tas-one of the: ‘brightest. neweomers,
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{theswind, blows,” Skouras
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His next’ film to follow “Francis.

.

"Best‘Shortplay:

of Assisi,” now-in release by 20tha sibjects)
- ™#Lover Come. Back’ (0):stiltis 1t:lg nice ‘in Balto, hotsy.in’ Wash- ive ‘action.
Hoon Vole”
Yo
hay"bailCine—Documents. Kiagsley ‘iteraational Fox,’ hasn't: ‘been decided. |‘He's:
“heading. the. procession’ with ‘more ington, lofty in “St. ‘Louis and’ boffo |.
: -looking ° dor a subject but - 50. far _
than $440,000 garnered. in-some 19 in L.A: “Walk on Wild Side” (Colt: " “The 'Faedof Jess",A Dr:
DrSohn: D. “Jennings, Harry Stern. Ine.
nothing. has come up.
"3 MeCarthy—Rush ‘Production in’nssocla-|" Quintet of titles on Lucfano- reg‘Akeys.- Some. idea of how: ‘much biz| also shapes as having ‘great biz po-|. '. “Reof Tops

o olnabae
‘istered by Triton are“Confessions
‘:*-this ‘means. is seen in. the fact that, tential based: on: first four openings: | tion: with Robert ‘Gaffney,
«
Ship”; Templat. Film: Studios. Lester A.Schoeni- (Of Lucky. Luciano,” “King of the:
* ft-ds-about $200,000" ‘ahead -of its} Tt ts 3wove in 'N.¥:, big in’Chi.and: “Seawards the Great.

> nearest: rival at. Wickets; “West sockoin "Washington,

teld Films..

"F(Col);: fairly :‘hew, jooms -“Good. ‘in|.

. - second-place ‘winter... on
-

oe
ae ss “oon Pilot” (BVY ahaped alee tn
'- third,. “Sergeants: 3” (UA) fs ‘eop- L. A. “Satan Never: Sleeps”. (20th);
és

“be

4

also Frisco, and. Cincy. but mild in Chi, c

”

echio
ping. Zourth.. -monéy.' “Pino
(B

V),."ou

ih‘Feissue, .

t.-"9

eisst

.

onal. ‘Pictures. ‘Corp...

i a”; ‘Walt ‘DisneyProductions‘Buena’Vista‘Disetiution|
sapans “Ine:-:

» Prepared”; ‘Warner. Brothers: :

a.

: strong -fifth: :

.— .
|"Pied. Piper ‘of.Guadalupe”; Warner: Brothers,

“The. - Vice? “King” and

Luciano.”

"

;

+ Bismvalist Drops Project
Hollywood, Feb. 27...
Ma Zimbalist. has called off his*

"|propesed. biopic on late Lutky Lu-

- epreatas ‘(The Substitute) Zagres-Film HerteiLion
ternational Corp.|

‘also ‘new, looms hefty.in’ Chi, smart |. :“Nelly’s Folly”: Warner Brothers.

busyount,
in L.A.
and. good
” .°..”
N.Y. Param
pes: fat inPhilly,.

‘sha

Mafia,”’.

Very Nice, Very.Nice”; Nationat FiteBoardtah:
Canada.‘Kingsley “Lucky,

wl Side Story”: 1U.‘AD. “Story”is easily |: “Three Stooges: Meet ‘Hetcules" 1 inti

ciano, after investing $15,009 in
and.
¢ an

‘T search, ‘preparation, treatm
preliminary '‘seript, because

me

DOCUMENTARY: FEATURES: =.“Cradle ‘of.Genius” .‘Plough|

“there.

gast was no facet open to. provide ™

entertainment,” according to indie
- SEL. Cid’: (AM): ts -taking. ‘sixth: 7 “Journey °‘to .7th ‘Planet’ (An; :(over joao ‘olympl Ga es1960)‘Productions, ‘An: Irving M. Lesser Producer,.
who’ earlier turned out.
piade”’
‘Utaiian)."pic. ames
Film "Presentation -(Irish). Jim
place. "View: From. Brdige”: (Cont) [Smooth’ in Boston, ‘shapes.fait‘ -in: ‘Cineriz
“Baby Face Nelson.”

Pitt. “Errand: Boy” (Par). is. ‘tated.
-“Le Ciel. ‘Et La. Bowe”. “(Sky}O'Connor ‘and Tom. Hayes, :Pee. . Producer’ said, “After fair, dinvess.
| tigation and.a ton of research. I.7
“One, “Two, Thee Way, long slick.in L, A. Innocents’ (20th):4 Above’ And ‘Mud -Bereath),- Arden- ducers. :
okay: in.Omaha and St.Louis, looks} nes
n
*"high’“on the’ list,is
Films and .Michael Arthur] “Kahl,” Dido-Film-GmbHL, AEG. and my. associates ‘couldn't find a.
is ‘capturing seventh ‘position.

i ae ee
eighth, “Majority.

_
“is

”
compara iv
finishing tenth.’

good in ‘Minneapolis...

1 Film ‘Productions; Rank: Film Dis-|.
-Filmdienst: (German). ‘
“Lg. Dolce Vita” Astor) stilt.is

new,. ‘greatt in:N..Y.. “Iwo Women” -(In1 die) looms: ‘good. in: Frisco.and Bal-

“

redeeming feature in the man or
his. background. So I have decided

Gon
and." Rene’ Lafute, Pro-‘Luoma.
In Grigio” (Phe.Man to..burn ‘whatever
ducers. «In. -Gray),. (Italian)... Benedetto if

plans I've had

‘to do a film on.the late gangster.”.
- Zimbalist. noted, ‘however, that
‘DOCUMENTAR ‘7‘SHORT SUB: Benedettf, ‘Producer. a
first. ftinues.
its-récord
run in’N. Y,.: JECTS: ‘(under 3,000 feet) .“Break-|-. “Project. ‘Hope;” - “MacManus, this decision doesn’t mean he’s giv- .
finished with ‘its:top)-:first|
(is |taking:11th position. | poe 84,10)
Bozoffice Reports onTing ‘The |.Language | Barrier,” John: & Adams .ad- ‘agency for Ex- ing: up.-the: idea: of making other
Air, ‘She:“Batealso.irom, "Pages %9 0):.an
oy [GaitedStates:Air’ Fores, a
bev Cell 0”Frrank P.
Biba, Producer. .. mobster’ pix inthe future, 7

at

of Kings”.

ara,” ‘now {to, “Wild ‘For. Kicks”. (Times) con-

.
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(4B onCueHas’WithPra
$1-Mil
Vie «|Act Against Hartford Lady Pirate’

New York Sound Track Bi Wesc

: Webcor, Richards Ties Widow of Clarence B. Kantrowitz, Previously Charged,

Dino DeLaureatils to the Goast yesterday (Tues. ‘..« Charles Sehneer
Warners is playing more than by
opines his zesidigg abroad {jn London for-gearly tlie.past three years) ear Hs. promotion for “The Music;

A Target of Majors

gives him a better slant om the all-important global market .
a rJooeph
Vege] back west. this week.

Mane *okiny Gizector

Richard ‘Rodgers,

RichardR choking Dallas.fla

co-guesting with Rudy Yaliee and Hugh. Downs, the most extensive in WB history,
on Hy Gardner's interview show, over ‘WNEW-TV, last Satirday mid-4. Key. angle fs a tleup with Richnight (24), observed (1) that he liked the: original stage “version of ‘ards Music, ‘hand instrument man-’
*South Pacific” better; and that (2) “next to. ‘Gone

With the Wind’” jufacturer, and Webcor,

t

distributor|”

yor

Refuses Drive-In Assu.

:

Rebuke of His-Slap

Five mejor

distribs

ere

asking

N.Y. Federal Court to permanently enjoin

Arrow

Films

of Hart+

ford, Conn., from iNegally relexgs

ing thelr (the majors'’} product in
36m prints for non-theatrieal exhihition. The action names Mra
tributor gross; or (b), whether he’s thinking of worldwide gross, The ues allegedly amount to $1,000,000.
Dallas, Feb. 27.
Variety All-Time Grossers in the Iast (56th) Anniversary Number, Ads slated for the top national
Dallas Mayor Earle Cabell stuck Louise A. Kantrowitz as adminfsestimates “South Pacific” a¥having clocked $16,300 09. It ranks sixth ‘mags, plus the regional displays to his guns and defended his pre tratrix of the estate of her late
Clarence B., who was
after “GWT,”
$41,200,000; “Ben-Hur,”
$40,000,000;; “10 Command- and dealer get-togethers, indicate vious stand against “filthy” motion husband,
ments,” $34,200, 000; “Around the World in 80 Days,” 23,000,000; “The big budgetitis.
pictures despite charges of political himself slapped in court for isRobe,” $17,500,000.
Basic point is a talent contest expedience from a drive-in theatre Suing unauthorized 16m pix.
The companies, claiming irreArnold Picker, exec veep of United Artists, in Londpn for the Monday among. junior leaguers (eight to 18° group circuit.
Rlober{ Davis of Sherman, prez parable damage unless the prints’
(26) night Command Performance of “West Side Story’...
Life Mag} in
2 age) who are to play any recogTheatre |are confiscated and a» desist order
putting unusual emphasis on film names by having/ Rock Hudson and nizéd musical instrument at any of “the ‘Texas Drive-In
Shirley Maclaine on two successive covers ., . Ffench actor Michel one of. the 1,500 Webcor and Rich-| Owners Assn, charged that Cabell {sstied, Include Buena Vista, Par~
Subor passing through town en route from. Tahit{ to Paris, He just ards dealers. .More than 18,000 had broken the bounds of good amount, Columbia, Anlied Artists
| prizes are being offered including taste in criticizing certain releases and Universal.
They also seek
wound “Le Reflux” in Tahiti.
itrips to Hollywood plus cash and while “greeting” the group during $250 for each copyright infringeFrench director Henri Colpi, whose “Une Ausgi Longue Absense”
scholarships at Michigan State U, it convention here on Feb. 14.
ment.
shared last year’s top Cannes prize with “Viridiana,” and his wife re- Indiana U or the U of Nevada.
} . "We cannot accept such a slap
On Friday, (23), Mrs. Kanturn to Paris on the SS France tomorrow {Thurs.) after a leisurely visit
tin the face by turning the’ other
trowitz
consented
to court
in Big Town .. . 20th’s assistant publicity man. ger Jack Brodsky and
cheek,” Davis wrote Cabell. And
order enjoining her from un}he added: “Proof as to whether
authorized 18m distribution of
such films were shown in any of
Metro, ‘United Artists, 20th
our member theatres was not disand
Warner Bros, product.
just satisfactorily. (Sam is a highly regarded co¢ker ‘spaniel) ,
closed.”
This twas separate from the
Arts plans te do what will be the third remake Of “Of Human Bondage. an
In an interview with the Dallas
Albany, Feb, 27.
above-detailed
action,
and
Pic will, be made in England with Laurence Harvey starring in a script | ‘Adrian Ettelson, who had been Morning News from New Orieans,
stemmed from a@ $1,000,000
by Orin Jannings.
district manager for Fabian -on ‘Cabell stated that, “it’s perfectly
conspiracy suit filed by her
Twentieth-Fox terminated twomonth production hiatus on lot Mon- }Staten Island, has assumed the natural for a little boy to be caught
husband last May against the
day (26) with start of “Five Weeks in a Balloon,” Irwin Allen produc-' Albany. division TManagersbip for with jam on his face and deny that
four majors and several lesser
tion starring Fabian, Barbara Eden and Peter Lorre. . Metro will re-; the circuit.- Jack
Trachtenberg. he has raided the ite box.”
defendants.
lease Charles Weinberg production, ‘‘A Summer Affair, ” which Richard manager of the chain’s St. Géorge
suit brought @ counteraction
Wilson. will -coproduce and-direct . . Mirisch Co. is negotiating two-pix Fheatre on the Island, will also
asking dismissal and injune. Paramount signed Broadway handle district, Fabian owns three:
directing deal with Gerdon Douglas .
tive relief.
thesp Eileen Heckart to costar in My Six Loves” . » s:uhirk Detgtas’ conventionals and a drive-in there. Attention Given ‘Lulu’ Cop
Elias Schlenger, division .chief
three production companies, Bryna, Brynaprod and Joe] corporations, |
“ "Regina, Sask, Feb. 27.
are projecting five films on their 1962-63 program, including “Monte- in the .Albany-Schenectady-Troy
Wording of a newspaper ad for
area
for six years, had been slated the British comedy “A Weekend
yuma” and “The List of Adrian Messenger.”
Gil Cates, ty producer-director, up with, a 13-minute color one-reeler, \te become division boss for Penn- With Lulu,” brought action from
“The Painting’—study of an artist rendering a nude with flowers. sylvania and Virginia, with head- William Murray, provinctal cen-|
Jamel Distributing is handling ... Lynn Farnol tapped for Ace Films quarters at the Colontal in Harris- sor. A .proof sheet of the press
press relations... . Allied Artists has acquired two British releases burg. He was to take the place of material was demanded from the
Louis R. Golding, who retired from
*“Payroll,” a suspense melier, and ‘Frightened City,” underworld: yarn active duty but was retained in an distributor in Winnipeg, and “some
Buffalo, Feb. 27.
. . . Syivia Syms due in from London today (Wed.) to bally Pathe- ‘advisory tapacity. It was reported revisions” were made.
Settlement was consummated thts’
Film, labeled “adult.” is 2 CoAmerica’s “‘Victim,” Her costar, Dirk Bogarde, received the “hest attor” there ~ might
be
a change
in
week
In"
two
actlons
brought hy.
lumbia Pictures’-release, with Lesnod from Variety Clubs of England... . Edward Schreiber’s color short, Schlenger’s plans.
His home is in
Michaels -Plaza Corp., operating
“Katie’s Lat,” due in release by April via George K. Arthur. . . Mort ‘New Jersey. Schlenger began al- lie Phillips and Shirley Eaton the Plaza, East side nabe, against:
Nathanson’s eldest daughter, Judy, planning to further her art studiés Tost 28 years ago as assistant to starred,: It played the Broadway all motion picture producers and
fn France this summer. Pop, meanwhile, has decorated. his: Embassy. the director of advertising and theatre {n Regina.
It is the distributor's responsi- distributors. as ‘well as against BufPictures office with some of her impressionistic works . . . Embassy's publicity in Brooklyn, where the
fale first run, operators and come
“Bell’ Antonio,” starring Marcello Mastreianni and Claudia: Cardinale, Fox, Paramount and Strand then ‘bility, not that of the theatre opfing neighborhood houses. Plainerator, to submit advertising ma. Doug McClelland of Music Vendor mag has’ Were pooled.
fs next up af the Guild.
‘
iff brought. one action in U.S,
terfal for advance review by the
Given’a farewell dinner, on Dec.
an Eleanor. Parker profile in the upcoming March -Films in Review,
District
Court here for damages
censor’s office, Murray said. The
Article stresses. that her second, magnitudé stardom is. the result of her 5, by the Variety Club of which Broadway management
had
as- for a 10-year period up to 1958:
hat was he had served as first assistant sumed the “material recelved from and a similar action in the South-;
primary concern with home and family (four children).
Theatre Network Television’s Eidophor largescreen projection used by chief barker, Schlenger remained the distributor was reviewed and ern District of New York for damages from 1958 to date, ‘alleging in
- CBS to pipe Cel. John Glenn’s space flight into Grand Central terminal. here longer than expected, due to passed. he sald.
The Eidophor is now standard on the Huntley-Brinkley and Doug Ed- a delay in the completion of a
in question was not too both actions conspiratorial conduct,
‘house being ‘built for Ettelson and
discrimination
and restraint of
wards video newscasts, ©
} strong, but some newspaper ‘read-:
Astor Pictures has 100,000 copies of: the’ Ballantine paperback of family, wife and four children,
fers had regarded it as-“risque.” trade by the defendants. Suit attacked
particularly
the -first run
“Les Liaisons Dangereuses” promoting the French. Import... . UA'S
;
‘
Murray termed the ad “a borderGabe Sumner in Chicago for a quickie to set plans fot the Friday (2) |. Martin Ritt’s option for direc-| line case.” He said “a great deal clearance of: 30 days which hat
been
in
effect
here
for
many years,
opening of “The Children’s Hour” at the Woods. Pic will follow “‘One, |. tion of one pic anrually for three |of Jurid type advertising for films
as well as the clearanve held over
Two, Three” into the Astor here ., . Maxwell Hamilton, worldwide ad- | Yeats hoisted by 20th-Fox.
tis never “approved.”

4t is the top grosser.” This surprised trade listeners: who wondered of tape fecorders, phonographs.
whether (a) Rodgers is thinking of theatre takings rather than dis-) and ratios; and the promotion val-

| ExitsStaten Island:
- Shift of Fabian Mgrs.

Saskatchewan Censor’s

Unspecified Damages
Won by Plaza, Buffalo;
Some Settled Earker

pub

coordinator

on George Stevens’

upcoming

“Greatest Story Ever |

=

Told,” back in New York after conférences with the prddicer-director

“To Kill : Mockingbird, ” Just into production »». Allied Artists’ “Hiton the coast ... Joe Brenner has acquired “The Shameless’ for release ler” biopic down for New England saturation week .of March 21. Riech-

Plaza theatre by competing
. ‘Loew's, ABC ~Paramount

and Buena. "Vista are reported te
have made a Settlement of the.

starting in March.
art Basehart portrays the deniagogue ... Jessica Tandy into Alfred case somé time ago and they ere
Insight Film Produetions Inc,, of New York, has changed its name -Hitcheeek’s next, “The Birds,’ commencing in March for U... Aled
not included. in the present settleto Unit One Film Prodections Ene. Certificate to this effect has been ' Theatre Owners of Western Pennsylvania got off billets-doux to Metro
ment.
filed with the Secretary of State in Albany by Sale & Sale, of N.Y.
|and 20th, comimending the companies for opting to make some reissues
Buffalo action has been on the
Two clients of Elinor Sliverman,
New York’s own little old new wave
available theatrically instead of unloading on video.
court calendar for nearly three
publicist, have entries in the upcoming Oscar race: Bob McCarty for
‘Martin Ransohoff acquifed film rights to Evelyn Waugh’s novel, “The swears, the New York action having
his “Rooftops of New ‘York” and Hilary Harris for his “Seaward The
Loved One,” for his Columbia Pictures production slate ... Chuitchilt been brought only last fall. DeGreat Ships,” both in the liveaction shorts category ... Producer-director Roger Corman in town fo falk about his “Intruder”. (how ‘fighting Ross, one of original members of Universal’s “Collegians” series in positions and numerous motions
\ silent era, returns to screen for fitst time in 30 years in Metro's addressed to various phases of the
for a Code seal) and other upcoming projects. ~
‘From literary agent Leah Salisbury: “I would like to call your at-: “Jimbo”. .. Paramount bought Edmend Beloin’s proprietary fnterest in casé have been heard by the court
here. The amount of the settletention to an incorrect statement in the}"T'wo-for the Seesaw’ story in “Climate of Love,” original screenplay co-authored by Beloin’and Nate
re the price paid for the film rights: I know, because I represent Wil- Monaster ... Sy Bartlett cast Polly Bergen {nh “Another Time, Another ment was kept secret, \sually R
Cary Grant will produce proviso in such antitrusters.
liam Gitbsen, the author, and the play, and made the film sale. The Day,” slated for 1963 filming in London...
over a and star in “Touch Fling, Catch Fire” made under his own banner for
certain :sum.” Story referred to was Robert Wise's $3,000,000 budget’ U...Patila Prentiss sef by Joe: Pasternak for star role in “Where the

deal was:. $600,000 plus a percentage of the distributor's. gross

for the Mirisch Co.-7 Arts film costarring Robert. Mitchum and Shirley
MacLaine. It underquoted the film sale price at $350,000.
The Production Code Review Beard upheld the PCA’s original ruling.
nixing a seal for the Hollywood indie-made abortion pic, “The Case of
Patty Smith” ... Russ Tambyln is almost making 4 career out of attending ‘preems ‘of his “‘West Side Story” here, in Canada and Britain.

Girls Are,” at Metro ... United Artists registered “Story of Alfa Giu-

belli” .. ..Producers International Pictures added “Leap te Freedom,”
story of East Berliners, to {ts active sked.

Publicist George Bennett has returned from Ft. Lauderdale, where
he did the preliminary work on the Maris &- Mantle story, “Safe at
Home” which Temmy Naud is producing for Columbia release.

Lee

J. Cobb

plays Frank

Sinatra’s

father

in “Come

Blow

Your

Plan Museum Benefit
Hollywood, Feb. 27.
County of Los Angeles-Holly
wood Museum (new name for former L.A. County-Hollywood Motion
Picture & Television Museum) is
considering «2 Victor Young Memorial Concert to be held this sum-

He'll be on hand for the Royal Film Performance in London Feb. 26.
Horn,” which Bud Yorkin and Norman Lear will make for Paramount
Continental Distributing’s Harold Lloyd omnibus feature, “Harold in association with Sinatra's Essex: Productions ...: Gene and Roger
Lloyd’s World of Comedy,” will follow “La Dolce Vita’ into the Beek- Corman ‘will produce’ “A. Dream of Kings” for Edward Small and mer at the Hollywood Bowl with
man, when and if. » Social Notes from All Over: U-E's “Flower Drum } United Artists ..., George Cukor winds his two-pix 20th-Fox pact proceeds
turned
over
to the
Song” had its far éastern preem ‘at the Shin Sheng Theatre, Taipeh, with “Something's Got to Give,” Marilyn Monroe starrer... Sidn
museum. John Guédel has been apbefore an audience that include Madame Chiang Kai-Shek.
Pink acquired Robert Wilder novel, “Wait for Tomorrow,” to follow, pointed chairman of «# committee
Jim Velde, United Artists domestic sales veep, and Al Fitter, -western '“Valley of the Swords” on his Cinemagic production program ,°. . ta study feasibility of such a prodivision manager, back at the N. Y. homeoffice after a-coast visit’.
Terry and Denis Sanders registered “The Delicate Balance of Terror” gram ‘and report back fo the HollyThe N.Y. Film Bulletin, local film buff monthly, devotes -its entire for indie production ,..
George Rey wiil direct Mirisch Co.’s “Toys woot Museum Commission, which
March issue to Alain Resnais and ‘Last Year in Marienbad.”
““in the Attic” for UA release.
fe backing the museum.
Leonard Lightstone, sales v.p. of Embassy Pictures, back after a
Regina (Saskatchewan) Leader-Post ran inte patriotic beefs when
At meeting held last week, Sol
week of palavering deals én the Continent, but bossman Joe E. Levine it called ‘Never on Sunday,” banned in Saskatchewan, an Italfan film. Lesser, Commission chairman, told
stays over, partly to make tomorrow’s (Thurs.) “Boccaccio 70” world Members of the Greek community wrote letters, telephoned and ap- members that in a conversation
preem in Milan. Embassy, of course, has a chunk of the pic .. . Lester peared in person to remind paper film was produ¢ed in Greece and held with Lew Wasserman, prexy
Osterman, legit producer-theatreowner, and Thomas C. Ryan, formerly | phe Fama Melina Mercouri, was a member of a prominent Athenian
of Music Corp. of America, latter
amily,
exec assistant to Otto Preminger, have partnered as Devon Productions.
had said that neither MCA nor
Twentleth-Fox has asked Sen. Mike Monroney (0-0) to ask 20thFirst project will be filmization of the Joha Masters noyel, “The Road
Revue
Studios was planning any
} Fox to let Oklahoma City have the world premiere of the new version
Past Mandalay,” slated to roll in September..
museum-fype operation at Revue
Edward L. Hymag back at his AB-PT desk after his annual Coast of “State Fair,” noting that Will Regers, Oklahoman and star of the Studies, which “would be in confilm, “still +s the symbol of the state fair in many American
fortnight to gander, upcoming product. Says his next release sked (for|.333
flict” with the present museum.
e
handy exhib reference) is due out, March 13 , . . Chariton Heésten tour- | George K. Arthur fas taken on distribution of Ed Sehreiber’s 18Lesser earlfer said that MCA
ing in behalf of new “El. Cid’ openings .,.-The British “Victim”. stays|.‘minute color short,-“Katie's Lot,” with release due in six to eight weeks. board chairman Jules C. Stein had
atthe Forum on Bway, but moves its arty dualing from the Murray
Batmicaa Film ‘Corp. and Lawrence-Schwarz Flim Associates, have confirmed company was contemHill to the. Fifth Avenue Cinema as of today ... British director Bryam registered certificates to conduct a business in theatrical productions plating its cwn museunt, as reportForbes due.in from London Friday. (23) to help spark his “Whistle in New York. Capital stock of the first-named company is 200 shares, ead (24) in Varoty. L.A. County
Down the Wind,” Easter relezse via Pathe-America ... Brock Peters no‘par value; of the second, $10,000, $1 par value. Address of both Is Supervisor
Eugene Debs voiced
set to play the Negro who’s defended by Gregory Peck in Univyersal’s c/o Fitelson & Mayers.
sharp criticism of the MCA plan.

cs]
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CriesSworn As Experts, Testify
‘Not Tonight, Henry’ Merely Hokey
naive

By ART GARCIA
The press got in their say last
week in “obscenity” trial of the
peeper film, “Not Tonight, Henry,”
Dow winding its. fourth week before a Municipal Court jury and
designed as a test case in California’s new obscenity Jaw. Defense
attorneys Stanley Fleishman and
Robert Carter brought in an ODakJand and a San Francisco drama
critic as well as a psychiatrist, all

of whom termed picture ‘light entertainment,” and not obscene, as
state contends.

Theresa Loeb Cone, critic on
Oakland Tribune, described nudie
film as a form of “humorous entertainment in the vain of low
humor,” something used even by
Shakespeare, she said, Mrs. Cone,
identified as mother of two children, wife of a music instructor at
U. of California and member of
the
Berkeley
Parent-Teachers
Assn., said there has been “increasing candor right down the
line” in films recently, and to illustrate this allowed as how the Biblical film, “King of Kings,” contains
a dance scene which is “the most
torrid thing ever
put on the
sereen.’ Meaning the veils bit by
the Jukes family Solome. She also
mentioned “Suddenly Last Summer,” "Room at the Top” and
“Never on Sunday” as illustrative
of her point.
Loye scenes in “Henry,” she
stated, are “not Jove scenes at alt”
but a kind of farce less candid than
many she has seen. “The whole
picture seems like a joke not worth
the bother to analyze,” she added.
Paine
Knickerbocker,
drama
critic of Frisco Chronicle, earlier
testified that he not only found

“Henry”

to be within customary

limits -of candor, but “much more
than

I thought

it would

pe.” Pic was seized last Oct. 22 by
Stanislaus County Distriet Attorney Alexander Wolfe at the Covell
Theatre here, and defendants are
the Redwood Circuit, which operates theatre, chain’s district manager Rose Saso and house manager

Mervin Worley.
Critic,

who

sald

he hadn’t

re-

Viewed pic but viewed it at the
request of attorney Fleishman,
dubbed film “light hearted comedy,” made possible, he said, “by
jncreasing public candor.” Its main

appeal, he observed,

is “one of

light comedy to which was added
the rather risque element of undressed women.” This sort of theatre

has

been

offered

years, he noted,
-—~ “Actually, I thought

for

many

it was

a

rather innocent film,” he declared.

Asked by D.A. Wolfe if he thought
various scenes could be interpreted
to suggest sexual deviation, Knickerbocker

testified,

“I could

but

my

answer

would be no.”

Modesto, Cal., Feb. 27.

amusing

reviewer,

couple of moneymaking pictures
but thinks it. better in the long
Pressed on this point by a stock-

Dr..Lieberman
psychiatrists
cludes

sponse

pointed out that

believe

-shamef0]

by

the

humor

and

pre-

morbid

average

re-|

person.

Times haye changed, with sex now
being treated wifh “considerable
frankness,” he added.
°

Continued

clashed

from

page

3 Eau

over their respective

ages

and their M-G holdings.
Gavel-wielder Vogel held at a
minimum his point-of-order demands, instead maintained order by
offering
everyone
the right ‘to
speak— orderly. It was at this

point that the off-dais remark was
heard, “I admire that man’s patience.”
Gilbert said he was voting 1,536
shares, including his own and the
proxies of 28 others. He defended
his right to challenge in behalf of
all stockholders, and this of course
went
unchallenged
by management, - Vogel was on the platform
with Robert H. O’Brien, Ben Melniker and George Killion.
Other
directors were among the audience.
Vogel was called upon to explain
his stock transfers, and said the
only stock he has sold were shares
in the old Loew’s Inc., this being
to satisfy bank Joans. He said he
has never parted with any shares
in the new MGM.
Vogel reported that the tieup
with Kalvar
(now Metro-Kalvar
Inc.) Js showing promise but more
research js required anent less expensive meahs of processing prints.
{The sought-after Kalyar process
jnvolves application of heat rather
than chemical treatment to exposed film’ and could represent

vast savings!if perfected.)

.

a house

of prestitution

(to nice-

would be ahead of Williams, for a}
Nellie ‘his own blunt language).
The MGM newsreel business (in little while anyway.

the purchase of the Loew's State
building ig Los Angeles, among

other things, to the extent of
$28,000,000:
M-G’s sale of the Empire in London brought around $2,000,000 and
a smaller house is now being taken
instead.
The antitrust suits versus M-G
are 25% less than a year ago (said

Romulus

Films. Ltd.

(London)

John Woolf, spotlights the

PauA HAYDEN
| DUPONT SHOW OF THE WEEK

“GEORGE M. COHAN
:
STORY”
SUNDAY ~MARCH
4—10 P.M.
NDC-TY
Contact: MITCH NESTOR
Hickery 9-4369, New York

| “African Queen” (UA) (1952) which
garnered $4,100,000 domestic gross,.
In so doing, Woolf also points up a
necessary revision of the former
practise
which,
more
or less,
‘| limited film identification to the
| distribution outlet. There were exceptions, notably Walt Disney (via
Buena
Vista), Samuel
Goldwyn

{via RKO) and David O. Selznick
(also RKO) but in light of the increasing independent
production
status of the industry the indie
filmmaker’s
identification henceforth will ,be further spotlighted.
The
VaRIery
“All-Time ‘Top
Grosses (Over $4,000,000, Domestic)” have been a feature in the
Fhlast several Anniversary

Numbers.

It is Woolf’s contention that his
| Romulus Films Ltd. is given a
“cut” when UA. (or whatever the
‘| distribution company) Js given sole
identification,
A gremlin of another sort was
eeee

ee,

ee

ee

ee

ee

ee

And nudging Miss Ferber is the
Walter Reade Inc., currently in
ghost of the late Lloyd Douglas,
|;the
process of merger with Sterling

three of

whose

novels

haye

ac-. Television, has mapped out an am-

counted for a domestic take of
approximately $25,700,000 — “The
Robe,” the remake of “Magnificent
Obscession” and “The Big Fisherman.”
Not included in this figure
are the grosses on such hits of the
1930s as the first version of ‘“Magnificent,” “Green Light” and “One
Way Passage,” among others.

bitious expansion program for its
theatre arm in 1962. Prexy Walter
Reade Jr. reveals that the company

will acquire or construct a minimum

of nine theatres before the
the year. The investment is
said to be in excess of $5,000,000.

‘end

In addition to the already announced
twin
Baronet- Coronet

From This List,
Comes 14—20th

Poe of P.D.

many pix of the 1930s and early
1940s. are not available, one, can
only “guesstimate” where Somerset Maugham, Sinclair Lewis, John |

“John .Woolf’s 2 ‘Golden’ Champs
omission of his company's identification with two of his boxoffice
smashes, “Moulin Rouge”
(1953)
(UA), $5,000,000
domestic,
and

Theatres Surge; :
Walter Reade's 9
New Ones In ’62

eastside ‘Manhattan
artie, -nowThough thought by some critics building on Third Avenue, Reade
to have been the greatest novelist will build three more
600-seat
and short story writer America arties in Manhattan, Forest Hills
has ever produced, Ernest Heming- and Camden County * (N. J.),, and
Way never provided the source for has acquired four already existing
a boxoffice hit to rival, say, the theatres in New Jersey,
uplifting Christian sentiments of . The new Manhattan artie will
“The
Robe” ($17,500,000) as it in- go up on 34th St. between Second
Melniker) and the amounts paid
CinemaScope
to
the and Third Avenues and will have
out are only fractions of sums sued troduced
world.
Though Hemingway
sold three floors of office space. over
for
about -anything
Hollywood the theatre which will become the
MGM, in leasing post 1948 jic- just
tures to television, is dividing the would buy, all his works perhaps exec offices of Reade’s Continental
rep no more than $24,000,000 in Distributing and Sterling. The Forlibrary into lots of 30 features and
boxoffice take. Among these: “For est Hills Theatre will. start congetting far more on a‘per-picture
Whom The Bell Tolls,* two ver- struction this. spring, with complebasis than revenue from the pre-’
‘sions of “A Farewell To Arms,” ‘tion, scheduled before the end of,
1948 deals.
two versions of “To Have and Have the year.
“King of- Kings” release (from
Not,” “The Sun Also Rises,” and
Dates for construction starts on
Samuel Bronston) will be profit“The Macomber Affair.”
the Manhattan house and the Camable for M-G although not up to
Faulkner
&
Inge
den
County house will be set later.
prognistications.
Religious leaders
Still Hemingway has been much
The four newly acquired Jersey
had given M-G to anticipate aj
more
successful
at
the
boxoffice
houses
are the Community Theatre
Breater
moneymaker
but
M-G
didn’t like the idea of ‘roadshow-. than another equally famed U. S. and Toms River Drivein, both in
novelist
{and
sometimes
screenToms
River:
Bay Drivein in Island
ing the Biblical epic along side
writer) William Faulkner, whose Heights, and Fly-In Drivein in Belwith “Ben-Hur.”
|
novels-as-films
haye
brought
in
no
mar.
Although
Reade has been
Deal
with
Seven
Arts
for
“Lolita’—-MGM_._
distributes
and more than about $7,000,000—"The operating these theatres, he. has
Sound
and
The
Fury,”
“The
Long
just
acquired
ownership.
shares in profits after recouping
its
financing
and_
distribution Hot Summer,” “Intruder in The
charges—also embraces “Night of Dust,” two versions of “Sanctuary”
and “Pylon.”
the Iguana” and “Sunday in New
Somewhat in the vein of Tenor
nessee Williams, playwright William Inge also has been particularly successful on screén.
“Come Back Little Sheba,” “Pic-}
nic,’ “Bus Stop,” “Dark at The
Hollywood, Feb, 27.
aamaas Continued from page 7 menus Top of The Stairs’ and “Splendor
At talks at the studio here with
in The Grass” have accumulated
trance into “a slightly different close to $20,000,000 domestically. | production chief Pete Levathes,
20th-Fox prexy Spyros P. Skouras
type of production.”
Interestingly enough, just two set plans for the filming of 14 proCorman quickly adds, however,
that by saying that, he doesn’t novels by Leon Pris, “Battle Cry” ductions this year for release in
“Exodus”
(latter, tailed-to- 1963. Of the 14, one already is
mean to look down his nose at the and
Irwin
Allen’s
“Five
kind of exploitation product with order), with a gross of $18,000,000, shooting,
which he has
So successful. have outgrossed the full body of Weeks in A Balloon.”
He points out that it was as a re- novelist John O’Hara’s ‘works-as- | The other 13 will be selected
sult of his profits on the two Poe film§. Domestic gross on the Ilat- from the following list:
“Something’s Got to Give,” Maripix that he was able personnally ter’s “Butterfield 8," "Pal Joey,”
“The- Terrace,”
and
“10 lyn Monroe starrer, which may
to put up 75% of the financing for “From
“Intruder” (budgeted somewhere North Frederick” come to approxi- get underway at the end of March;
two Darryl F. Zanuck productions;
in the area of $250,000), with Pathe mately $17,900,000, Also with just two works apiece, | Mark Robson’s “Gideon Goes to
labs furnishing the rest (Pathe
American will distribute the pic). James Jones racked. up $16,500,000 War”; “The Story of General Patand ton,” Frank McCarthy, producer}
Until he starts getting some (‘From Here To Eternity”
Came
Running”):
Grace James Michener’s “The Jungle”;
profits on ‘‘Burial”’ (which he owns “Some
$15,500,000
(‘Peyton “First Loye,’ Ingrid Bergman
in partnership with AIP),’and “In- Metaliius
truder,’ Corman will return to Place” and “Return Te Peyton starrer, to start in September;
making pix for other production Place”) and Herman Wouk $11,- Jerry Wald’s “‘The Enemy Within,”
and
“Ulysses”;
outfits. First on the sked jis ‘‘sus- 650,000 (“The Caine Mutiny” and “Celebration”
Fannie “Take Her, She's Mine”; “The Batpense-terror” pic based on the “Marjorie Morningstar”),
Hurst
must
come
high
on
this
list.
tle
of
Leyte
Gulf,”
David
Brown,
crimes of Richard III, “A Dream
of Kings,” for. Edward Small and too with almost $10,000,000 recent- producer; Vera Caspary’s “Haply
racked
up
on
remakes
of
“Back
pily
Ever
After’;
“Drink
to Me
United Artists, to be followed by
two more films under his AIP con- Street” and “Imitation of Life,” Only”; “Evil Come, Evil Go,” Pat
tract, “The Haunted Village” and both highly successful in earlier Boone starrer: and “Love in A
Cool Climate.”
;
“Sea Fighters,” in addition to the versions,
Since accurate b.o. figures on
aforementioned “Masque of The

To stockholder’s question, “Why
do we need the Code?”
Vogel
said “we have great respect for
be a the Catholics and want their approbation, not condemnation.
We
have never released a picture without Code approval or one condemned by the Legion of Decen} cy.”
He added that this attitude
might haye meant the loss of a Red Death.”

topper,

Continued from page 7 Samat

fers that MGM, in considering its and “Show Boat,” for which figures
enterprises, would not want to run are not immediately available, she

Wolfe asked critic if he would
be willing to have his children see partnership with Hearst) is slightthe film. “No,” he answered, “not ly in the red, Vogel said, but he
because it would harm them but hopes. for a comeback via goyernbecause J think there are better ment and teleyision. assignments.
ways for children to spend their
First quarter for the record subtime.”
sidiary js “very good” after a loss
Film could be classified as “Ught last year of “Jess than $1,000,000.”
Company’s
fiscal
obligations
entertainment” which includes “a
certain amount of humor,” Dr. might be refinanced ta cover deDaniel Lieberman, psychiatrist and velopment of Coast real estate and
chief deputy director of the California Dept. of Mental Hygiene,
testified, thus. contradicting testimony given.earlier by Modesto
psychiatrist Dr; Ralph ‘Gladen,: who
as a witness for the prosecution
had said he considered pie “obscerie.”
Dr.
Gladen
is former
superintendent and medical director at the Modesto State Hospital.

Creative Writers

holder, Vogel said in effect he pre- —

CONVINCE LEGISLATORS
BINGO VERY WICKED

Steinbeck and James Hilton fit into
Detroit, Feb. 27,
this overall survey. Eath, however,
It appears that Michigan‘ theahas been well-repped by screen
tres
will
be
spared
the financial
‘!versions of his, works: Maugham
disadvantages of competition from
(two versions of “Of Human Bondthe ommission from the “golden -age” and another upcoming, two bingo, partly because of timely acby Allied
Theatres
of
circle” ($4,000,000 grossers and up- versions of “Rain,” “The Letter,” tion
wards) of 20th-Fox’s “Leaye Her “The Razor’s Edge," “The Moon Michigan.
To Heaven.”
This 1946 release
Allied’s counsel, David Newman,
and Sixpence,” “Quartet,” “Trio,”
appeared before the Constitutional
racked up $5,750,000 domestic and,
ete.), John Steinbeck
(“East of
Convention, which-is rewriting and
until the advent of “The Robe” in Eden”
which
did
$5,000,000,
updating Michigan’s constitution,
pioneering CinemaScope, it was “Grapes
of Wrath,”
‘Moon
Is
to, describe the economic havoé
‘the company’s top grosser.
Down,” “Of Mice and Men,” ‘"TorNext year’s tabulations will not tila Flat,” “Wayward Bus”); Hil-. that would result if bingo. weré
legalized.
Convention
delegates
‘identify each producer, if working ton (Lost Horizon,”
“Goodbye
were impressed with Newman’s
under a corporate umbrella, but Mr. Chips,” “Random Harvest”);
arguments, as well as those of
where it was truly an independent Lewis
(“Elmer
Gantry,”
“Cass
church
and
civie
film unit (viz. Essex Productions Timberlane,” “Main Street,” “Bab- Protestant
via UA) or Arwin Productions (via bit,” “Arrowsmith,” “Dodsworth”). groups, and the consensus now
seems to be that bingo will reU), such .deferentiation will be
While the majority of these films main iegal when the new constlmade for the records.
were ‘‘successful” in that they paid tution is adapted.
off their production
investment
and earned neat profits, they came
‘Kampf’ Bopped by Bans in
an era when the multi-million
Frankfurt, Feb. 20.
dollar grosses which ‘are common
The pic, “Mein Kampf,” about today were all but unheard of.
| the Hitler era, is getting a series
Apparently
out-of -Hollywoodof bans in Europe and Asia. To style now is another American litRADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
date, the pic has been turned erary great, Mark Twain, whose
fechetelier Center « Gi60000
down for release in Turkey, Por- works were done with a certain
tugal and Spain.
regularity 25 and 30 years ago, but.
“LOVER
COME BACK”
- |
Film
played
successfully
in who in the last 14 years has only
Edita AdomeJock
;
Oa «ack Keach |
West Germany and 300 prints of been repped by remakes of “Huckit have been released in the US. leberry Finn” and “A Connecti-|}
Pree bySe ag otte da
Ualversal-tuteractionslinColer
And it also has been played in cut Yankee,” neither of which was
Oa Sueee “TOTHEARTS"
Russia and Hungary.
particularly successful,
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Pix atMilanFir
(US. Armyin Enrope Tightens
“Collapse of German UFA SeenBlow Japan’s Pix
Censorship’ Audition for All Acts
To French Films, Common Market|
20.

Paris, Feb. at.

Recent collapse of the West Ger-|

Spain Airs San Remo

“man film giant, UFA, with its in-:
timations that a severe film crisis.
‘prevails there, bas gloom’ settling
over the French film biz. Germany

Madrid, Feb. 27.

The San Remo Song Festlval in Italy will for the first

time

is the top foreign pix mart for

broadcast

are being held up here until it is

clear just what is happening there. |
‘Common

Mart - freer

film

change and expansions in coproduction also may be hurt by the
German
debacle. Meanwhile,
it
might be pointed out that the
French production-distrib outfit,
UFA-Comacico,
has
nothing in.
common with its defunct German |
namesake except for the first part :
-of its title.

panies

nies besides

UF A, Hence, the name

until most of: the
out. The Comacico

aspect is the name of Jacquin’s
Narth and West African distrib
and exhib setup where he made
most of his money before buying
out UFA.
Jacquin just released the first
big
seale
French
spec, “La
Fayette,” which cost more than:
$2,000,000. It also picks up others
ins for distribution as well as his

Many Woes For
Seat Exhibs
Edinkurgh, Feb. 20.
The availability of film product
js occupying the serlous attention
‘of Edinburgh and East of Scotland exhibitors. Annual report of
the local Cinematograpk Exhibi’ tors’ Asstt. section gave four main
causes for the difficulties put for-’
ward by non-circuit cinemas.
These are shortage of product.
Secondly,. films are held up’ and
not released to, subsequent-runs
for a yery considerable length of

time, Third cause is that rental
of films are béing restticted to a
six-day
basis,
thus’ not - being
available to three-day booking situations.
practice
cinemas,

Fourth reason
is the
of longruns aft firstrun
thus lessening the avail-

ability to subsequent-runs.
It’s
charged that this decréases the
value of the film when it reaches
the subsequent-runs.
The late confirmation of con-|
tracts also has been causing considerable anxiety for Edinburgh

simultaneously over

are

Spain's

sending

crack

on

of

telebroadcas-

ters, Federico Gallo, to San
Remo to cover. Gallo recently
picked up the City of Barcelona award for tv and radio an-

nouncing.

In UFA’s rebirth heyday some
years ago it bought into a locat

was retained
‘contracts ran

to Spain by

the Spanish National Radic
and Radjo Peninsula networks,
| and the radio com--

ex-

- company'to
get a foothold in
France.
But
lacklustre ©product
soon had it sagging. Maurice Jacquin
bought
out the Germah,
shares. about two years ago and it
is now a French company .only
despite its monicker.
There were -some coproduction
commitments
and’. distribution
necessities and the name was kept,
even if many of the coproductions
were with other Gérman compa-

be relayed

direct transmission on a European hookup linked to Television Espanola and will be

locals as well as important now in.
distrib guarantees for setting up.
film projects. In fact, several pix

liberately, so that the renter could
accept a better booking if offered

to him.
The uncertainty caused
by this practice was unsettling to
exhibitors. The section thanks the
Scotland branch for its efforts to

put an end to this practice.”

New Chile Cinema Tax
Rated as Confiscatory

Hamburg’s Grief
' By JOHN

NEWTON

BritishEquity

Fights Closings

huge lakes of large areas in other

parts. of Northern Germany. When
‘the hurricane-like ‘storm -hit Ham| burg onthe night of Friday (16)
{and the waters started rising, the
Glasgow, Feb. 20.
Members. of the Scotland sec- electricity failed and the whole
‘tion of British Actors Equity Assn. city .was plunged into darkness.
are fighting to the death the plans This power failure, which- lasted
to close live theatres here and in over most of the ensuing weekend,
While the campaign played havoc with theatres, cine. Edinburgh.
to save from razing the Empire, mas, night clubs and, restayrants in
vaudery
in
Edinburgh
locks the less damaged parts of Hamdoomed, the Equity Scot commit burg. Most -theatres: closed their
tee is waging a heavy war against doors completely, though a few did
the proposed closure of the Glas- manage fo struggle through with
gow Empire, skedded for part of emergency current. Such restauthe city’s redevelopment and like- rants as- were apen could only
serve a limited menu with a very
Iy to become an office block.
sm&ll number of warm dishes.
Annual
report of Equity for
.

The Hamburg radio and tv staScotland, adopted af the yearly
meeting here, says it is hoped the tions did a great job in bringing
Glasgow Corporation will step in special news bulletins and on-theand attempt to obtain powers uu- spot reports of the floods which

The thorny problem of making
all acts, big or small, audition for
a board of the U. S. Army in
production im Spanish film
eEurope before they can play at
studios and the number would
any military clubs has béeen tightened up recently. The blast last
be
considerably
higher
if
summer by comic Jack Carter that
miore sound stages were availfamous names were forced to perable.
form tefore a fout-man. censor
CEA is the busiest stadia of
board in order to play for the US.
all with five films now before
Army nightclubs apparently
has
cameras.
Three are in the
only resulted in the military tightworks at Sevilla Studios and
ening up on its longtime “censor
three
others are grinding
ship” order for European bases.
away at twa of the smaller
According
ta a U.S.
Army
Madrid film factories.
The
spokesman here, representing the
remainder are being’ produced
military’s- Northern Arex
Comat Barcelona’s “Orpheaz and
-|mand
entertainment
office, the
IFI Studios.
new directive went out last month
te all the commands of the U. S.
‘Army in Europe, It “remfnded”
‘| the commands of the previous rul‘| ing, which had not been strictly
"| enforced. ‘The order is that if en
act has performed in one of the
Army commands in Europe, for Instance In Command Z in France,
.
Buenos Aires, Feb. 20. . the act still has to be “screened”
‘Nearly 467 foreign feature films when it plans to play in another's
were released in Argentina in 1961 coihmand,
- So to play throughout Geras against 25 native pix releases, many, for instance, an act which
As usual the U.S. product predom- has several weeks of bookings
inated with 210 feature pix. The would have to be ckayed by the
British released 63 films and Ital- censor board in Northern Area
fans, 61. The French fell from 50 Command in Frankfurt, by # simtpix in 1960 to 44 in 1961, Mexico lar censor board operating for
was up to 1% pix from the prevti- Southern Area Command in Muous year’s If while Soviet Russia nich and by the Berlin Command
dipped from 10 to seven films,
censor board. And If the same- act
Although Argentine production’ is booked into the Army’s various
was up, the 25 releases were below commands throughout France, it
last year’s figure of 41, but there would still have to be censored
are another 40 of the 1960-61 crap
(Continued on page 18)
awaiting release.

Madrid, Feb. 27.
Fifteen features are now in

Somberer Shows
For DurationOf

By HAZEL’ GUILD
Frankfurt, Feb. 20.

15 Shooting {in Spain

country’s film industry toppers,

Hamburg, Feb. 27.
Hamburg’ 's entertainment busf{ness has: been badly affected by
the terrible floods that have de-.
vastated part of the city and’ made

US. Films Again

Pace Arg. in ‘61

Once the present exhibitor strike

is ended, it’s hoped that terms
der the Planning Acts to safe- “were, in many cases, also transmit- may be reached whereby exhibs
ted
on
the
national
networks.
Bewill be compensated from Screen
theatres.
guard. the remaining
Glasgow Members of Parliament cause of the program rescheduling Institute funds for losses incurred
in exploiting the local praduet.
made
necessary
by
all
this,
the
live
have already promised to support
any approach made by the corpo- televising of the important Pop- The chances are also that the Iatest native product will be altaular
Song
Festival
from
Badenration to Parliament.
acceptable on -the
“We hope if the Empire is de- Baden, set for Saturday, Feb. 17, gether more
domestic
front in view of kudos
was
only
filmed
and
then
put
on
stroyed, it will build another thea~
«
This gained abroad,
tre,” says the report. “It seems ta ice ready for a‘later date.

was also to become the fate of
Metro topped the American remany other pop music and comedy leases with a total of 38, with 20thprograms in the- following days; Fox in second place -with 35 films,
atre. We would like to see the for in view of the appalling extent Columbia had 34 pix, UA, 26; Uninew theatre built before the old of the flood damage and the death versal-International, 25; Warner,
one is pulled down, if pulled down roll (400 people killed, many in- 25; Paramount, 23 and Allied Artjured and 12;000 completely home- ists, 19,
it must be.”
less) a three-day. period of national
Of the European product, Difa
‘ Equity is most concerned that,
it ‘the Moss Empire gives up its mourning was ‘proclaimed,’ which (France) had 25 releases, Imperial
meant
the
performance
of
only
the}
¢
_be
t.
jims,
29 and the Mexican Pel-theafres in Scot land, it. will
_ (Continued on page 18)
Mex; te.
faced by a monopoly control éf
the top theatres in Scotland. This
refers to the remaining Howard &
Wyndham chain.
It has been ‘suggested that a
trust be set up to fight for the
preservation of existing théatres,
and to encourage the building of
new theatres.
-be a strange policy to pull down
one theatre which is successful,
and then perhaps build a new the-

Berliners Bet On.
Bock-Beer Feast
By HANS HOEHN
The

Berlin

Berlin, Fey. 20.
Sportpalast, oné of

this city’s most prominent -places .
which has a 52-year old tradition,
has ail sorts of shows to offer—
ice revues, jazz concerts, big-scale
films, six-day bike races, boxing
bouts and variety shows. But the

one that gets the longest run each

year (and also is the biggest hit at
the b.o.), is the annual Bockbierfest (Bock-Beer Feast) which this
year runs Feb. 1 to March &. For
five weeks, every night Is a full
house.
The Bockhbierfest is Berliners’
substitute for the carnival. It’s a
unique mixture of the carnival affair, October Fest and old German

Convent Garden's Subsidy (Based On
B.0.) May Be New Cultural Yardstick|#:
By WOLFE KAUFMAN

MORE UPPED SCALES:

London,

FOR US. PIX IN MEX

Mexico City, Feb, 20.
Breakthrough in higher cinema
and southeast Scotland exhibs.
*There was a feeling in some scales continues in Mexico, at
cases,” says .the annual report, least for blockbusters. Now the

presented by secretary T. Graham
_ Salmon, “that this was done de-

“The Milan rn Tete ovale
(MIFED) has been selected as the
site for the first of several
“Japanese
Film
Presentations”
designed to promote Japan pix
abroad, The fifth MIFED will be
held here this, April 12-28.
Moye was decided at a recent
Tokyo meeting of Japanese Com-j}
merce and Industry officials with

Federal District government has
sanctioned a 40c admjssion for
“King of Kings” (M-G). Carlos
Niebla, head of the Metro distributorship here, argued that’the
pic, running
more
fthan three
hours,-is double the usual stand-

ard-length feature films. ~

’ Film will preem in six houses
here, including the International,
Real. Cinema, Continental, Coliseo,

A short government

statement:

about the new Exchequer subsidy
for Covent Garden, given scant

| coverage

in the press

here, may

importantly affect the amusement}
industry in the entire (nori-Communist) world. It is a startling new
approath to the notion of government subsidy for show biz. It turns
all subsidy concepts upside ‘down.

It is the first time, as far as one

knows, that “cultural” subsidy isbased on b.o. possibilities, rather

than on a managerial or diplomatic

guess as fo how much fs likely to
be lost by the producer and/or
theatre.
to have several Hollywood stars|/Thus, in this new British gOv-|
present for the preem, is dickerSantiago, Feb. 20.
grant,
the
Exchequer
|ing for the appearance of Jeffrey ernment
A new tax on cinema admission,‘
Hunter
or Ron
Randell,
and promises to give Covent Garden
described
as “confiseatory”
by others.
$2.45 every time the theatre (for
Guillermo Carter, president of the
either opera or ballet) takes in
Chile Film Distributors Assn., will
be put into effect the’ first of
$2.80 at the boxoffice. Same ratio
PARIS LIKES ‘MEDIUM’
“March, raising taxation from 61%.
goes for trips abroad, Thus, if the
Paris, Feb. 27.
to 69% on net. This is to fimance.
Gian-Carle Menotti’s “The Me- Royal Ballet eatns $2,800 during a
an increase in teacher salaries. At
dium” got a solid reception from trip outside of Britain, the British
the same time, the Ministry of
eritics and firstnighters in its ini- government promises to throw an
Ecoriomy will authorize a hike in
ticket prices.
At the brokers’ tial French language presentation additional $2,450 inte the kitty.
rate, tickets come to 87c but after at the Opera-Comiaue.
The British Exchequer in this
Denise Charley’s playing and sing- startling move says that (a) a subthe price increase they would go
ing of the medium who suddenly sidy is necessary for the arts, esto $1.02.
The government has not yet de- begins to believe in the super- pecially in the light of the expancided whether the importation of. natural, and Andre Bourseiller’s in- sion of “cultural exchange” around
films will come under the official: ventive staging also came in for the world in the past few years but
or broker rates. Distributor and. plaudits.
that (b) opera, ballet, ete., in the
exhibitor circles in Chilé are un,
Menotti wes at the opening last democratic world are nevertheless
derstandably worried
‘lweek and toott a bow,
competitive businesses and that
|Polanco

and

week in March.

Olimpia,

the

first

Niebla, who hopes

George -Kraeft, director of
is Sportpalast, claims “that the carnival
done
in West
Germany
Feeling in countries Like France, doesn’E correspond with the menItaly (and Great Britain up to now) tality of Berliners. Berliners celehas always been that ballet, opera, brate their Bockbierfest instead.
etc., need government help ta ex- It’s a popular fete.”
ist and the producers always have
The Bockhbierfest at the Sportspent°a goodly portion of their palast has 2,800 in attendance each
time bleeding about how the goy- night,
Admission is cheap.
It
‘ernment is not giving them enough. ranges from 38c weekdays to 75¢
Now here, says the government, for Saturday nights.
get busy, the more you take at the
This {fs sort of an indoor carnival
Window the more we'll give you.- with
a
slide,
shooting
boxes,
This automatically gets rid of amusement
stands,
Icttery, two
the argument that giving money to’ bands, marching musicians, coman opera house fs forcing opera’ muhity Singing, conga lines, and
down the public’s throat. If the there’s an emcee (Joachim Kruepublic does not buy tickets, the ger), who introduces the celebs
producer does not get help ‘from who show up in masses.
the government,
The afmosphere is unique. The
The new setup starts on April 1, fest
attraets
many
foreigners,
1962. As near as can be estimated, espectally Americans and they all
the Royal Opera House will get like the bock-beer, with its 12%
about $1,700,000 for the year to aleohol content.
come
(from
the
government),
This drink-drink-drink event has
whick is more than they have ever- gained wide renown.
Kraeft said
received in subsidy.
that the Verein der Berliner ‘Club
Sir David Webster, Covent Gar- of Berliners) in New York is trying
den’s managing director, in nice fo copy the fest.
British manner, when told about
Local authorities are happy, too.
the grant, commented: “It is a not eLhey swallow the 20° amusement
ungenerous award to the arts.”
and 4% turnover tax of the reA. M.
Julian,
adminisirateur markable gross.
During such a night roughly
Opera Comique, immediately asked 5,000 half-litre bockbeer jugs are
the French Embassy in London to emptied.
Ditto around 500 Enzisend him full details of the grant ans ‘strong Bavarian Schnaps) and
and approach.
Similar requests 500 Steinhaegers
(strong Berlin
have been received, it is under- Schnaps).
Consumed are around
stood, from Vienna and Milan. La 800 chickens and 1,000 hot dogs,
Scala management told this report- according to statistics revaled by
er telephonically that they are Kraeft.
extremely excited by the news as,
-Kraeft’s has some 250 employees
they said, “If the same plan can be for the fest: Waiters, kitchen peradopted in Italy if may keep La sonnel, control people, musicians,
Scala from shutting down.”
competition

(ie,

Feb. 27. __ ‘worth cultivating.

boxoffice)
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Rome, Feb. 27.
In his recent Vanirry advertisement, Joseph Fryd, Via

‘Paiaiello 12, Rome, listed his

London Professor’s Book Claims It May Not Happen

local télephone number. This
got transposed in the typog-

Until 1970; Admits Crystal Gazing

raphy.

Number
868 1

‘which were exempt, and of the remaining 1,600, some hundreds are
London, Feb, 20,
also bound to close. He estimates
cinema, like all thingy closures in the latter group will

By HAROLD
“The
will die in due

MYERS

course.

But

the

distapt future js the province of

exceed 200.

Spraos forecasts that influences

the crystal readers and it is not in- operating outside the industry will
tended to invade it. To fx a limit,
reduce attendance by a further
‘we might take 1970 as our time quarter from the 1960 evel, bringhorizon.” This quotation is taken ing them down to 385 million. On
from an economic analysis of the top of that there will be attend-

picture industry by John Spraos, ance lost through closures, which
-In a book entitled, “The Decline could reduce the figure by 2 furof the Cinema,” published jn Lon- ther
25%,
or an
additional
don by George Allen &' Unwin at 100,000,000.

$3.50. The author, js a lecturer in

political economy
College, London.

at

University

However, be reckons that clos-

ures will have a less adverse effect
on aggregate receipts, calculating
The author’s survey Js targely |‘a loss of 17% on boxoffice takings.
deyoted to the exhibition side of | The. earnings of British films, he
the iudustry, presumably taking ‘reasons, will be even less adverse‘the view that if theatres are doing| ly effected by closures, mainly bewell, then it follows that other de- cause of the influence of the stapartments are in a healthy state. | tutory Eady levy. Losses to Brit-|
He points out, however, that the ish filmmakers will not be more|
“weekly audience has shrunk from than 57, he
he estimates.
30,000,000 in, 1950 to 10,000,000 in
1960, and the number of theatres
“as ‘declined. in the same period
from 4,500 to around 3,000,
The author describes the book
_4s an analysis and not a prescrip- |
‘tion. Such prescription as there:

owoiute

FT
-e

or
ad
ae
iin

should

have

read

San Sebastian

Landa js killing two birds with

that

the

total

His Reasehing

on

Clesurcs

He estimates ‘that half the theatres jn Great Britain were not
paying duty at the end

of 1959.

‘Therefore, he estimates there aré
1,500 cinemas which gained nothing from the abolition of the tax
to cushion them against further
decline of attendance and, “it js
hardly conceivable that more than
a small fraction will survive.” If

the low-lying, flooded suburbs, and

not to, go dancing or otherwise
celebrate during the period of
mourning.
The Hamburg

Opeta House

re-

placed the lighter operas, “‘Bartered

Bride” and “Cosi fan tutti,’ with
the heavier "La Boheme”
and
“Fidelio.” The Hamburg Playhouse
also removed comedies from its
program for all Jast week; and per‘formances by political and literary

cabarets were completely cancelled

for the duration of the mowing.
For obyioug reasons, it was difticnlt for film theatres to -alter
their pix commitments at such.
short notice, #0 Many went on
showing lighter product. One theatre, however, exerted much effort and managed to obtain a copy
of the tragic “Dorothea AngerLmann” {with Ruth Leuwerik) to

mo stepe are taken to check the replace the neweet film version:
drift, closure will be the fate of of “Die Fledermaus,” which had
virtually all the 1,500 theatres just bad its Hamburg premiere.
J

the Federation of International Film Producer Associations, along
with other reps, he was able to put in a word of U.S. support to aid
the 23 emerging African nations in the setting up of filmmaking setups
| and extending exhibition and distribution of films for educational as
well_as entertainment purposes. Africa might“soon be making films
but most African reps felt they first needed adequate dissemination
of films before making their own...

Recent

anti-Secret Army

Organ-

ization tragic riots led to a fall in film, theatre and music hall takes.
The French publishing firm of Editions Seghers has started a new
series of soft cover books on noted film directors, both past and present,
and four have already been released in France. Pierre Lherminier runs
this group under the heading of Cinema D’Aujourd’Hui (Cinema of
Today). Well illustrated, written and annotated, these books sell for
$1 and look like solid additions to the libraries of film buffs. Already
aut are books on George Melies, the French film pioneer who invented
most of the trick effects still used today and was also the first screen
poet, Michelangelo Antonionf, the noted Italo’ director; the late great
French director Jacques Becker; and the Mexican master Luis Bunuel,
Books

on

Orson

Welles

and Alain Resnais are

due. They

are written

by leading pie critics.

Rome
Tab Hunter in Globe Film International’s “I, Semiramis’ with
Chelo Alonso...
Four “Maciste” features being readied by “Fantastoria Film”; pix, ‘all to be directed by Leonviola, are ““Maciste, King
of Science Fiction,” ‘“Maciste ‘Against the Cannibals,” “Maciste and

the Gladiators,” and ‘‘Taur, Son of Maciste.”
Disneyland

characters,

including

a giant caricature

of Walt Disney

himself, featured on special float at Viareggio Carnival ... affair was

picked up by RAI-TV and by the entire Eurovision television network

.. Cleopatra,” barring unexpected delays, moves fo its giant Torre
| Astura seaside sets come March 15 ...
Success of Lux’s “Divorce,
Italian Style’ at Rome’s Corso Cinema has delayed opening there of
“Porgy and Bess,” repeating situation in London’s Dominion Theatre,

where “South Pacific's” long run has delayed premiere of the Goldwyn
/opus for past couple of years ... Giovanni Addassi has set Pietre
Francisci to dtrect a new version of “The Sign of the Cross”, .”. Francisci directed the first Hercules items ... Sancro Films releasing
Spanish-made “El Cochecito” in Italy in version specially prepped for
film: will be given government local release by director Marco Ferreri.
clearance for exploitation in Spain. [ Titanus’ “‘The Leopard” .will start sometime in May, while same
comparfy’s “Altona” (coproduced with Carlo Ponti’s Champion) now
rolls end of March in Germany ...
both features released by 20th
in all world except France (where Pathe may get it) and Italy (where
Titanus distributes) . .° Visconti, director of “Leopard,” has just been
signedby Dino DeLaurentits to direct “The Stranger,” based on Albert
aamume Continued from page 17 nama
Camus’ book ... should roll this year.
also with foreign film producers
who contend that entering product
at thé festival is no guarantee the

U.S. Auditions

__Somber Hamburg

suggests

Montand off for two weeks to South of France before heading for a
singing stint in Japan ... Eddie Constantine collecting $40,000 due to

Expressing film circle sentiments, looms in for a good career. Meanwhile Merto’s “Ben-Hur” has played
film critic Alfonso Sanchez recently to over 1,200,000 Frenchmen and is now getting practically blanket
raised some of the fundamental booking around France.
A local highbrow weekly, Arts, claiming that the pic “Vie Priyee”
short-comings attributed to fhe San
Sebastian film gathering. He (Private Life), directed by Louis Malle, has put the final kiss of death
pointed out that bringing the date on the lap “dissolve.
Fred Gronich, Motion Picture Export Assn. rep on the Continent,
forward by one month (from July
‘8 to June 8) would not relieve attended the UNESCO meetings on Mass Media in Africa. As part of

Mex Actors Readying
Assa. to Receive All
competitive pressure since it left
festival sandwiched between
Royalties of Players the
Cannes and Berlin whereas last

a

author

for apartment houses, and the growing foreign, and especially Yank,
production here. They point out that there is still room and this
summer should have over 10 sound stages still rentable .
Yves

locale for film festivities sometime lected 17,477 admissions in its first four days. Reviews were fair and
during the winter months.
there were no religious. objections raised to any aspect of the pic. It

abatention from the cinema, which one stone for he will also palaver
constitutes a clear social loss. He with tv stations in: Latin America
calculates that 75% of the aver- and actor groups, pointing out to
age cinema’s admissions are lost them that release of Mexican epito the industry when it closes sodics and other tv material in
down.
.
Central and South America is not
“pnfair competition.” Exploitation
Finds TV the Big: Villain
Mexican-made_
episodics
is
Looking to the future, Spraos of
reasons that by 1970 about 25,000,- bringing Jn some coin for producers
and
actors
who
already
have.
000 of the annual admissions, will
by each of the major commands
be from households without tele “shared in profits.
' there.
veclvers, and
the
remaining
While the Army official, balked
128,000,000 will have heen subat the word “censoring,” he noted
jected to the “depressing influthat the act has to be auditioned
ence” of ty.
| *to prevent any blue material, any
Analyzing the pattern of theatre “amu Continued from pace 17 mau
dirty words, or anything that might
closures, and pointing out the fact
be anti-military or unAmerican.”
more
serious
forms
of
entertainthat the rate of shuttering has
ment
on
radio
and
ty.
|
The censor board consists of
been less among the major cirHamburg’s
mayor
Dr. Never- four members—a Special Services
cults than among the small cinemag and independents, the author mann, during a tv interview with officer, an entertainment director,
‘then comes to the conclusion that ’Kar)-Heinz Hollmann, appealed to a chaplain ‘and a Public Informathere is no fhture for cinemas the city's population. not directly | tion officer,
Another clampdown was issued
/ affected by the floods to think. of
within the National circuit,
in the January order, which means.
In a surprising conclusion, the the seriousness of the situation in that an agent would’ formally preabolition of advii¢sion tax in 1960
will accelerate the closure of theatres over the next few years. He
explains this by pointing out that
small theatres which were ex-:
empted from the first $56 weekly
tax bill, now have no benefit from
its abolition to set off against continued loss of admission. At the
same time, they are not in a position to raise prices.
.

os.

Local film people pooh-poohing the talk about studio shortages due
to encroaching video inroads, the razing of some studios to make way

a week’s delay in shooting from a West German pic company, Arca,
for a pic he made for them last year... Anthony Perkins to speak
French
in his first French pic, Andre Cayatte’s “The Sword and the
Fest In Danger Balance,” which begins here later this year. It concerns three kidnappers.
After a peaceful stretch the present French-U.S, Film Accord runs
Madrid, Feb. 20.
out at the end. of 1962. °So far the French seem disposed in giving
There is litite evidence that the
Yanks all the dubbing visas they need (usually 90 to 100 fills needs)
Spanish film. industry will lend its but growing Common Market quotas could possibly change this. Yanks
support this year to the Interna- might also press for local fim aid on English versions of any films
tional Film Festival aft San Sebas-, they make thru French companies instead of getting this aid only on
tian although the Basque event is the French speaking version income.
. Jerry Juroe, UA pub release and pre-production public relations
only four months away. There are, head, now at the Paris office after a stay in London.
A private
moreover, signs that important sec- showing of Elia Kazan’s neglected “Wild River” (20th) ‘got okay re|tors of Spanish filmdom are al- sponse from some film buffs and critics and may get an art release
|ready at work to replace San here ih its subtitled version ... Sam-Bronsten’s “King of Kings” (MG),
another tourist playing only in a dubbed version at the outsize Gaumont-Palace, col-'
|Sebastian with

‘Is, be observes, stems directly
from the analysis, and from a symMexica City, Feb. 20.
‘pathetic concern about the grad- /
Mexico is readying the start of year it was hard pressed by Berlin,
tal eroston of facilities for an enDig
push
with
object of constitut-| Locarno and others (Moscow).
‘tertainment which" remains the
Sanchez also noted the failure of
major form of working class rec- jng the Latin American Federation
of
Interpreters.
A Nat'l. Assn, San Sebastian to acquire a festival
reation.
‘personality
of its own. He classified
of Interpreters, associated with
On tke prescriptive side, how- the National Assn. of Actors, al- Cannes as an international film
ever,
Spraos declares that if there ready exists here. Aim of new’ mart, Berlin as a political symbol
has to
be a contraction of éxhibi- organization will be to collect for and Venice an assembly of film
Hon facilities, let it be a thorough- services of entertainers much in culture, intimating that San Sebas-'
golng contraction, Let the subursame manner as do societies of tian could boast only of a provinpan and the village cinemas dis- authors and composers for cre- cial air: which in itself did not
appear, and duplication in central
qualify jt for internatinoal sigators of musical compositions.
areas .be reduced. Let money be
Rodo}fo Landa, head of the act- nificance.
spent -on most of the remainder,
Picking up where film scribe
ors
group
here,.will
make
a
swing
{
|
to provide patrons with luxury
and ecamfort, and make these the- through Latin America to prepare Sanchez left off, the president of
the
Spanish
Distributors
Assn.,
the
foundation
for
constitution
of
atres ft’for longruns, which will
draw custom from a wide radius. ‘the Latin American Federation. Joaquin Agusti, went one step. further
and
recommended
that
SpanConstitution
and
regulations
will
He also suggests that the theatre|
should adapt itself to competition be patterned: along lines of the ish film festival be organized dur-|
‘ing
the
winter
months
at
Palma
International
Society
of
Authors
of the home screen, by transformde Majorca.
°
dng: motion picture going from and .Composers.
Both blasts were regarded ominroutine entertainment to an occaOnce the new organization is
siom, at a cost appropriate to functioning, actors will be able to ously by San Sebastian supporters.
In
the fitst place, the articles
occasions.
receive royalties and extra pay
Fewer Cinemas, Fewer Patrons © for exploitation of their work in openly expressed a strong undercurrent
of film industry discontent.
In a survey of exhibition trends, pictures, tele, the theatre, etc. In
the book comes to the conclusion the case of pictures and dramatic Secondly, the articles.appear at a
time
when
government film authorthat reduction in the number of works, the extra pay would be
theatrical outlets results in an im- forthcomifig when initial invest- ities and sindicato film groupings
are
protecting
festival financial aid.
‘mediate reduction in the volume ments have been repaid and proThrough no fault, of its own, San
ate chalking
up
clear
of theatre-going. The slack ts only: ducers
Sebastian
has
steadily lost ground
taken up in part by other theatres. profits.

The author describes it as a forced

Pp

j

agers
are turning up for the
sceenings, the local official noted.

to throw
European

out all their Jongtime
exhibitors.
European

had been renting
“This actually gives the acts a ‘manufacturers
chance. to sell themselves to the space in the U, S. clubs, paying a
club managers,” he commented. | monthly space fee plus a percentage of their turnover. This
Need More Clearance

Once an act gets the Northern had meant as high as $10,000 a
Area Command okay, it can play month at one club, which was
turned over fo pay for better enjn the Northern Area Command
clubs for six months, and after tertainment. Now they are back,
and budgets again have gone up.
that, in order to continue, it needs
Air Foree Not So Tough
another clearance. Or, of course,
One agent dealing with the miliif the act moves out to another
tary in Frankfurt said that none
town 300 miles away, like Munich
or Berlin, it must get the local of his performers had been turned
down by the military, but that
pare an entire show of four or permit,
The Frankfurt spokesman noted | some of the acts complained about
five acts and the show would be
auditioned and booked as a unit. that “there are plenty of shows the free audition.
One major problem is that the
But now
when
the show
is: available” with about 50% of the
screened, jt -has to be handled as _acts performing in the U. S. , mili- U.S. Air Force in Europe, at Wiesseparate acts. And the board can tary clubs in Europe coming ' from baden, does not have any such
reject one part of the show, mean- | Great Britain, He could not un- ‘censorship or auditioning require‘ing that the agent has to rear- derstand what all .the complaint ments, and it works with a differrange the entire package or supply from the performers about the cen- ent --group of agents from those
‘soring and auditioning has been, authorized by the U. S. Army heada substitute act.
In Frankfurt, there are regular noting that the regulation has al- quarters.
One agent has gotten around the
auditions’ held at the large military ways been in effect, but has recenthospital in téwn. All the club man- ly had “moré emphasis” put on it. regulation by presenting some of
agers In the area are-urged to - He noted that the pay is very his performers at a popular Air
come to the audition, along, of good. for entertainers at the mili- Force club in Wiesbaden, then askcourse, with the censoring beard. {tary clubs, and that at some of | ing the U. S. Armiy censor and
For a long time very few map- the clubs with large membership, audition board to come along and
agers turned up, preferring to save | top American acts can be booked | view it. Another agent has used
another
gimmick, of presenting
the time and book the acts blind, at P excellent salaries.
Another boon to the clubs’ in- some of his performers on an inonly knowing that the performers
terview
show
over
Ameican
come
was
that
they
haye
been
alhad a military okay,
Now, acts can be auditioned at lowed to de-emphasize the “buy Forces Network, near Frankfurt,
policy instituted
by and inviting the local screeners
several different points for North- American”
ern Area Command clearance, in President Kennedy Jast fall. When to. see the radio show in progress
Frankfurt, in Heidelbeg, and in that edict came out, the U. S. mil- and okay the group at the same
Wuerzburg. And more club -man- itary clubs overseag were forced time,
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These ads were clipped
from a single Friday:
newspaper in Manhattan
-

To get your International

playing dates advertise in
the
Sth. International
Film Edition of

" NEW YORK 36
154 W. 46th Sf.

HOLLYWOOD 26
6404 Sunset Bivd.

LONDON, S.W.]
49 $4. Jame's Steet
Pic edi .

ROME
Stampa Estera (Foreign Press

Club) Vie della Mercede 55

CHICAGO Ti
400 NN. Michigen Ave.

BERLIN

Uchtertelde West
Karieastrecee I,

PARIS 7
66 Ave. de Breteutl
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in FreshToll Rebuff
[HOW NOT TO STOP A TV CABLE) wzzzrzsteex.cz~ ||Arkansas Exhbs
CourtReaffirms Ruling to Okay Phone
the

MONTEREY

| or IT DIDN’T HAPPEN IN

Portofino

Ariz,

That

Monterey, ca, Fe,o Mable Monterey Peninsula Herald|

nearly

half

the eligible

:

Montere}
ayor of
in
yoters
a city ordi-| station a few times

on
official

in

|

Tollyision Review
prog gumers Im Teremte

holder Midwest ‘Video Corp.
Mar37-year-old
The
peer
.
-_ Arkahéas Circuit Court. issued a

Sn philosophy.
.

Fe
Toronto,pres
7 Telemeter

um

Lee Marvin

Little Rock; Ark., Feb. 27.
Further effort by exhibitors and
allied forces to halt an introduction
j{ a {sContinued
from pace 3 Eee of a cable system of pay television
now clocking important in Little Rock met with another
and
;
|Easter bookings.
rebuff today. Victor was Interna"But, to get back to. one man’s tional Telemeter and’ franchise

.

,

thatthe actorwho tilest
Bit tre Tine DUS |Opines
Wey,|ofset drop in bis. Action served |¥acus siters,
Sreeother,eaeete.american,
opaly,
Hon °M
and climaxed|to confuse supporters, and proy
run the entire show becomes disordinance.

cable except’
any
enter the same business it was|he
4
his was
own. against
‘
;
a
earlier trying to kill.

Cable

victory

Weekend before Monday election,

greenlights. local KSBW-TY ‘viewers

Alarm Corp, offering (for a fee,
natch) reception of sevén northern

California VHF channels, one an
educational
outlet.
Alarm
has
serviced adjacent Carmel for a

decade,

dn

Because of terrain, ty reception
ranges — downward
Monterey

from good to marginal, and is limited fo.one or two channels. Until. now,

‘video

viewers

wanting .more

.

have

had

to erect

Valley

Broadcasting’s

‘shows

preceded

by

scare

| prefersto. work- with a producer of

firm conviction and final say. -It’s true, of ‘course, that the “inIt’s been ‘seven months since the ‘corporated” ‘actor might: mire a
last

spots saying in effect: “(name

live.

origination

on

be. shown

to-

it COULD.
happen, if ete:’””
Ps

iriterests .con-

role in the first place, that of being

media.
used.-Pro-cable: groupused
|Dected with Famous Players and
daily newspaper ads: (several smali| the Owner, Paramaunt Pictures, of

hats, for he holds the negative.

Of

int

teasers

Canadian

t are the exploitatic

:

financial

an actor.

over 100. And he|
Hollywood, Feb. 27,
doesn't like it —or, at least, is be-.
Richard Moore is chucking all
wildered—with the way the income
his tities with KTTV and Tiniesfrom ‘abroad becomes so scanty.

Hee en Woree,# spots.oat. of .Jean; Dalrymple 4s producer
(ts
were ‘reduced to such one-timers
ment got the TV blarh
coin. Anti-cable forces (for all prac‘|

as the’ present

production

which

tical purpdses Cohan ran the show | originated 26 miles away in the’
himself) relied-on TV spot satura-| television’ plant of CFTO, one of
cables in other areas. KSBW-TV pon and .on-the-air editorializing. ‘Whose’ Studios “was transformed
‘ linito a cafe-like setting for a floor: ect: mail used also.
eovers small cities of the Tugged
coast counties of: central Califor-|
4S of this writing, Cohan 1s Pre-| show-type production directed by
jn nearby Salinas. No stranger to
the cable wars, station has blocked

He

to cable “threat,”
(Underlying fear “is, of course,

Fonmerl ° (eae eastutiv) lere he a . Kane credited as writer-stager of
Follow jsuccessty y4 Oecd a some of the stuff.

role

smoke clears:

prospective

toll-

* vision.)
°
Issue flared up here in October
when
City
Council , acted
on
Ajarm’s franchise application,
At

otlowing

po

e

. ~The

ae

tab

for

the

live

said,

for

matter

from

he

Mirror Broadtasting ‘Co:, the par-

nets

Vietnam

ént, for.a toll-tv venture..He

after

lightly,

and

perhaps.jocu-

larly, but this didn’t camouflage
his actual lack of enthusiasm over
monies that come from abroad
after local handling charges on

perform-

ends

‘other: Gities.
it
Just -who his partners. in the
project will be Moore declined to
say but several weeks ago he was

tied in with’ Walter O’Malley,-prez

of the Dodgers, and Edwin Pauley,
one of the owners of the L.A. Rams.

syndicated shows.) ©
.
.
In addition to pix and tv, Marvin. also has worked legit. He says

ance was $1.50. Subsequent trans-

(1) (Current
editorializing is
fad pro-.
can .Missions off tape stood subscribers |
backfire
* if” broadeaster,
ditto., The entertainment
proved of he regards
motihg obvious personal
benefit.
°
: Broadcaster
;

example,

$3.50 weekly

prints and distribution costs are. ‘his ‘11-year -association ‘with the
taken from the top in this aréa.. indie March: 1. to develép and op(He (appeared to be treating the. erate pay-tv franchises in L.A. and

nia, hence its alleged vulnerability |Patingtoenter the cable arena) Norman Campbell with Murray
cables in

Me forTollvision’

Marvin himself has worn ‘the two

or rights to the “M Squad” half hours

plus: half- and’ full-page} the Telemeter franchisé. More

screamers), vivid window/bumpet |Jésq simultaneously
‘the ‘services which':number

» KSBW-TY, triple network VHF-er

of

Local theatremen had ‘sought to

Para- | produéer. But the actor in this in-

of mount’s
Telemeter subscription stance tends to demand veto power. have the earlier decision Vacated.
And, observes ‘Marvin, said actor
night, have been forced off the air loop in the Toronto suburb of /ean so easily become enmeshed in
by cable. {Then:a pause.) The last | Etobicoke. Since then there have all production «details that ‘he
announcement was not true, but been some flying sparks between |-déesn’t give full attention to ‘his
program) will not

exotic

Rooftop arrays.
;
‘
Opposing the antenna cable was
Salinas

work

saw top net-

decree reaffirming its’ earlier
‘opinion ‘upholding the Arkansas

oz {tended—too spread apart. Marvin: Publie Seryice Commission, which

at levision ‘station preparing |cable forces milkéd argument that |By Jean

y

a«

Paramount

,

|

1]

wethe »
tito.would|
own table zPre.wercablyy
ny,

monof toll
e'

amid sloganeering

capacity

_

|i)

his

pattie waged for four months | initiating plans for operating

jn

Scottsdale,

every
hour
the house
was
open, but—
Portofino only seats 96.

rival.
Ata pare election held Feb..5, | as: being jealous advertising 1

sro ey Orang .Private tv an-| capacity yia equal time route.
Three days before election,
denna cable company to operate in.
the city. Thus ended free-swing- |Cohan startled voters by formally!

in

means

P-

nm

i

.

|

|

Mightifine

7

:

,

——

oo

the theatrical

At that time he didn’t make the
move .because: he said he wasn’t

motion

to
Mc- ‘picture as the superior art form
quite ready nor was the project
{2)
Billthe Dana
and endeavors to do more in this. |far enough along.
tive attitude: léss of money, loss.
mostly,
It
was
distinctly
more
imUnderstood
Moore’s’ vacancies
‘of audience; ete. Despite fact that Bactful than the last live feed, the medium, A boost in this direction

public hearing, KSBW-TV.
reps.
predicted big drop in revenue if
sistant
San Francisco
channels
entered its coverage area. Scheme
‘was also referred to as pay-ty, but
hip Councilman jumped on this

.
:
nega:
8Mack quality,
maintained
nega~ |Guire.
Sister’ thanks
and

he was promoting a “yes” vote (dueto hallot jargonf),
essentially nothing

for

he gave public
to be for. Score

showmanship: ~absolute

“Second. City Reyue”’
cago.

from

Chi-

has been in operational :chargée of

formance in Alcoa’s ‘People Need
People” which, he ‘hopes, might

“Headliners” ran an hour and a ‘bring Emmy

zero.

will not be filled. Robert Breckner

might come from his Oct, 10 per-

ve

recognition.

KTTV since his appointment: as
veepee_and general manager. .

:

pronto and phrase w2s changed to (Aren’t broadcasters showmen?) In: half sans commercials, though the
Later ‘-flash—Robert W... BreckMarvin places theatrieal pix on
“pay-as-you-see-tv” (guilt, by as- contrast, pro-cable committee,.
sad- -McGuires sneaked in a Coca-cola top of the totem pole because i | ner has been elected president. of
sociation tag that lingered for the
duration),
Upshot of hearing was. city ordinance . granting
Alarm non-exclut

died

Biye franchise in return for two!

percent of the ETrOSS.

.,

Soon after, a “Citizens Commit-|

with .swinging

a

“no”

vote,

(3) Broadcaster appeared trying| Toronto, for one night, plus re-

|to suppress competition of other tv | hearsal time, aud the program was

channels,

thereby

offending

“the.audience- often. the Times-Mirror Broadcasting (Co.

this medium

plug in swift jingle of their sing-

biographical
spotlighted upbeat angles: more ing.- and narrative
:
channels, more ‘programs, educa-| background. Point is that Teletional ty, etc. .
meter leased Studio 1 of CFTO-TYV,

pop-}not carried by the tv station and

Aldrich
Vs,Titamus’

view.
Marvin

by lawyer Ercole’ Graziadei, who
has handled many showbiz-cases in

tee Against Pay As You See TV”) ular sense of fair play. Also. pro-| was .available to only Telemeter ‘tual places
circulated petitions for a_ ballot | cable emphasis on KSBW-TV as subscribers,

*aenp=ppege
Lemgneh

referendum
on
the
ordinance. | outsiders evoked provincial patri|
he
:
wavCommittee’s pitch: public has right | oticm.
;
h oe
ie An the aed
. to vote; it's the American Way.
(4) Broadcaster leaned on tv to -harmony-singing McGuire Sisters.
The Chairman was local KSBW- put across message. Pro-cable. Followed 40 minutes of Bill Dana,
TV attorney.
Stdtion gave big group used print, sound, and sight-1 4 three-minute intermission to replay to petitions,
and-sonnd media to reach public. |pienish drinks in the house, with
It took two attempts to garner.
(5). Pre-cahle- forces
wiselY | the McGuires taking over the secrequired signatures of 10% of avoided debate on whispered pay-{ ond half of the offering and endelectorate. At December Cauncil tw issue, played up an individual's -ing exactly at 10:30 p.m3for the
meet, special election was called, right to choose, and pay for, what-| Telemeter -home-viewers, with a.

American

Russian

stay’ on jce until next

are

immediately

studied

acting

at

Theatre

Wing

“with

instrittor

who

the
a

carried |

brim with Heineken’s beer. |

TelePromp's HiFi|

gave him ap oat Ae teen onscot “Mann, as straight man, Dana went

Fegular election (it could have, |
election he'd Jargely | inta his robust comedy routine of
with cable ordinance held in abey-~ he had in the
,
.Jése “Piminez. orbiting the earth |
ance) but in view of channel’s on- created, and left some wonder as to. aid: later skin-diving plus telethe-air hard sell, remark brought just what this “resvonsible broad- phone-guitar bit, his Palace Thea;
>?
AY
down the house.
;

Under

the name

of “Citizens

Right To Choose Committee”

(tag

which neajly reversed earlier flagwaving of anti-eable group), dozens of local business and professional men joined to drumbeat the

eable,

John Cohan, kingpin of KSBW
(TV-AM-FM), stated frankly and
repeatedly that cable wolild cause

him to lose coin,

His candid com-

Mercial stand finds some trade
sympathy, but its use:on viewing

{and voting) public is as debatable

in retrospect as N was during ¢ampaign. He became the true heavy,
and pro-cable group got mileage

_ aut ef this.

Pro-cable . strategy

emphasized

freedom of choice angle plus wider

TV selection including educational
tv, .Cohan and station were as-

of old gags

TelePrompter
has
acquired
of. Weathers
Industries, Barrington,

tre’ of impressions

thema after all, provided it’s con-|

1917 vintage, his “Funny Valen- .N. J., manufacturer

trolled by tv intereste, (This might |tine” deadpan singing and Teeltsoy

ponents, as a key step in Irv
Kahn’s. blueprint for diversifying
electronics, Purchase
price
wasn’t disclosed. ,

_{ Marine captain and as a wild-ani- ‘into

past years,

11 Games

_—

:

Titanus-has sold Aldrich’s “‘The

20th, excluding. France and Italy.
“Leopard” and “Altona”), Titanus
is dickering with Warner. Bros.

.on another (unspecified) deal.)

Predict Suit In U.S.

California, against director Robert
Aldrich for damages and inter-

rah,’

~~

.

Move would follow Rome court

(see
above) giving Aldrich “full pater~
Apparently not’content just with’ nity” (Le. approv.
of all cuts
ty recevtion plus its tollvision| vulSed the “night club” customers | closed-titcuit video operations. ‘made by producer). _ .
LN
potential) may not be unlike the| and home-viewers,
. Kabn wants an‘ expanded role ‘in: . Aldrich victory set interesting

(8) Acquisition of antenna cable |™t trainer.

franchises {to provide better free-|

Te

A-Very funny fellow, Dana

decision

against

Titanus.

con-

frantic theatre grabs. of the Twen-|
Returning, the McGuire Sisters| the audio-visual products market. | (to Yanks) precedent by. confirmties, which.were followedby uni-| were in fine fettle. Making three One of the things he plans to ing that any director, Italian or
lateral stability and prosperity, but} costume changes, they were gen-' spring
js'a new development in | foreign, maintains “control” over

finally by consent decrees and tight | erous-in their diversity of “I Love: the retail recording tape field. This
regulation.

(It's been

said: those|

You,”.

“Run,

who doy’t. learn from history are| biography

condemned to repeat {t.)

in

Run,

which

Kun,”

they

their

necessitates

2a deal

to

market

paid through an established distributor,

\ tribute to a récorded ‘interview

currently

being dickered.

°

oudBat|
heese
HARTFORD OPERATORS | Box,s¢,"Da
‘Hustler’ Good Repeater .
Mihneapolis, Feb. 27,
‘BUILD IN SAN DIEGO
Shoe” and “The Saints” with the 4

é

}.

J:

Kane Sisters, and their ‘May You
Always” number.
;
Appreciation is owing Murr

stood ‘station was being peddled| Calif.
couple’ years]

page

‘ference with completion: of “The
of Hi-fi com-" Last, Days of Sodom and Gomor-

In some situations, third time
Hartford, Feb. 27.
oor
second-run,
“The
sailed as an outside business mon- | At an estimated cost of more Kane who writes, stages and, ar- around
Hustler”
(20th) currently has been
eply trying to hold captive audi- than $1,000,000, local film syndi- | ranges their act; Burt Farber who
ence while exploiting public prop- cate is planning construction of a} was their accompanist on the piane | mopping up in Jocal nabe houses.erty for personal gain.
(Under-|Cinerama
outlet In San Diego, |and who conducted the 20-piece In fact, its doing more business

for about $3,000,000

from

_ It’s believed in New York that
Titanus Films of Rome is contemplating filing suit, possibly in

casterA jazzsn eee ot be ana-

et al.)

~

panes Continued

on

‘the method’ even farther than Last Days of Sodom and GomorStanislavsky.’
Mebbe
this
ac-. rah” to Universal for U.S.-Canada_
counts for his starting lunch, at at. reputed $2,500,000.
¢
Sardi’s, with a jigger of gin in a
{In addition to “Sodom” sale to
‘tall glass of ice and then filled to U, and the two features going to

politices seeing issue as vote of ever he wants.
finale blend of the diminutive Kan
t6) Broadcaster's eleventh ~ hour Sisters.
.
-eonfidence in their judgment. At
his own. cable
.
:
the confab, station rep urged that release of plans for
7
Ahiaean. 7
. ‘With an able assist from Larry
yeferendum

and chief executive of KITV. :

is taken to the actual scene of the
action.” In legit and ty, he explains, a*certain amount of imagination is required—a visualization
of the actual location which is not
really on view. In pictures the ac-

~

'

| band. Kudos also go to the Tele-

Lockwood & Gordon js thus mak- |meter technical crew for close-ups,

than it did in many of these theatres’ its initial. engagement. This

negative

(along

with writer

and

composer), as long as he is work-

ing in Italy, hence subject to Italjan law which diametrically op-

| poses. U.S. and other legislation. on
this score.,
°
-Fitanus
counterclaim,

if and
when filed, would presumably seek
jo inyoke clause in Aldrich-Titanus
pact for “Sodom” ‘which specifically stated it was subject to New
York State Jaw, not Italian legislation.

Universal
negotiation

is In firral stages

of

for

to

distrib

“Last Days of Sodom

rights

and Gomor-

back.)
__ ling its first move westof the Hud- |profile arld crane shots, plus the followed a loop four-week firstrun. rah,” originally launched as three_In the face of the fact that it way’ production by Joe‘ Levine’s
Rumors spread that all rooftop |$on River. L & G operate’ nine the- |panning of. the night club "paantennae¢ would have to come dqwn|atres in Hartford area and -25° trons.’ Quality derived first. off previously. has. played all of the Embassy
Pictures,’ Titanus
of
and that all set owners would haveyothérs throughout New

to subscribe to cable if approvedjand
"

also

operate

England, | fromi professionalism of the Me-

Connecticut's’

Aboth false). Adding to confusion{only Cinerama theatre—The
Was
peculiar legalese requiring a}rama—in Hartford.
“no”

Cine-

other uptown

houses

here and re- ‘Italy

and

Consortium

Pathe

of

Guire Sisters and Bill Dana. Mann

‘peated in ‘some of them, the pic-| France. Levine reported last Au-

was rung in at the last moment and

ture now

displayed easy emceeing. McStay.

is in its eighth week

at] gust he’d sell U.S.-Canadian rights

\Ted Mann’s nabe Westgate where} to major distributor. Rank organi-

vote
to _ permit
{it never. had been shown before; | vation has set deal for release in
Outfit is Boston based and is}. °°, .——
——
cablep.to
operate.
* {headed by “Arthur Lockwood and]: Crawley Films Ltd., of Ottawa, but now is setting records. The} United Kingdom, Germany, Latin
Sldelight ; of campaign ‘was|
as |Louis
Louis ‘Gordon with Doug Amos-a8 completed'72 motion pictures, plus Westgate is located-in a well-to-do |Amerira, with Pathe’ handling
subyyban section.
France and Belgium, .-..
.
Coban's 5
at publisher of.pro-! general manager. ©
during, 1962.
mes
a

x
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NationaNielsens: NBC Takes Lead THREE-AET
NETWORK 'CBS-TV's ‘There’s Nothing Like
;

(Two Weeks Ending Feb. 4)

TAB: $80,000,000

* pith Bob Hope’s whopping 35.2 as.a contributing factor
TV moved into No. 1 position | on the national Nielsens ton tthe

: {wo week period ending Feb. 4 (and also took the lead on the
24-city competitive market report for the two weeks ending Feb.
18).
the nationals, NBC's average nighttime audience was 2

‘The “three networks

a 20.5, ABC 18.1 and CBS a 17.8.

NBC copped wins on most all counts. As a matter of fact, it’s

only “loss” was in the nightly win column via the nationals: CBS

won four nights, NBC three and ABC none..

‘

have

over

Reeshaahaas committed for sports
rogamming rights, and the coin.
out to capture major sportshe
ing ‘events appears to -be
higher with key deals.

CBS’ 20 and ABC’s 17.7. For the MNA’s (24-market), NBC grabbed 7:
But on the MNA

Two leading sports networks are

nightly wins NBC won four, CBS two and ABC one. (Incidentally,
on the MNA’s, NBC's Saturday night movies showed up in eighth
place with a 27.7 average. In half-hours on the Nationals, NBC
won 21, CBS 19 and ABC 11. In the MNA’s, the’half-hour wins
were 24 for NBC, 15 for CBS and 13 for ABC. (While there are
actually only 50 prime time half-hours to be eounted, spanning

CBS-TV and NBC-TV, each having
about $35,000,000 committed at this

A Star’ Formula: 60-Min. Gleason,
Skelton Series, Lucille Ball Back
By MUREAY

. Proof Is In the Number
CBS-TYV's sports department
Is pitching hard to obtain a
nighttime summer slot for its
regular “Sunday Sports Spec-

point
for
sports programming.
tacular,”’
| Trailing with about $10,500,000 Is
. Nielsen ratings being brand| ABC-TV, whose forward thrust in
ished
for
“Sunday
Sports
the sports field was blunted by
Spectacular” estimate that the
7:30 to 11 and 7 to 11 on Sundays, Nielsen reported 51 for the
show has an average audience
Hationals (due to one tie) and 52 for the MNA’s (due to two ties). . CBS-TV taking away the NCAA
‘| football games from the ABC-TV}. of 6,585,000 homes every week
Following are the top 15 on the Nielsen Nationals:
|schedule.
.
Hope Xmas Show (NBC) .......cscccccrcccecee eves 35.2
this season, It’s share of audiThe big dough commitment for |’ ence for the 2:30 td € p.m.
Wagon
Train
(NBO)
meee
mate rmsmBaenesseeresesoeced
33.9°°
| CBS-TV is in football, $10,200,000.
period for January througk
.|for the NCAA
college football] ‘mid-February varies from e
Garry Moore Uisthalf) (CBS) ........cccccccusess 30.1
schedule and $9,300,000 for the pro | 30.6. to a 59.1.
Harel
(NBC )
SeeeReTwm
Per TET HSHHHR
LH HOHE
ES HHH OHO eRHE
29.5
gtidiron National Football League.
“Red Skelton (CBS) sterteresteucstscescecsecesees 28.8.
{That's $19,500,000 for football
“Dr. Kildare (NBC) ...c.ccccvccccccccccccccsccase 28.6
Andy

Griffith

Rawhide
Perry

(CBS)

(CBS)

Mason

(CBS).

Candid’ Camera
-Garry

-Moore

Bese

ssawesesorsraegasseosesesey

wo eee eco dees

(2d

DORE

(CBS)
half)

evreccseces PPP

OKT RO

SOP Ewe

OE

27.6

2U00

eevecccsne

27.2

(CBS) cope peencces peccsecnee
(CBS): ...,....--.00. seavvene

210
210

.

Danny Thomas (CBS) ........ccsccenscscvecvonvee.
21a

“Gunsmoke
Gunsmoke

(ist half)
(2d half)

| Tights alone to. be amortized over a
two-year period, the length of both

x

27.1

Re EADS

aeaontseoanua®

EPO

:

..,...ccccccnccsascccnvene
(CBS)

CoB

eeeealeanes

contracts.
NBC-TV's big money stake is in
| the World Series, a $20,000,000 mul'ti-year package which includes the
|All-Star games. Both CBS-TV aed
NBC-TV
have
weekend
major
league baseball,
telecast under
some

, BobHorton Wants toSingAct
& Mebbe Even Produce for NBC}:

severe market restrictions so

as not to interfere with major and

minor league gate receipts.

The recent big noise in the field

as been made by CBS-TV's

mula cellulatd, wilt redecorate the

medium.
It’s # Gleason who will hold sway
Saturday nights from 7:30 to 8:30
f{pamt. Gleason is understood ts be
}dickering with Audrey Meadows,
his “Honeymoon” wife, as a regu.

Get a TV Break

InActors Strike

sports

Horton; Yes I will

Code of Ethics.

For TY-Radio|

NBC Plays Thurs.
Close to the Vest

Coll,on Series

heavily on name entertainers, the
new and the old, and the bet is
out that some of the show biz tine
} sel, dimmed by an averdosge of for-

Brit. Musicians

Toronto: Area’s

a:

Gleason to « half-hour with Lucille
Ball—hbrightens the ‘62-63 mar»
}quee of CBS-TY.
Web for the new season Is riding

Jar on his new variety show, budgfeted at $150,000 gross. Glexsan,
who has «2 long term deal wilh
/CBS-TV, fs putting his all behind
the new project, avoiding any other
commitments, whether front mo} tion pictures, Stage, etc. Show has been nabbed by Drackett, ColgatePalmolive, and Philip Morris, adding up to a two-thirds sold out
status.
It’s a Red Skelton expanded to
London, Feb. 27.
x full hour Tuesday nights starting
Til
wind
ef
Actors’
Equity
disat
8:30 pm. Already lined up for
“pute with the commercial ty web,

topper Bill MacPhail who did some | which has precluded all live drama
‘surprise wheeling and dealing to! and other live entertainment pro| nab the
NCAA schedule away from grams on the-Indie outlet, has howBob Horton rejected a platitude
-NBC-TY, which put in a $8,700,000 ever blown rausic and musicians
by giving up that bird (gilded, at
‘bid, against ABC-TV’s
bid of| their biggest video break ta date.
| $8,600,000. Veep MacPhail moved ‘Tooter shows, which have been
the bush. ABC-TV says it has assurin on NCAA shortly after securing tried from time to time by the staABC-TV: ‘and’ Revue promised}
ance that Bob Horton will not
the NFL. pro-football plum for tions, have ueyer really ascended
appear on “The Virginian,”
$9,300,000. How CBS-TV hopes to above the “iffy” status and the 13
him plenty of coin to continue next
the new program that NBC
recoup all that big rights coin contractors (and the BBC) have
season. as hero and chief mailplans to use in opposition to
shelled out
as many guessing. been under constant pressure from
puller of “Wagon Train” but he
the ABC slotting of “Wagon
Web, though, is confident, and the the Musicians’ Unfon to use more
gave it up, as most everyone now}
Train” next fall. But Bob Horaffils selling
those
adjacencies of its members.
knows, to pursue a more varieNow, as a direct result of the
ton says he can—and will—apshould be more than happ¥.
gated, if less certain, career.
He
pear- on “Virginian,” if he
NBC-TY’s
sports topper Tom actors’ layoff, the crochet and
‘hopes to sing, to act, probably to
chooses.
produce under the NBC-TV banGallary doesnt’ expect to have any quayer shows are becoming more
sports dimout during the football prominent on both major and rener.
If, he stayed .with “Wagon
“T don’t think they (ABC)
season, Gallary indicated that he’ll gional station schedules. AssociatTrain” When it shifts networks
can do anything about it. If
be in there with other sporting ed-Rediffusion, for example, hith(NBC to ABC), he’d still be a westNBC sends rhe a script and on
events, above and beyond the web’s ferto, somewhat shy of music-toern player, a stereotype he apparthe outside it says ‘The Vircatch-viewers-by, has slotted: a 13} eight bowl games.
ently wants to avoid.
ginian’ and on the inside there
In addition tao the NCAA and week, “Find The Singer” contest,
is
a
marvelous
role,
I
won’t
“There is no comparison,” he
}
| NFL games, this is how CBS-TV’'s featuring Lou Preager and his Orfeel the least like a traitor dosaid the other day between the!
sports program roster shapes up: chestra. Also in the skeds is a 15ing it. (As for his own conmoney offer made to keep him en}
“Swing-a-Song”
project
Four bowl games; “Sunday Sports minuter
tract with NBC, he can only
the “Train, and the relatively limSpecial,”
“Wonderful
World
of and dickers are going on to mount
be
asked
to
do
two
“Virited promised by NBC-TY in its
a
series
of
specials
starring
the
Golf,” Masters Golf Tourney, Baseginian”
stanzas,
“unless
I
one-year contract with the actor.
ball Game of the Week, Triple Geraldo Orchestra.
choose otherwise.”)
.
“To play on ‘Wagon Train’ would
ABC-TY,
weekend-only
commerCrown of Racing (Kentucky Derby,
have paid me much, much more,”
cfal outlet runs “Thank Your Lucky
Preakness, Belmont Stakes),
he explained.
|
fessional Golf Assn. Tournament, Stars,” a prime time vehicle inHis contract for next season with
United Nations Handicap from At-| habited by beat singers; “Sing
NBC-TV calls for amaximum of'|.
Iantic City, and a possible “Foot- Along With Joe,” featuring the
10. appearances, unless he himself
ball Game of the Week,” an hour piano of Joe Henderson and ‘now,decides to‘do.more, Horton said,
‘fs thinking of a further series of
|recap of a top gridiron event.
however, if -could be that the
NBC-TY’s sports highlights {n- Mantovani’s vidfilms.
schedule won’t leave him time for
At Associated TeleVision, always
clude: eight bowl games, Baseball’s
more
than
three
major
perWorld Series and two All-Star high on light entertainment shows,
formances on the web.
another
series of Lonnie Donegan
games, weekend major league base“Besides paying me money fo
songalogs has been set up and the
(Continued on page 35)
act,” the actor related, :-“NBC is:
“Alt That Jazz” skein extended
giving me money to develop some
Toronto, Feb. 27.
from six to 15 segments. ATY also
pilots. I certainly want to be more
Designed to eliminate. exaggerat-|
has picked up the Australian-made
than on the performing end. Aud, | ed, deceptive or misleading state“Winifred Atwell Show” which co‘furthermore, I have longer than ments via radio or tv, a code of:
stars Miss Atwell and her honkythe regular year of the contract in ethics has been adopted in the
| tonk plano.
which to develop the properties.” | Toronto area to be known as “The
But is fg In the small regions
It seemed to Horton, at lunch Plan of Advertising Standards.”
that the pace for new, hip entries
last week (during a brief period Plan immediately received the en{s being set. Anglia-TVY may be
of relaxation after a live appear- dorsement of the Assn. of Canadian
taken as typical of the others with
ance
on
CBS-TV’s
‘US
Steel ‘Advertisers and the Canadian Assn,
If any slot for next season at its two new -tuneshows earmarked
of Advertising Agencies, with head- NBC-TV is not firm, that slot {s- for bows next month with two fur(Continued
ontinued on.
on page 4:
42)
between 10 -and 11 p.m. on Thurs-: ther program on the stocks. New!
|.quarters here.
.. .
Project is hoped to extend to days, after the high-stepping “Dr. projects are “Beat.” which speaks
7°
{for itself, and “ReliearSal Room,”
| other major
> trans-Canadea citiés: Kildare’-“Hazel’” brace,
irrentiis from Halifax, to: Vancouver, with: NBC-TV, knowing it's a Hot spot showcase for locab jazz bands etc.,
and highly saleable,: [s moving plus name guestars.
radio
this
line. and, tv stations : falling “Into: cautiously in programming
one, This fact, it is well known,
Advertising will be refused if may have cost ‘the network a subit is untrue, deceptive or mislead- stantial hunk of Procter & Gamble
ing, derogatory to other ‘sponsors,
|
ABS
Films prexy Henry Piitt: contrary to established Canadian nighttime biz,
Bankroller wants an hour actionis currently blueprinting an ambi- | laws and legal regulations, or conadyenture
stanza
in
the
slot.
Some
ABC-TV will present a daily
tious ty
series in association wifh tains
claims
which
cannot be of the brass at NBC-TV, however,
| five-minufe news special on the
the Italian\film producer Dino de proven.
want to slot “Ensign O'Toole,” -&
Laurentiis. Real is currently in
Basis was. planned by the Better half-hour situation comedy, backed Jackie Kennedy junket to India
and Pakistan with Maybelline, via
the talking stage between Plitt and Businéss Bureau of Toronto in co-.
up by “Chet Huntley Reporting” the Post a Morr agency, Chicago,
de Laurentiis but is underétood to operation with the Advertising and
at 10:30. Since eyen some of NBC bankrollin,
involvé hourlong shows pegged to Sales Club of Toronto, with a high- itself wants -to ride with an hour
Web's Washington news Iman
famous women in history.
light that no advertising claiming actioner, it’s in doubt whether the John Edwards and an ABC direcThe pilot show is to be based ‘ Keneral policy of underselling be half-hours back-to-back will pre- tor and camera crew will travel
on the story of Marie Antoinette
vail for Thursday at 19,
with the First Lady from the outKnocking or making derogatory
and would be filmed on location
One of the principal reasons for set of the trip, beginning about
in Versailles. where she was held ‘remarks about advertised merchan-| the two half-hours is the fact that March 14, te the windup. Femme
prisoner until her exeeution. Other dise to influence the purchaser to} NBC would like to preserve a slot newscaster Lisa Howard will be
shows would be shot at de Lauren-. switch to another article is con- for Huntley’ and thereby enhance New York anchor for the daily
dis studios:in Rome,
(Continued on page 42)
Ite new-pubaffairzs image.’
“show to be aired af & p.m,

that) in hand to go for the two inj

HOROWITZ

The return of the star yehicle—~
lranging fram ea full hour of Jackte

FIRST LADY’S INDIA
TOUR NiwS SPONSOR

the Skelton vehicle are Best Foods,
S. C. Johnson, the Skelton regulars, Phillip, Morris
and either
Lever or General Foods for the
remaining quarter.
Strong. contender for the Wednesday 7:30 to 8:30 p.m, slot is

sega, Men In A Hurry,” vidfilm
uil€ “around the Kingston
. If that doesn’t make it,
there’s Max
Liebman’s -comedie
hour, another star vehicle.
Lucille Ball half-hovr is slated
for Sunday nights at 9 p.m., with
Lever Bres. and General Foods
alternating, the deal contingent on
the delivery of an okay pilot, Then
there’s Jack Benny returning, in a
new time slot, Tuesdays at $:30
p.m., with one of the alternate

sponsors State Farm Auto Insurance remaining with a renewal,
Mondays
itll be the Danny
Thomas and Andy Griffith hits re
turning with 2a new and expected
potverful lead-in, “Real MeCoys,”

lured ever by big cash from ABC~-

TY.

Looking at the web’s schedule
from the perspective of the stars,
this is what Tuesday night looks
like from 8:30 tc 11 pm.: Skelton
from 8:30 to 9:30, followed by a
half-hour of Benny, leading into 2
full hour of Garry Moare. Eveniug

opens at 7:30 with “Gunsmoke” reruns (Marshall Dillon), followed by
the

new

Lloyd

Bridges : Starrer

$4500,000 NBC

Scott Paper Buy

ee
TNR
eet
<7
Pe
ee
ne

Scott Paper is returning to NBCTV next season as co-sponsor of
the Friday night half-hour “Vive

Judson McKay.” On CBS, the bank-

roller

Best?

fostered

and

this

“Father

season

Knows

a2 second

Robert Young stanza, “Windew. on
Main Street.” Deal marks the ree
sumption, after several years, ef
doing biz with NBC.
The Scott buy is worth zpproxfmately $4,500,000. Sponsor reportedly was miffed at CBS when thet
network was willing, some
two
or three months ago, te give General Foods
Scott’s prised Mouday
night 8:30 slot.
Moreover,
the
sponsor has not been happy with
the results of “Windaw.*
Scott has also bought four WBC
day time quarter-hours weekly,
which drives the cos€ up to that
$4,500,000 mark. It’s held that the
paper company will probably come
thru later with stilt mere coin for
NEC.
The paper manufacturer joins
Brown & Williamson on “MeKay,”

set
Mitch

for

9:30

Miller

Fridays,
and

Paar prime timer.

the

between
new

Jack

tat
hSDN
eS
teg
ga

soe
.
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Poolingof Glenn Shoot Convinces |
TV Webs They Can Live Together :
After the huzzahs oyer televiaion’s crackerjack coverage of the
man-into-space
shot last week
faded away, network execs were

‘brought face-to-face with the brass

tack question: what do we do about
the next manshoot from Cape Canayeral scheduled in about eight)
‘weeks?
A couple of answers, but far
from all, are already clear. .One is
that public interest in the Lt, Col.
John Glenn shot indicates that ty
must once again do an all-out, ond{be-spot job.
The other is "that
some formula for pooled ty ¢overage must be found that will mini-

of

the

and

the

Kennedy

ceremonies

last Friday

with

Pres.

(23) eame

to

$780,000, a figure which the three
networks iripled with their own
costs,

While. the orbital expenses some-

Hollywood,

grams,

;

:

_

:

es

“|

VAUGHN
MONROE
TY Dramatic Debut on -’

e

NBC-TV, March 4th

astronaut

John

Glenn’s|

pews execs were gratified by the triumphant rise inte spaces, repre-}
display of inter-network coopera- sented a major news scoop for
dion in handling the pool. ConBBC-TY which compiled a splitsiderable bitterness, jealousy and
jockeying. among the. three net-/5second program—mainly from NBC
were

present

PLaza

York

1-5166

Maybe Reprieves

London,. Feb. 27.
screening throughout the

of

Mot. Irv Siders
320 E. Bath Street, New

at the outset! tape—on

Producer Jay ‘Ward says his pro-

posal for a 35-story statue of Bull. Moose to be erected next
parti-} winkle
cipating sponsor in “I’ve Got A to the Washington Monument has
It could
Secret,” has bought half sponsor- not yet been approved.
ship of the game show next sea- be that th U.S. Forestry Service is
son on CBS-TV, moved to Mondays blocking the okay.
at 8 p.m, in '62-'63, “Secret” curWard, who is in New York blowrently is. telecast
Mondays
at ing a Toud moose-mating call at the
10:30 p.m.
{Jocal press, ‘figures the USFS is
still shookup by the satirical ribbing his “Bullwinkle” show gave to.
General

Foods,

a current

\Charlton Heston:

“BONANZA”

a

TV Scoop on Glenn|
Video

+

GFDigs Secret”

Feb. 27.

:

.

i

what dimmed the genera) elation, U.K.

oworks

Views’ Around Industry

TV Producers Guild presented producer Hubbell Robinson
with
newly-created
plaudit
award at Bel Air Hotel black
tie dinner Sunday which 150
toptlight tv personalities paid
$30 per couple to attend.
Robinson, former CBS. veepee, was cited for initiating
such projects:-as
‘“Climaz,
“Playhouse 90” and “Seven
Lively Arts,’ plus other pro-

manned/

space shots. The tab just for the
pool coverage of the Glenn shot |

Jay Ward's Irreverent
nt Bullwinkle Creates Some ‘Dim

Hub’s Plaudit

mize the enormous expense involved in fhe almost inevitable

postponements

The Case
ofthe
theFootlooseMoose

For ABC ‘Breed’
And “Corruptors’

the Service’s stalwart, if square,
symbol of fire prevention, Smokey -

| Bear.

A segment of the NBC-TV °: -

y |Sunday night animated series fea‘|
turi ng show regular, Dudley Do.
0
or
e Right of the Mounties, guested
Stokey, a bear in Forest Ranger’s
~
J hat who started fires.
St. Paul, Feb. 27.
When he was.in the Twin Cities
Ward says that 7:40 a.m, on:the
‘last week for the Minneapolis open- morning following the show, a rep-.'ing of Hard-ticket “E) Cid,” which resentative of the U.S, Forestry .
receiyed poor columnist reviews in Service of .Califorhia was waiting «
both of the other Twin City’s daily for Nim ‘at the door ‘of Jay Ward
studios.‘newspapers, Charlton Heston Jet Production’s..Hollywood
-lit be known 'that he doesn’t care | “Blond, square -.jawed—he. bore a
resemblance:
to
Dudley,”
Says.'
for -television.

wrk.
'
Dat

. Heston confided: forSt. Paul Dis-:
patch ty editor P. M. Clepper that.
he has a low regard for video’s
‘programs generally.and holds the
‘medium in little.esteem. Clepper

Ward..

The flesh-and-blood ‘Dud-

ley failed

completely .to see

the

humor in the -inflammatery ways .
of cartoon Stokey.
Result-was a
parlay of. hot communicatiens involving. the. network, fhe ..agency

Glenn’s— countdown and
The sweeping revamp of “ABC- published the “El Cid” star’s opin(Dancer, Fitzgerald, Sample). the. .
tape Into a standards converter at TV schedule due for 1962-63 sea- ion in his Dispatch column. « government: and. Ward.
In the: :
gon‘ may yct:spare one or two curLondon Airport, a 405-line trans- rent shows now on the lst to be. _ "TV, aside from the news, is all flurry, the seg was. killed: for remission reached British screens by axed. The shows that may be ‘B’ movie stuff,’’ Heston was quot-| run, but, says Ward, he stalled
10:30 p.m., eight. hours after the -reprieved are ‘‘Target: The- Cor- ed. ‘I’d like to. go more tv. But ‘long enough ‘to get in all the web .
-event, BBC news competitor, Inde- ruptors” and “The New Breed,’ there are none of the great live delays,
The
live-action Dudley, . says
pendent Television News, did not either one of which may wind up. drama shows left, such as ‘Studio:
a fall while rigging some lights, manage to put out blast-off film in. the Friday at 10 p.m. berth. One’ and: ‘Playhouse 90."
| Ward,
reappeared at the studios. “Last summer I did my arst |} he same
‘
Pafternoon “brandishing
aid the relations among the three until Wed. {21} when .j¢ aired a “Fhe Corruptors,” now. holding
networks were “absolutely per: special program on the full com- down that slot with Sood me
filmed tv show. It was on ‘Alcoa ‘an Act‘ of: Congress that protected”
fect” despite the great pressure merical network.’
Premiere,’ and I played the role. thé Service's -exclusive .rights to
that network
execs
8
that bullt up over the successive
carnival worker. Smokey: under penalty of possible:
BBC-TV coverage - of the his- be better against its: competition, of a half-bHnd
postponements.
‘torical flip was greeted with hun- is giyen a better chance to surviye.| It was such, a.good ‘script, but I fine and imprisonment.
:
| was disappointed in the finished
By the time everything was go" dreds of phone calls af congratula- than ‘The New Breed.”
Besides the brash with official
At least 11 new shows. are. deti--| Product.’As a result. it turned out Washington, Ward's Moose and his°*
Jast Tuesday (20), relations be- tions, says a Corp. spokesman. Na~|
tween, the. scientists at Cape .Can- tive presg praised up the Corp.’s nitely set for next season,. These |to be just ‘another tv show,’ which friends have raiséd- the hackles‘ of
ayarel and the television newsmen. efficient news sense with.such su- ‘include
"Battle Zone,” .“Rodeo, |isn’t saying anything for it. We network ‘execs, clients: and the Jawalso had considerably improved. perla ives as “most momentous oc- U.S.A”. “Come A-Running,” Mr. just didn’t have the time to make yers Tapping Red Skelton” and: :
The top: brains at the National casion yet achieved by tv” and “a Smith
Durward Kirby. Skelton took Is- -"
Goes .To
Washington,” it excellent,Aeronautics & Space Admin. in- remarkable job” and “most com- “Com p.at,” “Mac
Thompson,”:|
“After all, tv isn’t bad because “sue with the “Voice of a- character:
jtially. resented the circus atmo- ‘plex worldwide
“Wagon
Train,”
“Going
.My
vay"
}
it
laeks
talent,
The
talent
is
there’
he said resembledhis country rube
broadcast- ever|
sphere
that. accompanied, the
“Our Man Higgins,” “The Work-|in abundance. TV is bad betause ‘characterization. Kirby, says “Ward,
troupe of over 500 tv and news-} achieved. ”
ers” and the Roy Rogers show. | it can’t afford to take time to make didn’t
caré
for
the
Kurward
With ITN limited to through- There are still a half-dozen half-| things right.”
paper reporters gathered at Cape
.
Derby hat featured on-one show,
Canaveral for the takeoff,
This the-day newsfalshes, BBC's topical hour slots to befilled and ABC-TV
‘| “Name a hat after any one of our
“Tonight”
{6:50
p.m.- execs
attitude, however, quickly evaro- program
characters,” Ward told the Garry
have
been combing
oug
Dp.
b
.
rated as the NASA personnel be- 7:30 p.m.) overran by 15.minutes to the. 28 pilots they have financed
Moore announcer. The offer was. .
came convinced that the broad- capture snatches of trans-Atlantic for next season's candidates.
+refused.
|
gasters and newsmen were doing a conversations from NBC commenABC
vice-prexy | Ward says Bullwinkle’ s irreverBert .-Briller,
While ABC was strong on the
necessary public relations job in tators and rocket control centre as cartoon shows at the outset of the. over ty sales development, has been ence’ has causcd plenty of prob
selling the American public on a capsule reentered the atmosphere: | 1961-62, season, based_on the click. upped .to vice-prexy for affiliate lems with network continuity ac- :
$5,000,000,000
outlay for’ space Commenting on the various, devel- fof =“The Flintstones,”
In the newly- eeptance folks, but the worst blow
no. new communications.
opments were Richard ‘Dimbleby, cartoon entries have_as yet emerged created. post, Briller will- act as ‘was the Joss ‘of the hand-puppet
probing.
ace
BBC
commentator,
and
Dr.
liaison.
between
the
affils and the Modse for segues. Filmed shortly
Jules Bergman, ABC's science
as a definite bet for next year. In
editor whe handled the network’s Tom Margerison who filled in the this .category, only the ‘’Flint- webs, providing stations with info -before airing, ‘the puppet segs
‘sejentific
bits.
A
huge
globe,
lined
‘on’
network
projects
and listening could. be topical, such as the pre=
assignment
at Cape Canaveral,
stones” has been pencilled ‘fn on
said the advent of the space age appropriately enabled helmers to the ’62-’63 sked in the same. Fri- to comments and criticism from the ‘Thanksgiving show when Bullwin‘kle invited the NBC board of direcdictated the need for newsmen
-affils,
‘day night 8:30 p.m. spot. °
_(Continued on page 44)
‘| tors to the show's feast, then pro-:
who
were
knowledgeable
in
duced the web's color peacock:
the field of science. “It’s as feasiroasted and ready to serve. , It was
ple for a city-side and political re‘shortly after, says Ward, that a diporter to cover a man-shoot as it}

of the pooled-operation a couple of blast off. By. injecting . the. 525-line

months ago, but at the end an industry esprit de corps. and harmonious
teamwork
prevailed.
ABC-TY's Frank LaTourette, who
took over as producer for the
led coverage alter Lou SholJenbe
berger was se riously injured ix

_ Briller’s New Post

| rective: was ‘delivered which read;

‘would be for a sclence specialist
to cover a. political convention,”

John Raitt Jane Morgan
Concert Shewcase As

' ‘Trailer’ for TV Entry

“We all feel the show would pe
improved by elimination of the

By ART WOODSTONE

time” on tv and radio and in the visible stress was
press was somewhat excessive. The role alone.

~ Lt. Col, John H. Glenn Jr. has |fiight itself is one thing, but the
attracted
more
attention
from tv cameras
trained
on
empty!

television

than

any

other

placed on

hand-puppet sequences.”
his:
Ward says the web has taken an

(Thursday’s New York tribute
to Glenn, dncidentally, il] be the

in- streets at Coca Beach-last Friday | largest single event ever staged in
(23) and in rainy Washington last| the city, particularly as it relates
, Monday. (26) is another. Although | to pooled network coverage of the

dividual, save for performezs, who

need it, and politicians, who want
Hollywoed, Feb, 27.
Somewhat of a new twist will it. Radio hag matched tv’s

equally dim view of the off-show
Bullwinkle promotions,
like the

dancing girls. and band dressed in

(Continued on page 44)

Soviet Pullowt Trims

he himself constantly appealed to| event and all other incidentals. .
the media to consider his act as} Awarding of the -city’s Medal of
tion
approximately
time
the joint accomplishment: of ‘his |Honor to Glenna «will mark the first
be given showcasing top talent for.
it has ever beer bestowed
ed confreres—the other pilots, the sci- time
potential tv show when Pierre for time period since Glenn
but a head of state.)
Cossette, ‘who manages both sing- himself into Friendship 7 for the entists and the administratorg of upon anyone
ers, puts John Raitt and Jane Mor- first of several times some weeks the Nationa) Aeronautics & Space
‘All The. Way’ Tee Much?
‘Administration — almost. all the:
gan together for a concert at Santa aOg.
In Speen the parades, the}
Because of the Soviet sphere
Nonice Civic Auditorium March 10/
Glenn got more coverage after
boycott, CBS-TV will telecast only
ona bill tagged “From Paris To
Broadway.” Lou Robin’s Concerts: did
i for the flight itself.
lf. That’s ] be-1:
;
'
ouses,: an d thn)
e before
Glenn fanats, ion
tele- one of the games of the 1962
: than
Inc, promotes.
cause the soldier-spaceman makes |- Glenn Preemption Tab .} vision. did a’ tremendous cb. So World Amateur Ice Hockey ChamCBS-TV isn’t doing any wail- |] did radio: But ‘to get the story, tv -pionship meet in Colorado Springs
According to Cossette, staging a great human interest yarn. It’s
will be with an eye to attracting ‘also because hig triple orbit could
ing About it, but the web will | and radio, it’s felt, spent more and Denver..
lose about $750,000 in. _ sponsor jtime than necessary onthe lJong,. Game to de telecast is Canada
bids frém tv, and to that end Henry ‘mean so much to United States!
vs. the United States on Sunday
,
preémptions, reimbursing talJaffe, who produces “Bell Tele- prestige the world over.
empty spaces between.
(18), from 1:30 to 4 p.m. Meet is
phone Hour” on NBC-TY, will atYet Glenn
neith
eds all
ent, etc., in its coverage of the
The electronic media might have being held in the U.S. for the
tend, along with other video pro-| videonic hoopla,
neither
Glenn orbital
flight story. The
better served themselves and their first .time in the Western Hemnor needs
does all
he this
ap2
duction execs. Prior ta beach bash, parently want it. Like Alan Shep-|
$750,000 is above and beyond
audiences had they showed fre- isphere, with all other championthe actual production costs in - straint and taped the highlights for
show will break in with one-niter ard before him, Glenn represents
ship meets held in European capiai San Jose for a promoter there & popular, if uncommon breed of|
covering the Glenn news-makevening airing. That way the chaff tals in prior years.
ing events.
could have been minimized and the
Raitt’ will baritone hits from contemporary man: he’s as virile}
Prior to the Soviet pullout,

CBS-TV’s Coverage of.
Ice Hockey Championship

Igroadway shows, with Miss Morgan

|as he is modest, as accomplished |-

The tabin sponsor preemption |wasted time could have been used CBS-TV's

eSsaying Continental chants. Herjas he is brave; and he possesses|
costs; etc., includes tomorrow’s «| by tv-radio newsmen to better
jiusband, Lawrence Stith, will ac-| both gentle humor and profundity.{;
(Thurs.)
ticker
tape: N.Y. | assess the role of the scientists.
parade for thé astronaut; ‘aid’
“Last week, for the Coea Beach
comp. her on the 88 and. Raitt’s
In short, he’s the near-perfect
parade, .the tv. techniciang and di-.
wife, Marjorje,. will-accomp him on idol. There is: thus no denying.
‘the Saturday dry -run- which
the keys,
: didn’t come: aff sponsor Sav-* Jrectors had. more than their normal
this human interest. quality which
share of trouble. There they were,
ings :and Loan Foundation,
To effect the showcasing “Cos-, ‘makes him so good a story for all
armed with a host of cameras, Ian.
Inc. in its last minute buy
sette, for his singers, is getting ‘media, nor is there much sense
power, vital transmission equipof
Tuesday’s:
(20)
shoot,
had
only
y37,500 guarantee against 50% denying the underlying propogan-

sports

divisian

had

planned the telecasting of-at Jeast
three’ games.. Soviet sptiere. pullout stems from the East German
situation, -with NATO nations .de‘clining. to grant travel. permits to
‘members
of the . East German
team.
Jack. Whitaker will be program

all boxoffice ‘over: $3,500—with: yal
value ..ta. this country of: ; the vide of. the year on.CBS- spulation house be scaled to at-| showing; him; off. . But: even. with, _ TY. but found subsequent:.cov- the broadcast output for the flight’s 1 day’ 8 Sports Spectacular” whl ride.
feast: $8,500 SRO. potential... Robin_| this, time could well establish for:| . erage-.qutside its .budget: Tims»: aftermath was possibly as, great with the additional Gime:for theice
has-scaled jt to $8,800 maximum,
istoriang that. the. amassed, !“Glenn , dtationg,
.“, rt
‘(Continued on page 35)... . hockey game.. .
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IN THE CARDS

naturally, NAB prexy ‘LeRoy Col- | give the state presidentsa peek
.
Washington, Feb. 27.
| at the big stick in their future if |
Broadcast reps from the boon- | lins, the host.
The Presidents’ meet will fuse ‘Congress cold-shoulders all-chan-|}

‘docks huddle here this week with

with ‘a pioneer NAB Public Age’ nel receivers.
Ey JAY LEWIS
| the storm flags fluttering from fairs Editorializing Conference beThe state broadcast execs always.
Federal Communications. Com- fresh stirrings on the regulatory ginning Thursday (1). Secretary of do some Congressional -buttonhol- |. ’
Washington, Feb, 27.
mission’s UHF
biits rulemaking, front.
State Dean Rusk will be: 9 feature ing while holding their annual getThe all-channel receiver band«
lit by the hot hassle over the all-|
-wagon
that
appeared tc be in meattraction
for
this
two-day
affair
together. If they go along with
Annual confab -of state _broad-’
channel receiver offensive, brought
on the why’s and whereforé's of -NAB's stance toward the all-chan- tion before last week appears te
on a fast boil of comments from casters prexies gets under way to- pubaffairs practices. and policies.
‘have
slowed
down to a crawl.
} nel bill, they could solidify Con‘morrow (Wed.) in the shadow of
interested parties.
In fact, it might fall victim to
Representatives from 45 state as- gresional resistance further to the
Newton Minow, big as: ever. De.
the
old
Congressional
stall — 2
The split, naturally, was along
sociations —the president and/or FCC version. Commission doess’t:
than sometimer
fate of
lines of special interest with the pending on how they: sniff the top lieutenants —have signed up want any probition placed on it more
windy issues of the New Frontier
broadcast
legislation
whick
vested VHF people plugging genfor the event to be held at the against moving VHF assignments
> erally against fheseveral proposals /approach to broadcasting, the con- Shoreham Hotel. Collins has pre- ‘to the U band, a bar being urged threatens to shuffle the. vested in| terests,
ventured dy ‘the Com missio n as ventioneers could: fan some fires dicted the sessions should be the by major industry, segments.
Federal Communications Chair.
possible ways. of transforming the themselves ahd make it a big blow. “most successful” ever held what
‘Still reverberating ominously— ‘Man Newton Minow may be in «2
vast UHF band from its present
Current hassle over the ty spec- with the tie-in with. the’ editorite some at Jeast—is the FCC an- sense, a loser on two counts, Wher
vast
wasteland
condition.
The. trum with Minow’s all-channel set. ‘alizing confab and its format.
‘ scalés tipped heavily toward the blitz evidently out of gas before it
Minow, who speaks to a joint|:‘nouncement of the Chicago hear- the Commission appeared before
opposition, in terms of sheer ton- got g
announcement of the. ‘luncheon of the editorial delegates ings which might put back. the Senate Communications Subeomfear of Minow in industryites who mittee to champion the bill to re-"
mage of anti-deintermixture
com- “fnfermal’’ inquiry into. how Chk
and state presidents Thursday,. had just become accustomed to the | quire manufacture of ali-channe!l
ment.
jcago tv stations are catering
to
Commission’s multi-pronged de- the community and many implica-: will be watched closely for signs new ways of FCC.
sets only Minow lost his classy
intermixture progfam
encom tions, thereof loom large in the of a possible new tack. He faces
Meanings of this move may be style for a few moments.
the unpleasant task ofcompromispasses. these rulemaking |
'
For the first time in the recalD.C. etmosphere.
if
channel pet project to ufipeeled at the convention.
Jection of observers at the session,
tions: .deintermixture of cham
‘The state broadcaster chiefs his poise cracked « little. Some
On tap for the ‘three-day con- | retain any hope. for its passage.
.paign-Urbana, TL Rockford,
Maditon,. Wis., Erie, Pa., Singha. vention is a classy array of speak- Realistically, he may, be.adjusting. form - the’ ‘nucleus. of a potent ayer he wae flustered, and uttered
one
“eh,
ton N.Y., Hartford, Cenn., Mont- ers, including Chairman John Pas- } to: an. outright defeat. He's. said. lobbying~ force. Once given the’
wrong things
Subcommit
gomery, Ala., and Columbia, 8. C.; tore (D.-R.I.) of ‘the Senate Con- ;previously more regulation will be word here, they can spread it at|tom®
fee. Chairman
Johnte Pastore
(D+
possibility of switching all or a big munications Subtommittee, Minow- necessary if there is no. all-channel home where the burners can be
part of tv to the UHF span; pos- in-the-flesh, White House News set requirement. The possibility. lit under the grassroots pressure
But in sddition to the lose
and UHF | Secretary Pierre
Salinger,- and, |can’t be ruled out that Minow may cookers.
sible~simultaneous VHF and
{| (fémporary} of composure [fg the
teleeasts by same licensee; junking
,
face of unexpected Congressional
the UHF table of assignments; and
| tactiés, Minow stands « better.
Ouch!
a
discarding comparative hearings
‘| than-even chaiice of Tosing out in
on UHF Channels
Washington, Feb. 27.
a
} the all-channel fight this seszion
. The. Anti-Switeh ~ Campaign
even-if a big concession is made.
_ “FCC's legal office -Monday
-Definitive statement for the epVirtually no chance is given of
(26 “urged that the Jacksotiponents was delivered by Assn. of
getting the bill without bending it
Fila, channel 12 ‘license
Maximum Service Telecasters in|
considerably
to. the shape urged by
assigned ‘to Florida -.Georgia
the comments.filed at FCC. AMST,
tthe moneyed VHF interests and
Television Co, (WFGA-TV) be
Gems -had a sixmonth thelr allfes.
made up of tv-stations operating } Lever is seriously eyeing the
declared. void and all appli! netof $1,372,727: (after taxes) for |
at the top permissible power un- 10-10:30 p.m, Sunday slot on ABC- " eants. disqualified for alleged
This might be construed as
| the fiscalL'
petiod entne Dec. 20.| personal’ setback for Minow in
der FCC. rules, went-down the line TV -for a new half-hour series
wire-pulling.
fronted
by
Loretta
Young,
long|
against any switch to UHF, either
t{view of fact he’s been the most
The
harsh
recommenda}
by market or nationwide as “con- time a ty friend of Procter &.
vocal in shoving, the legistation. of
tions were contained in a brief '
trary to the public interest.” Assn. Gamble.
He—and his colleagues—
filed in the rehearing proceedonly $972,502, The new ‘net repre- Tate.
plugged instead for its position |. The stanza, which Lever has ing on the ex-parte case. If
have touted the bill, designed to
jsents the equivalent of 34 cents open wp doors to UHF, as their
that V's. and U’s should grew up nurtured almost from its
affirmed by the full commisa share vs. the 38 cents of the one big request from Congress
and compete together in the same aings, is a continuing drama, with
sion, it would amount to the
first six months of fiscal ’60.
communities and across the board. 4 running character, unlike Miss
this sessfon.
Compromise,
ott-~
harshest -ruling handed down
(SG concluded 1960 with a net
Deintermixture, any kind, would Young's old anthology.
turndown, .or death-by-theso far aniong the string of tv
|income of $2,665,371, with per right
eause “tremendous losses ‘of servBefore Lever can get the Sun-|. channel’ grants gummed
pigeon-hole
shape
as
the
three
up
| share earnings on the full year at
ice and dislocations of service” . day-at-10 berth the Alcoa situation
likeliest fates for FCC's top priorwith: off-the-record charges.
$1.05.)
by eroding VHF telecasting, AMST has to be resolved. Alcoa has a
ity bill. (Being the second session,
Even in Miami channel 10,
argued.
hold on the Monday 10-11 slot one
all bills still hanging sround when
where the license was jerked. ‘|
AMST, in a brief prepared by week and the Monday 10-10:30 slot
Congrese quits néxt summer oF
from Public Service TeleviD.C. law ‘firm. of Covington and the other week, a scheme like its
fall
are dead.)
sion, one applicant was given
Burling, averred that the EFCC de present Tuesday situation on ABC.
a clean bill of health
Stumbling Block
intérmixture deal “poses funda But the Alcoa option is abeut
WFGA-TY has been operat-—
Chief stumbling block for the
miental policy issues” some of ready to run out and the bank- |
ing since September 1957.
—
legistation and target of eriticisor
‘which Congress, rather than Com- roller has yet to come up with a
from {fa\wmakers, major industry
mission, should decide,
sponsor and a progra;r‘for the alHour versions of “Celebrity Tal- segments and non-broadcast groups
Two uneontroversial proposals ternate week half-hour that is unent Scouts” and David Susskind’s- allied with latter, fs its falture to
which: FCC ran up the flag pole programmed,:it is reported.

‘Washington, Feb. 27.

[Lever Eyes ABC

S6's $137mn

For Loretta Show
|.:

Record 6-Mo. Net!

|‘Celeb Taleat Scouts’

_ Or Way Oat’ as Summer
: Filler for Garry Moore

were

saluted

“vigorously”

by

Lever

has looked at all three

AMST—relaxation of some tech- webs for a slot for Miss Young,
nical requirements imposed on. and if ABC's Monday time doesn’t
UHF telecasting and setting aside
further U assignments for teachvee, In addition, Agsn. said it was
all for the all-channel bill, pro-‘vided safeguards. were installed
preventing a slippage of-tv into
UHF.
’

On the ‘engineering
side,AMST

presented elaborate exhibits which
it said showed that 68,305 square
miles—or larger than all New England—would lose” t least one reliable Grade B
service if the
eight specific market deintermixtures were effected. All Grade B
or better reception would go off

open up by early next week, it’s:
likely the bankroller will press.
elsewhere for clearance,

|

ABC-TV Daytime Boast:

impréve

its tmagé among

distaff

viewers is‘now paying oft for ABC-

Dinner: Big 3 Missing

Bat a. Socko Affair
By LES CARPENTER

+)

Moore

show

Irving

UHF

at CBS-TV,

Mansfield’s

“Celebrity

}Talent Scouts” has been # peren-

Washington, Feb. 27. Ynial summer replacement, but has
Caesar, Roberta Sherwood never been tried in a 60-minute

Sid
} and Johnny. Puleo- contributed the format. Susskind’s “Way Out” offshow for the annual blacktie dinner 6f the Radio-Teleyiston Corre- beat drama series had a, run on

CBS-TV

Moore's

in «

half-hour

format.

slot is Tuesdays from 16

to 11 p.m.

their favorite VIP news sources |
Dick Van Dyke and Gertrude
out for a big night.
The vast Sheraton Hall of the Berg, which initially were thougnt
Sheraton-Park Hotel was loaded ta be off ‘for the summer, will stay

Vice President Lyndon B. Johnsén dog days, Dick Van Dyke occupies

and House. Speaker John W. Mc- the 9:30 to 10 p.m. Wednesday slot,
Cormack. The President and the and Gertrude Berg, is Thursdays
their getting a UHF station as a ‘the web’s analysis of ARB's Na-|
tional
Audience
Composition
data
~ (Continued on page 48)
at 9:30 p.m.
~
“replacement tn view of economic
|for daytime ‘programming.
The
realities, the brief said.
figures show ABC-TV’s women per
The Farm Vole.
set climbing from .74 in 1959 to
National Council of Farmer Co- .85 in 1961, compared to an .87
operatives went atong with this Yatio for both NBC and CBS.
line, averring that the farmers deFurther strengthening of -ABCserve tv and what with the shorter TV's femme appeal during the dayChicago, Feb. 27.
range of: UHF, many would miss time hours is expected with. the
The American Bar Assn. Apparently is willing to reconsider its
out under the FCC scheme to ‘strip debut of Tennessee Ernie Ford’s
25-year-old Canon 35, which bars broadcasting equipment from
away the V’s. National Farmers morning strip in April. He’ll recourtrooms. At a winter meeting here last week, an eight man comUnion took about the same tack.
place “The Texan,” which has had
mittee for ABA heard the arguments. of broadcast newsmen and
ABC, which has a special axe to a low femme viewing audience,
press photographers for the- abolition of the ban at the discretion
‘|
grind because of its “desire to
of the court. The committee is expected to make a recommendation
make deeper inroads into the two;
to ABA by August,
VHF or less marts all its own, said
- Among the spokesmen for the broadcasting cause were Frank
the eight cities earmarked for |.
UHF-only are “ideally suited for | The first sponsor to buy into the | - R. Fogarty, chairman of the freedom of information committee of
National
Assn. of Broadcasters, and FCC chairman Newton N.
the furtherance of UHF.” No “sig- weekly hour by Jack Paar, slated
Minow, Minow, who addressed. the committee by letter, wrote:
nificant loss of tv service would ‘for ’62-’63 on NBC-TV, is P. Loril“Radio
and
telévision are basic parts of the press, performing x
ensue, the web contended, taking ‘lard. The cig house came in this
public service in a responsible manner.” He said that broadcasting
issue with position of AMST on. week for an alternate-week half-|
was being treated as a second class news media because ite porresult of the deintermixture. hour.
trayal of news is audio and pictorial:
“The proposed
deintermixture
Paar {s scheduled for 10-11 p.m.
Supporters of Canon 35 continue. to argue that the admission af
would permit effective comoetition | Fridays. Lennen & ‘Newell is the
_ Fedio and tv equipment in the courtroom might imperil justice,
Lorillard agency.
(Continued on page 48)

settled,

odds

would

be

against

Canon 35: Will ItorWon't It?

Lorillard Bays Paar

|

‘
i

iRR

i*Way Qut” are contending as « pledge forebearance from shifting
assignments. into
summer replacement for the Garry present VHF

TV’s daytime programming sched‘with high ranking -Government
the screen for 8,675 square miles, ule. A peor third -in- 1959 in~ the Officials, although the “big three” in their respective time slots, with
ratio of adult women viewers per
jreruns béing played during the
according to AMST. Moreover, beset, ABC-TV now has. climbed into were missing: President Kennedy,
eause the areas which would lose
such ‘service tend to be sparsely re virtual - tie with CBS and NBC
in this department, according to

7
5

C. Cortespondents.

|

The Women Love Us’; spondents’ Assn; an event de-:
signed to give. Washington broadCite ARB Audience Data casting
reporters a chance to take
A move, begun two years ago, to

ideeitdeermemra
teenie
tanpiniideaeb
viniialt
@
—“Neentl

frequencies, either

selective

through

deintermixture- or & 1a-

tlonwide UHF' fiat.
‘This hurdle might have heen
overcome
had there
been
no
present broad deintermixture rulemaking going om (see separate
story) Unfortunately,
FCC
Jaunched the defntermixture rule
making last year at « time when it

thought the all-channel legislation
was for all {intents and purposes #2

dead pigeon. But a combination of
factors, not least of which was the
blitz waged by Minew and desire

of the networks to be as affirmafive as possible at the FCC pra-

gramming hearings (and so plugged all-channel sets) gave life .to

the comatose legislation.
The networks

(except for ABC),

the top VHF interests represented
by Assn. of Maximum
Service
Telecasters and National Assn. of
Broadeasters all are giving lip
service to the bill, but on condftlon FCC is prohibited from make,
ing any blanket or specific erasure
of present V assignments.
‘They insist on a policy of taogetherness, whereby the
JJ’

they conjecture.

But

legislation
plus
dei
according to their
simply be use of the
requirement to ease
deintermixture, burde
is the fre of a populace
buy converters and other UHRF
gadgetry
to get tv. YRth ellchannel receivers flowing in and
VHE-only sets phasing out, this
political and practical problem to

(Continued on page 48)
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be
Fitee

He may be a spineless jellyfish to
Discovery—a new world
of television for curious kids
and ambitious sponsors.

to satisfy their restless, eager minds.
To entertain as it educates, to stimu-

late as it.informs,.

.

Discovery iscreated and guided

Discavery is for kids. Every
waking minute of their lives is a
search for the hows and whys of this

by Jules Power—winner of Peabody
and Thomas Alva Edison Awards for

world.
Discoveryis the first kid’s show

grams. With Power at the helm, Dis-

outstanding children’s television pro-

“DISCOVERY” STARTS OCT.

| Wednesday, February 28, 1962

kids, but he’s a great salesman for you.
covery will travel the entire range ofa
youngster’s .interests—from what
makes ajellyfish transparent towhat
takes a space craft into space.
Discovery is:scheduled for peak
daytime viewing—at 4:30 PM every
‘weekday. Tts available audience numbers some 13}4 million children and

1 ON ABC-TV—DAYTIME

teens, plus as many adults.
,Discovery combines the two
most 1necessary elements for sponsor
success—certain acceptance by kids.
Certain endorsement by parents.”
Learn how you can earn while
they learn. - a
Call SU 7-5000. (Colleet)..

LOCAL TV & anni

File with themounting evidence

| that pubsffairs video: in: setting

AE

FX

A.

bigger audiences: An. American
_
f

Hollywood, Feb, 27.
L.A. channels, frosty to the ma-f

jor studio tost-1948 backlogs only|

‘Reseafch Rureau. survey for Offt-}

‘Toei toCanada

clat Films shows thatthe syndiet

Edttor, Vanizry:
”
TT read,wits gestSaber your

~

article, “Local -Pubsifairs “Dilema few months ago, are taking a new
Schenectady, Feb, at mia. There are several points cone “
pedition,* currently’ on, ABC- firm’s David Wolper. ‘production, F
and more favorable Took at those|}TY,
ae ‘heen sold by ABC Fiims. “Blography,” béat all .competition wey, 7‘General ‘Plectric’s 50,000-|
faized
inthisarticlewith whieh
pix. A renewed interest and. recep- to the eight stations
ofthe Canadi- in primetime;outing. lant week in ‘watter, celebrated its 40th anniver-|¢
tivity in the post-1948sis best il-l an Broadcasting Corp, ‘Series is
sary on Feb, 20,‘Long2 basic NBC |}
San
Franciseo.
°
Justrated by the purchase by KTTYV now. in its second year on ABC
it -established ©many,
’ In the “wednesday @-to 7:80’pita.4‘outlet,
ofausMG M package: Sor over $e and both ‘years’ production -were
” in ‘Tadio.
om RBC TY’ affiliate KRON-f.- “Wisitors” to’
5 X-move
represen
ry: included. in the sale; The series is slot.
to’ the Balitown Road
compléte change in Holley &
for that produced by Insight. Ine,

shy” |}studios—ahared* with’ WRGB-TY, |

channel.

+ William BD. Hannah; Canadian {
- op were welcomed. for three days ‘of
the anniversary.
y celebeation:
division manager of ABC Films
in Ze
stiff resistance several months azo. ‘Toronto, handled: ‘fhe Gent.
| non," Wyatt, Earp,’ and “Watited PR
aT
because of the prices, .{f was ac|
or:
Alive.”
The latter. two | EY
‘Dead
knowledged the market ig: Todsen- |
At ENXT, where there was also

KSTP-TV
News Chi

ing up” and there will be some
buying of post-1948s.

Files:si

Bing. offered at the preseht time |
are Warner Bros? Arts (Vol. it,

‘are syndie reruns, .

| HOIORE:

pee
“Biog” was-in ite thirdweek ‘int
s:
ane
,-1
Setof Pacific Gas & Electrie
‘|San -Francizeé:- und.er.

.

.

A

underwriting the show inax other ooIsh

an Allied Artists.group,
and. an M..

|California’ markets. }|

and A, Alexander package, all post-

1948s, Asking price for the WB-7
Arts pix is axound $20,006 per pie,-|

it was. reported. ©

KHI-TY,

otROLe EY

here,:

hasfh
filed:woange

long. & leading pix

buyer, hasinrecent weeks acquired
| si
. the WH-7-Arts (Yo. I) packageof bene Ce. publisher: of:the
the two
post-1948s and the UA package. of daily newspapers: ‘here: . Sle

the same. vintage,

ds now
ing a deal forthe WE. Vol. Tir, |e

that» story pub-|

Minneapolis. Tribune

There js still resistance at sorme: on Jan...5 Hbeled bi

-channels to the post-1848 pix, based

not
so muth on price
as fo the fact
- these stations de net program much
pix, and some prefer the rear old-

“des as a more economieal buy...

“youghy wiserJ bar
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which
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:
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‘stage
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edta-know: that...
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= inde Ate softies te)i tele-| - PRE
this shove! war so a recat it -.
for pix*which wii just be- ‘sitting
Fepresented:
in
in our News: Director,
unday nights at 10-20, Will ‘Messi Seg the.bulk of the ‘husi- ‘ resulted”:
in the vault, the source statéd:
Chatles ‘Shaw,-being“ summoned :
Allen Dudas, director of film i Independent "Television -Corp., be -another.“““Iwentieth ‘Century’
Forced: de choose. between. the {
programming for
, said hé is. Selling its’ catalog ‘of shows, has. episode, “Tlie Fall of Ching,” déal-| live production of Playlouse.actors. inte court, with some “athens: on
&
“contempt: charge. He’ ‘wat Tater
with
the
conquést.
of
mainianding
py Chin
not. in,
tiations for ‘pest-1948. rung up deals in a roster ofmar |oh
and ‘the tv show. with. such. NAMES | comp
‘Cleared of the
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product at this time, bit winéfal, kets,
as Gertrude Berg, Morrig.\Carnov- ‘and: Was: th fact? commended: dy.
In
addition’
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~TWentieff.
CenWEGA-TV,. :‘ Fackson:ville: Fla.,
that “there is guite a logsening up,”*
sky,. Zero. Mostel and:Sam' Leyené, { $e See tor hisnietJournalistic
said “we will be doing some buy- Phas bought “Brave Stallion,” “Jeff's furyy*. hew series will. dtaw ‘on the ‘live show suffered eveh
though.
ing.” He explained “the ‘channel . Collie,” . "Best of. the Post,” “CBS News footage, “CBS: Reports,”
SEyewitness,” and, “Air Power.” | most people: goto the Playhouse i“: The second’ group of: Biinetinee
_has enough film for its needs at “Ramar,".* “Sergeant
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| for its food. and the’ general “al- ' documentaries are the. Your: “spe.
‘Last
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Films
and.
TBS
this time.
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‘Halls of. Ivy"Mystery, ‘Is My
around high quality: of its produc- clals” #e produce ‘each year. Over
Business," and ‘Count : of:‘Monte: signed “a contract whereby ‘TBS,|_

Some. resistance torte AA package was expressed by a. KHJ-TV
source who said the;ehannel does
not like » provise geing along with
the pix that some
films’ can’t be
shown for three “years, sincé*they

KCOP prexy-general. qaanager
-starting in the fallof'61, agreedto tions. But -when-the critics weren't ‘fhe: past several years, these proWilliam Whitsett said he wasn't
purchase most of the news and’ too excited, the’ Playhouse produc-. grams Have been concerned with
WOOV-TV, Montgomery, “has pubaffairs programmingtproduced tion was hurt more, .and up. till}.such issues as the problem of how
interested beeause his‘ station is
not much of x film bayer, although ‘inked for “Brave Stallion’ “Jers by CBS News. The firstT:‘BS series Friday (23), the. show -had drawn “to. ‘deal- ith. sex offendersin the.
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volved.
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all
average
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JACK EIGEN BACK
IN CHI GOOD GRACES
Chicago, Feb. 27.
Jack Eigen, the latenight inter-

viewer who won. back his WMAQ
radio. stanza a year

ago, now

has

won back his tv assignment on
sister station WNBQ. He'll initiate

x weekly 90-minute colorcast Sun‘days at midnight, starting this
Sunday
(4). ‘Hell continue
his

radio show

the other six nights.

Except for the year 1960, when
the Chi NBC stations dumped him
and he took a job with a St. Louis

station,

o

Eigen

has

airwaves

been

for

a

on

the

decade.

Previously he had conducted a.ce-:

yebrity interview:
3

show th: New’

Refurbih Early
| Chali

torials.' He’s a former city” editor’ City tver to editorialize ‘so far, alfof the Chicago American, a one- though .two ‘radio stations’ have ° A total of 80 ‘early Charlie’ Chap-

time

staffer

for Newgweek

in, been

network color each week, is. plan-

ning to originate live color tele-

taking formal ‘stands on lin one and two-reelers have Been casts sometime next summer, acWashinton’: and whilom”™ regular. issues for some time: Sister station, | refurbished for syrilfcation by a
panelist on CBS-TV's “Face the WBBM Radio, under E. H. Shomo’s ‘new outfit, King of Comedy. All cording to George W. Norton, Jr.
WAVE chief enNation.” Madigan was hired away stewardship, has aired 27 editorials of the shorts have had sound ef- station’s prez.
from the American by George last since they were incepted in March ‘fects and musical score added for gineer, Wilbur Hudson, said that a
rapid
upswing
in
the number of
telecasting.
.
August, presumably for this as- 1960. But WIND was the first ‘sta-}
_ King of Comedy is headed by color sets in the Louisville and
tion.in the market. to editorialize,
signment.
Southern
Indiana
area
is expected.
Morris
Kleinerman
in
New
York
Although Madigan will pick the: per parent ‘Westinheuse policy,
within -the next five years.
subjects and prepare the editorials, starting: back in’ 1958.:They- were |
WAVE
will
be
‘first
station in.
each will have to be endorsed by -dotie ‘infrequently at first, but.
Kentucky to ariginate ¢édlor’ tele‘George personally—by telephone if general manager Ed Wallis now is
casts, and néw: equipment has been
necessary, if the general manager editorializing about’ once: a week,
Hollywood, Feb. 27.
should be out of town. The stand- and the progranis are broadcast six
Robert R. Guy has been named, ‘tordered for the color. originations
to
ard for the ‘editorials, as: expressed times ‘each. over a period ° of two ‘program director and. film buyer|.
: the tune ‘of same $200,000.
by Madigan,’ will be “fairness days..
aft KCOP, station prexy-general | No ‘estimate on the current color
in the area is.
based on fact,” without partisanWMAQ and WNBQ have a pro- manager "William Whitsett dis- receiving sets in use
available. Station officials say that
ship. Most of them will deal with gram called “Len O'Connor Com-{ closed.
local issues, although it’s foreseen ments” which is on the order of af ‘Guy was ‘Tormerly program. ai: the price of receivers. is still prothat sonie maybe on ‘national ‘and ‘daily editorial, but the opinions are rector-assistant ‘to ‘the.* general’ hibitive, hence the small number in.
jnteynational ‘matters. George in-| G@Coiinor’s own, and” he's: not a manager of WWL New Orleans; use,. Prediction is that the cost. of
dicafes the: station will provide} s#0)kesmani- for |the: management program:: Girector and- manager of color veceivers: will ‘drep drastic-pally: within. the.ear future. KINT Seat
equal: time ‘for an ‘opposing view, Viewpoint.

Guy’s KCOP

Slot

+
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With talk of many further deals coming throug fond and clear,
British and American interests are beginning to fill the video
melting pot with coproductions which seem about to enjoy a new.
found popularity with. producers. While few deals have been final“Zero One,”

with Metro,

and “Third Man,”

ANY FACES
Chi Is FCC's Pilot Testing Ground
FELD FULL
1S
Community;
DF SURPRISES OnLeeLocalto SitTVInServing
‘One-Man’ Judgment

British-US. CoproductionUpbeat
ly set—-BBC’s

LOCAL TV & SYNDICATION

with

Syndicators, operating in a tight
market, find the key to survival
is flexibility.
As never before,
syndicators find they have to live
with all sorts of conditions, all
jsorts of shows, and all sorts of
people.
There’s no indication that the

National Telefilm Associates, are the only Anglo-U.S. skein actively
in production—pacts involving NBC, ATV, NTA, BBC, and others
are being activated.
NBC international, in association with Herb Brodkin, is talkin

By LES BROWN

Longrange Alert

Chicago, Feb. 27.
The Federal
Communications
Hollywood, Feb. 27.
Commission seems to have made
Marking the start of proan apt, if all too logical, choice of
duction on “The Making of
@ subject put.up by British regional station TWW.
market for its pilot public hearNTA toppers. Sheldon Smerling and Berné. Tabakin, over > here {tight market will loosen apprecia- | the President: 1960,” Wolper
ings into the need for, and effecProductions
launches a nato set major: changés in the company's foreign operations, are
tiveness of, live programming at
bly comes the fall either: The ’62tional ad campaign March 14
also talking coproductions with U.K. producers as well.as seeking
the local level.
Commissioner
“63 season, barring an unexpected
on behalf of the two hourlong
properties. for .distribution. First NTA-BBC partnership, “The
Robert E. Lee will sit in one-man
turn or a surprise Federal Comtv specials based on Theodore
Third Man,” had its option for a second series picked up in the
judgment
starting
March
19.)
munications Commission ruling,.
H. White’s book.’
U.S. - by. sponsot Budweiser, a move which. has heartened. both . will find the networks.as deeply.
Chicago — with three networkCampaign is unique in the
camps into viewing. further deals favorably...
. éntreitched with progr
owned stations, one independent
ng as
As far as ATV is concerned, top brasser Lew Grade ds expected ’ the current. season, It may: be a} ty industry inasmuch as it is
and one educational outlet dividaimed, via large tmhetropolitan
to: tie. with 4 -“Commonwealth. country” (believed to be. Canada} _ two-and-a-half: ‘network: ecohomy,
ing up a metro population of
newspapers, at a mass audi_for a vidfilm: in the near future. Coproduction.offers from. Gets as far as the economic efficiency
nearly 5,000,000—may not be a
ence that would be able to . typical television market, but it is
Many and Italy are also under.consideration:, © © =:
_ fof. the. three. webs retaining ‘the
view the documentary until at
{ one that clearly has it made,
=1 7:30 t6:41.p.m. blod, bat no net"Twork at this stage is ‘giving: up a} least a year or 18 months later.
’ The commercial stations are ail
Similar campaign was held for
.:;] prime evening timéslot.
comfortably
profitable,
if -not
‘Wolper’s
“Hollywood:
The
immensely so, and all have the
‘In light of these conditions, it's
Golden Years.” Ad budget for
solvency to splurge to a greater or
-hardly ‘news that the ‘number of
“President” is greater, though.
lesser extent on public service,
first-run ‘vidfilm series has dwindled -markedly. What is news are
and to absorb losses for the sake

to ATV about “Espicnage,” an hour color skein, and with BBC-T’
Enterprises on “Waltzing Matilda,” a trek through Europe to Far
East and-back via a beat-up bus. NBC ‘Internatiénal Is also mulling

Bachman ZeroesinWithMCWs:
Tero One’‘Made-n Britain’Pit
By HERM SCHOENFELD

4+—

3 ‘Lawrence. P. Bachman,. chief . of}:
_. British production. for MGM, ar-}..
rived. in New York last* ‘week to;

the.‘twists and turns heing danced

y the syndicators. Jt’s:a new beat |
her Ziv-UA makes a deal with
the ‘Katz Agency to insure time
J clearances for David Wolper's. en“Honolulu, Feb; 27, ‘|try, “The Story: Of:"ye 2”There's a}
Alex Drefer, Chicags radio. news shift when CBS Films takes on a.

DreierDiversfies |

Chi's Cha-Cha:
‘Waiting for The
Robert E. Lee

of “worthwhile” programs. It's a
good deal healthiér, in short, than

ja market of comparable size with

Seven stations, or one -of 1,000,000
population and the same number
of commercial outlets,
The logic: of choosing Chicago,
-. pitch the strong ‘points of British‘made ty shows to the three major personality and member, of-‘« for- British entry, “The Pursuers” for:
of course, is that the beef has now
networks. He’s toting around a ‘mer Honolulu family: reportedly is | a market-to-market ride, There’s a}
‘twice been heard, from segments
_. group of vonipleted episodes of in for about 25%. of. a downtown turn when Independent: Television.
of the citizenry, .that some of the
‘| Corp. makés-a deal to distribute. a
stations have been stingy with
s “Zero - One,”
hotel construction project. . —
creative local programming that
_ gecies “filmed
- Eistree|:‘. First new downtown hatel fri sey- calisthenics. show, “Slininastics, 7
‘Washington, Feb. 27.
:, Studios. in Britain as a coproduc- eral decades, it'll be a 12-story, ‘Even the smaller houses are. afThe Chieago hearings slated for would draw upon the Windy City’s
‘on with theB
'186-room building, according to: ‘fected “by the new- beat: Official next month embody a canny con-. talent resources:- The beef was
The fact that Tnaiie-in-England tv. Tommy Wong, who's: ‘coordinating Films’ catalog now ‘ranges from cept, hard to knock for its avowed both times keynoted by the
"} "Peter Gunn”.
to Wolper’s half- purpose of hendiz down to give Chicago
Chapter
of American
shows, with few exceptions, have e; the development. :
‘:Thour. “Biography” series. @ conse-| an ear to what the ‘citizenry ¢on the Federation
of TV - and Radlo
had
a coanspicotisly. ‘bad track Tec-.
Sales personnel, as
ord in the U.S. is ascribed by
spot have fo say about their local Artists, which obviously has an
|
: Sites wear different hats for. television service.
axe
to grind, but has
been
Bachman to past activities ‘by sec-'
each situation. Most .syndicators
ond-rate producers: ~-“The only
But the FEC Will probably not seconded by politicians, other un| now. utilize the same sales exec
ions, religious organizations and
“atigle they féund for. American ty
be
too
surprised
if
some
broad‘for a cartoon show, features, Tein Britain was. bringing in the
casters. cast. a fishy eye on- the assorted civic groups.
So now that the hearings are
shows as cheaply as possible. But
pubaffairs entries riding the miarscheduled for March 19, the questhey were not only done ‘cheaply,|
Ret-by-market trail, The more | ‘formal hearmgs. on Chicago's tv tion goes up, what are they Ifkely
but badly as well, It’s clear that
service.Beginning
March
19,
it
luxurious days of specialization, for
fo prove? Probably that tv isn't
tv networks risking millions on a
_ }the most part, are gone. Most sales has some potent gimmicks—a Com: realizing its full potential in-servshow are not going to be influenced |
| organizations have’ been :whittled missioner-in-the-flesh (Robert E.° ing the “live” needs of the local
by the "savings of afew thousand
| down and the streamlining now Is | -Lee) as a sounding board, on- community, which is nothing new,
dollars per episode.” ..—
location proceedings which will
‘Twenty-six foreign... ‘countries reported to have encompassed. Ziy- enable a bigger roster’ of local and. maybe a few more specific
Bachman’s approach.to “Zer6|
things. An association of. three
One” has been designed tg counter- have sweetened the American net- | UA as well. .
A’facet of the cBS Films opera- vocals from the civic groups, and’ religious faiths, which amended
act the. British reputations for /work’s. coffers by at least. $300,000. tion exemplifies some. of the sav- freedom to fish with few bounds.
‘the AFTRA petition last Decemgrinding out cheapies and quickies. through. “purchase ‘of ty--pro
ing
graces
of
product
diversificaThe
Chicago
affair
is
billed
grams
ber, can be depended on to tomventure for
“Zero -One,” the
made. by the NBC special projects tion. The syndication subsid of the. strictly as informal with repeated plain that religious programming
MGM in Britain into television, has
.web is not wanting for good off- ‘assurances from FCC that no
has been token and presented in
“peen rolling with ace studio facili‘Most of the gtarizas.
are
« “Project } network. product. tat fs nof; licenses are at stake. As such, it ‘poor time periods; and the Counties, and.production personnel and
generally realizedis the impor- involves no formal action on any ell on Adult Education, another
a‘ roster of tgp name players 20” specials, originally: alfred on ‘tance
of. CBS ¥ilms'':
oon, petitions for hearings on renewal voice heard from at the FCC, will
Australian -and - Japanese
headed by Nigel Patrick in. the} NBC.
} o£ ‘the web ogo’s in that market. probably insist on- more eduralevision outlets, in the. last sey- subsid ’ operation. Jn CBS lead role. . Appearing in various
last fiscal year, the Terrytoon op:
eral
months,
have
actually
pur-.
Striking aspect of the idea is its Honal programs in prime time.
gpisodes. are such performers as
eration
accounted
for.
about.
oneopinion
If. “hearings” that were held at
Margaret Rutherford,Patricia Neal chased rights Jin- thelr countries, to third. of. the. overall.- CBS Films’) potential ‘as 2 publie

NBC Projecto
runs, first-tuns and even ithe few) oo, unveiled -plan to hold
Hot.O'seasItem;|

$90,000Sa

in

unit,

and Cecil .Parker.
‘A dozen ‘of the 39 “Zero One”

‘| the entire package.

balf-Hop episodes are already. in

Bachman is. making them.
e
_ all available for screening in New
York.in an effort to break into
one of ‘the network ‘schetlules for.

.

‘youser at the grass roots—where

‘Evidently: the. most. popular Nec}= ° Probably the most diversified
special
jects stanzas ‘abroad library of all is handled by Screen
have been “The.
©" Coming of Christ,”
It’s catalog includes pre“Phe Jazz Age,” “Mark Twain's’ Gems..
America,”. “Real . West,” - “The ‘48s of -Columbia Pictures and
Twisted Cross,” and. “Life In. the ‘Untiversals,. post-48s -of Columbia,
‘30s2'.. (Denmark, ;incidentally,
-re- - ~(Gontinged on,page 42)...

1962-63. 1f not; the series will “Zo
[Fite ou
tostanding“Jara Agere
ras’
syndieation.-.Since BBC’:

eoin,t
fee
ap alt,
alt.the“productioga
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(Continued on page 42)
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. from:
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(Continued on page 44)
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‘(Continued on page 35)
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the
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Indianapolis Speedway;
tional ‘Telefilm ‘Associates’ ‘broad- can Legion and Veterans of For- leading to the summit of Mt.
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Mr thwarted until Thu rsday by KPEC-TY,
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MC.
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7 theatrically iin 1949.
.
(Continued «on page 35)
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produced by Harry Carlisle and un-|
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' Day: after John ‘Glenn's space imaginatively: directed -by .Yvonne
7
ee
and:
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triumph, .BBC-TV:- slipped . this Littlewood. Each ‘singer loped on: fight: ‘with: yome near-corny. dialog: ; Reports” - Thursday night in ning’more,” His’ ‘workin: the”. >
‘half-hour record and tribute into ‘from the same side of the stage, no. but,..in this. outing,. and just. won.: hour-long. episode titled: “Thunder:
the ‘schedules, replacing a -.quiz visual |gambits. were .tried, :-an d|-Too little: was seen-of ‘other. lead- on the: Right.” In ‘touchin ig upon. Hollywood sketch and in‘some pat- _ Fae
all-shades. of conservative thought,. ‘ter byplay was stilted. At this point. ~~
gamie. The visual. material was the ‘whole. , thing: succeeded in: bor- ing. ‘figures. to”. estimate ‘whether. -from
the-rifle-happy Minute Men: in. his..career,.
Targely made up of video-tape of. ing. the .eye:whilst :‘stunning. the they. -are-. “polished. “or cardboard:
"Edwards. shouldn't’. ~
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eliaracters.:. Much’-is going to de- -to. its .more respectable
on-the-spot material .transmitted
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;
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tension. of. the count-down. A}
; per Eric Maschwitz. ‘It. seemed a TREAND ‘UND SEINE KINDER. J rather than ‘dig into: the: under- “West Side: Story” got off.an’: okay: a 4
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ee ota Director: Klaus: Simon’.
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from Richard ‘Dimbleby.
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the Glenn parents by ‘newshounds,
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caper. Otherwise the half-hour.
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attitude to: the movements on the
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local°Science
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id| slice of tv history. For, the .first '|ator.-of the show was Heinrich: ¢learly. on this show. Perhaps this Her "delineation: -of:.
pundits; Tom Margerison
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his ‘the -overJay*-of -opinionated :-¢om- (were «Surefire: Shore «:snd there. on
W. F. Hilton, peeréd briefly and time, branded products, on: sale in
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rary’ ..
hazily into the future. Both con- the stores, were openly criticized: contempo
beautiful’ words must have: Pleased |ment, is ultimately the. most: effec- should bhave been: more’of it...:

After

sidered

that if collaboration

‘tween America and

: hbe-: compared. with one

Russia could

be brought about, then ‘there could
be a.moon-shot straight away, for.
the two powers’ space knowledge:
was. complementary. - -Margerison
.Opined that the chief lesson ‘of;
Glenn’s trip was that. it was pos<.
sible for a smaller, less elabprate
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another, .and|vmany.. .
, tive editorialization of: all.’
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the claims made for them assessed. | But ‘suth an* ‘énterprise: wilt res].
:
Pt
. Certainly, the opening: shots of|:
Two: independent bodies: in: this: ‘mhiain; - at least on’ ‘television, ‘an -the
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T Gkediness .
country. have’ ‘been ‘doing just: this’ experiment. . -The..' average--tele-. -ing. ‘guerilla .forces for. the inevi- | ~ perspective.‘on.
we ‘valentine. to Genéral ‘Douglas a
for some. time. The-, Consumers’. ‘viewer:. prefers .a. text. he -easily table” defeat’. of -America:\in’ the
Association «publishes its reports “understands, ‘and. ‘that's the con-. next: war,’ “exposed: the: dangerous. ‘MacArthur -was. loosely“etched. in: |...
this
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in: “Which?” :and ‘the. Consumer. “ventional. one. . Program, « “{neiAdvisory: Council
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absurdity” of this "storm-trooping |sagen ns,

Greatness”
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nt,
in’_-“Shoppers’ | dentally, was telecast. via the secunderground. ‘Much more -persua-. titted:Phe “Peneral:”, Ns reament,. a
‘Lond -channel - ‘which’: dedicates*it- sive was Drt.. Fred C.. Schwartz. of: as’ an all-out: tribute, ‘eapped. ‘by

booster like an Atlas .to?- ‘It. was’ their: judgment that was self :-moré to “the. offbeat stuff, }"

Christian

- . Antt-Comriunist

match the earlier. Russian probe. | read out in this program,: ‘BBC-TV.
|: : Technically, ‘there was a .dis- Gnisade, whose spell-binding’ elo- testimonials at the end: from Pres- "" .:
As for Britzin,
Hilton thought her ‘bending . over: backwards “to dis- crepancy between the very. fastidi-. quence; was: caught: during one of: ident.:Kennedy and former chief:
‘of state Eisenhower. and’ Hoover, -_« ~
. effort should: be to -establish -a claim.. all.:‘responsibility for ‘the. ous. Boell language. and. the overly his “school”. lectures in’ Florida.: rz
string of ‘communication satellites verdicts. given. In fact, the initialer|‘conventional lensing ‘which ‘could’ Here; thé. ‘style was documented | ' Former. Président -‘Truian was: -.:
was almost comical in: its«attempt hayé:‘stood a+ more ‘sophisticated | rather. tian the ideas, if any. Sim-. seen. reading his’ dismissal: ‘notiee’. "|
for the Commonwealth.
‘ Maybe more: time should. have ‘to. deny its own ‘boldness.. Emcee. touch..” Culturally,, the program’. ilarly,”
in’ the :sequence’ involving to: General ‘MacArthur as.a result . °°.
been, allotted to. the: ‘summing-up, Richard. Dimbleby, looking fussed was. interesting for it gave .a good. the Rev.: Billy James Hargis, of the ‘of: policy. differences’ on the cons =.
but the record. was gotten straight- and bothered, resolutely:read from ‘insight ‘into a: ‘country "which ‘Christian Crusade ‘who carefully, -duct of the.:Korean: war,.TheTru- |. .
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ms my Chap
:
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| been registering: such a heayy Ioss. flavor ‘of the Christian: ‘Crusade . footage was devoted to MacArthur:
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A. SONG FOR EUROPE : * The two. products tested’ ‘were. ‘of :population’ -via:. - emigration rather than. ‘its substance,.
transistor
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and
firelighters,
(speaking. in- percentages)” in re-.|- Other “representativés.. of: “the |< Again: “inthis ‘series, produced ye!
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ers, Ronnie Carroll, Karl Den- and the: results. given: were those’ cent decades. |: .
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ver, Donna Douglas, Frank Ifield, already published ‘by. thé two as-|- “Boel left--no: doubt that ‘he loves: briefly, including Robert . Welch, | was far :too much™ padding, and... ..
sociations. The radios: were tested.
d ‘Ireland because. he- calls: it “the of the John Birch. Society with its little or no attempt ‘tg: add. new “ :
- Jackie Lee, Kenny. Lynch,, Brad
fixation: ‘on. the. impeachment :of dimensions: or features to the story. = :.:
Newman, Kikki
Price, Drog for..sensitivity, selectivity, ‘and |.
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-question ‘about his attitude:towards Steel--Hour”. assembly: line, one: of. v
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“about: a ‘the. Birch. Society phrased in: such. the last outposts of livewire:video. ._.*.¥
- with a dozen members, were dis-. out,. and some of. the verdicts were}. Lillian: Heliinan’s -opus:.
tributed: over the. country... :They. blunt condemmations of. goods. that. group. .of-: -covetous,. money-mad, ‘away. that the Senator had ‘no | A routine’ melodrama. in.the first
being. . Teasonable-| place,’ the program illustrated the.
east their votes after the 12. songs. ‘did: not. ‘give. value: for money...For. ‘hypocritical Southerers..at the ‘Gifficulty “had .been delivered.” There was instance, in.the case. ofthe fire- -turn..of: the century emerged as. while’. “Keeping his . Supporters perils inherent.in‘ the: “live” élec- «/. |
tronic. style: when -actors-‘arrive ‘at. ° less: excitement in ‘the voting pro- lighters, a .child: ‘might “have been ‘Bood- ‘drama: ‘and entertainment via. happy; . -..
cedure this year, for. the winner ‘killed by some. of the’models dis- this. vidpic production-. from -West
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reporters
‘for.
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: | set. of. this. offering: was’ the. ex-] ‘views; left the analysis to outsiders.’
‘Michael -‘Qjlbert’s “intricate. but
the race. and never looked: to ‘be
_Jeeptionally find--acting.... The':cast Prof.:.Clinton Rossiter, himself a. ‘not. always convincing yarn, ‘adapt‘beaten. "The lucky” number. was
“{was ‘composed, of.Tmany. prominent ‘conservative, defined the conserva- ed by- Harold Gast; skimmed. over|-'. "}
“Ring-a-ding
Girl," .written . by BARBARA |IN BLACK"
‘Stan Butcher and ‘Syd- Cordell, en‘tered by Philips Records, .and

With. Tracey Lioyd, ‘Anthony. New- local ‘names.

.tive groups:in terms’ of their ability: an‘ insurance case in: -which the :”:*-*|
ands, John Cairney, John. Gill, . Gisela Uhien was. right. at ‘home ‘to -adjust. to “the. revolutionary: company. .-investigator.“*outsleuths :"” ..
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_past:-30 years.. A Coast. minister; ‘of. law and. order: ‘in-correctly pine: 2°
‘whose. home ‘was: bombed by- some. ning the fap for an ‘apparent: suicide -~:* |
“presumably - rightist. ‘fanatics, de- on. the: ‘deceased's .wife.:‘ Among.” "|}

cCarthy;:. Jack. -‘Rodney, ‘in her. rale. ofa beautiful but heart-.
guavely sung by Ronnie Carroll. | ‘Neil
It owed its suc¢ess ‘partly to the |. - Edward. Evans, . ‘Douglas .‘Black~ ‘less: Regina: Giddens, ‘a’. beast. of a
|woman, .-Her’-husband. was‘ excelperformer, who- delivered it: with] ; well, others“}lently:
;
portrayed by ‘Dieter Borsche
professional zest. -Some of “the ‘Producer: David: aA ‘Thomas:
other entries ‘suffered. from ‘war- Writer: Elaine’ Morgan |. — O 7 who toa Was. a. hatural for his: part,
ais Pin>“face, one~has ;“seldom: seen
blers who. ranged. froth the indif-| 30: Mins.,. Mon.,. 8. Pam.
-BBC-TY,. from . ‘Wales: ° “at
‘|Bofsche: .so. convincing’. -On. tv.
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Producer: ° David: : J. ‘Thiomas; Walter * Suessenguth. “and. -Sleg-
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Morgan’ s.. second } fried .. ‘Schuerenberg “played”. Miss. approach to politics. ©
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~
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: Carp.’ | tainment. -scheme,. :and_ operatic

|While-hearing- ‘the. ‘foregoing, handily in New. York over:‘network.
lively. arid tunéful.|
were and-.Harrison
tributions
Button’-&| viewers’. were’ witnessing. -camera ‘competition: . “+: ports”: winding up. the. evening.‘ ‘Verdict’s CamilaSponsor Dick.
Schedule “for -Friday: nights
‘is
Toronto, Feb. 27..'|(Kosst showed virtuosity: on the ice | shots “of ‘the prison. cells:and ‘thé|.
“Local (theregave"
was her
.no ‘national
hour an
of. report}. ARB

meee ‘‘Rawhide, ". “Route 66," new: “AL|: “Sponsorship of “The. - Verdict Is; with skate exhibits;: -and -a- ‘trio --of Solitary confinement :hole, some
NBC-TY’'s
a: -$3,-| the-prisoners’. who. were..‘ptioto |average 34.8 - rati
has been purchased on the, slalom ‘operators *vied for :
Hitchcock” hour;. topped: off Yours”:
national” web: of the “Canadian. 500 « ‘Jackpot ©‘to - : provide
further ‘graphed’ in: a: “way. t0- onceal
their. “Bonanza, 7 which. usually wins: ‘the

ae
i

mT ‘by: ““Byewitness.””: ‘The. ‘remaining
on: this: sessiosi.. The. Milton, identity and visiting times’: doings: |9:10.p.m. ‘tire, got..a 17.5, ‘while
a} Broadcasting “Corp: by...Andrew| action
week. allthehave
five days
“7
_ Jl: “live”.
entryofthe.
to-punctuate
night |Jergens.” Co. Lid,,Chesebroui ‘De
2 Lugs.‘Orch showbacked.
For ‘these. ‘eontributions . airector|.ABC-TV for the same time man-

ao with |the accent ‘onn ‘thestars.” a FRonds (Canada): 1

+

“Jose,es, Guy"..Galente

”“and ‘the: ‘station's, aged only:‘a 12.he.
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WBBM Radio’s solid LIVE SHOWmanship and motivating
LIVE SALESmanship produces SALES RESULTS year after

year! That’s the reason so many of America’s gilt-edge

advertisers continually depend on WBBM Radio to moye
their products or sell their services in the nation’s second market.

Call Bill Connelly, WHiteball 4-6000 or CBS Radio Spot Sales
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Automation Displacing.
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a
Creates SomeMadisonAve,fiters| eee eee WNNew YORE CY 2
—On Other Adv.Agency
Fronts). with -OBM. allegedly|. eiatmzatat
AACE. WarenRe
throat. Experience has proved over| Ty: p :
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Ty.ee
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7 ““Ogitey;. ‘Benson.: & .Mather: 9}.
T- ‘best Young.& Rubicam tothe. .
.
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: community. by: dedication to.‘our ideals"*...;.,. NBC. has commissioned .”

By BILL GREELEY.

time,< Composer Eddy. Manson’. to. compose. and conduct ““U:..S. ‘1: Suite,”. “
“dragging its feet." “This
Is automation about to do tothe| 20d over ‘again that ‘a good selling}
and;| ~jhowever,.. Y&R ‘did the drag-. ‘themed to the people anid:places along U. Ss ‘Route 1, the subject: ofa...
ad agency time huyer what it did idea.cah come from anywhere,
bank-:.-|
‘at
crack
early
on.
ging
_
b
e
|
:
.
gan
‘modifications,
alight
‘the bowling. alley -pin boy?| With.
~ - |:- rolling the coverage. ‘OBM got | web. profile. March: 29 . .'.. Producer Don. Kellerman is‘readying. a.Bpes
equally effective anywhere.”

7 peency management: is.. saying
Bristol-Myers. brasa. to go: * ‘dial series of half-hours on, the recent rapid: dévelopment of ‘the Israeli
not a chance, but the. party. line}. To illustrate, the execs reeled‘off|-along.
a short’ while ‘Jater with.“ culture to be presented: on his “Accent”. serieXon CBS-TV. Kellerman. ..:
a ‘strong under- ‘universal blurbs, ‘ineluding Vicks,
hasn't prevented

including.. ‘now is in Israel. :.... “Have Gun;. Will: Travel” gets a‘new. exec, producer. on
ground prediction. that the media commercials from _Italy..and}'--the: necessary. ‘coin,
‘to: Bufferin (a - He ‘1s Robert Sparks;: returning to CBS-TV after a stint:asexe¢ pro-*
ranks are in for devastating deple- ‘France;|Tio. -Pepe™ -brandy from. . Some ‘devoted:
‘B-M: brand handled ‘by Y&R)... ‘|ducer-with Scréen'‘Gems; Frank Pierson, present producer. of the séries, ..
and|.
Cashmere
Spencer
Spain;.
tion. chas.asked for and been granted release from his current contract, Don.
Rosenthal: china from : Argentina;
.
—
BBDO, “pioneer shop in the ‘Tosca:-4711- makeup compact. from|
sw”... ig
a -g: [Ingalls will join the: Production’ staff of the series as. associate producer~:
mechanized. meédia function, recent- Germany;. Knoll Furniture, Spain:
Daman
at
B )
| and: story supervisor .:.. Rosemarie O'Reilly, manager of ratings for ”.
ly memoed national .ad- managers
to Puerto. Rico.on vacation. .. -;.HelemChiotes, coordinator of |

Schwepps_ tomato. juice, England; | 1G
of networks, stations, ‘magazines Kolynos
toothpaste, Brazil, Nestle’s|" 3

“and other m

milk, Australla;|' /4N
‘- “On Nov. 11, 1961, after nearly: Sunshine‘powdered.
-(. 4
Coca-Cola, New ° York: and ;Aus-|

,two years of experimentation and
“analysis, ‘BBDO

,had. developed

announced that. it,

a ‘successful work-

forCBS-TV.. |i the 'N..Y: ‘Yanks... . John Karol, v.p. of special Projects for
oS,
rn
hard ‘Coogan, . Meee / | sales, leaves: Monday (5) on an ‘Arizona. Vacation... .
UY
NES
. DuBarry~ makeup, Melons |
tralia;
as Vee § former. léad ‘in’ “The: Californians,” ‘signed for’ a: top.ae in’ CBS-TV's
_
~ Ruled
Volkswagen; New. York; Helena

Rubenstein, England; and. Snow.)

.ing model of.a practical method ‘Brand. Hokkaich Butter indigestion |'
:for utilizing electronic computers pills, Japan. .
.
;
-{n scientific media -selection.’ This
Adsville:. William F: “Brown, has|,
‘process, designated. ‘Linear.pro- gramming,’ enables us to evaluate
‘rapidly any number of potential

."" }(CBS-TV,
“.° program -info for. CBS-TV- press: department, ‘back~from.‘a ‘Caribbean _
..”
(ig 6 \ |cruise, . .: Red ‘Barber off to. the Fort Lauderdale training camp of ©

9.

“The Clear Horizon,” starting’ this week (26). ... Howard Enders, pu-’..

affairs director of. RKO General, was the. producer, director, ‘writer of .“WOR-TV’s space show at the Coliseum. Edward Dirrane, of Newsfilm,. -..
‘was wrongly credited with being producer of that show... . Vet news-

"Washington, Feb.“on

tv producer “A. Federal. Trade: ‘Commission |easter ‘Charles F, McCarthy, switching from WOR. to WPAT as head”.
job as a BBDO
quit
and his
is currently
working on. book. federal r ina decision he|:of the latter’s news operation, begins three daily,-15-minute newscasts. ~

lyrics for a~ one-act: musical. insists doesn't. deviate: from . the (hourly. fro. 6:30. to 8:30. a.m.) March 5.’..... Mrs. Fiorelfo H.- LaGuardia -- .
: media plans, or schedules, by relat- and.
The ‘author of7 “The Girl -in:: the recent: sweeping Rapid Shave. rul-| will be guest of honor at ‘a press Juncheon: Friday .(2) for: the debut ofwee
‘ng media audience.date, :costs and Freudian
he’s -got .a_ sketch. ing: has’.ruled that -Pepsodent Official Film's “Biography”: series. March 9 on “WNBC-TYV.. |:
we
‘ discount structures, and ‘qualitative running inSlip,”
the Julius “Monk reyue: toothpastse blurbs ‘showing removal |
measurements to the _marketing at the ‘Upstairs. at the Downstairs |.
Lester Cooper joining “py Westinghouse’s- nightly. ‘show starritig ost
and merchandising requirements. of . , , Ladies: Home. Journal ‘is’ the: of tobacco stains are not deceptive. ‘Mike. Wallace, as supervising producer-writer',’...: Video: playwright |
our clients..
Dale Wasserman :to Jamaica‘to finish his play, “One- Flew Over the’
“Naturally, . this new concept .in first
-women’s ‘mag
be: selected
one,
by the
font Commits:
:
i to. illé
for the! Sion
.onaction:
the ‘initial.
decision
should. .Cuckoo's Nest,” to star Kirk. Douglas .'.:. Don’ ‘Morrow, ‘host -of ‘ABC- : <

modern -media planning .and filadublication In Braue Shwviee ‘go. along.-way- -in|defining ..the TV's “Camouflage; ”. signed by Sinclair Oil for’a new series of commer- -_
agenicy-client ‘service has caused for the Blind < . . Chicago office bounds. ‘ofthe. Rapid: ‘Shave. edict. cials:..... Penny Wright, WABC-TV’s early ‘evening weather gal, giving_
some

concern

in. the .advertising |o¢ Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff &: Ryan against trickery. .

.

-} up -her- ‘show: to. get married. on April‘1. to ‘Zell Rabin, Sunday: Editor‘.

industry.
Many are afraid “that} po." landed -Several’ Helene. Curtis |° Examiner. Harry ‘R. Hinkes- is- of the Sydney, -Australia, Mirror. Jan Crockett, the late evening weather : |
automation is fully taking over and products ,... . Ocean Spray Crani.

that, as. a result, :machines. will).

eventually replace the miedia plan- tiveAprilaaa

a ‘sued an order which would dismiss. reporter; will take over the earlier slot as well..:... Orson Bean to host .:

complaint.
‘
rT

‘WABC-TV’s “Expedition; New: York’: -show’ ‘Mareh: 19°. ... Johnny: Car-" °

brought. by the Commis-

son will emcee.the All-Army Talent ‘Show on Governor’s-island March’ :.

| sion. on :Jan.:13, 1960 against Lever.

‘Bros, .and its: ad. agency, Foote, “15... ABC. Radio’s Allen. Jeffreys: ‘marking: his ‘first. anni with his .
‘|: Cone & Belding. .
| “In The Land. of Music” ‘show’ this. month.
|.’ The order,. however, ‘is.not final |
Bill Scott; co-producer’ of: “Bullwinkle,” ett’for’‘London: ‘Wia N. ey _

‘however, are not so concerned. Our GARROWAY SERIES
-yesearch and media analysis departments -have worked long and
‘and: may be .overruled: by the. full
hard to make Linear. Programming |
Commission 4s: was. the ¢ase of the
an effective tool for the intelligent, |
Palmolivé-Colgate. ‘Rapid: :-Shave
creative media .‘man, not his: re" Filming of |‘the: Dave :Garroway: commercial _-decision earlier. this:
placement . . .”—.
year..
FTC's precedent-making. deciAttached to the. memo, signed by hosted “Exploring the. “Universe”. sion. in ‘the-‘shaving«cream‘ ‘case:
veep and media director Herbert series being done for. the National. ruled.. out’ ‘any ‘use ‘of -.deceptive
PD. Maneloveg, is a form asking the ‘Educational . ‘Television retwork, .4s ‘props or trickery ‘on tv ‘demonstra‘broacast. media
for -per-minute| due to begin next month. {i the
|tions. The Rapid Shave: blurbs rep-|

~ ON SCIENCE TO:ih

‘this ‘week,’ accompanied. by sales rep. Eddie. Dukoff:. . .-CBS-TV pro. gram ‘coordinator. Helen ‘Chiotes: back after two-weeker: in: West Indies
‘and ‘South ‘America. : . NBC.sales veep’Don Durgin today. (Wed.) ‘ads
dressing. Assn. ‘of: National Advertisers breakfast ‘at the Plaza ,....Don'*.

‘Kossow ‘has resigned General ‘Artists’ Corp. to shift to’ Ashley-Steiner, ©.

‘as a resident attorney... Dick. Young. has a nightly 10-11:p.m. stanza, -_

“Late Date,” now .on“WNTA Radio over ‘which he does frequent live-."-:

direct nitery interviews and spinsplatters, :4
aaGarrison. ‘Stradling:t‘be- ve

a
:
‘duction: :. :
| sand: ‘as-‘sandpaper coupled- with
:
analysis. ‘The. form breaks down to
|
programs, \the claim.the product. could shave. .IN. HOLLYWOOD
audience age; sex, occupation, in-| Series of 111itaif-hour'
poss
jthe sand off sandpaper.
| “as Walter Thompson's ‘Len.
rai.
ace a. Bunilleot“buying:
come, religion, education, 4ete. by
of studios with new pilots. Given the red:.".
tour
inspection:
an
on
power’
epsodent |
‘The complaint
the|:’ hinged
grant from will’
possible by aFoundation,
made
number of
homes reache
“|
National. Science:
: on . the against
use. of,Pso-valled
analysis of the average audience, N.Y. studios: ofUnited States Pro-jresented plexiglass. covered ‘with ‘coming WNBC. Radio director. ae

and

print

media’ for

per-issue

;and: Howard, Eaton,ae. ;
Trade sources say that in the}be ‘shown on NET stations:across |“‘smoking machines” and'thé claim: ee Speck” Bushee Lever’¢ Sam Thratn ‘an

ed. with “Bev nly Hi Billiés”” thet he rushe “to.
case of broadcasting: about 80% of|the country during the ’61~’62 sea- |that tobacco stains could be erased. Bilt Craig was so elated.
the information
the machines|son.
‘Channel:
13 in will
N.Y.,'proadcast.|
the new |Gist:
of .Hinkes”
reasoning
.tossing
Buddy Ebsen’s
the Brown:
Derby
to pump
his to
hard
‘will
be based on fed
ratings,
and that tv station,
‘probably:
out :the
‘complaint
was -that
the| |
Pierson
lias hisbooth
own at
philosophy
about:
being
wedded
oné .:...
showFrank-".
100
the machines can even give a fairly

State aecasting.the: fall‘when At | props were not misrepresented, nor |:long.-Bowing out after three years. as prodiicer ‘of “Have Gun,. Will ©.

reasonable evaluation of a station’s starts’
telecasting.::
| was the: claim. made: by..the blorbs ‘and,
Travel,”.
he every’
theorized,
“'a- producer.
shouldfollows
changehimshows:
évery:year’.Guo".
on. “Have
Bob: Sparks
two: years.”
agents
pubaffairs effort—by. volume, any-|. 7 _Garroway, former host of NEC's | false: *

way. With the extra audience info Today” and. other series, has been||-- The challenged commercials: ‘ran |after duty at Screen Gems.. If.Pierson goes on 'SG’s. “Empire,” it.could being ‘xequested by the. BBDO a member of.the American Assn. |for30. or ‘60 ‘seconds on: all three |‘be interpretéd as a trade ; ;...King: Features’ ‘Al Brodax:has commis-'media: folk, what is there left to be ‘of Variable Star Observers :sitice: tv networks: A lighted cigaret was sioned. ‘Creston. Studios to turn out: a. pilot: based on the comic strip, . done by that primitive .craftsman, 1929 and was .an ‘assistant labora-. shown in a glass container With an “Beetle Bailey”... . NBC will. make ‘up -its mind. after the Hirst.“B06:
. the time buyer, with his cride slide tory ‘instructor. in. ‘astronomy. at open bottom—the ‘smoking. ma- : minute’ “Virginian” on whether ‘to ‘trim -the series. to 60 migs.: mS
rule, trade mag station-coverage Harvard: U. in. 1836,
at
i;
(Continued |
onPage *”).
|. rst: place award -for: the ‘best: ‘promotional program trailer’ ‘by:a tv.”
- list and enthusiastically slanted ace:
| ; web. ‘was -given: to: NBC-TV by’ the Hollywood: Ad-<Clib;: Award went:”:
complice, the rep firm salesman? :
le
Me
- = . . |for_a.trailer promoting “Thriller,” and it. was the. only award won by

.§,000 people ‘involved in. agency].
and client media work,.and there’s|:

a: network: Ed. Ropolo, ‘manager. -of-.on-the-air-promotion for. NBC-TV - .
on the Coast,. “produced the,
tl trailer. atGrafica, 11-Produetions. we.

_

-:Glen Oaks, NeW. IN:‘CHICAGO

little doubt that extended ‘automation in media planning and buying
I:know. what a. starisT lived:‘fhrouah: |
iwo:decades of real. stareraed -WBBM-TV; news: directo Bill Garry .
says, the. ations
wilt he.“dot‘2
‘will put most of them out. of work:|
The machines also could affect | -dom, and felt. the: ‘lure of the Cagneys,. the Coopers, the: Tracys, the. about a dozen half-hour news’ ‘specials this year, ‘in: additionto -pub-.--

Editor,Vanaxe:

the sales staffs of the rep. firms,]. - Gables. }’'ve seen. much of the. still-available ‘works of ‘the stars of --j‘affairs documentaries and ‘sich. Station :has created @ fulltime: ‘unit.
since computers are not likely. to!” "earlier: generations, the. Pickfords,: the’ Chaneys, Doug ‘Fairbanks, |with Irv -Heberg, Mike Kesmar and. Marv :Sadkin:to.work. exclusively ae

‘be impressed by expensive Christ-{ --Dick Barthelmess, I'm even familiar with:the few who started at. .| in this area. Unit. will be headed by: Garry's exec asst.; Lula Bartlows:.'«.:
mas gifts, liquid lunches or Junkets} - the. top and. worked: their-way. down; performers pre-selected ‘for: “|. Art. Thorsen, former program manager of WBBM Radio, ‘joined WBBM- :stardom: by. ‘over-anxious and ‘subsequently. disillusioned: producers ©|-TV as: writer-producer. we .. Sally ‘Murphy is leaving WBKB’ ’s: press info.
to the market..
vo
And: I remember-performers ‘who ‘were .stars even though. ‘their. |dept.: to: move. to ‘Califorriia . ».WNBQ’s:.“Education ‘Spotlight,”: a'15~.._
Then there are outfitslike Broad-|

-east Clearing House that-computer-] *studios were'reluctant about admitting it when deciding the. ‘billing. : mhinute: weekly series, is being replayed ori educational: station: WITW ..
“’ arrangements for. their ‘pictures: (Dick Powell, at Warner Brothers, "La. WBBM: Radio has merged pubaffairs, public‘service-and press-info . .
gense ofthe. word, even though they:. into: a_single department, ‘Information: Seryices,-with Paul Lazarro. as’ made, a function that ‘can greatly|. “was certainly a star: in’ ‘every :
Yeduce an agency's clerical: staff.| Farely billed him. as such.)*
“. Lits director... .:. Ray: Mulderick, once with. WOR-TV,. New. York, joined :
BCH: says it also can “reduce +,
But this'is a new'era, and we have.‘a hew. ‘kingpin: medium, tele... _| Encyclopedia Britannica to-handle its ty-radio: activities... ..‘Lynn:Hole ---

“process media buys after they are.

‘paperwork for all concerned. with | ” viston. Stardom ‘on. television is. something ‘quite . different, as: Wits > land added tothe’ WBBM-TV. talent ‘roster;. ‘ds. second: stringer ta.Lee
spot buying and selling.”
-:. | |. mess-Jack ‘Paar. And, apparently, stardom is. not necessarily ‘fluid. “-'T Phillip: on: ’ distaff: : ¢ornmenitadry. Initially: she'll take: on: the 7 ‘ayem.: ©

‘What

About Istanbul?

)? A’Liberace can ‘be a legitimate star on television,and yet:not Have :. [chore..... Howard. Shepatd is new research and.sales development di-:

The ancient. agency .query,°“but|.
will ‘they get it-in Dubuque?” has}:

been extended to cover the. outposts of the world,. according’ to

* McCann-Erickson : execs ‘who this|

Star power on: the motion picture screen. |“
~'Lrector: “OE:WBKB. "John. J. McMalion ‘joined the station’s national spot|
See what I-mean? I. know. quite .a ‘bit, rm:‘damn. near an‘authotl- | sales staff: ;<First. Federal-Savings is buying two of. Carter Davidson's: -

“ty, And: yet, there is.this area in. which I mr‘dust a dunderhedd. ‘So, ‘| film. specials fromAsa onatWEBM-TY, even though they‘h
haven't been a
‘please enlighten me:
~
mar “shotyet,’ oeoes
.

What is a co-star? I know: what’ a éo-atar is on ‘the motion: ‘picture 2%

sens

‘week

gave an illustrated ‘lecture| screen: Clark Gable and Myrna: Loy: in ‘‘Test Pilot,” for-example, :~ ‘IN:
‘LONDON:
|.
* for the New York. Chapter, Amer-|. That makes. each of them ‘a-co-star. But .what‘isa performer whose
ican Women in Radio
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is listed :below ‘the tifles,. and yet receives. the billing “Also vty oar “Tony. Bridgewater appointed hiiet engineer’of ‘BBC-TU: ‘Latter hasa

Don -{a -Vine,. creative group|: “co-starring”? And
“what is the fine difference. between -soméone: ° |béen-with the Corp’s: video web since it started in’1936 : ..Major-con-:

head of © McCann's - ‘international

| billed “Co-starring” and someone billed: ‘‘Also-co-starring?”. And

"| tract’ for equipment at the upcoming. Wales-TV station went to. EME:

radio-tv-cinema division, -and Bill] - just how. much less important: is an-actor who receives “‘Also'star-. -| Electronics... .. After four years -with‘‘Associated-Rediffusion- RC.

Duffy, a senior art director for tv] .. Ying” billing thar. the actor whose name appears above ‘the ‘titles?-: “| Foord. joined. Southern-TV, as manager . ... Cheques. worth mare than. ©:
at the agency, told the femmes that]. And: where—in the middle ‘of.this’‘muddle: does: the.“Special, Guest
$5,500::-have been: presented ‘to ‘the. Coventry. Cathedral. Festival ‘Fund .
the day of universally ‘accepted |. : Star” fit into the-picture?: ~~.
by: Associated: TeleVision™ and. ABC-TV: ‘in ‘the-‘Midlands ij.
;
Telefis..
selling concepts and ‘worldwide tv1
“: If’s a complex situation, and:I feel as-if i'm:‘drowning in a miasma ” ftEiréann, the Irish commercial web, ‘is‘planning. to: start school programs: «
commercials is not far off—‘‘Com-|
of detail. What. ‘about .the: supporting actor’ whose" name is at the. | at-the end. of the year .. ;--Granada-TV slotted “Context,”. a new dis-.-

mon

market

situations: in Europe |: bottom of:the page,.as it: always has‘ been,. in-the same: small size . | cussion ‘skein for ‘schools :; .Don’ ‘Carne, -ex-video critic, Joined Weste -.

and Latin. America, eginbined With} jetters—-biit who" now jis. listed ‘under.a: ‘Small, heading ‘that. reads

improved transportation and aa
munications.

between: countries,

“Also starring”? What’s ‘his true status?”

.*

ward-TV :as head of. prograni. research :..... Independent. Television‘

« | newscaster Tim. Brinton quit. after three years to. freelance’... BBC-TV._

: Please help me on. this. subject, ‘if .you. can. r‘m in too ‘weakened na ‘is to. ‘s¢reen Reginald |Rose’s “A Quiet. Game Of Cards”’ on. March 2.°
have caused a gréater_ interchange
|: a Conditicon to tackle. ‘it myself, unaided..I’m
; still. reeling from. an’ ; |,-.-¢
David. Niven ‘showed up in BBC-TV's “‘Wedriesday ‘Magazine’ .:..
~

of ideas
andLa cultures
than. does
ever not
be- |- announger’s ‘tag. line which followed ‘a television show. He said,
'..fore”
said.
Vine. “This
| Which,‘Puts:Hewspapers: ‘and. their editors: “under. the.
t t mleroscope.. First .
mean forcing translated American]: “and Bt | quote:“Portions. ofthis recorded ‘program were precorided:?
ae
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e
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Paul Caster, a
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~(Continued on:age. 46).
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ge re “| up 20% for the year; proprietory
ttt

on

’; WLWI |”...

ABE News

oe

Popeye -.

Why

poss

increase

“TNCFims?Clan Sweep

2:

Buttes Party:
: 6:00-6:30: .

drugs, 18%; toiletries and cosme‘tiles, 15%; ‘and beer and soft

--Hobler. also. cited:an
. inlocation Saving. |

-

te

. "5:45-6:00"

|

“| countable”: for .only 3% -of.the

See

’ WLWIrn

News,. Weather,

.

On NY. Market Sales

.
WITV:
OM:

-_ 7 Last week, NBC Films sold the
—. Teruns of. “Deputy” ‘to WPIX. That’

vi:

2.“FORT WORTH”.

a’

_ Franeis Farmer’

20.0%

eosacc.!

|: -

_ Pioneers, Heckle
“2 §200-6:30. 0
"News, ‘Weather, i‘
_

/? Cary Grant, Rosalind: “Russell” a

_ ABC: News

Repeat:

2) 2.”

Popeye.
-

a ;- 1951; Eagie- Lion, Flamingo, epee
~ petause :of the increasing exchange | '«:.-"
5CRAZY. LEGS”)
be fee)
of: ideas .and: ‘eoiitacts -.involving | .-: ; Nov.23
: :Elroy: Hirsh, Lloyd: ‘Nolan a
high fashion: has made it -impor-|~."-~
‘tant to-.serve clients: ‘with: produc-. a
* tion- facilities. in’ Europe, ‘according on a sols
Ao prexy- William. Van Praag.’.

,

moe

-5:00-5: 45

“5:45-6:00

ne, i

_RufflesParty

6:00-6;30.
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WLWE
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‘WITV

“

> Rogky & Friends.

1954, Republic, NBC,Films,Repeat Dobe

-WISH“Average Rofing: Go
Average Shores:ae

Elliot. Saunders ‘will ‘head: the}:
*Baris, ‘operation, and Wan,- ‘Praag|
“says he: hopes. to also: ‘open. ‘a -Lon-]: don. office before. the ‘end of 62.1].

Rey

“6:00-6: 30° es

* ‘Mickey’ Rooney,. Robert Stack-

"mereals has opened a Paris office}

‘WEBM

5:00-6:30 -

_Randolf ‘Scott, ‘David Brian:
Sn
'.1951,_ Warner ‘Bros., 7 Arts, 1stRun
Noe:8:‘HIS: ‘GIRL FRIDAY”: we

41940, Columbia, Screen. Gems,
° YanPréng’sParis Setap’ oe “2s.
| Nov.16 “MY OUTLAW. BROTHER”
Tan’ ‘Praag Productions,. tv com-|

oWITV,

{sale:‘meant that the syndie outfit
‘Averagey Roting: 6one y
CompErmon ae thas
now sold. everything in. its .
‘catalog (save for the newly. rewis ‘Average.
‘Shores. 20. vo
: program. | “Term!
as
,
:
Jleased .“Celebrity Golf") in the

aa “ptting ‘to a total of nine countries, |. “NOW
. and.Canada

‘"Wideotape Productions. gales ‘di-

507
=

. is.

i Bt00-5:30:

ney

tes Power, ‘Orson’ ‘Wells.
aa aot

Mint Sceotland:: Manila. ‘Times. Tele- | cision. (DZMT-TV), --the:: -Philip- |.- pines, and: Malta TY;on the’island |.
“ THURSDAYS 5:00-6:30,
of “Malta. “This: ‘brings the ‘Michelson -rep Program: EARLY SHOW:

*.” others: being Australia, . Thailand,- ae
' Nigeria,. dae Aslands, Rhodesia. ver
rs

‘BY. VIDEOTAPE PROD,

ee

COMPETITION
| been made by VP. Greatest volume
oe,
STATION re | of production, close to 25%, was
“pROGRAMAVG. RATING || for the food industry, and business
the category was up 10% over
aod
NEEM pa| foryear
-ago, Fashion blurbs, ac-

- Randolf S¢ott-1954, Warner.
=.
Bros,
21 Aes,
astRun

* New outlets aie. Grampian. Ty, ‘I. —
=

| BLURB BREAKDOWN

_ blurbs for 140 advertisers (along. _
avith 103 program propetriés) have’

pe
at eg

amie ‘uOTGUN” Bee
_Nov:22

“Lanny Budd” stories ‘by Upton:

“<[isinelair, sold to ABC Films.

~ WLWL-

-Rutfles Party *

1952; Warner Bros.,-7 .Arts,,IstBun,

4 station¢in widely. Separate parts | wt ,

--

aoe

ee

a.

a

. — Rone

ee

an

345-6200 fe

“ Joseph‘Cotton, Teresa “wright

"A

00

“6:00-6:30°.

Nov.15 “PRINCE OF -FOXES’..- | pos ag ee
- (Charles‘Michelson Ine.was made |_

—_

” Rineky:& ‘Filénds |

"Woe: distribution. ‘marks’ ‘the

- dation representative - -and. ‘pur-- ghasing
there. for three. new |

‘Book. ‘character. of “Solar Pons”

| WLWI

a oo:450°

“first sports. show that: NBC’ Films|. Now.at“MOTHER. 1s.~FRESHMAN. ne

|

| Stop.”

en

Es

> WISH:

"3

Merwin’

- 5:00-5:30: -

coo

verona tating: 8
hover.”
: Average $
Sees
Test season, will’;be: ‘distributed: ‘by | WEDNESDAYS. Sab-en0 ”ee Peer
cores
“NBC films.

#.

to

. WEBM.:” _ | Mazo dela Roche, sold to CBS-TV
1
“Tas pilot:

News;: Weather, :.

“Npe-tVv as a half-hour Sundaycast |-

-

WItv.
100

ae

“uNpe: is putting “Celebrity. Golf” 7

Bovnies outfit.: 2...)

sold

inarked as,a pilot spitioft on “Bus

‘sold to 20th-Fox.
a ee “AYG.
STATION
& - Weitzenkorn;
'“Cress Delahanty” by. Jessamyn
EATING West,
and. “Whiteoaks of. Jalna” by

ie
=

wil

aa, _Cotumia, Streen. Gems,. Repeat

- has ‘put: into“syndication. ‘The ‘orig-}:.
~_inals.were predyeet ‘by: Bob:Hope'sayoOee

Lovecraft,

“| Gerard and “John. _Newland .and.

f: WilE.Ge f,: WLW

1941, Columbia, ‘Screen: Gems,, Repeat

”into.‘syndication... The :former: ‘net-|
.. ork. Stanza, which- appeared ©on}

: “TP.

“AZ

"Pioneers, ‘Heckle..

Rtobert. Montgomery, Claude ‘Rains.

“INTO SATIONa:

stories. by. August: Derleth and H..
asin

"Praneis. Farmer |
5:00-6:30 |

Nowe a:“SHE. KNEW ALL THE ANSWERS” -.

cama COW.

, ‘Perelman, hold to Ziv-UA..
Series of fantastic and inacabre

Sesh

“Five Star Final,” play by Louis

o

. 1950,, Warner Bros, 7..Arts, Ist:un,

yo."

Fitzhugh,

“progam

A “nese COMES’ MR. JORDAN”.
‘pus ‘fi..St. Paul: are: ayeree. for. teNow14,
_elosed. ‘circuit, tv:already.

a a

Louise

: |sold to Hubbell Robinson: ; = -

“WETV

.

‘patties Party
6:
6:00-¢:30

* 1950,.: Warner Bros., 4 Artsy atRun” cece

' -theengineering and medical ‘com-| ..-_

Scoppetone' and

CWLWi

5:45-8:00 -

;

Boo

:
- 2 H@wever, several “U": ‘puildiiigs| New,7 “THE. ‘FIREBALL’.
-on the-main campus and others‘in} -_.
Mickey Rooney, ‘Marilyn Motive
--plexesand: on the ‘agriculteal ‘cam-.}.

cartoon: book .

Jabout a‘ baby beatnik .by Sandra

alge ae

sold. to Alan Woods.

“et:31
COT

¢ronautical - ‘department, . itp

{Among them are:
“Suzuki Beane,”

ae

“Acres. and- Pains," by~ S. RA ,

Wis:Averose
\vetoge:Ratag
Share:.
§ cs

<

‘| properties in: the Past: few weeks,

Bet

.WLWI

a

_ News, eureSeo,

: Errol: Flynn
+ 1951,
, Republic,MEA\ Alexander,Repeat

S 5:00-6:30.
eres show.

tonal ‘Closed ‘circuit: ty: best: can: be’

ow

5:30-6:00

.radio station's personnel :“will con-] °°: :
. gentrate-ofi ‘the°new. closed circuit
tv. operation. foie.
ae
"Audrey Hepburn, NigelPatrick.
- KTCA-TV, -which.. ‘now. "Carries eh vo
” several ““U” ‘produced programs,|
: Nov.20.
2‘apvenrns‘oF‘capramn FABIAN”
--will continue. to::present them. But

. of these programs

AL:
am
:

Sports -

“YOU: WERE MEANT FOR MBM

{ audience; according. to Goldfarb, |:
‘who-has negotiated. subsidiary
rights .of ‘more than. a half dozen

[.

Prof ‘will E.Gent,

© Nowa
as“YOUNG: WIVES TALE? we

“>

oy WBN.

5200-5: 30

Rooney; Wendel: Corey —

1856, RKO, M&A. Alexander,. Repeat

“the:‘air. However, KUOM’s role in|’...ee: -.6

+

. .5:00-6:30
_ Pioneers.”
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Seattle FairBlarh
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- WITv —.
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- This ‘is. notable if ‘only. ‘Decause oa
NBC ‘Films handles 21 syndie

_] packages.. Previous New. York sale .
-] was’ ta .WOR-TV and. the series
| Was “Danger Is My Business. ”

J. 7 WETV:

Oo

| New. York .‘market.

-Broducing Artists, ‘New York tv
a ‘commercial production firm, has
‘| been named to produce | several
| short films for. insert inthe Seat‘tle exposition’s “Threshold and the
_}{ Threat,” a feature that will theme - -..
‘the. ‘northwest city’s world’s fair
| and. which ‘will be: shown in the

cee
Coliseum.
‘PROGRAM:
AVG, RATING: ‘|fair’s
PA’s Robert McCahon,

with J ohn ee
as. creative coordi-.

i Fariner
Pt WrEM °.
San |nator, will supervise.production of .
. Firm ‘has U: S. ‘branches in, Holly:|- FRIDAYS. Sr00-€:30°
a
are |
Pioneers, Nats
we wi ‘..
a the films. Research for the 50-_
--wood and: Detroit ‘besideshe’ New. Program; §EARLY. sHow:
York: Be.
a
Nov. 3. “‘ZOMORROW. 1s’‘ANOTHER. bay: Poeun
*
5:00-5:
og
Bey . second films has already begun on
**"
Esubjects ranging from. aiitomation.
ae “Ruth Roman; Steve Cochran: ..-. 60
Ve
-Prof. Will. E.‘Goof,
wom
of industry. to sea farming and fui
: 1951, Warner, Bros., a:Arts, IstRia; een
Sports-.
a
wae --}
“WRIT: as’“ABE.
2 AR’
aa |ture methods of: ‘educational tv.
“WRIT, the Balaban radio. station. ce“ee
10.siOxiE HART. fo
Sate, SSPE no J59280-6200.”
Saaee
| Robert.: Lloyd

“Gh Milwaukee, is due.to. join the] . *
. ABC ‘Radio: network “no, latér than |.“

2 August:

.ve ‘ Ginger. Rogers; Géoige Monigomery Le

Place earlier~if WISN, currently. |:” vaNov.i “SUSSANAU OF: ‘TRE_MOUNTIES®
the: “ABC outlet in Milwaukee, we
. Shirley: Temple, Randolf ‘Scott*
@lects to end. its” agreément: with }.wee
a
"1939, 20th Fox; NTA; ‘Ist Run
:
pathe ‘network: earlier. Under .con-]° ol
*,“tractual arrangements, ABC had to}:

4 Nov,‘24.“FATHER WAS A-FULLBACK® °°: an

give Six. months cancellation notice we

.*-.

‘ernie. Strachota is
isenetalmana-|oo" a
aos<ssef-forWRIT. :

a Casper’ Sales

Pope

Wwrty-

“| toon.series, .“‘Casper ‘thé Friendly

"5200-5:45 a.
- Rocky,& Friends

a > ae>. }total: markets. to 47,. according to
WrTv, : [the syndication firm.

5:45-

. Fred MacMurray, Maureen. O'Hara :

_, Ruffles.Party

6 00-6:30: :

1989, 20thFons:NTA, Repeat:
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_-. |Ghost’ &* Co.,”
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pack-

Lage. ‘of 170. six to eight-minute
_S@gs. during thelast two weeks -include, “WTCN, : Minneapolis;
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Gosh;We.
\e didn'tknow you
yt wete.$0 sensitive.The. retors
$ from.downtown’1 Seattle’ttotheFairin96 sete:
ee oe
: “folks:‘out:here aren't deliberately: trying to:steal New: ;7-onds. We even gave.two Japanese: architects a cool.

“os York's. thunder by:holding a full-scale. World's. Fair ws $350, 000 ‘to:build ‘us ‘an‘illuminated water fountain,

BE A Seattle this.year.:
itjust:worked-out that Ways e.g. "s‘Not:‘bad. for country. kids—eh, Dottie?.:
ous
“You -see,. Dottie, we've been ‘working: over ‘six.
Oh;’CS 6s about the. Seattle World's. Fair. being
rae “years ‘on
¢ this littleproject. Not just-between lunches 7 nejust:a stuffy science show..Wfe've_booked.a‘couple of
Se, at The: Plaza,. but full-time. The:state threwirover otmillion. dollars’ worth: of:entertainment into ‘the. gor.. | “:10-million dollars, The City. ofSeattle ponied:up ane. geous new 3100-seat Opera House. They're pretty’.
7 ée_cother: fifteen, The federal government. said they'd go. _.fair acts, too. Groups like the Old Vic Company, Phila- —
ees
2 million, and before’ you:knew it,we were inbusi- «> -delphia:. Orchestra,. National: Greek Theatre, Folk. ~
. oy vd ness. A couple: ofthe:boys down’ at the. corner ‘cigar’. lorico: ‘Bal letof Mexico, Foo-Hsing Theatre of Taiwan, :

“ig is. store jetted” over’ to: Paris’ and: sold: the -Bureau: Of

RoyalSwedish ‘Theatre,.Uday:Shankar Dancers .os.

cee ‘International Expositions: of endorsing. our: show; |~~
">. Seems the Europeans are-a bit, fussy,about: giving ©:; - “Sandburg, Robert Frost,‘Benny Goodman, Nat King:
wo» &3.the officiat'stamp. of“World's Fair” fo any Tom, Dick: :-:
“Cole; Ella. Fitzgerald, Theodore Bikel. They'll all: be
fos aind: Harrys: But ‘they: liked the looks of this-Seattle’ oe _heré,-and a few:dozen more, Over.at the new Exhibieo". thing-and-went alltheway.(Nicefellas —maybe:we Se
, tion Hall:the: boys are putting. up the backdrops for
NA ould help you.)
:
“3°
one ofthe finest art collections-in the history of this.
|
The way. itstacks‘up.
now.
vwelve got’a16alhum. Boa country. Museums from all-over the world are. ‘ship-

Mgr dinger. going. With exhibits and. everything, ittotals. ping. their. Rembrandts,. Morets, :Renoirs, Picassos,
over 100. million-dollars. We've got:a: ‘60-story. high: -~EI Grecos, and ‘other.masterpieces to Seattle—: you
oe
Space”‘Needle, ‘complete: with: revolving: restaurant © .name: ‘em,-W
we've. got ‘em.: We'll: have a.$3. million = “erOn top, that out-Eiffels the-Eiffel: Towers The U.S2
“Gayway,: ‘too,with: imported amusement ridés. never |
seen: on this side of the Atlantic: Then, there’s © ,
. co Science. Pavilion is going to be as-exciting as any- before
=
: “thing |north of:‘Canaveral: The: Boeing: Company .... “the:Paradise. Club. Fifty of Las ‘Vegas’ loveliest ina

aie

Myoutve heard ofthem) is building a wild'spacearium:

revue that:promises. tO:make the:Latin Quarter ‘ook

“os 5that-will simulate a"ride: through’ the :solar system... like a box. lunch social. ‘in Kansas...
og “o. sGenetal: Sarnoff. and his boys at:RCA:are- installing: 2°" Well, that’s about it,Dottie, Gee, ‘we hope you
y can
22s. the electronics. for.the “World: of Tomorrow” in the». -come. ‘f lot of:people, are.‘The:advance: ticket sale:
ae yy brand-new" Century: 21 Coliséum: ‘covering. four:city:

“2

-has-hit $2,000,000. The.revised forecast:is for 10

blocks. Twenty-six: foreign nations are in the fold ~".~ million.visitors:in-all.~

-J<) ““@ither erecting buildings or building exhibits along”... - * So.talk: itover: with Dickandthe.kids:Ifyou can
“=the colorful Boulevards ofthe World. More than 100°.” make’it;the: Crown: Stations: in Spokane, Portland
So" US. Corporations are. inthe act, including A T-&T,

and. Seattle.will: pick up’‘the:tab. With this influx of

esos ° General Electric, IBM, Standard Oil, Ford, General: -~
“new. business. coming.intothe‘Crown Corner, U.SA.
:
,
we can stand. it.
:. cunt, Motors, etc. (some of the’names. must: be familiar): ane
oe There'ss.anew.
"95million1 Monorail that
veiltake
ee
Soret
,

ees
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THE CReWN| STATIONS

~KREM,AN
A FM,My,
¥, Spokane
1KING,AM,FM,V;Seattle/Ke
Kew,AM,1,
V, Portland

RADIO-TELEVISION.

_...

(Free

aFrom Want
"BobHorton Actor,Producer
~ Wantingfor’ Gaestars.
120
as
‘Continued, from:‘pasea
a
“AsTopBrass Bows Oat |
— ”. his: last: outside-NBC: video: kinds.of shows, ‘instexd’ of.merely.
oe
a oo
“
_London,. ‘Feb. 27. ° : appearance, for the: time. being): ‘one. ‘series or. just
eicore
‘Boston,. Feb. 27.
7 “The Foiir Freedoms,” ‘Associated:
that: NBC ‘had treated him: kindly’ « "Horton sald ‘thit dome: peopie”°we
A legislator was censured,. &
Ss. ‘Major’ . docunientary
he gave themthe-ex- thought he was merely angling for = 2."
andinrétura
‘move without precedent ia modern. ‘Syndie’
$anyFaces-|/Televisian’
skein, :suffered: ‘aii. unexpected. set]:
%

clusive “one-year ‘tv. deal. “L-can the let ithe’ known that:he wasdise
times for. remarks made on a tv
eS
‘back here: when ‘seven: notable
involve myself in many’ of: -NBC’s| interested. ‘continuing - with... ~~:
documentary, the: ‘attorney. for Bos-|
first-run -vidtiln “geriés; «“Feruns, patticipants - backed: ‘out ‘and -‘Te. ‘widespread ‘operations: ‘and :since..¥| “Train.” wes
said
that
‘he:
was-not
.:
9.
47:
ton’s police commissioner, -who
theatrical’, cartoons; ‘made. for:. ty. fused to: allow. filmed: iiterviews. to. ‘think NBC's’ and the most, ‘wide- bargaining;. ‘he.really, wanted :‘to. Bote,
underwent an ouster’ hearing. this
spread,
I'm.
enthusiastic.”
branch
out...
‘)
be”
“used
in
the.
“Freedom.
‘From
‘cartoons, ete. “
;
week, is demanding a FCC hearing}.
. Being alert to:
sl altered conditions Want”. segment. Reason ‘the eco- '. “The deal,” he “continued, * aay ‘By. the-‘end.of this week; ‘Horton pte
on his contention that the. CBSF
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thing: they. want ‘to:do,:they: don’t |at this time to broaden-.the. base |.Watd, “could only: be: described .as. week sold “X"' to Four Star, vA es
w Celebs who offered:their. serv- need any glory.”
| of our knowledge on ‘this. question |downward: Our animation is. still |It becomes a Joint venture.OL CYA.
Harry “Belafonte,

‘fces but couldn’t be worked intof ena Horne, playing: ‘at’ ‘the Co- by helding’’a:-public’ inquiry, into being done :in Mexico, -and.the 20d: the telefilmery..
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oy

the show which already has a com- eanut Grove, spent a Sunday after-.| @ specific ‘community.
barriers there..are greater :¢very'|’ -“Another CYA’ prolect: is. 1600.a
‘plete roster were Rosalind. ig pene ‘noon taping one three-minute tune, |: .““Accordingly, we. have: ‘decided day... I will say, that noone has Jeft.| Pennsylvania: Ave,” .which atory. - ;

Milten Berle, Garry Moore, Barry
|Connie Francis skied in from aLas|'to institute an inquiry. addressed

2.
;

‘Sullivan, Kim: Novak, Sammy Da-| Vegas’ date for.her stint,

us—and ©we've :been. too. chicken’ William

Herndon: has «been ..re-. at

| searching::‘The company. has. 13...’

Greer'| to: this: question in ‘Chicago. This. fo,fife anyone. -.

Vis Sr., Laurence ©Harvey—and |Garson came in from.Texas for her |inquiry. will provide‘a forum. where.
-f think. this ‘should be in -developed. story. ‘outlines. for’:‘this cite,
cellist Pable Casals and. Richard |cyffo work, Belafonte is due in| civic leaders and responsible. and | your:
¥° ‘story: ‘Disney is bad. for the ‘series, about . the . White -.House.-°

field.

Rodgers. It’s probably the classiest N. Y. from Europe fot: his portion. |-knowledgeable .organizations‘: and. ‘animation

“reject” list ever compiled. .

;

. He's® certainly -and its; occupants. young. revealed: .. -

r, busy working in Stanley |‘residents may have the opportunity’ ‘thefather ofihe field, and we're that he: has -met. with. Carl .Sand-,

Abbott, in his. third year: as pro-| Kramer's “A Child Is‘ Waiting,” is} fo submit their views on whether ‘buthis § iufti ‘aidhat’
: nilaren, ‘burg, ‘is:‘Interested. in him acting

ducer of this annual show for the.| giving .considerable time to ‘the
|these needs and interests are being | ""
§
§ old
nat.”
cancer drive, reports that JFK is a | project, ‘will -spend “most. of” one |met: by -broadcast. licensees. -Obvi-. ee

|. s, - Pas -host-interpreter forthe show,
-explaining the temper of the times,

| im. which those involved“ in’ each :
pro, “just as much a one as| day. before the tv'cameras: _-.
real
any of our performers.” The Presi-|". Dinah Shore is. squeezing the. forum by licensees :is both neces- we ‘Popsodent |
Blurb: 4 episode lived. A 150-paye presentas. oan
| ously, . participation in such. a|-

dent displayed

quite.a’curiosity |catfo work into™ a. tight tvy-nitery’| sary and: appropriate.” ° .
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{|tion.has ‘been: prepared...

about the show's mechanics, wanted |sked;. will.tape “her part of it|: In latter connection, it should =a Continued from sage 4
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Lee: to'-be
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House atthat time was on constant |: yyacon. comes in from N.-¥; ex‘wateisis — Raleigh ‘Satestation, me
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ppomeors a: new ‘serles:‘Of‘recorded five-minute: radio talks. ‘on:” social]

From The Production Centres

| and economic issues; kicked: off with “Your Stake in. America,” Wed.|

(21) on: WEMP,:with Ronald" Regam speaking on ‘“‘The Philosophy of.|.

Conservatism.” The “Your Stake in America,” series. is broadcast: on™

Continued ‘front pare.Ha

~WOAU-TY

— 5

‘|WEMP Mondays, ‘Wednesdays .and.Fridays: 47: 30 p:m., with. Sunday
“victim” was ‘Dally. Mirror's Lee Howard .cae “ Anglia-TV. starts’ a new. ight broadcasts 10:15-10:30 ‘p.m. on“ WOKY:..... WaiTl-TV (ABC) tele-’
series of music programs ‘on’ ‘March 15.: Title: “Rehearsal ;
Room.” ¢ast: the 10-round middleweight boxing bout of Ray Robinson vs. Dennis
| Moyer from’ Madison: Square ‘Garden, .New: York, ‘Sat. :(17) ; -, . WISN
Weekly show will feature. three bands and‘guestars, -

Cotinuse, ftom" pase vfme

-

-ing. effort and. time: involved in.the: -

-production of @-program is:of pata-.

mount importance, Time and again,

‘show . business

.

experience'* has. =.

- , | carriéd -the: Wisconsin-Michigan basketball -game ‘Sat, 7) .see Pat shown that-taste; showmanship:and.

||

IN. WASHINGTON ..o 8.

Buekett now on. WBON-FM 7. a,m.,-with: disks.and talk ..:. WORY. ‘disk _simplicity..can combine to produce oe
jockeys. Lée .Gray, : Mitch Michael, Jim Stagg,. Don ‘Phillips: and Bob. a result of:xtraordinary impact...’

CBS. News’ 'glamour’ gal sont caponident, Nancy. ‘Batigctuhan,.1took: ‘White. continue stressing “top -survey”: disks’ and: hold .the ‘teenage.

Finally; I cannot. comply “vith.

over theposh F St. Club, for a ‘dinner Motoring her new boss, David:|-listeners in-aréa ..::. WIMJ-TV,,on Sunday. March 11, 3-4 p.m:-offers - VARIETY: when it ‘states that the ~:~.
Schoenbrun, moved from Paris-to head the :D.C::news operation, attract-: ‘videotaped. ‘highlights. ‘of.Ath: annual Milwaukee Journal
pes

ing some.of the biggest names in town, including ‘Vice President and ‘Track and Field Games, 8
Mrs. Lyndon B. Johnson, several Cabinet. officers, ‘French: Ambassador |::

and Mme. Herve Alphand and numerous Senators . ..; Schoenbrun has.

“Big ‘reason ‘for the: comparative <:..
vacuumi-is. dollars. When the local"... | |

es

rn

IN-DALLAS. -

‘newspaper~ sends -a man: td: do an 2s"

_

‘| expose on: ‘mental ‘hospitals,-:for.

‘appointed Bob. Allison as news director and. execufive:producer of CBS|.

°°:

example, it's a-matter.of few...
News here ... Kenneth R. Better named development coordinator for|’ ‘Edwin’ W. Pfeitter- aicumed new post of‘station’“manager atWFAA-: ‘weeks’, salary; The reporter ‘may.~: ~..”WRC-TV, coming here from NBC. Spot.Sales, N. ¥.....-. Metropolitan | TV: .coming from’ WGR-TV, Buffalo ..... Roviald Reagan,. ‘General’ have: ‘himself committed for weeks °° |.
Broadcasting’s Florence

Lowe: hospitalized with a ‘pinched nerve .: :

‘Electric. Theatre’ host on ‘CBS-TV, speaks on “What:-Price Freedom”

and ‘come. through witha rugning.. ...: ..

WTOP-TV, according to. Bob Adams, will televise 30 Washington.Sena-. Feb: ‘27 at: Dallas. Memorial «‘Auditorium for.”Dallas Freedom ‘Forum “expose: story: that lasts ‘for-.days.
games this season, with sportscasters Dan: Daniels and John Mac-|...- «Dean Allen, who: is Officer Friendly” ‘on..his’ daily. -KRLD-TV. If a-local tv: station would: try the -° a3 7
‘tors
Lean to” handle ‘the play-by-play. . wae Ww AV.A- AM-FM. Jaunching both: ‘“Party. Time” live. kiddie: “show, :‘Skied- to the Coast. for a sole. in. “The

“same subject: thé costs would .be' abt
Andy Griffith Show’: to. be. aired March 26. Also, David ‘Wade, “whose- comparatively: astronomicat.”
“The
Gourmet”.-cooking show is a: ‘weekly. ‘KRLD-TV. “half-hour, did ‘a
‘We. at WCAU-TV svend between 9”
E ‘filmed :guestint with: Art. Linkletter |on: the. Coast for latter’s “House. ‘four’: ‘and.,stx.. months- preparing.
: ‘Party”"—with’ Wade- plugging his’ new ‘book, Cooking. with. a. Flair,”
{each -of .our-documentary -‘“gpe- 2
‘Wade.
is
also
heard.
on.
ABCs.
weekday
“Flair”
airing.”
Chet Huntley to deliver a report on “world conditions andextremist ;
“1 eials.” ©For. -these. ‘programs : wa’
- movements. ata dinner jauriching the: 1962 -Allied. Appeal ‘(March. 5);
~, | Utilize an ‘average. staff. ‘of ..15-.<.-@.ni. and. p.m. ‘segments ‘of two-hour all. hews, ‘Programming.’ :
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at the Warwick Hotel...

WFIL stations honored: with ‘the ‘principal

- Fpeople; Phese people:spend weeks...

‘themselvés withthe -°.0. .
* ChiFCC.Wearing 7 acquainting
topic beforé: any filming éver be- -: " ...

award, in the. spiritual: values éategory, by. thie’ Freedoms: Foundation.}

‘for its “One Nation Under God Series.” WTCV-TV. was only station in | AUG...
-the country to. receive Two George ‘Washington © Honor Medals from |
-.-:.-. .
- the Freedoms Foundation, for its:“‘Story: of Freedom” and “Can: You. .’'

ae - 1—=. Continued from‘page 2 =,

-gins—which: -is what'.is- done’ by _”. *:

"| ones ‘too, They’ ve been: anticipat-. ’o mewspaper: ‘reporter you ‘speak nd

Afford. Tomorrow?” :series. .-...“RFD. 6,’ new: weekly. segment has | dsq
been added to WFIL-TV's:-expanded farm programming on -Saturday
|.

0
- | ing: these: hearings: for.’ sevéral ; “It hardly’ ‘seems Jogical . that:a

‘| weeks -‘and have™ -been | “readying. ‘thoroughly researched .documen- .. ae
answers for: everything. It-is- easily: tary. program could. bégin ‘in any. ©‘.

‘morning, with Dr. George .Webster, station’s .director. of. agriculture.|.

‘5 , . Joe MeCauley,. WIP’s. morning man:Tushed to Chestnut Hill: Hos-|"
“pital for an indefinite stay—blood poisoning. :.The Cleveland- Brown's |-

other: .way:: It. is true. this costs

Jim Brown to do a five-minute. sports.show; three times weekly, ‘for’:
f

y | prédicted that the ratings. will be: money,.- but our station is ‘staffed... a ae
Roome,Feb:oT. ‘| trotted -out.. on “WGN-TV's. “Play: -with a “Public: Affairs. Departm
ent". *. tof. the ‘Week"* and. “WBBM-TV | geared’ :to handle ‘such Jongterm.-°
‘Sid Doherty is featured: in’ production . ,., Mini Rhea, ‘Philadelphia | “Registeréa ‘alia ~video: :sub-. “Repertoire: Theatre’ to. "squash ‘projects, and we: do .not. “expect to -: — author of “I Was Jacqueline Kennedy's. Dressmaker,” .will emcee. the ‘scriptions’: ‘have. “topped... _ the}.
‘make :imoney from-this: type ‘of 0°. |
WDAS :
Assistant WCAU-TV. producer Vincent -Searza: staging |
‘Leonard. Bernstein’s “Trouble in Tahiti,”” for the’ Co-Opera Co. Staffer.

Philadelphia Bulletin’s five-minute interview ‘strip on’“WEBS-EM,
.

IN -SAN -FRANCISCO.

.

| 3,000,000 matk. RAL-TV announced the inevitable charge. that:‘there,

,

+

isn’t Jenough

programming—just;

live. drama ‘on. ‘tv.

as ‘the large. |. - ¢

:are not looking. for:prof-"..-.
“7 'aggurtent
totals, of television 1
Heenses |nites the ratings on’ WGN-TV's | “networks
its from ‘their:-public affairs” ‘pres 22
3,033,043,

|.“Great:.. “Music © From’. Chicago, ie
* Leslie A. Nichols, indie KTVU's: news. ‘director’ since: 1958,
s yestened .
1
rted ‘by he’ Italo,‘teleto head news operation of Fisher -Broadcasting’s new. “indie. “Channel | A
reves ed by t
should there be a complaint. ‘about.
*2 in Portland . . .. Tennessee Ernie Ford retu:ned from -fortnight'’s Car- net that number: of.sets: now able. ithe:paucity “of ‘cultural /program~
ibbean vacation to plunge into. final. Prepara’: 30for daily ABC. show. ‘to. receive ‘the recéntly-inaugurated.

| -.

_entations. ‘Stich: ‘offerings:.are pre-~. ~.:

-sénted |as” the: station’s- contrifu-.°- -°.-

tion..to: the:community -interest, ree
.and. ‘nothing more.:
: Deejay. Art ‘Nelson, ex-KFWB, | secind” tv program: shad. reached ming. in: prime time. ‘In short, the | ‘ T.realize I. write. you" piesenting a » ’

out of KGO-TV. beginning April 2.
L.A.. joined Crowell Collier’s KEWB.. . Station..general manager John ’ 1,000,000 =. roughly one half the ald argunient, “we put. these:‘shows

the’ viewspoint: of ‘one. station man-:
‘ager of one local television. station - mex " .
McRae. also named. Patricia Rogers, ex-AFTRA, L.A.,-as: pubsérvice ;| sets, currentiy. able fo receive thie on;:but, no-one watches.”.
;
director .. . George. Nader. in Frisco to promote .“Shannon”, 2 KTVU | second’s UHF signal on’ the penin- | “There can: ¢ertainly be ino:sub- ‘outside the New York ‘market, but ©: .-.-.
sports director. Bill Parry resigned to take job: with Southern Califor.
t include sets |.
‘| I'm sure that if.you are. interested: he

nia electronics firm . . . Al Levitt’s KSFR-FM sunning special promio- sula. Figure does not

tional tieup with Oakland Symphony. .-.... KSFO

include ete,
sss || stantial coniplaint—at: least based} in

that. total
-isauely
“expected
to: be on: performances the ‘past -year..or- ‘wider'scale, you‘will.find that there2BOP
news. director. ‘Chet. ‘s0°
in public
places,.
as bars,:¢

Casselman in
in Washington for NAB ubalfairs conference...
¢

_

-] two—about:public: affairs. shows. is. ‘a wealth.-of, local. documentary...‘ -*.

| much. higher...

wee

programming. ':‘serving '-ttumeraus: : eyed

“RALTV aiso ‘gave! average’ ‘eve:| The: ‘competition: between: the’ sta- -communiities .‘throughout. America
‘ning ratings. for a: week in January
|tions ‘at. 'that: -level :chas. been
‘with necessary information about: :-...- |
nasfiring: two. years “ago.‘by:WIBK- |'as, 1,500,000: ‘Some: shows,’ notably |-spirited,: aid. the -results-—- both. local -issues—information present. “ra
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Jac EeGoff, vet. newscaster
=
Mike -stanze:
-Bongiorno’s:
night
for making ‘unauthorized. editorial: comments. created -a big hullabaton ‘quiz.
“CacelaSunday
‘al Numero”

artistically: a ft
d.‘aumierie
ally-im-|¢ed with force: and: imagination. .:
‘(Hunt the Number), hit a 3,500,000: pressive:' 7_
. y
:
|e
‘John. A.. Schneider,-

here, now has returned to.the station as. second in command to Car

‘Cederberg. who just was named director. of. news" and. public. affairs. ‘total, with some

3.60,000 estimated |
“(General Manager, WCAU-TY.).mo o
__Anticipa ng” t é. éartn gs,
LeGoff, a popular local commentator,. ‘spent ‘the past: two. years “at.
to-have. watched
a dramatic
pres-|
|only
several
- of cleaning
:the ‘stations
~-have‘inen'|
‘not. .
CKLW-TV, across the: river in Windsor, Ont: ...+ Myrtle. Rabbitt isTe-. entation:
by: Edu; ardo.
De “Filippo
been,
‘ug:thelr.

New ‘Keyhole’ Sales:

wilt. be honorary mayor of the day at ‘Vero Beach, Fla,- in ‘appreciation |0
Another ‘Seven markets have been = : ee
6
oF:
:
ther. evening: ‘programs -however . ‘supply. : ‘It: “ts “probably.
no: “co-.|:
a ‘added
is. adding
for the publicity he has given a “retire-to-Vero’’ pitch . .:. WXYZ-TV.: lowered. the average, ‘rating ‘only | incidence that. WNBQ
to the’ sales: roster.of Ziv-..-.

has been cited by the Richard S. a Arvet Post for its,sponsorship some 500,000: viewers: in: the. key’ new-live show, Jack Eigen’s inter- ‘UA’s- “Keyhole” entry,. produced: ae
‘of
the “Toys for Tots Jamboree,”
Pago: 30 pam. slotting. fee
‘vlews on Sunday nights aefea and_ narrated: by-- Jack Douglas...
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Jotin Vince, staff producer-direetor at WTAEsince the station.Sent |

-on the alr in 1958, has received an appointment with the USIA- and |,

em.

|“.

--:

of the wedding. gown worn by Myrna

|)

|

won KDKA-TV’s prize contest on ~Daybreak”.-.’ Prize. was. a replica |. aac a:
Fahey of “Father of the Bride.”
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Ss:

e or.

tha

‘Sales_include. WLOF, -Orlando,

e

-.recently -took ‘on Allen

Fla.

os

- WROC, : ‘Rochester, : NY.

*.!-) Burns’ as’ public ‘affairs ‘director,- WFIE, ..Evansville, Ind. WATE, ral
Knoxville;: KALB, ‘Alexandria, La.;
Jatter Operating a few.
Vent
“as-years~ with
r?.| KYFV, Springfield, Mo... with RCA:
only...a
:pubaffairs
“supervisor } Distributors. : ‘sponsoring:::° and.)
Ups from:
‘the
|program=‘department.

}Uy:
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-pighatitts:‘anddetendants inthesuitfited‘hy33 ASCAE ‘wifters

against” Broadéast: Music. Ine:,Cty in N..x.Federal Court, ‘on‘Nov. ©

vo

1953 are as follows:
|:
=
‘Plaintiffs—-Arthur. Schiwartz® “Ira. ‘Gershwin,’ ‘John ‘Jacob’ Loeb, |

'SDoretliy Fields, Virgil Thompson, Douglas Stuart Moore, Gian Carlo:
* Menotti, ‘Samuel.Barber, Randall Thompson, Milton ‘Ager, Mee. :
,“Bishop, Paul Cunningham, Mack Dayid, Milton Drake, James.Kim-

Leer "AddaAnother|

by MIKE GRoss
.
“tiie death. ofthe record indastry|“Overseas. Link -SADAIC
..,pall Gannon, L. Wolfe. Gilbert; George Graff, Alex Charles. Kramer, ... ‘and.
itseveritual. rebirth: ‘is what |.
“Jack. Lawrence, ‘Alan Jay ‘Lerner, Edgar Leslie, Jerry’ Livingston,: **
“Rosalie. W.-: Miller, exec director
Sidney |‘Frey. sees in his.'¢i

pulse buyers” have become the key-.
- George’ ‘W. Meyer, Joseph Meyer, Vic. Mizzy, Charles ‘Tobias,. Leon< -:.
: ofthe Atferican. Mechanical Rights ‘tools for a great portion: of album
“ard Whitcup, Joan Whitney, Donald Macrae Wilhite:Jr.,.also known”
[oO
| Agency (AMRA) has added another. marketing today.
-:
| foreign. “link. | - Coming*:under
as: Don .Rae, Jack. Yellen, ‘Victor ‘Young, Robert MacGimsey, and
The new conception in album
“Willian. ‘Grant: Still;- individually and .on. behalf of other writers “lof:
the piece who" is slowly but |AMRA's
wing
now
is
SADAIC,
the:
packaging and peddling stems from
Argentine ~society of: composers ‘the realization by many disk comand: -composers .of musical compositions similarly situated;: against ‘-Defendantse—BMI; Radio Corp. of. America, National -Broadcast- |“ ness
surely.
destroying.-the
disk fields’.
bus!~ ‘and - publishers. - .~
anid.
is.‘hurting theallied
+pany execs that the hit song has
-AMRA will act’ as the ‘gent ‘for’ become an important marquee lure. .
dig. Co. Inc.,.Columbisa: Broadcasting. System: Tric,, Columbia Records: . as well.
‘the collection of ‘mechanical. royal- |‘on its own and rides a ‘Profitable. :
” Ine." Columbia: Music -‘Publishing’ ‘Co., Master Records Inc:, Okelt.: _ Frey’ s forecast étivisions ‘the :
ree- ties. in. the U. |S. “and: ‘Canada: for
..Musie Publishing Co.,. American. "Brosdeasting-Paramount Theatres . ‘ord
tales wave. ~
business: ‘starting ‘all over again
. Ine., General: ‘Teleradio. Inc.,. ‘Mutual Broadcasting ”System. Inc.,. ° with -a:.stabilized: price’. structure SADAIC members. ’’.:AMRA’ also
‘Even. though. the: hit. has. ‘Deca.
’ Storer’ ‘Broadcasting: ‘Co.; “National. Assn, .of “Radio: &: “Television” - and ‘sales outlets. ‘controlled’ by: represents’: GEMA, .the. German recorded tty someone other than
:. Broadcasters, BMI Canada. Ltd.,- Associated: Music Publishers-Inc.,. °- those -who. care ‘about ‘Tecords. ‘only ‘performing ‘rights: ‘society of: com- ‘the .artist who made the original
posers‘ and ‘publishers.:
” Allen. Intercollegiate Music ‘Ine. David Sarnoff, Frank: M. Folsom,
‘Fafter_it’s completely ruizied--by the|: -AMRA -was ‘launched -by: music.{click platter, the companies. have
found. that if they come.out with
Niles Trammell, William S; ‘Hedges, William's. ‘Paley; ‘Frank Stan- ‘:
: ‘ton; James. B:: : Conkling, -Adrian Murphy, ‘Herbert: .V. ‘Ackenberg;
present
operation of discounts and biz ‘attorney ‘Harold:.Orenstein a version of their. own which spoteals. #
...Raymond-Diaz, JamesE.-Wallen, J.:Harold Ryan, Harold E. Fellows, ... “The Yecord business ds now 60% “Vast: .sumnier with a’ GEMA lights. the hit song fast enough they
: Carl Haverlin, Justin: Miller, ‘Sydney: M.: Kaye, ‘Merritt E: “‘Tomp-=.-” . in. the hafids of the: swingers :(rack: pact: after the courts decreed. that ‘Get ‘a good ‘sales raboff.
‘Mascew’ Example Cited.
- kins; Robert y. Burton, Glenn. Dolberg, Roy: Harlow, ‘Harry <P... {jobbers and. discounters),” “he: said, .GEMA |could --no ‘longer collect |’
mectianicat poyalties.for: its’memRecent: example of record com_- Somerville, Charles. A. Wall,;‘John Elmer, ‘J.° Herbert :Roller,
“and ‘they. buy: only -the product. ‘bers.
| panies latching on‘ to a hit is: the.
‘Leonard -Kapner,:Paul-W. Morency. and J.Leonard Reinsch.

a
: ASCAPisfay NotReo Legal
i

: The pop album business isbeginating to take on some of the aspects of the singles field. Speedy production, extended .deejay servicing,
‘and: packaging directed at “im-

‘that makes. the charts. Every new]... —

| Fecord ..virtually: needs .a - miracle |- es
e
te. get. it ‘off: the ground: is
He also- mentioned that the.days . .
Lotretailers’ ‘stocking ‘up: ‘on catalog]: ©: -product: have disappeared: and they wd

ut vs.BMI& Webs

igen ettlement’ ‘of-the $159,-|.
soy ig
000,000 - damage” suit: brought in Fipic’$ Herb:

Mahal aay ask itesees|

conly:: buy _ fast-moving- items ‘and |

‘only’. if ‘theré’s..a deal -‘jnvelved.. ve
“Offers of one-for-four pushed byt. ©
;| several Inajor ompanies, ”. he: said, |

|

“aren't’doing: “the business. any

ce

‘good at all”. :
‘Also, he added having. 60% ‘of

{fast’. action taken on “Midnight In
| Moscow.”

‘The tune ‘hit. a solid

- _|sales: spree via’ its: interpretation

‘| by: Keriny. Ball on the Kapp label. [Within a comparatively short time.
‘tthe number was featured in album. ,
versions released by United Artists
—_
- |Records and Epie. UA’s interpreta-.:
[tion was by.
Al Caiolo while Epie
eame to bat with an Eddie Condon
workover.~

From B
Bicasters|

The ‘speed. with ‘which: ‘you. can
Washington, Feb. 27.2 ‘Ret. a followup’ interpretation in
: “ea of‘the “neighboring rights” the: market” is probably the most ™
against e.“networ
i, “Herb. Linsky.. has. shifted .‘ffom: ‘of rack jobbers,“ ‘discounters and|.approach to - performing. Toyalties ' important. ‘part of this new album
store operations: “creates a as a méans of beefing up the in-; ‘operation, ‘one disk~ exec said.
Mae nen Aor’the’ paanuite, Evie‘Records to. United. Artists ‘to chain
‘take.
over as national promotion. nervous” Situation: If anether. softs: comes ‘of. Singers ahd. musicians is: “Only. ‘Six. months ago we used te »
He: states “in.part, *‘To.-achieve. a
ness:
in‘
the disk market develops, being explored’ by. R ep. -Robert? pwait For a song to get a top post
settiement....:,"it will be necessary. amanager...His ‘spot at- Epic, where|
‘Frey ‘predicts: that: ‘many’ ‘of these ‘Giaimo. -(D-Conn.}. He's :seeking|‘tion: on the c
-before featur‘to compromise on. tlie: question ‘of |he had the same ‘chore,’ will .be: ‘pseudo
record. outlets will. ‘drop. “Ways. of- making “broadcasters fork ing:the title on one of our album
by the déefend-. ‘filled’ by =Sol-. Rabinowitz. in ‘a.

“DA. as ‘Nat'l. Promo: ‘Mex.the industry’s: ‘business in the hands

the amount, payable

from Columbia's artists out:‘and. put the. record ‘manufac-. ‘over. some ‘coin: to. performers Téleases,” :the ‘exqe: added, “hut
turers - in’ a.’ disastrous. position: ‘whose disks they'air. -”.
iv now all.we:need is an indication.
”
bo
Linsky
.is" replacing~“pate |“The big point,” he added, “is that'} : The: first: Jawmaker. to’ take an. from our field: men that a ‘certain
reco
‘they. are ..not: dependent: on. the: interest. in ‘the ‘highly: signifieant, tune is. breaking’ out and we. start
- Gonsiderit
‘that. “many” ‘" fop. ‘Mathews; ‘who‘was recently. upped} ‘record:. industry, ‘since they. prima-. ‘but’: esoteric;. neighboring. rights. rolling.’ae
and asideriig
writers assigned ‘to a&r director at-UA.. He'll work ‘yily use records as.loss leaders or’ field, Giaimo is ‘pondering the POs- |.
Faster Packaging
‘from: 2-5%: :of ‘their annual. in-. ‘closely: with’ Mathews, Jerry Raker,|.
- The’ exec pointed out that In the
‘impulse’ buying lures, but the rec- sibility: of .‘hearings - ‘on the issue.
come:. from’ the. .Society. :to. help} -national ‘sales niatiager; and Morris -ord “industry: ‘hag become depend- -‘The “probe,‘'“by... the : Thompson. ‘past the big hangup in getting ‘an
defray the legal. biil;:and that this: Priee, .oe ‘of regional bales ent on-them:” . ~
House Labor: Subcommittee if. it: album | out fast was.the long pack-has. been. variously :‘estimated: ‘as: ‘operations:
. div As att added convincer. ‘that the Should come‘ off, is :one of. several aging process. To beat thie rap,totaling :‘between: .$2,000, 000. and.j~
4record ‘business is:.in ‘an unhealthy: avenues . Giaimo- is. considering in many :. companies ‘have modified.
‘$3,000,000, . the: conclysion™ is’More New: ; oll
-$tate- here, -Frey. pointed. out. that his"ise ee to. uplift performing. their. packaging ‘techniques. “It’s
OF:-less obvious. :
it
Iss
‘sort of an. ‘overnight packaging
| there: are” about:.6,000 record. ‘re--Sehulman’s rolindratiin letter to
| tailers-in ‘England while there. are]: Giaimo, author’ of the ‘resolution. technique,”. he pointed. out, ‘and
g
n
ectio
‘under.
pete
Ww
which..the..
meri-'|
Thompson
‘by
a process of. elimination ‘we ean
‘songsmiths.:
‘Sub-.
the” “interested
|-only. about .2,000 -retailers in’ the
tioned. that the -exécutive commit- |"bong
Ire
Vet
t
.| U. S.-Also, there -is no ‘price: ‘eutting|¢‘committee hag been holding hear~ get out a:package in two days: ine. o:
ings
on-:.
the’
econdinic
.
‘Plight.
of.
‘stead
of the. usual: four weeks.”
‘tee proposed. a. negotiating. commit- .
(OF ‘discounting: in: ‘England. . ne,
“up over}. What's been eliminated are cuts
tee comprising Arthur. Schwartz, |
‘ The record: ‘company: deals" have ‘performers, : is steamed '
‘what
he:
regards
as
“exploitation”
and
colors.
‘Instead of a four-color
‘Virgil. Thomson, Burton Lane, Abel: fe
}prough€ ‘about .a.. tight “margin of.
Baer, Bud.:Green,:.John J. Loeb; {. profit: within’ which: the: manufac- of . recording. artists By. broadcast- job, they now use only. two and
: “CFs.
.|they’ve.
eliminated
cuts entirely.
‘Douglas :Moore, ‘Harry -Ruby, “Ned turers new have to -work.:
‘Washington, «Don« -Raye, .Milton ns
: “A’ Ye’ publisher royalty. takeort =: | His: ‘indignation. is:‘based - ‘on: the’ The big push is‘on the hit tyme and
Ager: and. Harold, ‘Adamson...
“ha ‘ombhere’s -pumnble “brewing:“at (from ‘the 2c. minimum) ‘means: fact. that:. the ‘broadcasters .don’t that’s emblazoned in large type-on
‘.Schulman’s *. gorimunique :“also. Broadcast’ ‘Music Ine, Sony of. its lot,”. Frey admitted, “and now for ‘shell: out royalties .or license: fees |the album. jacket which Isa potent
to singers and musicians, but ‘rath- ‘selling aide-for racks, one-stoppers ~ ,
mentions: that “‘we have.at all times: ‘oldline firms: are voicing: -unhappi-. ‘the-first time Em. shopping for ptib-.
+er. -t0- the: author. tthe Publisher |‘and. assorted. chain outlets.
insisted that: the primary objective ; ness .oyer’ the. new- collection. sys-' lisher rates, using. more and more and/ or, composer).‘Also, there is.a big push on radio :
-public
‘domain’
tunes,
:
merchandis-:
of the lawsuit: was.to protect: writ-7tem’ and are contempalting a. move:
ling’ cafalog, Keeping away from ex- - The: neighboring ©“rights. concept. Station servicing, The deejay copies
ers’ against: further. ‘discrimination, ‘ away.”
tor:
tlie
first
time
is
TFecognized”
in.
go
out:in the same manner as the - and::to “provide’ to them .an‘ equal|. -First: indication, of‘the stir: comes. -trayagant promotions, and: making |
international ‘treaty. Drafted: in singles: but they’ ve become more
opportunity of having their ‘works:|j from: ‘Sammy Kaye's: Republic© Mu. More foreign. recordings: to - hold ‘an
_Ronie
last.
fall,
the
treaty
takes
a
‘finportant
to the spinners because
published; recorded and-performed..| sic -which has: been: a.
irm ‘costs down. .‘In other: words, ‘I’m
‘tentative step in ‘the. direction. of
‘That: concept will.be ‘basi¢:in the. ‘Sincé: 1940, .,Republic’s, pact ‘with. being forceg.'to keep .AF’S. ‘$2,500;~ implementing :the theory, con an in- they have a extra-added: bonus: of
11:
other
songs
to play... “This,”
negotiations.”
. . {BMI winds. up at the end ‘of March. 000 to. $3; 000, 000. operation °very ternational basis... :
‘| another -diskery topper. said; “adds:
ASCAP, ‘per: se, “as ‘well:as" 4'} and: the-..firm "has. already. given. tight.”: --- Under the: “concept, -‘which. is’ up. to an exposure that. pays, off. in
number. of key songsmiths, was not ‘notice that it's lookitig for another’|:: .Frey: ‘ilso ‘pointed. “out:‘that |he, practiced: ‘in ‘some European eoun- |
in sympathy with or a’ participant |tie: '-According ‘to .a.spokesman. for: as” ‘wellee other ré¢ord: ‘industry. : Aries, the. performers .would -‘get:a'l more, ways than ‘one.ae
steadily scanning «the: ‘slice of | ‘the royalty - coin. from.}.
‘Mn? the. suit: Writers’ like” Irving Republic, talks- will. be- held: with | exets;@
ants, even to:the point where. the &witchover

cost ‘of the,suitwil,notbe entirely hat repertoire .department.
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‘Berlin. and Frank Loesser..also |both :ASCAP and Sesac, ~

-| overseas ‘horizons to develop .new: ‘broadcasters ” who .usé° their

ree>

MereMarketing Philips’
_PertablePhonos*& May

chose not to. contribute‘to the legal. .- Republic, which :has.: been’ tally disk: outlets’ abroad.. He: already ords. The U:S.. is:.still undecided|
fund but, onthe other ‘hand; writer-. ing. between . $40,000 ‘and ‘$50,000. -has built -up.AF interests in: Eng-|‘whether fo: sign the treaty which|
‘publishers ‘like :Cole Portér, Rich-. annually, was.one‘of the first firms land; Brazil and Canada.. Upcoming ‘has’ a June 30. deadline. for Inking. :
ard: Rodgers: ‘and --Osear “Hammer-’ ‘to: be ‘formed. under’ the BMI::ban-: ‘are AF’ developments” in,Mexico, ‘Federal: Communieations -Chair-|.
‘gtein-2d -did. assign '.5% of. their: ner and: provided’ ‘it. with: some:“of: and:‘Australia, apie
- man - Newton .'Minow. has. not: yet
ASCAP. ..income-for. a time. “to. its:‘first: “Hit Parade” songs:.:
"|
: replied to aletter: from Giaimo in
finanés .He litigation, .“* .~
: Under. the ‘BMI. collection, setup |5
wfoG
Chicago, Feb: 27. ©
| Which the lawmaker assails broad-}.
Or g-hard’ business” perspéctive: | OW:. which puts :all rirms.in prac-~
lereury -Records last week put
-| easting and ‘asks what FCC ean do}.
many -“ASCAP: writers became .dis-: tically the same: ¢ategory,.. Repubon
ithe
market.
two
‘portable phonio: {to make ‘them: ‘hand over some. ‘of
illusioned about, most of. it as they |lic’s:‘take has been reduced and. the.
“|
, their profits. to disk. artists:
wey graphs : ‘hanufaetured in Holland .
grew: convinced :that...most;" if. not /firm ‘has been. forcéd to prune -its|
by!!
Philips
Phonographic
Indus“.Giaimo. asserted that the Thomp-

~‘AlsoSellRadi, TVSets:

‘all, the ‘ASCAP. publisher-directors | overhead :by:“dropping. ‘some, of its |

CapNixesJudy
For Reprise IP;

tries. ‘The move. into: the. phonograph ficld--had “been anticipated. .
ever since Philips. of ‘Holland pur- chased control of: Mercury last fail.
‘there’. will -be a soundtrack: album. ‘6f-.recordings: -but. provide little. ‘Tradesters ..expect that Mercury
he. has”ever: been ‘technically:-and. is:based. Solely an ‘performatice available: of the :Judy. Garland : tv. employment for: the. artists ‘and no will next market @ line. of. radios
--| which: amounts ‘te; 10e: :per.. plug” -special : which -was’ aired ;.on: CBS: remuneration .for the. commercial: and television. sets produced. by.
proved.
| predicated; on the ayerage earnings.
Philip Ss.
(25). The’ big: hitch comes use of. his recorded: works, .
- cone
- / | for “three previous ‘years: “Even. “Sunday:
“The- ‘sabcomimittee has’ ample | “Tnitial“ distribution of ‘the. phono
from.: eonflicting. record company ‘evidénge
though: BMI has attempted to' make’
graphs will be in 20 primary martat’
the
performing
art-'|
Gamer’Ss‘HurokTour ' Lit- mere equitable :by ‘-giving-. the assignments...
‘ists in America eonstitute. an, eca-. ‘kets, according ‘to Irving -Russell;Bere :: Garner, |“who. begait his |newcomers 4¢ to -6c. a plug, Kren-|} : Frank. Sinatra. ‘and:‘Dean’ Martin: nomically ‘depressed profession :“ele: newly appointed. sales manager for
i962. ‘concert tour: Feb. ‘16 ‘in. Bos-: gle ‘still: feels, that the 20-year-old |.‘tecord. for. Reprise, Sinatra’s own. It is equally clear to.me'.and to the :.Mercury phonograph . equip‘ton;. will. -move.- into. “Montreal. "veteran firms: aren't. getting. a fair ;company, while. Capitol has. an -ex-. many. who. testified. that’. huge’ in- me . Russell previously was sales .
clusivity. with Miss. Garland. A Cap dustries: ‘purveying the art of these: manager. of tape recorders for Bell ,
(March. 2), Rochester. (March’ 4), ‘shake.
and: Tororito: (March: 5). The. tour,
There are. stil.some ‘problems to ‘spokesman said:‘that the company. perfermers have grown. and: pros-} '& ‘Howell for three years.
whieh’ is under the S..-Hurok. ban=: be: droned out: ‘in’. the move: ‘away | wouldn't release her” fora Reprise pered‘:and today réap:.a tribute} “fhe stered portable’ features a:
ae
ner,’ will run through .‘April’ 22: | ""| from: -BMI:; ‘The primary .poser ‘is: ‘shot at the. soun
‘|of ‘billions of dollars from the peo- dévice. which can regulate voltage
‘The: Boston. date;":played at |what's. to be‘done about collections | . . Before. Sinatra. ¢
While ‘contributing little or for use with. current anywhere in
‘Symphony Hall; drew ‘a full: ‘house.. on songs’ ‘that -have. been ’
‘written “he. and -Martin- were: also:part.‘of! nothing ..to. maihtaining a. living: the. world, and will, ‘retail ‘for.
_ a‘the® Capitol roster.
:
a eel
S. : ules in.thiscountry.”
1$139. 50. "
Mansseals‘3.little.overSD ae by.
_Baebstgned writers:

‘Hiave. ‘BML. affiliated-publishing op- |Staffers. :

‘erations, -.openly... or. allegedly| - The: collection, says Dave ‘Kren‘through a:‘secretly’ frivolved financ-. gle; ‘Kaye’s business exec, doesn’t
‘ing setup. .How true. the. latter- may |take ‘seniority into. consideration

son . ‘Subcomimittee _ has -heard. repeated: gripes from: talent. about
.{the “extensive: practice. of © broad-.
|:: mae. ‘doesn't ‘appear..likely -that castéfts to exploit’ them via. the. use’
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“A. DATE {and follows with aload of elegant ||

‘EDDIE CANTOR:
EDDIE CANTOR” (Audio|
Fidelity). This.is a -potent piece

WITH

(the ‘Best Bets’ofon
Week's100-Plus
sRelecses)

ttRICK NELSON voce cooce chncscee YOUNG. WORLD -

niaterial that:includes:a medley of: |

Parisian-styled ° songs and :a. solid
biz memorabilia. It’s an. -bit of -song nostalgia -which she}

of show

*

The. Browns’ “Buttons. and Bows” (Famous*): revives. this. old.
“ple tune in a.catchy, countryfied arrangement with broad appeal. °
“Remember. Me” ¢Witmark?) . ts another. fine’sie” out,OF. the:
* standard; eatalog. eat
a
a ee

nameé-dropping interpretation. of the tune. ‘Others| §

we

(Will

et al.)

gives his reminis-| +)

é

a

AO BOWS : 3

ACK. Victor)...sree ceeiceveséeoseceees Remember Me |

have any feeling “at all about’ the |the Kapp label.’
days.of show comes front andcenter for a good | §

Cantor’s
Rogers, Fanny. Brice, Flo} that ‘make the: set;a fine program-|2 4
“Around the. World
are“Arrivederct.
ming
Days,”
80 item
Jimmy Durante,. George ,{ in
.
Ziegfeld,

.

' ‘THE BROWNS...vin daaces beBUTTONS

tapes until now.) Packed .with nos-. ‘Artists),, Here's an attempt ‘to.-cash.

Jessel,

Summertime. .

pact: “Summertime” . (Gershwin®) “is: a-ygood ‘workover .of. the. arene

talgia and good humor, it’s a-natu-|in on the “Midnight in Moscow’ ||
Kenny. Ball on |{
ral spinning-bet for those who |click launched by
Al Caiola’s guitar |j
pre-Madison. Ave.

os icee cog eve Secs

ballad handled very smoothlyby this young singer. for solid tm- — cee7

“Gershwin oldie, dished: up with a stronger tran usual beat. :a

concert was performed back in| AL. CAIOL A joRcue oma. a:
1950 and Cantor has held on'to.the |NIGHT IN: MOSCOW
nited |f

business.

0.0 0

“Rick Nelson's “Young World” (Four Start). is a nifty. teen-angled. ;a

1

=.

stage with a charming sessionof. effective baton... 3...
@.
songs, stories and anecdo

< Amperial):

:

etching of a Carnegie Hall concert |calls.a: “Lillian Russell Medley.” |.
in which. Eddie Cantor. held the |The. orch is under Dick. ‘Mazard's f

ny

i!

*

Litt

-- LAWRENCE WELK .:;

-,(Mlgremry
ry):
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Whole

BON

‘BONS

©

World: In ‘His: ‘Hands...

Josh White's “iBone.“Bons” (American. Academy: of: Music*) és °°
eences an oe. quality. The} orienof India’ and. Under Paris|’
Presents His |Newest -‘Hit. ‘Album |.
“@ ‘swinging saga. handled in.
inhighly infectious style by this veteran’.
vignettes ofhisearly entertaining |©
4 for: Dot.-Records—"MOON RIVER”
“performer. with
assist. from. a choral: group..“The Whole...
|

ys w

e

aforementioned

not:|

nick SCHORY: ORCH: “HOLT.

yet
stars are cheery and, very pay FOR PERCUSSION” (RCA:
often, funny. Cantor is. no -great. Victor).. Dick Schory continues to
shakes

as a singer here

Bint Sie

but he ba’ percussive. and persuasive ,es-

atoe

“World. In His Bande”(Essex*),
(2
ts.a ‘gong. version. of this: teligioso:

gives:the programmers some 0

to line up.for turntable time:|;

“Sentimental Journey,” “Autumn.

‘does bring that inimitable and Win.|pecially
in Victor's “Stereo. Action” | Leaves" and: “The Very| ‘Thought
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*offstage’ drama is more ititeresting ‘Hall, “Warren: -.-The film star.
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‘N.-Y.. Times story last week, igno. || Shakespearéan ‘Festival this ‘sum-. rance.of the: clause was professed
mer. “She ‘will play opposite Chris- by. both’ producer-theatre. owner ..
— :topher Plummer in “Macbeth” and Robert: W.. Dowling ‘and lyricist-—

“.
‘Toronto, Feb.. 27. ;
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‘|Michael .-Langham ‘is: artistic’ di- ter.‘also. president of the. guild.’
|. gritics,, who panned the. show. after alse’ play. the. 4,000-seat Veterans |
| rector “of. the Festival.)
Dowling, who's also N. Y.: Mayor *
:the opening last. Monday -(16), :sub-- “Memorial Auditorium, ‘having. its|-Toby »‘Robins, will: ‘play. Roxanne Robert: F. Wagner’s Cultural Execs
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same: as’ on opening: night, with
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J . part of the 70-page contract for-35 °

| Auditorium, - Rochester, : ‘had ‘not

.|-been resolved as ‘of VARIeTy’s:dead-.
.. shortening -of. many-. windy.: and|. Another: major city is-going: in- ‘line “ysterday ~(Tues.). Also. -unde> .wapid. Speeches’ helps: the. play, of: for the “booking ‘of. regular. road-’ ‘termined at that.time was thé ques-|’
‘-course.. Nevertheless, ‘the. charac-: shows’ during’ the summer.: Joining tion of: whether Actors: Equity or

‘extraneous dialog eliminated, ‘The!’

_ terizations -and. «plot’: development:

Ce,

the: American: Federation of: Tele-|

years, provides for author royalties

to be figured on all-receipts includ+ |
Jing -“ice,”. which is the illegzl pre-.:.
{.mium charged for hard-to-get tick- ~
‘ets . to" Broadway hits. Although...
‘buried in the contract, the clause. .

“are unchanged, making’ “General| is Detroit’ which.has.:two touring
was brought to the ‘surface. last
over:eOuncil
the’ telecast.
“f= De. ‘Re Mi" will end’ its tour summer, during :an arbitration dis‘The. Equity
.was ~stint|
* Seeger” a.poor prospect’ for:Broad-. Musicals ‘already. set for the upcom- jurisdiction
March’ 17: after. nine. weeks’ on the pute, in which Lerner ‘was.a parAway. or elsewhere...
|ing. June-August périod.-The shows||-
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Fran-.
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departure.
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In a-.
. "pers of ‘the. cast, ‘and costar.’ Ann ‘Last’ simmer, .the list of: cities vas the Equity “council. is- needed ‘in -far, that deficit. is figured to have: producer.’ of. the musica].
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: (Continued on page 70).
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- Interpretation ‘of ‘the’ fitle.role,.ae 5
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live: New, . York.’ ‘presentation in last Monday" (26).:
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| (Continued ‘On page 66).
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Contrary. to ‘rumor, however, the the end of the . season. and then.
Caroline?” - ‘and
‘Fred Coe -and ‘Arthur: Cantor, ‘Arthur --Morse.~headed: syndicate. pag the play to. New York next:
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“eo-producers.
E....*
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for the William Link-Richard: Lev‘the ‘production .next .seasoun,:. Ro-.
. to the repeal ‘of the.5% New: York|.his ‘wife, ‘stars in “both, with:the
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‘inson. property
while: here for.
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~and. ‘the -diversion :of.the money |--ing. Tinkle,;’”’. in the.-U.S
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not
be.inclided:in
‘the
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|
» Savolved:- ‘in: the :-tax Saving. to.anj_ Pg an s troupe. hit: ‘difficulties:
itinerary. ‘Although Rochester does'|| g oing :to keep bringing: ‘in those | major towns.to be played by. the:
_: Sndustry-widé pension fund. ‘Equity |. in St. Louis;: Mo.; Tate. last’. fall, |get: a few-' touring.: presentations, -‘tired: old ‘package. shows. This. may production, in which Joseph: Cotten, “Thomas
Mitchell, - Agnes
s ‘and the. League :disagree’. ‘on: how ‘after: ‘Salmon. ~ was | reportedly |:
-Dynamie: jnitends. using its: process ‘be. a pipe dream, but. I'd like-to
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‘with
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all
‘The.
St..
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‘By... the:
time’ be - comes round; the. corpse
has’ disappeared: : Was ‘it.hallucination or. did -he Teally :see the dead,
body? :Fram ‘that.:point, onwards,

Beard. COFpse}. thete: . ‘Blackout;
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jackson ssbeeseereesence, anthony ‘Stuart
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Monte Doyle has’ a ‘strong: sense
: of theatre and a gift: for’ a: good:

pretty. daughter - but: she.. ‘retuses |.
”
-} ber is ‘apparently a parody of the. “Frank, the:‘Fateh. “4 familiar. “Evangeliman” :theme: by.
He then ‘abducts and rapes J.
cher, Her :father, .a. ‘rich, gentle|.
:’, | Mienna;- Feb, °1
AustriianY composer. Wilhelm, Kienzl.:
Leo ‘Epp presenntation of: Tausical com: |
peasant, becomes. ‘the’ -Aleade, or
: Maas.
ody
in five ‘acts (15 scertes),. ‘with Bbook.by | °*
local mayor’ ahd. judge;. and cap: Friedrich
Duerrenmatt, songs b
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‘over
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the officer's. : protestations

curtain ‘situation. But having said. the: plot follows a tortuous course|.that: he ‘is.only Hable. ‘to military |W
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th virtue of. “Signpost to Murder,” .a .three-acter which Emile
Littler has brought: into London.

It has. star names in ‘Margaret
Lockwood and Derek Farr. to-help.
it along, and this marquee. appéal.
may
well be -the* determining

- factor.
The author's facility for ‘creating

a situation is way ahead of ‘his.
dialog. Many of. the lines: . were
greeted by audience. titters, and
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‘tense situations are literally: tossed
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‘| Grose.Schmachrede am. ‘known. for: “The Old ‘Lady’s Visit’. " Belleien -Maréeay, ‘whose’
“The.
(ptesented wnder the. title, “The |;
der: —
' Although there is an interesting: “Wp Allende: Dé ialamen: ,
_ Visit, ” in the U.S.‘and the British: :Good .Soup”: and “The Egg’. were.
ATh
ayor
of
Zalaniea).
‘basic situation, the plot is extreme- 2
:: Hisles), has“ contributed the ..book Paris: hits and Broadway ‘flops,.has.
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°
Paris,
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dy involved, and occasionally the |‘ffor a sardonic musical about a one- come. up. with. another facile‘.com-— we
Bie: Kartethek |.
National Populaire sresenia:: 7
in “Les -Cailloux” (“The Pebauthor’ gets bogged down in the} 4,‘Theatre
nm of
12. sce
a.by | Tirade at the: Tews “Walt ‘snaman banking institute’ operating. ‘edy"
complexities of his yarn. Dere k 2
‘on a gangster basis, “The piece is bles”). It’s. again . about ‘amoral_ The. Card. Index)
in . this ‘case''-the .social-:.
Farr is in a criminal mental home, }
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cos |" a
’ Berlin, Feb, i we called ‘“Frank, :
:
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and has made up his mind to get'| Ine

28 days freedom which, under Brit- Philippe
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|
material.
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ale ait
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“Hl plays of the so-called. “New Wave” ‘titute, but:Hans” Ruedgers ‘and ‘characters, there are’ .good: per=."
‘Willner:are. Bood. in.‘mirior’ formarices by Jean. Tissier, Barbae ::". -.. [|Senre.. Both works are :obscure, :‘Oskar
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Ta Laagé, Michel Piecolt and,Sacha
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a
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> style:
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“Corel Lawrence iis ‘on “asse?.

sh sings ond donces .. 0
“pra briet'donce thethes bitters

Jigweet grace. A. gifted, girl,

os, Miss

Lewrence." .

JOMN CHAPMAN:

oe
"Carel Lawrence;-:the. joi |
t: in’.
7 "“e@ctress who was sovibran
Pee,
Wen. ‘Side. Story’on |the i"

-~

WALTER KERR

* ‘Broadway stage, gives a beaws- "5. 2:
__tifully,. contrasting -‘buoyanée.
2.
ond: glow to. the. role. of -the:

NEW YORK HERALD TRIGUNE

Miss Lawrence is indeed worth

naes

~ listening to ond,above all, look-

‘niece. She! mates. the de

ped frustration of the girlin:‘the:

o “NORMAN NADEL

“NeW YORK WORLD-TELEGRAM

Bee face of her uri...
“ele’s jealousy ‘and|vepersnc® |

almost to poignant to.bear."
FRANK QUINN .

MEW YORK MIRROR:

as

ee

.

‘NEW YORK. DAILY, NEWS
"Miss Lawrence is a. ‘dalf
whether she is singing, ‘dancing
or just looking adoringly.”
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OTe ene eT mes.

* “ugha tesTvel , sher
-gureond
adclear, ondeach
“sporkles."
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_-heturalin har ee

JOHN McCLAIN
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end:vitalityvat

."Goro “Lawrence ‘ond
; dences beautifully." singe.|
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HOLLYWOOD |REPORTER.

~WGarol Lawrence, as the:niece,

i particuler! y poignant."
. QLTON- COOK,

+ ERE YORK WORLD-TELEGRAM ”
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New to: moviés.-is: ‘promising -
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- CHICAGO SUN-TIMES

a new: movie, ‘View from the
_ Bridge,’ was the first singer
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“This Heort of Mine,’ ‘will cape

(I96T1962)©

Taccage once
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‘signed by: Fred Astaire for his:
new record firm. Her album
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"Chicago s: Carol Lawrence,
.. starring on Broadway in: *Sube.
* “sways. Are: For Sleeping’ ondin *

)

One of the newest show bie
‘stars ‘emerging from the. legit

-.ganks--@s. @ songstress «
“hoofer;. Carol Lawrence regis

fers as a tine stylist in this disk.
production. With @ good voice”

a

and. a “warm attack,MissLow.
“-rence.is: most impressive."

‘BILLBOARD MUSIC WEEK
“The ster of ‘West Side.Story®
shows ber-vocal versatility and
__Heility 40.bring out all the-sige.
© pificence in a lyric,in this first
”‘gollection for the new Fred As.
steire label, distributed through
MGM."
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State’law, thieSo.euirrent
N.Y. presentation.
a Si-year-ola.
thebasis-of
to” Brith.
whoseflame’defies} interesting
2 candle
other: Bye
were. such’
is an illegal.
“Gideon”.
‘production'of
offers lit- Lf
but: itte
‘wealth’ audjences
.- ;
extinction.
13."| duies
:Judas.”-*:-)
y

1 notable ‘shows as “J.B.,” “The Green -Pastures” and ‘Dear

. MeStay.

Merj:. There is-no great cvitiedy. though. tle for‘Broadway..

has: een: -asked. -by’ Fred -Coe ‘and a

The .League of: NY: “Theatres

|‘certain gentle humor which. fights

:|the.. frenzy ‘which director. Paul

audiences, . ‘Perhaps °“as

‘, Arthur Cantor, coproducers’ of “Gideon,” Ad petition: the N-Y. State: .~.
Legislature -for repeal’ of. the law. which,‘although ignored on ‘Broad- ~..:
‘way, forbids: the ‘representation of God. on ‘the stage under ‘penalty ofPo .

tra- | ceptableon’ fare.
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Gis il it. well, ‘framed in- James. Riley's
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emis ‘Enery|hanisomely - appointed’ : drawing’

Flowers’ will be the bill next week! "The Coe-Catitor move-is, of: course, a spoof gimmick with publicity:
at. the ‘Sombrero Playhouse, Phoe-/ overtones. The’ broducefs :‘learned ofthe old anti-Deity-presentation: “
aby, which is-currently O'brien in‘statute ‘by chance, ‘and.
no intention. of pursuing the request for. :.”:.
Pat and. Eloise (trs,). O'Brien
:in|repeal action. “Also: sla,there ‘hag:‘heen:no. Suggestion ofprose” -_
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to ‘be knighted. ‘for his. talents;- Moatand’s: one-man show, opening|f]
This:‘fs. # fewritter: and‘ipdatea|'the supporting -cast is: exceltent. badetonight (Wed). at the.‘Savile : ” Concert Pe
ea
version of. ‘Met. Denelli and Ste-: thrdughout:: ‘Mary Finney, who ap-}.
‘Chieke. Hara. Casuade - ~ Canadian: membership. in“Actors a
phen Joseph’s “Abracadabra,” ac~ peared. in.’ Miss: Gingold’s Broad-}._ Jackie. Coogan: and: Constance}. starrer “First - Impressions”: Ford will costar in the double bill) ..""“crown Hall, N.Y).
-quired.and tried: out by Hermiotie}. way.
of “American Dream” ‘and. “Deatht.
‘:| | equity, which. was .562.-in 1957, ;
.Gingold some time .ago. Its‘ ‘cur- etched: a: sharp portrait of-a New ofBessie. ave “tSei next} To “help ° “the. Japan
Soiiety’ climbed:: about |158%: to”.a: total...: :
rent version is being readied for ‘England maiden’ aunt. Beulah :Gar-: | Tues
music
‘scholarship
fund,
Mime.
:Cas=
of 1,452: at the end ‘of 1962. That:’.~ |
a late spring opening in. London, rick. provides a. fey Godwin, both ‘house;day
nlAngeles,
x -he sites
Play :sado.-wife -and: ‘accompanist Gaspar:
of the was revealed at. the: annual meete . a
.Los.
when the comedienne, shall have maid and.oe icieishtecroman’ |=
eminent we,
'.Spanish.
| Gasp
aie
‘her.cellist,
first NY
solo irig -of.“the™ union's‘: ‘Canadian’ ee: |
completed her pleture.and video. cer-who aids and. abets his: daugh-|
branch, at: ‘which ‘Canadian - rep-.§
‘recita
er. program: offer
sssignments
in
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U.S.
|.
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|
ter's
witcheries,
but
is
‘appalled.
at
|
;
‘Hlocus, Pocus” Miss’. Gingold his: own occult: powers.:
-Gapone' Estate:
-|-Mazart, Beethoven, Schumang,. _De-. resentative Larry -McCance' stated.
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| the. proportionate -:ratio. between *:. = :4

.| bussy and closed’ with: ‘Chopin.

hoa a starring vehicle tailored to}- James Cresson plays the ‘perfect Fa
IS

the
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